9out of
10 people who
read this ad
shouldn't
buy this speaker
If you own areceiver or amplifier
of less than 40 watts per channel the
Gale 401 loudspeaker is not for you!
If your system is just for background
music to create apleasant atmosphere,
not for serious listening, the Gale 401
loudspeaker is not for you!
However, if you demand the best from
your audio equipment
.insist on hearing everything that's
on the record or tape you're playing
.insist on having your sound without
distortion when it's very loud or very soft
.insist on aspeaker system capable of safely
handling 200 watts . . .
Then consider the Gale 401 loudspeaker.

Qale

Gale Electronics

23 Bruton Place London W1 X 7AB
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'Role of the Record Producer' is the title for Peter Gammond's and
John Atkinson's investigation printed in this issue, an enquiry
revealing some contrasted recording philosophies in an area full of
alternatives and disagreements. Our cover montage simply represents
afew of the stages with which a Producer must be concerned, ranging
from musical score to finished record.
.3/A

BRUCKNER
102 Intermezzo and Trio in d ( Alberni
etc)
CHOPIN
102 25 Preludes ( Kerer)
DEBUSSY
101 En blanc et noir ( Argerich/Bishop
Kovacevich)
102 Violin Sonata in g ( Gitlis/Argerich)
DURUFLE
103 Suite ( Patrick)
ELGAR
102 Overtures and Marches ( Gibson)
FRANCK
102 Violin Sonata in A ( Gitlis/Argerich)
103 Piano Quintet in f ( Ortiz/Medici)
103 Symphonic Variations ( Neumann)
HOLST
103 The Planets ( Marriner)
HUMMEL
101 Septet in d ( Nash Ens)
JONGEN
103 Chant de Mai ( Sampson)
KOZELUCH
103 Symphonies in Fand g ( Hlavacek)
KREISLER
103 Eugene Fodor plays ( Fodor)
MAHLER
103 Symphony 6( Karajan)
MASSENET
106 Songs and Duets ( Wright/Morgan)
MOZART
101 Andante with 5vars ( Argerich/
Bishop Kovacevich)
106 Violin Concertos ( Stern/
Schneider)
106 Piano Sonatas ( van Barthold)
PREVIN/STOPPARD
106 Every Good Boy Deserves Favour
(Previn)
PURCELL
106 Songs and Anthems ( Deller etc)
RODRIGO
106 Concierto/Fantasia ( Santos/
Scimone)

CLASSICAL
RECORD INDEX
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell, Peter
Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Stephen Daw, Kenneth
Dommett, Colin Evans, lain FenIon,
John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Peter le Huray, Arthur
Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes, Andrew Keener,
Victor McAloon, Hugh Ottaway,
Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle,
Leon Thompson, Peter Turner,
B. J. Webb
HMV MELODIYA SPECIAL
EDITION
J. S. BACH
100 Organ Works vol. 3 ( Ring)
100 Piano pieces ( Brendel)
101 Brandenburg Concertos ( Abbado)
BARBER
101 Violin Concerto etc ( Measham)
BARTOK
101 2- piano Sonata ( Argerich/Bishop
Kovacevich)
BEETHOVEN
101 Missa Solemnis ( Solti)
101 Clarinet Trio Op. 11 ( Nash Ens)
BERWALD
101 Grand Septet in 137 (
Nash Ens)
BOCCHERINI
101 Cello Concerto 2 ( Rostropovich/
Sacher)
BOULEZ
101 Piano Sonata 2( Pollini)
BRAHMS
102 Symphony 1 ( Ozawa)
102 Symphony 2etc ( Stokowski)
102 Piano Sonata Op. 5etc ( Ohlsson)
102 Sextet Op. 36 ( Alberni etc)
BRITTEN
102 Complete String Music ( Thomas)

ROSSINI arr. SEDLAK
106 Rossini for Wind ( Netherlands)
ARCHDUKE RUDOLPH
101 Trio ( Nash Ens)
SCHUBERT
106 Rosamunde music ( Boskovs4)
106 Octet in F ( ASM Ens)
107 String Quintet in C ( Bulgarian etc)
107 String Quartet 15 in G ( Italiano)
107 Piano Sonatas vol. 2 ( Klien)
SCHUMANN
103 Piano Concerto in a ( Moravec/
Neumann)
R. STRAUSS
107 Also sprach Zarathustra etc ( del
Mar)
SZYMANOWSKI
107 Symphonie Concertante etc
(Blumenthal/Kord)
TARTINI
101 Cello Concerto in A ( Rostropovich/
Sacher)

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
107 London Symphony ( Handley)
VIERNE
103 Organ Symphony 4in g ( Sampson)
103 5 Pieces de Fantaisie ( Patrick)
VIVALDI
101 Cello Concertos in C, G
(Rostropovich/Sacher)
107 The Four Seasons ( Malgoire)
107 Dixit/Stabat ( Malgoire)
VORISEK
109 Piano pieces ( Kvapil)
WEBER
109 Symphony 1 / Overtures ( Stein)
WEBERN
101 Piano Variations ( Pollini)
WILLIAMSON
109 Orchestral music ( Groves/Boult/
Hopkins)
109 Symphony for Organ etc ( Wicks)

COLLECTIONS
ORCHESTRAL
109 Bohemian Carnival: Smetana/Dvorak ( Loughran)
109 Scandinavian Serenade: Grieg/Nielsen/Sibelius/Wiren ( Friedman)
SOLO/CHAMBER
109 Classic Spanish Guitar ( Diaz)
109 Music for Drumlanrig: Albinoni/Barsanti/Byrd/Lully/Pachelbel ( Friedman)
111 Flute Concertos: Galuppi/Martini/Pergolesi/Sammartini ( Rampal)
111 50 Classical Piano Favourites ( Katin)
VOCAL/CHORAL
111 American Anthology: Cage/Carter/Copland/Gershwin/Thomson
(Dickinsons)
111 Gregorian Chant: Mass for the Dead/Easter Sunday ( Deller Consort)
111 Songs for aTudor King: Anon/Browne/Cornish/Fairfax/Sheringham
(Hilliard Ens)
ORGAN
111 Early German School: Bohm/Bruhus/Buxtehude etc ( Walcha)
111 Organs of Spain: Various ( Chapelet)
111 Organs of Castile vols 1 & 2: Anon/Cabezon/Casanoves etc ( Chapelet)

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
As this is being written, our Brighton branch has at last opened
its doors, after one or two unforseen hitches. Our apologies to
those of you who have tried to visit us, or phone us, in the last
month or so. " The best laid plans of mice and men" etc. We
still have a lot of work to do in York Place, but at least we are
now in a position to be able to offer you avaried selection of the
finest hi- fl equipment, and comparator demonstrations, in our
ground floor showroom, while work goes on apace in the cellar,
preparing a special speaker demonstration room that will be
almost second to none in comfort and facility. It's even being
rumoured that Craig ( our Man in Brighton) might get round to
offering coffee and biscuits, along with the beautiful noises
made by a wide choice of the best speakers available.
May we also take this opportunity of thanking all of those good
people within the industry for their encouragement and good
wishes that they have showered on us since we let it be known
that we were going to open a second shop. We hope that we
can repay this kindness by providing an honest and friendly
service to those who call, and ano less honest and efficient one
to those who live too far away to visit, but write or phone us to
take advantage of our mail order service.
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Below you will find alist of some of the manufacturers whose
products we handle, most of which are available from both
Reading and Brighton. However, to avoid disappointment in the
future, please note that, due to the continued policy of Rega
Research not to be pressured into vastly increasing output at
the inevitable expense of quality, we cannot supply the Planar II
or Ill turntables from Brighton in the immediate future. Any
enquiries regarding these turntables should be communicated
to Reading.
Both shops are open from Tuesday to Saturdays, 9.30 a.m.
to 5.30 p.m.

AIWA - A. & R - A.D.C. - A.K.G. - BEYER - BOSE B. & W - CORAL - CAMBRIDGE - DUAL - DAHLQUIST
- ENIGMA - GALE - LINN - LECSON - LUX - MISSION
- MERIDIAN - MICHELL - NIGHTINGALE - ORTOFON
-QUAD - ROGERS - RAM - SUGDEN, A. R. - SUGDEN,
J. E. - S.M.E. - TRIO - TANGENT - T.V.A. - UHER
VIDEOTONE -
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5-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
I YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. (0273) 695776
MAIL ORDER-PERSONAL EXPORT-PART EXCHANGE-CREDIT FACILITIES-B/CARD-ACCESS
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Two NEW
Speakers
from
Monitor
Audio
MA4 SERIES II

The new 10C watt loudspeaker from Monitor
Audio, with a no compromise acoustic
performance and a specification to match.
MA4 SERIES II SPECIFICATION
Frequency response Sine wave ± 2 dB, 55 Hz-20 kHz on axis
±3 dB, 10 ° vertically off axis
±3 dB, 30° laterally off axis
Maximum amplifier power
programme

100 watts per channel, peak

Minimum amplifier power 20 watts per channel, 8 ohm rating

SERIES II

Maximum sound output

103 dB 1 in at 1 metre

Voltage sensitivity 2.83 volts ( 1watt, 8 ohms) will produce
typicey 86 d6 1 in at 1 metre ( 86 dB/W)
Distortion Less than 1% 2nd and 0.4% 3rd harmonic,
80 Hz-20 kHz, at 90 dB at 1 metre. 0.4% maximum 3rd
harmonic at 50 Hz
IWO

Impedance 8 ohms ( not less than 6.4 ohms)
Dispersion See polar curve

CSI

Crossover 14 element L-C- R network, with high power ferrite
and air core inductors plus low loss selected capacitors
Nominal crossover point 2 2 khfz
Size 694 mm ( high) x316 mm ( wide) x 278 mm ( deep)
Weight 15.5 kg

—

Stand Matching chrome stand recommended, CS1 or CS2
available from Monitor Audio
iii
I
i '

_I

MA6 BUDGET MODEL

111111111
. —

Axial and off axis esponses MA4 SERIES II

Monitor Audio now introduce their latest
ach,evement, the new MA6. The MA6 is a budget
model to suit everyone's pocket but, with no
sacrifice of quality. It retains all Monitor Audio's
wel: known high standards of manufacture.
MA6 BUDGET MODEL SPECIFICATION
Frequency response 45 Hz to 19 kHz ± 3.5 dB
Sensitivity

'0 watts for 96 dB linear at 1 metre

Rec amplifier rating 10 watts to 50 watts per channel
Size
x 285 580
mm mm
( deep)
( high) x 300 mm ( wide)
4
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-----

Weight

Polar curve MA4 SERIES It

Distortion MA4 SERIES Il

13 kg

Stand Matching chrome stand
recommended as illustrated.
Available from Monitor Audio

Monitor
Audio Ltd the BIG name in hi•fi

Monitor Audio Limited 347 Cherry Hinton Road Cambridge England
Telephone 0223 46344 & 42898 Telex 817343 Blue CAM/G
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small is beautiful

Simon Hedges and Chris Hunt of What Hi Fi? put their
ears together to check out four British loudspeakers
in the £ 100-£150 price bracket. Smallest of the units,
the TANGENT RS2 came out best- they had this to say:to the RS2s it became
obvious that the designer had
gone all out for spaciousness of
sound — and had achieved it in
no uncertain terms. Imagery in
terms of left-to- right spread,
depth and space around the
instruments was quite stunning.
For the first time in our
listening tests we became
unaware of the existence of two
boxes pumping out sound and
conscious instead of acoherent
and stable sound stage spread
between

‘‘ Listening

from the superb range of

TANGENT
SPL1
Guaranteed five yi r
with amplifiers rated up
to SO watts per channel
into 8ohms. 1791w x
2754h) x197(d).

4

IANGENT
REFERENCI
RS4
Guaranteed five year,
with amplifiers rated up
to 80 wattsper channel
into 8oh(ns. 305(w) x
1130(111x 31 sea.

o
o
o

TANGENT

REFERENCE
RS6
Guaranteed in& years
with amplifiers rated up
to 100 watts per
channel into 8ohms
30.5(w) x810(h) x315(d).

n

TANGENT
MONITOR

edi TM3
Guaranteed five years
with amplifiers rated up
to 45 watts per channel
into 8ohms. 255(w) x
370(h) x285(d).

• TANGENT
MONITOR
TM1
Guaranteed five years
with amplifiers rated up
to 50 watts per channel
into 8.ohms. 3054w) x
630(h) x315(d).
.1

Tangent Acoustics Limited, Viking Way, Bar Hill Cambridge CB3 8EL. Tel: C0954181377.

See and Hear
Tangent
Speakers
at...
United Kingdom
ABERDEEN
Holburn Hi Fi ( 0224) 25713
ASHFORD, KENT
Photocraft Hi Fi ( 0233) 24441
BATH
Paul Green ( 0225) 316197
BELFAST
J. S. Martin ( 0232) 40644
BIRMINGHAM
Five 'Nays Hi Fi ( 021) 455 0667
BRIGHOUSE
Brighouse Hi Fi Cent- e (0484) 79606
BRADFORD
Erricks ( 0274) 31648
BRISTOL
Radford Hi Fi ( 0272) 422709
CAMBRIDGE
University Audio ( 0223) 54237
CASTLEFORD
Eric Wiley ( 0977) 553066
CHANDLERS FORD
Hampshire Audio ( 042)5) 2827
CHESTERFIELD
Hi -Fi Habitat (0246) 34923
DEVIZES
L. J. Rutter ( 0380) 2268
EASTBOURNE
Jeffries Hi Fi ( 0323) 31336
EAST GRINSTEAD
John Rees Hi Fi (0342) 27787
EDINBURGH
Hi -Fi Corner (03)) 556 7901
EGHAM
Runnymede Hi Fi (07843) 5036
EXETER
Jeffries Hi -Fi ( West) ( 0626) 863604
FORRES, MORAYSHIRE
J. M. Younie & Son ( 03092) 2866
GATESHEAD
Lintone Audio ( 0632) 774167
GLASGOW
Talisman Hi Fi ( 04)) 552 1043

LONDON Camden Town
Nicholas Hi Fi NW1 ( 01) 388 7451
Hampstead
Hampstead Hi Fi NW3 ( 01) 435 6377
Harrow
KJ Leisu resound ( 01) 863 8690
New Malden
Unilet Products Ltd. ( 0)) 942 9567
Pentonville
Grahams Electrical NI ( 01) 837 4412
Swiss Cottage
Studio 99 N W6 ( 01) 624 8855
Uxbridge
K1 Leisu resound ( 0895) 33474
Watford
KJ Leisu resound ( 0923) 45250
West End
KJ Leisuresound ( 01) 486 8263
LONDONDERRY
J. S. Martin ( 0265) 52843
NEWARK
Newark Hi -Fi ( 0636) 4571
NORWICH
Norwich Hi Fi Centre ( 0603) 22792
OSSETT
Philip Copley Hi Fi ( 0924) 272545
OXFORD
Westwood & Mason ( 0865) 47783
PETERBOROUGH
Hi -Fi Consultants ( 0733) 51007
READING
Reading Cassette & Hi -Fi (0734) 585463
SALISBURY
L. J. Rutter ( 0722) 29438
SHEFFIELD
Micron Audio ( 0742) 360295
WILMSLOW
Swift of Wilmslow ( 09964) 26213

Eire
DUBLIN
Noel Cloney Audio Consultants ( 0001)
762904

GUILDFORD
Guildford Hi Fi ( 0483) 71534
HUDDERSFIELD
Huddersfield Hi -Fi ( 0484) 44668
LIVERPOOL
W. A. Brady & Son ( 051) 733 6859
LOUGHBOROUGH
Sound Advice ( 0509) 218254

Tangent Acoustics Limited
Viking Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge
CB3 8EL Tel: ( 0954) 81377
Telex: 817678

N. AMERICAN DISTRIBUTOR:
Sound Physics Labs..
2Carlton Street
Suite 919
Toronto
Ontario M5B 113
Tel: ( 4)6) 868 1169
QUEBEC CITY
C.O.R.A. Inc.
(Centre d'Orientation et Recherches
Acoustique) 131 I
8ieme Rue.
MONTREAL
The Sound Studio Inc.
6932 Sherbrooke St. West.
ONTARIO
Dimension Stereo, 337 Princess St..
Kingston.
Stereo Factory Ltd., 10520 Yonge St.,
Richmond Heights Plaza, Richmond Hill.
Ring Audio Ltd., 40 Irwin St., Toronto.
Richard Brack Stereo, 131 Bloor St. West,
Toronto.
Straight Gain Electronics Ltd., 15 Elm St,
Toronto.
VVesseling Advanced Audio Ltd.,
98 Queen St. South.Kitchener.
Wesseling Advanced Audio Ltd., 33 Main St.,
Cambridge ( G).
London Audio, 716 York St., London.
Music, 16 Ontario St., Stratford.
Teletron, 285 St. Paul St., St. Catherines.
Martin Sound, 249 Lakeshore Rd.
East, Mississauga.
Frank Thompson TV, 609 Upper James St.,
Hamilton.
NOVA SCOTIA
Eastern Audio, 2411 Agricola St., Halifax.
MANITOBA
American Hi Fi Ltd., 313 Hargrave St.
and 220 Portage Ave., Winnipeg.
SASKATCHEWAN
Custom Stereo Systems Ltd., 117 3rd Ave.
South, Saskatoon.
Custom Stereo Systems ( Regina) Ltd.,
1761 Scarth St., Regina.
ALBERTA
Boutique of Sound, Westbrooke Mall,
Calgary.
Sound Plus ( Western) Ltd., 10125 104th St.,
Edmonton.
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Sound Plus ( Vancouver) Ltd., 600 West
Broadway, Vancouver.
Sound Hounds, 1532 Pandora Avenue,Victoria.
7

THIS IS THE SAKSON
INVASION . . . .

now you

can plunder to your heart's content
TUNER AMPS.,
ST. RECEIVERS
JVC—J RS600
P.O.A.
JVC—JRS200L P.O.A'
Sanyo JCX2300 £ 127.49
Sanyo 2400 .. £ 167.41
Amstrad 5050 £ 99.00
AMPLIFIERS
Sanyo DCA1001 £101.73
Amstrad EX330 £67.00
Amstrad IC2000 £45.00
RECORD DECKS
JVC JL40
P.O.A.
JVC JL15
P.O.A.
Amstrad TP12D £19.00
Amstrad P182 £34.52
CASSETTE DECKS
JVC KD21
P.O.A.
JVCCD1770
P.O.A.
Sanyo RD5050G £94.01
Sanyo RD5300G £121.04
Amstrad 7070.. £98.00
MUSIC CENTRES
ITT 5030 .. £134.97

Sanyo Radio Cassette
Attache .. £112.03
Sanyo DXT5502 £234.37
Cassette, Radios
Philips AR060
£41.17
Sharp GF8080
£111.30
JVC RC717
P.O.A.
Sanyo 9980 .. £127.48
TVs
JVC b/w 3060UK P.O.A.
Sanyo b/w 12" 232 £67.33
Sanyo Col. 20" £294.24

WE NOW STOCK THE BEST IN SOUL AND
POPULAR RECORDS.

SOUL IMPORTS AND

NEW RELEASES IN EVERY WEEK, 12inch AND
Richard Allan bring you three high efficiency systems
designed to the most exacting standards, obtaining the
best possible reproduction at minimum cost.
Each unit is beautifully finished in natural teak or walnut
veneer, and enhanced with asculptured front of
acoustically transparent foam, ensuring that there is no
significant effect on the treble response.
Both the Tango and Maramba are compatible with the
Charisma, as rear speakers in quadrophonic systems.

Riitairi,411ffl

Please send me further information on the above
systems, plus alist of Richard Allan stockists in my area.
Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Bradford Road,
Gomersal Cleckheaton BD19 4AZ, Yorkshire, England.
Tel: Cleckheaton ( 0274) 872442
Telex: 51112 Concab-G Cables: ACOUSTICS' Bradford

CAN YOU DO FOR YOUR EARS!

PLUS THE

PRICE IS RIGHT BECAUSE WE'RE NOT TIGHT!
Consult us first for: JVC - SANYO - TANDY ITT - PHILIPS - SHARP - BOSCH - ROTEL AKAI & LEAK, etc.

SAKSONS
Hi -Fi Discount Stores, 1 Brunswick Centre,
London WC1.
(Opposite Russell Square Tube Station)

Name

Telephone: 01-278 8996,7

Adddress
H FN

8

7inch, AS WELL AS DISCO 45's. WHAT MORE

81

SENIVHEIZER

HD424X
for lovers
m
,
of music
"light"
comfortable"
"superb"

To learn more about this model or
any other Sennheiser headphone,
write for a free brochure or consult your local Sennheiser dealer.

Please send me more details on Sennheiser Headphones
Name
Address

Code HFN/878

HAYDEN

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD
Hayden House, Churchfield Road
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW
Telephone: Gerrards Cross 88447

—J
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Aonce-in-a-lifetime
Tannoy speakers at
It's easy to find cut-price hi-fi offers and you'd be right in
thinking that 'nothing is for nothing: With one very remarkable exception.
To celebrate our Golden Jubilee Tannoy are offering
top- selling speakers at a10% saving over and above what
your dealer's already offering.
Never before, and never again will you have such a
chance to own the best. To celebrate our Golden Jubilee you
can buy any of our three best-selling pairs of speakers at
aonce-in-a-lifetime saving.
A Golden Jubilee 10% saving from Tannoy plus the
Dealer's Golden Jubilee discount.
Just think for amoment what this means.You don't have to
settle for second-best. In 50 years Tannoy has never before
offered adiscount. It may be 50 years before we do again!
If your dealer offers you 10% as well, you'll save £ 57.15 on
our best-selling Cheviot speakers!
No need to decide right now. First, enjoy Tannoy's VIP
Listen-before-you-buy service.
How many car showrooms sell Rolls Royce? It's much the
same for Tannoy. When you make the best it takes time. This
means there are never enough Tannoy speakers to go round,
and we choose only one kind of dealer. The best.
Part of the deal is, he always gives you aleisurely, relaxed
audio demonstration. Because he's selling you the best he
doesn't need to blind you with science. He will tell you,
simply. what makes Tannoy speakers the best.

Like the superlative two-drive system with perfect sound
phasing. The unique girdacoustic cone. The fact that no less
than 58% of professional sound recording studios in UK
choose Tannoy speakers.
Even though we've cut the prices to an all-time low
Tannoy after- sales service and the 5 year Guarantee
remain the same.
No dealer gets the chance to sell Tannoy unless his aftersales service is impeccable. For double peace of mind you
also get the famous Tannoy 5year Guarantee.
You can't imagine how much better your hi-fi system
will sound with Tannoy speakers.
Sound like you've never heard it before.Unprecendented
power with supreme fidelity.
But -hurry. Our Golden jubilee offer lasts only while
present stocks clear.
Once afortunate few have snapped up our speakers at
these price levels the celebrating will be over.
The way the prices of ordinary speakers continue to rise,
you'll never forgive yourself if you miss this chance to own
the best.
Clip out the Tannoy Golden Jubilee Voucher below and
take it to any of the Tannoy dealers listed on the right. Judge
for yourself.
You could save over £57. Even better, you'll probably be
able to buy on Credit cards or H.P. Call it an early Christmas
present. But - don't wait. Get to your dealer while stocks last.

Take this valuable Golden Jubilee Voucher
to your local Tannoy dealer.
\bucher only redeemable at Tannoy dealers list (.( I
on right. Your Tannoy dealer will be pleased to
explain full terms of offer.

•g

up to

Dear Dealer,
Iwould like acomplete Tannoy VIP Audio
Demonstration, without any obligation to buy.
Name_
Address

Against Manufacturers Recommended Retail Price
on apair of

Tannoy Cheviot speakers
Up to £ 54 on
with
apair of Devon
Dealers
Up to £ 48
Golden Jubilee
on apair of Eaton
Discount

(Please print clearly)

CUT THIS VOUCHER AND HAND
TO YOUR TANNOY DEALER
Not negotiable.Offer expires when present stocks exhaustedj

10

Offer available at all branches of

i Laskys, KJ.Leisure Sound and

Forum Hi Fi and at the following
audio specialist shops:—
SCOTLAND
Audio Aids
52 George SLEdinbtegh
43/45 Sth. Clerk St.,Edinburgh
Brysons
7Hamilton Rd.,Motherwell
John McLachlan
56 Old SneddonSt.,Paisley
G D & M Dunglinson
Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle
MIDLANDS & NORTH
Hardman Radio
1-4 Guildhall Parade, Preston
12/14 St. Mary's Gate, Manchester
Gilson Audio
234 Linthorpe Rd.,Middlesbrough
Saxons Hi Fi
20-22 Waterloo Place, Sunderland
Leicester Hi Fi
215-219 Melton Rd.,Leicester

opportunity to buy
a10% extra saving.
58% of UK Recording Studios
use Tannoy speakers.
TANN0Y

Cheviot

,
IBL 16.6%

\1.1 I (. 56%
SPENDOR 27%

Li

CADAC 21%

D

KEF 1.8%
Il&W I6%
ALL OTHERS 11.4%

Forum Hi Fi
Tivoli Centre, Coventry Rd.
Birmingham.
Unit 3-9, Longfellow Rd., Coventry
600 Mansfield Rd., Sherwood
K.J.Leisure Sound
101 St. Albans Rd., Watford
Barnsley Hi Fi
40/42 Sheffield Rd.,Barnsley
University Audio
1/2 Peas Hill, Cambridge
Hi Fi Opportunities
33 Handyside Arcade,Newcastle
Ward & Williams
34 Stockport Road, Romiley
Stockport
C.M.C. Audio Visual
Station Bridge, Keighley
Eulipilan Audio
81-83 Winslow Rd., Rusholme
Manchester
Lloyd Paton Ltd.
34 Moorfield Walk,Urnston
Manchester '

Swift's of Wilmslow
5Swan St.,Wilmslow
GREATER LONDON SOUTH &
SOUTH WEST
KJ. Leisure Sound
48 Wigmore St., W.1
27 Springfield Rd.. Harmw
278 High St.,Uxbridge
Nandos Radio
328 Edgware Rd., W.1
Azat
Charlotte St., W1
REW Audio Visual
114-116 Charing Cross Rd.,VV.C.2
230 Tottenham Court
Lion House
227 Tottenham Court
Discount Audio
231 Tottenham Court Rd.,W.1
Budget Sound Systems
242 Tottenham Ccrurt Road,W.1
Landau Radio
195-199 High St.,Sutton

Francis of Streatham
167-171 High St.. Streatham
South London Hi Fi
210 Brixton Hill. S.W.2
Unique
16 Queensmere, Slough
Sewards
Friar St.. Reading
Hamilton Electronics
35 London Road, Southampton
B&BHiFi
Priory Rd.. High Wycombe
Management Electronics
264 Old Christchurch Road
Bournemouth

F

r

i

\

"Musit:1\.
Studio S,
Directory t..

Uni Let Products
35 High St.. New Maldon
Cavendish Sales
317 WhiteChopei Rd.. E.1
Ellis Marketing
5/7 Arlington Parade
Brixton Hill,S.W.2
M. O'Brien
95 High St., Wimbledon, S.VV.19
Aerce Records
27 Chobham Rd.. Woking
NORTHERN IRELAND
J. S. Martin, The Hi Fi Shop
11 Lisburn Rd Belfast

03
3Y
\V
C -

"annoy Products Ltd.
St. John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP .
10 8HR
11

PLANET

HIFI eg
VIDEO

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950s. Expert guidance
from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge
for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by acheque card.
Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

ADC SS' Soundshaper
ADC 552 Soundshaper
ADC SLM 100 Meter
Armstrong 621 ..
Harman Kardon
Pioneer SA506
Pioneer SA606
Pioneer SA706 ..
Pioneer SA7500 Mk II
Pioneer SA8500 Mk II
Pioneer SA9500 Mk 11
Quad 33/303/405
Rote RA3I3..
Rote RA4I3..
Rote RA7I3..
Rote RA9I3..
Rote RAI312
Rote RAI412
Sansui
Spendor DC.10
Yamaha CA4I0
Yamaha CA6I0
Yamaha CA8I0
Yamaha CAI010
Yamaha CA2010

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115.50
£147 50
£142.50
£206.00
£286.00
P.O.A.
£67.00
£86.00
£98.50
£135.00
£205 00
£380.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Receivers
Aiwa 7400 .. .. [ 161.00
Aiwa 7600 .. .. .. £ 205.00
Aiwa 3090A Cass./Receiver
P.O.A.
Aiwa 5050 Music Centre . . .
Aiwa 5090A Music Centre
P.O.A.
Akai AAI125 .. .. £ 109.95
Akai AM 1133 .. .. £ 139.95
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec. .. £ 232.00
Akai AC3800L Music Centre £ 333.00
Armstrong 625 FM.. .. £ 164-50
Armstrong 625 Aril/FM .. £ 189.50
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 137.00
Goodmans One- Twenty £ 154.75
Goodmans One- Fifty .. £226.50
Goodmans MCD100 M/Centre £ 285•00
Harman Kardon .. ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX450
£ 105.00
Pioneer SX550
£ 140.00
Pioneer SX650
£205.50
Pioneer SX750
£ 244.75
Pioneer SX980 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX I
080/SX1980
P.O.A.
Rote RX303
£ 37.50
Rote RX403
£ 108.50
Rote RX503
£ 135.00
Rote RX603
£ 187.50
Rote RX803
£ 229.00
Rote RX I203/RX1603
P.O.A.
Sansui .. ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR2040 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR2025 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR2055 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR2075 Mk 11 .. . . .
Yamaha CR200E CR420 CR620 CR820
G RI020 CR2020 .. ..
P.O.A.

Speakers

%l

COMPLETE SPEAKERS
Celestion UL6 ( pair) .. £ 120.00
Celestion UL8 ( pair) .. £157.50
Celestion Ditton 11 ( pair)
£63.25
Celestion Ditton I5XR ( pair) £ 92.00
Celestion Ditton 22 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) £ 224.00
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) £ 164.00
Celestion Ditton 44 ( pair) £ 193.00
Celestion Ditton 66 ( pair)
£324.00
Good mains RBI8 ( pair) £55.00
Goodmans RB20 ( pair) £ 69.00
Good mans RB35 ( pair) .
£99.00
Achromat Beta ( pair) .
P.O.A.
Achromat Kappa ( pair) .
P.O.A.
Achromat Sigma ( pair) .
P.O.A.
Harbeth H.L. Monitor .
P.O.A.
ot
IMF Electronics all models
P.O.A.
Jordan- Watts Janet ( pair) .
f53.25

Aiwa AD 1250 Cass./Dol. £ 125•00
Aiwa AD6400 Cass./Dol. .. £ 185110
Aiwa AD6550 Cass./Dol. . £ 210.00
Aiwa AD6800 Cass./Dol. .. £299.95
Akai 4000D5 Mk 11 reel .. £ 169.95
Akai 400DB Reel/Dol... £216.95
Akai GX2I5D Reel/Rev. .. £ 29495
Akai C534D Cass./Dol. .. £83.00
Akai C5702D Mk 11Cass./Dol. £99.75
Akai CS707D Cass. Dol. .. £ 137.00
Akai GXC709D Cass./Dol... £ 159.95
Akai GXC725D Cass./Dol./3H £ 19495
Akai AXC730D Cass/Rev/Dol £242.00
Akai GXC740D Cass/Dol/3H £ 265.00
Akai GXC570D Cass/Dol/3H £499.45
Goodmans SCDI 10 Cass/Dol £ 124.00
Harman Kardon
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 250
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 350
Nakamichi 550
P.O.A.

\

Turntables
Akai AP100 .. .. .. £ 59.95
ADC Accutrac 4000 .. £ 225-00
Aiwa AP2200 .. .. £ 99.95
G
d
SP25 Mk V/Shure M75-6 £41.75
GT20 Manual/Shure M75ED/Il
£64.50
GT25P sem/auto Shure M75-ED/II
£72-75
GT35P sem/auto Strobe/Shure
M75ED/11 .. £86.00
Harman Kardon
P.O.A.
Linn Sondek LPI2
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL5I4D
£ 59.50
Pioneer PL5I6D
£ 77.50
Pioneer PL5I8D
£ 107-50
Pioneer PL520D
£ 144.50
Pioneer PL530
£ 159.00
Pioneer PL550
£ 189-00
Pioneer PL570
£252.50
Pioneer PL590
£254-75
Rotel RPI300
£ 52.50
Rotel RP3300 .. £ 67-50
Fintel RP5300
£86.50
Strathern SMA2/STi44
P.O.A.
Thorens TDI608C/Mk 11
(less arm) .... £75•00
Thorens TDI 10
..
£ 109-50
Thorens TDII5 .
£124.00

Iii;

orens TD126BC/Fik Ill
(less arm) .. .. .. P.O.A.

eltiel
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Demonstrations, Expert Guidance
and after sales service.

order by phone 01-952 3238

Buy any
three main items
(pair speakers=1)
and we will allow
you an extra 5Z off
our already
excellent prices

All prices include VAT a, 1272%.
Please add £ 2.75 per item towards
carriage and insurance. ( cartridges
and styli post 75p).

Jordan- Watts Juno ( pair) .. £ 72.75
Jordan- Watts GT ( pair) .. £ 91.00
Jordan- Watts TLS ( pair) .. £ 165•60
KEF Celeste
KEF Corelli ..
All
i
KEF Calinda ..
normally
KEF Cantata ..
in stock
KEF Model 104AR
Prices on
teak/white/walnut
application
KEF Model 105 ..
KEF 104AB white
Very Special Offer
JRI49 ( pair) .. .. .. £125-00
JR Super Woofer .. ..
P.O.A.
Lowther- all models ..
P.O.A.
Spendor BC! Mk 11 BC3/5A1
P.O.A.
Tannoy Eaton ( pair)
Tannoy Devon ( pair)
Tannoy Cheviot ( pair) ..
P.O.A.

Tannoy Berkeley ( pair) .
Tannoy Arden ( pair)
Wharfedale Denton 2XP ( pr)
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 ( pr)
Wharfedale Linton XP2 ( pr)
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 ( pr)

P.O.A.
£45•00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

SPEAKER KITS & UNITS
Jordan- Watts Module .. £ 17.00
Jordan- Watts HF Unit .. £8.00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit P.O.A.
KEF T27
£8.75
KEF B110
£ 11-25
KEF B200
£ 12.50
KEF B139 .. .. .. £ 26-00
KEF DNI2 ( T27/13110/13139)
£7.50
KEF DNI3 ( T27/13200) .. £ 5.25
Tannoy 295A HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy 3I5A HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
I
Tannoy 385A HPD ( pair) ..
P.O.A.

Pick-Up Arms,
Cartridges & Styli
Nakamichi 600
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 700 Mk 11
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 1000 Mk 11
P.O.A.
Pioneer 4040 Cass./Dol. £ 119.50
Pioneer 6060 Cass./Dol. £ 134.00
Pioneer Cass./Dol. 700
P.O.A.
Pioneer Cass./Dol. 900 .. . . .
Pioneer 1000 Cass./Dol./3H
£360.00
Revox 11102/4 .. .. £448.00
Rotel RDIOF Cass./Dol. ..
£96.00
Rotel RD3OF Cass./Dol. ..
P.O.A.
Sansui
Tandberg 10* Reel .
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD3I0 Mk. 1
.
1
Cass./Dol.
Tandberg
TCD336
Cass./
Dol./3H . . .. ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC5 t15 Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.
Yamaha TC800D Cass./Dol.
P.O.A.dl
Yamaha TC800G I. Cass./Dol. P.O.A.

Tuners

Headphones

Armstrong 623 .. £ 117-00
Armstrong 624
..
£82-50
Harman Kardon ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX5500 Mk II
£74.00
Pioneer TX606 .. £94.00
Pioneer TX6500 Mk 11
£ 105•50
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 11
£ 168.50
Pioneer TX9500 Mk II
£260.50
Quad FM3 .. ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT425
..
£67.75
Rotel RT725
..
£86.00
Sansut
.
.
P.O.A.
Yamaha CT411 CT616
. CT1010
CT810

Video
VIDEOAfter long and careful evaluation
of this medium we now stock the
latest Akai home and portable
equipment.
Akai VHS home 3 hour .
Akai VTS 300 ( portable)

LMG IHeadshell £45.
SME 3009 improved £44.25
SME 3009 S2
..
£48.50
SME 3009 Mk Ill .. £89.75
SME FD200 damper .. [ 16.50
Formula 4 Mk Ill .. .
P.O.A.
Cartridges
Price
Styli
ADC
VLM Mk Ill [2450 £ 18- so
XLM Mk Ill £ 36•00 £22.50
ZLM .. £56.50 £ 32-75
ZLM(Select) £74.50 Ortofon MC 20/MCA 76
P.O.A.
Shure
M44/7 ..
a•oo
£6.00
M55/E .. £8.50 £ 7.75
M75/E.12 .. £ 13.25 £ 10.00
M75/E02 . £ 15.75 £ 13 50
M95/ED .. £ 19 75 £ 17.50

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Akai ASE7
Koss HV I ..
Koss HV I/LC
Koss KI25
Koss KI35
Koss KI45
Koss ESPIO
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E300
Pioneer 5E500
Pioneer 5E700
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP3

£10-00
£26.50
£29.75
[15.50
£18-75
£23.50
P.O.A.
£11-50
£18.25
£19.50
£24.20
£40.50
£35.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

High Street, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7HE.
Telephone: 01-952 3238.
MI Motorway.
OPEN:
88
mon.Sat.
9.30 to 6.
ta,
Thursday.
r
ts
odl
a
2y
..
3° rim%
A•l
Easy parking.
14,,
45

E (!!
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If you care for
your recordsone clean
investment
saves many

tOenteeéer

e

MkIll
The best sounding universal tone arm
PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY

Silicone Damped Pick-up Arm

The philosophy behind the Formula 4Mk III is very simple, as hi-fi
addicts our arm was made primarily to satisfy ourselves, with all
known theory and practical considerations incorporated. Fortunately and inevitably our delighted customers continue their unsolicited non-stop praise, many saying that the Mk III sees off all
other arms with ANY cartr dge, irrespective of price. Consequently
we do not care as to what any incompetent biased subjective reviewer, magazines with aosurd pretensions to authoritativeness,
retailer or competitor says or does not say. Listen with your own
ears, not with someone elses and we are confident that you will
find our slogan ' The best sounding Universal Tone Arm' to be true.
Universal Alignment Protractor and Stylus Force Gauge now
available.
MAYWARE LTD. (
Dept HFN.8.78)
15 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA3 9TS, England

with the GRAND PRIX
AWARD WINNING

A

APPOLO

RECORD CLEANER
You r
elooking at the solution to one or tire oldest pr ODIelilS In audio - how to proted
your.new records and rejuvenate all the old favourites.
It's called "Pixall"—and it's remarkable. This unique British cleaner so impressea the
Jury at "International Stereo Compo ' 76" that it was aptly honoured with the
Grand Prix Award in its product section.
:The key to Pixall's success lies in its specially formulated adhesive tape, designed not
merely to remove surface dust but more specifically to lift and dispose of darragng
microdust particles, embedded deep inside the grooves.
Independent tests have shown that adisc treated with "Pixall" results visually irt
leaving the record in pristine condition, whilst audibly it makes sound, sound better.
Available it -rl'
Hifi, Stereo and Record stores.
See us in
Sets aNew Dimension in Visual and Audible Perfection
• No Dust • No Dirt • Reduces StylusWear
• Eliminates Crackles and Pops' • Clean Fidelity
• Minimises Distortion
Keeps your good sounds — sounding good

HALL No. 3
STAND No. B2
at HARROGATE

MILTY PRODUCTS LTD.,
New Mansion House 173/191 Wellington Road South, STOCKPORT, Chesnire
SKI 3UA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3. Telex: 667700
Please supply (state auantity required)
Pixall Off-the-Record" Cleaner
I
enclose Cheque/P.O. voue
@£3.30 incl. VAT. P & Padd 19p.
"Pull Genuine Refill @ 65p
incl VAT. P.& Padd 9p.
NAME

(please do not send postage
stamps)
HN

ADDRESS
1....(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

POSTCODE
Prices only applicable to the UK J

Milty Products Ltd., 173/191 Wellington Road South, Stockport, Chesh .re.

STANDS

NEW MODELS
Details now available
TV WA_L BRACKETS
AUDIO RACKING SYSTEM
AUDIO TROLLEY

APPOLO IV LOUDSPEAKER STAND WITH
CASTORS ONLY £19•13 A PAIR

MADE
IN THE U.K.
ALL APPOLO MODELS ARE
MANUFACTURED IN HIGH
GRADE STEEL AND COATED
IN NYLON

APPOLO
WM:- BRACKETS
With swivel action.
For speakers up to 50Ib
weight.
Complete
screws and wall plugs

Sabre II £28.97 ( Pair)

£10.91
(Pair)
For Brochure and Dealer List send
stamped addressed envelope to:

GRABERN AUDIO LTD
I39A, BRIGHTON ROAD,
COULSDON, SURREY CR3 2NJ.
Telephone: 01-660 4780
elex 943763 GRABERN AUDIO
Prices include VAT.

Appolo II £24.19 ( Pair)
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THE GRIFFIN
APERIODIC'

A GRIFFIN WHAT?

THE GRIFFIN TYPE 27 " APERIODIC"
LOUDSPEAKER
The Aperiodic 27 loudspeaker incorporates a revolutionary crossover design
featuring degrees of inherent mid- range
and treble damping and coil control
previously
only
obtainable
by
tri amplification.
The frequency range extends from below
30Hz to 25kHz within
2dB with
exceptional smoothness and the dispersion characteristics are very wide at
all frequencies. There is no significant
beaming, unlike conventional speaker
systems.
The ' Aperiodic 27' is suitable for amplifiers
from 30 - 100 watts RMS.

lanai
AGFA

BASF

FUJI

CASSETTU

Ferro Color ..
SFD
Carat .
Stereochrome

C.60
£0.54
£0.73
£1.28
£1.01

C.90
£0.74
£0.97
£ 1.60
£ 1.27

C.120
£111
£ 1.30

LH .
LH Super ..
Ferro Super .
Chrome Dioxide
Ferrochrome

£0.54 £0.73
£0.97 £ 1.26
£0.94 £1.26
£1.21 £1419
£118 £1410

£0.99
£ 1.71
£ 1-66
£ 1.94

FL
FX

£1.74

••
Dynamic
AD
SA

£0.69
£1.05

£0.98
£ 1.16

£0.56
£0411
£1.05

£0.80
£1.10
£ 1.45

£ 1.02
£ 152

MAXELL

SLN
UD ..
UDXL1
UDXL2

£0.62
£1.07
£1.29
£1.32

£0.82
£ 121
£ 159
£ 160

£ 1.06
£163

PYRAL

Sprint
Hi Fi
Optima
Maxima
Super FE

£0.45
£0.58
£0.83
£0.97
£1.40

£064
£083
£ 105
£1.20
£ 185

TDK

NAME
ADDRESS
POST THIS COUPON TO

PURE SOUND GENIUS
H.K. GRIFFIN & CO ( Electronics) Siddorts Idctury
Estate. Howard Street, West Bromwich. West
Midlands B70 OSU Tel : 021-556 6825/6823

GROOVAC
vacuum record cleaner
and anti- static brush

Groovac IV offers complete record and stylus care
in one highly efficient unit. It tracks in like a
second pick-up arm and operates while your
record is playing.
The new Mk IV is even more effective and quieter
than its predecessor-and at no increase in price.
The new enclosure is an attractive matt black.
Highly recommended
John Peel, HiFi Weekly
Is asuccess
Chris Dawson, Classical Music

£ 089
£1.04

POST: ito 9: 40p; 10 and over, POST FREE (
UK only).
Cheques, Postal Orders, Cash ( regd.) to:
2113 Kings Road, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands B73 5AD
Telephone: 021-355 2054
All offers subject to availability. Price includes VAT at 8%.
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Please send details of your full range of loudspeakers and list of selected dealers.

Price £ 19.50 inc. VAT
For further details contact-

Ex AUDIC
Kernick Rood, Penryn, Cornwall, TRIO 9DQ

tel: 0326 72753

See if too much praise
has gone to our head.
"T
Osay that the results were staggering
would be an understatement 99
THE GRAMOPHONE
66 there is no question that this is one
of the finest cartridges now available.99
CANADIAN STEREO GUIDE
66

the ZLM is simply superb.99
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE (USA)

66 We found the sound of the
ADC ZLM to be absolutely first rate
on music records of all types.99
USA STEREO REVIEW

44 the ZLM cartridge provides audio of a
rare quality and almost perfect definition•
.....the ZLM cartridge an undisputed leader. 99
HI-FI MAGAZINE (FRANCE)
66 Compared to other high class cartridges,
the ZLM stands out for its true uncoloured
sound.99
SUONO STEREO
MAGAZINE (ITALY)

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation.
Adivision of BSR Limited,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
W. Midlands 1364 5QH.

We mob evencthlng
very com
ble.

66 The more you listen to the
sound, the more you find the good
quality of the 71iM.99
AUDIO ACCESSORY
MAGAZINE (JAPAN)

•

mondo
soun
•
e
e

GLOSSOP ROAD GOSSIP
Have Super Hi -Fi Bargains, will haggle! Super Silly Sale
Prices during the Summer Season. Ring for best prices.
Offers required for Sale items unsold from last month's advert.

All Prices inclvsive of VAT at 14%
Two Years Free Parts and Labour
Excellent Demonstration Facilities

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA5500
Pioneer SA6500
Pioneer SA606
Pioneer SA706
Rotel RA3I3
Rotel RA413
Trio KA3700
Armstrong 621
Quad-Trio
Yamaha-JVC
Technics- Sony

Mk II
Mk II
..
..

RECEIVERS
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Akai AA1135
Rotel RX303
Rotel RX403
Rotel RX503
Pioneer SX450
Pioneer SX550
Pioneer SX650 ..
Goodmans Module 130
Yamaha CR820 ..
Akai-Armstrong
Hitachi- Aiwa
Trio-Tandberg ..
Yamaha-JVC
Bang and Olufsen
Sony-Technics ..
TURNTABLES
Garrard GT20 c/w cart. .
Garrard GT25P c/w cart..
Garrard GT35 c/w cart. .
Garrard DD75 c/w cart. .
Pioneer PL514
Pioneer PL516
Pioneer PL518
Dual CS502 c/w cart.
Dual CS704 c/w cart.
Shure M75ED cart.
Shure M95ED cart.
Shure VI5 Mk 3cart.
Ortofon FFISE cart.
Ortofon VMS20E cart.
SME 3009ND Arm II
SHE 3009ND Arm III
STD, Technics, B & O.
Hitachi, P/C, Fons, Sony

£65 00
£102 00
£118 00
£149 00
£69 00
£96 00
£75 00
£105 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£165 00
£189 90
£139 95
£98 00
£119 00
£149 00
£106 00
£141.00
£205 00
£160 00
£289 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£63.00
£70-00
£84.00
£86.50
£61-00
£83.00
£109.00
£80.00
£156.00
£1S-00
£21.90
£43.00
£15.00
£30-00
£45.00
£97.00

P.O.A.

etc.

HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGES
Beyer, B & 0, Ortoron,
Stanton, Pioneer, Koss,

TUNERS
Pioneer TX5500
Pioneer TX 6500
Pioneer TX7500
Pioneer TX606
Rotel RT425
Rotel RT725
Armstrong
Trio- Quad
Sony-JVC
Yamaha- Hitachi ..
Technics ..

•
•
•
£74 00

•£106.00

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CTF4040
Akai CS34D
Akai CS702D
Akai CS707D
Akai GXC709D
Akai 4000DS
Aiwa ADI250
Aiwa AD6300
Aiwa AD1800
Aiwa
Tandberg ..
Sony-JVC
Technics ..
Bang and Olufsen
Hitachi ..

£137.00
£107 00
£78 00
£96 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Now, what's new? Would you believe it!- Stacked Quads in
stock and on demonstration along with Linn Sondek, Dayton
Wright, Acoustat, STD, Meridian, A & R, Quad, TVA Export,
etc. Visit our superb demonstration lounge by appointment
and let us help you to make the right choice. Your satisfaction
is our guarantee.
Finally to whet your appetite, 1 off items: T.V.A.-£375;
Yamaha CT7000-£350; B & W DM70 Export-£300; Yamaha
TC511S-£115 and Gale Loudspeakers-£299.
All items guaranteed, and for callers a few other goodies to
be had. Sorry we've not had much to say this month, we hope
these prices make it up. Also available on demo, all our usual
gear: Linn; Grace; Supex; T.V.A.; Pro-Acc; Swallow; Uher;
Pioneer; Yamaha; Meridian; Celef; etc.

£119 00
£89 00
£97 00
£134 95
£159 95
£169 95
£132 00
£136 00
£229 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD
284 Glossop Road
Sheffield S10 2HS
Telephone: 0742-737893
Export and Professional Dept. 730064

SPEAKERS (pair)
Leak 3030 ..
£114.00
Leak 3050 ..
£162.00
£248.00
Leak 3080 ..
£258.00
Leak 2075 ..
Leak 3090 ..
£529-00
Celestion Ditton ISXR
£94 00
Celestion Ditton 22 .. £ 128.00
Celestion Ditton 33 .. £ 166.00
Celestion UL range- In stock
Wharfedale Linton 3XP
£64 00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
£89.00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
£128.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2
£174.00
Wharfedale ESO
£238-00
Wharfedale E70
£294.00
Tangent range- In stock
B & W, Quad, AR ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio ..
P.O.A.
Castle, Spendor
P.O.A.
Mordaunt-Short
P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen
P.O.A.
Videotone, R

3

CASSETTES

etc.

or

less

CASSETTES (price each)
B.A.S.F. LH C.90 ..
B.A.S.F. Super C90 ..
B.A.S.F. FSLH IC90 ..
T.D.K. AD C90
T.D.K. SA C90
Maxell UD C90
Sony C90 HF ..
POSTAGE

10 rate
£0.82
£1.34
£1.39
£1.18
.. £ 1.58
.. £ 1.33
.. £ 1.07

20 rate
£0.78
£1-29
£1.33
£1.13
£1.51
£1.28
£1.03

9

S.A.E. FOR CASSETTE AND TAPE PRICES

each

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
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60p per ten; 86p per twenty; £1.20 per forty.

monitor,

P&P

MORE THAN

3

40 rate
£0.77
£ 1.26
£ 1.30
£ 1.11
£ 1.48
£ 1-25
£ 1.00

50

each
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Introducing the Ultimate in
Stereophone Listening

The new Koss Pro/4 Triple A.
Here, for the first time, is a
stereophone that combines the
ultimate in both audio and human
engineering technology. A precision
instrument that offers perfect, liveperformance reproduction of your
favourite music along with fatiguef
ree comfort over long listening
sessions.
The New Koss Pro/4 Triple A's
oversized diaphragm and extralarge voice coil reproduces every
intricate detail of the musical source
material over the entire frequency
response of 10 Hz- 22 kHz.
Every note blossoms to its fullest
harmonic growth offering a

full- bandwidth Sound of Koss
that truly has to be heard to be
believed.
But Koss engineers didn't stop their
design innovations once they'd
developed asuperior element.
Because stereophones have to be
worn to be enjoyed. So through
extensive studies on how stereophones are actually worn, Koss
engineers were able to create a
direct-contour Pneumalite® earcushion that not only offers soft
plyable comfort but one that also
provides aperfect seal for flat, low
bass response to below audibility.
And to add even more comfort to

the new Koss Pro/4 Triple A
Stereophone, they developed a
special Pneumalite® dual headband
that creates afeeling of almost
weightlessness even over periods
of extended listening.
Without question, the new Koss
Pro/4 Triple A is the most accurately
engineered dynamic stereophone
ever developed. It represents the
culmination of years of experience
in the innovation and development
of precision stereophone design
and manufacture. Once you've
heard it, we think you'll agree that
it represents the ultimate in
stereophone listening.

KOSS stereophones
...hearing is believing

TM

Tape Music Distributors, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. AL1 5JR. Tel: ( 0727) 64337

PERFORMANCE THAT LASTS 1
wt
• On average, asports car engine lasts for
about1500 hours driving. Then the head has to
corne off for an overhaul.
Philips can do better than that.
The FSX recording and playback heads on
our new Hi Fi International cassette decks are
designed to give an average of 3000 hours peak
performance. We make them from an ultra-hard
iron/silicon/aluminium material that has four
times the life of ordinary ferrite heads. And our FSX heads offer lower noise levels
and awider dynamic range into the bargain.
You've probably read alot about the
importance of noise reduction systems. This
Philips cassette deck has two: Dolby B* and the
*Trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.

DNL system that reduces tape hiss during quiet
passages. The beauty of DNL is that it works
purely on playback so all pre-recorded cassettes
gain from it.
The deck takes all types of ferro, chrome and
ferrochrome tapes. And we've put alot of
thought into the tape transport mechanism.
It's based on asolid die-cast ZAMAC chassis
with precision-grade ball bearings for accurate
alignment of the heads.
The motor has tacho control for accurate
speed and low wow and flutter. The magnetic
take-up spool coupling and gear-driven wind/
rewind arrangement offer what is effectively threemotor performance. But at asingle motor price.
When you run your eye down the list of

LONG AS ASPORTS CAR'S.
other features, you appreciate even more the
terrific value of the Hi Fi International range:
Three-digit Counter with zero reset.
Automatic release of controls when the end
of the cassette is reached.
Quick Repeat button.
LED peak overload indicators that respond
faster than moving meters.
And illuminated cassette compartment.
Our other models have many of these
features too.
Drop in on your Philips dealer and ask about
our full range of cassette decks, turntables, open
reel recorders, MFB speaker/amps, loudspeakers
and tuner amps that all offer you more sound
for your pounds.

Simply years ahead.

You'll find with Philips, becoming an expert
on hi-fi doesn't mean you have to become an
expert on high-finance.
The New Philips Hi Fi International Range.

el

I've simply got to know more: send me the full
facts on Philips HiFi International.
NAME
ADDRESS

Please complete and send to: Philips Electrical Ltd.,
Dept. SP, PO Box 3, Horley, Surrey.
HHN8

I
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PHILIPS

THE CHOICE IS YOURS.
MARK 1
The Mark 1 Vac-O-Rec is the all time
favourite to the very best in record care
and protection. Based on an established
and proven design the Mark J. Vac-O-Rec
is an entirely new concept in record care.
Its three way action ensures that all
records are thoroughly cleaned of dirt
and static, in just thirty seconds.
The soft mohair brushes reach deep
down to dislodge and lift the dirt
particles. This grime is then sucked
away from the record surface by a
powerful built in vacuum cleaner, and,
while the Vac-O-Rec is cleaning up, the
special mylar strips sweep the record
surface to reduce static electricity.
Ensuring that your record is left free of
those annoying crackles and pops that
can so easily ruin your listening pleasur

MARK 2
Based on the Mark 1, the ultra modern
Vac-O-Rec Mark 2 is designed to be
compatible with todays styling in HiFi
equipment.
Based on a similar principle to the Mark 1,
this unit takes your record, E.P., L.P. or
78, and in thirty seconds cleans it of all
the damaging microscopic dust particles
in the grooves.
No other cleaners take such care of your '
record collection. just listen for yourself
Only Vac-O-Rec can give you back the
sounds you love. Both the Vac-O-Rec
Mark 1 and the Vac- OReo Mark 2 are
available from good record and HiFi
Stores.
Vac-O-Rec.
Manufactured in the U.K. by
V.O.R. International,
Randels Road,
Knowsley Industrial Estate,
Knowsley,
Merseyside.

VACO-REC- the ultimate in record care.
20

4Good Listeners

?mtessiortal performance from ultra.
hin. specálly curved diaphragms
tilled to powerful magnets Padded
leadband with specially designed
jokes that hold the slim nylon padded
earcups firmlv but comfortably against
toy headshape Open back FR
16-22,000 Hz Sens 100 dB
3PL at 1mW Matching Imp 8 to
1000 Ohms Weight. 160 gm

Around
£13.00 inc

The new concept ( until now featured
in much more expensive headphones)
that provides performance equal to
Electrostatics and low linear distortion
even at high sound levels. Leather
gram headband and earmuffs. Open
back FR 16-20.000 Hz Sens
90 dB SPL at 1mW Imp 8 Ohms
Weight. 240 gm

1I
I I
e

lightweights with outstanding
›erlorrhance from drive units
employee the most powerful size- forsize magnets obtainable and specialty
urved diaphragms only 12 5 microns
:hick Leather grain headband. nylon
...actded earcups on yokes that tailor to
ley headshape Open back FR
10-25..."500 Hz Sens. 125 dB SPL
it 1rraN Matching Imp 8 to 1000
Jhms Weight 150 gm

Ross Eieenx.c s

Supertight- 120 grams, superslim—
only 10 mm thick, but fitted with
advanced technology drive units that
outperform bulkier, more expensive
headphones Padded, adjustable twin
headband and supra aural earmuffs
provide exceptionally comfortable
listening Open back. FR' 18.22.000
Hz Sens. 100 dB SPL at 1mW
Matching Imp 4 to 150 Ohms

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

Around
£14.50 inc

e

r II
I

Around
£25.00 inc

Quality HI- Fl from beginning to end.
32 Rathbone Place, London W1P IAD TEL 01 580 7112/3

:••••••'.

AUDIO KITS OF DISTINCTION FROM
International

PSI 4002 £ 247. 50

POWERTRAN

200 + 200W Dual Channel Amplifier

• INIIRNAIIONAI PSI 4602 •
•

r
t
• CI El •
AMPLIFIERS(20-200W),

Linsley - Hood
De- Luxe 75 + 75W Amplifier £ 111.71

ETC.,
FULL DETAILS IN OUR FREE CATALOGUE - WRITE OR ' PHONE NOW!

Wireless World FM Tuner £ 78, 97
in
,ncorpn.atay, act., t

5 ,r

CASSETTE DECK,

TUNERS

Linsley- Hood Cassette Deck £ 89.55

,g
mi.un , hign
11.1
pf,se hr ed
sirio
ty' sul

T20+ 20

ETC,

20W Amplifier £ 37. 24

ea. ol
facilities found on clue',

A 20 V.iatt vur-

sion of this kit is also ay...futile for 143.20.

lam interested in constructing my own auckosystem from your range of high quality kits. Please send me
your FREE CATALOGUE

PRICES: all prices above include V.A.T. and cart;age.
ORDERING: By mail or call at Sales Counter Mt rear of factory) — open 9 a.m. — 4.30 p.m.
Mond« — Thursday.

NAME

SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service ( U.K. Mainland only) add £ 2.50 per kit.

ADDRESS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: if you are not f..anpletely satisfied will; your kit then return ft
to us within 10 if
POVVUT1 H AN LLECTROMICS, POH TWAY INDUS TRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS. SP10 3MN.

original condltion and your money will birefunded.
(ANDOVER) 0264 64455

Our competitors
keep quiet about
The Audio Pro 4-40 produces avery impressive 98dB
A very famous Brand Xproduces only 94dB at 1metre from 1watt
at acost of £315 per pair.
Or take another comparison. The 4-40 turns a100 watts input into
asound pressure level equal to that of another well-known
speaker needing 2000 watts! Quite apart from making astraight cash saving
on the speakers, you should save substantially on an amplifier,
because you simply need fewer watts. Of course, only your ears can
tell you whether you like the Audio Pro sound as much as more
expensive systems, though the acoustic dipole layout makes it exceptionally
clean and open.

Amplifiers—do they sound different?
"The A60 is an amplifier that sounds good as well as measuring well.

And this is

what has distinguished the A & R from most of its competitors— it sounds better"
John Peel, HiFi Buyers Guide, Sept. ' 78
Since its introduction, the British

made A60 has

received regular critical acclaim not only for its technical
performance and

engineering

construction

but par-

ticularly for its superior sound quality. In fact, the A60
performs better than many amplifiers costing up to
three times the price.
The published specifications for hi-fi amplifiers do
not tell you what they sound like— listen to the A60 for
yourself.
See us at the Crown Hotel, Harrogate ( August 19/20) or write or ' phone
now for full details and our dealer list.

A

tit Amplification and Recording (Cambridge) Limited

CAMBRIDGE

French's Mill, Frenc h's Rood, Cambr Ida°. CB4 3NP

Tel (0223) 54507

are going to
our efficiency!
at 1metre from 1watt at acost of £232 per pair.
The 4-40 also saves you space in its 26 1
2 "x12'' x12 1
/
2 "
/
cabinet.
Three Audio Pro models, handsome in their distinctive Black Ash finish,
meet every need from living room to small hall. Like Miss World, they're
another winner from Sweden. Send for the colour leaflet and
name of your nearest stockist.

Ili
a
audc pro

Audio Pro ( Iii Fi) Ltd.. Sandy Lane, Moston Road, Sandbach, Cheshire.
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AND WE CA
The Pye HiFi Sound Project is anew and comprehensive
range of high performance, high fidelity equipment The
range covers amplifiers, tuners, receivers, speakers,
turntables, amusic centre ... and more.
Pye has commissioned each separate model in the
range from the best most experienced source in the world.
Speakers from Britain, receivers from Japan, turntables from
West Germany. And in each source area Pye has selected a
TA 12000 RECEIVER
AMPLIFIER SECTION
POWER OUTPUT: 60W* continuous per channel at 0.3% THD into
8f lover 20- 20.000 Hz bandwidth.
DISTORTION: Harmonic distortion at 50W : 0.06%.
Intermodulation at 30W : 0.05%.
INPUTS: Phono ( 2) Tape ( 2, with A to Bdubbing facility), Auxiliary,
Microphone ( with mixing facility).
TUNER SECTION
SENSITIVITY: AM: 60p,V for 26 dB s/n. FM : 1.7p, V acc to 1HF.
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION: Mono : 0.15%. Stereo: 0.25%.
FEATURES
Separate signal strength and FM centre tuning meters. Smooth
fly-wheel tuning control. Precise 41-step volume control. Provision
for three separate speaker systems.
PRICE £339.00 (
SR?)
*The independent Swedish Hi Fi ins:itute measured this at 67 Watts.

manufacturer of unrivalled excellence.
Pye is the only British manufacturer to have taken this
radical step.
The benefits are numerous.
Firstly, the equipment is designed to the most exacting
of specifications, laid down by Pye, with the aim of bringing
you performance of such adegree that other manufacturers
will not be able to better it at the price. Compare the
specifications and price of the receiver shown here and
you'll see what we mean - 60 Watts per channel at 0.3% total
harmonic distortion (0.06% harmonic distortion at 50 Watts)
makes it aformidable piece of equipment And these
specifications err on the conservative side: already,
independent authorities such as the Swedish HiFi Institute are
giving the HiFi Sound Project range even better performance
ratings than Pye have done.
Hand in hand with this has gone asingle-minded
insistence on quality. Over the years, Pye has gained an
enviable reputation for the above average reliability we build
into our products - reliability that stems from painstaking
initial design allied to stringent selection of materials and
components, and strict quality control. And since this
equipment will be sold throughout the world, we regard
built-in reliability as more important than ever.
The size of our world wide programme is also the main
reason for the HiFi Sound Project range being available at

ALSO AVAILABLE 60W AMP £ 199 00 40W AMP £ 169 00 TUNER £ 169.00. 20W TUNER/AMP £ 159.03 30W TUNER/AMP £ 219.00. 40W TUNER/AMP £ 279.00.

OJECT RANGE IS UNIQUE
1.11fi SOUND PROJECT TA

1000

1200

1400

TUNING

1600

VOLUME

kHz

11111111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111.111111111111111.
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8PLAY
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DIMING
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Mr .

N PROVE It

COME AND SEE US IN THE
COMMITTEE ROOM, MAJESTIC HOTEL HARROGATE,
SATURDAY/SUNDAY AUGUST 19/20.

such an attractive unit cost. You won't need to look for a
dramatic discount in this equipment, because Pye, unlike
some other brands have not set the recommended prices
artificially high.
And finally, since Pye are making the HiFi Sound Project
range available only through selected local retailers throughout the country, you'll get the advice, and the service, you
should be entitled to when purchasing apiece of equipment
of this calibre. Moreover, every Pye dealer is aspecialist in
his own right - and he's backed by 25 Pye Local Service
Centres should he need to call on one. No other range of hi-fi

equipment can offer you this kind of long-term service
assurance.
So, the Pye HiFi Sound Project isn't simply anew range
cf hi-fi equipment It represents aunique approach to high
fidelity: one in which the outstanding performance, quality
and reliability of the equipment itself is combined with a
highly competitive price, and the back up of an integrated,
nationwide dealer and service network.
If you need any more proof, we suggest you listen to the
equipment for yourself.
There'll be adealer near you.

THE PYE HI-FI SOUND PROJECT
A UNIQUE APPROACH TO HIGH FIDELITY.

r

,

TO: Hi Fi Sound Prq ect. Pye Limited, 137 Dillon Walk, Cambndce CBS i3T..
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Address
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30W MUSIC CENTRE (with Spkrs.) £ 475.00. ALL SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICES
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You can rely on Pye ]

WHERE.

Here are 12 helpful and professional KEF dealers where you can go and hear
the high quality range of KEF loudspeakers.
SCOTLAND, NORTH, MIDLANDS & CHANNEL ISLANDS
Aberdeen

Holbttrn HiFi
445 Holburn Street,
Aberdeen.
Tel: 0224 25713

Edinburgh

HiFi Corner ( Edinburgh) Ltd.
1Haddington Place,
Edinburgh E117 4AE.
Tel: 031-556 7901

Sunderland

Saxons
20-22 Waterloo Place,
Sunderland, Tyne & Wear.
Tel: 0783 57578

KEFII4

KEFIII

KEFIN

Leeds

Preston

Wilmslow

Audio Projects
45 Headingley Lane,
Leeds LS6 1DP.
'Ibl: 0532 789115

1-4 Guildhall Arcade,
Preston,
Lancs PR1 1HR.
and at
Liverpool 1bl:051-236 2828
Manchester Ibl: 061-832 6087
Chester ibl: 0244 317667

KEFIll

KEF1114

KEEN

Manchester

Birmingham

Leicester

Shannons Radio
25/29 Station Road,
Urmston.
Manchester M31 1DU.
Tel: 061-748 2339

Five Ways HiFi Ltd.
12 Islington Row,
Birmingham B15 1LD.
Tel: 021-455 0667

Gratispool International
14 Humberstone Mall,
Leicester.
'Ibl: 0533 536469
and other branches

KEFIN

KEEN

KENN

Stafford

Wolverhampton

Jersey

Tom Reekie Ltd.
%tor House,
Bridge Street,
Stafford.
1bl: 0785 51234

Laskys
30 Wulfrun Way,
Wolverhampton.
'Ibl: 0902 23384
and all other branches

Sound Engineering Ltd.
69 King Street,
St. Helier
Jersey.
ibl: 0534 21735

KEHIN

KEFIIII

KEFIII

ilardman

Radio,

KEFNI

Swift of Wilmslow
5Swan Street,
Wilmslow,
Cheshire SK9 1HE
1bl: Wilmslow 26213

'Ile Speaker Engineers
KEF Electronics Ltd.,lbvil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QR Tel: Maidstone ( 0622) 672261.

SUMMER SELECTION
JVC

VHS

entré

VIDEO RECORDER

MOVING
COIL
CARTRIDGE

c1zfflgegla

Carbon Fibre
Headshell

Purchase asystem on the KJ
4 star plan with aminimum
selling price of £500 and we will

nrrurrr
r r •P

On demonstration at all branches

PRICE £ 748
Cassette Prices:V2hr.14.99; lhr. £6.30;
2hr. £8.95: 3hr. £10.95

N Technics

give you absolutely free the
superb Entré moving coil
cartridge (list price £98.44).Just
about the best sounding cartridge
available.

O YAMAHA

This universal fitting low mass,
light weight, non- resonant,
Carbon Fibre Headshell is the
only one we believe produced
in England.
It features eight gold
plated tags to
give you the
best possible
contacts.

For further information
write to:

Zneipeg°
15 Richmcnd Grove, Surbiton, Surrey,
Telephone: 01-399 0966/7/8

• .1
These prices include aFree Ortofon
FF 15E Mkt' cartridge.
SL 22 £ 7495; SL 23 £89.95;
SL 1900 £ 116: These prices include a
Free Stanton 680EE cartridge. SL 1800
£134.95: SL 1700 £154; SL 1600 £169:
These prices include aFree Stanton
681EEE cartridge. SL 1500/2 £239:
SL 1400/2 £259; SL 1300/2 £285.

Er

1- '3

A saving of 45% from the original list prices
of thisitop model from the Yamaha range.
You can only get this exceptional offer from
KJ - we have purchased the entire stocks.
CA 1000 Mk 11
List Price KJ Price
(70W) amplifier £369.90 £199.90
Combined Packages
CA 1000 Mk II/CT 810 Tuner £349.90
CA 1000 Mk11/CT 1010 Tuner £379.90

Most leading brands stocked. Here are afew examples
from our Summer Selection.
ADC ZLM Cartridge £59.95
AIWA AD1250 C/deck £ 129.95
AD6300 C/deck £ 139.95
AD6550 C/deck £ 224.00
JR
149 Speakers £ 119.90
JVC JRS 100/2 Receiver £ 99.95
JLA 40 T/table £69.95
M/S Pageant 2Spkrs £ 135.00
M/AUDIO MA4 Spkrs
£189.90
Includes trolley stands
MICHELL Elec Ref/SME F/H
£219.00
NATIONAL SG3060 M/C £ 285.00
SME
3009/11- fixed £ 44.90
3009/111 £ 99.95

THORENS TD166/11
£74.95
TD160C/II £89.95
T0145/II
£99.95
TD16013C/SME F/H
£118.00
TECHNICS RS615 C/deck £99.95
SA5070 R'ver £99.95
SL150/SME F/H
£149.95
V1DEOTONE Minimax 2 £ 46.00
LOW LOSS SPEAKER
CABLES
Price ear I
5metre length £6.99
10 metre length £ 11.99

FREE SECURICOR DELIVERY
Mail Orders to Watford please. Telephone orders by credit card only - ring
Watford 45248. Full catalogue FREE from any branch or sent if you enclose
10p for postage. Instant credit possible for personal shoppers on balances up
to £300.
BARCLAYCARD

HARROW
lit

UXBRIDGE

27, Springfield Road
Tel: 01-863 8690

278, High Street

Tel: Uxbridge 33474
LONDON W.1.48, Wigmore Street
Tel: 01-486 8263
VVATFORD
101, St. Albans Road
Tel: Watford 45250
Prices quoted nthis advertisement were correct at date of going to press
Orders are accepted subject to the price ruling at date Of despatch or collection.
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The New Scotch 'Master Series' Cassettes.

SO FAR ADVANCED THEYMAKE
EVEN THE BESTJAPANESE DECKS
SOUND BETTER

Every time you put acassette
into your deck,it locks into
several hundred pounds'worth
of advanced electronics.
In factit becomes an integral
part of your HiFi system.
But just because it is the
least expensive part, it doesn't
have to be the weakest link
in the chain.
Scotch'Master Series" Cassettes
Biased to Meet the Best of
Japanese Standards

New Scotch Master II Cassette
(Chrome Bias 70 1.1‘, EQ Switch Position)
Master II tape is ahigh output, low-noise
tape formulated from modified ferric oxide
encapsulatedwith cobalt.
It has a3dB better signal-to-noi se ratio
and 2dB bettersensitivity at low and high
frequencies than normal chrome tapes.
Without many oftheirdistortion problems.
And wi th low abrasion characteristics equal
to the finest ferric oxide tapes.

The Unique New GSX
'Tape Guidance System
No matter how good atape is, it still has
to survive amechanical obstacle course
before the sound reaches yourears.
We tackled it by taking the whole
cassette apart and re-desi gni ng it from the
largest right down to the smallest component.
And the cassette shell is precision made
of tough, translucent material. So you can
see the tape working, even though you can't
hearit running.

FIMOUIENCIIIIIPOMM

Before we developed ournew '
Master
Series' cassettes, we consulted the manufacturers of the most advanced tape decks
on the market.
This resultedin three new magnetic
tape formulationswh i
chgive their optimum
output on all high technology decks,
especially those withJapanese bias settings.
An AdvancedTape for
each Switch Position

New Scotch Master II I
Cassette
(FeCr Switch Position)
Asyou would expect from the inventors
of ferri chrome tapes, the new Master HI tape
has aunique patentedconstructi on.
This gives it 3dB more maximum output
at low frequencies, and 2dB more at high
frequencies than chrome cassettes. In sheer
output, in fact, it isjustabout in aclass of
its own.
FIWOUINCY

Unlike many other tapes currently
available, each of the three tapes in the
Scotch `Master Series' is totally new.
And between them, they represent the
latest state of the art in thei rcompatibi Ity
with the`Normal,"Chrome'and<Ferrichrome'
switch positions,
New Scotch Master I
Cassette
(Normal Bias 12Ops EQ Switch Position)

RESPONSE
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The precision rolkrs rotate on lubricated stainless
eel pins.
Radially creased and graphite-coated shims ensure
asmooth wind and reduce wow and fl utter.
*Six precision tape guide posts keep the tape tracking
rro
lp
e
e
f
r
,
la c
a
ms 1
%
theunte
heads.
d naphosphor bronze spring.
*An anodised metal hum shield guards agai nst stray
magnetic fi el ds bei ng ampl i
fi ed by the playback head.
*A tensi I
i
sed polyester I
eade r
absorbs the shock
of winding and re-winding.
For full technical specifkat ions, ask for our leaflet atan y
good Hi- Fi dealer or from 3M United Kingdom Limited,
Freepost, Bracknel I, Berkshire RGIIII3R.

riri

Masterltape has anew ferric oxide
formul ationspecially developed for the
'normal'switch position, and for decks with
apre-set bias.
Its maximum output isa full 4dB better
than ordinary low-noise cassettes, coupled
with atruly phenomenal performance in
the low and middl efrequencies.
FREOUEICV REVONIE

3Fclard S. otch are trade marks.

The New Scotch Master Series'Cassettes.
Have you caught up with them yet?

TheiR149 runs rings
round conventional
box speakers

Here's why:
The round design of the
JR149 not only enhances the
speaker's appearance but
actively aids the sound
quality. Rectangular speaker
enclosures with their flat
panels pose many problems to
the designer and listener. The
resonances of box cabinets
make themselves heard in
colouration of the sound
despite the introduction of
various damping methods and
the use of internal partitions.
The JR approach departs
radically from conventional
cabinet design to provide a
combination of small size
and high performance.
The smooth external
contour of the cylinder allows
high frequency response to be
unaffected by edge reflections. Polar response also
is improved: wide dispersion
of output gives amore consistent and realistic stereo
image, and for the user this
JR149 with Declon foam removed
brings an important advantage— more freedom of choice of listening
positions in which good stereo can be enjoyed.
Music and speech reproduction of all
kinds, including organ music, are of aquality
to belie this speaker's small size. In fact with
the JR149 the listener is less conscious of the
source, much more aware of the realism with
which musical sounds are projected in the room.
Due to the accurate
matching of all parameters,
no undesirable phase effects
are exhibited and pink
noise tests have revealed a
truly remarkable lack of
colouration. For sheer fidelity and performance these
new speakers attain new
standards. Impeccable design and specification have
achieved abreakthrough in
audio technology.
Designed by hi-fi
pioneer Jim Rogers, the
JR149 has the benefit
of the designer's
extensive experience
in audio research and

development which has
embraced high fidelity equipment in its various forms.
Model 149 is manufactured
under scientifically controlled conditions backed by
test and measuring facilities
of the most modern type, and
is subject to all the care in
manufacture and assembly,
technical checking and
quality control warranted by
aspeaker of top hi-fi calibre.
The B&K frequency
response trace of the JR149,
showing on-axis and off-axis
response at high frequencies,
demonstrates the smooth
performance of this novel
high-grade design. Important
though technical measurements prove to be, however,
only careful listening can
reveal the merits of agood
loudspeaker. Audition of the
JR149 provides afresh and
exhilirating experience— a
view of musical values and
stereo quality which reflects
the flair and technical resource underlying the
speaker's design.
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Bruel & Kjoer response curves

Top and base finishes are available in
teak, walnut, rosewood, yew and aluminium,
as well as red, green or brown leather inlaid into
rosewood. Black acrylic or white acrylic are
optional extras. The cylinder is covered in black
Declon foam.A wall bracket system is available
as an accessory.

Loudspeakers
rjease send me full colour leaf let and test reviews on JR149 Loudspeakers.
Post to IR Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts. ALI SIR.
Tel. St. Albans b4337 Telex 28474.
Name
Address
HFN 8

If you get sold th
cadt adjust
If you're thinking of buying hi-fi,
you'll find the same piece of
advice cropping up again and
again in advertisements and
brochures:
'Listen before you leap:
Certainly ifyou buy
hi-fi without listening to it
first, you're asking to be
disappointed, regardless
of what your best friend
says or what you've read
in abook

ewrong hi-ftyou
your ears.
Yet how many of the big
hi-fi manufacturers allow their
goods to be sold in places where
it isn't easy, and often impossible,
to get ademonstration before
you buy?
Too many.
That's why it makes sense to
visit your Toshiba dealer.
The important thing to
remember about him is that he
usually runs his own business,
so your satisfaction is vital
to him.
That means he'll listen to you.
He'll let you listen to hi-fi equipment He'll explain
He might even help with the
little things like delivery and
installation
In the end you get the hi-fi
that suits you, and afriend you
can always call on
Your Toshiba dealer has full
ranges of hi-fi racked systems
and separates, music centres and
audio products, so you've got
plenty of choice.
We think the quality is
excellent, as it should be when a
company spends £35 million

every year on research and many
more millions on quality control.
But you're the only judge
that counts.
See your Toshiba dealer.
Ask him to put on ashow for you.
TOSHIBA 230 RACK SYSTEM. SR-A230 Semi-auto belt dri ve TUrntab I
e.
SB - 230 Integrated Amplifier. ST- 230 Stereo limer.
PC-230 Dol by Stereo Cassette Deck, Rack and Speakers R.RP. £450 ( i
nc. VAT).

TOSHIBA
1600 DIALERS

We'll put on ashow tor you.
WRITE FOR YOUR NEAREST TO TOSHIBA
k,[ I'D.,
TOSHIBA HOUSE, FRI MLEY ROAD, FRIMLEY, CAMBER! I SURREY GUI G511.
OR TELEPHONE CAMBERLEY ( 0270 62222.

Used loudspeakers
Every Allison speaker system you buy as new has actually
been ' used' for 20 minutes to ahalf hour. Spending this much time
on their test programme gives them the confidence to publish a
most complete set of specifications for their products, and to
provide afull warranty that every one will meet those
specifications within ±2 dB for at least five years.
To that end Allison manufacture all their drivers and
crossover networks themselves. ( Most of their competitors do not).
They test every driver and every crossover board ( not just arandom
sample) to aset of close- tolerance standards. Only those that
meet the standards are installed in cabinets. Then every completed
system must pass another long series of performance tests before
the cabinet gets its final coat of oil finish, acareful visual inspection,
and is packed for shipment.
Allison don't have to guess what's inside
e'en
their shipping cartons. They know. If you
See
too would like to know, we'll be glad to
tange °e4
send you their free 10 page catalogue on
natOn
te \
nteç
request, it includes complete
yvetee,,,
jeois°m
specifications and astatement of Full
,
fes .,
e

Warranty for Five Years.

audio pro

Audio Pro ( Hi-Fi) Ltd.
Sandy Lane, Moston Road, Sandbach, Cheshire CW11 9HT.
Telephone: Sandbach (09367) 7520. Telex: 36492

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALLISON ACOUSTICS

TOP TAPE

NO TOP TAPE BRANCH IN YOUR AREA?
Please be patient-we are always seeking
established tape retailers to be included in
our advertisements

EUROPE'S TAPE SPEC/AL/ST

CASSETTES
TDK

Memorex
MRX2
C60
£0.71
C90
£ 1-01
CI20
£ 1.36
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
C60
£0.99
C90
£1.42
8-TRACK 90
£099

Maxell
SUPER LOW NOISE
C60
£O-64
C90
CO 84
C120
£ I-08
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
£1.07
C90
£ 1.19
C120
£1.59
UD/XL I
C60
£ 1.31
C90
£ 1.59
UD/XLII
C60
£ 1-31
C90
£ 1.59

34

DYNAMIC
£0.59
C60
£0.79
C90
£1-08
CI20
ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
£0.84
C60
El 09
C90
El - 58
CI20
SUPER AVILYN
£1.09
C60
£1.07
C90

Fuji Film
FX
C60
C90
FX-I
C60
C90

£0.79
£1.07
Check Availability
and price

REEL TO REEL

Sony
LOW NOISE
C60
£0.56
C90
LOBO
CI20
£ 1.12
HIGH FREQUENCY
C60
£0.79
C90
£0.96
CI20
£ 1.20
CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
C60
£1.13
C90
[ 1.50
FERRI CHROME
C60
[ 1-24
C90
[ I-75

Agfa
PE36 LONG PLAY
900' 5'
£ 1.80
1200' St'
[110
1800 7'
£2.95
4200' 104' Cine
£7.95
PE46 DOUBLE PLAY
1200' 5'
£2-19
1800'
£2.95
2400' 7'
£3.60
PE66 TRIPLE PLAY
3600'
£465
PEM368 LONG PLAY
1800' 7' Matt Back £3-60

sy

r

Audio Magnetics
LOW NOISE
C60
C90
Cl 20

£0.36
£0.49
£0.64

TDK
AUDUA LONG PLAY
1800'
£3-22
1800' 7' Matt
£3.85

r

MAIL ORDER POST FREE ( UK) to TOP TAPE. Bridle Path, Watford, Herts
Prices include 8% VAT and correct at 30/6/78.

Maxell
ULTRA DYNAMIC
LONG PLAY
1800' 7'
£3.68
3600' 104' NAB £8-05
UD/XL MATT BACK
LONG PLAY
C4- S2
1800' 7'
3600' 104' NAB £ 10-55

Sony
SLH BACK COATED
LONG PLAY
£4.09
1800' 7'
DOUBLE PLAY
£6.17
2400' 7"

VIDEO
PHILIPS
LVC120
LVCI50

£11 77
E14-49

KJ LEISURESOUND

RADFORD HI- Fl

KJ LEISURESOUND

SPEECHLEY HI-Fl

48 WIGMORE STREET

52 GLOUCESTER ROAD

27 SPRINGFIELD ROAD

1HAWTHORN WAY

LONDON VV1.
01-486 8262

BRISTOL
Bristol 422709

HARROW MIDDX.
01-863 8690

CHESTERTON CAMBS.
Cambridge 312120

TOP TAPE

KJ LEISURESOUND

RUNNYMEDE HI-FI

KJ LEISURESOUND

53 FLEET STREET

101ST. ALBANS ROAD

172 HIGH STREET

278 HIGH STREET

LONDON EC4
01-353 7935

WATFORD HERTS
Watford 45250

EGHAM SURREY
Egham 5036

Uxbridge 33474

UXBRIDGE MIDDX

If you like our names you'll love our prices
AIWA • AKG • AKAI • ARMSTRONG • AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TEChNICA • BANG
OLUFSEN • BEYER • BOLIVAR • BOSE • CELESTION • DUAL • EMPIRE • FERROGRAPH
GRADO • HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF e JVC • KEESONIC • KEF • KOSS
MICRO SEIKI • 'vlORDAUNT-SHORT • MONITOR AUDIO • NATIONAL PANASONIC
NEAL • ORTOFON • PIONEER • QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SENNHEISSER
SHARP • SHURE • SMC • SME • SONY • SPENDOR • STAX • SUGDEN • TECHNICS
THORENS • TOSHIBA • TRIO * WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA • VIDEOTONE
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong
621 Teak
621 Rosewood

Technician VFN
K125
K135
K146
KSLC
£105.00 HV2
HVIA
HVILC
£71.00
PRO 4Triple A
£102.00
Technician 2
(88.95
Beyer
(99.00 01440
£108.00 Sennheisser
f160.00 H D400
HD414X
P.O.A. H04245
£107.00
£109.00

Hitachi
HA 330
JVC
JAS 11
JAS 31
SEA 20
Quad
33
303
405
Revox
8750
Sony
£69.00
TA 1630
TA 11
£78.00
TA 73
f56.00
Sugden
A48 Il
£168.00
Technics
SU 7100
C89.00
SU 7300
(115.00
SU 7700
(145.00
SU 8080
E229.00
Trio
£70.00
KA 3700
Yanieha
CA 810
1235 00
CA 1010
£332.00
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
AD1250
£ 129.00
AD 1800
£ 192.00
AD 6300
£ 33.00
AD 6400
£ 181.00
AD 6550
£212.00
AD 6800
(309.00
Aka,
CS 702D
£95.00
GXC 7250
£209.00
GXC 709D
£ 186 00
Bang & OIulun
Beocords in Task or Rose
1100
£ 140200
1101
£ 140.00
5000
£ 292.00
Hitachi
D 550
£ 109.00
D 555
£ 139.00
JVC
KD 35
£ 149.00
KO 21
£ 109.00
KO 720
£ 84.00
Sony
TC 158SD
£ 155.00
IC 188SD
f126.00
IC 199SD
£ 157.00
Technics
RS 615
£ 109.00
RS 631
£ 162 00
RS 640
£ 159.00
Trio
K X 1030
£243.00

Videotone
HP 90
HP80
Bang & Olufsen
U70
Sony
DR9
DR35
Micro Seilti
MX1 Electrostatic

£311.00
£15.00
£18.00
£24.00
(16.00
(15.00
(26.00
(29.00
(37.00
05.00
124.00
£11 00
£18 00
126 00

Audiomaster
LS3- SA Teak
MLS1 Teak
Bang &
Beovox
Beovox
Beovox
Beovox
Beovox
Beovox
Beovox
Beovox
Bose
901- Ill
601
301

Olufsen
S25 Teak
525 Ft/ wd
S35 Teak
S35 Ri wd
S45, 2Teak
S45/2 R/ wd
S75 Teak
S75
wd

Revox
B 350
Rogers
Export Monitors Tk
LS3, SA Teak
Spendor
BC1
Technics
SB 102
SB 4500
SBX 3

(37.00

Videotone
Minimax II

£14.95

01°°

(21.95

(54.00

£157.00
(175.00

£39.15 VMS20E Mk. 2
(135.00 MCA76 Pre- amplifier
Fl5E Mk. 2
f19.00 FF15E Mk. 2
(109.00
(134.00
(169.00
f218.00

(49.50
(35.00

Wharfedale
Denton Teak
Linton Teak
Glendale Teak
E50 Walnut
E70 Walnut

(49.95
£69.95
£95.95
(229.00
(285.00

Yamaha
N5
N
S6
63
15
5

Mordaunt-Short
£14 .00 Carnival Teak/Walnut £79.95

016.00
(149.00
(248.00
(572.00

National Panasonic
SG 20801
( 330.00
Sharp
SG 400
£289.00
Sony
HMK 55 Black/SIvr £291.00
HMK 77 Black/SIvr £409.00
Toshiba
SM3150
£266.00
5M3700
f338.00
PICKUP ARMS
SME
3009 Fixed
( 45.00
3009/52
f52.00
3009/ S3
£99.00
FD200
£ 9.00
PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
Audio-Technica
AT 12S
£16.00
AT 15SA
E42.00
AT 20SLA
£48.00
Ortofon
M20E Super
£42.00
MC20 Moving Coil
£54.00

Please fill in and post the coupon with your cheque 3r: postal
order. Add carriage: Cartridges 35 pence; Headphones 75
pence - all other items £ 3.50. Or order by phone using your
credit card number. All prices include VAT. Credit terms
available. Personal callers welcome.
Prices and stock shown are correct at the time of going to press.

C-C Chew & Osborne

148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel: ( 0378) 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. Tel ( 0799) 23728

AKG
P8ES

(29.25
E89 00
£18.90
113 50
£60 00

Empire
2000 E Ill
2000 T
P.O.A. Grado
FCE
1
P.O.A. F3E
P.O.A. F1
G1
Shure
£239.00
V15-3
M7SED
C102.00 M9SED
(161.00 V15 Mk. 4
f219.00 RECEIVERS

f146.03655
NS
09.00 NS 1000M
MUSIC CENTRES
£83.00 Aiwa
(308.00
£86.00 AF 5050
£342.00
£124.00 AF 5090
(128.00 Bang & Olufsen
£174.00 Beocenters in Teak or Rosewood
£181.00 2800
£273.00
£233.00 3300
£363.00
f243.00 4600
f431.00
Hacker
£560.00 MC 600DS
£299.00
(385.00
JVC
E155.00 M F47L Exc. Speakers £239.00

Celestion
UL6
(115.00
UL8
£142.00
Ditton 22
£125.00
Ditton 15XR
£1.00
IMF
TLS 80
£520.00
Jim Rogers
JR149
P.O.A.
Super Woofer
P.O.A.
Keesonic
K UB
£59.00
Super KUB
£99.00
KEF
Corelli
(129.00
Calinda
£199.00
Neal
104A8
£239.110
302
£ 329.00 105
(599 90
CASSETTE RECEIVERS
Celeste 111
£89.90
Aiwa
Monitor Audio
AF 3060
£222.00 MA7
f89.00
AF 3090
£342.00 MA 6
£ 139.00
Sony
Harbeth
HST 89
£211.00
HL professional monitorsf299.00
HEADPHONES
Koss
K6

RAM
Mini- Bookshelf Tk
Bookshelf Mk. 2Tk
100 Teak
150 Teak
200 Teak

£11.90
£17.00

LOUDSPEAKERS
Armstrong
602 Teak
602 Rosewood

Festival Ter/it/Walnut
Pageant TeakiWalnut

116.00
£29.00
£12.00
£16.69
£36.56
£73.13
(49.95
(15.00
£20.00
(69.00

Armstrong
625 Teak
£ 169.00
625 Rosewood £ 172.00
626 Teak
£ 194.00
626 Rosewood £ 197.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beomasters in Teak or Rosewood
901
£ 119.00
1100
£ 119.00
1500
(179.00
1900
(238.00
2200
E260.00
2400
£296.00
4400
£372.00
Pioneer
SX550
Sony
STRI1L

£136 00
1119 00

Technics
SA 5070
SA 5170
SA 5160L
SA 5270
SA 5370
Trio
KR 4070
KR 40701
Yamaha
CR420
CR620
CR820
CR2020

£110.00
1139.00
£166.00
1187.00
£229.00
£177.00
£191.00
£159.00
£227.00
£294.00
£470.00

REEL TO REEL
Revox
B77 2- track
877 4- track

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony
TC 645
£283.00
STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sony
IC 144CS
£147.00
TUNERS
Armstrong
623 Teak
623 Rosewood
624 Teak
624 Rosewood
Hitachi
FT 340

£119.00
£121.00
f93.00
f95.00
f89.00

Quad
FM3

E108 00

Revox
8760

P.O.A.

Sony
ST111
ST73
ST2950F

(78 00
E56 00
f132 00

Sugden
T48

(104.00

Technics
(102 00
ST 7300
1170 CIO
ST8080
Trio
£82 00
KT 5500
TURNTABLES
Aiwa
AP 2200
E98 00
Bang & Olufsen
Beograms in Teak or
wd
1102
197 00
1902
1117 00
4002
1321 00
Hitachi
HT 350
039.00
Revox
B790
P.O.A.
Sony
PS11
£ 85.00
PS22
£ 97.00
PSX4
1112 00
PSX6
1136 00
PS1450 Mk 2
160 00
PSX 7
£ 155.00
Technics
SL22
164 00
SL23
£ 76.00
SL1800
( 115.00
SL 1700
1132 00
S1150
1110 00
Thorens
TD145 Mk 2C
TD160 Mk 2C
10166 Mk 2C
10160 Mk 2BC
Monitor Audio
ET 500
Trio
KO 1033B

1105.00
189.00
174 00
1,79 00
1119 00
f52 00

PLUS
all these
accessories
Q.E.D. Monitor
Audio Sound Cables.
Stylifts. Nagaoka.
Bib. Pixall.
PLUS
huge choice of LP's
including direct cut
discs and cassettes
at big discounts!

Chew & Osborne, 148 High Street. Epping, Essex.
Make

&
•
•
•
•
•

Please Supply

Model

Cheque/ PO enclosed for E
.
or charge my credit card account
Name
cis

Address

(
Phone)
35/B

London now boasts Europe's
Michell Engineering

Michell Engineering are still producing
some of the best ti.rntables made in the
UK. Unfortunately, as with most good
British products, demand far exceeds
supply, but we have them in stock now!

Bose

Moving Coil Rigs

Moving coil pickups offer advantages in
terms of transient response and overall
quality. We stock models by Denton,
Satin, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Ultimo and
Fidelity Research.

Technics

Lecson

Disproving the growing belief that the
British cannot compete with the Japanese
in terms of styling and performance.
Lecson produce some of the worlds best
amplifiers. On demonstration at REW.

Revox

Studio quality in your home. The new
Revea 877 offers a sound comparable to
machines of almost twice its price. # or
J-track. 7-j and 3} ips. Logic controls,
dB peak reading meters.

Linn

Nakamichi

11111111MIUMIBMIMIIIIIIIMMW
REW at 114-116 Charing Cross Road is
a fully authorised Bose centre. You may
hear any of the Bose speakers demon..
strated in ideal surroundings.

SAE

The name of Technics means excellent
value for money and outstanding quality.
We now have the new range of Technics
turntables including the SL 1400 Mk 11
quartz lock on full demonstration.

The recognised master of the cassette art,
Nakamichi are now receiving acclaim for
their amplifiers, speakers and microphones. You will find them at all branches
of REW.

Main Agents for: AR, Akai, Altec Lansing, Amcron, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Dokorder, Dual, Fidelity Research, Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison,
HH, JBL, JVC, KEF, Kensonic, Lecson, Linn Products, Marantz, Michell
Engineering, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, Revox, SAE, SME, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor,
Stanton, Strathearn, Supex, Tannoy, Tandberg, Teac,
Technics, Transcriptors, Ultimo, Videotone,
Yamaha.

The world's finest audio equipment,
combining elegance with excellence. A
wide range of SAE amplifiers, preamplifiers, equalisers and the incredible
Mark 5000 impulse noise reduction
system can be seen and heard at REW's
VIP showroom.

Gale

The speaker that must be heard. Used
in conjunction with high quality ancillary
equipment, the Gale G5401 is capable of
phenomenal performance with remarkable dynamic range.

LONDON
VCR
CENTRE
An entire floor covering 2000 sq. ft.
where all the latest video recorders,
cameras, CCTV systems, projection TV
systems, etc., are on display.
STOP
PRESS.
Grundig and Philips 2 hour
VCR's now available.

To hear what a difference a turntable can
make, come and listen to the Linn Sondek
LPI 2 at REW's new showroom at 114-116
Charing Cross Road.

d

finest HUI and Video Centre
REW is one of the few firms in the audio and video fields that can truly claim to have years and years of experience
behind them. Established in 1948, REW is still a family business yet is numbered amongst the leading hi-fi and video
retailers in the land. And it is with great pride that we introduce our new Hi -Fi & Video Showrooms, covering
4000 sq. ft. in the heart of London's West End at 114-116 Charing Cross Road. No detail has been overlooked nor any
expense spared in our efforts to make this the finest hi-fi store in Europe. The widest range of exclusive equipment
is on display wïth superb demonstration facilities. You'll receive VIP treatment from our expert staff and our own
van delivery and installation service is available throughout Greater London. If you want to choose the very best
equipment under the very best conditions come along to REW now.

RE

Also nt:

Audio Visual CI
Established 1948

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7

• 230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
• 146 Charing Cross Road, London VVC2.
• Mail Orders to: REW House, ( Dept. HFN), 10-12 High Street,
London SW19. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.
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Colliers Wood,

WE ARE PERSONAL
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS EXPORT SERVICE
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO REW
best equipment
best prices
BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi,
preen iottimi
VELKOMMAN REW
beste hanlagget,
beste prisan
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix
WILLKOMMEN zu REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
DOBRO DOSLI U REW
Najbolja oprema,
Najbolje cene
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Once upon atime...
Tuning into the right broadcast
frequency was hit and miss.
Now the new Revox B760 Digital
Synthesizer FM Tuner boasts atuning
accuracy of ± 0.005%.
To make life easier, 15 selector
buttons with aCMOS memory lock in your
favourite stations.
Simple. Perfect.

R EVOX

For the full story contact, F.W.O. Bauch Limited,
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ

SEE US ON STAND Hl HARROGATE INTERNATIONAL FESTIVA1. *11ND
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When Roger Driscoll handed us the
Super M report, frankly we were worried.
We're the first to admit that Super M isn't yet aname
on every cartridge buyer's lips. Rightly or wrongly, afew
other cartridges have the lion's share of the market.
•However, we've always believed strongly in the technical
merit of Super M.
So we decided to commission comparison tests
against awide range of leading models.
The evaluations were carried out with — ;complete impartiality in the Acoustics --Laboratory of The Polytechnic of North
London under the supervision of
accredited hi-fi consultant Roger Driscoll.
Some of the most sophisticated
equipment in use was employed for these )
in-depth studies and limitless outside
technical resources were also made
available. We believe the tests are the most
exacting ever carried out on hi-fi cartridges.
So when we were handed the results,
frankly we were alittle apprehensive.

But then we began turning the pages.
We looked at the tests for higher-priced •
cartridges: the Super M GP412 II, Shure V15 III,
ADC XLM II, AKG P8ES, Ortofon M15E, Ultimo
DV38/20A and Microacoustics QDC 1e.
First we studied the graphs for Tracking Margin
in the middle and treble register. Super M did better
than any other cartridge tested.
Quite agood start, everybody agreed. Next we
turned to Relative Interchannel Balance. At 0.4 db.
Super M once again led the field.
Even better, we thought. Then we looked
at sensitivity. Super M scored 1.8 mV/Cm/S:
better than all other cartridges tested.
Retaining an outward show of calm, we compared High
Frequency Intermodulation. Super M (0.55%) was not
quite as good as Shure (0.25%) or ADC (0.19%). However
we did beat Shure and ADC on Square Wave Harmonic
Distortion. But Ortofon (1%) and Microacoustics (1.25%)
were marginally better than Super M (1.5%).
When it came to Hum Induction we were unbeaten at
73 db. Only the Ortofon equalled our figure.

The Super M score for High Frequency Cross-talk,
Frequency Response and Vertical Distortion were
somewhat lower than average (but still quite
satisfactory).Where does it all leave us, we asked?

'As good as any cartridges with
which they were compared.
It was clear that in general we hadn't
exactly knocked the competition cold.
"I would say,"replied Roger Driscoll
"that overall Super M are as good as any
cartridges with which they were
-,compared. In some tests, they were even a
little better".
So for all-round performance not a
great deal of difference was found between
cartridges. And the same general
_ conclusion held good in the tests of lower/
medium priced cartridges.
If you would like afree synopsis of the Report,
write to: Super M Report, Audio Division,
Consumer Relations Dept., Philips Electrical Ltd.,
City House, 420-430 London Road,
Croydon CR9 3QR.

Price gives Super M the edge.
Naturally, the Report didn't cover the
non-technical subject of price.
In this area there is ahighly noticeable difference:
Super M is substantially less expensive than most
other comparable cartridges.
You can check this yourself by running afinger
down retailers' price lists (some of which are
advertised in hi-fi mags).
This, surely, is the deciding factor.
When cartridges are very similar
in overall performance, it makes
sense to buy the least expensive
model.
Frankly, we think other
cartridge makers have reason
to be worried.

gT
Simply years ahead.

PHILIPS
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Here are 12 helpful and professional KEF dealers where you can go and hear
the high quality range of KEF loudspeakers.

SOUTH & SOUTH W EST
Oxford

Watford

Edgware

Horns
6South Parade,
Summertown, Oxford OX2 7JR.
'Ibl: 0865 511241

F. D. Bailey Ltd.
131 The Parade,
High Street,
Watford, Herts.
'Ibl: Watford 34644

Planet Hi Fi Centre
88 High Street,
Edgware, Middx HA8 7HE.
'Ibl: 01-952 3238

&
166 St. Albans Road,
Watford, Herts.

KUM

KEFIII

KEFII

London

London

London

Telesonic Ltd.
92 lbttenham Court Road,
London W1P OHR.
'Ibl: 01-636 8177

Sonic Sound Audio
24 81bttenham Court Road,
London Wl.
'Ibl: 01-637 1908

KEFIll

KEFIll

KEFIIII

London

Ct.() don

London

Wally for Wireless
279-283 Whitechapel Road,
London El.
'Ibl: 01-247 3453

Spalding Electrical Ltd.
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road,
Croydon, Surrey CRO 7AF.
'Ibl: 01-654 2040

M O'Brien
95 High Street,
Wimbledon Village,
London SW19.
1bl: 01-946 1528

KEFIN

KEFIR4

KEF II

New Malden

Sevenoaks

Bristol

Studio 99
79/81 Fairfax Road,
Swiss Cottage, London NW6 4DY.
'Ibl: 01-624 8855
&
82 High Street,
Harpenden, Herts.
'Ibl: 05827 64246

Unilet Products
Compton House,
35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY.
1bl: 01-942 9567

KEFIII

Sevenoaks HiFi
109 & 118 London Road,
Sevenoaks, Kent.
'Ibl: Sevenoaks 59556

Radford HiFi
52-54 Gloucester Road,
Bristol BS7 8BH.
'Ibl: 0272 422709

&
162 Powis Street,
Woolwich, London SE18.
'Ibl: 01-855 8016

KEFIII

KE11111

KEFII
The Speaker Engineers

KEF Electronics Ltd.,Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP. Tel: Maidstone ( 0622) 672261.
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IN his regular column last month Donald Aldous reflected on
rising noise levels which are fast becoming ' acceptable' because
the rowdier pop groups and discos are conditioning young people
to an ever- ascending spiral of sonic watts. The post- Wagnerian
symphony orchestra can produce fairly shattering sounds in asuitable hall without any electronic assistance, but composers and
performers have in the main employed this mighty instrument to
make special points within music of wide dynamic range, not to
deafen audiences with an interminable ffff. Now, modern technology
enables tiny groups of players to produce even more shattering
sounds in any space that happens to be available. But there the
parallel ends, for music which is generally lacking in real expression
has little use for dynamic shading. Expressiveness for aesthetic
ends has given way to impressiveness for sensual impact: the
significance of amighty climax in contrast with what has gone before
is swept aside in afrantic but ultimately self-defeating attempt to
achieve one continuous climax. Kilowatt is piled upon kilowatt, as
groups, discos and manufacturers compete in amedically harmful
and musically empty stampede towards pure noise.
Last year, residents in ablock of flats near Croydon decided to
hold abarbecue party on the green space separating them from the
surrounding houses. The idea was that people could sip wine or
beer, eat sausages and sandwiches, stroll, chat and dance— all very
pleasant and innocent. Music loud enough for dancers to hear
clearly might have been slightly irritating to some nearby householders
sitting in their gardens, but was hardly likely to cause great annoyance
or social upheaval. However, this possible idyll was not to be, for the
firm hired to provide disco facilities not only arrived with sufficient
power to dull the hearing of anyone within several hundred yards,
but actually played music at this level until well after midnight. No
one in the local houses could concentrate on anything else, yet the
barbecue patrons seemed not to notice anything untoward. Neighbours called the police in desperation because their children couldn't
get to sleep, but no ' offence' had been committed: the Noise
Abatement Act can only be invoked by raising aCourt Order in
advance! At the very least it was agrossly anti- social event ( some
locals felt that it verged onto criminal lunacy), but as only aminority
of barbecueists seemed to be dancing we must suppose that the
younger flat- dwellers had been so brainwashed with 120 dB disco
levels that everyone else was quelled by cowardice or conformity
into silent submission.
We recently had aparallel experience in an Italian hotel, where
awedding party was entertained by nondescript ' international ersatz'
quasi- pop music from apowerfully amplified trio of players. This
was not so objectionable as in the English case, for guests and
musicians were confined to alarge room. But the sound levels
reached in that room were still of the sort from which ( to quote
D. A.) one retired dizzy after ashort time'. Indeed, retirement
to the patio outside was practised very conspicuously by a
considerable number of guests, who would probably have been
quite happy if their host had engaged three conventional musicians
without any amplification at all. Yet still the band played on
deafeningly. Why? Has dumb tolerance of the intolerable become
aEuropean disease?
But the holiday story has ahappy ending. The next day we
travelled on acoach via Pompei, down through the mountains, past
Salerno to the south. The driver put on some music from acassette:
aNeapolitan mandoline group playing evocative arrangements of
Italian melodies—tunes that one knew but couldn't quite place.
The quality of reproduction was well below that heard at the wedding
party, but it was music to enjoy at an appropriate level, not to be
battered by near the threshold of pain.
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Every big business
The earlier reviews for
started small. Employing afew
the Bookshelf left us with
enthusiasts, dedicated to doing
two options.
something well. Producing a product, building areputation.
But, as the company grows.
so does the workforce. And
those that come later often
lack the commitment of
those that were there
to begin with.
Accountants move in,
attempting to cut costs.
Trying to save afew
pence here or there. and
often sacrificing quality in
the process.
Ifs as true with hi-fi as with
any industry. And ifs aproblem we had to face at RAM. We started
getting good reviews.
Demand for our loudspeakers grew.
In December 1976
'Hi Fi For Pleasure' said
'-

an anechoic chamber. We used
them both to analyse the latest
loudspeaker developments.
The results were the RAM
,150 and the RAM 200. Loudspeakers not relying on styling
reminiscent of aStar Wars robot
or any former glories. Merely
the same accuracy and
fidelity with which all our
loudspeakers reproduce
sound.
Afact
• which
you
will
come
to
appreciate
when you read the
reviews in the months to
come. Or. should you prefer
not to wait that long,
when you hear them.
Which you can do
now. To
know the

etrouble wit
small, successful,
oudspeaker manufacturers
's that they become large nearest
lame of your
dealer,
oudspeaker manufacturers
simply
The following year, the
complete the coupon below.

"Although a
small speaker, the 1
Bookshelf has a
'large'sound, and must
1
be recommended to
people with big
ideas but little
space:'

i

One: we could take on
more people. Manufacture
more. Live off our reputation
"the RAM Bookshelves have asmooth and
untiring sound and the images separate
and sell our speakers with
themselves from the loudspeakers very well.
Considering their price at just over £100 they
clever colour advertising. And.
must be good value.at the same time. run the risk of
And, more recently, the
producing an inferior product.
March 1978 edition of thesame
Two: remain small. Making
magazine had this to say about
no more than 400 loudspeakers
the RAM 200:
amonth, constructed with the
"It was apleasure for me to test the
RAM 200. In appearance they are an
same care, expertise and
attractive addition to the furniture of ahome
and in performance are excelled by few
craftsmanship by the ten
loudspeaker systems. Iwould recommend
enthusiasts we already
August issue of 'Practical Hi Fi
& Audio' commented

them as excellent value for money. In one
sense they were adifficult loudspeaker to

test, as their overall colouration is so low that *
there was little to be said about the actual
sound quality of the loudspeakers- time and
time again Ifound myself forgetting that Iwas
at work and vvas aware only of the music
that Iwas playing. This/believe is the best
recommendation that can be made fora
loudspeaker systere
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employed. Investing our profits
to produce even better
loudspeakers.
As you may have guessed,
we took the second choice. We
bought amini-computer. Built

We'll send you his address, along
with our brochure and some fuller
reviews. None of it will be in
colour. But it tells you what you
need to know.
rR.A.M. Limited.
Clarke Road,
Mount Farm,
Milton Keynes. Bucks.
Tel: 0908 75764.
I'd like to read and
hear more
Name
Address
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Sony APM Speaker

diaphragm with an aluminium/
carbon-fibre honeycomb construcWe came across Sony's prototype tion similar to that used in aeroAPM, ' Accurate Pistonic Motion', plane flooring and other applicaspeaker at this year's Festival du tions where great rigidity coupled
Son in Paris and couldn't find any- with low mass is required. This
body there who spoke English diaphragm is driven by four voice
well enough to explain it. Well, coils in tandem and a prototype
Sony have now sent HFIVIRR a speaker unit, using 38 cm, 18 cm,
report describing it in detail. The 6cm and 3cm units with crossbasic premise is similar to that of over frequencies at 315 Hz, 1.25
Harold
Leak's
old
Sandwich kHz and 5kHz, has been conspeaker in that the cone is made structed with excellent frequency
as rigid as possible so that it acts response, distortion and disperas a true piston at all frequencies sion
characteristics.
And, of
with no cone breakup. However, course, if the units all have the
whereas the Leak used a conven- same thickness diaphragms, there
tional cone formed from a sand- is no need for time- delay compenwich of aluminium and polystyrene sation.
Sony haven't any firm
foam,
Sony's engineers
have plans for speaker production yet,
chosen to use a flat rectangular but it shouldn't be too long.
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Edinburgh Wireless
Company

system. This is based around a
specially developed ic chip and is
claimed to offer a S/N improvement of 25 dB, considerably better
It has been something of an open
than Dolby. Toshiba hope to show
secret in the hi-fi world that the
pretty little Edinburgh Wireless a cassette deck incorporating the
Company tuner was made by Ny- circuit. Also new and on show
will be three receivers, another
tech, and based loosely on the
CTA 252 receiver.
Now both cassette deck, two matched sysbrands are under the control of tems, electret microphones and
headphones.
designer Richard Hay, who has
already resuscitated and extended
the Nytech range ( see ' News',
June), and he will be producing a
Due for release in October is a
range of complementary electronic
new top- end reel-to-reel recorder
components which will offer a
from Tandberg, the 20A, which will
different choice of facilities, tobe available in either half-track
gether with the contrasting ' stack7+115 i/s or quarter- track 3,t/4 i/s
ed' styling and black metal facia
versions, each with four different
of the original model.
input configurations.
Tandberg
Naturally the tuner, now costing
have used four motors in this
£135, will be retained, while its
machine: two for the rewinds, one
immediate companion at the same
for the capstan and one for the
price will be an integrated amplicontrol functions.
fier with very basic facilities but
the optio nof moving- coil ormovingmagnet cartridge inputs ( which
can be easily changed at adealer's Last month's Show Report gave
in the future if required). This a grossly inflated price for STD
amplifier, the A25, will offer 2x45
turntable. It should read £ 190.00
watts into 4ohms and 2x30 watts
+ VAT. Sorry.
into 8 ohms. Also expected to be
available soon is a rather more
elaborate integrated amplifier, the
A60, at £230.85, rated at 2x60 w/8. Two turntables, two cassette reA series II version of the fami- ceivers and a cassette deck have
liar Nytech ' calculator' model will been announced by B&O. The
answer criticisms that the earlier integrated turntables continue the
model had insufficient power, by self- thinking concept of some
offering a50% increaseto 2x45 w/4, earlier models.
Beogram 2200
2x30 w/8, for a14% price increase. (£155) recognises the presence,
The new unit achieves this by size and required speed of arecord
means of a new toroid-type trans- by an electronic ' weight compariformer, which has the added ad- son' system ( I) with manual overvantage of cooler running, and ride for non-standard discs. The
will cost £230.85. It will not be 4004 (£370) is a development of
possible to convert existing CTA the 4002 tangential tracking turn252 and XD models to Series II table which can be used in conspecifications, but the existing junction with the Beosystem 2400
extensive rebuild from standard and its ultrasonic remote control
to XD format will still be under- (now modified to include disc contaken at £50.63. Nytech Audio, trol). The Beocentres offer AM/
High Street, Chew Magna, Bristol FM, amplifier and integral cassette
BS18 8PW ( 027589) 3232. ( All mechanism. The 2600 (£315) proprices inc. VAT.)
vides 2x25 watts RMS into 4ohms

Tandberg

Price Error

Bang and Olufsen

pole

Magnet
Telco

717:AKEP

Mitsubishi
Mitsubishi Electric ( UK) Ltd have
been importing their colour televisions for five years now and
have recently announced that they
will soon be bringing in the company's range of audio products,
which have been available in the
USA and Japan for some years.
Due for release in September are
three systems which comprise
various groupings of arecord deck,
two integrated amps (25 and 50
watts per channel into 8 ohms),
two tuners, a receiver ( 25 watts
per channel), a cassette deck and
two speaker pairs, with rack mounting. Complete systems including
speakers are expected to retail
between around £550 and £700.
By the beginning of next year
Mitsubishi hope to be selling their
up-market range of more exotic
equipment. Shown at the CES
show in Chicago, for example, was
a PCM cassette tape deck using
the video- cassette format with its
helical-scanning,rotary-headtechnology.
This machine offers a
frequency response of DC-20 kHz
flat to within 0.5 dB, 80 dB dynamic
HI-FI NEWS

& RECORD REVIEW

NCCEIrCE,

range, distortion of lessthan 0.03%,
undetectable wow and flutter and
two hours of recording!
PCM
would appear to rule, OK?

Health Concern
Isleworth Electronics have been
working on the design and construction of low-level amplifiers
for specialist application in the
medical industry for some 15 years
now and have recently applied
their talents to the development
of a moving- coil head amp. The
PX3 provides both 5mV flat and
200 mV RIAA compensated outputs, the latter being suitable for
direct feed to an auxiliary input.
Both have independently adjustable channel gain allowing the
unit to cope with cartridges ranging from 70-500 v.V output. Specially developed ICs are used which
allow a simple, high reliability design with very low current drain
from the battery supply. Price is
£49.50 inclusive and guarantee is
for two years. Details from Techtronic Design, Unit 4, Staincliffe
Mills, Dewsbury, West Yorks.
Tel: 0924 409040.
AUGUST 1978

Toshiba Sound
Toshiba have introduced a range
of IB loudspeakers made in Britain to their own specifications.
Three are made in conjunction
with Sonaudax and four by Ingham
Mitrefold in Yorkshire, three of the
latter to be marketed with Toshiba's new music- centre range.
Harrogate will see the launch of
their new ADRES noise reduction

and has a Super Permalloy cassette head, while the 4000 (£470)
has a Sendust head and delivers
2x40 watts. The Beocord 1900
(£195) is a separate high quality
cassette deck with Sendust heads
and a S/N ratio better than 64 dB
with Chrome/Dolby is claimed,
with wow and flutter less than
0.15% ( DIN). Listed are approximate retail selling prices and the
units are due to become available
in the Autumn.
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double pivotelli

24" elbow action with
12"x4" swivel base which
allows you to tuck the TV
against a wall, into an
alcove or unit. Supports
up to 250Ibs.
£28.91 Ref (
0)
standard pivotelli

pivotelli

pivotelli stereo

wall mounted

flat surface

turntable with

turntable

speaker brackets
with swivel base.

swivel base

H shape with 18"

Design as standard,

spar, 9" arms 812" x4"
swivel
Arm Base
Ref . base
12"
8"x4" £ 10.86 ( M)
£ 1249
18" 12"x4" £ 11.31 ( S)
24" 12"x4" £ 12.49111

6" arms& 6"x3"
base. In pairs only
£13.32 Ref . (
P)

Ref (
T)

Please send me:
Free hrochure/Model(r,j Ref./colour
Ienclose Chequi•
Na
Address
Post Ir.
DEPT.

Add 35p for P/P. hues subject to alce otion without notice.
ALL PRICES INC. VAT

CASSETTES
Ampex 2020 Studio....
B.A.S.F. Chrome Dioxide Super ..
B.A.S.F. LH/SM .. .. ..
B.A.S.F. Chrome .. .. ..
B.A.S.F. Super Ferri LH/SM ..
B.A.S.F. Ferrichrome .. ..
E.M.I. X-100 UD .. .. ..
Fuji FX
Fuji FL .. .. .. ..
Hitachi UD (inc. head cleaner) ..
Hitachi UDR ( inc. head cleaner) ..
Hitachi LN ( inc. head cleaner) ..
Maxwell UD ( inc. head cleaner) ..
Memorex MRX2 .. .. ..
Memorex Chrome .. ..
Philips standard .. ..
Philips Super Quality
Philips Chrome .. • • • •
•.
Pyral Hi Fi .. .. • • • •
Pyral Maxima • • • • • •
Pyral Optima • • •

C.60

C.90
C.I 20
£1.00
£3-20
60p
85p
£1.10
£1 35
£1.65
£2.15
£1.40
£1 OS
£1.85
£1 50
£2.00
70p
£1 00
£1 05
£1.45
69p
99p
£1.33
95p
£1.20
£1.45
£1 45
£1B5
60p
90p £7.10
£1 25
£1-40 £ 1.90
90p
£1.10 £ 1.65
£1 75
50p
70p
90p
70p
90p £ 1.20
£1 30
£1.65
50p
75p
95p
88p
£1.20
75p
95p
£1 35
£1.70
Pyral Super Ferrite
Scotch
.. ......
• • ..
..
60p
90p
88p
Scotch Classic .. C.45, £ 1•25
£1 30
£2.00
Sony Low Noise ( library cases) ..
90p £ 1.30
60p
Sony Chrome .. .. ..
£1 45
£2-05
90p £ 1.15
Sony HF .. • • • • • •
£1.50
Sony Ferrichrome .. .. ..
£1.85 £2.15
TDK Dynamic .. C.45 55p ..
60p
90p
£1.10
TDK SD ..
80p £ 1-15
£1.50
TDK SA .. • • • • ..
£1.30 £ 1.75
TDK AD ..
95p £ 1.25
£1.85
TDK Chrome
. £ 1.45 £ 1-95
• AMPEX TAPE .
S.
. ST
LP
DP
TP
7' Pro 1800'2020 ( Ser. 373)
- £ 15 7' Series 351, 2400' DP ..
- £2.95
7' Series 361, 3600' ..
- £3.30
SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
7'; 1800' 2400'
.•
•
£ 1•25 £2-20 5" 900' 1200'
..
75p £ 1.20 E.M.1 Professional 7' 1800' - £2•85 - -

e APPOINTED

DEALERS FOR
SONY BETAMAX
VIDEO

e

APPOINTED
PIONEER,
J.V.0
A ND Y A MAHA
STOCKISTS

•

Head Cleaners by
Philips. Bib, BASF,
TDK, Pyral.

•

PHILIPS, SONY
BETAMA X, B.A.S.F.
Video Cassettes

• REEL TO

REEL

Appointed stockists for
Tandberg, Sony. Philips,
Akai, Hitachi, Uher,
many others.
Mies.. Mixers, Accessories.

• HI-FI
Amplifiers,
speakers,
motors. pickups and
accessories by leading
makers, music centres

e OWN

SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

•CREDIT
FACILITIES

You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from

,
sr.re;r1 c.o. Ltd.. Guerns

HFN8

y Tel: Geer nsey
1,.,t,(•1‘) Channel Islands (048046818

FOTRONIX
INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
(POSTAGE 25p)
GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKER'S BOX
Cartridges with Styli
Replacement Styli
ADC ZLM .. £67.50
RSZ
£37 50
ADC XLM/111 £43•00
RSX
£25 50
ADC VLM/11 I £29 50
RSV
£20 95
AKG P8ES £58 00
X8S
£ 35 00
AKG P8E .. £47.50
X8E
£28 25
AKG P7E .. £26 00
X7E
£ 14 25
Audio Technica
AT2OSLa .. £47.95
ATS 20
£31.50
Audio Technica
ATI3 Ea .. £ 13.50
ATS 13
£ 11 75
Empire
2000E/111 £ 15• 50
S2000E/II I
£ 14 75
2000Z .. £54 00
S2000Z £35.00
Goldring G800SE £ 10 95
DI IOSE
£8 95
Goldring G820E £ 11.25
D130E
£7 75
Goldring G820SE £ 16 50
DI3OSE
Ell 75
Goldring G900SE £24 95
DI4OSE £ 16 50
JVC XI .. £53 95
4DTX I
Ell 00
JVC ZI .. £35 00
4DTZ I
£31.00
Ortofon
M20FL Super £49 25
D2OFL Super .. £28 85
M20E Super £43 75
D2OE Super .. £22 95
VMS 20E Mk11 £ 30 90
D2OE Mk 1 & 11 £20 45
FFISE I1 .. £ 13 90
NFISE Mk 1 & 11 £8.95
FISE II .. £ 19•25
NISE II .. £ 11.85
Stanton 881 S £82 50
D8I .. .. £45 00
Stanton 681EEE £43.00
D6800EEE .. £24 50
Stanton 6130EE £28 00
D6800EE .. £ 17.25
Stanton 500EE £ 19 00
D5100EE £ 13 95
Stanton 500 E £ 16 00
D5100E £ 11.50
Stanton 500 A £ 14 SO
DS I
07A
£93S
Shure M44-7 .. £699
N44-7 .. £5.20
Shure M44- E .. £7.50
N44- E
..
£560
Shure M55- E . £830
N55- E ..
E6 60
Shure M75.6 £750
N75-6 .. £545
Shure M75-8
£10 40
N75-8 . £620

Shure M75- E.1 £ 12.99
Shure M75-ED £ 14.90
Shure M95- E.1 £ 13.75
Shure M95- ED £ 19.95
Shure M24H £29.15
Shure V15/111 .. £47.95
Sonus Blue .. £68.00
Ultimo 10A cart. £53.95
Ultimo 10X cart. £49.50
Ortofon SL20E, £46.75
Shure V15/1V ..
£66.95
Ortofon CAP-210

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-173 HIGH RD., LONDON, SW16 BEC
Phone: 01-769 0466; 01-769 0192
Imin. St Leonard's Church
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY-CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCAYCARD
N75- E.1
£8 20
N75- ED .. £ 11.75
N95- E1 .. £9.20
N95- ED
£ 15•75
N24H
£ 16.95
VN35E.. .. £ 16-95
Sonus Blue Stylus £37-55
Ultimo 20A cart. £65.00
Ultimo 20B cart. £85.00
Ortofon SL20Q £68.50
Satin M1176 ..
£59.50
£195 inc.

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS AND FOR 78 RPM
Goldring G800 Series: DI 10SR, £3.75; D1 10E. £7.50;
DI IOSE, £8.95. Ortofon: MIS- E Super-015-E Super,
£24.00. Shure VN 15-E, £ 15.95. 78s: Goldring DI 10
and 120 Standard, £3.50. Shure N44-3 and N75-3,
a 20; N9S-3. £5.80; VN78E, £16-60.
PICKUP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
ADC LMF-1 £76 00
SHE 3009 fixed hd £44 95
Connoisseur SAU2£16 60
SME 3009/S2 .. £48.95
Formula IV Mk Ill P.O.A.
SME 3009 Series Ill £92 95
Hadcock GH228 £50.00
Si Headshell £3.95
Hadcock Unilift £8.40
CAI Arm Tube £ 13 95
Blanking plate .. £281
FD 200 damper £ 15 95
Postage. Arms £ 100. Shells 25p, FD 200 50p, CAI 50p
RECORD CLEANING ACCESSORIES ( Post 25p)
Vac-O-Rec II .. £ I9-95
BASF Sweep Arm £3.25
Post CI
Scotch anti stat mat £2.95
Zerostat
.. £6.95
Transcriptor Universal
Decca Sweep Arm £ 5•25
sweep arm .. £4.25
Decca Brush ..
£5.00
Disk 22 Mat .. £ 12.95
TEST RECORDS AND CASSETTES
NEW! Shure TTR I15- ERA IV., ES•50. HFS 75, /2.80.
Shure TIR 110, £4.50. Wharfedale " Larger Than Life",
£4.50. Post: 65p. Three for 85p: Dolby Tone cassette,
£2.40. Frequency test, £9.00. Azimuth alignment
cassette, £2.40. Post: 25p each.

CASSETTE TAPES
C45
C60
C90
C120
AGFA SFD
£0.76 £1.00
Carat
£0.85 £ 1.24 £1.60
BASF LH SM....£0.59 £0.79 £1.0
- 9
1H Super SM .. £0.97 £1.29 £1.70
Ferro Super LH 1 £1•10 £1.47 £1.92
Chromium Dioxide £1.29 £1.59 £2.09
Ferrochrom El - 47 £1.91
Superchrom £2.32
FUJI FL
£0 69 £0.99 £1.3
- 3
FX 1
£ 1.03 £1.15 £1.60
FX (
Cf30, £1.31) £1 05 £1.46
MAXELL SLN
£0.62 £0.79 £1.0
- 4
UD
£0.97 £1.14 El - 29 £1.76
UDXL/1
£1.36 £1.74
UDXL/II
El - 49 £1.89
TDK D
£0.62 £0.85 £1.1
- 4
£0 87 £ 1.12
AD
SA
- £ 1.12 £ 1.50
KR ( Chrome)
- £ 1.59
SONY HF ..
- £0.84 £ 1.02 £1.27
FeCr
£1.31 £ 1.85
Low Noise
£0 59 £0.85 £1.1
- 9
Cr02
£ 1.20 £ 1.59 Postage: I-5, 50p; 6-10, 65p; 11-30, 85p; 31+, £ 1.00.
HEADPHONES (Post EI-00)
Yamaha I-IPI .. /30-55
Stax-contd.
Yamaha HP2 .. £22.95
SRS Phones
Yamaha HP3 .. £ 15.30
only ..
Micro Seiki MX I 5395
SRX3 Phones
Stax
only
SR44 .. £56•95
Sennheiser
SILS/SRDESB £74.95
HD400
SRX/SRD6SB £ 125•00
HD4I4X
SR Sigma .. £207.00
HD424X

£48.75
£98-50

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at June 1978. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the
right to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & O. E.

A recent trip to Osaka, courtesy of
National Panasonic, gave HFNIRR
the chance to have a preview of
the new products they're introducing at Harrogate. In common
with other Japanese companies,
Technics' design policy is to invest agreat deal of time and money
in basic research, resulting initially in avery small number of prestigious
Flagship' models but
eventually getting the return on
sales of more sensibly priced products incorporating the results of
the research. This is not to say
the ' Flagships' don't sell—the
SP10 Mk II deck must be quite a
moneyspinner— but seeing three
men making by hand the new SEAl Class A+DC power amp indicates that Technics are not actually expecting to flood the world
with them. At £3,999.95 plus VAT,
it's not surprising, but for that you
get 350 watts RMS per channel
into 4ohms, completely capacitorless signal path, huge peak- reading meters and reasonable size
achieved by what Technics call
'Class- A+' operation. Basically,
the output stage is pure Class- A,
with all the advantages so conferred, but with its ground potential floated and supplied with a

Technics SE- Al at 70 watts into 8 ohms
compared to ahighly respected Class- AB
amp at the same output

Nairn inflation-beater
The popular NAC22/NAP120 combination, cheapest amplification
system in the Naim Audio range,
has been revised so that the current price can be maintained until
well into 1979. The styling, which
has a higher profile than the other
units in the range due to the use
of a laminated core transformer
in the power supply, has also been
revised, so that the on/off switch
is now on the opposite end of the
power amp to the heatsinks and
speaker terminals ( afeature which
was criticised by some users of
the earlier model). It had originally been the intention to produce
an integrated model and so actually reduce the price, but early
experiments showed that too many
compromises would have to be
made which would reduce the
attainable sound quality.
Meanwhile, at the top of the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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±5 volts supply.
A separate
'power supply amp' then controls
+105 volt rails in accordance
with the input amplitude. Specification is a wow: 0.003% THD at
total rated power (20 Hz-20 kHz);
power bandwidth into 8ohms 5Hz100 kHz at 0.01% THD; but at 51 kg
you need a pretty hefty shelf to
carry it.
It's joined by the matching SU A2 DC coupled control amp.
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linear- phase speaker (£2,999.95
each) which uses horn- loaded
treble and mid units with a 46 cm
reflex loaded woofer. Other new
Technics linear phase speakers
include the bookshelf SB-X series,
the 2- way IB X-1 (£74.95 per pair),
the 3- way reflex X-3 (£ 119.95 per
pair), and the 3- way reflex X-5
(£157.95 per pair). All use the
same 2.5 cm dome tweeter, set
back in the baffle in a short
straight- sided horn with the woofer
set forward. Also new are three
very small 2- way SB-F speakers,
all of which use adiecast aluminium enclosure and which sound
very good for their size.
There seems to be a general
trend in Japan towards slim compact design and the ST- 9038T
tuner and matching SH-9038P programmer are typical of this trend.
The tuner uses state-of-the-art
circuitry, including quartz- locked
digital tuning and automatic tuning is effected by a button which
scans until the required station is
found. The tuner can be connected via a 16- pin socket to the
programmer which uses a microprocessor to give 32 step automatic control of the following
functions: day of the week, time,

station ( up to 8 can be preset),
four switchable AC sockets, and
aerial rotator. It also incorporates
a digital clock which can double
as a stop watch. Left on its own,
then, the unit can turn on the
tuner, amp and taperecorder, tune
in the station ( including rotating
the aerial), record a programme,
and turn everything off. Now if
only you could replace the listener by another microprocessor
programmed for music enjoyment.
... Back to earth, prices for these
very impressive pieces of technical wizardry are £320 ( tuner)
and £380 ( programmer).
As well as a smattering of new
direct- drive decks, a moving- coil
cartridge and headamp and a top
moving
magnet
cartridge—the
EPC-100C, which uses a tapered
titanium/boron alloy cantilever and
HPF magnets—there is anew cassette deck, the model 641, which has
replaced the usual dynamic meters
with a fluorescent display, similar
to that seen in some digital clocks,
in the shape of parallel bargraphs.
The main advantage is, of course,
very much improved ballistics;
attack time is around 5iLS with no
overshoot, allowing accurate peak
or VU metering with the appropriate circuits.
Price is £250.
Prices tentative, VAT inclusive.

Again pricey at £ 5,999.95 but it must
be the most comprehensive control amp ever designed with inputs
for both moving- coil and movingmagnet ( 5resistance and 5 ' impedance' values) cartridges; 4- band
parametric equalisation each channel with built-in calibration oscillator; peak / peak hold / average
metering; separate headphone
amp; active thermal servo- control
amp to prevent DC drift ( same as
SE- A1); ridiculously low distortion
and
noise
performance;
touch- switch controlled relays for
signal- source switching.
Compared to the power- amp it's a
lightweight at 38.5 kg. You could
always sell your house to buy the
combination but then where would
you put it? The Japanese don't
consider these problems. The
combination was demonstrated
using the new SB10 000 3- way Photographically stacked: tuner and programmer

range, a double power supply,
code- named SNAPS ( or Super
NAPS), is provided for the triamped system to power pre- amp
and active crossover. Improved
transformer regulation and current capability assist sound quality,
and may also be of benefit to those
whose mains supply is subject to
large voltage fluctuations; in some
rural areas for example.

A&R Tuner
A&R Cambridge have developed
an FM tuner, the T21 to match
their well-thought-of A60 amplifier. With both manual and preset tuning, the unit uses LEDs to
display tuning, stereo and signal
strength ( where a colour change
from red to green indicates an
adequate signal level). A row of
LEDs is also used as a tuning
scale. Output level is adjustable
from between 20 mV to 2V to
AUGUST 1978

permit correct matching with any
amp, and the tuner also features
switchable AFC, inter- station muting and MPX filtering. In teak,
walnut or black, the T21 is expected to retail at around £140.

Jeffries
The well known audio haven in
Sussex, Jeffries of Eastbourne,
has a new proprietor, Kevin Maxfield, previously with Farnell KF.
The main shop's demonstration
room has been re- thought and
offers an excellent selection of
quality gear for immediate comparison. Superfi addicts will be
catered for in the flat above the
shop where items of extremely
exotic equipment can be heard in
a ' home' environment. Jeffries
will also be catering for DIY freaks
by stocking a range of amplifier
and loudspeaker kits.

Harrogate
The Harrogate Show has now
grown to such a size that the organizers have decided to move
most of the stands out of hotel
rooms and into the Exhibition Centre this year, with additional space
in the Royal Hall and various syndicate rooms at neighbouring
hotels. The whole event will be
at ground floor level and should
prove to be generally more airy—
good news for vertigo and claustrophobia suffering visitors at least.
Most of the big names will be
there ( as well as a lot of smaller
ones), including some who decided to give the Cunard Show a
miss—JVC,
Leak,
Nakamichi,
Revox, Rotel, Technics, Yamaha
et al. The ' Harrogate International
Festival of Sound' runs for four
days from Saturday 19th to Tuesday 22nd August. Note: Autumn
Olympia show has been cancelled!
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Better records are the result of better cartridges

EXPANDED
CONTACT AREA

3L , n1,iiii Electron Beam Microsc4.)pe photo of the new Stereohedron stylus, magnified 2000 times. Brackets show wider contact area.

Enter the new professional
calibration standard Stanton 8815
The recording engineer can only produce aproduct as good
as his ability to analyse it. Sucn analysis is best ac:cornplished
through aplay-back cartridge. Hence better records are the
result of our cartridges. Consequently acallbrated cartridge
is essential.
The stylus of the Stanton 881S cartridge is an entire!y new
design. So much so it has an entirely new name.
Stereohedron e. When Stanton engineers started work on
this new professional standard calibration cartridge they
had two particular aims in mind:
1

To produce acartridge of comparable performance

2

To reduce record wear significantly

The Stereohedron ® stylus has atotally new tip shape with
a larger contact area within the record groove. This results
in better frequency response and better channel separation.
It also means a significant reduction in record wear. The
magnet assembly design is also new. It de!ivers enormous
power but is far smaller than conventional magnets.
Each Stanton 881S is guaranteed to meet specification and
individual calibration test results accompany each unit.
Whether your usage involves recording, broadcasting or
home entertainments, your choice should be the Stanton
881S, the cartridge designed
by professionals for
professionals !

United Kingdom—Wilmex Ltd.— Compton House— New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE—Tel. 01-949 2545

Belgium- Luxemburg - EIN. De Greet - Steenweg OP tusemberg 367 - 1180 Brussel - Tel. 02/345.39.13
Denmark - Hagen Glesen - N.Y. Strandvet 28 - 3056 Humlebaek - Tel. ( 03) 19 14 47
France - Delta Magnetics- 37. rue de l'orme gautier 78 - Orgeval - Tel. 975.86,85

[
— Please send me details of Stanton cartnages
and the nearest franchised dea'er.
Name

Germany (
West) - Teledyne Acoustic Research - Verkaufsburo Deutschland Sans - Such; Strasse 16 - Paitlach 907 - D4010 H Iden - Tel. 802103) 58036 7

Address

Holland - Audioscnot BV - Nreuw - Loosdrechtsmditk 107 - loosdrechl - Ter. ( 02158) 37 06
Italy - Societa Italiana

omunicazionr Siemens ski a. - 20149 Milano

o. io

Zavaltar, 12 - Tel. 43 88

HNI3

Norway - J. M. Feirenij A/S: - Nils Hansens ver 7 - Oslo 6- Tel. ( 02) 68 63 60
Spain -- Mabel SDAD. LTDA - Rrpolles. 84 - Barcelona - 7,1. 235 4000
Sweden - ELFA - Radio & Television AB - S-17 117 Solna. Sweden - T. 08/730 07 00
Switzerland - Thaw:. Franz AG - Hardstrasse 41 - 5430 VVitttingen - Tel. 056 26 28 61
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VVilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4DE. Tel. 01-949 2545.

Quality Assurance
By now most British consumers
are well aware of the rights that
protect them against shop keepers
who would prefer to shrug their
shoulders when faced with the
return of faulty goods. Although
the consumer is of course entitled to protection against shoulder- shrugging con- men, there are
those in the hi-fi trade who believe
that the pendulum has now swung
too far in the opposite direction,
with some customers now taking
innocent shopkeepers for a ride.
If proposed legislation on product
liability comes to fruition, the
British consumer will have even
more power to his elbow.
The situation was summed up
and clarified during the course of
a one- day conference organised
in London a while back by European Study Conferences Ltd, a
private organisation which specialises in teach- in seminars on confusing legal topics which wise
businessmen know they cannot
afford to ignore.
At the risk of over- simplification,
the situation on liability is as follows. It is on the cards that a
new consumer protection Act will
be introduced in the UK which will
put alegal onus on manufacturers
and suppliers to ensure that whatever goods they supply are physically safe and can be used without
risk. There is already legislation
that puts such an onus on those
who deal in food and drugs, and
the new Act is intended to cover
products not hitherto protected—
electrical equipment, for instance.
There have already been several
legal directives in Europe: one from
the Hague, another adopted by
the Council for Europe and the
third an EEC Commission directive. A common theme through
the foreign proposals is that defective' should be synonymous
with ' unsafe'. In other words if
an amplifier is electrically unsafe
it is to be regarded as defective
and thus illegal. If a British law is
enacted which follows the European lead, anyone making or selling an unsafe, and thus defective,
amplifier or such- like will be putting their head on the block even if
the product works well and thus
causes no offence under the current consumer protection laws.
It seems clear that unless such
legislation is very carefully drafted
it is likely to create all manmer of
problems and push the cost of
equipment up to unreasonable
levels. The guiding principles are
to be found in two laws not normally cited in the High Court— Sod's
Law and Murphy's Law. Sod's
Law says that if anything can go
wrong with a product it will; MurHI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

phy's Law says that if it is humanly
possible for anyone to misuse a
product then sooner or later someone will. The concept of an amplifier so safe that not even Murphy
can hurt himself with it is bizarre.
What happens for instance if the
customer sits in the bath with it
or drops it on his toe? On the
other hand, with consumer equipment ever more sophisticated, the
public must be protected from risks
they have never even dreamed of.
It is so far unclear who will foot
the bill for damages if a member
of the public is severely injured or
killed by a purchased product and
action is brought. At first sight it
would seem obvious that it should
But on
be the manufacturer.
second sight it is less obvious.
For instance, should the manufacturer pay if the product becomes
defective and unsafe in the hands
of the retailer?
Moreover, the
manufacturer who knows he is a
sitting duck for liability actions
will simply heavily insure and this
will inevitably mean an increase
on the price of all products. So
effectively the whole consumer
public will be paying for the
damages so , , it "r; Ir._ suing
few, perhaps all of them Murphys.
Doubtless it is for flit., reason that
in New Zealand they are moving
towards a state scheme where
compensation is paid by the state
rather than the manufacturer.
One suggestion for the UK is that
a state compensation scheme
should
supplement a system
which requires an injured consumer to prove liability of the
manufacturer. Clearly much has
yet to be resolved. But one thing
is clear: in the not too distant
future manufacturers will need to
pay even more attention to product safety than at present.
Doubtless as the matter of legal
obligation over quality assurance
becomes more topical, ESC ( address is Kirby House, 31 High
Street East, Uppingham, Rutland)
and others in the seminar field
will be holding further teach- ins.
Hi-fi manufacturers might be well
advised to keep tabs on the subject.
Adrian Hope

Quality Monitor
Pressure on space last month
forced us to omit the customary
list of QM equipment. Currently
in use: Cartridges— ADC ZLM,
Elac 555E, Shure V15/IV, Stanton
8815, Ultimo 20B; turntables—
Ariston RD11, Linn Sondek LP12,
Thorens
125/150;
amplifiers—
Goodmans 110, Hafler DH- 101,
Lecson AC1/AP1 X, Quad 33/405;
loudspeakers—B&W DM6, DM7,
Crabbe/IMF,
KEF
105,
Quad,
Rogers LS3/5A.
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MXR
American company MXR are perhaps better known for their range
of tough, effective and reliable
guitar effects units, but two new
products, a stereo graphic equaliser and a stereo compander, are
aimed specifically at the hi-fi enthusiast. The equaliser has ten
bands per channel, each offering
±12 dB, at 31 Hz, 62 Hz, 125 Hz,
250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1kHz, 2kHz, 4kHz,
8kHz and 16 kHz; has good noise
and distortion figures and is designed to be connected to the
amplifier tape sockets. It costs
£227.50 including VAT. Slightly
cheaper at £ 189.75 is the cornpander which offers agood degree
of noise reduction with cassette
and open- reel tape machines with
a 2 : 1 compression/expansion
ratio. It can do both operations

The Subject of Fidelity
A one- day seminar on ' Considerations for High Fidelity Reproduction' was held by the Society of
Electronic and Radio Technicians
(SERT) on 7th June. Five subject
areas— Loudspeakers, Amplifiers,
Pickups and Turntables, Tuners
and Tape Recorders—were covered, each given a half-hour exploration by aspecialist in its field and
followed by abrief period for questions. Half an hour is, of course,
barely time to scratch the surface
of subjects such as these, but the
sessions were none the less instructive for that.
James Moir believes that the
frequency response of top- class
speakers is now generally so good
that
further
improvements
are of little real value. Work is
needed in other areas of design;
on Polar response, for example—
'What is the optimum Polar response?'
Doppler distortion is
another area of interest and it was
sobering to see response traces
of top quality modern speakers,
with all their inherent problems in
this area, alongside those of the
vintage Quad design ( see, however, HFNIRR, July ' 77, p. 51).
Moir believes that measurement
in open air (' God's free- field room')
using 3rd octave bands is the
single test most closely related to
subjective experience.
John Linsley- Hood, intriguing
as ever, believes that amplifiers do
sound different and suspects this
is connected with the ear's impulse- response mechanism, but
he is not sure what to measure any
more. Although the steady-state
response of good amplifiers is
now adequate, it is in the area of
transient behaviour that improvements are worthwhile. He has
built an improved version of his

simultaneously, so off- tape decoded monitoring is possible!
MXR claim that the unit is ' subjectively compatible with dbxencoded material' and a quick
test confirmed that there are no
immediately obvious anomalies.
We wonder what dbx think of it,
as their domestic noise reduction
units are rather more expensive.
MXR products are distributed in
the UK by Atlantex Music Ltd,
16 High Street, Graveley, Herts.
Telephone 0438 50113.
75 watt design ( published in HFNI
RR, November/December 1972)
which differs, so far as he can
tell, only in that the turn- on characteristics have been improved ( to
between 3-5 /LS from 7-10 µS). He
can hearthe diff erence quite clearly.
Unfortunately, in the demonstration which followed the seminar
the two amps were coupled with a
rather indifferent (to say the least)
cartridge/turntable/speaker combination—a pity, particularly since
the differences we were listening
for are very subtle.
John Borwick gave a useful resumé of the basic cartridge/record
interface problems, categorising
six causes of distortion: end
of side, horizontal tracking error,
equalisation irregularities, tracing
distortion, pinch effect, and vertical tracking error.
Angus McKenzie provided a
lucid account of the problems regarding quality broadcast reception, explaining problems of too
little or too much aerial signal and
the compromise between adjacent
channel selectivity and distortion.
Basil Lane painted a somewhat
gloomy picture of the tape scene,
explaining the perennial problem
that tape is basically totally nonlinear, ie, it is capable of producing, obviously, huge amounts of
distortion. Other problems involve
scanning resolution, optimum gap
width, azimuth errors, tape formulations, etc.
Although conventional analogue recording is improving rapidly, it seems inevitable that it will not achieve the
quality of reproduction of which
digital techniques will be capable
shortly.
A well organised seminal. Just
unfortunate that the demonstrations couldn't have been more
carefully prepared— a recurrent
problem, of course ...
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serendipity in surrey
ACOUSTATS
Full range electrostatic speakers from the
USA featuring direct coupling from the inbuilt amplifiers to the electrostatic plates
highly recommended for those wishing to
recreate the concert hall listening experience, has stupendous ambience and
detail with commendable bass reproduction
which is usually lacking in electrostatics.
Capable of high sound levels, but requires
the right equipment to drive them. Let us
show you what they can do. Home demonstrations are amust for these units.

FUTTERMANS
This is another fine audio product retailed only by Guilototid tir•Fi. It is so good.
but so scarce, that there is just lie enough to go round. This valve design has
been around for man.; years and has been mabufactured only on acustom-made
basis in the USA. The specifications as witha a:I valve equipment is modest but
the sound is incomparable. When allied with the Paragon preamp the combination
is unbeatable.

MERIDIAN
"Why should Ipay 1330 for a dinky
little amplifier thats got only 35 lousy
watts per channel, no filters. no headphones jack, and not even an on- off
light. Thus might the acoustically
unsophisticated rightly react to the
spartan simplicity of the BoothroydStewart Meridian amplifiers. Any such
reservations should quickly be dispelled after a short listening spell. It is
especially adept at demolishing the
pretensions of many highly regarded
(and more expensive) muscular oriental amplifiers. 50 and 100 watt
versions are also available.
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We were standing ; all when the
representative of Bauch pinned our
'Revox B dealership' . badge an our
heaving bosom. After all, they have
been acknowledged as the manufacturers of the finest tape deck ever.
Now they are introducmg a complete
product range that seeks to achieve

the same status km adigital fm tuner
(8760) and integrated amplifier ( 3750)
and a • achal tracking turntable that
must leave the Japanese gasping with
disbelief and envr • Nuff said, just
hear it all at GHF and draw your own
conclusions

PARAGON

SOUND LEASE
The Scrundlease TUA • I is the lust
product from an aspiring pair of
designers. Messrs Austen and Michaelson who are convinced that value
technolugy is enjoying a renaissance
of popularity. It is ot meticulous
construi non and indeed its only
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drawback is its hernia- inducing weight
of 5 stone 10. Nominally 50 watts
per channel. it is an ideal companion
to the Paragon preamplifier which
allows you to listen to the music once
more and not the equipment.

Paragon is not too well enown in this country sincii we are the linty shop bringing
them in from the USA. We don't advertise them heavily since they are in such
scarcity, even in the States. If your hearing hesr't been permanently impaired
and you can still awe. late the sound ci alive orchestra, we are sure you will
never want to return to the screeching edgy, constructed, sterile sound that
emanates from transistor phono preamps. Strong stuff, bet we believe a listen
wiT convince you. The Paragon system
preamp is £ 450 - while the model 12A
is [ 1395.00.

We also recommend an audition of the following high- quality equipment: Linn Sondek LP12 turntable ( alas, nothing seems to
approach it for quality). ADC carbon fibre arms and Grace G707 arms, cartridges by ADC, AKG, Decca. Grado, Sonus, and
Stanton. For the impoverished but discriminating music lover we have the Dual CS502 turntable and for the extremely patient,
the Rega Plannar II Ei Ill ( up to ayears wait). We also have the commendable AEr R460 amplifier, the Enigma variations, and
Quad 33'405 amplifiers. Also recommended are the Technics and Nakamichi amps and tuners Among speakers one should
hear the Dahlquist, Harbeth, Gale, B & W, and the highly recommended Tangent range. We also recommend the new LUZ
speaker cables and Gold- ens signal leads for an improvement in your present equipment.
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RESONANCES
COME of the dichotomy between reviews
V of equipment with gliding tone, or noise,
tests and listening to music is due to defects
of the former methods in not properly
exciting mechanical resonances in the
equipment. The hazard of such artificial
test signals, in relation to the Q (
sharpness)
of such resonances is rarely appreciated,
except by those who have had much
experience in dealing with the vibration of
mechanical parts.
There is areal danger that gliding tone
tests may fail to show up high Q resonances
to anything like their full extent. For
example, agliding tone can indicate aQ of
20 when this is really 2000! This occurs
because aresonance with aQ of, say, 1000
at 1kHz would require the test signal to
continue within ± 0.1 Hz of the resonant
frequency for about ten seconds to excite
the resonance fully. A more rapid scan
than this will not remain on peak' long
enough to excite more than afraction of
full response. There is adifferent reason
why white/pink noise excitation may not
fully reveal equally sharp resonances,
which is because the higher the Q the less
energy from the noise band comes within
the critical bandwidth of the resonance.
Adverse effects are less likely to occur
in testing tuners, amplifiers or speakers in
the same manner, because these are, by
design, generally well damped ( save, of
course, tuning circuits), while many of the
mechanical components of record decks
and arms can be essentially undamped and
so have very high Q local resonances. While
some reviewers are aware of the dangers,
some are not, and the general reader
certainly does not realise the reservations
implied when studying comparative tests on
different makes of equipment. Gliding tones
or white/pink noise tests are popular with
reviewers because of the ease with which
they can be automatically plotted and the
speed of such testing. However, unless the
possible drawbacks are borne in mind such
tests can indicate that lower Q resonances
are worse than others of much higher Q—
which can be missed entirely with too rapid
ascan of the frequency band. Ishall
therefore attempt to explain the effects
simply, so that readers can be on their
guard when reading reviews.
Perhaps Iought to explain the concept
of '
Q' in relation to mechanical systems.
An illustration of the resonant behaviour
of asystem ( mechanical or electrical) with
differentvalues of Q is shown in the
diagram.* Most readers will find this
familiar enough in relation to tuned circuits,
and exactly the same happens with mech-

30

25

20

FREQUENCY
* Taken from the writer's book
Understanding and Measuring
Vibration (London 1970).
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NOW YOU
FIND THEM,
NOW YOU
DON'T
R. H. Wallace examines the
defects of some gliding tone
and noise tests

anical resonant systems, with deflection
taking the place of output volts and force
the place of electrical drive. In very
approximate terms, the Q of amechanical
system is the magnification of motion at
resonance over that to the same force off
resonance (this is not an accurate mathematical statement as some readers will
appreciate). Now any well designed speaker
will have had the Q of its resonances
reduced, by suitable damping, to something
of the order of ten or lower; any good
amplifier will have no perceptible resonance
within its operating range; but tuners for
obvious reasons should have avery high Q
at the frequency to which they are set.
Matters are nowhere near so simple
when it comes to the behaviour of mainly
mechanical devices, such as record decks
and pickup arms. The cartridge, if of any
pretence to quality, should have its
resonances well damped, as with speakers,
or it will not be much use at all. In the
record deck, though, matters are much
more complex—since the design is
circumscribed by the need to attain
constant speed, etc. Hence the platter will
have disc and bell resonances, damped
more or less by the mat, and perhaps the
drive. The pickup arm may have resonances
of individual parts which are almost
undamped—eg, headshell on arm, arm
beam and torsional modes, etc. The
counterweight, if decoupled, may damp LE
resonance with warp and similar frequencies,
but will be virtually ineffective in the higher
part of the audio spectrum. The special
extra damping offered by certain arms is
also designed to work at very lowfrequencies.
Granted then that such local mechanical
resonances exist in the various mechanical
parts of decks and arms, Ishall try to show
(without any maths) why the behaviour
under test with gliding tone, or noise tests
may well bear no relation to that when the
equipment is used for listening to music.
There may even, in some cases, be a
reversal of the order of merit determined
by the artificial tests and that revealed in
normal use. Since the defects of the two
types of test are due to different natural
causes, Ishall treat them separately.

Gliding tone tests
If you look again at the diagram and
suppose that the gliding tone changes
frequency at arate, say, of 500 Hz per
second at 1kHz, then it will take about
0.1 seconds to cover the base line of the
graph and only 0.01 seconds to change by
5Hz. This means that there will only be
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Plot of response to aconstant force over 30 Hz either side of a 1000 Hz
resonance for Q varying from 50 to 1000.
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See Gramophone April issue for review of the CELEF Monitor and
Practical Hi Fi & Audio April issue
for review of the CELEF Professional
S.M.
For further details send S.A.E. to:-

CELEF AUDIO LTD.
130 Thirsk Road,
Borehamwood
Herts.
Tel: 01-207 1150
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Audio Patents Adrian Hope
publication of two British patents
THEin recent
the name of the National Research

Development
Corporation,
and
naming
Michael Gerzon, as inventor ( BP1 494 751 and
BP1 494 752) provides an interesting insight
into current Ambisonics surround- sound
techniques. The content of these patents will
be analysed at a later date, but the numbers
are given above for the benefit of anyone who
is inclined in the meantime to brave their
somewhat daunting language.
Although
these documents can help adedicated reader
come closer to grips with what Ambisonics is
all about, they can give no clue to how the
system actually sounds. It was believed that
an Ambisonics decoder would be demonstrated at Harrogate last year but this did not
occur. It remains to be seen whether the
long silence (these two patents were applied
for way back in March 1974) signals failure of
the team to make their theories work in practice, or whether when a working prototype is
finally demonstrated, its performance will so

excel as to justify the wait and silence all the
alternative systems.
Robert Grodinsky, of Skokie, Illinois, in
BP1 469 058, gives a useful run-down of the
various patents granted in the USA on
audio noise reduction systems. The Grodinsky aim is to offer an advantage over such
existing systems by suggesting something
simpler, but which is allegedly free of the
usual deficiencies of simple systems.
An expander is used to increase the
dynamic range of a recorded program,
and thereby limit noise. To achieve this a
variable gain amplifier is controlled by the
amplitude of a DC signal derived by tracking
the AC input level. But even afast response
AC-to- DC converter can produce pumping
or breathing sounds in the upper frequency
range, as a low frequency signal alters in
amplitude. Speech can also cause a background of applause to pump audibly. Grodinsky claims that if a high pass filter is
installed ahead of the AC-to- DC converter,

and the derived DC used to control avariable
gain stage which acts on a parallel unfiltered
signal path, there is no risk of pumping. In
practice the filter rejects, or drastically
attenuates, all frequencies below around
1kHz, and passes only the middle and upper
frequency range to the converter. Thus
only the signal content above 1 kHz affects
expansion control. The inventor writes that
tests on music and speech programs
have shown that by deriving the gain control
signal in this way, and thus mainly from
harmonics rather than fundamentals, surprisingly good results can be obtained from
inherently simple and cheap circuitry. He
also suggests that the expansion rate be
limited to afew decibels expansion per 10 dB
input change.
For instance, a program
of 30 dB range at the input is expanded 3 dB
for each 10 dB of input, to produce a 39 dB
range with 9dB improvement of signal/
noise ratio. As the patent is directed only
to the treatment of ' uncompressed and
randomly compressed audio signals', it
seems that the system is intended for singleended, playback- only use, in the manner of
a dbx expander, rather than a dbx, ANRS or
Dolby encode- decode compandor.

RESOIWICES
enough time for ten cycles of vibration at
1kHz. This would not fully excite aQ
higher than 10, for it is known from past
experience that it takes about as many
cycles of an excitation to build up full
amplitude as the Q number. It should be
clear, then, that the chance of exciting a
resonance of aQ of 1000 with the above
gliding tone is negligible— indeed in the
lab the most meticulous adjustment of an
oscillator drive frequency is needed even to
find such ahigh Q resonance, nor is such a
high Q by any means unlikely in some of
the metal parts of the equipment we are
discussing. Worse still, resonances of
much lower Q may be shown up fully by
the gliding tone.
In music, individual notes, unless subject
to vibrato, may be sustained for long enough
to excite such high Q resonances. The effect
is very noticeable in the case of organ music,
or in adouble- bass plucked note and other
cases where anote is sustained at constant
pitch for an appreciable time. It should be
evident that transients will be largely
ineffective in exciting high Q resonances.
From all these considerations it is clear that
there is no necessary correspondence
between the behaviour of equipment under
gliding tone excitation and its performance
on music. Indeed, quite false conclusions
can be drawn from the gliding tone results.
White/pink noise tests
Bearing in mind the effects discussed
above, the limitations of random noise
tests arise from the fact that the excitation
spends only asmall part of its time within
any given narrow frequency band, such as
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

would be necessary fully to energise ahigh
Q resonance. For example, if a1/3 octave
band of noise is used centered on 1kHz it
will only spend about 2%, of its time (and
energy) within 5Hz of 1kHz. Hence the
response will be weak compared with that
produced by an ( apparently) much quieter
note produced by amusical instrument,
or an audio oscillator. Indeed, when I
tried white- noise excitation for testing sheet
metal parts, so as not to load the part by
attaching adrive unit, the output from a
100 watt horn unit fed with a1/3 octave of
white- noise produced significantly less
response, at any given resonance, than
that given when a5watt horn was driven
by an oscillator working at the required
frequency.
In the above explanations Ihave had to
make some broad simplifications, since a
critical scientific analysis would require
more space than one whole issue of HFNIRR.
However, the effects do take place and years
of experience in the testing of aero engines
confirms this. For instance, if agear wheel,
which can have aQ of as much as 500 in a
running engine, is being tested for stress
at resonance, the most careful very slow
acceleration of the engine is necessary,
with final adjustment very carefully made,
while anormal rapid acceleration of the
engine will fail to show any resonance at all!
When designing adeck or arm of high
quality the designer uses various devices
to restrain ( damp) local high Q resonances
in the many separate parts of the assembly.
Sometimes, Isuspect, such areduction
accrues from the adventitious effect of
some feature needed for the main purpose.
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For instance, if he finds it convenient to
drive the platter with abelt running near the
lip of the platter flange, as is the case in
one particular good British deck, the
damping imposed by the belt on any bell
modes of the platter is abonus. The choice
of asuitable mat is also acompromise,
since not only has this to drive the record
without slip, but it should not collect dust;
hence it must not be too soft, but it has
also to damp diametral modes of vibration
of the platter for which reason it should be
as soft and lossy' as possible. Imight
add that, undamped, the normal metal
platter will probably show diametral and
bell modes with aQ of from 500 to 3000,
although avery small amount of damping
is needed to reduce such high Q values
dramatically.
Ihope that in this short treatment Ihave
said enough to make readers very cautious
in accepting conclusions which may well
be misleading in respect of reproduction
of music, however accurate they are in
respect to the method of test employed—
especially when these methods produce a
rapid frequency variation in cases where
high Q resonances can be expected to
occur, as in many mainly mechanical
assemblies. My comments further reinforce
the advice given by the Editor and many
reviewers, from time to time; that is to try
equipment in your own home with the
other items you have, whenever possible.
Recent reviews in the journal have emphasised that this can apply to record decks
and arms, as well as the speakers and
cartridges to which this would normally
apply.•
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Once we'd invented
the pistotwe knew you'd
be looking forward
to the range.
The Zerostat pistol is
alegend.
It was the first
device to virtually
eliminate the
problems of static on records.
You'll find it very simple to
use, without any wires to plug
in, or batteries to replace.
With average use, say 15 times
aday, it willlast more than
ten years.
£6.99 inc VAT

THE NEVV D3
DISCWASHER
SYSTEM
It takes avery special brush

to remove micro-dust that could
become welded to groove walls
by stylus pressure.
The Discwasher brush with its
unique angled micro-fibre fabric
is the most efficient way to pick
up and absorb micro-dust.
The fabric, on its absorbent pad,
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magnifying inspection mirror
£3.99 inc VAT

THE NEW
DISCTRAKER

is mounted ana walnut handle
which stores abottle of D3
cleaning fluid.
The D3 fluid has several
important functions:
To pull dirt from the microgrooves, remove finger prints
and other surface
contaminations and to protect
the vinyl additives necessary
for long term record wear.
£6.99 inc VAT

THE NEW
SC-1STYLUS
CLEANER

Record life, stylus
life and quality of
sound are all
dramatically reduced
when the diamond
accumulates a
coating of dust
and dirt.
Astylus cleaner
has to be strong
enough to remove
this waxy coating,
yet gentle enough to protect
the delicate cartridge
cantilever assembly.
The SC-1achieves this
by providing the perfect
combination of bristle
density and stiffness.
Two drops of D3 cleaning
fluid add to its highly
efficient cleaning action.
It comes in awalnut case,
complete with abuilt-in

All records contain a
measurable warp.
Alot contain every
measurable warp.
Disctrakeris avery
effective low
friction tonearm/
cartridge damper
that is attached to virtually
any headshell, yet weighs less
than one gramme.
Its revolutionary design
features aprecision
engineered pneumatic piston
that cushions the cartridge
from the effects of record
warps.
Through its
damping effect,
the Disctraker
also minimises
subsonic woofer
flutter, reduces low
frequency resonance
peaks by as much as 18dB,
improves trackability and

reduces record and cartridge
wear
£19.95 inc VAT

THE NEW GOLD-ENS
CONNECTOR CABLES

Gold has one third the bulk
resistivity of other standa rd
connector metals.
So gold-plated contacts ensure
the optimum transfer of
electrical signals.
Audio perfectionists will
therefore appreciate that
Gold-ens connector cables can
make anoticeable improvement
to their system.
The cables are of ultra- low
capacitance, with stranded
centre wires and steel spring
relief at each end.

They're available in 1and
2metre 2phonoto-2phono,
1metre DIN-to-4phono
lengths and female-to-female
connector plugs.
From £4.95 incVat

ZEROSTAT

COMPONENTS

For ur them inf orn ', ilium, write to Dept. 5U,
Zerostat Components, Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE174LE
Telephone: St. Ives (0480)62225.

We aim to clean up hi-fi.

Hill IN ATLANTA
George Tillett reports from the
pre -CES show

EOR some years now,

makers of audio equip! ment have formed a sizeable proportion
of the exhibitors at the annual Consumer
Electronics Show ( CES) in Chicago, but many
have been pressing for a separate show
where they would not have to compete with
calculators, CB radio, video games, and so
on. Because of the expense, a number of the
smaller firms had holed- up in hotels all over
Chicago where demonstration facilities were
a little better. All these extra- mural activities
were hard on those keen dealers who wanted
to hear this year's Super Amplifier and all
the World's Best Loudspeakers, so eventually the IHF decided to hold a separate Audio
Show in Atlanta, Georgia, in the deep South.
As it was held only three weeks before the
CES there was some grumbling ( you can't
please everybody), and several of the larger
concerns did not exhibit. However, more
than 200 companies did support the affair,
which was held in the Georgia World Congress Center, with a special High- End Components section occupying 123 rooms at the
nearby Regency- Hyatt Hotel. A surprising
number of new products were introduced
especially turntables and cassette decks.
Many of these were shown at the last Tokyo
Audio Show and no doubt they will all cross
the Atlantic fairly soon, so Iwill just mention
the most interesting.
Sony were the first to use a liquid crystal
display ( LCD) to indicate VU levels in a cassette deck. This was Model TC-K88 and the
display consists of two horizontal green bars
moving along a calibrated scale. A touch of
a switch could freeze a small segment at the
tip to give a maximum peak reading— much
like a thermometer. At least two models
from other manufacturers use a fluorescent
indicator, while Pioneer's CT- F900 has a pair
of digitron tubes plus a digital readout tape
counter. Another new Pioneer model has
three meters, the extra one serving as a
dynamic peak indicator—or it can be switched
to read bias.
Most of the new decks in the higher price
range are now offering avariable bias facility,
sometimes with a single oscillator and sometimes with two. Kenwood's ( Trio) KX-1030
has two oscillators, one at 400 Hz and the
other at 10 kHz, but the user doesn't have
to switch between them as the switching is
automatic. All the user has to do is adjust
the bias so that the pointers on the VU meters
remain stationary—and that's it. Predictably,
the majority of the new decks are front- loading
types, while afair number had monitor heads.
Hitachi were demonstrating a model fitted
with a ' Hall- Effect' head which has the advantage of simplifying the equalizing circuitry as
there is no inductance to complicate matters.
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Unfortunately it can only be used for playback.
But the big news in tape circles is the imminent introduction of metal film tapes, that is
tapes using iron particles instead of aferrous
oxide. So far, companies like BASF, 3M and
TDK are cagey about the introduction dates
[see Angus McKenzie's article on page 63
—Ed], but fortunately all concerned agree on
standardization. But as soon as we get used
to cassette decks with 4- position switches,
along come digital techniqLes!
And they
are not all that far off either.... The ancient
Chinese had a curse they pronounced on
their enemies. It went ' May you live in exciting
times' and Iam sure recorder makers could
do with a mite less excitement.
Taking a quick look at turntables, prices of
direct- drive models are still tumbling and
many can be bought for a lot less than > 200

Plasmatronic loudspeaker
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—complete with a reasonably good tone- arm.
Micro-Seiki introduced a new arm, the 707,
which features a tiny sliding weight so that
the cartridge/arm mass can be adjusted for
optimum resonance. Harman-Kardon have
up- dated their straight-line tracking turntable,
which now has a competitor from Revox.
Other firms are reputed to be working on
similar models—one is even said to use lasers.
For the higher priced tuners the magic
word is ' digital', and a number of new models
using frequency synthesis were being demontrated. One example was the Toshiba SA7150, which has automatic scanning of both
AM and FM ranges plus six AM and six FM
pre-set stations with frequency readout. A
different approach is taken by Dynaco's 2501:
it has a varactor front-end with six tuned circuits, automatic logic circuitry and a digital
frequency display. When the hand is removed
from the tuning control, the display becomes
a clock!
Pioneer introduced a TV tuner covering
all the VHF and UHF bands, and it was noted
that another manufacturer was offering a
receiver with a TV band. This may well be
the start of a new trend and the reason has
to do with the TV networks' decision to use
a different method of transmitting long-distance audio signals.
Formerly they used
phone lines, so the bandwidth was restricted,
but now an audio- video duplexing is employed
(or satellites) so the bandwidth has jumped
to 15 kHz or better. Not that the difference is
audible on the giant- size 4in. speakers fitted
to some sets, but the potential is there.
At least three receivers were seen with
power ratings over 250 watts per channel, but
it would seem that Marantz has won the
decibel war for the time being, as their new
Model 2600, due to be released at the CES,
has a rated output of 400 watts per channel.
Quite a number of esoteric amplifiers were
to be seen, most of them from the smaller,
dedicated firms. Threshold had an all cas code model using a novel Class- A configuration involving a dynamic bias circuit which
tracks the bias voltage to the required levels
under all conditions. It was claimed that this
method allows the amplifier to idle at aquarter
the power of conventional Class- A designs.
But the model that was attracting the most
attention was Threshold's ' Stasis One', a
feed- forward error nulling amplifier.
All
modern hi-fi amplifiers use a negative feedback loop to reduce distortion to reasonable
levels, but the Stasis One balances out the
distortion with a separate amplifier, rather as
in the Quad 405. Because this does virtually
no work its parameters can be adjusted for
ultra- low distortion and, unlike some other
feed- forward circuits, the error nulling stasis
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P 7E

AKG P8ES stereo cartridge
incorporates aunique and
brillantly designed single pivot
pound suspension system
which ensures that every instrument and performer will be
produced not only with the
highest possible fidelity and
sound definition, but also with
an almost uncanny aural sense
of 'depth' and directional detail.
Features: Unique AKG designed
IS (transversal suspension)
stylus system. Universal Sym-

191 THE VALE, LONDON, W3 7QS

metry in respect to transversal
movements. Superb transient
response. Ultra high tracking
ability. Very low effective moving
mass. Every P8ES individually
numbered and supplied with a
calibrated frequency response/

crosstalk curve. Made with the
same meticulous care as the
world famous AKG studio microphones.
The P8ES is the premier
cartridge in acompletely new
range of five models.

YSTEM

Tel. 01-749-2042 Telex 28938 ( AKG M.CG)

Tape Matters Douglas Brown
A LTHOUGH Philips have bravely pioneered
the market for several years, 1978 will
almost certainly rank in history as the year
in which a serious campaign really began to
sell the video recorder as a home entertainment system. How far will the availability of
sound- and- picture
recording
equipment
'knock' the market for orthodox tape recording?
For the next few years, very little, Ianticipate. The cost differential will be important
for some time yet. And the great army of pop
enthusiasts who have cheap recorders to
'capture' the latest hits are not likely to think
the addition of a video channel worth the
extra cash.
But the serious recording enthusiast, Ihave
no doubt, will be studying the new equipment
very carefully while judging the right moment
to invest in it. If one considers the kinds of
tapes already being produced by these people
—as judged by entries in the various tape
recording contests— most of them would
gain a valuable extra dimension if pictures
were added. In some cases, the technical
difficulties would be greatly increased: wildlife recordings, for example. But the man or
woman who has learned how to arrange
microphones for good sound recordings of
birds and animals will already have the
experience valuable in arranging camera

'hides'. Documentary and reportage programmes, obviously, can be transformed by
adding pictures, and the difficulties would
not be too daunting.
The one thing which is very clear is that
the making of such programmes would need
to be team efforts. The majority of good
tapes today are made by keen individuals,
but the idea of group activity is well established. Some of the best of the prize-winning
tapes produced in British schools are class
efforts, the teacher fulfilling the specific role
of the studio producer. The small group of
West London enthusiasts who in 1971 formed
themselves into ' Audiosonic Group One'
have since collected almost innumerable
prizes on the Continent as a result of their
team efforts.
The advantages of working as a group are
obvious. Even if the work in hand is astraightforward audio recording, tasks can be shared
out according to special aptitudes: one person as script- writer, one as effects- person,
one in charge of microphones, one at the
recorder controls. And then later, when the
editing sessions begin, there is the advantage
of a pool of equipment to simplify the tasks
of dubbing and mixing.
This is the rationale of tape recording clubs,
but the truth must be faced that in Britain the
tape recording enthusiast has generally pre-

ferred to plough his or her own furrow, without assistance. Strangely, the only area in
which group activity has developed in a
healthy way is that in which there would seem
to be least opportunity for an enlargement of
activity to include video recording; Irefer to
hospital broadcasting and the various ' talking' newspapers and book services for the
blind and handicapped.
It is nearly ten years, Ithink, since Iset up
what was almost certainly the very first
amateur sound- and- picture recording session in this country. About ten of us made
a ten-minute documentary with some borrowed semi-professional equipment in a
room above a pub just off Fleet Street. It
took us about three hours and the result
pleased and encouraged us.
Ibelieve a large number of people would
find this a very rewarding hobby, and that
the attractions are greater than they are for
simple sound recording. But unless the
typical Englishman ( or woman) changes attitude and accepts the advantages of organised group activity, Isee little chance of much
worthwhile video recording by amateurs.
Perhaps the best thing that individual enthusiasts can do for the present is to propose
to local education authorities that they arrange
evening classes in television production procedures.

AMERICAN LETTER
amplifier is connected directly to the load.
THD is quoted as less than 0.002% at any
output up to the rated power of 300 watts per
channel.
Turning now to loudspeakers, prizes for
the most expensive must go to three names:
Beveridge for a large electrostatic model with
separate dynamic bass units; the Infinity
QRS; and the Plasmatronic, all costing well
over $ 5000, exact prices depending on cabinet
finishes and options. The Infinity uses a
15 in. bass driver using Watkins twin voicecoils with an array of 20 EMITS ( Electromagnetic Indiction Tweeters) plus six larger
EMITS for mid- range-- all arranged as a kind
of line source. The enclosure stands 76 in.
high, 48 in. wide and 24 in. deep, and two
stereo amplifiers are required for each pair!
The Beveridge system is also hardly suitable
for small rooms, as each electrostatic panel
is 78 in. high and there are two ' coffee table'
bass units. However, it is highly regarded by
the critics although there are problems with
the stereo image.
The last-named system, the Plasmatronic,
is completely unlike the others; in fact the
only speaker having a remote resemblance
to it is the lonophone. The inventor is Alan
Hill, a laser physicist who employs laser
plasma technology to make a massless radiator. As the leaflet pJts it, ' The incandescent
lavender plasma . . . radiates sound in a
spherical pattern with no phase problems
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

... with laser- like phase coherence, remarkable stereo imaging and presence'. The
system demonstrated used a 12 in. dynamic
bass driver with a 5in. mid- range unit crossing over to the plasma section at 700 Hz. A
control panel is fitted with a number of test
controls and two rows of LEDs for power
indication. The system certainly sounded
very impressive, although it was difficult to
make a final judgement due to the high
ambient noise and the inevitable milling
crowds. However, there are two snags: it
costs S6000 and, well, let the leaflet explain.
The relevant section is headed: ' Hello, please
fill my speakers with helium ...' and it goes
on ' Perhaps the most uncommon feature of
the Type Iis the tank of helium concealed in
the cabinet. To achieve uncompromising
quality it is necessary to bleed asmall amount
of helium into the plasma. About every 300
listening hours, a helium supplier will need
to come to your home and exchange tanks.'
Let's hope your friendly helium supplier will
not get the gas tanks mixed up....
Another unusual system that I found
equally interesting was much more simple:
this was the Barcus-Berry glass plate tweeter.
It is just a piece of glass measuring about
7x5in. mounted in a small box. A piezoelectric or similar driver is attached to the
rear and a crossover of some kind is inside
the box—and it works! Not only that, but
it is not directional; in fact, it seems to have
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a radiation pattern of almost 360 degrees
The inventors say they were embarrassed
because they did not know how it worked,
but were relieved to find out that highly qualified physicists couldn't help either. Anyway,
Ihope to test a pair of these glass plates in
the near future.
A great number of new equalizers were to
be seen: 10, 12 and 15 section units, and one
with remote controls. One unit which could
be called an equalizer was the ' Electronic
Subwoofer' made by Allison Acoustics. It
provided a choice of three low frequency
boost curves centered on 41 Hz, 35.5 Hz and
31 Hz to improve the lower octave performance. Although it was designed to match
Allison speaker systems it could be used
with many other models. Response below
20 Hz is attenuated at 18 dB per octave—a
wise precaution.
Another ' black box' that could probably be
considered as an equalizer is the dbx ' Boom
Box'. What this does is to generate subharmonics of fundamentals above 60 Hz and
mix them with the signal so that, and Iquote,
'The room crawls with low frequency energy,
and you, in effect, become aresonator'. There
are two controls, one for LF boost and the
other to adjust the amount of sub- harmonic
synthesis. So how did it sound? Well, I
have to admit it certainly gave a more pleasing balance to many records—although I
didn't feel like a resonator
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Whenever you compare
our prices you tell us....
WE ALWAYS WIN
Contact us
now for
winning prices
on the following:
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SONY KV1340
SONY KV2000
SONY KV9000
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SONY 1C766-2
SONY TC510 2
SONY CF570
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AIWA AD6550
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tape noise. The Aiwa AD1800 goes astep further— not only
is Dolby fitted but also DNL ( Dynamic Noise Limiter) which
reduces noise on non- Dolby encoded tapes. The use of this
double noise reduction system results in a signal to noise
ratio of better than 65dB.
The same high standards are followed in the tape transport
mechanism. The extremely large flywheel ( 104mm in
diameter) works with a hysteresis synchronous motor and
SST ( Solid Stabilised Transport) System to reduce wow
and flutter to an astonishingly low 0.05% WRMS. There
are 2large VU meters plus 2LED peak indicators and 3- step
independent bias and equalisation tape selector which includes variable bias in the LH position.
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Letters...
.about hot seats and forced
shoulders
From: John F.Withey, 94 Dimsdale Crescent, Wishaw, Lanarkshire, Scotland.
Dear Sir, The employment of three separate
Studer A 80s and three sets of Yamaha
NS1000 loudspeakers, yoked with Litz- andgold to the Quad amplifiers under consideration, would seemingly have been within the
compass of a £5,000 budget for the amplifier
tests described in your June issue. Having
so luxuriously met the Rogeresque challenge,
it seems a pity that Mr. Peter Walker did not
go the length of forcing some shoulders to
the mat with these extra refinements. Mr.
Hope is too kind and ' fair' to the subjectivists,
who, willing to betray their readership and
malign manufacturers with unqualified judgements, have in fact put themselves into the
'hot seat' and have, in all justice, ' committed
themselves in advance to a test that . . .
might embarrass them for years to come'.
These guys have been quite willing, whimsically, to bend the ethos of ostensible expertise to influence the spending of thousands.
They need now to stand to a responsibility.
Far be it from me to tell you your business,
but if Iwere editor Iwouldn't take paper from
them until they did. I'd stick with folks like
Gordon King. Idon't admire his standards,
but Iadmire him for having some. Ilike Mr.
Attewell, too, and the way he refers his
reviews and articles to specifics of musical
experience.
Yours faithfully

.about listening- test odds and
ends
From: Richard Elen, Editor, Sound International, Link House Magazines ( Croydon) Ltd.
Dear Sir, I read with interest your Quad
amplifier listening test ' Can you Hear any
Difference?' ( June, p. 73), and as an ex- studio
engineer with some experience of the ' valve
v. transistors' controversy I'd like to throw
in the odd comment to annoy people even
further.
Let me say first that, having used the Quad
405 amp in the studio, and lately at home,
I've always had the best of results, regarding
it as somewhat superior to the 303 and quite
a lot better than the // (
not that they could
be described as at all ' bad', just different;
and Ijust prefer the 405). What somewhat
surprised me was the strange configuration
of Quad Us employed in the experiment—
hardly a ' designed' system, I would have
thought.
But my main point is that I, at least, have
always found Quads to be pretty similar;
what I'd like to have seen in the test would
be one of the Leak TL5Os and/or the TVA- 1,
to give a comparison between some of the
best tranny amps and valve amps which in
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my opinion represent the valve sound' more
accurately. As readers of HFNIRR will no
doubt be aware ( see ' Old Amps for New',
October 1977), our hypothesis on amplifier
musicality—and mere hypothesis it is— involves the presence or lack of appreciable
overall feedback loops. My colleague, studio
engineer George Chkiantz, and I would be
most interested to take part in a subjective
test that takes this into account.
However, the positive aspects of this Quad
test are obvious: at last someone is beginning
to perform the quantitative and qualitative
experiments that will eventually accurately
delineate the truth in this controversy. The
argument will be settled once and for all with
a sound engineering basis, and we'll know
what the facts— if any— of this matter really
are. One word of warning, though: Iwonder
how much this is a subjective thing, like the
choice of loudspeakers? In our studio experiments we've always used studio material,
often our own work, where we know what the
'real sound' should be; but hi-fi listeners,
however experienced, may never have heard
the ' original' in question. The average listener will adjust the sound and make his/her
choice of equipment in order to get a personally satisfying sound. It may well be that,
except to the engineering fraternity, the whole
subject is academic.
Yours faithfully

. .. about Infra- Bass myths
From: T. W. Shaughnessy, 6 Worcester
Green, Prince Consort Road, Gateshead.
Dear Sir, There is at this time a growing
interest in Infra- Bass or ' Very Low Frequency'.
That is, frequencies of 50 Hz and below. As
Ihave been granted a Patent ( No. 1472289)
for ' A sub- sonic vibratory wave energy treatment chamber for persons and plants' perhaps Ican claim to know a little about very
low frequency requirements. Maybe these
few points will be of interest to your readers
and explode a few subjective myths.
Firstly, I will say that ' audible noises'—
sound— is subjective. Should I better say
that the human receiver is subjective? All
people hear all things differently! Only by
using good instruments— regularly checked
—can we truly distinguish one signal from
another. A machine is objective, it has not
the ability to tell lies, nor is it led by vanity
to stretch a point or two. While the human
has wide powers of mental adjustment—
sometimes he sees what he wants to see—
the machine has no such ability and will
record faithfully a moment of truth.
To achieve very low frequency sounds with
minimum energy loss we need three things:
sufficient energy, unrestricted length, and an
enclosure of high density walls ( all six faces).
To achieve a frequency of, say 20 Hz, is I
believe a practical impossibility. Iwill content myself with the phrase ' in the region of
20 Hz', and to measure this we would need
100 watts and a length of 17 metres in the
aforementioned enclosure of high density
faces. This could result in an intensity of
'about' 50 dB, which is far below audibility
at such a frequency. To achieve audibility
at 20 Hz we would need ' about' 75 dB, and
the power for this is not currently available.
We would need a power source of 100 watts
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x256. Stacking 256 100 watt amplifiers would
not solve the problem of the unavailability of
matching drive units.
Setting out to achieve a true very low frequency ( VLF), we often as not terminate with
a compromise. We aim at perfection but
settle for far less. Iknow a gentleman who
blandly assures me that his automatic radiogram tracks the HiFi Sound test record at
fgm, and he can hear the 20 Hz track quite
plainly. Such is the wonder of Woolworths,
and at five watts output per channel!
Reading the label on the bottle is not proof
of the contents. The contents must be measured by an accepted standard yardstick.
The yardstick for our purposes is: speed of
sound through air is 331 metres/second, or
1090 ft/second. A finer yardstick would be:
speed of sound— speed of mechanical wave
energy—through the medium known as air—
dry air—at Standard Pressure and Temperature ( STP) is 331 metres/second, or 1090
ft/sec. It is very difficult to get everything just
right! For instance, the content of the volume
of a typical hi-fi room could be cigar smoke,
cigarette smoke, wood, fabric, and carbon
dioxide. Sound travels at a different speed
through all these different media.
People of course are not interested in all
this clap- trap. All they want are beautiful
sounds. Is this why they are now pursuing
very low frequency? It is not so very long ago
that people enjoyed the ' cat's whisker'. If
they now enjoy the talent of the beautiful
people in the comfort of their homes, they
can thank the efforts of those who live by the
'clap trap'—the people who make things
better! The people who measure things
better! The people who bring more ' truth'
to the ear!
We cannot cheat where low frequencies
are concerned. A large and compliant diaphragm with plenty of watts is needed in a
room that does not devour the energy. Make
a comparison. Try to remember the ' sensation felt' at a concert. Play the same piece
of music from a recording by the same
orchestra in your own home. It isn't the
same is it? The difference is in the energy.
An orchestra of 20 players puts out about
100 watts a man when they really get down
to it. Fortunately there is no distortion, while
the size of the concert hall and the people
in it dissipate the energy. Two thousand
distorted electro -mechanical watts at 3000
Hz in the confines of your own room would
put you straight into the asylum. The same
energy at 20 Hz, while it would be felt, would
scarcely be heard.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the closeness of
chromium oxide
From: A. B. May, 12 Fore Street, Plympton
St. Maurice, Plymouth PL7 3NA
Dear Sir, A friend of mine was bothered recently about the knobs and buttons on acassette deck, so he asked a ' dealer' what they
were all for and what happened when various
of them were pressed. For the benefit of
your technical writers and others who find it
necessary to plot graphs and use technical
and scientific terms, when the CrO, button is
pressed, it ' moves the tape- head closer to
the tape'.
Yours faithfully
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HE UK journalist tends to have a
Tsomewhat
jaundiced view of the large

Japanese hi-fi companies, largely because
the point of contact is nearly always a
marketing operation. And amarketing
operation is amarketing operation whether
it is dealing with hi-fi or sliced bread ( no
slur intended on Trio here, whose marketing
is actually acut above the average). There
is aconstant stream of new products, often
with no apparent rhyme or reason, rendering
obsolete aproduct whose review one has
only just published after fighting for early
samples! And even the agent can often
give no reason other than ' It's there, so
we're going to be bringing it in'.
However, when one actually has the
opportunity to meet the technical people
from the parent company it is obvious that
they have alot in common with their UK
equivalents, who for better or worse
usually handle their own UK marketing and
therefore frequently come into contact
with the press. For the second year
running Ihad the opportunity to meet
Mr. Hideki Ohara, who is in charge of
Trio amplifier design in Japan, and once
again was impressed above all by his
enthusiasm. On this occasion we were a
very small group and were able to establish
aworthwhile dialogue on atechnical level,
despite occasional language difficulties.
Much of our discussions centred round
amplifier evaluation on asubjective and
objective basis, and while we agreed on
many points there were anumber of
differences of opinion and approach that
nicely contrast the hi-fi scenes in Japan
and the UK, to which Iwill return later.
Mr. Ohara was naturally particularly
concerned about the HFNIRR review of the
L-07 amp system ( October'77), which
passed all the lab tests with flying colours
but was then not particularly well liked on
the listening tests, to the acknowledged
puzzlement of the reviewer.
The other major topic was aEuropean
preview of the new L-05 ' high speed' amp,
which is afurther development of the
system that uses two mono power amps
and acontrol amp with special connecting
wires, incorporates anumber of other
interesting technical innovations, and
illustrates the ways in which Trio's thinking
has developed since last year's L-07.
Ishall present Trio's ' platform' without
interspersed comment, as Iwould do for
any other manufacturer, although there
are anumber of assumptions they make
which Ido not think should be accepted
without question. Iam impressed most
particularly with their open-mindedness
and willingness to question; it is just that
they don't always ask the same questions
as Ido!
As astarting point, Trio first isolate five
elements that concern the overall design
of aproduct as follows: specification,
function, cosmetic design, reliability, and
sound quality, placing the greatest
emphasis on the last. While they still
regard the standard static specification
tests as of fundamental importance, their
work has recently concentrated more on
dynamic testing conditions; they consider
that this has opened up anumber of new
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avenues and led to various worthwhile
improvements in their amplifiers. The use
of separate power supplies for each channel
prevents the ' reflection' of adistortion
component in the opposite channel via the
power supply; this is claimed to improve
the sharpness and 'focusing' of the sound.
The use of special short speaker cables
with the separate mono power amps is
claimed to improve the damping of the
speakers by enabling them to ' see' the low
amplifier impedance with minimum
interference from the connecting cables.*
Likewise, the DC coupling of the power
amp is claimed to enhance the damping
of the speaker system, particularly at
its fundamental bass resonance.
Careful attention is being paid to
effects on sound quality produced by
components used in the amps, including
the wire, as noise and non-linearities can
be caused by anumber of mechanisms
and factors of an electronic, electromagnetic,
mechanic, thermodynamic and chemical
nature. The use of the new high-speed
amplifier circuitry is claimed to improve
the HF sound quality considerably by
reducing the tendency for IM or TIM
distortions to occur, and improving the
high frequency damping of the tweeters.
It is their contention that extending the
operation of audio amplifiers outside the
audio bandwidth, both down to DC and up
into supersonic regions, has already and
will continue to improve the sound quality.
This high-speed capability of the L-05
is certainly very impressive from a
specification point of view, the amp giving
equal rise and settling times ( itself
noteworthy) of 0.55 S and an incredible
slew- rate of ± 170V/p.S. Trio claim that
the ' next best' amplifier available is the
new Hitachi power-mosfet HMA-9500
design, which only achieves 80 V/SS .This
ultra-fast slewing rate with the attendant
high frequency extension to 600 kHz has
been accomplished by using anew type
of output device known as an Emitter Blast
Transistor ( EBT), which is not really a
transistor at all but rather an integrated
circuit that comprises some 300 small
transistors, and is certainly worth arather
more detailed examination and explanation.
The advantages of the EBT include its
ability to operate at amuch higher
frequency and with considerably better
stability than more conventional power
transistors in the 100 watt class. The device
is constructed by finely dividing the emitter
and inserting astabilised resistance
(0.03 ohms) into each. The current is
therefore prevented from concentrating at
any particular point and flows evenly over
the whole chip, which greatly increases
the destruction point of the device. This
increased margin enables the base region
to be made thinner, which in turn improves
the extension of HF response. The
voltage loss is also reduced because of
the decrease in the collector saturation
voltage. A much smoother reduction of
current amplification at large currents has
been achieved because of the more
*See also answer to areader's query on damping
(actor on page 135— Ed.

uniform dispersion of emitter-to- emitter
stabilisation resistance.
The following details will also be of
interest to those of atechnical bent. The
output is apure complementary push—pull
circuit constructed from the EBT plus the
Darlington connection in the three- stage
differential amplifier, which includes the
input stage dual FET differential circuit.
The protector relay contact is placed inside
the negative feedback loop, forming akind
of multi- loop feedback to prevent
deterioration of the NFB characteristics.
It would be superfluous to quote the
measured specification of the L-05; suffice
to say that the standard measurements
show no signs of weakness and that they
obviously test the engineer's measuring
techniques as much as the amp!
There are anumber of points in this
presentation that Ifeel are worth further
comment. Most disturbing to me was the
relative lack of importance that seemed
to be placed on the role of the protection
circuits and certain aspects of the power
supplies. One eminent UK designer has
often stated that he thinks that many
so-called amplifier differences are due to
operation of the protection circuits, with
which Istrongly agree, and would add my
own rider that many others are due to the
varying inadequacies of power supplies.
Iam also somewhat at variance with Mr.
Ohara on the subject of frequency and
power bandwidths. While Ihave no doubt
that the EBT is likely to be avery fine device
in itself, Ido not feel that extension of HF
response way above the limits of audibility
for its own sake is likely to bring any benefits
and may in fact cause problems. Certainly
output transistors need to have afast
slew- rate: fast enough to match the slewrate of the device feeding them multiplied
by the stage- gain, so that no slew- limiting
occurs. But this is not difficult to achieve
with appropriate filtering within the
amplifier itself, and should not require the
development of exotic devices. Ialso
suspect that for the similar reason of
making sure an amplifier does not get any
opportunity to upset itself, the power
bandwidth should be capable of matching
the frequency bandwidth, and that this is
likely to become significant at low
frequencies with DC coupled amps.
Whether DC coupling per se is agood
thing remains amatter of debate. Iam
personally inclined to believe that it is
necessary to get pretty close to DC to cope
with assymetric signals and produce
minimum phase distortion, but that some
power must also be available if required.
These comments notwithstanding, there
are anumber of elements in the design that
would seem to be very well-founded,
notably the EBT characteristics and the
matching of rise and settling times. Iam
however surprised that Trio still come out
strongly in favour of the ' standard' test
procedures. These always seem woefully
inadequate to me, reflecting as they do
rather ill-defined objectives intended to
improve the performance of the valve amps
of 15 years ago. They should not be
ignored, but neither can they be relied upon
to give any important truths.
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Mr. Ohara has put together anumber of
essays on topics related to amplifier design
and assessment, and one of the most
interesting relates to Trio's techniques in
subjective assessment. The ' reference'
system is quite extraordinary by European
standards, but reflects fairly closely
'audiophile' thinking in Japan. The speaker
units are predominately JBL. Starting at
the bass end, four 2220G drivers of 32 ohms
impedance each are mounted in alarge
reflex enclosure, which is reinforced by
iron bars. The mid- range is handled by a
model 2440 squawker fitted with horn and
acoustic lens (537 509) which is damped
with heavy adhesive tape. A model 075
tweeter then comes in, which in turn hands
over to the Technics 10TH- 1000 leaf-type
supertweeter, which takes the range from
15 kHz to 150 kHz!
The crossover network and connecting
wires are equally exotic, using air- cored
chokes of 2.6 mm wire, the one for the bass
drivers weighing 4kg! Auto-transformers
are used instead of attenuators to preserve
amplifier damping, and many strands of
Litz wire, twisted together, are used for the
drive unit connections, with the wires
soldered straight onto the voice- coil
windings. The speaker system as awhole
does not appear to have any form of'time
compensation', and indeed the drive units
appear to be fairly haphazardly placed on
top of the very wide bass enclosure.
Amplification is of course by Trio, and a
disc playing source appears to be based
upon the Technics SP10 unit.
Mr. Ohara puts his thoughts on sound
evaluation in another paper, starting by
expressing disappointment that valve
amplifiers are still held in high esteem.
While acknowledging that they do possess
acertain je ne sait quoi, he opines that this
is probably aresult of significant distortion
and masking effects. He goes on to say
that sound quality differences in amplifiers
are not merely aquestion of frequency
balance, but involve avariety of elements
including transient performance, separation,
transparency and localisation of image,
etc. He stresses that there is no possible
mechanism for recovering asound quality
that has already deteriorated from the
original, and there is therefore no alternative
to listening tests; he suggests that the end
product for the designer should be ' transparency', which is elaborated as faithfulness
to the original.
Considerable caution is advised regarding
the use and choice of ancillary components,
avoidance of switching circuitry, and
conditions that do not replicate normal
circumstances of use; but he also suggests
that ancillary equipment should be carefully
and appropriately modified, which seems
something of acontradiction. He expresses
some puzzlement about the general bias in
European evaluation, considering that Europeans require asmooth overall sound with
enhanced bass, that the ' standard' evaluation
components are different to those of Japan,
and essentially puts the dichotomies down
to adifference in taste.
Icertainly agree with anumber of these
points, but feel that the absolute objectives
are rather loosely defined and confused.
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A
JAPANESE
APPROACH
Paul Messenger examines Trio's latest
philosophy of amplifier design

There is also Ibelieve some contradiction
in the acknowledgement of the complexities
of hearing perception and need for listening
tests, followed by acondemnation of the
attitude that an improvement in specification
does not necessarily mean an improvement
in the sound. This stance surely implies
that specification improvement is invariably
agood thing, which seems in complete
contrast with the aforementioned respect
for listening. Ialso feel that the difficulty
in appreciating international differences in
taste is indicative of the insularity that
continues to leave the music- loving Briton
cautious of far- Eastern products. My own
feelings are that the Japanese listener is
predominately more conscious of the
dynamic performance of his system and is
prepared to trade-off colorations that would
have the Briton reaching for the aspirin,
while conversely the Briton is more prepared
to accept the closing of the dynamic window
slightly to avoid the intrusion of too much
muck! This simplistic generalisation should
not be taken too seriously, but it does reflect
my own experiences fairly closely, and Iam
currently intrigued to watch UK designers
becoming more aware of dynamics, while
trying to avoid introducing ' muck', while in
the Far East the reverse is beginning to
happen—one wonders who is going to
win!
Two further papers of arather more
technical kind examine theoretical reasons
for the superiority of Class- B operation
over Class- A or AB, and current methods
of distortion measurement. The arguments
in favour of Class- B ( with very small biasing
to reduce crossover ripple to an acceptable
level) seem very cogent, pointing out the
improvement that can be gained in driving
low impedances and dwelling on the prob-
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lems of switching distortion caused by
current switch- off and hole- storage effects,
which are exacerbated where ahigh bias
current is employed. In contrast, the examination of distortion measurement and
specification is another futile homage to
the THD deity, whose virtual irrelevance
should surely be appreciated by now. While
Iagree that it can be auseful tool to the
designer or investigator when examining
the behaviour of an amp, to investigate in
great detail ways of producing more accurate
figures for ' educating' the public implies
again an automatic acceptance of the aural
importance of such absolute figures, rather
than adesire to establish more relevant test
techniques, and once again raises the grim
spectre of specmanship.
So while this article may have seemed
unduly critical of the Trio designers in
places, this is not the intention at all.
Certainly there are areas that they seem to
gloss over which are considered of great
importance by UK designers, but at the same
time their own work has taken them further
in other directions. What is important, I
feel, is that the so-called inscrutable
expressions do not obscure ahuman face,
and that both human virtues and frailties
are evident even in acompany the size of
Trio. Indeed, there was nothing inscrutable
about Mr. Ohara when playing us his
favourite records: he obviously has a
passionate love of music, and this is
probably the most important qualification
for any audio amplifier designer! What the
above notes do show is afascinating
contrast between the methods of approach
adopted by designers in different parts of
the world, which is important if one wishes
to appreciate the differences between the
products that reflect these attitudes
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detail and is the best in sound and value.

CAMBRIDGE
University Audio
(0223) 54237
Control Unit 101 or 101 MC
Power Amplifier 103 ( 35W)
Power Amplifier 103D
(45W)
105 Amp
Power Amplifier 107
(150+150W)
Active Loudspeaker M1
Boothroyd Stuart Limited
at The Industrial Estate
St Ives Cambridge
Telephone ( 0480) 66824

Subjective Sounds
Paul Messenger's column of impressions and opinions

UOR the third month running Iam disci' plining myself to stick to products and
avoid the exotic and expensive. But my selfcontrol is slipping fast, so it won't be too
surprising if the usual hodge-podge of homespun homilies and anarchic anecdotes start
gurgling to the surface before too long. In
the meantime Ihave three speakerstoexamine,
and they are all distinctive and unusual designs in this age where one so frequently
encounters all-too-familiar combinations of
drive unit and cabinetwork, distinguished only
by price and marketing permutations.
Perhaps the most conventional of the three
is the Statesman from Stag Audio, a fairly
new company from Bideford in Devon. Notable for the exceptional quality of cabinetwork
and finishing, this speaker offers the now
familiar combination of SonAudax drive units,
8in. bass/midrange and 1in. soft dome
tweeter, mounted in a 11 . 5x10.5 x22.5 in.
resistively- loaded reflex enclosure.
The finish of the Statesman is indeed
exceptional, and Iam sure it is almost unique,
offering hi-fi performance while appealing
to someone who requires a speaker that will
blend in well with ' antique-type' furniture.
Six different finishes are available, including
Walnut, Teak and Mahogany at the standard
price of £176 plus VAT, while Rosewood,
Mahogany Curl, and Burr Walnut are available to order and cost a little more ( an estimated £9). The quality of veneer on my
Walnut samples was very good indeed, and
the cabinets were smoother and rather more
highly polished than one normally finds. The
foam grille is ' fixed' to the front of the speaker
by means of magnets mounted beneath the
veneered baffle; while this perhaps verges
on gimmickry, it means that the speaker can
be used with no grille without looking partly
dismantled, another presentation ' plus'.
Iwas rather less happy about the sound
quality. There is no obvious frequency imbalance and coloration is reasonably well
under control, but there was some noticeable
loss of detail that Icannot easily explain. I
have lately become less and less tolerant of
the SonAudax tweeter, which is perhaps
unfortunate as alot of designs use it, because
of the slight ' whiffle' (to coin another onomatopoeic term) which tends to obscure detail
in the lower treble/upper mid. The bass
definition was also rather unexciting, with
insufficient impact and rather too much coloration for my tastes, while the extension was
about what one would expect for the volume
and ( slightly below average) sensitivity. Overall Ifound the speaker a little bland— never
sounding offensive, but at the same time
tending to obscure rather too much detail
and generally ' soften' the impact of the music
overmuch. Nevertheless, this ' easy on the
eyes and ears' combination could have a
wide appeal, particularly amongst the less
fanatical or more domesticated.
Although it uses proprietary drive units,
the Clark Speaker 31H is an entirely different
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animal, being alarge transmission line enclosure based on the well-known Bailey design
that probably started the current popularity
of this method of loading, and follows the
original Wireless World article in splitting the
enclosure into three vertical segments.
There are three drive units in the 31H, namely an 8in. bextrene bass unit from Richard
Allan, which has a nice cast frame and hefty
magnet, the familiar sealed- back Peerless
paper- coned midrange unit, and the KEF T27
hard- dome tweeter. The enclosure is really
big: no less than 18 in. wide, it is also 13.5 in.
deep and 30 in. high. Whilst the height and
depth can easily be accommodated ( indeed
Iwas still above the tweeter axis when seated),
the width is a little difficult to get used to,
and the speakers do loom rather large in the
average lounge.
The overall finish of the speaker was not
as tidy or professional as usual, but the
manufacturer had already warned me that
my pair were not typical, and one should bear
in mind the very reasonable cost of these
large and elaborate enclosures before nitpicking.
The 31H proved something of a test for
my own prejudices! It is always tempting to
make rules about the right way/wrong way
of doing things, or the optimum principle to
employ, but Idon't really believe that we have
yet reached the level of sophistication to
make these derivations absolute.
For a
number of such reasons I did not expect
very much of the Clarks, yet my listening
experiences were by and large very enjoyable
—so my prejudices must be the casualty.
The speakers have a useful above- average
sensitivity without coarseness, a wide bandwidth with good bass extension, good overall
frequency balance with a slight presence
emphasis, and plenty of detail by the standards of conventional speakers. On the minus
side: the stereo tended to be ' spacious' rather
than precise ( not necessarily a condemnation, as many people seem to prefer this sort
of presentation); a certain amount of ' thickening' was apparent in the upper bass, probably caused by those large cabinet walls
reaching their natural frequencies; and there
were noticeable ' boxy' colorations in the mid.
Some people find the levels of coloration
and image vagueness unacceptable, but for
me this design's openness and detail more
than compensated. Price is expected to be
just the wrong side of £300, but may be even
lower depending on the marketing methods
adopted, which for a three- unit transmission
line is pretty good, even allowing for the
savings that have been made cosmetically.
The third speaker is one on which a lot of
readers have asked my views, the DynaStatic
electrostatic hybrid made by Mr. Shackman's
Audio Services in Barnet. This has undoubtedly created a lot of interest because
of the combination of low price and electrostatic principle, but a minor design change
meant that I could not include it with my
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examination of similar systems afew months
ago. The DynaStatic uses an 8in. bextreneconed Dalesford bass/mid unit and the latest
version of the Shackman ES unit.
The enclosure reflex- loads the 8in. unit,
while the ES unit is set back in arecess. This
unusual drive unit consists of curved plates
of perforated zinc sandwiching the diaphragm,
and can be obtained separately with polariser
and crossover for do-it-yourself applications.
The enclosure measures 14x 8.5 x22.5 in, the
finish is adequate if not particularly inspiring,
and at £189 plus VAT does not compare well
with the slightly cheaper Statesman.
The sound quality of this unusual combination is something of a mixture. The sensitivity is somewhat above average and the
speaker seems to take quite high power levels
without drama. The overall balance is on
the ' thin' side, but placing them immediately
in front of a wall did not help, tending to
emphasise the defects in the bass region.
The treble region transmits considerable
detail, although this attribute is somewhat
exaggerated by a distinct boost in the presence region, and there are audible resonances which might prove fatiguing to some.
Iwas less happy about the bass, which seemed lacking in definition and extension, due in
part to cabinet resonance effects, Isuspect.
Being an electrostatic unit of relatively large
area, the treble beams to asignificant degree,
so the speaker really needs to be used on
stands at least 1ft off the floor. Midband
colorations were fairly obvious, and Isuspect
may have been caused by reflections and the
like associated with the recess around and
behind the ES unit.
While the DynaStatic Ill has its limitations
and faults, it also has some beguiling qualities. Idid rather enjoy listening to it, and I
believe that it is a credible alternative to
many of the more conventional speakers in
its price region. Iwould suggest that it is
sufficiently different, and sufficiently strong
in its differences, to be worth spending a
bit of effort to get a listen. The weaknesses
may put some people off but not others,
while the strengths will win over some and
leave others cold. The design may be rather
more idiosyncratic than most, but this is one
of the things that makes it interesting.
Clark Speakers, 122 Hull Road, Anlaby, Hull HU10
6UV. Tel: (0482) 656706.
DynaStatic Loudspeakers, Audio Services Ltd., 82
East Barnet Road, New Barnet, Herts. EN4 8RQ.
Tel: (01)-449 6605.
Stag Audio, DTR Electronics Ltd., Torrington Street,
Bideford, N. Devon EX39 4DR. Tel: 023-72 4991.
All systems were listened to via a wide variety of
gramophone records, played on Linn Sondek/
Breuer/Supex via Naim NAC12/NAP250. Reference
Speakers included Linn Isobarik, Quad Electrostatic,
Spendor BC1 and Mordaunt Short Pageant 2 designs.
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PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
RECEIVERS/TUNER AMPS
Akai
AA1010

£99•50

AA1115

£97.67

AA1125

£107.70

AA1135

£136.80

AA1150

£219-86

AA1175

£317.60

AA1200

£439.80

Amstrad
5050 .. ..

£87.95

Harman Kardon P.O.A

Rotel

Micro Seiki

P.O A.

JBL

..

P.O.A.

JR149 .. ..
KLH
..

..

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

PioneerP.O.A.

RA413 .. ..
RA713 .. ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

PL112D ..
PL115D ..

RA913 .. ..

P.O.A.

PL117D .. £101.00

3020• . .. £ 95.70

RA1312

..

P.O.A.

PL510A .. £105.00

3030

RA1412

..

P.O.A.

PL514

£54.95

£68.00

Leak

SC2100 •. £192 76

Sansui
AU117. • £ 77.62
AU217• • £ 109.95

3080 • • .. £248.40
2075• . .. £ 270.95

AU317•

PL550

Marantz

P.O.A.

Tannoy

F.R.A.

Technics

F.R.A.

•

£ 150.97

..

..

£58.00

£189.50

AU517 .. • . £254.50

Rotel

AU717 .. • • £298.85

RP2300

..

P.O.A.

RP3300

..

P.O.A.

RP5300

..

P.O.A.

Sony

P.O.A.

Monitor Audio

F.R.A.

Wharfedale

TOSHIBA

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

SB220 ..

P.O.A.

SR222 .. • • £47.92

Linton 3XP

SB420 ..

P.O.A.

FR1080P .. £76.00

Glen 3XP

£103.78

Technics

P.O.A.

SR525 . • . • £130.00

Dove SP2

£174.65

Yamaha

P.O.A.

FR5080 .. • • £181.00

Airedale .. £192.95

SR929

Teesdale SP2.. £128.72

SX450

£97.28

SX550

£133.60

..

SX650

£186.20

SX750

£244.75

SX950

TUNERS

£288.58

SX850
..

£332.95

RX1250 .. £495.00

Sansui

RX303

P.O.A.

AT2200

..

£89.50

AT2600 .. £175.87
Amstrad ..

RX403 • • ..

P.O.A.

RX503 • • ..

P.O.A.

RX603
RX803

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JVC ..

RX1203

P.O.A.

Leak

RX1603

P.O.A.

3900T ..

P.O.A.

Harman Kardon P.O.A

S2000

..

53000

£124.20
£155.90

5050

..

£146.83

6060

..

£ 179.82

7070 .. .. £257.44

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TX7500

..
..

£73.95
£129.95

TX6500, II .. £106.95

£358.00

TX9500, II .. £232.35

9090

..

£ 348-00

Rotel

QRX9001

£730.94

Technics

P.O.A.

Yamaha

P.O.A.

RT425

P.O.A.

RT725

P.O.A.

RT925
RT1025

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
AMPLIFIERS

TD160C/II £97.00
TD160BC, I
I .. £76 61

TU217

£101 10

..

AM2400

£89 50

.

£185.75

A M2800

.

£220 00

Amstrad ..

P.O.A.

Harman Kardon P.O.A
JVC ..

P.O.A.

Leak

.

A P101
Sony .. . •
Technics•.

3900A

£256.00

Marantz
Nakamichi

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Pioneer
SA5500,Il

£ 58.86
£74.51
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Toshiba
ST220 ..
ST420 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Yamaha

P.O.A.

£ 143.65

Leak

E50

P.O.A.

E70

P.O.A.

Yamaha

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECKS

REEL TO REEL DECKS
Akai
4000DS/II

£165.91

4000DB..

£210 80

630DB

£661•20

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

Teac

Akai

F.R.A.

A3300SX2T . •

F.R.A.

•

GXC725D • • £195 67
GXC730D •. £234.48

CARTRIDGES

SME

GXC570D • • £488.69
Aiwa ..

F.R.A.

Amstrad

P.O.A.

Harman Kardon P.O.A

3009 S2

£92.95
£49.50

3009 non DT

£46.50

Shell 2S

£3.58

FD200

£18.25

JVC

3007 • •

£128.72

Marantz

P.O.A.

Nakamichi

Ortofon

P.O.A.

Pioneer

Shure
M75EJ, II

£13.66

M75ED,11

£14.99

M95EJ,11

£16.93

M95ED,Il

£19.60

V15/111 ..

£50.75

F.R.A.

AR10 pi

F.R.A.

AR18

F.R.A.

AR16 . •

F.R.A.

AR14

F.R.A.

AR12

F.R.A.

AR11

F.R.A.

AR17 • •

F.R.A.
F.R.A.
P.O.A.

Celestion
D11 ..

Aiwa ..

F.R.A.

Akai
A C3800L

£304.00

JVC ..

P.O.A.

National ..

F.R.A.

P.O.A.

Hitachi

F.R.A.

P.O.A.

Sanyo

F.R.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

CTF4040 .. £116 52

Rotel

CTF6060

RM5010 ( S) . £ 289.00

£170 00

AZAT HAVE ONE OF THE BEST
SHOWROOMS IN LONDON; ABLE TO

PRODUCTS. DONT TAKE OUR WORD.

AR 9 ..

Bolivar

MUSIC CENTRES

DEMONSTRATE A WIDE RANGE OF

SPEAKERS

AR15

P.O.A.

Leak

Empire

£71 43

£187 76

..

£78.10

GXC709D • • £156 47

P.O.A.

£224 56

SA706

£50.45

Yamaha . •

D44

JVC

F.R.A.
P.O.A.

F.R.A.

D33

£64.95
£113-53

..

A3340S . •

D15XR
D22

..

Yamaha

£ 142.25

Harman Kardon P.O.A

SA606

F.R.A.

CS707D•

A.R.

AP100•

P.O.A.

Teac .. • •

TD126BC, II •. £145 96

£101.95

(PAIRS)

Akai

P.O.A.

Sony ..

F.R.A.

TU9900 .. £304 66

TURNTABLES

£16340

Sanyo

A2300SD • •

£137 25

AM2600

SC5100 • • £351.24
3000/3 • •

A2300SX . •

TU7900 .. £ 181.25

A M2200

SC3100• • £ 233 00

CS702D II .. £97.67

TD145,11

TU717 ....£19146
Akai

£ 128 33

TD126C/Il • • £183 38

3009, III ..

Pioneer
TX5500, I
I

..

P.O.A.

P.O.A.

£212.00

8080

Sony ..

Technics

P.O.A.

Marantz
Nakamichi

Sansui

P.O.A.

£33-64

TD166C,Il .. £72.53

AT2400 .. £131.90

Rotel

Sony ..

Thorens
Akai

Chevin XP
Denton 2XP

£263.14

SC1100•.

Technics • •

P.O.A.

£69-10

P.O.A.

PL516 .. £79.67
PL518 .. £104•77
PL520 .. £142.26
PL530 .. £159.63

P.O.A.

..

RD3OF
Sansui

Marantz

SX300

£235£10

Rotel

• • .. £126.65
3050 . • .. £179.70

JVC ..

Pioneer

CTF7070 .. £192.96
CTF8080

RA313 .. ..

£104 95
£145.61

SA8500/II
.. £230.73
SA9500 II .. £320.42

3001 ..

£89.50

D25
D66 ..

£259.61

SA9900 .. £398-75

Marantz

P.O.A.

ULA, 8, 10

P.O.A.

£390 15

COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

two years or so, rumours have
FOR
abounded that Philips and others were
working on anew pure iron powder tape
that was likely to revolutionise cassette
recording, and hints have also been
forthcoming from Japan about new wonder
tapes. [
See Basil Lane's article ' Tape
Coatings' September 1977 issue—Ed.]
However, 3M have been experimenting in
secret for some ten years and have only
just announced to aselect Press gathering
in New York details of their fascinating
new Metafine product, shown on June 1st
at the St. Regis Hotel, whilst Tandberg
independently demonstrated their forthcoming TCD 340AM cassette deck using
Metafine. Iwas delighted to be invited to
represent Europe at the gathering, but was
particularly pleased to meet the 3M boffins
at their research laboratories in Saint Paul,
Minnesota, prior to June 1st.
Metafine IV, known originally by its secret
code number XRM4 (experimental recording
medium), is in effect an iron powder cassette
tape employing secret ingredients to bind
the iron ball- like particles to the plastic
backing in such away as to avoid particle
shedding and rusting, and to reduce head
wear. The most recent ' wonder' cassette
tapes have all required significantly higher
bias current than older types, and ferric
oxide tapes such as Scotch Master I,
BASF LH1, Pyral Super Ferrite and EMI
Hi -Fi are typical examples of the new types.
Pseudo-chromes, originally introduced by
Maxell as UDXLII and by TDK as SA, have
now been added to by Scotch as Master II,
and Fuji as FXII. Hard on the heels of these
are BASF's Super Chrome, incorporating a
form of double chrome coating which far
surpasses any normal chrome tape types.
These pseudo- chromes and dual- layer
chromes all require around 5dB more bias,
ideally, compared with normal ferric types,
but Metafine requires yet afurther 5dB of
bias current and thus cannot be used for
recording satisfactorily with any normal
present-day deck. Whereas today's higher
coercivity tapes generally give greatly
improved HF performance, their LF and MF
performance is not significantly better than
with tapes of two years or so ago, since
their remanence is relatively average.
Metafine, however, not only has approximately double the coercivity of any of today's
cassette tape types, but has also approximately double the remanence. Hysteresis
loop curves for Metafine show that its
amazing high frequency performance can
be attributed to the extremely high
coercivity, whereas the across-the-board
increase of 5dB or so, as compared with
the best modern cassettes, is produced by
the very high remanence. Thus Metafine
requires nearly twice the bias current and
magnetisation audio current to gain its
maximum output potential, but high
frequencies are reproduced with much
greater clarity and with much better saturation
performance than that of even the best
modern tapes. The Table reproduced here
indicates some relevant parameters as
claimed by 3M.
To put it simply, it means that the total
dynamic range available is subjectively at
least double that of the best modern tape
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

types. Using Dolby- B processing as well,
the end result should be, on an ideal
recorder, adynamic range in excess of
70 dB. The recorffing amplifier has to be
capable of twice as much drive, so new
types of record head driver circuits become
necessary. An even greater problem is that
normal cassette record heads, let alone
record/replay ones, are totally inadequate.
For the head to present the high flux to the

A PURE
IRON
BREAKTHROUGH
Angus Mckenzie reports
on some revolutionary
developments in tape coatings
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Relative Performance Characteristics, Scotch
"Metafine" and Scotch " Master II": related to Typical
Chromium Dioxide Tape
tape, it either has to have asignificantly
wider gap, or must be made of anew
material which does not saturate at the
necessary high levels. Sendust heads,
made from asimilar type of particle size to
normal ferrite ones, but employing different
chemistry, allow substantially higher fluxes
to be recorded than are possible with
conventional heads. However, Sendust is
not ideal, since even this saturates at a
lower level than the new Metafine particles.
Sendust fine- gap heads will be able to
utilise the full HF potential of Metaffne, but
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only partly that at lower frequencies.
In their new TCD 340AM, Tandberg have
chosen abetter way out of the problem by
employing aremarkably wide 5micron gap
ferrite head for record, with aconventional
head for replay, and this combination would
seem to utilise Metafine reasonably fully.
In their morning demonstration, 3M
illustrated the differences between Metafine
and their very good Master II pseudo-chrome
cassette on some specially modified
Wollensak equipment, by showing the
peak energy potential of program on a
Bruel & Kjaer third- octave real-time analyser,
using peak energy storage mode (the same
model that Iused last year for my record/
cassette comparison articles). All could
see quite clearly the 5dB improvement at
low frequencies, but an even greater
improvement at high ones. In the afternoon,
however, Tandberg copied some direct- cut
discs to tape on their TCD 340AM, using
Metafine, and not only did the recording
sound amazingly clear, with only the pop,
crackle and hiss of the record surface, but
showed that their recorder would fully erase
the recording which had just been made.
Some 6dB more erase current is required
also, so once again new types of head are
necessary.
Metafine is likely to be shown by 3M at the
Harrogate Audio Fair, but is not likely to be
marketed until Christmas. It is expected
that the cost will be very high, at around £5
or so for aC90, but this may not be as
expensive as it looks when one considers
the possibility of lower tape speeds.
From an examination of the saturation and
distortion curves, it would seem perfectly
reasonable to expect that an appropriate
cassette deck could give results at f} i/s
which would be slightly better than the best
modern cassette tape types at 1¡ i/s, while
at 44 i/s agood dynamic range would be
available, but an HF limit of around 6or
7kHz might have to be expected.
Thus, wow and flutter permitting, it should
be possible to record music to an acceptably
high quality for 1¡ hours in stereo in each
direction, whilst stereo at lower quality
might be possible for three hours continuous.
1* i/s would then become the ' luxury' speed,
equivalent to 4 i/s reel-to-reel tape with
Dolby- B processing. Metafine at1; i/s
with Dolby- B should actually be better than
i/s without Dolby. Head wear is said to
be marginally better than that of chromium
dioxide, and print-through, at present just
acceptable, should be improved to astandard
equivalent to the best cassette tapes of
today by the time it is officially marketed.
Several manufacturers have been working
with 3M, developing products to utilise the
new medium. It is to Tandberg's credit that
they have shown their model first in the
world, but 3M are anxious not to be seen to
link up with any one company, and thus
preserve their independence and impartiality.
Naturally, Philips are working hard and have
been rumoured to be in production for some
months, but no official news is forthcoming
from them so far.
Metafine and other iron powder tapes or
iron alloy tapes will have great significance
in improving the quality of all low- speed,
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TAPE COATINGS
high information density recording media,
and Ican see immediate applications for use
in the Nagra tape ' bugging' recorder type
SNS. The Police are already using e i/s,
but the resultant recordings can only be
described as diabolical. However, with
Metafine and the appropriate record head
and circuitry, results could be staggering
even at half this speed. Similarly, Metafine
will have applications in video, instrumentation and digital recording, and applications
where very short wavelengths have to be
recorded and reproduced faithfully.
Iam told that apure iron powder coated
postage stamp could accommodate a
symphony— so what of the future? Surely
we will have 2- or 3- speed cassette decks,
while pre-recorded pure iron cassettes
could surpass disc records— provided the
duplicators were prepared to bother about
it! It would seem that the Elcassette must
die anatural death, unfortunately, for it has
come too late; but we must not forget the
extreme difficulties that deck manufacturers
will have in getting wow and flutter down at
incredibly low speeds. The first cassette
decks had, perhaps, 0.6% peak weighted
DIN wow and flutter, now improved on the
best machines to better than 0.1%. It would
thus not seem ridiculous to anticipate 0.1%
at e i/s and better than 0.2% at
i/s.
3M tell me that they have checked Metafine
cassettes for any loss of HF output due to
oxidisation of the particles following storage
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for 21 years, and that no measurable loss
was noted, thus proving that the rust
problem has been licked. It would be a
sorry state of affairs for 3M, Philips et al,
if aprecious recording completely rusted
to nothing after awhile!
Home photography has improved
dramatically over the years in definition,
and the potential of Metafine makes feasible
the easy making of very natural and wide
range sound recordings around the home
and out of doors on stereo battery portables
fitted with Dolby- B processing. The safety
margin is so much wider than with normal
cassette tapes that we will be able to make
reliable stereo documentaries with the
lightest of equipment. Of course, the broadcasting world will benefit by pure iron tape,
for it should give excellent recordings of
broadcast quality. Perhaps Metafine will
spell the death- knell of domestic reel-to-reel
recorders, although obviously the professionally minded user will always want to
stick with his Revox, etc, for very high quality
and long playing time.
Icannot now see any significant developments in analogue magnetic recording in
the foreseeable future, so the next advance
is therefore almost certain to be the mass
use of PCM and other digital type recordings,
using analogue- to- digital converters, on to
video recorders, and later perhaps special
machines designed for digital audio
purposes. However, these are obviously
going to be extremely expensive, whereas
Metafine and its equivalents, in combination
with anew era of cassette decks and cass-

ette speeds, should be economical for
everyone.
Finally, a12- hour talking- book or speech
cassette on aC90, particularly appropriate
for the blind, becomes easily possible,
thus rendering the Clarke and Smith system
virtually obsolete. Broadcast station logging
on in. tape with Metafine coatings will
allow awhole day's program to be taped
on one reel, and applications for Metafine
in aircraft black boxes and airport control
rooms are obvious. Quite frankly, Iam as
excited about the potential of pure iron dust
and alloy dust tapes as Iwas eight years ago
with the introduction of the Dolby- B system.
Subjectively, Dolby- B and Metafine should
give us at least a20 dB improvement in
dynamic range as compared with the earliest
cassettes, and this is progress indeed.
Iam looking forward to testing, in my own
laboratory, the first samples of both the 3M
and Philips products when they become
available, on both areel-to-reel laboratory
evaluation recorder, and on the new
Tandberg TCD 340AM, and Ishall be
reporting in due course. In the meantime,
it is difficult to restrain my impatience!
3M are to be congratulated on being the
first to demonstrate the medium, but Imust
emphasise that they were using samples
derived from apilot run and not from afull
production line, which is now being set up
at their plant in the U.S. Iunderstand that
more cassette decks will be announced in
the next few months which will be compatible
with iron cassettes, including of course, one
from Philips •
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Soundings
Donald Aldous

I IKE the ubiquitous Scots, these YorkshireI— men get everywhere! In our world of audio
names like Raymond Cooke and the Sugden
clan ( not forgetting the late and sadly missed
Gilbert Briggs and Percy Wilson) spring
readily to mind. But a new name must now
be added to this list of enthusiasts who have
made their mark in sound— Aubrey Singer.
Mr. Singer, born in Bradford in 1927, began
his career in the film industry, moved to the
BBC in 1948 as a young TV producer. After
work in the USA, he came back to London to
produce science programmes, then took over
as Assistant Head of OBs in 1959. In 1967
he was made Head of Features, and appointed Controller of BBC 2 in 1974. In June this
year he took over the job of Managing Director
of BBC Radio. An impressive record— but I
think this latest post could well be the most
significant for the BBC and for the listening
audience, agrowing number with the upsurge
of interest in quality radio today.
After a talk with Aubrey Singer recently,
Imust say that tcame away elated with the
ideas of this man, who has the power to put
new life into aspects of BBC programming,
and brush away some of the cobwebs in the
corridors of BH. Some cynics believe that
he may have undertaken this task many years
too late, with morale reputedly low in the
ranks of BBC radio.
Certainly the conservatism of the radio
audience is well known, but if Aubrey Singer
can and does implement the plans he outlined to me, listeners to BBC radio will really
benefit. Let me expand here: a monthly ' Hi Fi Theatre' is planned, exploiting to the full
the sonic potential of stereo ( and binaural
headphone listening) as well as quadraphony,
with several repeats of the material during the
week.
Productions already in hand include Moby
Dick, Under Milk Wood, and The Caine Mutiny.
Mr. Singer is rapidly becoming a hi-fi addict,
sold on quadraphony after listening to the
multi- channel sound at Kingswood Warren
Research HQ. He uses his VHF car radio a
lot, and wants to promote in every way
possible the use of stereo radio by the public
whose equipment, he thinks, is often not
being employed to full advantage. As he
says, why spend hundreds of pounds on hifi systems without using them properly?
To get the publicity for what radio can
offer, Mr. Singer has announced another new
approach. A playback room is being set up
in the basement of Broadcasting House where
journalists and critics can hear on request
cassettes ( via headsets or loudspeakers) of
coming feature programmes, and so preview
comment can appear in the Press radio pages.
BBC Local Radio also comes into Mr.
Singer's orbit, and here he has plans to make
Radio London more competitive with LBC
and Capital Radio. Radios 1and 2 have also
come under his scrutiny and, if the finance
allowed, he would keep them ' on the air'
throughout the night to compete with the
commercial stations. Another one of his
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ideas to use airtime' efficiently is ' time- clock
recording'. For example, Open University
programmes and other educational transmissions could be radiated after midnight
and recorded by interested parties on these
unattended systems. In this way prime time
on major wavelengths is not consumed for
specialised audiences.
Talking of wavelengths brought us directly
to the controversial reshuffling of wavelengths within the medium and LW broadcasting bands coming into effect on 23rd
November this year. At present there are
some 1,450 transmitters oi the two bands,
with a combined power of 82 Megawatts.
Under the new plan, based on an international
conference in 1974/75, some 2,700 transmitters,
with acombined power of 214 Megawatts, are
envisaged. To accommodate all these stations in the European area, it is necessary for
each channel to be used by several stations
in different countries. This sharing of channels produces problems of interference, particularly at night-time.
It seems that the BBC has been anxious to
make certain wavelength changes now, even
without a new frequency plan. Firstly, Radio
4, as the main news and information channel,
should be available complete throughout the
UK, and not just England. This entails a
change to LW and a frequency of 200 kHz or
1500 metres. This means that Radio 4 programmes will be receivable as far afield as
Stavanger, but as Mr. Singer commented
wryly, his commitment is to British listeners!
Tuning positions for VHF stations, of course,
remain unchanged. The more Italked to Mr.
Singer the more Icame to think he'd like a
fourth stereo network made available to the
BBC to encompass all his experiments and
concepts, but Government edicts take over
here, apart from budgetary limitations.
Huw Wheldon once said of the dynamic
Aubrey Singer—' this man has green feet—
wherever he walks something new grows'.
Ibelieve him.
EXPERIMENTAL radio drama surely reached
its pinnacle early in June with Andrew Sachs'
play without words The Revenge. No dialogue, just sounds, propelled this 23 min binaural stereo play along its sonic path. ( For
full details see ' FM', p. 75.) Iheard it on apair
of PWB Electrostatic Ear Speakers, Mk 2,
which are permanently polarised—fed from a
JVC RC-828LB Biphonic portable radio, as
well as switching to my own stereo array, and
the impact was startlingly realistic. Several
times I involuntarily turned my head as I
thought Iheard noises and movement behind
me.
Hundreds of letters have been received by
the BBC commenting on this production,
and although a ' one-off' it could point the
way to further dramas ( in binaural sound)
using minimal dialogue. Congratulations to
producer Glyn Dearman and studio manager/
recordist Lloyd Si lverthorne. The picture with
'FM' shows actor/author Andrew Sachs
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just about to do the underwater scene with
his dummy- head set-up. The microphones
are a pair of Sony ECM50s, with a plastic
separating disc. To make them become waterproof, but remain acoustically sensitive, the
microphones were encased in a well-known
brand of contraceptive sheath! A useful tip?
BETWEEN the 19th and 22nd of August the
1978 Harrogate International Festival of Sound
will be held but this year in adifferent venue—
the exhibition complex at Harrogate Royal
Hall, as well as on the ground floor main
syndicate rooms in adjacent hotels. The
Majestic Hotel is no longer available for
housing the entire show.
If you want to ask technical questions on
hi-fi to a notable panel of professional audiophiles, Ishall have the pleasure of chairing a
'Sound Seminar' on the Saturday and Sunday
at the St. George Hotel. The team will include
Adrian Hope, Bert Webb, Paul Messenger,
Angus McKenzie, Clement Brown, and Peter
Clayton ( Umbrella Records, Canada). Your
queries can be oral or written.
IN CLOSING this month, atribute to two stalwarts, whose day to day efforts over many
years must have helped and given pleasure
to vast numbers of people, young and old.
No, happily Iam not referring to any departed
friends, but simply to the retirement of C. B. B.
Wood, Head of BBC Engineering Information
Department, and V. K. Chew, of The Science
Museum. The ebullient Bill Wood has always
been ready and able to provide information
on BBC engineering matters at all times.
Victor Chew, whose little book on ' Talking
Machines' is a classic text known to all vintage record equipment collectors, retired
recently after giving his talents in organisation
to so many displays and collections at that
renowned South Kensington venue. He has
deservedly been made aFellow of the Science
Museum. We wish them both well in their
retirement.

TWO FAMILIES form a ' Stop Press' tailpiece
to my page this month. Unhappily, the first is
asad story, as Ihave to report the death, at 68,
of my friend Stanley Timms. His range of
Lockwood monitoring loudspeakers ( originally fitted with Tannoy units) has been widely
used for years in broadcasting and recording
studios, achieving a reputation for robust
cabinetry and high performance.
The dapper Stan was a pioneer member of
the BSRA and Association of Professional
Recording Studios, and we extend our condolences to the family. The business is being
continued by his son Andrew and Stan's
widow.
THE SECOND story concerns the enterprising Powell family, responsible for the
Pixall record cleaner, produced by their
Stockport company Milty Products. These
hi-fi enthusiasts, headed by father Cecil, have
developed a long-lasting anti- static vinyl disc
preservative which, it is claimed, actively prevents dust attraction and eliminates any problems attributable to static charges on arecord.
The Permostat kits will be launched at Harrogate and cost £4.65 inc. VAT, with refills at
£3.15.
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HAPPENING
THE ROYAL HALL
THE EXHIBITION CENTRE
THE CROWN HOTEL
THE CAIRN HOTEL
THE MAJESTIC HOTEL
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All within 3minutes walk
of each other

HARROGATE, the delightful Spa Town
and leading Exhibition Centre becomes the

CENTRE FOR THE WORLD OF SOUND!
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including the NEW PRODUCTS FOR 1979
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truly the Hi -Fi Event of the Year.
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the Russel
Part 3— Trevor Attewell concludes his
design with details of the crossover

conclude our pursuit of the deep
W Ebass,
using the Basset unit described

in the previous two parts of this article ( June
and July issues), by considering the active
crossover, and how it can be fitted into
existing systems.
The complete circuit diagram for the
crossover itself is given in fig. 1, and a
brief description of the arrangement may
be helpful. Only the left channel is shown
complete, since the right channel is
identical as far as the mixer stage. Both
channels start with emitter-follower inputs
(Tr 1and Tr 101) which give input resistances of about 100 kg adequately high
loads for practically all pre- amplifier or tape
recorder outputs. Each follower drives both
high-pass and low-pass filters of the Sallen
and Key type, with second- order Butterworth
(maximally flat) characteristics. The highpass filter is built around aunity gain buffer
(Tr 2for the left channel), and it will be noted
that R6and R7are in series to provide DC
bias at the base of Tr 2, but are effectively
in parallel to give the required 44 kO ( nearly)
as far as signals are concerned. The normal'
high-pass output is taken from the emitter
of Tr 2to the left channel of the main
amplifier. The function of C5 is to provide
aminimum loading capacitance, since VHF
parasitic oscillation can occur in such
circuits under certain conditions involving
fairly critical emitter- ground capacitances.
C5 swamps the effect, allowing any reasonable length of screened cable to be driven.
The low-pass filter built around Tr 3is
of inverse type to the high-pass one, and
its output is added to that from Tr 103, the
companion right channel filter, in asimple
virtual-earth mixer stage ( Tr 4). Little or no
voltage gain will be needed from this stage,
since the Basset is likely to be far more
efficient than any full- range loudspeaker
with which it will be associated. The gain
is determined by the feed resistors R 14
and R114 in conjunction with the feedback
resistor R15. If these are all equal, then
identical LF input voltages ( v) in each
channel will add to give 2v at the mixer
output. Since this level is then fed to both
channels of astereo amplifier which drives
the Basset, there is an effective 6dB gain
over the level that would be necessary if
the Basset and the main units were equally
efficient. The mixer output is taken to the
Basset amplifier through another emitterfollower (Tr 5), followed by apotentiometer
VR 1which allows adjustment of the Basset
signal to give alevel audio response through
the crossover region. C12 provides acapacitive load for the reason given above with
reference to C5. The feed resistor R14 is
fitted between pins on the circuit board so
that it can easily be changed in the rather
unlikely event that VR1 does not give
sufficient control range.
It remains to consider the functions of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

C9 and C11. It is apopular fallacy that
unwanted oscillations cannot occur in
circuits containing only emitter-followers
and/or other unity voltage gain arrangements. Although the voltage gain of an
emitter-follower is marginally less than
unity, it has considerable current gain, and
an output current can inject avoltage into
an input if it flows through an impedance
common to both circuits—for example, in
apower supply conductor. In this circuit
the low-pass filter output leads the input
by an angle which approaches 180° asymptotically at high frequencies. After inversion
in the mixer, followed by further current
gain in Tr 5, the possibility of oscillation
by common coupling exists. No engineer
will be surprised to learn that Murphy's
Law duly ensured that the prototype did
oscillate! The full story is alittle more
complicated than this brief explanation may
suggest, but the cure is to add C9, which
gives a90° lead in Tr 4at higher frequencies,
and C11, which decouples the supply to
Tr 5. It will be noted that all the followers
incorporate 1Id/ collector resistors, the
purpose of which is to save the transistors
from destruction in the event of accidental
short-circuits on the outputs. It is necessary
to restrict C11 to 10 nF in order to limit the
energy discharged through Tr 5should
such short-circuit occur. If the mixer gain
is changed by altering the value of R15,
then C9 should be varied proportionally to
maintain asimilar time- constant. The
exact value is not critical, and the nearest
preferred value will do. For example, if R15
is made 68 kil to treble the gain, then C9
could be reduced to 3.3 nF.
It is assumed that most constructors
will not wish to go to the trouble of making
aspecial pcb for the crossover, so the
layout shown in fig. 2and in the photograph
was based on astandard sized Veroboard
(5
in. with 01 in. pin spacing). A few
tips may be helpful for those not accustomed to this type of construction. Each
component should first have its leads
preformed to fit the required hole spacing.
Small- nosed pliers are best, and the leads
should not be bent either too sharply or
too close to the component. After dropping
the component into its place with the leads
protruding from the copper side of the
board, the leads should be bent just enough
to prevent the component from falling away
from the board. Some workers bend the
leads slightly outwards, but it is better,
where practicable, to bend them along the
direction of the conductors. The excess
length should be trimmed down to afew
millimetres. Before soldering, check
carefully that all components are fitted, and
in the correct holes, and that all wire links
and connecting pins are also in place.
When satisfied, flatten the cut wire ends
along the copper, checking that ' breaks'
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are not bridged. Secure the board in a
clamp, if possible, so that the components
hang vertically beneath. Solder with a
clean, hot iron having afine point, wiping
the iron clean before every joint, and using
pliers as aheat shunt while soldering the
transistors. If any joint is not made within
afew seconds, then the iron is too cool or
too grubby. Do not use too much solder,
and apply it so that the iron, the joint, and
the solder are all in contact at the same
time. Do not forget to solder the pins.
On completion, check with amagnifying
glass that all joints are sound and bright,
that all ' breaks' are present and clear, and
that no solder or wires are bridging adjacent
conductors. If amistake is made, use a
suction desoldering tool or solder ' wick'
to clean up the unwanted solder—and on
no account continue to cook it with the iron.
It will be noted that some unused sections
of copper are isolated at both ends. This
is merely aprecaution against unwanted
capacitance between different parts of the
circuit.
The power supply is not at all critical as
long as the smoothing is adequate, and
any convenient source giving between 10
and 30 volts should do. The circuit of
fig. 3will provide about 18 V, at which the
current consumption of the crossover is
7+ mA. The long smoothing time- constant
allows the various outputs to settle slowly
enough to prevent loud switch- on ' thumps',
though the signals will become progressively
more distorted during the very long rundown
period. In practice the main amplifiers will
have ceased to operate long before this
happens. C15 takes care of the rising
impedance of electrolytic capacitors at high
frequencies, due to their series inductance.
The crossover will have to be enclosed
in ascreening box to prevent the intrusion
of hum and RF signals, and awide range of
suitable boxes to cover individual layouts
is available from most component suppliers.
If the power supply is fitted to the same box,
it is best to keep the transformer on the
outside, and it is often convenient to mount
this and the large capacitors on the lid.
Make sure that no mains connections are
accessible—this is an inexcusable hazard
that could result in injury or even death to
somebody. If the crossover and its supply
are to be mounted near other equipment,
check first that the transformer will not
cause hum problems, particularly in pickups,
tape recorder heads and the like. The
supply can be separate from the crossover,
of course, but keep connecting leads as
short as reasonably possible, and of sensible
gauge wire. The final smoothing capacitor
can be transferred to the crossover box if
necessary ( including C15).
Interconnection with the rest of the
system was discussed in Part 1, and should
present no great problems provided care is
67/C
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Well worth waiting for...

This the STD 3050. For the moment we are
afraid that demand has outstripped our supply
capabilities. If you would like to join those who feel
that the STD 3050 is well worth waiting for we would
ask you to conduct asimple test. Ask your dealer to let you
hear it

Dealer List for STD.
LONDON
Audio T, 190. West End Lane, West
Hampstead, London NW6.
Grahams Electrical, 86-88 Pentonvi Ile
Road, London NI.
KJ Leisuresound, 48, Wigmore Street,
London W1.
Subjective Audio, 6A, Windsor Road,
Palmers Green, London N13.
Knightsbridge Audio, 33 Beecham
Place, London SW1.
Billy Vee Sound Systems, 68, Lee High
Road, Lewisham, London SE13.
SOUTH AND SOUTH EAST
Spalding Electrical, 352-354 Lower
Add iscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey.
Guildford Hi Fi Centre, 271 High Street,
Guildsford, Surrey. Complete Audio Systems, 32 Grove
Road, Eastbourne, Sussex.
Jim Park Audio, 46 High Street,
Godalming, Surrey.
Stinson's, 36 High Street, Rottingdean,
Sussex. •
Sounds Supreme. 136 Portland Road,
Hove, Sussex.
Hampshire Audio, 8 & 12, Hursley Road,
Chandlers Ford, Hants.
B&K Hi Fi, 3. Marine Court, St.
Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex.
SOUTH WEST
Exon Audio, 164, SidwellStreet, Exeter,
Devon.
Paul Green Hi Fi, Harper Furnishings,
London Road, Bath, Avon.
Video South, 101 Eden Vale Road,
Westbury, Wilts.
Radford Hi Fi, 52-54 Gloucester Road.
World Distributor

Bristol.
SOUTH MIDLANDS & EAST ANGLIA
Bedford Audio, 76, Bedford Road,
Kempston, Beds.
University Audio, 1 & 2Peas Hill,
Cambridge.
Eastern Audio, 87, Norwich Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk.
Anglia Audio, Hessett, Nr. Beyton, Bury
St. Edmunds, Suffolk.
Rayleigh Hi Fi Centre, 44A High Street,
Rayleigh, Essex,
Reading Cassette & Hi Fi, 6Harris
Arcade, Friar Street, Reading, Berks.
Westwood & Mason, 46 George Street,
Oxford.
Rush Hi Fi Centre, 6Cornhill,
Chelmsford, Essex.
MIDLANDS
Norman H. Field, 35 Hurst Street,
Birmingham 5.
Forum Hi Fi Centre, 26 Tivoli Centre,
Coventry Road, Yardley, Birmingham
26.
Ray Charles Audio, 83 Bridge Street,
Walsall, West Midlands.
John Frost, 111-115 The Parade;
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands.
Forum Hi - Fi Centre, Longfellow Road,
Coventry, Warks.
Leicester Hi Fi Centre, 215-219 Melton
Road, Leicester.
Nottingham Hi Fi Centre, 156 Alf reton
Road, Nottingham.
Superfi Ltd., 15 Market Street,
Nottingham.
Syd Booth, 9-11 Queen Street,
Mansfield, Notts.

Sound Advice. 18, Cooper Court,
Loughborough, Leics.
Rogers & Green, 9, Red Lion Square,
Stamford, Lincs.
NORTH WEST
Newdawn Hi Fi, 1Castle Street,
Chester.
Swift of Wilmslow, 5, Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
The Sound Centre, 2, Bold Street,
Altringham, Cheshire.
Eulipion Audio, 81 Wilmslow Road,
Rusholme, Manchester 14.
Lloyd Paton. 34, MoorfieldWalk,
Urmston, Manchester 31.
Sound Service, 26, Bury New Road,
Prestwich, Manchester 25.
Cleartone Hi Fi, 166 Blackburn Road,
Bolton, Lancs.
J. Koczur, 185, Yorkshire Street,
Rochdale, Lancs
Audio Corner, 117, Portland Street, .
Southport. Lancs.
W.A. Brady & Son, 401 Sm it hdown
Road, Liverpool 15.
YORKSHIRE
Audio Projects, 45 Headingley Lane,
Leeds LS6.
Huddersfield Hi Fi Centre, 8Byram
Street, Huddersfield, W. Yorks.
Eric Wiley, 64, Beancroft Road,
Castleford, W. Yorks.
Micron Audio. 172 Bestow Road, Totley,
Sheffield S17.
The Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road,
Sheffield S10.
Simply Hi Fi, 9, Flemingate, Beverley, N.
Humberside.

NORTH EAST
Gilson Audio, 234 Linthorpe Road,
Middlesbrough, Cleveland.
Lintone Audio, 9-11 Park Lane,
Gateshead 8, Tyne & Wear.
Hi Fi Opportunities, 33, Handyside
Arcade, Newcastle- on-Tyne.
NORTH WEST
G. Bowman & Co., The Viaduct, Carlisle,
Cumbria.
SCOTLAND
R. Talisman Hi Fi, 111 Stockwell Street,
Glasgow Gl.
Hi Fi Corner, 1, Haddington Place,
Edinburgh.
Holburn Hi Fi, 445, Holburn Street,
Aberdeen.
NORTHERN IRELAND
Manchester & Midland Electrical, 29
Market Square, Lisburn, Co. Antrim, N.
Ireland.
The Hi Fi Shop, 21, Railway Road,
Coleraine, N. Ireland.
Nichols Bros., 11-15 Wellington Street,
Ballymena, N. Ireland.
Down Hi Fi Centre, 66 Abbey Street,
Bangor, Co. Down, N. Ireland.
Distributors in Canada and U.S.A.
Tangent Marketing International
Denmark: favortrup Electronics Aps.
Singapore: Eastland Trading Co.
Australia: Audio 2000
Eire: Studio One.

C.W. & J. Walker Ltd., Brentwood Red Lane Frods ham Warrington WA6 6RA Telephone 0928 33326
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taken to avoid earth loops. Fig. 4shows an
arrangement using separate pre- and main
amplifiers. It will be noted that aprincipal
earth point has been established at pin 7,
and all earths are returned to this point
either directly or through separate sections
of conductor on the board. Connections
are shown soldered directly to circuit pins,
but connectors may be more convenient,
and these can be chosen to match those
used in the main system.
Fig. 5shows amodification to allow the
crossover to be inserted into atape
record/replay socket. As explained in
Part 1, the tape output precedes the main
amplifier volume control, and an extra one
is provided in the crossover. An additional
socket allows atape recorder to be inserted
in the normal way; but, when it is not actually
in use, adummy plug must be inserted in
place of the recorder connector to complete
the circuit, as shown. Naturally, the same
objective can be achieved by adding suitable
switching if this is preferred. The volume
control is shown as 100
log, and this
will reduce the load presented to the preamplifier or recorder output to about 50 Kt
at full gain. This is not likely to cause
problems, but if it does the volume control
can be made 1MD linear. The log law will
then be provided ( to areasonable approximation) by the loading effect of the 100 IQ
crossover input, while the minimum total
load will be iittle short of 100 kg even at
maximum gain. In either case, the volume
control should be with the crossover, since
the capacitance of any interconnecting
lead could upset the top response unless
it is very short. In this arrangement the
cable from the preamplifier will contain four
wires, which should all be separately
screened. It may be found best to connect
only the input lead screens at the crossover
end, leaving the return lead screens
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

isolated. This assumes, of course, that the
normal practice of connecting all four
screens together at the amplifier end has
been adopted.
If you are unfortunate enough to be
lumbered with the engineering absurdity
of aDIN system in which high output
resistances feed low input ones, then R 1
and R 101 in the crossover can be replaced
with suitably low values, while the values
of C4 and C104 ( and possibly C13) may
have to be increased or series resistors
added. Advice should be sought, if
necessary, from the dealer or equipment
manufacturer concerned.
The circuit as described will give at least
2V RMS at any output with total distortion
levels no worse than 0.05%-this output is
large enough to overload any normal
power amplifier grossly, so that the crossover is not alimiting factor.
Anyone who wants to change the crossover frequency from 100 Hz nominal, or use
filters of different order, will have to do his
own design and layout! Some extremely
handy design data can be found in an article
'Simple Active Filters', by M. Bronzite,
WirelessWorld,Vol. 76, p. 117 ( March 1970).
It is possible that help may be available
for those who do not wish to become
involved in the sordid mechanics of
construction. Badger Sound Services,
96 Wood Street, Lytham St. Annes, Lancs.
FY8 1QG, are looking into the possibility of
providing both the crossover and suitable
Basset amplifiers in modular form, complete
with power supplies. They hope to have
some hardware on offer by the time this
article appears, and all enquiries should be
made to them at the above address.
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COMPONENT
Circuit ref.
R1, R101
R2, R3 R102, R103
R6, R10, R106, R110
R7, R107
R5, R11, R12, R14, R15,
R105, R111, R112, R114 f
R4, R9, R13, R19, R104, }
R109, R113
R17
R16
R8, R18, R108
R20
VR1
VR2*

LIST
Value
1M
220 k
100 k
82 k

Qty
2
4
4
2

22 k

9

10 k

7

5.6 k
4.7k
1k
560 t2
10 klog.
100 klog.
(2- gang)

1
1
3
1
1
1

All resistors 1W 5% H.S.
Cl, C4, C101, C104
C6, C106
C2, C3, Cl, C102,
C103, C107
cr, C12
C15
C5, C12, C105
C14, C16
C10, C13
C8

1ll
100 n
47 n

Polyester C280
Polyester C280
Polyester C280

4
2
6

10 n
100 n
1n
1000 0
(50 V)
47 0
(25 V)
3.3 0
(25 V)

Polyester C280
Ceramic
Ceramic
Electrolytic

2
1
3
2

Electrolytic

2

Electrolytic

1

Transistors
All transistors 2N3707-Qty 8 ( or any BC107 type,
either TO- 5can or plastic encapsulated)
Diodes
All diodes 1N5176 ( or similar)-Qty 4
Miscellaneous
Transformer-240 V 50 Hz input, 18 V output at low
current. ( Most small transformers are rated at
ample current, typically 0.5 A)
Veroboard 3i xSin, hole pitch Olin
Veropins to suit
Screening box
Fixing screws, capacitor clips ( if required) for C14
and C16, connecting wire, potentiometer knobs,
insulated sleeving, connectors to choice.
*See text.
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Before you buy abetter tape deck
maybe you should buy abetter tape

eTDK

The great name in tape cassettes
Probably the most versatile'normal' bias tape around. Employing the new linear ferric oxide particles,TDK AD gives awider dynamic range and extended frequency
response particularly at the top end.The super precision cassette mechanism ensures accurate running characteristics.
For more details write to TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House.Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XW. Eire: Peat Wholesale Limited, Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.

Positive Feedback
Amplifier Noise
I WAS very interested to read Stan Curtis's
Iarticle ' Amplifier Noise and Clipping' in
the June issue and would like to congratulate him on putting all the relevant facts in
such a clear and understandable manner.
Commenting in order on items raised in
his article, Imust point out that pink noise
is not Ilf noise, though it does increase with
falling frequency. It has to be made artificially
by passing white noise through a complex
filter having a slope of 3dB/octave. This
gives a random signal having equal energy
per octave or per decade. It is useful in the
lab because its spectral distribution is much
closer to real- life sounds and their related
signals.
Mr. Curtis stopped short on the 1/f story.
If it were really 1/f, then at zero frequency it
would have infinite magnitude. But zero frequency means never or all the time, so we
needn't worry about theoretical infinity! However, at very low frequencies, say one ' cycle'
in five or ten years, will it not be large enough
to be catastrophic, or at least produce an
unexpected and unexplained signal? Does
this explain the sudden unexpected breakdown? And how safe is the Early Warning
System?
On the subject of random noise, Iremember
Hugh Brittain telling me some ten years ago
that it was impossible to get repeatable
results and international agreement using
random noise signals until strict peak limitation to an agreed level was employed. This
was despite the fact that peaks three times
the RMS value only occur 0.027, of the time,
and six times RMS only 0.0000002%!
Mr. Curtis's fig. 3 trace shows very much
more noise than the shaky curve Idescribed
in my January article. The wiggles Iremember were only a few percent of the 1kHz
signal amplitude, and devoid of fluff ( i.e.
higher frequencies), so I suspect it had a
fairly large I/f complement too. Iwas very
interested in the transistor- noise versus
collector- current curves: that gives me one
less source of noise to worry about!
Isuspect that the added- noise experiment
was performed under very different conditions
from those that led to my remarks concerning
the modified Quad II. Iimagine theirs was a
listening test set up for that precise purpose
and may have taken as long as an hour even
if repeated as a check. My own observations
came as a series of repeated surprises each
time I used the equipment for listening to
and comparing loudspeakers or master tape
recordings, when my mind was on very
different things. This happened so many
times during the first week or two after the
modification that Idecided it was more than
imagination. When listening critically, Ihave
often found the first impression, the first few
seconds, to tell me more than further listening. Iput this down to what in effect is an
abrupt A- B changeover on switching on the
sound—from a real acoustic world, ie things
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

going on around, to what one is listening to
via the loudspeaker, etc.
The ' further listening' is useful, too, in
another way, as it often reveals subtle faults
that are not immediately noticeable. They
show up as a relief to switch back to another
proved and acceptable system after a spell
of continuous listening, though at the outset
the sound seemed perfectly o.k.
I'm glad Mr. Curtis brought up the subject
of amplifier settling time. It is often overlooked and its effect not immediately noticeable unless very high signal levels are used.
One may have to wait some time before
'suitable' musical signals come along to
trigger it and be audibly mangled by it.
Ralph West,
Colombie,
Devil/ac,
47210 Villereal,
France.

Amplifier Clipping and Power
and a half cheers for Stan Curtis for
TWO
his sensible practical test of what happens
when amplifiers overload: his experience
parallels mine exactly. I hesitated to give
details of my own tests lest they be dismissed
as unscientific— I also used my ears as
measuring gear! Iwound up pure tone till
it just coarsened audibly—for me about 1to
THD. And this is when Ifound that the
Quad II, rated at 0.1% THD at 12 W, would
give several times its rated output without
sounding too nasty. Ironically, Icould have
seen this from the graph in the instruction
book!
The same trick with transistor amplifiers
showed that they got very nasty at just over
their rated outputs. By the way, the heatsinks have to be big for this test. Of course,
latch- up makes things worse, as it does
with valve amps which can also latch, but
latch- up shouldn't happen.
Why the missing half- cheer? Well Mr.
Curtis, you fell into the very trap of which I
warned—failing to read the specification ( in
this case what I wrote) carefully, and so
accused me of saying things Ididn't say:
like a 15 W valve amp sounding louder than
a15 W transistor amp, like overload behaviour
being the only reason.
Mr. Curtis's point about power output
specifications for valve and transistor amplifiers not being comparable is right, of course.
And sadly, the lack of comparability hits one
in the pocket. Idon't think the Mission specification system helps the average hi-fi purchaser, however good it may be for engineers:
the man in the street wants to know how
many transistor watts to buy for given
speakers. 15 ' valve' watts (50 W momentary
peak, soft overload) feeding sensitive loudspeakers produced realistic levels, so a
simple sum suggests what might be needed
from transistors, with insensitive speakers.
The staggering answer can be something
like 250 W/channel, and that does not allow
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much for the bass boost that many speakers
need, or for difficult speaker impedance
curves. But at least having got into this
region, transistor sound should be as good
as or better than valve sound.
Finally, may Ithrow down another glove?
There's a lot of talk about differences of
sound between pickups, particularly movingcoil and moving- iron. Moving- coils are generally preferred, and cost a lot more too. I've
no way of checking this scientifically, but I
wonder whether we're hearing differences
in amplifier performance rather than pickup
performance. Yes, the amplifier's the same,
but it may be fed with something that alters
its performance.
If you examine the direct output (
not after
the pre-amplifier) of a pickup carefully, you'll
find that static and dust ( who can get rid of
those?) and surface faults can produce frequent spikes far in excess of music output.
So too does mistracking, particularly due to
too little downward pressure ( playing weight).
The amount by which the spikes overtop the
music seems to vary with pickup deisgn, in
general those with very light generating
systems and high compliance producing the
biggest spikes. Idon't have a moving-coil
to check, but a good ceramic gives smaller
spikes than a moving- iron— possibly due to
its relatively massive generating system refusing to be accelerated. Are we in fact hearing
the PU preamp constantly being assaulted
by spikes, and if moving- coils produce smaller
spikes, is this why they sound better? Might
a simple non- latching limiter between PU
and preamp be cheaper than an expensive
cartridge?
There's no scientific reason why waving
a coil near a magnet should produce any
different result from waving a magnet near a
coil. The difference can't be due to ' hysteresis
in the iron' as has been suggested elsewhere,
because any record is solid with hysteresis
anyway—transformers in the recording chain,
tape, tape- heads. In fact, that explanation
reminds me of the experimenter who concluded that time- delay ( phase) compensation
in loudspeakers wasn't worthwhile, having
conducted his tests with signals that were
probably already phase- corrupt! It's like
trying to see the colour of a cat in a dark
cellar, if Imay alter the old saying. Turn on
a light, and you can see what colour the cat
is. Keep on lighting up the cellar, Stan Curtis!
Richard Oliver,
89 Grove Lane,
London SE5.
LAST
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IF PREFERRED, QUALITY FM & TV INSTALLATIONS
IN LONDON, SURREY, NORTH KENT, NORTH
SUSSEX-2 YEARS WRITTEN GUARANTEE
SOUND SENSE AND SEE SENSE FOR 1978
10% OFF AERIALS including FUBA range
We specialise in Rotator and long distance work
For

mail order lists
4' SAE Dept. HFN
For specific advice
PLEASE PHONE

r

Stockists of the
finest aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials (W. Germany)
UKW FM Aerials ( E. Germany)
PLEMI T.V. aerials ( Holland)
1- Beam TV/FM aerials ( U.K.)
Antiference TV/FM aerials ( U.K.)

Fabulous FUBA
UKA STEREO 8
Europe's finest
FM array.

Est. 23 yrs.

ASTRA (11.I.Y.) AERIALS
Backed by 23 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
Weather exposed part of U.K.? Scotland, Wales, West Country etc.
Experiencing frequent gales? Salt air corrosion problems? Low signal area?
The Continental aerial range from Germany having proved so fantastically
successful, we are in future recommending continental aerials (especially Fuba)
as our FIRST choice for FM or TV AERIAL INSTALLATIONS.
Anodised against corrosion, guaranteed for five years, robust, high gain, easy to
assemble, eye-catching superb aerials, what else, in truth, could we recommend?
* All the advice you need before, plus an after sales advice service.
* All parts exchangeable, but please heed our advice.
* D.I.Y. saves
your costs (your satisfaction is free).

SOUND THINKING!
AT
35
MOSCOW
ROAD,
where
thoroughgoing
knowledge
and
unequalled experience of Audio merges
with a deep understanding of music, you
will invariably encounter sound thinking
about every aspect of Hi-Fi. After 35
years as specialists in this field ("The
doyen of hi-fi music"-Penguin's London
Shopping Guide), we are not overly impressed by technical jargon or statistics:
what we care about are musical results,
reliability, domestic convenience and, by
no means least, value for money. Musical performance must be paramount, and
we aim for sound of the utmost naturalness, not 'technicolor' thrills. Reliability,
too, rates a high priority, since it is our
policy, wherever geographically possible, to install and to maintain all equipment purchased from us, and we no less
than our clients would suffer if insufficient attention were paid to this factor.
Domestic convenience means not only
helping you choose the right equipment
for the surroundings, but providing any
necessary fitments-ready-made or custom-built-to blend whatever you require into your home (and, where necessary, arranging extensions into other
rooms), while our advice is invariably
directed at making the very most of whatever sum you are prepared to lay out.
Although, in general, we favour
'separates' for a variety of reasons, we
also stock some selected Music Centres,
provided the latter do not include
speakers as part of the ' package'
Speakers are, without question, the

Near Gloster Pub and G
Open 9.00-5.30 p.m. MON -SAT Closed lunch
01-684 4300/5262
12.30-1.30 p.m. 24 hr answering service
FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY
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CATFORD -

Diamond

Mum, 13/14 Grand Arcade Talley Ho Corner

FORMBY GILLINGHAM -

ISLINGTON - Derek Sm. Studtos. 124 Essex Rd (226 0204 8 35916461
KENTISH TOWN- Stereo Electron... 326 Kentish Town Rd. (.5 134fr
LEWISHAM - Chemmers Records
Tap. 35 Lea High Re (052 39.1
LOUCOTOS Meer .i. 7029297 Hr. Ra ra. 6 6.)

SOUTH HARROW - IA 6 J. Paikes. Stall. Pete
N iritrolt Ra 1.2 35481
THORNTON HEATH- Tracks, 48 EfogsloOk Rd (684 4/00)
VICTORIA - Recordselle. 86 Wilton Rd 1628 48251

PONDERS END- Poe., 266 High Si (604 3000)

Cr02
EPS
Price
90p
97p
99p
f1.39
f1.92

C45
COO
C90

List
Prce
£2.01
£2.16
£308

EPS
Price
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£1.39
£1.97
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110
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112 S452)

Weatgale.The H10(26155)

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD- 013 Town Records. 63 Hrgh Street(05166)
HEREFORD - Burr Muse 65 weemsrsh SI ( 55961)
HERTFORD-

eack.Trecks.

14 Railway SI ( 592941

HOCKLEY - Orscosystem. 43 Woodside Change ( Rayleigh 772622)
IPSWICH - Groove. 35 Buttermarket153101,
LANCASTER - Ear, re Records. 14 Market Ent (6(.0)
LIVERPOOL - Blacks. 9.101 Wavertree Rd 1263 1112)
MAIDSTONE - 0.140035. se Unron Street )
S6eSe)

W. ORATION- Rainbow Records, 15 High St. Tiewsley ( 464711)
WALTHAM CROSS- I( Ele.100. 55/57 High Si ( Lea Valley 764585)
WILLESDEN - Spin.itiRecords. 13 High Road 14. 0.11
WOODFORD GREEN - Broadway Musice Broadway ( 503 7500)

MANCHESTER - - One Slot, Records - .
13 Gateway House. Pic... Stn. Aop 1236 8314)
MANCHESTER', • Disc Slop '.
10 Kr. Edward Buren. Cheatham Hill Road ' 7400694)
NORTHAMPTON - Spelt- Dos, 19 06.100 So 1311441
NORTHAMPTON - Richard Reeves, 174 Kettering Rd ( 335/8)
NORWICH - Orions. 25 Pre walk 12554.6
NOTTINGHAM - SOdy•s. 116 Allreon RO 1740.1
POOLE - SetChtelds. 292$ Hr. Street ( 33.)

AROUND BRITAIN
AMERSHAM - Radio House.. Sycamore Rd ( 3311)

POOLE - Kenneth Sens. 10 Statron Rcl

AYLESBURY - Record House 34 High Street (20770)

PRESTON- George Seymour. 266 New Hall 1ane 1794249)
READING- Gerald Hughes. 14 Cross Street r51075,

0.1111,041-SEA
MagneCS

HARLOW - Pholomarkets

LEICESTER - 0 Elie 40 Hinckley Rd 1.63021

BARROW4NiFURNESS - Furness Electronics. Furness House ( 26169)
. BASINGSTOKE - Hughes. 3Won... Centre 1263261
OATH - Fledge, 63a West Avenue. OlfOield Pk 12.18,

f\UCW3 ,s rly 1D4e.."‘4fe
gSfier.

Records...lapel Loner...

smith 0.320 Canterbury St ( Ned 516,2)
Angel tapes. (3/anatare. 39 Cambridge St ( 041

GLASGOW- Muse 14 .Light. 666 Cathcart Rd 1041423 571/1
GRIMSBY - Gromsby. Ft Centre. 71 Carlergate (0472 43539)

HORNCHURCH - Wavernell Ltd 26 Roneo Corner (49 48162)
ISLEWORTH 548100.n Rd ( 560 57 55)

MRX2
List
Puce
C313 £1.40
C45 £1.49
C60 £1.57
C90 f2.18
C120 f2.97

245 Weiss.. Rd 14582521

EDINBURGH 11- Audiolue. Blackford Avenue (66/ 1.41
FAILSWORTH - A J McKechnie. 1Ashton Rd East (. 1.2 7005)
FORMBY - Ouirk Electrical 6Ryeground Lane17231
.,

GLASGOW -

HOLBORN - 56 1.0.100 04 , 29 0.7 (405 1535)

•LAISTOW - George Baum. 774 Bar.. Road ( 472 2472)

Lem,

CRAWLEY - Loughran s. 12/140roadoeld Barton ( 3.00)
DARWEN - sheer's. DU Blackburn Rd 1/14401
DAVENTRT - Spielman 6 McKenze. 58 High St 126171

Cameras. 16 Stallon Road(0» 1034)

Is it live, or le it Memorex?

c
c
6
9
69

COVENTRY - K W

Records, ' Minus.. Green (6606425)

CITY - Junes rumen. 63 Cannon 51793I ( 236 92741
CRANHAM - East London Electrical. 73 Fron
11.minster
CROYDON- Bonaparte Records. 101 George Street Mel 30621

GUILDFORD - Gielelord Ho Ft. 270 High SI 171536

MEMOREX

FIRST.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 8%
CLACTON - Mom1ye. 13001d Ros0122931/
COLCHESTER - 0 B Bacon. 174 Bult Rd ( 73295)
CONWAY - Paul A Ro.n, 12 Castle St 124.1

ITROCKLEY - StomMys. 177 Lewrsham Way. 5% 4 ( 692 282 3)
BROMLEY - J Pay. 25 Station App Ha . 1462 12931

GREENWICH- Hanes. 127 Greener,. Sth Si (692 3590)

.••
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BARKING - Photornarkets OP East $treet 1594 3626

CHINGFORD -

err
Ilea

when we have special fiers
in bags

L0St

1.6.78

COIRWCT

rIntnLET -Arcade
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PLUS!

THE SMALIER
OXIDE PARTICLES OF
ASCUMFICAssETTE
( IMPRovEyou ,
HEARING -

These prices

GMAT» LOUDON

2,0

c/.90 0 1.51
£
ct„
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es° 48i
1°4 44C
310
020 4
4
: 2.45
156

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30;
Thurs. 9.30-1;

5 YEAR GUARANTEE CASSETTES

PyR L

120

The 0972aptelliele 4 assettes
C45
Cciomne4e4f;
Inellie c:ouestic 044

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2
TEL: 01-229 2077
SUMMER SALE: JULY TO SEPTEMBER
Any Hi Fi ± Record Bargains

WHOLESALE and EXPORT Phone 01-607 6059

SAVE
Lees
at

Shops
near you!

LIVE RECORD REVIEW
Every Saturday afternoon for over 20
years music-lovers have been flocking to
our studio for LIVE RECORD REVIEW,
our weekly record recital devoted to the
latest classical releases ( 2o'clock to 4.30).
Why not join this happy throng when next
you have some time to spare? You can
come and go as you please and, while
there, listen at ease to the finest new
recordings on a range of superb equipment. Afterwards there is plenty of time
to discuss musical and audio topics.

Thomas Ileinitz Ltd.

Over 3,000 aerials stocked; all transmitters; poles; lashings; rotators;
clamps; wall brackets; amplifiers; diplexers; triplexers; baluns; lowloss coax white or brown; also super low- loss coax and 300 ohm cable.
Many of our customers come from recommendation

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON

dominant audio components, and our
hand-picked range- from the Videotone
D100 at around £40 per pair to the new
Rogers 'state of the art' system costing
over MO-may well surprise you since
it contains few of the most widely advertised names. Come and hear the magnificent Harbeth HL Monitors (today's
outstanding domestic loudspeakers), the
astonishing BBC-designed LS3/5A Monitors (marvellous sound from tiny enclosures) and the new Audiomaster
MLS-I, in our view the finest speaker
yet produced for those not prepared to
spend over f100 per pair. Other recent
arrivals which we warmly recommend
include the JVC KD720 and KDI:
Dolby cassette decks, the splendid JVC.
JLF50 direct-drive auto-turntable (especially if fitted with the top AKG cartridge) and, for budget systems, the beltdriven Garrard SP25 Mk V module plus
the JVC JASIO amplifier.

s. 21 Western Road ( 2126521

BIGGLESWADE - 11 50 301705,0. 07 High 51 13129601
BIRMINGHAM - Tem. 1.V.
Radio. 176 Ffigh Gale Rd ( 021440

4 919

Parks.. ( 746071)

REDRUTH -.ken Orver. 33 Fore St iRedruth 21..1
RUGBY - H Whaler.

SALIenunr

7

She. St r2.11/

son 47 Markel Pia. 127.51
SCARBOROUGH- Derriere 28 Hecrest Avenue r55.6r
SHEPTON MALLET - 5irrrena Home Elec(ric, Market Place ( 2153)

BIRMINGHAM -Mousleys, 309 Wen. Rd ( 321 05821
BIRMINGHAM 11 - Watts IV., 169 Anderton Rd 1172 5429)

SITTINGBOURNE - Camera 0,6, Centre, 2Wes, Si 1727531
SOUTHAMPTON- Sien. E(ectronics. 52 Bedford Place (23787)

BIRMINGHAM 17 T.V.. 277 High.. Harbor. (427 3547)
BIRMINGHAM 20- top Ten... Bristol 04 14/2 24631

SOUT110411.43NiSEA - Record World,
65 Southrhur. Rd 10/02 614.21

BIRMINGHAM 211- Stringer. 1328 Strafford Rd (171 2646)
BISHOPS STORTFORD - Photos... ( 3Derods Lane ( 55/80)

SOUTHPORT - Audio Corner 117 Portland SI 1373321
S. SHIELDS- Northern
V 230 Stanhope Rd . 27

BÉACKPOOL - Charnings. 107 Central Clove 12111130)
BLACKPOOL - $tew., P.m. Caunce SI ( 21.3)

ST. SEONARDS-ON-SEA S Douglas.
113 Sealescombe Rd North Hammes 0.651

BLATDON- Music Bo, 34 The Precinct .25 261 21

STOCKTON- Lamb it Fowler. 711.90 St . Norton 15539701

BOGNOR REGIS- S. E. Smith. 47 Aldwick Rd. ( 23166
BOURNEMOUTH - Blacklocks. The &mate ( 21003)

SWINDON- Peter Geed Cameras, 31 Have.. SI ( 35396)
WAKEFIELD - flurnards. 12 Marygme. Westgate i73115,

BOURNEMOUTH - Selchfelds. 96 Old Christchurch Rd. (26925)
BRIDLINGTON - BridlIngton Photo. II Bodge St ( 50411)

WELLINGBOROUGH - Visual Sound,, 4/ 'emend Rd ( 223060

ORICOTON-0 C Gunn. 108 Western./ 17342211
BRISTOL,V Centre. 135 West St. Bedimnsler 1.56911
BURNMAM.01,11EA - Senons

Home Elect... 23 Victoria
42 Standish St 1355.1

St (2

BURIe. - Record Exc.,.

C.113ORNE - W.tern Servme, 70 Trelowerren St ( 12055)
CHESHAM - Record Hotee. 9 Market
1745491

WESTGATE - Loa,. Elec. 5Station Rd 1Thanel 32253(
WESTON S' MARE - G Stanton 1.V . 67 Orchard. 121,721
WESTON. MARE - Serons Home Etectres. 12/13 The Centre (21468)
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FM Radio

Angus McKenzie
1\

ORE and more interest in binaural de1V Ivelopments is being shown by listeners,
and it is significant that the BBC were deluged with letters after the transmission of
Revenge, a binaural play without words, transmitted on Radio 3 on June 1st. The 30 min
programme was introduced by a discussion
in the studio about the idea of the play, and
about binaural sound itself. The producer
asked listeners to imagine themselves as
the actor, for by wearing headphones it was
possible to hear all the sounds heard by the
main character himself. Listeners were advised to concentrate deeply in a quiet and
undisturbed atmosphere.
The binaural sounds recorded by Lloyd
Silverthorne, were obtained using the main
actor's head as support for two omnidirectional microphones clamped onto his ears
to give a most realistic effect on replay via
headphones.
The story concerns acharacter presumably
escaping from prison, trying to evade capture and at the same time planning revenge
on someone who has, perhaps, ' shopped'
him in the past. In the early part of the play
he is alternately running and pausing, and
we hear his pursuers with their dogs. He
submerges in a stream, and we hear the
effect of dogs barking, from under the water.
He steals a motorbike, attacking the owner,
and drives off very fast. Pursued by a police
car he drives off the road and into bracken,
where he hides. A hair-raising motorbike
sequence follows in which you hear yourself
actually riding on the bike. After various
street scenes he enters a telephone box and
makes a call to see if his victim is at home.
Subsequently, at the victim's house, he
breaks in by throwing a brick through a
window, smokes a cigarette or two, and has
a bit of an argument with a cat. Eventually
he falls asleep, but wakes with a start when
his victim arrives by car. He apparently hides
in the room, but steps on the cat, yet even so
the victim is unaware of his presence, throws
a bunch of keys on achair, and goes upstairs
to start a bath. You then hear the escapee
go upstairs and enter the bathroom, with a
squeak at the door, and the effect is terrifying
as the victim is then murdered in the bath,
his head forced under the water. The play
ends with the main character dialling 999,
the ringing tone being cut sharply to avoid
the operator's answer.
It is perhaps fortunate when reviewing a
programme like this thatl am blind because,
from discussing the play with many people,
it is evident that blind people hear much
more the first time than do other listeners.
Iwas able to pick out a complete sound picture of all the action, which thus became all
the more real. Nevertheless, everyone Ihave
spoken to, who listened in binaural sound,
has been full of admiration for the BBC engineers. Within four days of the broadcast the
BBC received 500 letters from listeners who
in the main had listened in binaural sound,
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although many stereo listeners still found
the programme of above average interest.
All the letters were congratulatory, with the
exception of someone who had listened on
medium wave on a car radio and had not
made head or tail of the subtleties! When I
listen to a play I often find it difficult to
become fully involved, but with binaural
sound the reverse is true, in that it is difficult
not to become totally immersed.

Andrew Sachs, author of Revenge', finding it
difficult not to become totally immersed.

From time to time the dynamic range was
slightly spoiled by intrusive hiss which was
noticeable even when the playback levels
were reduced to below an average listening
level, as requested and explained in the introduction. If played too loud, everything was
much larger than life, and obviously wrong.
There were some problems, too, in the relative levels between the main character's own
noises and the external sounds. The telephone box sequence seemed to reproduce
the mechanical dialling sounds too loudly
but with the handset's reproduction of ring
ing, etc, too quiet. Such minor criticisms
are, however, outweighed by the remarkable
sounds of breaking and entering, the brick
being easily identified by the typical high
frequency ' chalk on blackboard' sound as it
was grabbed from cement- covered ground.
The murder itself was quite the most horrific
sound that I lave ever heard reproouced;
the effect was so dramatic as to cause extreme
alarm even after the event. There can be
no doubt that this short production was one
of the most important binaural programmes
yet transmitted, amply demonstiating the
medium to be significantly in advance of
normal stereo.
Idid check a tape recording of i
he broadcast being reproduced on loudspeakers quite
wide apart but pointing at me with an included
angle of 150 . This method of playing back
binaural works surprisingly well provided the
room reverberat;on is not too great and the
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speakers are relatively uncoloured and not
omnidirectional types. The programme will
be repeated twice on the evening of July 31st,
hopefully after you have read this column. I
most strongly recommend you to listen to it
repeatedly if you can, for each time you will
gain more from it— a magnificent programme
which makes you realise how to listen to
everyday sounds and a few unusual ones as
well.
The binaural production of She Stoops to
Conquer, a period play set in the 18th century,
fared very differently, Iam afraid. It was not
that the sound was other than very good or
that the actors acted poorly, but the question
arose as to whether a period play should
indeed be acted in a conventional way when
the listener is recommended to wear headphones. Tape edits became very obvious
as little plops, and actors' voices were quite
suddenly jumping a foot or so. Someone
entering stage left through the inevitable
door, which sounded three feet high and
wide, allowed it to thump, and one could
vividly see it vibrate on the studio floor. An
actor attempting to portray ' leaps' across the
stage seemed to move nine inches at a time.
All the actors presented their performances
at the same level as they would do in atheatre
and the listener was left as though suspended
immediately in front of the stage, listening to
the characters literally shouting at one another!
Which is wrong—the play itself and its original styling, the production, the actors or
the medium? One can adopt two approaches
to a period play, one being to act it exactly
as it was done—to reproduce it in conventional stereo, thus reproducing a stage of the
type for which the play was written—the
other to act down to a realistic room level,
and rearrange the play for binaural sound,
recreating the original words and events
which could actually have taken place in the
period concerned. This production, however,
fell between two stools, for as a purist Iwas
unable to accept the realism of the acting
with the sound stage presented. It is perhaps
the very realism of binaural sound that presents the problem, and in the future producers
will have to be very careful indeed to reproduce levels and speech more convincingly.
It seems clear that period plays present the
greatest problems and the medium itself is
surely more suitable for very modern ' actuality' plays. Binaural sound gives us the
opportunity to reproduce plays in plausibly
natural surroundings, whether inside or out,
with normal room reverberation, etc. It is
perhaps this very fact that was so exciting in
Revenge.
Iam sorry that as yet there has been no
binaural music of any consequence. It is in
this field that Ithink binaural as an overall
medium will prove itself to be far superior in
acceptability as compared with Matrix H, etc.
Perhaps it is not insignificant that the BBC
have drastically cut the number of quad
matrix broadcasts, while expanding those in
binaural sound. Iwould not be surprised to
see the BBC transmit afew Proms in binaural,
and if so, do write in to the BBC and to me
briefly to give your impressions of binaural,
or stereo— or indeed both.
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The more discerning you become in your
search for performance and quality in
high-fidelity, the closer you come to the name
Marantz.
We've said it before and it's worth saying
again — you rarely get more than you pay for,
and Hi Fi is no exception. Start out with
fancy looking mass-produced products and
before long joy will turn to disappointment
and pounds to pennies (poor equipment at
resale doesn't fetch much).
Marantz equipment has always had a
reputation for quality, and our new range is no
exception. Each piece is built to the same high
standard as our professional products, all with
advanced engineering features and tried and
tested components; in addition every unit is
subjected to three stringent quality control
checks.
Sadly, however, quality rarely comes
cheap and up until now most of our products
have been alittle beyond the reach of the
average man.
Now we've produced an entirely new
range that combines quality with real value
for money, still performing well within the
stated specifications.
So when you buy Marantz you invest in
quality that will bring you years of pleasure
and moreover you'll avoid the pain and price
of trading up.
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Music is one of today's great pleasures —
to hear it reproduced as it should be in your
own home can be sheer joy.
If you're determined to get the best, ask
to see Marantz — handle it, listen to it, and
you'll wonder how the price can sound so good.
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dispersion and low distortion.
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SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2204
The most popular model, fitted with awalrut cabinet, front
panel finished in satin gold. Now with iront panel tape
E.Q. £199
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205-600
Features 600 ohm output for studio or PA use; p- us LED's
for visual indication of channel balance. Supplied in black,
19" rack mounting format. Also features front panel
switching for tape equalization. £226
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2209-600
Similar format to 2205, but features balanced input and
output with XLR connectors. £319
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217
The ultimate pre- amp equalizer featuring full octave equalization together with one of the most highly rated pre- amps
available. £337
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN MA5002
New Class H vari-portional power amplifier. 250 watts
RMS per channel. Power meters. £399
ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Rew Audio Visual Co.

114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
146 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-836 2372/7851.
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Things IHear Andrew Keener

W

ITH recording artists more eager than
ever to improve upon past successes,
the bewildering prospect facing tomorrow's
anhivist looms large indeed— which Elgar 2
to select, for example, when representing Sir
Adrian in the Great Recordings of Last Century; our archivist will have at least five from
which to choose, as he will when faced with
Karajan in Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony.
No such difficulty faces today's reissue
planners; generally speaking we are still at
the stage where the ' historical' tag is synonymous with 78 rpm days, and if ( pirated versions apart) we want Stokowski in Beethoven's Ninth we go to the red label HMVs of

the ' 30s for his sole pre- LP attempt on the
piece.
Given this relatively clear-cut situation,
can the present appetite for archive material
be justified by what we hear? Most certainly
—at any rate in the case of a composer's
interpretation. Contemporary comment admits that neither Elgar nor Vaughan Williams
possessed immaculate conducting techniques; yet to listen to Elgar's propulsive in
tempo treatment of the first movement bridge
passage of his Second Symphony ( contrary
to nearly all subsequent ' traditions') is to be
aware of a composer's unique, vital spark
(SH 163). Likewise the few, tantalising composer- conducted Gerontius snippets left to
us, with the voice of Horace Stevens reaching us, enshrouded in a ghostly echo, from
the far end of Hereford Cathedral ( SH 175).
Not all composers have brought this genius
to their own works, however, and in these
cases it's almost as if the very act of creation
had exhausted all further interest in the
piece receiving performance.
Even here,
object- lessons in how- not- to- do- it can be
gleaned from Ravel's excessively long account of his Bolero (
long, that is, in terms of
impression rather than minutes), or from the
leaden conducting to be found in a recent
box of Strauss conducting Strauss— and a
man capable of some wonderfully elegant
Mozart, too.
If we leave aside composer- performances,
however, and concentrate on the orchestral

Looking Back Peter Ganirnond
E

ACH person has his own particular legacy
of culture; the music that shapes our
taste is often come upon by accident. Although Ihad a musical background, nobody
ever said that Ishould listen to this or Iought
to like that. I made my own discoveries,
whether it was Jack Hylton on the cat's
whisker radio or the overture to The Barber of
Seville at alocal orchestral concert. Certainly
there was nothing profound about my discoveries and it was to be many years before I
was to discover what muddy currents there
were in the apparently clear waters of musical
pleasure. Somewhere at some time Iheard
Schubert's A flat Impromptu ( the Op. 90 one
to give it the old-fashioned numbering) and I
thought it the most perfect piece of music I
had ever heard; from my very narrow experience. Istill find it so in spite of wider horizons: shapely, just sufficiently virtuosic,
nobly simple in theme, a rare piece of musical
perfection, a musical lyric of unabashed
charm. At a vital stage I bought my first
12 in. records, gave good and hard- come- by
cash for them, and amongst the first half
dozen I bought was the A flat Impromptu
played by Edwin Fischer. This would be just
pre-war, if Iremember rightly. It was his perHI F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

formance that fixed for ever, in my mind, how
it should be played; unfussily, lyrically, letting
the elegant music make its own case. Ihave
just got hold of the World Record reissue of
Edwin Fischer's recordings of Impromptus
(WRC SH195) and the years roll back. Just as
Iremember it, and Iwouldn't change a note of
his performances. Many years later I met
another pianist that Imentally cast in the same
musical, if not physical, mould as Fischer—
Shura Cherkassky. Ihad occasion to work
with him and he invited us back to his hotel
for a swim. A kindly, human person with
music, if it is not too platitudinous, at his
finger-tips; industriously rehearsing in hotel
rooms and then appearing every now and then
to give performances of this same unfussy,
lyrical perfection. Each of his records, the
solo ones, is an occasion for me. The latest,
which includes the Schubert A major sonata
Op. 120, with Chopin and Scriabin, is actually
rounded off with Rubinstein's good
old
Melody in F ( stalwart of the Star Folios which
even Ican play with moderate success) given
a worthy concert performance. Finally, there
is actually a jolly piece by Rachmaninov—
apolka ( Oiseau -Lyre DSLO 24).
It was in early LP days that Ifirst came
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playing to be found on these old recordings,
we find opinion sharply divided. Speak to
today's orchestral player about the string
portamenti of the ' 20s and ' 30s, and the
chances are that he will dismiss it all as the
result of technical inadequacy. Other musicians think differently; some while back
Daniel Barenboim was at pains to point out
the ' colouring' of old times, and that the
habit of sliding between notes ( found in
singers as well as string players) stemmed
from an approach to tone- colour rather than
from any technical deficiency. Barenboim's
conviction is amply demonstrated, for better
or worse, in the style of string playing on his
Elgar recordings.
So, when friends smile indulgently at the
rows of 78s alongside my LP collection, I
explain that, apart from the purely aesthetic
pleasure to be had from merely handling these
weighty specimens, they do offer an insight
into the route by which present-day performing style has come. The sonic deficiencies
of the numerous ' off the air' LP transfers
now available ( Walter, Toscanni—from London import dealers especially) do not bother
me—despite the fact that better tapes of these
performances can often be found in the archives of the original radio stations. Nor am
Iworried by pops and clicks on 78 surfaces;
one expects them, and the ear does its own
filtering job. Far more bothersome are similar
faults on LP surfaces.... Or for that matter
the Festival Hall coughers I heard in top
form at Previn's Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra concert a few weeks back. In this
case ritual humiliation is, I fear, the only
solution.

across Dorati's splendid ballet score Graduation Ball made up of various Strauss bits and
pieces. In this case, Iam glad to say, there is
no need to look back in anguish for lost performances and recordings; the new one is so
good that it transcends anything else— it really
is inspired Strauss playing ( Decca SXL6867).
You know there is so much to this art of
singing and playing naturally. It is one of the
elements of music- making that first hits you
on listening and reviewing— whether the
artist is straining for effect or achieving it
through years of instinct and acquired skill. A
singer who was always natural and always
satisfying was Frederick Harvey, and I have
recently welcomed back a fine collection of
his called ' Songs of Land and Sea' ( HMV
ESD7054).
I was browsing the other day through a
copy of The British Musician, the December
1896 issue to be precise, and reading about
'one of the most promising of our young cornposers'—' his melodies are flowing and
rhythmical, though in no sense commonplace'. A great future was predicted. It was a
clever bit of foresight, for in 1896 Albert W.
Ketelby was only 21 and hadn't even got
around to thinking about In a Monastery
Garden and all the other classic pieces so
excellently put on record by Mr. Lanchbery
(HMV AS D3542).
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MODEL 105

The computer-matched loudspeakers.
To get the best possible stereo image, you need the best possible match
between the loudspeakers.
At KEF we produce matched sets of high, mid and low frequency units,
using our unique computerised test facilities. Moreover, our total system
approach to the design of the enclosures and the dividing networks,
means that \ve can deliver Model 105 in pairs that are nearer to the ideal
'match' than any previous loudspeaker. KEF pioneered the use
of computer digital analysis in
loudspeaker design, and you, the
listener, can now hear the results:
the most life-like musical quality
and the most astonishing stereo
perspective.
Write for the full technical story
and the name of your nearest
dealer, who will be glad to give a
demonstration.
KEF Electronics Ltd
Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP
Telephone 0622 672261.
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The Role of the Record Producer
Record Producers are pivotal figures in the process of converting abstract, musical performances into tangible
plastic products. Following our examination of the record industry in March, HFN RR talk to four producers
to find out exactly what is involved. First, Peter Gammond talks to Christopher Bishop and Raymond Horricks.

HE record industry, of course,

Tthe

suffers from
same operational schizophrenia as
book publishing. As an industry it has to be
as practical and as mercenary as those engaged in packaging cornflakes or detergents,
having abig investment in men and machinery
to safeguard and a respectable showing in
the financial index to maintain. Its products,
alas, for those who direct the business side,
refuse to be as stable and predictable as
breakfast cereals: the record industry sells
art and art depends on the whims and capabilities of such mercurial and unpredictable
people as conductors, singers, musicians
and even organists. Two things make this
operation feasible. The first, which does not
concern us here, is the fact that the majority
of musicians, whether of the creative or
executant species, enjoy making money as
much as the accountants of the record industry do. Unfortunately they tend to have
somewhat differing views as to how this
should be achieved. The second thing that
makes the whole thing work is the existence
of record producers, a special breed of men
created by the Almighty of aflexible physique
and mentality, ideally designed to bridge this
fluctuating gap between the holiness of art
and the earthiness of commerce.
For publishers it is much easier. They
simply ask an author to go away and write
a book or wait for them to come along book
in hand. If they don't like it, nothing much
is lost except a lot of time on the author's
part and possibly a meagre advance on the
publisher's. Neither of great significance.
But if a record company wishes to record
an opera, or even something as straightforward as a symphony, there is no getting
away from the fact that a lot of capital risk
is involved, even before matters get to the
mundane stage of making and selling records.
So, as in films or the theatre, there has to be
a fall guy inbetween, a stable, diplomatic,
balanced sort of character whom the record
company bosses can trust to have their
interests at heart and, allowing him a flutter
or two for the sake of his soul, who can be
relied upon to see that the results are suitably commercial; but who, on the other hand,
has the infinite tact and patience to deal with
the egocentric characters of the musical
world and keep them happy in the torture
chamber atmosphere of the recording studio.
In short, a born diplomat.
It becomes obvious from the start that such
men must vary greatly; from those who are

little removed from the ranks of sub- editors
(the lowest form of literary life) to those who
are practically impresarios in their own right.
One can also see that while a situation of
absolute confidence and trust would have
to exist between record producer and artist
and between record producer and his company, the latter might reasonably feel some
unease at allowing such a key man too much
credit and prominence. Such was the position when Ispent seven tentative years in
the record industry at the beginning of the
LP era in the 1950s. The whole operation
was done with the expected anonymity of
funeral- undertaking. It was almost unthought
of that record sleeves should bear a credit
to the record producer, let alone the engineer;
a custom which, through the unconcealable
activities of certain accomplished and characterful producers, eventually and happily was
broken. Today, albeit still in smallish print,
it is usual to acknowledge that records don't
just grow on trees but are the product of
skilful and dedicated teamwork.
In the second part of this article, John
Atkinson reports on conversations he had
with two of the younger generation record

ittel

producers. For my part, Ienjoyed a gentle
discussion over lunch with two widely contrasting producers—Christopher Bishop, the
present Senior Record Producer of the International Classical Division of the great EMI
organisation; and Raymond Horricks, a wellknown producer recently responsible, for
example, for all the new D'Oyly Carte recordings of the Savoy Operas. As one might
expect, Christopher Bishop is the prototype

of the sort of producer Imentioned above.
Holding a key position in one of the world's
most important recording organisations,
dealing with the most important and influential artists, he has all the diplomacy that
you would expect, and fully recognises his
responsibility to the name and the commercial needs of EMI. On the other hand, he is,
like most people in his position, a dedicated
enthusiast who gets unlimited pleasure out
of his job. Although he appears a model of
discretion and tact, one nevertheless recognises a resolute character who handles
people, one imagines, as he drives; firmly
cutting across the flow of traffic and allowing
others obligingly to give way without the
angry toots of horns that would ensue if
you or Idid it. Maybe he has learned much
from those he works with: something of that
conductorial quality.
There is no doubt, he agreed, that arecording producer should have a sound working
knowledge of music himself. As a teacher,
before he found himself somewhat unexpectedly coerced into record producing, he had
considerable experience as a choral conductor. Such experience, perhaps frustrated
ambitions, could lead, as it does with music
critics and the like, to a producer trying to
impose his own ideas. Naturally, but he
believed that no record producer could ever
survive without a proper sense of teamwork
and quickly discovering, as any successful
editor discovers, that it is very possible to
lead without appearing to push. He reminded
me of the long history of successful and
influential producers in EMI. The one name
that springs to everyone's mind in this respect
is that of Fred W. Gaisberg who teamed up
with Emile Berliner in 1893, helping him to
perfect the disc record, and by 1898 had
become chief record producer of the newly
formed Gramophone Company in London.
In those days it seemed that Gaisberg did
everything from signing up the artist, often
on his own initiative, to making all the arrangements for recordings, supervising and controlling, obviously very much in charge. No
one would have been surprised to find him
at the counter selling the records as well.
Perhaps in those days, few people outside
the industry knew of the multifarious Gais berg activities hidden behind the anonymity
of the 78 label and package. There was more
awareness by the early ' 40s when Gaisberg
had published his autobiography and there
was much publicity given to the activities
of a powerful and influential person like
Walter Legge.
It was perhaps the rather confused reaction
to such power that led in the 1950s to that
situation Imentioned above where, certainly
in my company, it was virtually forbidden for
any record producer to get written credit. I
managed to cause quite a furore when I
insisted in having my name on a couple of
records I had produced. ' Getting too big
for his boots!' But as it became clear what
a great contribution producers like John
Culshaw and others were making, the rule
was gradually and reluctantly waived. When
Christopher
Bishop
joined
EMI,
it
was more or less the custom, for junior
producers, at least, to be assigned their
duties on an ad hoc basis, so from week to
week you would not know who you would
82

package to a record company. Raymond
Horricks left a major record company many
years ago to pursue such activities and, a
thorough professional now, enjoys being
labelled a ' maverick' as he turns his attention
from Dickens to Kipling, Ted Heath to Monteverdi, Owen Brannigan to Malcolm Arnold,
brass and military band world to Savoy Opera
and Kenneth McKellar. He enjoys it all and
grants each the same detailed attention.
A tough, competitive field of activity has
given him firm ideas on record producing,
but they are not so far from Christopher
Bishop's when you balance them out. A
producer is entitled, said Raymond, to the

Christopher Bishop ( I) with Menuhin, Boult (
r) and
EMI's Peter Andry

be recording with. The improvement that he
likes to accept some responsibility for was
the regular teaming of recording producer
and artist so that the resulting records began
to have a more stable and reliable character.
Notably, Christopher has worked with Sir
Adrian Boult [ see ' Gramophile', June ' 78]
and the recordings that EMI have done with
Sir Adrian have certainly been remarkably
consistent and recognisable in aworld where
there is less place for individuality and eccentricity. How much credit would the producer
take here for the excellent balance? Very
little, for Sir Adrian is a conductor who
understands recording techniques as well
as anyone and goes to infinite pains to
balance an orchestra before any music is
put on tape. With a completely reliable
engineer at this side, the record producer
need only see that nothing mars the smooth
operation of such a recording. On the other
hand, when a less experienced conductor
complained that they were not catching and
balancing a section of his orchestra correctly
he was firmly told, in the light of such experence, that it was his fault. The recording
would continue when the conductor had
sorted out the problems in the orchestra.
In fact, it would be difficult to get Christopher Bishop to say how much he had influenced certain sessions. In instances where
he had virtually chosen the repertoire and
helped to guide the conductor through unfamiliar territory he would prefer not to mention any names. But the successful completion of such an operation obviously gave
pleasure. He is even less inclined to mention in detail sessions where the whole
operation had been shelved because the
results were not satisfactory—a gratilying
assurance to the record critic who believes
that no company would ever scrap anything,
however bad, after so much expenditure.
Finally Iasked Christopher Bishop, now that
Elgar had been so well exploited, who else
he thought might deserve and receive such
comprehensive treatment in the future. He
thought it might well be Janacek ( appropriately enough— see ' Music on Record p. 91).
The political situation in which Christopher
Bishop finds himself—the diplomatic effort
of working with top artists signed to a major
company, but also with the assurance of firm
backing and the weight of EMI behind him—
is totally different to that of a freelance producer who probably works more in the ola
Gaisberg image, coming to arrangements
with the artists available, arranging studios,
dates, orchestrations, supervising from A to
Z and, most important of all, selling the

first word and the last in making a record—
between he must remain totally flexible. He
should never try to be a martinet; he is there
to lead ateam of experts and to help them to
use their accepted skills to the best advantage. He must set the atmosphere for a
recording, having planned everything correctly, must remain calm and cheerful and never
lose his head when all about are losing theirs.
Both producers had this in common: they
clearly under- rated their responsibilities or
at least made them seem routine; to them
it's a job like anyone else's, and this view is,
I can assure you, the right one. There is
nothing quite like a recording studio or venue
for making everything appear routine and
ordinary. Nothing colder or more daunting
than a microphone to an artist who normally
feeds on an audience. Having enjoyed producing records and having watched many
experts at their task, Iwould add my own
word to theirs in saying that the chief task of
a record producer is to inspire and create a
sense of occasion. Not always the easiest
job first thing Monday morning!

A

S indicated in Peter Gammond's preceding article, the record producer acts as
the necessary interface between all the
elements involved in the production of a
record. John Atkinson talked with both Paul
Myers, for a long time CBS's chief producer
in London and now vice-president of Masterworks in New York, and Chris Hazell of Argo,
responsible for, among other things, the
later ASM/Marriner and Philip Jones Brass
Ensemble recordings.
One of the less
obvious facets of record production is how
one gets into it; Chris Hazell slipped into it,
as it were:
'I started music publishing, and it
was suggested that Iwrite one of the pop
cantatas that Novello were doing, like
Captain Noah. I'd done awee bit of writing
for amateurs but I'd never thought of
writing professionally, Iwrote apiece
called Holy Moses which was quite
successful. Argo were interested in
recording Captain Noah and they wanted
another side for it, so Iwas in the right
place at the right time. That was my first
link with Argo and when, five years later,
there was an opportunity, Ijumped at it.
Istarted off doing alittle bit of classical
work, with areasonable amount of middleof- the- road—the first record Idid was of
flamenco guitar—and then Igradually
started working with King's and John's
and some of the other choirs.
'
Idon't think you can be trained, you just
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do it. Iwas dropped in at the deep end
and Imust give Harley Usill agreat deal of
credit for letting me have my head; until

spontaneity about it all—which, of course,
there is— but it falls down with constant
repetition. You don't want to go to the

you actually do it, nobody really knows if
you're going to work out.
How does producing differ from the conductor's
role? Isn't it his job to sort out the orchestra's
internal balance?
'In Decca we like to work in straight stereo,

other extreme, with everything so crystal
clear that all the little things you should be
hearing according to the composer's notes
all come out in their due order. It becomes a
mechanical process; you're veering towards
multi- track technique which Idon't agree

which means that 99 times out of 100 the
only way to get best results is for the internal
balance in the studio to be right. If that's
right, you've got most of the problems overand
done with. We can help alittle bit here and
there if necessary. The conductor will be
getting arather peculiar balance from where
he's standing and I'm the chap at the back
of the hall; Ican point him alittle bit here
and there. There are anumber of things
which need to be done in recording to change
things that would be acceptable in aconcert;
arecording is abit larger than life. I'm not
saying that you exaggerate everything but,
for example, if you're watching astring
quartet from the back of the QE Hall, the
image you are getting of the quartet is about
two inches wide and that would be totally
unacceptable with arecord. Obviously you
don't want to be sitting in the middle of the
quartet but the perspective has got to
change, and it's that sort of thing that, as a
producer, you're involved in. There are
also things that acomposer writes without
thinking about recording—obviously this
applies with baroque music which is one of
our specialities—there are certain problems
such as the way entries are marked, they
sometimes don't quite come off and it's a
question of saying " abit more there" or
"a bit less there".
Now why is the record different from alive performance—surely the composer would have
written the music to work live?
'In alive performance, there is an
immediacy generated, arapport between
the conductor, orchestra and the audience,
the musicians can feel the response coming
back to them and tension is generated as a
result. At arecording, Itry to get that
tension and urgency going, which is why I
don't believe in having too many sessions;

with; you lose that spontaneity. What I
hope Ican create—with the help of everybody
else, of course— is arecord where something
else catches you each time you listen to it.
It comes back to acompromise—and Idon't
mean the kind of compromise which sounds
as if you're not actually making the best of a
job—where you have to balance between the
spontaneity and immediacy of alive event
and the demands of arecording which has,
by the nature of the beast, to last.
How do you manage the complicated relationship between producer, artist and balance
engineer and how much overlap is there
between roles?
'I leave the engineers to sort it out to their
liking within the framework of the overall
idea, then the conductor has probably got

the time just stretches and you start to think
that you can always do another take. To
create that urgency you have to enhance
small aspects because there isn't the visual
aspect, there isn't the spontaneity. I'm sure
some producers would quibble, would say
that it should be atotally natural thing but
Idon't think, unless you're very lucky, that
it works. There must be something special
about arecord that's going to be played
perhaps dozens of times, otherwise after
the first couple of plays it will become
boring. You can draw an analogy with a
girl who's highlighted her hair. It doesn't
materially affect the hair colour but it
enhances it so you don't notice it's been
highlighted; you just think " Oh, that's nice!" '
There is alot of feeling now that recording
should be done with adocumentary approach,
you just observe aparticular live performance,'
how do you feel about that idea ?
'I'm abit circumspect about it. The
idea of doing acompletely natural recording
has got its elements; it's like direct- disc
recording, there's supposed to be acertain
1-1I- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Chris Hazell with lona Brown during the recent
'la Celia' sessions.

afew ideas as far as balance is concerned.
At that point Icome in and compromise.
Iknow this word keeps cropping up, but
where you can have two conflicting opinions
the producer's job is to find the middle line.
In the middle you can see both sides of the
problem and decide what is going to be the
easiest and best solution. Otherwise the
conductor might be doing something, the
engineer might be doing something and
both compounding the problem. To a
certain extent, the actual music, the dots,
are irrelevant because, hopefully, at this
stage of the game one knows the work one's
dealing with and you're more interested in
the overall shape. Because of expense, you
have sometimes to do things out of sequence
and very often the artist and conductor can't
see the overall shape. This is one of the
things you've got to try to do—taking each
out- of- sequence bit, mentally putting them
in the right order and seeing that the shape's
still there. Again this comes back to trying
to create aperformance because one of the
dangers with modern techniques is that
you can virtually stitch it note by note; you can
get apristine performance but it's not music!
How much is arecording the producer's
performance, especially as at Argo the producer
does his own editing ?
'There are elements of that. Iwouldn't
like to say Iimpose my musical ideas
overmuch because that's why the conductor
and artist are there, but Ido have to look at
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it in terms of commercial viability. It's
trying to combine good musical sense and
interesting repertoire with the commercial
side when all's said and done. That's what
I'm paid for and it's got to be apersonal
thing, the producer is employed because,
hopefully, he has an idea of what the public
wants. If Ithink something should be a
certain way and feel strongly enough about
it, Iwill say so and then you can have an
argy-bargy and see who wins. You have to
be strong-willed as you're the one responsible for the overall product, both from the
company's point of view and the public's!'
Chris Hazell is perhaps representative of
the producer attached to the smaller company
(Argo, though part of Decca, preserve quite
a considerable degree of autonomy). Paul
Myers, on the other hand, occupies a senior
position in a very large company, although
this time an American one, CBS. Like Chris
Hazell, though, he became involved in production almost by accident; his first record
company job in 1959 was as a sleeve- note
writer. After working for a small company,
doing every sort of job there was, he joined
Columbia and came to Europe in 1968 to
help set up CBS here.
How do you approach the problem of getting a
performance out of people in possibly acold
church hall or studio?
'The whole problem of producing is that
records are very anti- musical products.
Music—and classical music in particular—
is aspontaneous art where the spaces
between the notes count as much as the
notes, that's what interpretation is all about.
We ask the impossible of musicians. First
of all we ask them to make asingle
performance representing their view of that
piece, which is alittle unfair because it could
change from performance to performance.
Second, we pick aspecific day and time and,
in the case of an artist in his 70s or 80s, ask
him to synthesize half acentury of learning
and study and get it right between 2.30 and
5.30 on aFriday afternoon, which is avery
strange approach to music.
'I have atheory— and Ithink most
musicians would share it—that if you
know apiece of music quite well, you know
quite alot about the person who plays it
when you hear him play it. It's very hard to
ask aperson to do all those things as well
as get all the right notes. In aconcert you
very rarely hear anote perfect performance,
but on arecord you have to achieve all those
things under fish- bowl- like circumstances,
without the audience reaction, without any
of the side elements of music- making
because one has to take into account that a
performance involves projecting a message
to listeners and yet you can't do that because
you have to do it in the enclosed circumstances of astudio. The producer's job
/think, is acombination of two things; one
is to make the situation and the circumstances for the artists as comfortable as
possible so they can become as unaware
of the tape machine as possible; the second
is that he can act as another pair of ears
because under studio circumstances some
performers find their playing becomes
inhibited, they become too concerned with
right notes and therefore don't take the type
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runic Tape Processor
-with abuilt-in brain.
It doesn't think for you,but it knows what you want,
and can get it done quickly and accurately.
What can the RT-3838 do for you?
Basically, it solves 3problems: cueing, counting and timing.
Cueing
1. Programme Search
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Can skip up to 19 tracks ahead
and stop at the start of any piece
of music or start playback
automatically.
2. Point Search
Counter memory can find a
specific number on the tape
counter and stop there or
start playback automatically.
3. Memory Rewind
Can reset tape counter to " 0"
at any point and rewind to that
point at anytime.
4. Section Replay
Memory rewind and counter
memory can mark off asection
of tape to be replayed.

Means extra stability in tape
counting for total accuracy in
other processor functions.
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Counts how long the tape's been
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Counting
1. Electronic Tape Counting

Of course, operational ease isn': all you want in a
quality hi-fi component. Accurate re- production of the
original music is abasic requirement of any tape deck.
Our quartz- lock PLL servo motor provides extremely
accurate speed control ( wow and flutter: ± 0.15%,
DIN 45 500). Frequency response is 30-15,000Hz
(
DIN 45 500) using CrO 2tape. And, of course, Dolby
Noise Reduction* to improve the signal to noise ratio
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2. Scheduled Operation
Controls timer- operated
automatic recording and
payback programmes and
you don't even have to be
there!
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'Dolby and the"Double-D" symbol are
trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
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DOLBY SYSTEM
(50dB Dolby off 10dB increase
at over 5kHz Dolby on). Plus full auto stop in all modes,
independent MIC/LINE imput circuits, and much more.
As with anything as revolutionary as the RT-3838, believing
is seeing. Avisit to your Optonica Dealer is the only way you're
going to really get acquainted with the new Optonica Electronic
Tape Processor Ask him what he thinks- he couldn't believe it
either!

Please send me further details of Optonica.
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OPTONICA

SHARP ELECTRONICS ( UK) LTD., 107 Hulme Hall Lane, Manchester M10 8HL.Tel: 061-205 7321._1
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STRATFORD ON AVON JCV Centre, 8/9 Sheep Street, SUTTON COLDFIELD Puresound 11.94 The Parade.
SWINDON Television & Hi Fi Centre, 91/92 Commercial Road, WALLASEYArmstrong Smith, 65 King Street, WARWICK JCV Music, 44 Emscote Road.
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Hi -Fi ( Equipment) Ltd.
LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES 01-802 4131

SONY
RADIO/CASSETTE
CF140L
CF160L
CF210L
CF270L
CF370L
CF470L
CF560S Stereo
CF570L Stereo
CF580 Stereo ..
CF900S Stereo
CF950S Stereo

£54 00
£59.50
£71.50
£87.95
£71-75
£96-75
£135-00
£160-00
£205.00
£152.00
£158-00

CASSETTE DECKS
TC118SD
TCI36SD
TCI88SD
RC204SD
TC206SD
TC229SD

£89.90
£101.90
£119 90
£131.90
£149.90
£226 90

TURNTABLES
PSI I ..
PS22 ..
PSX4
PSX6
PSX7

.. £8095
.. £9295
.. £ 107 50
. £ 131 50
.. £ 149 SO

MONO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
TC44
TC55
TC63
TCI 50 ..
TC207
MI01 ..

£62.00
£86.00
£33.00
£89.00
£56.00
£ 105.00

TAPE DECKS
TC5I0-2
TC645
TC765

£400.00
£267.95
£416.50

••
.•
••
••
••

£113.95
£96.00
£114-00
£129.00
£190.00

••
•.
••
•.
••

£76.00
£54.00
£67-90
£99.90
£138-00

SPEAKERS
SS70
SS 1030
SS 1050
552030..

£22 95
£30 95
£54.95
£71 95

CR F5090
ICF5900W
ICF7500
ICF7800
TFM 6100L

£179-00
£82.00
£54.00
£82.00
£15.25

£76.00
£54.00
£79.90
£118.90

STI 1 ..
ST73 ..
ST2950F
ST3950

TFM C480
TFM C580
TFM C530L
ICF C670
1CF C800

•.
••
••
•.

£35•00
£36.50
£59.50
£39.00
£55.00

SONY MUSIC CENTRES

FEW ONLY
ELCASET EL5 .. £275.00
ELCASET EL7 £415-00
Plus 1Cassette FREE.
Carriage and Packing £6.00

SAE 2900. High performance pre-amp wits parametric equalizer offers full
tape dubbing and tape EQ facility.
L337 .00

CLOCK RADIOS

TUNERS

SPECIAL OFFER

Manufacturers of
the worlds finest
HiFi equipment

RADIOS

AMPLIFIERS
TA I1 ..
TA73
TA 1630
TA2650
TA3650

RECEIVERS
STRI IL
STR1800
STR2800L
STR3800L
STR4800

SAE

EX IK
EX 2K
HMK 55
HMK 77
HMP 70
HMP 70
HMK 70

Demo model
Demo model

SAE 2200. Hiall definition power amplifier.
output displa1iL.346 .00

100 watt. per channel with L.E.D.

£155.25
£172 25
£280 95
£408 00
£186 00
£186 00
£325 00

YAMAHA
AMPLIFIERS
CA4I0
CA6I0
CA810
CAI010
CA2010

TUNERS
CT4I0
CT610
CTS 10..
CT1010
CT7000

RECEIVERS
£91 70
£13385
£229 20
£32470
£404.95

•.
•.

£91 70
£11460
£15280
£191 00
£49600

CR200E
CR420..
CR620..
CR820..
CR1020
CR2020

£10695
£15280
£221 55
£28660
£363.00
£45875

CASSETTE DECKS
TCSI IS ..
TC800D .
TC800G L

£122 50
£170.35
£217.85

Batt./Mains

TURNTABLES
YP2Il
£68 85
YP5I 1 .. £ 114-60
HEADPHONES
HP1000 £91.70
HPI
£ 30.55
HP2 ..
£22-95
HP3 ..
£15.30
SPEAKERS
NSI000
NS 1000M
NS500
NS655
NS635
NS615

£687 95
£ 557 70
£282.70
£229 20
£ 137 55
£ 106.95

Prices correct at lune 1978. Whilst we endeavour to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend without prior notice. E. & 0.E.

Phone Your Nearest Branch
38 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 ( Nr MARBLE ARCH)

01-723 3071

21 LONDON ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

01-5940239

115 KINGSWAY, LONDON WC2.

01-4050446

4 HIGH STREET, WALTHAMSTOW, E17.

01-520 4121

48 LONDON WALL, LONDON EC2

01-6280537

169 FORE STREET, LONDON N18.

01-8072807

8 TURNPIKE PARADE, LONDON N15.

01-888 4373

SAE 8000. Digital Tuner L.E.D. readout displays station frequency. A
dual meter system assures both maximum signal strength and centre-of-channel
tuning.
4473-00
2100 Parametric pre-amp £640.00
2100L LED Display pre-amp
£532.00
Mk XXX Basic pre-amp £ 158.00
2600 2X 400 watts power£887.00
2500 2X 300 WatS poweramp
£ 755.00
2.1.00L 2X 200WattS poweramp
£ 378.00

zzoo 2x 100 watts power-

£346.0o
Mk XXXI 2X 50 watts ..
178 00
8000 Digital FM tuner .. £475.00
2022 Integrated amplifier £577.00
IS()) Parametric equaliser £ 239.00
4E100 Electronic crossover £ 155.00
4100 Time delay system .. £354.00
51100 Impulse noise reduction
unit
..
£ 176.00

ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

REW Audio Visual Co.

WATFORD 26602

• 114-116 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2. Tel: 01-240 3386/7

4 HADLEY PARADE, HIGH STREET, BARNET.

01-449 8278

• 230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.

152 RYE LANE, PECKHAM, SE15.

01-639 2205

857 HIGH ROAD, FINCHLEY, N12.

01-445 3319

61 SEVEN SISTERS ROAD, LONDON Ni.

01-272 7901

• 146 Charing Cross Rd, London WC2. Tel: 01-836 2372/7851
• Mail Orders and literature from REW House, ( Dept HEN),
10-12 High St, Colliers Wood, London SW19. Tel: 01-540
9684/5/6.

94 THE PARADE, HIGH STREET, WATFORD, HERTS.
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SAE 2800. Dual four band parametric equalizer features cut and boost plus
bandwidth and centre frequency control. This ensures precise control over
room or programme problems. £408.00

of risks that musicians must take. He should
at least be there to advise the artist as to
whether or not the performance is going
the way the artist would normally hope it
was going. Idon't mean he should try and
overlay his own view of the piece, Ithink
that's very dangerous, but it's really amatter
of feel between the artist and producer and
it's good if they work together for along
time because then they begin to understand
each other better.
'There is another perfectly valid view of
production which is that the producer is
almost non-existent, the artist just performs
(to me in avacuum) and the producer doesn't
offer any comments over the style of the
performance or the interpretation because
he would be interfering. Ifeel that's wrong
because Ifeel the circumstances of a
recording are such that the artist needs that
kind of assistance. There are, though,
certain artists who are absolutely fixed in
their ideas of how they would like to perform
or who are so accustomed to recording that
it doesn't worry them in the slightest to be
recording rather than performing in a
concert hall, and so the producer therefore
has to vary his treatment of each person
according to the circumstances. Funnily
enough many of the conductors and
musicians who are famous as martinets are
amongst the most easy to work with,
because they are absolute professionals.
Iworked for along time with George Szell,
who had agreat reputation for being avery
stern task master, and the first time Iworked
with him Ivery diffidently asked if he wanted
any comments from me about the interpretation because he'd forgotten more about
music than I'll ever know. His immediate
reaction was " Yes, of course, that's why
you're here" and it made my life with him
very easy. Anyhow, when aproducer offers
acomment it's always offered very diffidently
for the artist to accept or reject; it should
never, in my opinion, be put in as any kind
of statement that has to be accepted by the
artist—we're there to help the artist and to
see what we can do to make it easier.
'There is the question of whether one
should always think of records as being a
reproduction of the concert. Idon't think
one should; Ithink there's adanger in
talking about arecord as though it were a
reproduction of aconcert, as if it were
second best to the real thing; my own
feeling is that they are different media. If
you see afilm has been made of aplay, you
certainly don't expect the film to reproduce
what you would see on the stage when
sitting in the sixth row of the audience.
Those people who feel records should have
adocumentary nature expect exactly that,
yet those films that have been made of
plays live from the stage are awfully dull.
Ithink what we should really undertake is
closer to atransfer of the printed note on
the page to alistening experience. You don't
have to go crazy with gimmicks and all sorts
of tricks, but it's akind of— if you want to
call it something—akind of controlled
distortion of the truth in the same way that
a2f x3+ inch photograph of the Grand
Canyon is acontrolled distortion of a
300 mile hole in the ground. Records do
have advantages over live concerts apart,
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

from the obvious matter of distractions. I
see no reason why when you record an
opera you shouldn't be able to hear every
word. Richard Strauss pointed out that
you only hear 60% of the words in the opera
house—with some librettos even that's
probably too many— but Ido think that for
record purposes you shouldn't limit yourself
with the problems of aconcert hall.'
Surely the composer would have written for a
live performance? lf you just accurately record
that, wouldn't the record work in the same way?
'Yes, but that' ssupposing that composers
are infallible and that what they created
was perfect from the beginning. Ishare
George Szell's feelings that the editing of

Paul Myers

musical works— much as the critics may
protest— is not aharmful thing to do. In
fact, most conductors make all sorts of
minor editing corrections to scores of which
the public isn't conscious and therefore
doesn't criticise. For example, I'm in the
middle of recording the complete Beethoven
symphonies with Lorin Maazel and Ithink
he achieves some wonderful balances in
the symphonies. He does it by making
certain alterations, additions and subtractions, to the number of players in the
orchestra and the balance that Beethoven
was looking for, Ithink, is clarified by
Maazel's performance. It's almost
impossible to achieve it with astandard
size orchestra, so that what he has done is
to clarify the score, turn those black notes
on awhite page into aclear musical
performance. The fact that you don't
notice the fact that he has, to acertain
extent, edited the score, is what makes it
successful.
'This also applies to multiple- track
recording. The only time I'm against
multiple- track recording is if you notice it;
if you don't notice it then it's been used
successfully. For years American recordings
were particularly criticised for what was
called spotlighting, the ' presence' and all
these things, and in my opinion everyone
was justified in criticising them if what they
heard was inept work. However, the cost of
recording in America was so gigantic, it was
essential to be able to get abalance with the
orchestra in ashort time as possible;
therefore the multiple- track technique,
which gave you the freedom to help your
balances later, was very valuable.
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Do you see any extension of this technique
into actually using the recording medium
creatively ? This is where rock recording does
score.
'Rock is avery creative medium and the
producer becomes amuch more creative
element in the making of the record. The
one area where classical producers perhaps
enjoy amore creative part is opera, because
operas are put together not unlike films.
The musicians, the singers, the conductor
are very often so occupied with musical
problems that it needs aproducer who
takes on perhaps the role of the stage
director to make sure that the dramatic line
of the opera is being followed and he can
have acertain amount of creative play in
that part. In classical recording, the creative
work of the producer is not very great, except
that he has to use his powers and the
engineers' powers to make sure that the
sound is as sumptuous or as pleasing as
possible. Pop is of course avery creative
field because the producer and the artist
between them are creating the sound of the
recording; there is no standard by which
they have to judge their performance, there
is no yardstick by which to measure what
they are doing. What Ihave against pop
music at this time is that the marvellous
innovation of multiple- track recording, up
to 24 tracks and even more, can unfortunately
create avery sterile situation. Too many
pop recordings are now made where you
first lay down your rhythm track and from
that moment the rest of the performance is
locked into it, meaning that the musicians
have very little flexibility as they add each
new track to the recording. It's unlike the
days when bands or even groups got
together and actually performed all at one
time, and what is almost amusing is that
pop groups can make avery successful
record with this multiple- track technique
but then have to spend three months
practising in order to be able to perform the
piece live and sound as good as their
record. It's almost as though afull circle
has been completed. Ifeel that technology
can damage what still remains an interpretative medium and there is this terrible
sterile danger that musicians never even
meet, let alone play together, and that the
producer takes on anew very important
function as the creator of the piece!
In aradio interview with Robert Layton last
year, you said that you saw various ways in
which the recording medium could be used to
help realise the composer's intentions,
instancing the flute representing abird in
'Daphnis et Chloe which could be moved
around the stereo stage much like abird. Is
this avalid approach to classical recording ?
'I see it as being valid; Ithink it has to be
treated very cautiously and discreetly and
always with the compliance and the decision
of the performers. It should not be amusical
performance manipulated by the producer
in avacuum. Ithink that we can look forward
to aday when two types of record are made:
one which you could call documentary
records, which are the reproduction of a
live concert, and the other which are perhaps
more creative records where you use the
sound medium, the whole record medium,
to realise the composer's intentions.'
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THE BEST HI-fl & AUDIO AT THE BEST PRICES ALWAYS
O C
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AIWA AD6550 Stereo CASSETTE DECK
Handsome styling combined with front loading
and Dolby noise reduction system, plus other
innovative features are rapidly establishing
this model as a serious contender with Hi -Fi
enthusiasts. Power consumption 10 watts.
Wow and Flutter 0-05%. Features include:
VU meters, peak pulse lights, damped cassette
ejection and fine adjustment for LH ( normal)
tapes enabling tapes to be set at their optimum
performance level.
Also:
AIWA AD6300, £ 136.00; AIWA AD6400,
£179 95; AIWA AD6500, £ 192 00.

£220.00

ARMSTRONG 626 STEREO
RECEIVER
An AM/FM Receiver built to high
standards of performance. Features: volume, bass, treble, balance and input selector controls.
Three preset tuning buttons.
Tuning and preset tuning meters.
Output 50 watts at 4ohms.£179.00
Also Model 625 FM, £ 164-00.
ARMSTRONG 602 SPEAKER
In Teak or Rosewood, providing performance
synonymous with Armstrong quality. Frequency
response 55 Hz-20 kHz. Sensitivity 21 watts.
Maximum power 100 watts. Impedance 8ohms.
£16900 per pair.

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFER!
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A WA AF3060 CASSETTE RECEIVER
complete with MARANTZ 4G SPKRS
A Hi-Fi compact with adifference-ahigh performance Cassette Deck integrated with a 4Band Tuner and powerful Amplifier. Features
include: 3-step tape selector with Dolby
switchable to LH ( normal), FeCr or CrO2.
Wow and Flutter 0.1% (WRMS) Amplifier
rated 24 watts per channel into 8ohms ( RMS)
Plus MW, SW, LW, FM, FM Stereo Receiver
complemented with a pair of MARANTZ 4G
SPEAKERS.

£285.00
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£64115
£44.75
£10200
P.O.A.
moo
£112.00
£180.00
£21600
£75.00
£86.00
£103.00
£125.00

e
Special Offer £289.95
Save £ 15153

Amstrad
EX303..
£ 59
Armstrong
623
..
£ 109
624
..
£ 89
Cambridge Audio
P0
Hitachi
FT340
£89
FT440
.
£ 116
FT920
.
£ 149
Marantz
104
..
£ 72
112
..
£99
2100
.
£ 114
2120
..
£ 175
Pioneer
TX5500 Mk II .. £76
TX6500 Mk II
TX7500
9

KA8I00 .. £300.00
Yamaha
CA4I0
.. £95.00
CA6I0
.. £ 129.00
CA8I0
.. £229.00
CAI010
.. £310 00
CA2010
.. £379.95
TUNERS
Akai
AT2200
.. £86.00
AT2400
.. £ 125.00
AT2600
.. £ 164.00

Technics
Trio
KT5500
KT6500
KT7500
KT8300
Yamaha
CT4I0.
CT6I0..
C7810..
CT1010

MA4

£35000

Handling power
15-75 watts
5%h X 316w x
280cImm.
£175.00
MAS Mk II
Handling
power 20-50
watts 558h X
304w x 254d
mm.
£136.00

£8295
£7995
£8995
£139.95
£32000
£13900
£15500

£89
£114
£149
£189

Ask about our
SECOND- HAND
(part exchange)
BARGAINS
all at really

KNOCK-OUT
PRICES!!

on SONY
CASSETTE DECKS

MONITOR AUDIO SPEAKERS
MA7
Handling
power 8-30
watts 405h x
228w x 203d
rem.
£79 95

MA8
Handling
power 10-40
watts 405h x
228w x 203d
mm. £ 110.00

00
00
00
00
95

£8400
£13600
£22000
£31500

SONY TC204SD
Sony TC118SD
Sony TC135SD
Sony TC136SD
Sony TC138SD
Sony TC177SD
Sony TC204SD
Sony TC206SD

A
00
00
00

C59.95
£79 95
£99.95
£139 95
£210 00
P.O.A.

MAI Mk II
Handling power
20-80 watts
760h x 342w x
380d mm.
£250.00
MA3 Mk II
Handling power
15-125 watts
7I5h x 349w x
337d mm.

95
00
95

£79.95
£94 95
£164 95

04.00
69 00
99

£59.95
TA II
£79 95
TA1630 (
Special offer) ; £72 00
TA2650 .. £ 110.00
TA3650
£ 149 00
TA5650 . £229.00
Technics
P.O.A.
Trio
KA3700 .. £73.00
KA5700 .. £ 126-00
KA6100
KA7100 .. £167.00
.. £215.00

Cl I

•

moo
£125-00
£17200

S

ROTEL RI15010 HI-FI MUSIC
CENTRE
ProvIdes FM, MW and LW reception, a Dolby Cassette Recorder, a
DC servo belt-drive turntable and
an amplifier delivering 25 watts
1. 1=1,4.41
RMS per channel.
Features include: RECEIVER
Audio muting
Loudness boost •
Tape monitor
Individual bass and
loudness controls. TURNTABLE
Stroboscope speed indication
Speed control
Anti-skating device
Shure M75ED-2 Cartridge
CASSETTE RECORDER
Superhard permalloy heads
Tape selection for normal or chromium dioxide tapes.
Hi Fi reviewers have applauded the RM5010 for its high
performance and value- for- money price, but now, at our
price- it's astonishing value!

•
e

AMPLIFIERS
Akai
AM2200
AM2400
AM2600
Amstrad
EX330..
IC2000 Mk 3 ..
Armstrong
621
Cambridge Audio
Hitachi
HA250
HA330
HA5300
HA610
Marantz
1030 ..
1040 ..
1060 ..
1070 ..
1090 ..
Pioneer
S
S

SONY
TC2065 D

95
95
95
95

SONY" VIDEO

We are appointed agents for
• ACOUSTIC RESEARCH IM ACCUPHASE • AKAI
• AIWA• AMSTRAD • ARMSTRONG
• CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION• ERA
• GARRARD • GOLDRING • GOODMANS
• HARMEN KAROEN • J.B.L. • B.I.C. • KEF
• KOSS • LEAK • MARANTZ • METROSOUND
• B.B.C. MONITORU NATIONAL PANASONIC
• ORTOFON • PIONEER • ROGERS• ROTEL
• REVOX • SCAN DYNAU SANSUI • SHURE
• S.M.E. • SANYO• TEAC • TECHNICS
• THORENS II TRIO • WHARFEDALE
• YAMAHA• HITACHI • GRUNDIG

11
MASSIVE RANGE
ALWAYS IN STOCK
1
FULL AFTER
SALES SERVICE
ri BIG DISCOUNTS
Li HELPFUL,
COURTEOUS SALES
STAFF fil ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

At Wicks we keep abreast of all the latest
developments and have set up aspecialist
department and studio to cater for this
new technology with an Audio Visual
Consultant able to offer practical
unbiased advice on SONY Audio Visual
Equipment.
We also have awide range of A.V.
Equipment by NATIONAL
PANASONIC, SANYO and AKAI.
We can put you in the picture with
Audio Visual for industry and home.

VS,

Aiwa
RECEIVERS
AX7400 ..
AX7500 ..
AX7600 ..
Hamra.
2215 ..
..
..
2226 ..
2238 ..
..
2252 ..
..
2265 ..
..
..
2285 ..
..
2330 ..
Pioneer
SX450 ( Special offer
SX55

SX
Ro
RX
RX
RX
RX6
RX8
Sony
STR1800
STR1 IL
STR2800
STR3800
ST R4800
ST R5800
ST R6800

£149.95
£177.00
£199.95
£ 115-00
£ 148.00
£ 189.00
£ 255.00
£ 310-00
£ 364-00
£450.00

Hitachi
HT350
PS38 .
PS58
HT550Q
PS58
Marantz
6100
6150
6300
Pioneer
PLI I
2D

£89.00
£99.00
£132 00
£144.00
£154.00
£75.00
£99.00
£155•00

Armstrong
602 (
Special offer) .
Acoustic Research
ARIO ..
ARI2
ARI4
ARI5
A

o
o

9.00

RP5300
S
P
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS4300 ( Special offer)

ans
at 10
at 25
at 400
0
£139-94
£159-00
£126 00

We anticipate being really busy with customers wanting our SUPER BUYS. If you
'phone and can't get through, dont despair
please keep trying.

P.O.A.
Technics
Trio
£105 00
KR2090
£116 00
KR2090L
. £ 147 00
KR3090
KR4070
. £ 199 00
KR4070L
£215 00
TURNTABLES
Aiwa
AP2200 ..
£99 95
AP2500
.
£169 00

Technics
Trio
KD1033B
KD2055
KD2070
KD3070
KD500
KD550
SPEAKERS
Amstrad
EX300

DEMONSTRATIONS

Our staff have an intimate
knowledge of all the Hi- Fi
apparatus we stock and will
provide acomplete and
leisurely demonstration in
the relaxed atmosphere of
our demonstration
showroom.

P.O.A.
£52 00
£94 00
£105 00
£132 00
£195.00
£220.00

£64 00

DELIVERY BY

SECURICOR
Order by
post or
telephone
with confidence you'll receive your
order in 72 hours by
Securicor. Please add
£4 for delivery.

400
£225 £3
£1
£
£1
2

5
£159-95
£52.90
£67.90
£95.00
£124.95
P.O.A.

RB20
RB35
RI365
KEF
Leak
3020 ..
£92.00
3030 ..
£122.00
3050 .
£169-00
Marantz
HD44
£95.00
HD55
£155.00
HD66
£220.00
4G
£64.00
5G
£119.00
7G ..
£179.00
Monitor Audio
MA8, MA7. MAS Mk II, MA4,
MA3 Mk 11, MAI - Keenest
prices on application.
Sony
£24 00
S570 ..
£59 00
SS I050
£79-95
SS2030
£119 00
552050
£139-00
SS2070
£159 00
SS 3050
£248.00
SS SOSO
Make use of your
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD. Give us your
number by phone
do it before 12 noon
and well guarantee same day
despatch.

Such nice people'

D. T. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX. TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3/4
After hours . Colchester 42166

£385.00
£299.00
£199.00
00
00
00

o

Ditton 66
U

£255.00

£169.00

Telephone Orders : Colchester 78807

Wharfedale
Denton 2XP
Linton 3XP
Glendale
P
Tee
Do
Ai
AD I
AD63
AD6
AD6
AD6
AD68
AD 1800
Akai

£44.95

£169.00
£239.00
£139-95
£164.00
£149-00
£320.00
P.O.A.

£110 00
.. £ 139-95
. £ 180 00
.. £ 136.00
. £ 165-00
. £ 195-00

£299.95

o
9

o

9-95
£368-00
£179-95

C709D
Amstrad
7050
¿72-00
7060
£79 95
7070
£89 95
Hitachi
02335
¿79-95
0220
£89 00
D550
£119.95
D555
¿ 144- 00
Marantz
5010 .
£136-00
5025 .
¿192-00
5420 ..
£179.95
Pioneer
CTF4040 (
Special offer) £ I09.00
CTF6060
E155.00
CT F7070
.. £ 169.00
.. £ 229.00
CTF8080
CTF1000
. £ 340 00
Rotel
RDIOF
..
£99.00
RD3OF
.. £155.00
Sony
TC II
8SD (
Special offer)
£82.95
TC1355D ( Special offer)
£79.95
TC I36SD (
Special offer)
£89.95
TC I
88SD
£124.95
TC204SD (
Special offer) £139-00
TC206SD (
Special offer) £155•00

eORDERING

TC199SD ..
TC2295D
TCI38SD (
Special offer)
TC1585D
T
3SD ( Special offer)
7SD (
Special offer)
flics
ac

her
CR210
CR240
CG3I0
CG 330
CG 340
CG 350
CG 362
Yamaha
TC511..
TC800D
TC800G L

..
.
.
..

£ 302.00
£ 322-00
£ 130 00
£ 177.00
£180.00
. £282.00
£307.00
£124.00
.. £ 164-00
£195 00

TELEPHONE for
EXTRA SPECIAL
CUT PRICES
on most
stocked lines

STOP PRESS
listed in this advertisement have been
cut even more-some
are at ALMOST GIVE -

Prices are subject to change
without prior notice and
goods advertised are subject
to availability. E. & 0.E.

BY POST

GUARANTEE

Simply write telling us what you want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover cost
plus £ 4delivery charge by Securicor.

Everything from Wicks is covered
by the manufacturer's own
guarantee - usually 1or 3years.
During the guarantee period, we
will service the equipment free«
charge. II you return the goods via a
carrier, you pay thelorward carriage,
we pay the return. From Wicks,
there's a99% chance of a24- hour
turnround service.

BY TELEPHONE
To reserve equipment in stock, just ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and well hold it for
you for 48 hours giving you time to call
personally or send your settlement by post.

immoimiimmmmaiiimmazim
SEND TO:
ORDER BY POST
D. T. Wicks & Co.,
Please supply ( give make and model number)
49/55 North Station Road,
Colchester, Essex. Telephone:
Colchester ( 0206) 49842/3/4.
r enclose L
tu hest uerP0')
or Iwish to use my AccessrElarclaycare.

The number is
'delete as applicable

NAME
ADDRESS
HFN8

8,1

19 7 8

The Queen's Award for
Technological Achievement
Quad has been granted the Queen's Award
for Technological Achievement 1978,
the first audio manufacturer ever
to have been so honoured.
The Award is given for outstanding
achievement in the design of anew
product incorporating technological
development which confers market
leadership. We are unreservedly
proud of this recognition for the Quad 405 current dumping amplifier.
The sonic accuracy of the 405 - demonstrably

unsurpassed* by any amplifier at any price made
anywhere in the world - has led to its
becoming amarket leader in most
of the sixty countries in which
Quad products are sold.
Isn't it nice to know that Britain
can still be one or two steps
ahead of the rest ?
For further details on the full
range of QUAD products write
to: The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB. Telephone (0480) 52561

QUAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound
QUAD is a registered trade mark
* At any power not exceeding its
full rating.
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MUSIC ON RECORD

LEM .1 JANifeEK (1854 - 1928)
Kenneth Dommett looks at the music of this unique and important composer

T

HE record collector interested in Janacek's
music is quite well served, though he is
rarely offered more than one version of any
but the most popular works: the sinfonietta,
the Glagolitic Mass, the two string quartets
and afew other pieces— yet, surprisingly, not
the operas through which the composer has
achieved his widest international reputation.
Leos Janacek was born in the Moravian
village of Hukvaldy in July 1854 and died at
Ostrava just fifty years ago, on 12th August
1928. His composing career spanned more
than half a century, but he is virtually unique
in Western music in that all the work by which
he is now known stems from the last two
decades of his life.
As one of the three greatest Czech composers, it is not altogether surprising that
most of recordings Janacek's music emanate from Supraphon. One or two of the
more esoteric issues, such as a collection of
the earliest choral pieces, have appeared on
the Panton label, but in the main these are
not very well pressed and are in any case
likely to make their greatest appeal to the
specialist collector. Until recently the operas
have been the special preserve of Supraphon,
and through their efforts we have had idiomatic—if not always securely sung— performances by the Prague National Opera.
For this we must be grateful, though the
appearance of Decca's outstandingly successful Katya Kabanova appears to herald a
welcome breach of this monopoly, with the
promise of more of Charles Mackerras' gifted
work in this area to come.
Although Janacek's musical language has
recognisable links with that of Dvorak especially, but with Smetana's also, its contours
have been dictated by the speech rhythms of
his native Moravia. Folk song has a place in
his music, though it is invariably adapted to
the over-riding demands of these speech
rhythms, the effect of which is most clearly to
be heard in the last of the operas, From the
House of the Dead.
Another unique characteristic of Janacek's
music is his use of very short phrases which
gradually expanded and developed in the
manner of motifs, as anyone who listens to
the Sinfonietta will readily recognise. This is a
work which also reflects his taste for remote
keys and the kind of modulations favoured by
Debussy, using one note of a chord as the
pivot by which to establish another and quite
often distant key.
The sum of Janacek's purely orchestral
music is small. The earliest still in the repertory is the Suite for Strings of 1877, of which
only one version is now available. An orchestral interlude, ' Jealousy', intended for the
opera Jenufa but not used, provides an interesting glimpse of Janacek's transition from
a conventional to a uniquely individualistic
composer.
The Lachian Dance of 1890
represent almost the only example of Janacek's direct use of folk music in the vein of
HI-FI NEWS 84 RECORD REVIEW

Diary of One Who Disappeared (
1919), like the
Second Quartet, sprang from his unrequited
love for Mme Stoesslova and is of unique
interest in the genre.

Dvorak's Czech Suite or the Slavonic Dances.
His most important orchestral compositions,
however, belong to the period from 1912. The
first is The Fiddler's Child, based on apoem by
one of his favourite authors, Svatopluk Cech.
In 1918 Taras Bulba, one of Janacek's richest
scores, gave expression to his life-long panSlavic, pro- Russian feelings, and in 1920 he
produced the Ballad of Blanik Hill which, unlike
Smetana or Dvorak, makes no great use of the
celebrated Hussite Hymn. But the masterpiece is the Sinfonietta of 1926 with its great
blazing brass fanfares.
Two works for piano and instruments, the
Concertino (
1925) and the Capriccio (
1926), are
the nearest Janacek came to writing a concerto. Both are really chamber music, though
of an unusual kind. This is particularly true
of the Capriccio, which is for piano left hand,
piccolo, flute, two trumpets, tenor horn and
three trombones! These and most of Janacek's most important pieces for piano solo
were to be had on a2- record set ( DG 2707 055)
by Rudolf Firkusny, but for some reason this
superlative issue has not returned to the
catalogue.
The other important chamber music is the
wind quintet Mladi and the two string quartets,
all of which are slower to reveal their remarkable individuality. When one considers that
the
First Quartet (
Kreutzer Sonata after
Tolstoy's novella) was written when Janacek
was already seventy-one and the Second
(Intimate Letters), a testimony to his love for
the young Kamilla Stoessova, in the last year
of his life, one cannot fail to be astonished at
the flow of his inspiration.
All the important piano music including the
incomplete Sonata (
On the Street '
1.X.1905') is
in the Firkusny set referred to above and in
the set listed below. The several collections
of unaccompanied choruses available contain much of interest, but the song- cycle The

AUGUST 1978

The operas apart, one other major work
needs to be in any collection of Janacek's
music, the so-called Glagolitic Mass. Typically,
Janacek chose not the common Orthodox
text, but one in old Slavonic or Glagolitic. It
is unusual in having an orchestral introduction, cousin to the fanfares of the Sin fonietta,
and a lengthy interlude for organ solo.
Janacek completed it in 1926, a particularly
fruitful year which also included the delectable
Nursery Rhymes (
available on a Supraphon
issue).
Of the operas only two, Jenufa and Osud
(Fate), are currently unobtainable. Both are
available as imports, but though Jenufa is the
most popular of Janacek's stage works it is
less satisfying than Katya Kabanova, of which
we now have a superb recording. The remaining operas can all be recommended to
the interested. They all have unconventional
plots—From the House of the Dead scarcely
has a plot at all— but as a cross-section of
Janacek's remarkable gifts as an operatic
composer one must especially recommend
The Makropoulos Affair and The Cunning Little
Vixen in addition to Katya.
The list of recommended recordings offers
a comprehensive survey of the music of a
strange, highly individual composer and one
who was undeniably a genius.

RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
Lachian Dances / Taras Bulba—LPO Huybrechts—
SXL 6507
Fiddler's Child / Jealousy ' Ballad of BIanik—Brno
PO íWaldhans—SUAST50894
Sinfonietta / Taras Bulba—Bavarian RO IKubelik—
DG 2530 075
Concertino / Capriccio / Piano Sonata / In the Mist /
On the Overgrown Path—Josef Palenicek ICzech
Phil. Wind Ens.-111 1481-2 (
2records)
Mladi / Hindemith, lbert, Ligeti — Vienna Wind Soloists
—SOD 623 (
also Prague Wind Quintet-111 1177).
String Quartets 1and 2— Gabrieli Quartet— SOD 527
Diary of One who Disappeared—Gale /Bainbridge
Creffield IBiggar
Tear Ledger—ZRG 692. (
also
Stepanova, Blachut, Palenicek et al.—SUA10288 )
1)
Glagolitic Mass— Soloists, Brighton Festival Chorus,
RPO IKempe—SXL 6600 (
also Vsmu and Moldavian
Choruses, Brno Radio SO
Bakala + Sin fonietta—
HON 8005 )
Katya Kabanova—Soloists, Vienna Stale Opera Orch I
Mackerras—Decca D51 02
The Cunning Little Vixen— Soloists and Orchestra of
Prague National Theatre íGregor— MS 1181-2
The Makropoulos Affair— Soloists and Orchestra of
Prague National Theatre IGregor—SUAST50811-2
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WILMSLOW
o
The firm for Speakers
HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

SPEAKER
KITS

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc.
Audax HD12.9 D25 .. • • £ 7-50

Baker Group 25 ..

Audax HD20132514 . • £ 10.95

Baker Group 35 ..

Audax HD1 IP25EBC

£ 6-95

Baker Group 50/12

Audax HDI3 D34H..

£ 12.50

Baker Group 50/15

Audax HD20 B25H4..

£ 14.65

Celestion G I2M

Baker Superb

£22-50

.

•.

•

Castle 8RS/DD .. • . £ 11.95
Chartwell CE205 8" bass.
matched pairs only, pair .. £ 59.90
Coles 4001 .. .. • . £ 6-25

£13.00
£14.50
£21-00

Celestion G I
2H ..

•£25.75
•£12.95
• • £16-95

Celestion G I
8C

.. £ 39.95

Celestion Powercell

irpoo

Celestion Powercell 15"/I00

.. £43-95
.. £46.95

Coles 3000 .. .. • • £6-25

Celestion Powercell 15/I25 .. £49.95

Celestion HF 1300 II. •
Celestion HF2000 . • £9.75
Dalesford 020/105 4" • • £ 10.95

Celestion GI2/75 (
alum. dome)..

£22.50

Celestion G12/75 (
d/cone) ..

£24.50

£
8-25

Dalesford D30/110 5" • • £ 10.95
Dalesford D50/153 64" £ 11.95
Dalesford D50/200 8"
£ 11.95
Dalesford D70/250 10" £24-95
Dalesford 0100/310 12" £ 34.95
Decca London
£ 37.25

Celestion G I2M/50 ( cambric edge) £16 95
Celestion GIS/100 ( alum. dome) £ 32 50
Celestion MHI000

.. £ 13.50

Fane Pop 40

.. £ 10.95

Fane Pop 50H

.. £ 12-50

Fane Pop 75

.. £ 16-95

Decca C0/1000/8 £7.95
Decca DK30 . • • • £ 24-50
EMI I4A/770 14" x9"
£ 12-50
EMI 8d/c 10 watt
£3.95

Fane Pop 65

EMI Type 350 4ohm
lsophon KK10/8
lsophon KK8/8
Jordan Watts Module

Fane Guitar BOB ..

£19.95

Fane Disco 80 ..

£21.50

Fane PA80..

£19.50

£9.25
£ 8.25
£ 7.50
£ 17-95

Jordan 50 mm unit .. £22.50
Jordan CB Crossover £ 22.50
KEF 127
KEF TI5
£ 10.75
KEF BI10
£ 10.95

£
8-50

KEF B200
£ 11-95
KEF B139
£ 24.95
KEF DNI3
£4.95
KEF DNI2
£ 7.25
Lowther PM6
£ 43-75
Lowther PM6 Mk I .. £45•90
Lowther PM7
£ 78-95
Peerless DTIOHFC
£ 9.50
Peerless KO IODT
£8.25
Peerless K040MRF £ 10.50
Radford BD2511
£ 26-95
Radford MD9
£ 14.50
Radford MD6
£ 17.95
Radford FNI3/FN831 £ 19.95
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan CG 121 Super £ 19.95
Richard Allan HP8B .. £ 13.50
Richard Allan LP8B .. £9.25
Richard Allan HPI28 £ 21.50
Richard Allan DT20 .. £6.75
Richard Allan DT30 .. £6.95
Shackman Electrostatic c/w
polar network and x/o pair £99.95
Tannoy HPD 295A . • . • £91.50
Tannoy HPD 3I5A
£ 102.95
Tannoy HPD 385A .. £ 119-95
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Fane Pop 80

.. £ 19.9.3
..

£21-95

Fane Pop 100 ..

£35.95

Fane Guitar BOL ..

£19.75

Fane Bass 85

..

£29.95

Fane Crescendo I2A

£42.95

Fane Crescendo 12B

.. £44-95

Fane Crescendo 15/100 ..

.. £ 54.95

Fane Crescendo 15/125 ..

.. £ 64.95

Fane Crescendo 18

£75.95

Fane 92011 Horn ..

£45.95

Fane HPX1/1-IPX2

£2.50

Fane PH50

£6.50

Fane 144 horn
Fane 1104 horn
Fane 173 horn
Goodmans 8PA

•
••

£6.50
£13.75

••

£3-95
£6.95

Goodmans I2P

£16.95

Goodmans I2PD..

£19.95

Goodmans I2PG..

£19.50

Goodmans 50HX

£18.95

Richard Allan HD8T
Richard Allan HD I
OT
Richard Allan HD I
2T
Richard Allan HDIS
Richard Allan HOIST

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £ 2.50

PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) ..

Dalesford System 3 ..

Felt panels for PRO9-TL £ 5.50 I£1.50 p & p
HI- F1
ANSWERS
MONITOR
(Rogers)

••.•••

£118.00

•
••
•
•
••

£8.50
£12.95
£13.25
£18.75
£29.95
£30.50

Dalesford System 1 ..
Dalesford System 2 ..
Dalesford System 4
Dalesford System 5
Dalesford System 6

£129-00

Eagle SK2I0

HI- F1 NEWS STATE OF THE
ART ( Atkinson) £ 161.00

Eagle SK2I5

HI-FI NEWS NO COMPROMISE
(Frisby)
..
£ 126.00

Eagle SK325

HI- F1 FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR ( Colloms) .. £ 106.50
(carr. CS)
POPULAR HI- Fl MINI MONITOR
(Colloms)
..

£63.00

POPULAR HI-FI Round Sound
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit

£65.00

PRACTICAL HI- F1 &
BSC3 ( Rogers)

£60.00

AUDIO

PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
MONITOR ( Giles) ..
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
TRIANGLE ( Giles) ..

£119.00

HI- F1 NEWS TABOR ( Jones) ..

£76.00
£57.75

HI-FI NEWS TABOR ( with H4
bass units)

£65.00

WIRELESS
WORLD
BOOKSHELF ( Wilkinson) ..
WIRELESS
(Bailey)

WORLD

£56.50

T.L./KEF
£112.00

WIRELESS WORLD T.L./
RADFORD ( Bailey) ..

£154.00

SMART
BADGES
FREE
WITH
ALL
ABOVE KITS ( TO GIVE THAT PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DIY Spkrs!)
SEND 3x 7p STAMPS FOR REPRINTS/
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF ANY OF
THE ABOVE DESIGNS.

Carriage and
Insurance
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS 40p each
SPEAKERS UP TO 10 75p each
SPEAKERS 12" ..
£1.25 each
SPEAKERS 15" .. £ 2.00 each
SPEAKERS 18" ..
SPEAKER KITS ..
MAG. DESIGN KITS

£ 2.95 each
£ 2.50 pair
£ 3.50 pair

All prices correct at 1/4/78

Send 15p stamp for free 38 page
catalogue "Choosing aSpeaker
Telephone: Speakers, Mail Order and Export:
Wilmslow 29599 Hi -Fi: Wilmslow 26213
Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

Eagle SK320

••
••
•
••

•£52.90
£55.75

• • £101.73
• • £108.00
•£139.00
•£93.00
£13.90
£23.50
£33.50
£59.00

Eagle SK335

£70.90

Goodmans DIN 20 ..

£31.50

Goodmans Mezzo Twinkit

£51.95

Lowther PM6 kit .

£91.75

Lowther PM6 Mk 1kit

£96.50

Peerless 1060 ..

£66.95

Peerless 1070 ..

£115.00

Peerless 1120 ..

£129-50

Peerless 2050 ..

£45-95
£60-95

Peerless 2060 ..

£9.75

Goodmans 10P

Motorola Piezo Horn

KITS INCLUDE DRIVE UNITS, CROSSOVERS, BAF/LONG FIBRE WOOL, ETC.,
FOR PAIR OF SPEAKERS.
CARRIAGE £ 3.50.

Radford Studio 90 ..

£154.00

Radford monitor 180

£208.00

Radford Studio 270 ..

£275.00

Radford Studio 360 ..

£390.00

Richard Allan Twin ..

£29.90

Richard Allan Triple 8

£45-50

Richard Allan Triple 12 ..

£55.90

Richard Allan Super Triple

£65.90

Richard Allan RAB ..
Richard Allan RA82..
Richard Allan RA82L
Seas Mini

• • £42-75
•£67-75
•£73-50
• • EI7-90

Seas 203

£35.50

Seas 302

£43.90

Seas 303

£73.90

Seas 503

£111.90

Wharfedale Denton 2XP

£26.95

Wharfedale Linton 3XP

£41.95

Wharfedale Glendale 3XP

£56.95

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL
FOAM, CROSSOVERS
FELT PANELS. COMPONENTS
ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF
GRILLE FABRICS
(Send 15p in stamps for fabric
samples)

mu/suivi
The firm for Speakers
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Ed Wodenjak/
Crystal Clear

both the mix engineer and on the
disc mastering people. It's exciting and Ithink everybody gives
his maximum effort under these
conditions, but it's tough, and you
have to have engineers who can
read music; you have to have
people who've had some experience at doing manual depth and
pitch control.

A notable trend over the last few
years has been the emergence of
records which, whether direct-cut,
super- cut or whatever, have been
perhaps more worthy of the title
'hi-fi' than the more normal commercial recordings. Perhaps the
most notable way in which this has
been done is to use the mixingdesk output to cut alacquer direct,
much as was done before the advent of the tape recorder. Among
the advantages claimed are lower
distortion, wider dynamic range
and better reproduction of transients and both frequency extremes. However, if this is not
allied with a sensible mike technique, all that happens is that it
becomes that much easier to be
annoyed by miking anomalies,
smeared imaging, unreal perspectives and the like. This is not so
important with rock as there is no
reality to be recorded, but with
classical music it is much more
critical—witness the disastrous (to
my ears) Telarc Cleveland/Maazel
disc. Three classical records from
Crystal Clear ( distributed in the UK
by Metrosound)—two by organist
Virgil Fox and one by the Boston
'Pops' under Arthur Fiedler—
which have recently appeared,
indicate that someone is starting
to do some worthwhile classical
direct- cut recording.
Although
not phase- coherent, as would be
obtained from a Blumlein technique (three mikes were used, left,
right and centre), they nevertheless present a vivid stage sound,
and that ' someone' who produced
them was Californian Ed Wodenjak. I bumped into Ed at the
Cunard Show in May and we
talked about his attitudes and
techniques (a more complete
transcript of our conversation will
be in aforthcoming issue of Studio
Sound). His latest disc is of LatinAmerican soul by the Cal Tjader
band.
John Atkinson

'With performance problems,
Gopherson's Law comes into
operation. This means that the
best performance will always be
on a lacquer in which there's an
overcut, or a break or lift, or in
which you had some plating problems, or perhaps there was some
pre-echo or some type of technical
problem that means you can't use
it. Inevitably, you wind up releasing a performance which is good,
but never the best. You have to
make a compromise, you have to
choose that performance which
has the best technical quality as
well as acceptable musical quality.
If you've got three cuts, for example, inevitably you'll find that
the best performance is on the
first cut, but there are one or two
mistakes. With tape, you can go
Ed Wodenjak holding his recent Billboard award for marketing the frst commercial
direct-to-disc contemporary product in the U.S.
and strip in those notes and then
tortion when measured in a con- and so on, had a lot of equali- you have all of the energy and
ventional fashion; ostensibly they isation so they could not be de- feeling of that performance withall have very flat frequency re- pended on as aflat reference upon out those mistakes. You can't
sponse—from an objective test which to judge very expensive release a version that has very
standpoint, those amplifiers are equipment. At that point it began noticeable mistakes, but you can
all the same and yet most fairly to dawn on us that there really never get rid of all the mistakes—
sophisticated audiophiles know might be a market for good quality you're always going to have little
that they really don't sound the recordings. We sent out a little odd things that you, the musicians
same. A lot of amplifiers that flier to people who were sub- and the producer, will hear, but
from aspec. standpoint should be scribers to the magazine asking which you hope the average convery good are terrible, just what them if they would be willing to sumer won't hear.
we call boat- anchors—this is a pay a premium price for a high Some producers Iknow have said:
comment one of the engineers quality recording and the reaction 'Yes, fine, direct-to- disc—you hear
came up with to describe a fairly was overwhelmingly " yes", so we it once and it's alive performance;
high-powered Japanese amplifier began, just as a side- line really, the energy's there and you get
that weighed about a hundred to produce the first record. The carried away. But if you hear it a
pounds and sounded just dreadful; reaction to the first one was so second or third time, little things
he said that it would make a con- good that we did a second, which start to annoy you, like ahorn fluff
venient boat-anchor—some amps was considerably better from a or the sound of amusic stand being
would sound terrible and others musical standpoint, and there we hit with a bow or something like
would sound extremely good. You were: we were off—we row have that.' You start to fix on that and in
the end that's all you hear—you're
really didn't quite know why but ten records.'
you had to be careful that if you It's almost folklore that direct-to- not relating to the performance any
heard a harshness in the upper disc recording throws a strain on more.
Crystal Clear started just under two mid- range, for example, that the musicians which could adversely 'I think that's areally valid criticism
years ago. Why did you decide that harshness wasn't coming from the affect their performance. Did he get of the process and Ithink all Ican
say is that the things like small
there was aneed for another direct- record, it was legitimately coming many problems of that kind?
cut disc label?
from the speaker and the amplifier. 'There's always a lot of talk about coughs, people hitting stands,
'Well, I'd been involved with an
'So the real problem was finding howtough adirect-to- disc session rustling of feet and turning of
audiophile-type publication in the good records that could be used is on the musician—which it is, pages are things which a lot of
States reviewing very expensive as a reference. We went through without any question— but people audio enthusiasts like to have in a
equipment, S1,000 preamps and every record we could find and really don't think as much about recording because it makes it
S2,000 amplifiers, S5,000 speakers. came up with a handful that were how tough it is on the technical more human. One of the probIf you're going to be thorough reasonably accurate, but it be- staff, because there s no chance lems, I feel, with commercial
about reviewing somebody's came painfully obvious that the to remix anything. If there's some- recordings that are letter perfect
amplifier in comparison to another number of recordings available thing wrong on the balance, well is that they get somewhat sterile;
amplifier—let's say, for example, anywhere in the world that were then it's wrong for ever. If the you want to say " hey, somewhere
that you're trying to comment sub- really
accurate,
that
weren't lathe operator forgets to open up along the line there should be
jectively rather than objectively on mucked around with, was ex- during a tremendous crescendo something happening out of the
the performance of five amplifiers tremely small.
And even the it's going to overcut and the whole ordinary that says this is real."
and they all spec. out pretty much Sheffields, which had good body, thing is wrong, so there's a tre- It's music that's been programmed
to page 94.
the same—they all have low dis- good dynamic range, good clarity mendous amount of pressure on by a computer.
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'Commercial studio recordings in, garbage out. If I have a
may be letter/note perfect from a really distorted record, the more
musical standpoint but they're accurate the speakers, the more
sterile—they don't have this inter- accurate amplifier, the more accuaction of feeling between the rately it will reproduce the dismusicians which you can get with tortion on the source material—so
a direct-to- disc live recording. I it's really essential to have a
guess you have to make a trade; record that's as pure as possible
you have to say: " Do Iwant that and also, for hi-fi purposes, one
kind of feeling, and am Iwilling to that's undoctored. This is someaccept a few little technical prob- thing that people didn't realise:
lems and afew little musical prob- the Sheffield recordings—which
lems to get that feeling?" Ithink are fine recordings—have a lot of
that both attitudes are valid. It's equalisation and they use all of
like looking at a painting with one the signal processing techniques,
little flaw in it—you will see that at least in the earlier ones. Idon't
flaw every time and you will sud- think they're doing this so much
denly see the flaw more than the any more, but on the Thelma
painting and will not be able to Houston recording you could hear
adjust, and Ithink that's a very a lot of equalisation and artificial
valid criticism.
reverb, in fact on one of the re'On the other hand, I think I cordings you could hear the spring
would prefer to have some of these from the EMT reverb unit. We felt
small flaws and mentally tune them that it was important to produce
out like Itune off a tick or a pop recordings which were fiat.
in a recording and be able to
We have a philosophy at
experience the feeling.
Other Crystal Clear which is that we try
people will validly have the other to produce records that sound
view that to them those few little like live music, not like records. In
mistakes are such a problem that doing this, we give alot of thought
they would rather miss some of the not just to what the storage
feeling of the performance; Ithink medium would be—in other words
it's an individual choice.'
whether we would do it direct-toAnd as you're producer, it's your disc or whether we would do it on
decision?
digital tape or an analogue tape—
'Well, Ithink it's the decision of but rather we look at the whole
the consumer—whether you as a signal path.
We took some
consumer would prefer to have special microphones that were
musical perfection but sterility or extremely good, much better than
to have this aliveness, this tre- conventional off-the- shelf micromendous feeling and energy that phones, and adapted them to our
occurs, and just tolerate a few process. They're flat, within 1dB,
little mistakes as you could toler- from about 10 Hz up to 40 kHz.
ate ticks and pops on arecord, as We took a look at the board and
a part of the medium. There are designed our own board with no
always problems with the record transformers anywhere in the
medium, and you tolerate them circuit, which is very difficult to do,
and you don't go " Oh my God, lis- particularly if you're using very
ten to the pops!" If you fix in on fast devices and have a very wide
ticks and pops and noises then bandwidth. The board is flat from
you'll never really be able to listen DC to 200 kHz within 1or 2dB; it's
to the music and if you are that extremely flat and the distortion is
kind of a person, you really have literally unmeasurable. We had an
some problems. Probably all you interesting experience with one of
can do is enjoy live music. Iwould our digital recordings: some entend to think that the little prob- gineers brought a Sound Techlems that occur and the little extra nology distortion analyser to use
noises are things you don't listen as part of the set up equipment
to—you tolerate them as part of for the digital system, and wanted
what you must have to get into the to measure our board. We didn't
music.'
care, we knew it was good, but
'What we were trying to do when they were suspicious. They were,
we started this thing was to con- of course, very objective-test,
vince the retailer that ahigh quality measurement- oriented people and
direct- cut record is not a record were concerned what the input
but really an audio accessory that would be to their digital tape recould help the dealer sell speakers corder, so they hooked up their
and amplifiers. In fact it was even distortion analyser, which has a
more than that—it's really the first residual like 0.0001%-1 mean it's
step because the quality that you really one of the best on the
hear is really dependent on the market—and they didn't get any
quality that's on the software, reading. They thought there was
because if the quality is not there, something wrong so they rethe quality you hear is not going checked everything, hooked it up
to be very good, the same as in again, didn't get any reading, and
the computer industry—garbage of course John and Iand several
94

other people were sitting back
there laughing.'
Was that John Curl who designed
the Levinson amp?
'No, this was John Meyer. John
Curl did our circuit design; John
Meyer is the fellow who's really
responsible for the construction.
We were all amused because we
knew they weren't going to be able
to measure anything because we
couldn't measure anything, but
they couldn't believe it—they kept
thinking it was something wrong
with their system. They had never
found a piece of equipment of any
kind that didn't measure any distortion,
but this
didn't; the
residual on our board was far
lower than the residual of the distortion analyser. When you are
able to design the equipment to
be so low in distortion, to be so
quiet and to be so fast with such
ahigh slew rate and the frequency
response can be so wide, the
result is that it's almost a pure
through- path— virtually nothing
but gain is contributed by the
board.'
It makes achange from 741 op-amps!
'Oh dear yes! We tested several
well-known boards and the distortion was really unacceptable
and, because of the smearing
quality of a lot of those boards,
it's rather remarkable that they're
able to do as good work as they
are, all things considered. The
signal has to go through all those
transformers and all of the inferior
electronics in the mixing console
and then, of course, is recorded
on a24-track tape machine, which
is like a24-track cassette recorder.
Imean agiant cassette recorder is
what you're recording on, and
small wonder that the quality of
sound, with the Dolby- B and
everything else that they have to
add, is really quite inferior.
'Our next project will be to
modify the cutting systems because, good as the Neuman and
Ortofon cutting systems are, they
use a lot of horrendous 741-type
things and they use all sorts of
FET devices that are incredibly
poor in quality. It's rather startling
when you realise that every single
commercial tape has passed
through all of that junk. Most of
the mastering facilities will not
by-pass, they're terrified of damaging a head.
But we're not
terrified; if I'm going to spend
$100,000 to make a recording
direct-to- disc, Iam going to try to
by-pass all of this equipment. If I
run the risk of damaging an $ 8,000
cutter head, well—what's S8,000
compared with the 100 grand I've
already spent? If you go into a
standard mastering facility, they
are so terrified of the cost of this
equipment that they won't do any-

thing, they'll just follow Neumann's regulations and do it the
way they're instructed to. That's
not acceptable as far as we're
concerned because we don't want
to lose what we've gotten up to
this point.'
One of the problems with direct-todisc records is that you have a
limited number of stampers and
thus alimited amount of pressings.
Doesn't this mean that such records
will only be available to arelatively
small number of record buyers?
'I don't think it's possible to produce massive numbers of records
direct-to- disc and maintain the
quality. Ithink there's going to be
the situation where if you see a
record that's done direct-to- disc
and you like it, you'd better buy it
now, because if you wait six
months it may be gone. We anticipate that if things continue the
way they are that we may have
records come on the market and
go out of print in less than ayear.
Some of the Sheffields have
already died. We have one record
that's getting very close to it.'
Perhaps more important than the
technical problems is the effect of
the recording process on the
musicians involved.
'I was at aBillboard conference in
Venice recently and Herbie Hancock was one of the panel as well
as performing, and prior to the
conference proper he was talking
with alot of record industry people
in the audience. He was saying
that a friend of his had come to
one of his concerts and had
recorded his group with just two
microphones and had played the
result back to them at alater date.
He was startled at how good the
quality was from just two ordinary
microphones and adomestic tape
recorder, and, in his opinion, it
was considerably better than the
horrendous things that had been
done by his producer. Ihave to
agree because he was talking
about eight microphones on the
piano, and can you imagine the
phase cancellation and so forth
from eight microphones?
'The thing that Ifound impressive was that here is an artist who
is certainly not atechnical person,
but who recognises the problem
you can get with this sort of multimike crutch. Isaac Stern was also
there and he commented on the
importance of technical quality
and recording things naturally. It
was encouraging at that conference to find the artists themselves
becoming sensitive to the technical quality with which their performances are being recorded,
and preferring to go back to a
simple
microphone approach,
whereas the technical people are
going in justthe opposite direction!
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Stephen Bishop
Kovacevich

most beautiful things there is. You
cannot say which one you identify
with'. Perhaps the contrast is a
Released and reviewed this month necessary thing, I volunteered.
is a record by pianists Martha 'Yes! The accident with the piano
Argerich and Stephen Bishop turned out to be a blessing beKovacevich ( Philips 9500 434, cause we spent an afternoon, an
£3.99), performing Bartok's Sonata evening and the following afterfor two pianos and percussion, noon doing the Bartok and our
Debussy's En blanc et noir and the ears were really ringing. When
Mozart C major variations for you have people storming their
piano
duet.
Stephen
Bishop way through six feet away from
Kovacevich, once just Bishop ( and you, quite apart from the noise
both before that and possibly, you're making yourself— well!
eventually, just Kovacevich) is There wasn't time left to carry on,
perhaps best known for his con- so when we got the time to do the
certo recordings, particularly with Debussy a week or two later, the
Colin
Davis conducting.
His Bartok was completely out of our
excursions into chamber music systems.
'That doesn't mean to say that it
have so far been confined mainly
to Bartok, Brahms and Beethoven, isn't possible to play them toso the choice of the Sonata for two gether in a concert because then
pianos and percussion for arecord- you only get five minutes while the
ing is to a certain extent both a music stands are adjusted or
logical development and an inter- something, but in this case, 1do
esting departure.
I talked last feel that the record benefitted
summer with Stephen about the from having this break in the rerecord just after the sessions at cording. . . .' A concert is an
ephemeral thing anyway. '... and
Watford Town Hall.

settled here and only go back to
the States for visits.' As well as
making London his home, he
seems to spend alot of time doing
recitals in what might be considered to be rather out-of-theway corners of the UK. ' Yes 1do.
I'm looking forward to the première
of a piece by John Tavener which
is the kind of thing Ilike to include
in recitals, especially if the recital
is being given or sponsored by a
music society. If it's being sponsored by a local council or something and there's a contemporary
piece, Imean it doesn't need to
be said, it's going to be afinancial
flop, but with music societies,
that's not the case.' You have a
committed audience to start with.
'Yes. Ihave sometimes thought of
saying " piece to be announced",
it doesn't have to be modern, it
could be a Hungarian Rhapsody,
but the point is not to commit
yourself- 1'm going to try this a
few times next season. Basically
the programme will be given but
the piece after the interval before
the finale will be announced on the
Was he pleased with the way
day, and it then becomes much
the sessions had gone?, Iasked.
more interesting.'
'I think they've turned out really
Ifind that interesting, the menwell. There was adrama about the
tion of Tavener, because Stephen
piano— it was dropped on arrival—
does seem to have an interest in
so we got to the studio about one
extending the modern piano reperbut couldn't start playing until
toire; the Richard Rodney Bennett
around eight. We ended up play(dedicated to him) and Tippett
ing the Debussy until three-thirty
concertos come to mind. He isn't
in the morning. It was quite nice
the type of musician who is conworking at that time of night; there
tent to stick with the established
was no noise, the imagination
repertoire, to stick to Chopin and
seems to work well then.' His
ignore whatever is coming along
name, of course, is connected
now. ' 1do think that someone like
with both Bartok and Mozart ( as
that is right a lot of the time bewell as Beethoven), but did he
cause modern music has become
find it necessary to have somea moral issue; you're not conwhat of a split personality to be
playing Bartok one minute and of course aconcert means playing sidered— how can I say it?—
then Debussy? ' Well, not really. Bartok for 28 minutes, not eight artistically viable unless you play
Ithink musicians are regarded as hours.' In a live concert as well, the music of a certain school, or
specialists, not always because the details are not so important as let's put it this way, you're artistithey're particularly good at one long as you've got the mood right. cally suspect if you don't. Music,
thing, but for various reasons they 'That's right, it's quite a different however, is meant to be enjoyed!'
'I think we're all of us still paying
may have started their career with thing. Iused to think that records
one kind of music. They then were easier than concerts but I for that stupid audience at the
become associated with it by the now think it's the other way around. first night of the Rite of Spring.
who
writes
music
public—there's also a grain of With concerts, there's give and Everybody
truth that people specialise in take between you and the audi- which is inward looking and
their area of musical comfort, ence and the passing disaster directed at fellow composers and
shall 1 say?— but my goodness, doesn't really matter, it's much critics makes the supposition that
you don't need a split personality, more important to hold onto the the audience will naturally be
piece. Whereas with a record, of stupid, will naturally not underjust not to typecast yourself'.
With which composer of the course, a passing disaster is not stand it just as they didn't underthree did he feel most sympathy? passing, it's going to happen every stand the Rite of Spring. And look
what happened; the Rite turned
'It's hard to say; the Debussy is time the record's played.'
Stephen Bishop-Kovacevich is out to be a masterpiece, therefore
most elusive, it's like spring water
sometimes, it seems to have a another American musician who all the inward looking and obscure
message—an anti- war message has decided to make Great Britain music which can only be underbecause in the second movement his musical base; has he lived stood by an elite is somehow, perthere are bugle calls and that sort here since coming to study with haps, in the same category. ! know
of thing— set in avery dark context Dame Myra Hess in 1959, Iasked. that's avery sarcastic thing to say,
and it also has slightly bitter 'I originally came here to study but 1do feel that there's more than
moments, there is a bitter emotion with Myra Hess for two months a grain of truth in it.' And yet
running through it. The Bartok is and look what happened; the two Webern, whose music / find
a volcano . . . and the Mozart is months spread to a year which utterly angular and unapproachsomething else—it's one of the spread to another year and so 1 able, sincerely believed that one
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day children would be singing it in
the streets . . . ' Well, he may yet
be right, but on the other hand,
Stravinsky said about the public—
and he was acontentious old man
—that they had their priorities
right because where had the feeling of dance gone, where had
melody gone? 1suppose that he
was reacting against the overintellectual kind of writing that he
must have heard alot of in America
—the IBM school as it were!'
Back to the Tippett concerto,
did he have any plans to record it?
'I'd like to, I've never actually
talked about it. It's one of the
things that Iwould like to record
because I've played it both with
Colin Davis and with Tippett himself in Chicago in 1974 so 1have
some experience with the piece—
I think it's marvellous.' As we
were back to talking about records,
Iasked how the record with Martha
had come about. ' It was tied in
with the first concert we gave
together; we've known each other
for a long time and we wanted to
cut a record. 1must say Ithink it
has turned out very well.'
John Atkinson

Scriabin Piano
Sonatas
We must apologise for
inserting the
review of
Scriabin on p. 103 of our
July issue ( Decca SXL
6868), sincethisis not in fect
yet released. A pressing
slipped through in error,
which we reviewed and
printed before discovering
this.

Berman, EMI and Stereo
Lazar Berman recorded Schubert's
B flat Sonata, 0.960 in EMI sessions ( his first recording specifically for this company) during
two days last June. John Fraser
and Neville Boyling produced and
engineered respectively, and the
sessions, relaxed and unproblemmatical, revealed Lazar Berman's
quiet humour ( adelightfully mimed
self- parody at a playback of some
over- hefty Left Hand D flats in the
Trio) and remarkable concentration. The slow movement was
recorded twice complete with only
one brief insert, and the final
session was not needed. Interesting to have Neville Boyling confirm that this was among the first
new EMI recordings to abandon
SQ/Stereo format, and issue in
stereo.
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I fact:
the IV does more... much more!
THE VI5 TYPE IV OFFERS:

new!

• Demonstrably improved trackability across the entire
audible spectrum— especially in the critical mid- and
high- frequency areas.
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'Cartridge- tone arm system trackability as mounted in SME 3009
tone arm at 1gram tracking force.

• Dynamically stabilized tracking overcomes record-warp
caused problems, such as fluctuating tracking force, varying
tracking angle and wow.

The creation of the new V15 Type IV is atour de force in
innovative engineering. The challenge was to design a
cartridge that would transcend all existing cartridges in
musical transparency, technical excellence, and uniformity.
The unprecedented research and design disciplines that were
brought to bear or this challenge over aperiod of several years
have resulted in an altogether new pickup system that exceeds
previous performance levels by asignificant degree— not
merely in one parameter, but in totality
In fact, this pickup system has prevailed simultaneously over
several extremely difficult music re-creation problems which,
until now, have defied practical solutions. Most of all, this is an
eminently musical cartridge which is adelight to the critical ear,
regardless of programme material or the rigorous demands of
today's most technically advanced recordings.

S

• Electrostatic neutralization of the record surface minimizes
three separate problems: static discharge; electrostatic
attraction of the cartridge to the record; and attraction of dust
to the record.
• An effective dust and lint removal system.
• A Hyperelliptical stylus tip configuration dramatically
reduces both harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
• Ultra- flat response— individually tested to within -± 1dB.
• Lowered effective mass of moving system results in reduced
dynamic mechanical impedance for superb performance at
ultra- light tracking forces.
For more information on this remarkable new cartridge write for
the V15 Type IV Product Brochure and read for yourself how
far Shure research and development has advanced the state
of the art.

1=t

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME 15 6AU
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Sponsorship
Consultancy

The Wigmore Hall concert went
under the title ' Preston's pocket
pick'd' and was a recital by flautist Stephen Preston. By a happy
John Culshaw and Jacob de Vries
(or businesslike) coincidence it
have set up a Consultancy firm,
coincided with the release by ReDVC Ltd, to specialise in Arts
flection Records ( based at 11 Pond
sponsorship.
Street, London NW3) of a limited
John Culshaw needs no introedition LP with a difference. On
duction, having been such a leadthe record Preston duets with
ing figure in the history of recordhimself on antique flutes ( see
ing during his time at Decca and
June ' Gramophile') with the aid of
then later as Head of Music, BBC
recording engineer John ShuttleTV. Jacob de Vries has been a
worth, natural acoustics, acrossed
director of West Nally, the sports
pair of microphones and two stereo
sponsorship consultants, and has
recorders. The concert was enalso been responsible for the conlivened and leavened by Preston's
ception and realisation of the
disarmingly chatty commentary on
annual Benson and Hedges Music
the music and instruments being
Festival and Gold Award interplayed. ' It's mostly obscure music
national concert singers contest
played on obscure instruments,
held at Snape Maltings in October
like the glass and walking stick
as well as the new Sanyo Jazz
flute, written by obscure comFestival which is to be held at
posers who were neither great nor
Chichester also in October ( see
even claimed to be great.' The
Gramophile last month).
first half had Preston in the comDVC Ltd will advise firms on
pany of bell- voiced Catherine
matters of public relations, adverBott ( ex Swingle II) and, for some
tising, publicity and other areas of
unaccountable reason, joined on
promotional activity, and further
acouple of occasions by acouple
information about the service is
of imitation 19th century dancers.
available from Jacob de Vries,
(As a passing thought, how, with
5 Dryden Street, Covent Garden,
no films or photos available, can
WC2.
we know today what steps they
danced in the 19th century?) During the second half acrossed pair
Sound Comparisons
of AKG 414 microphones appearBy coincidence, the brave live- ed on stage and these proved to be
versus- recorded
demonstration feeding a Nagra stereo deck manstaged by B & W at the Cunard ned backstage by John Shuttleshow followed close on a similar worth. A pair of large speakers,
demonstration at the Wigmore home constructed to Radford
Hall. But whereas the B & W design, were spaced one at each
demonstration was intended to side of the stage and powered by
prove the DM 7 capable of repro- a Quad 405. Preston played the
ducing the recorded sound of a first musical part for Bordet's
musical instrument with fidelity 'Imitation du tremblant doux de
comparable to the original (and l'Orgue', a duet for glass flutes
thus to counteract recent poor written in 1755, live and into the
reviews of the speaker) the Wig- mikes. Backstage the Nagra remore Hall episode was staged as corded and while Preston went
an integral part of a musical con- into a marathon long note at the
cert. Although neither the Cunard end of the first part, the Nagra
nor Wigmore Hall attempts could backstage was rewound.
As
be regarded as one hundred per Preston ran out of puff the recent successful, both are to be corded first part was replayed
applauded because comparisons through the stage speakers. Presof this type represent the most ton then completed the duo, liveacid test of all for a sound repro- plus- recorded. Despite a slight
duction system.
discrepancy of volume level, and
some unrealistic breathiness from
close miking of the recording, the
gamble paid off and the audience
loved it. If the project is repeated
(which hopefully it will be) it might
be worth the while of those involved to consider the possibility
of recording and replaying in
mono, rather than stereo. With a
pair of stereo speakers spaced
wide across the stage only that
small percentage of the audience
which is sitting in the notional
'stereo seat' will hear the reproduced stereo image at front dead
centre on stage alongside the live

o
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performer. Other areas of the
audience will hear the image off
centre and this must detract from
the desired duet effect. If both
recording and replay were in mono
with the live performer alongside
the reproducing loudspeaker, this
problem would be solved. B & W
(whose Cunard recordings were
made using aC24 microphone and
Studer A80 recorder) also used
stereo recording and replay because they believe the gain in
ambience outweighs the problem
of image localisation. But B & W
were demonstrating in a small,
relatively dead, hotel room with
limited seating and the Wigmore
Hall ( like most halls) is acoustically live and has a wider area
of seating. Thus different considerations apply and different compromises may be necessary.
Adrian Hope
THE TENOR OF OUR
CONVERSATION
'When you have to sing:
Bayreuth, the Ring
Are OK if you like
That sort of thing.
'But equally strong
And not half as long
Is Rutland Boughton's
Faery Song.'
Thus spake the singer
But didn't long linger:
A Wagnerite heard him—
Now he's a Dead Ringer.
Geoff Jeanes

EGBDF
Every Good Boy Deserves Favour is
a piece for Actors and Orchestra,
written by Tom Stoppard and
André Previn which had its first
performance at the RFH where it
was directed by Trevor Nunn.
After a run at the Mermaid, it is
being given as ' Play of the Week'
on BBC TV and reviewed this
month is a recording by RCA.
The original stimulus for the
work came from André Previn,
who invited Tom Stoppard to
combine in a project. Initially
Stoppard conceived of a lunatic,
triangle- playing millionaire who
owned a symphony orchestra.
From this his ideas took off and
eventually the plot centred on two
'patients', one of whom is mad,
and imagines that he has an
orchestra, the other a political
dissident, who is being ' treated'.
These characters share the
same ward/cell and also share the
same name, Alexander Ivanov. A
violin- playing doctor attempts to
cure his ' patients' with laxatives
and suchlike. Sacha, the dissident's young son, is told to per-

suade his father to conform. The
doctor has to prepare his ' patients'
for the examining commission
under ' Doctor', or rather Colonel
Rozinsky, who is in fact a Doctor
of Philology. He makes an impressive entrance to organ accompaniment. Being asemantics chap
he asks mad Ivanov ' Do you believe sane people are put in mental
hospitals?'.
Predictably
the
answer is ' No'. ' Do you have an
orchestra?' dissident Ivanov is
asked. ' No' again. ' Get them out
of here, there is nothing wrong
with these men', the Colonel says.
A serious theme, drawing attention to the plight of political
prisoners in Soviet psychiatric
hospitals, is treated skilfully by
Stoppard. It is brimming with wit
and philosophical niceties, there
are lots of laughs and there is
much to ponder on.
The piece succeeds so thoroughly because of its originality
and the sensitive marriage of
words and music. Previn's score
is also witty and ingenious. The
work starts with a protracted tuning- up and miming, which is very
funny. When mad Ivanov is at
last persuaded that he has no
orchestra it serves as a cue for a
massive tutti comment. Previn's
appreciation of the dramatic is
nowhere so intense as in the final
scene, when the orchestra underlines the irony with repeated discords and a searing postlude,
after Sacha's treble piping ' Everything can be all right'. In conception there is much to compare
with Wozzeck, the situation, the
characters, and musical parody.
But mention of Berg's masterpiece is not to suggest that
Previn's music per se is derivative.
Shirley Harris

RECORD DECKS
STD
305D

£213.00

THOR ENS
TD126C
TD126BC
TD145C
TD160BC
TD160C
TD166

£219.90
£169.90
£119.90
£79.90
£104.90
£79.90

LINN SONDEK
£249.95
LP12
LUX
PD121
PD131

£405.00
£263.00

TECHNICS
SL20
SL23
SL2000
SL150
SL1800
SL1700
SL1600
SL110
SL1500 M kl I
SP10

£62.95
£89.95
£99.95
£129.95
£134.95
£154.95
£174.95
£224.95
£239.95
£529.95

J. A. MICHELL
Hydraulic Ref
With Arm
Electronic
With Arm

£142.00
£173.00
£182.00
£195.00

MICROSEI KI
DD20
DD40
DDX1000

£115.00
£232.00
£355.00

NAKAMICHI
TT1000
TT700
DT600
DT550

£927.28
£598.40
£349.90
£338.66

UHER
GG320
CR210
CG300
CG362
SG560
SG510
4000 Rep .•
4200 Rep .•
4400 Rep .•

£205.50
£339.00
£157.50
£375.00
£402.00
£172.50
£290.00
£348.00
£348.00

TEAC
A2340SX .. £ 718.00
A3340S £876.00
A3300SX2T Special Price
A150
£ 109.95
YAMAHA
TC511S £ 148.00
TC800D .. £ 189.00
TC800G L
£200.42
TECHNICS
RS615
RS630
RS646
RS671
RS676
RS678
RS686
RS1500
RS7500
RS9900

£ 129.95
£ 157.95
£ 209.95
£ 239.95
£ 309.95
£ 299.95
£ 399.95
£ 899.95
£ 379.95
£ 999.95

RECEIVERS
TAPE DECKS
DUAL
C901
C919
JVC
CD1740
KD21 ••
CD1635-2B

£195.00
£207.00
£82.00
£121.00
£215.00

LUX
R1030
R1040
R1050
R1120

£232.00
£333.00
£435.00
£607.00

PIONEER
SX450
SX550
SX650
SX750

£109.90
£142.90
£194.90
£254.90

All prices include VAT and are subject to manufacturers increases.

THE RADFORD CHOICE.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
ADC
AGFA
AKG
ALLEN & HEALTH
AUDIOMASTER
AUDIO TECHNICA
AIWA
BEYER
BGW
BOSE
BOWERS 8, WILKINS
CALREC
CELESTION
CHARTWELL
DBX
DECCA
DUAL
EMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
FIDELITY RESEARCH
FONS
FUJI
GALE
GOLDRING CARTRIDGES
GRACE
HARMON KARDON
HITACHI
HOWLAND WEST
IMF
JBL

JR PRODUCTS
JVC
KEF
KEITH MONKS
KLH
LEAK
LECSON
LENTEK
LINN PRODUCTS
LUX
MARANTZ
MAXELL
MAYWARE
MICHE LL
MICRO SEIKI
MICRO ACOUSTICS
MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NATIONAL PANASONIC
NEAL
NIGHTINGALE
OMAR
ORTOFON
PIONEER
OED
QUAD
RADFORD
RAM
RE VOX
ROGERS

SANSUI
SENNHEISER
SHEFFIELD LABS
SIGNET
SME
SONY
SPENDOR
STANTON
STAX
STUDIOCRAFT
SHURE
SUGDEN
SUPEX
TDK
TANDBERG
TANGENT
TANNOY
TASCAM
TEAC
TECHNICS
TOSHIBA
TRANSCRIPTORS
TRIO
ULTIMO
UHER
VIDEOTONE
WAR
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA
ZEROSTAT

SX850
SX950
YAMAHA
CR200E
CR420
CR620
CR820
CR1020
CR2020
TECHNICS
SA5070
SA5170
SA5160L
SA5270
SA5370
SA5460
TOSHIBA
SA-220L
SA- 320L
SA-420
SA-520
SA- 620

£339.90
£384.90

£119.00
£169.00
£245.00
£318.00
£404.00
£510.00

•.
••

£129.95
£164.95
£184.95
£219.95
£269.95
£349.95
£107.50
£139.50
£189.50
£239.50
£324.50

AMPS & TUNERS

J. E. SUGDEN
A48
P51
C51
T48
R51

£189.00
£135.00
£108.00
£117.00
£135.00

TECHNICS
SU7100 .
SU 7300
SU 7700
SU8080
SU8600
SE9600

£104.95
£134.95
£169.95
£269.95
£319.95
£599.95

RADFORD
ZD22
H D250
ZD50
ZD100

£196.80
£270.00
£253.00
£365.60

YAMAHA
CA410
CA610
CA810
CA1010
CA2010

£102.00
£149.00
£255.00
£360.00
£450.00

SPEAKERS
BOSE
901Mk Ill
501
301

£565.00
£257.00
£157.00

A & R
A60

£139.50

JVC
JAS10
JAS11
JAS31
JAS71

£62.00
£78.00
£117.00
£227.00

LECSON
AC1
AP 1
AP1X
AP3 Mk Il

B & W
DM5
DM4
DM7
DM6

£120.00
£178.00
£398.00
£498.00

£226.00
£159.00
£196.00
£244.00

CHARTWELL
LS 3/5A ..
PM200
PM400

£168.75
£216.00
£365.00

LUX
L80
L8OV
L85V
L100
T88
T110

£242.00
£295.00
£405.00
£689.00
£212.00
£355.00

GALE
GS401A

£396.00

QUAD
Personal Callers Only

IMF
Compact I
Super Compact
TLS50
TLS80 II ..
Ref. Std.
Monitor IV

£117.00
£162.00
£396.00
£630.00
£927.00

JR
JR149

£ 136.00

KEF
Corelli £ 151.00
104AB
£ 283.00
105
£698.00
MONITOR AUDIO
MA7
£98.00
MA5
£151.00
£201.00
MA4
MA1
£302.00
MA3
£397.00
SPENDOR
BC'
BCH
BCIII
Mini Monitor
SAI

£266.00
£277.00
£499.00
£163.00

RAM
Bookshelf
100
150
200

£123.00
£149.00
£188.00
£241.00

TANNOY
Eaton
Devon
Cheviot
Berkeley
Arden

£279.00
£318.00
£346.00
£438.00
£499.00

Also Tannoy Components
Stocked.
TANGENT
TM1
TM3
RS2
RS4
RS6
SPL1

£ 152.28
£ 103.58
£ 162.84
£ 239.52
£ 325.86
£65.95

ROGERS
LS3/SA .. £ 173.80
Export Monitor £ 269.40
Compact
Monitor £ 190.60
Blank Tape available at
lowest possible prices.

delivery £ 2.50 on most items.

Radford HiFi offers professional advice from experts. We provide unequalled
demonstration facilities enabling you to compare and select the equipment best
suited to your taste and budget. Intelligent purchasing allows us to offer
competitive prices. We can arrange part exchange, credit facilities and Access
and Barclay cards are welcome. Mail order service anywhere in the UK and
exports throughout the world.

for Latest Price
+ Expert Advice

Radford H•Fi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road, Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel: ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

ctssicat
HMV Melodiya Special
'HMV MELODIYA SPECIAL EDITION':
SLS 5123 (
2recs) TCHAIKOVSKY lolanthe (
Ermier) ISLS 5124 (
2recs) MAHLER Symphony 5L 10 Adagio (
Kondrashin) IASD 3447 SCHEDRIN Not Love
Alone: PETROV Creation of the World (
Kondrashin) IASD 3502 KALINNIKOV Symphony 1: TCHAIKOVSKY Overture in c Coronation March in D
(Svetlanov) IASD 3503 BALAKIREV Symphony 2: CIURLIONIS In the Forest (
Rozhdestvensky) IASD 3504 GLAZUNOV Symphony 7I Oriental Rhapsody
(Fedoseyev) /ASD 3505 GLAZUNOV Piano Concertos 1 & 2: ARENSKY Fantasia on Themes by Ryabinin (
Zuraitis) IASD 3506 TCHAIKOVSKY Concert
Fantasy
Allegro in C: RIMSKY Piano Concerto in ce: SCRIABIN Fantasy in a(
Kitayenko)I ASD 3520 SHOSTAKOVICH Symphony 12 , 5Fragments
for Chamber Orch (
Kondrashin) IASD 3547 SHOSTAKOVICH Violin Sonata: PROKOFIEV 2- Violin Sonata: SCHNITKE Prelude to the memory of
D. Shostakovich (
Kremer) IASD 3548 GOUNOD Faust Ballet Music: MASSENET Le Cid Ballet Music: HEROLD Zampa (
Rozhdestvensky) IASD 3549
RI MSKY Tale of Tsar Saltan Suite I Pan Voevoda
Procession of the Nobles (
Ermler) ' ASD 3550 A RUSSIAN FOLK FESTIVAL (
various)
HMV ' Melodiya' SLS 5123 ( 2records) (£ 7.95) SLS 5124 (2records) (£5.95) ASD (£.3•99 each)
This sudden spate of HMV-Melodiya releases
amounts to a summer festival of Russian
music, much of it unfamiliar, and not a little
virtually or completely unknown.
Also,
exceptionally, there are five performances of
non- Russian music: these Ishall take last.
Orchestral items predominate, bringing with
them an impressive representation of the
foremost Soviet conductors. Listening to
these performances in two or three concentrated sessions—the records arrived late in the
month!— Ifound that Iwearied of the grand
manner, high-powered and often hard- driven,
which seems to characterize so much
orchestral playing in the USSR and to
minimise the stylistic differences in the work
of leading conductors. No doubt recording
style accentuates that impression: Ihave yet
to hear aMelodiya recording that is other than
bright and reverberant. However, in clarity
and comfort for listening there has been a
considerable range. One or two from the
present batch Iconsider overbearing, but in
general the standard is high.
Tchaikovsky's one- act opera lolanthe,
written in 1892 to make a double bill' with his
new ballet The Nutcracker, has never enjoyed
much acclaim. Rimsky-Korsakov damned it
out of hand as one of Tchaikovsky's feeblest
compositions ... everything in it is unsuccessful'. Those who have wondered at
this judgement can now put it to the test.
lolanthe is certainly different from Eugene
Onegin and The Queen of Spades; it is less
sumptuous, more intimate, and its appeal is
largely lyrical. Ienjoyed it. In this Bolshoi
performance,
Tamara
Sorokina is
very
sympathetic in the title role, and the other
principals are Atlantov and Nestorenko. Well
worth hearing. Good recording. [
A/B: 1]
Not much that is post-Shostakovich ever
reaches us. A little Schedrin ( b. 1932) has
come and gone, but Petrov ( b. 1930) is, I
think, appearing for the first time.
The
symphonic suite from the opera Not Love
Alone confirms my impression that Schedrin
is a natural musician with great facility and a
keen dramatic sense, and I hope that a
Melodiya recording of the opera will become
available. Petrov's reputation in the USSR is

based on what the sleeve- note describes as
some of the most performed Soviet show
songs'. The suite from the ballet The Creation
of the World (
1966-7) reveals a theatrical
entertainer of striking flair and panache, not
to say confidence and cheek. Embracing
Rococo pastiche, jazz and, for the Devil, the
kind of modernism' that Shostakovich went
in for in the late 1920s, this is clownish,
snook- cocking
and
brilliantly effective.
Excellent performances and very good recording, that of the Petrov being almost starworthy: bright, but clear and not overbearing.
[A: 1]
Outside Russia the music of Kalinnikov
(1866-1901) is virtually unknown. Strange that
so appealing and well- made a symphony as
his No. 1should be ignored. This has charm,
vigour and a commanding assurance—
indeed, more expertise than some repertory
works. Unfortunately, this performance is
rather hard- driven in the outer movements,
but the middle ones are beautifully done.
The recording, too, is a little fierce, particularly at the climaxes of the finale. The two
Tchaikovsky ' fillers' are of minor interest but
do not appear to be otherwise available.
[A/B: 1]
Another unknown is Balakirev's Symphony
No. 2 in D minor, completed as late as 1908.
The best movements are probably the first
and the scherzo, but the work as a whole is
impressive, as one would expect from this
mentor of the Mighty Handful. However, not a
little of its thunder is stolen by the very
obscure piece that takes more than half the
second side. This is In the Forest (
1901), a
symphonic poem by the Lithuanian composer
and painter, Ciurlionis ( 1875-1911). At once
fascinating and somewhat prolix, this lateRomantic piece has a certain affinity with
middle Scriabin and intermittent hints of
Strauss. Both works come off the record at a
high level, even for HMV-Melodiya, and with a
reduction in volume the sound remains fierce
—but it is also clean. [B: 1]
The Symphony No. 7 in F, generally known
as the Pastoral, by Glazunov also dates from
the beginning of the twentieth century. This
is a substantial achievement, strongly con-

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults might occur among commercial
pressings.

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by:

PRICES
We do our best to ensure that prices given are
correct, but we cannot always guarantee accuracy,
since price rises are too frequent and often arrive
just after we go to press.
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M ( monophonic)
77; ( stereo transcription)
0 ( quadraphonic: stereo compatible)
y refers to aU.K. reissue
Compatible ® records are reviewed as ' stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

structed and genially disposed, but like so
much of the later Glazunov, it suffers from a
certain blandness which lowers the vitality
and reduces the interest. Somehow, the
much earlier Oriental Rhapsody seems more
alive, even though it follows in the wake of
similar pieces by Rimsky-Korsakov and
others. The rhapsody is very well recorded,
but the symphony has a somewhat peremptory, overbearing presence—the old Melodiya
weakness, in fact. [B/A: 1]
Curiously, it was not until he had more or
less abandoned the symphony that Glazunov
wrote his two piano concertos. These date
from 1911 and 1916, reveal a passing debt to
Rachmaninov, of whose music the conservative Glazunov was generally suspicious, and
are still capable of impressing the listener
with a certain freshness of utterance as well
as with their original approach to concerto
form. No. 1is in two movements, the second
being atheme- and- variations embracing slow
movement, scherzo and finale; No. 2 is
effectively a four- in- one design. Like the
Seventh Symphony and the Oriental Rhapsody,
the Second Piano Concerto is an addition to
the catalogue. So is the engagingly fluent, if
somewhat gushing, Arensky Fantasia. The
soloists are respectively Nasedkin, Alexeev
and Timofeyeva.
The second side, and
especially the Glazunov No. 2, is fully of A
quality, but in No. 1neither the piano tone nor
the integration of piano and orchestra is quite
as good. [
A/B: 1]
The next record similarly presents some
minor examples of the Romantic concerto.
Understandably, Tchaikovsky's
Concert
Fantasy for piano and orchestra, Op. 56, has
never been much recorded. This is a patchy,
inflated work with just enough characteristic
appeal to keep it alive. The other Tchaikovsky
item is the merest trifle and, like the Scriabin,
is an addition to the catalogue. The Scriabin,
a very early piece originally written for two
pianos, is perhaps the most rewarding item
on this record. There is certainly not much
competition from the Rimsky-Korsakov. The
most positive aspect of this record is the
brilliant but sometimes hard- toned pianism
(Zhukov).
In the quieter passages the
RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © HiFi News ct Record Review.
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recorded sound is very pleasing, but climaxes
are inclined to be harsh. [
A/B: 1]
Kondrashin's account of Shostakovich's
Twelfth Symphony (The Year 1917) shows
once again how carefully planned and
constructed this work is. The high-powered,
forward- pressing orchestral style finds its
natural place in the first and third movements,
but the suppressed activity in the sombre
slow movement is also well realised. The
lead into the finale seems slightly misjudged,
but in general this is avital performance. The
'filler'—the virtually unknown Five Fragments
for small orchestra, Op. 42— dates from 1935
and bears the opus number immediately
preceding that of the Fourth Symphony.
Three of the fragments are exercises in
polytonality, and all are concerned with style:
the contemplative string writing of no. 3
seems to take the composer almost up to the
Fifth Symphony, whereas no. 2 harks back to
the pungent burlesque of The Nose. In the
symphony the quality of sound is somewhat
coarse- grained, but the fragments are well
recorded. [13/A : 1]
A further aspect of Shostakovich is represented by his Violin Sonata ( 1968), which
comes from the beginning of his last period.
The only recording hitherto has been the
classic one of Oistrakh and Richter, which
ought to be permanently available, preferably
with its present coupling—the Viola Sonata
(HQS 1369). This new version by Kremer and
Gavrilov is also outstandingly fine: the
interpretation of the outer movements is
rather more elegiac and withdrawn, the
violin tone a little less warm; otherwise, a
basically similar interpretation.
Alfred Schnittke ( b. 1934) is one of the more
controversial
Soviet composers
of
his
generation. His Prelude in Memory of Dmitri
Shostakovich is a short piece for two violins,
knowingly suggestive of late Shostakovich in
its starkness and concentration. The second
violin part, which does not appear until the
middle, is to be played behind a curtain or
screen, preferably with amplification, or
pre-recorded on tape, as here. Not agimmick!
This second half is a close working of two
familiar four- note motives; DSCH and BACH.
In Prokofiev's little-known but very enjoyable
Sonata for two violins ( 1932), Kremer is
joined by Tatiana Grindenko. All in all, an
excellent record of high quality in both
categories. [
A: 1*]
The three orchestral items by Rimsky-

Korsakov include the otherwise unrecorded
suite from his Polish opera Pan Voevoda
(1902-3). The opera has long since been
forgotten—' that very dull work' ( Gerald
Abraham)— but the concert suite is lively and
attractive in the typical Korsakov manner.
To- day, Isuppose, he is avery unfashionable
composer, but I find myself warming to
Geoffrey Crankshaw's plea in the sleevenote: '
Sadko, The Snow Maiden, The Legend of
the Invisible City of Kitezh and, above all, The
Golden Cockerel should never be out of
sensible repertoires'. Never? Well, hardly
ever. Of these four operas, only The Snow
Maiden seems to be generally available, so
here are gaps for HMV-Melodiya to fill. This
present record is mostly of A quality, but the
level is high and calls for a reduction in
volume. The colouring is excellent and the
virtues of Korsakov's scoring are well displayed.
The performances are not uncomfortably high-powered. [
A/B: 1]
The record headed A Russian Folk Festival
consists of 14 vocal and instrumental items
recorded at various times over a period of
some ten years from 1961. Basically, this
belongs to the world of those dance and
choral ensembles that have toured Britain
from time to time, but one or two of the groups
would seem to be of humbler status and are
perhaps less suggestive of the theatre show.
If you don't bally like ' er'—blame afriend who
called!—this is not your record; otherwise,
relaxing and enjoyable. Very well recorded
with a vivid but comfortable presence.
[A: 1]
One more Russian work is included in this
batch of releases—Khachaturian's Gayaneh
(SLS 5143-3 records)— but has had to be held
over until next month. Which leaves the
Hérold- Gounod -Massenet selection and
Kondrashin's Mahler 5.
The strong cultural links between France
and Russia in the nineteenth century are
nowhere more evident than in their sumptuous
theatrical traditions. Such lavishness is still
the style of the Bolshoi Theatre whose
orchestra is heard in the ballet music from
Faust and Le Cid. The playing—the recording,
too— is appropriately ' big', but never
grandiose, and although there is no lack of
competition, this record has much to commend it. The Massenet is hardly one of the
more memorable expressions of that long
French musical love affair with Spain— it
began about ten years before with Carmen

swish- buckling days! Confirmed, then, as my own
first choice among current sets, and not be missed
at the special price. [
A/B: 1]
Trevor Attewell
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and Lab's Symphonie espagnole— but the
vividness and finish of this performance, and
especially the woodwind playing, makes for
satisfying listening. Immediacy and comfort
have been very well reconciled. [
A: 1]
The USSR SO/Kondrashin performance of
Mahler's Fifth Symphony may well prove
controversial, but I found it immensely
impressive both in itself and as a corrective
to the more indulgent approach to Mahler
which is so often regarded as standard. I
cannot recall having heard a performance
more committed to the totality of the work. At
every stage the longer view predominates,
not at the expense of detail, but in a way that
emphasises the continuing stream. Dynamic
detail is observed very strictly, sometimes
with an astonishing control, and Ifound that,
repeatedly, when something sounded
'different', the score was being closely
adhered to. The disciplined virtuosity of the
USSR SO is evident throughout—for example,
the horns in the scherzo—and this ultimately
enables Kondrashin to take the finale a little
too quickly. That was the one movement that
did not completely persuade me. Some, however, will be more disposed to dispute the
treatment of the Adagietto, which is nothing if
not temperate. ( Incidentally, the note by
Colin Matthews— he insists that this is a
in D major— is very apt for this performance,
but to describe the Fifth as a ' basically untroubled work' and the Adagietto as ' simply a
song- like interlude' is to turn a deaf ear to
much of the musical substance.)
The
recording is comfortably distanced and has a
notable wholeness. Balancing and perspective are helped by good stereo positioning,
and the overall quality, though not always as
clean as a star might suggest, seems to me
starworthy on more fundamental grounds!
Only the later stages of the finale necessitate
a split rating.
The distinctive character of Kondrashin's
reading is underlined by Rozhdestvensky's
Adagio from the Tenth ( Krenek edition),
which is very much of the other persuasion—
intensely felt from bar to bar and emotionally
harrowing. The recording, too, is different
but also fine; it is rather closer, brighter,
perhaps
more
contrived,
and
certainly
glossier. Another rewarding experience—
and if there happens to be a Russian performance of the Sixth available ...! My overall
rating is [
A*/A:1*/1].
Hugh Ottaway

J. S. BACH: Complete Organ Works, Vol. 3
Lionel Rogg ( org)
Harmonia Mundi HM 523 ( 6records) (£10, special
price) ( Rediffusion)
This volume completes the set, and it is to the same
high standards as the first two volumes, reviewed in
June. The J. A. Silbermann organ at Arlesheim is
used throughout the set, and my initial reservation
that this could lead to alack of variety has vanished
—indeed, it seems to be aunifying factor, which also
facilitates comparisons between the player's
approach to both similar, and differing musical
structures. Here again are excellent performances in
the classical mould, but without rigidity—there is
nothing to add to the earlier review. The same is
true of the engineering in which, as before, the only
flaw is a certain amount of wow. Although we do
not normally comment on pressing quality, a total
set of 18 records without asingle rice crispy to be
heard must be worth a passing reference in these

J. S. BACH: ' Italian' Concerto ( BWV 971)
Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue ( 903)
Fantasy
and Fugue in a (904)
Fantasy in a (922)
(BACH/BUSONI) Chorale Preludes on ' Ich riff'
zu dir' and ' Nun komm (from 639, 659)
Alfred Brendel (pno)
Philips 9500 353 (£4.5o)
Brendel's first Bach recording, and for him areturn
to a composer little touched in recital since his
student days. In some ways, Brendel would appear
to be an ideal Bach pianist: he has the sense of
rhetoric, as his Beethoven recordings show; he has
the control of touch and line, as we know from his
Schubert and Mozart; and he has the intellectual
flair and sense of proportion without which any Bach
soloist must fall. Perhaps most important of all is
his prodigious industry, which seems equivalent to
Bach's own in its devotion, its conscientiousness
and its sheer musicality.
The results on disc are variable. The sleeve- note
interview reveals that Brendel considers the piano a
more responsive instrument than the harpsichord
(questionable if the best examples of either are
played by the best executants), also that he thinks
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diusicat
that it helps aperformer to add octaves to prominent
basslines and to neglect certain eighteenth-century
performing conventions. He is to me least convincing where he is most free—in the Fantasias—
because, Ifeel, he destroys the coherence of the
structure by stressing elements absent from the
written music. On the other hand, in the two exquisite Busoni chorales, Brendel plays with deep
involvement, and the result is, if romantically
coloured, beautifully poetic. The ' Italian' Concerto
is also striking as a reading, with a really tidy finale
and an evocative Andante. The chromatic fugue
starts well and includes some excellent quiet episodes, but the tone of the instrument sounds forced
in louder passages ( poor tuning? unsympathetic
recording?), and the whole structure suffers. The
best fugal playing is in BWV 904, but its Fantasia is
over-characterised. Brendel, however, should give
us more Bach-Busoni. [B: 1/3]
Stephen Daw

Martha Argerich, Stephen Bishop Kovacevich (pnos) I
Willy Goudswaard, Michael de Roo (perc)
Philips 9500 434 (£4.50)
Just three months after the Kontarsky brothers's
splendid account of Bartok's masterpiece we have
another. Martha Argerich and Stephen Bishop
Kovacevich are excellent pianists and their approach
to the work is naturally quite different from that of
the German team whose close affinity with the
repertoire of the erstwhile avant-garde has made
them uniquely meticulous in their approach to the
score. ( Iam indebted, incidentally, to two Dutch
readers who inform me that the Kontarsky team
recorded the work for Wergo some years back).
This concern for detail is reflected in the brilliant
clarity of the DG recording which is one of the contributing factors to the recording's success. Philips
have given their team a less brilliantly spotlit frame.
Perspectives are longer, and the sound decidedly
warmer, to match the greater warmth of the performance. This will, Ifancy, make the music more
immediately accessible, and probably accords more
with Bartok's own view as suggested by his own
villainously recorded performance with his wife in
1940. But the German version remains revelatory.
The Mozart duo and the Debussy suite reveal the
same concern for warmth and immediacy on the part
of the players. Mozart's variations are the least interesting of his music for four hands, but a good case
is made here for them; while the Debussy receives a
sensitive reading, particularly in the second movement that makes recommendation difficult to withhold. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

J. S. BACH: Brandenburg Concertos ( BWV
1045-51)
Teatro alla Scala Solisit IAbbado
CBS 79215 (
2 records) (£8.99)
Abbado and his Italian soloists give alively account
of the Brandenburgs, with chamber-orchestral rather
than the implied solo forces, flutes instead of recorders in Nos. 2 & 4, cellos instead of gambas in 6
and, as usual, a modern piccolo trumpet in 2. I
noticed immediately the positive aspects of the bassline treatment—expressive and ensemble- melodic as
I should expect from Italian operatic specialists.
Throughout, the shaping of phrases and lines may
not be to everybody's taste, but at least somebody
(Abbado?) has given us aproperly unfolding account
of the start of 3, an involving exuberance at the
opening of the finale of 2 (one fluffed trumpet note
early on, but brilliant playing by a soloist whose
name wasn't included in the review-copy notes), life
as well as reflection in the smaller slow- movements
of 2,4 and 6. On the debit side come the intolerably
slow Minuet of 1, the over- stolid finale of 6 (alegacy
from Münchinger?) and a rather unimaginative contribution from all three soloists in 5 (again there are
no names with my set, so Iwrite without the bias
that can so easily creep in if one knows who is
playing in advance).
Generally, then, a positive contribution to compete with Britten + ECO or Zukerman + Boston
Soloists for the title of ' best orchestral reading with
modern instruments'. As well recorded as either of
them, too. [
A : 1/2]
Stephen Daw
BARBER: Violin Concerto, Op. leD Music for
a Scene from Shelley . Knoxville—Summer of
1915.*
*Ronald Thomas ( vIn) I **Molly McGurk (sop) IWest
Australian SO IMeasham
Unicorn UNS 256 (£3.24)
David Measham's earlier concert of music by
Samuel Barber with the LSO revealed a conductor
with a genuine sympathy for the now rather too
easily discredited romantic lyricism of this senior
American composer. This new collection confirms
and reinforces the conviction that Measham is a
conductor of substance and that his admiration for
Barber's music is more than just routine. The choice
of the Violin Concerto, which dates from 1939, is
courageous since this is one of the works that has
come in for alot of stick from the younger generation
of critics. It receives a supercharged performance
from Ronald Thomas, full of warmth and passion,
not perhaps as controlled as Stern's on CBS, but
fully committed. The Shelley Music, once available
on a Vanguard issue together with several other
Barber items, is a dramatic and interestingly scored
piece, a shade long for its content possibly, but a
welcome addition to the catalogue; while Knoxville—
Summer of 1915, a setting of a piece of prose by
James Agee, is one of Barber's finest compositions
and draws more than most on a broad range of
emotional colours and orchestral textures. Molly
McGurk sings it well but is unable to erase the recollection of Leontyne Price's magical performance on
a now deleted RCA issue. The West Australian
Symphony Orchestra survives any comparison that
might be made with its European or American rivals
though it is not yet world class. The recording,
made in Perth, is clean and well balanced, altogether
a very attractive issue. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK : Sonata for Two Pianos and Percussion / MOZART: Andante with Five Variations, K501 / DEBUSSY: En blanc et noir
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BEETHOVEN: Mass in D, Op. 123 ' Missa
Solemnis'
Lucia Popp (sop) I Yvonne Minion (con) I Mallory
Walker (ten) IGwynne Howell (bass) IChicago SO d
Chorus ISolti
Decca D87D 2(2 records) (£8.50)
For many, the choice here has not altered since 1966
when the (
second) Missa Solemnis recordings by
Klemperer and Karajan appeared—others would go
back further still, suggesting the 1953 Toscanini
version remains unsurpassed. Solti's new recording
hardly affects the situation.
Karajan's three LP recordings, illustrating the
development of a very personal conception of the
work, tend to stand apart: from the sublimity hoped
for by Giulini and Jochum, but not attained in their
recordings, and from the dynamism of Toscanini,
Szell (a memorable Cleveland tape was broadcast
by the BBC), and Colin Davis, whose Philips recording is imminent, and of which Ihave high hopes.
These conductors— Klemperer too, in his own way—
sieze this mighty score by the scruff of its neck, But,
unexpectedly, adiffident Solti seems only to present
the most generalised, soft-edged view of it.
For me, the production approach is wholly wrong;
this Medinah Temple recording presents the Mass
as if for solo quartet, with a distant ' support' by
choir/orchestra. The singers are placed: men
extreme left, women extreme right, with a wide
central gap. In his analytical notes, Burnett James
argues that 'often the real clue to the meaning lies
with the orchestra more than with the voices'. This
was realised in the Kingsway Hall Klemperer/NPO
set, where the orchestra comes between listener
and solo quartet (as it should); there the quartet is
in much more appropriate scale and compactness
of grouping. But it is not merely amatter of placement:
listen to the way the Chicago solo violin in SanctusBenedictus is throttled down when the soloists reenter. Quite unnecessary.
The orchestral vagueness is inevitably damaging
—take the anguished writing in the Credo at Passus,
which almost passes unnoticed here. But then,
Solti does seem to have opted for a rallentando
manner, without rhythmic keenness ( contrast the
heart-stopping passage in the Toscanini set, for
instance, in the 3rd movt. just before Pleni sunt).
And when the Chicago chorus sounds often as
though it was only at the final stage of preparation,
still awaiting that last bit of guidance, unable to sing
out with the affirmative confidence of Pitz's NPO
Chorus, one almost feels one is auditioning a runthrough tape, something that could form a basis for
recording this conductor's definitive statement on
Beethoven's Op. 123. Of course, there are many
excellent incidentals, and these include fine singing
by both Popp and Minton (the tenor has a somewhat feminine timbre, but this is very much a matter
of personal taste—as perhaps are my views on
balancing). [
B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
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BEETHOVEN: Clarinet Trio in 131,, Op. 11
ARCHDUKE RUDOLPH: Trio for Pianoforte,
Clarinet, and Violoncello
Nash Ensemble
CRD1045 (£3.99)
Beethoven dedicated some of his finest works to
Archduke Rudolph of Austria: his pupil as well as a
patron. The Trio recorded here was unfinished, and
the order of the ( slowish) scherzo and Theme and
Variations is reversed. In the lyrical opening movement atheme from the finale of Beethoven's Op. 79
piano sonata makes one or two appearances. The
clarinet is favoured with cadenza- like flourishes, and
takes precedence in announcing new material—
these ideas are generally repeated symmetrically by
the cello, the piano linking and embellishing.
The playing ( Clifford Benson, Antony Pay,
Christopher van Kampen) is clean and pert— in
Beethoven's early score too—and the instruments
are well recorded. The piano image, though, gets
fragmented in away Ifound disconcerting—seeming
to shift behind clarinet and cello. The sessions took
place at the Rosslyn Hill Chapel, Hampstead.
Christopher Breunig
[A/B: 1]
BERWALD: Grand Septet in B j HUMMEL:
Septet in d, Op. 74
The Nash Ensemble
CRD 1044 (£3.99)
It seems likely, as Robert Layton indicates in his
informative sleevenote, that these quintets were
originally written within ayear or two of each other, in
the middle of the second decade of the 19th century.
The Berwald was revised ten years or so later, and it
is in this form that it survives: an engaging, fresh and
effective piece that will make itself many friends
through this recording. It is nicely scored, for clarinet, bassoon, horn and string quartet; and formally
it is noteworthy for its inclusion of a rapid scherzo
within the Poco Adagio second movement. The
Hummel is more familiar—the distinguished old
Melos Ensemble recording is still available from
L'Oiseau -Lyre, and there is a newer version by the
Heidelberg Chamber Ensemble ( Oryx) that Ihave not
heard. Its scoring—flute, oboe, horn, viola, cello
and double bass, with brilliant piano part—could
hardly be more different from that of the Berwald.
The performance is spacious, more relaxed in tempo
than that of the Malos, appreciative of colour and
texture. The recording is carefully balanced, natural.
sounding, with detail clear; only at the end of the
very long Hummel side is there aslightly edgy quality.
The Nash Ensemble is to be congratulated on striking such ahappy balance between the lyrical and the
more dramatic qualities in these bright, refreshing
works. [A: I]
Peter Branscombe
BOCCHERINI: Concerto No. 2in D for Cello and
Strings TARTINI: Concerto in A for Cello and
Strings VIVALDI: Concerto in C for Cello and
Strings, PV 31
Concerto in G for Cello and
Strings, PV 120
Mstislav Rostropovich ICo/leg/urn Musicum, Zürich I
Sacher
DG 2530 974 (£4.35)
Four mid-18th century cello concertos, including
two by Vivaldi that do not otherwise appear in current record lists, is the latest offering from Rostropovich. Ido not have available for comparison the
elderly versions of the Boccherini and Tartini works,
but Iam confident that they could not be played with
the expressive fire and generous sweep that they
receive here. Rostropovich is unnaturally favoured
by the perspective, the contrast being felt perhaps
at its strongest in the Vivaldi G major work, with
harpsichord chattering away in the distance and the
great cellist booming and soaring (and sniffing)
close at hand. The accompaniments provided by
Paul Sachar and his Zurich string players are alert
and strong, but the contrasts are overdone, it seems
to me—whether between legato and staccato, loud
and soft, or fast and slow. Burnished, exciting performances, then, and if Imention that the sleevenotes are printed on a large folded poster showing
the cellist at work, you will know where the emphasis
lies. [
B: I]
Peter Branscombe
BOULEZ: Piano Sonata No. 2 /
Variations for Piano, Op. 27
Maurizio Pollini (pno)
DG 2530 803 (£4.35)

WEBERN:

Pollini has already made an excellent recording of
the complete piano music of Schoenberg, as well as
works by Bartok, Stravinsky and Nono, so he is very
lOI

much at home in this kind of music. Webern's
Variations of 1936— not 1926 as twice stated on the
sleeve—are a classic of modern piano music, and
are most sensitively played here, with a great variety
of tone: in fact the last few notes are so soft as to be
barely audible. Pollini also brings out the form of
the work extremely well: the mirror shapes in the
first movement are clearly audible, for instance. He
brings the sanie approach to Boulez's early Sonata.
Though written only twelve years after the Webern,
in 1948 when Boulez was 23, it is light years away in
style. Some of it is extremely virtuosic, and personally Ifind the more animated parts of it, such as
the first movement, the brief scherzo and the allegro
section of the finale, the most exciting, as here
Boulez engenders agood deal of rhythmical tension.
Elsewhere there are echoes of Boulez's teacher
Messiaen and even of Debussy. Whether one likes
this kind of music or not depends on individual taste
—much of it is certainly fascinating in sound, though
it is not always easy to follow the structural organisation described in the sleeve note. At any rate Pollini
gives the work a magnificent performance: following
it with the score Icannot imagine how he overcame
some of the fantastic technical difficulties. He is
well recorded, though my copy has a slight swish
at the beginning of each side: however, this soon
disappears. Neither work is, apparently, available
elsewhere at present. [ A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

BRAHMS: Symphony 1in c, op. 68
Boston SO IOzawa
DG 2530 889 (£4.35)
The non- discriminating purchaser should be perfectly happy with this release. But what discernment
does Ozawa bring to the score, for the Collector with
twenty-odd other versions of Brahms 1? Certainly,
he is less subjective than Levine ( RCA); and Isuspect he feels there is much more lyricism in the work
than is revealed by casting it in the mould of Beethoven's heroic style. The Boston SO has an especially fine flautist for the key passages in the finale,
where the stringendi are most convincingly done
(introduction). Regrettably there is a technical flaw
before the big string-tune: the last crotchet of bar 61
has afermata, mostly over rests, but brass tied notes
remain. A certain amount of studio noise can be
heard, then an edit produces a jolting moment of
dead silence—surely this could have been improved?
Ozawa omits the opening movement repeat.
Generally. Ilike this somewhat distanced interpretation, though it does not convey the authority of
readings such as Biihm's, Boult's, or Haitink's ( not
to mention Karajan's). Karajan's new cycle appears
this autumn on DG. The present recording is below
the highest Boston standards set by this label (cf.
Ozawa's Ravel set); and Ozawa adds some spurious
tympani beats towards the end of the finale. [A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 73
Overture, Op. 81
Nat. PO Stokowski
CBS 76667 (£4.29)

Tragic

Although, in the last analysis, Icould not say this
was a great performance of the symphony (as perhaps one could of Toscanini's 1952 Carnegie Hall
recording), it certainly is full of beautiful things—
notably the lead-back to the first- movement exposition, which Stokowski repeats. And when we hear
the section repeated, it seems to have anew hushed
intimacy, in spite of the fact that (if you jump the
pick-up arm to and fro) dynamics and phrasing are
indistinguishable. Stokowski allowed himself a
great deal of freedom of pacing and tension here; the
overall feeling is of rather slow speeds—almost lateKlemperer style—but with bursts of impatient energy.
In short, there is afeeling of inconsistency, although
one is always aware that the conductor knows the
score intimately and has the measure of it. Turn to
Monteux with the LSO ( Universo) and the reading is
more austere; it makes you concentrate harder, and
it has that special character that one only gets with
an orchestra playing for its principal conductor (as
Monteux was then). Monteux has the Academic;
Stokowski gives us his only recording of the Tragic,
which fills out side 2.
The CBS recording was made at EMI's studios; it
has acertain greyness. Detail is clear, but the reverberation at the end of the symphony sounds artificial
and muddying. The Philips recording has an odd
veiling, but by contrast has a sweetness and truth-
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CHOPIN : 24 Preludes, Op. 28 D Prelude no. 25 in

fulness that has eluded the CBS team. ( Monteux
also took the first- movement repeat.) [ A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig

Rudolf Kerer (pno)
CFP ' Melodiya' 40284 (£1.49)

BRAHMS: Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5 U 2 Rhapsodies, Op. 79
Garrick Ohlsson (pno)
HMV ASD3551 0 (£3.99)
Ohlsson gives a most convincing account of the
sonata: the best thing Ihave heard him do. At the
technical level, the playing is finely articulated, clear,
with well-chosen tempi, and a wide dynamic range
which ( it strikes me) exploits possibilities offered by
the recording process to drop to a level of intimacy,
a whisper, that would hardly carry in a public hall.
Above all, his approach to this masterpiece of
Brahms' youth is fresh and athletic, with plenty of
fantasy in the Intermezzo, and the contrapuntal challenges of the finale seemingly met with ease and
fluency. Where Curzon, with broad speeds and a
pained introspection which some find just fussy,
suggests a grey-bearded heavy figure—the mature
Brahms—Ohlsson sharply corrects the image. EMI's
excellent recording displaces the Decca ( now SDD
498), sounding cleaner, and more extended. A wellfocused reading. [A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Sextet in G, op. 36 L. BRUCKNER:
Intermezzo and Trio in d
Alberni String Quartet with Roger Best (via) and
Moray Welsh ( v/c)
CRD 1046 (£3.99)
Here is avery attractive record. It would have caused
raised eye- brows once upon atime, but this coupling
of pieces that both began life as quartets, by composers who as contemporaries were thought to have
little in common, reveals that time is a great healer.
The Bruckner, of course, is only afill- up here, but it is
a pleasing companion to Brahms's second String
Sextet, which is by adozen years the earlier of these
two works.
The Albernis with their excellent
colleagues make astrong yet sensitive team, lacking
something perhaps in dynamic range (the pp and ppp
passages lack that intimate whispered quality of the
great chamber groups), but they are alert to the wide
expressive range of the music, and they sustain
finely the argument of the opening Allegro non troppo
of the Brahms ( with the repeat taken, as here, the
movement runs to 833 bars). They find just the right
touch for the moderate-paced Scherzo and scintillating major-key Trio. If the Poco Adagio is perhaps a
shade too deliberate, the Poco Allegro of the finale is
taken at a pace that allows detail to come through
tellingly, without loss of vivacity. The Bruckner has a
good blend of delicacy and rustic strength. Since
the sound-quality is high, with fine balance and
silent surfaces, no one need hesitate. The Brahms
is presently available only in an Amadeus set with
the other sextet and the quintets; and the Bruckner
only with the complete quintet for which it was
written as an alternative scherzo. The presentation
is up to CRD's high standard, apart from aconfusing
tempo-indication for the scherzo, conflating the two
contrasting tempi. [ A:1]
Peter Branscombe
BRITTEN: Variations on a Theme of Frank
Bridge, Op. 10
Simple Symphony, Op. 4
Prelude and Fugue, Op. 29
Bournemouth Sin fonietta IThomas
RCA RL 25146 (f.3.99)
Headed The Complete Music for Strings and attractively packaged, this Britten record looks
extremely promising. Indeed, the strings of the
Bournemouth Sinfonietta, conducted by Roland
Thomas, rise to the occasion: the performances are
always sympathetic and often distinguished. The
end product, however, is most frustrating, for there
is no escaping what I can only interpret as the
producer's ' creative' delusions. A comparison with
Scandinavian Serenade (
CRD 1042—see p. 109) would
make a valuable study in the use and abuse of
recording technique: in the Variations especially,
wholeness and naturalness are glaringly sacrificed
to gadgetry. The signs are there at the outset—the
separateness of the double-basses—and every
opportunity for selective emphasis and exaggeration
seems to have been seized. Particularly wretched
is the brilliant spot- lighting of salient melodic parts.
Some hi-fi people may well be caught by this aggressive brilliance, but musically the sound character is
corrupt beyond redemption. In the circumstances,
the pre-echo associated with the high level seems a
relatively minor flaw. [ C: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

A pity that EMI's engineers did not iron out the pitch
discrepancies between items on these Russian
tapes; the resultant feeling is that each Prelude was
accorded its own separate 'take'—unfortunate in
pieces of such contiguity.
Taken individually, however, there is much to
enjoy on this disc. Rudolf Kerer ( biographical details,
please) is most successful in those Preludes which
demand broad, extended phrasing. The gentle
Barcarolle rhythm of no. 13 (cf. the slow movement of
the B minor Sonata) is nicely caught, although the
initial tempo is arguably too slow to take in the piu
lento contrast later on. On the other hand, the middle
section of no. 21, with its Brahmsian sixths, is
conveyed with bell- like radiance from marvellously
controlled pedalling, and the delicatissimo marking of
no. 23, with its fleeting harmonic ambiguity at the
end, is perfectly realised.
If Pollini's rubato is easier, less bumpy in the
repeated notes of no. 6, if the turbulence of no. 14 is
deeper set and therefore more terrible in Arrau's
hands, or if Martha Argerich captures more of the
dark wildness of no. 24 (with thunderous low Ds
fabulously rich in harmonics), this is nonetheless a
good bargain. Tape hiss sometimes clouds the
issue, so [ B/C: 2]
Andrew Keener

DEBUSSY: Violin Sonata in g /
Violin Sonata in A
Ivry Gitlis ( yin) Martha Argerich (pno)
CBS 76714 (£4.29)

FRANCK:

If, as Ido, you consider finely-wrought understatement to be aprerequisite for the Franck Sonata, you
will find little to enjoy on this record. Martha
Argerich has recorded the work before, impressively,
with James Galway ( RCA).
Unfortunately, the
present duo seems sadly mismatched: as recorded,
the violin sound is some of the harshest, most relentless Ihave ever heard—all mezzo forte and above.
The trick of ' colouring' a line by playing without
vibrato produces a viol- like, nasal, even buzzing
quality, and the many extraneous noises ( inadvertently brushed open strings, etc.) suggest limited
session time. The second movement is torn to
shreds by a frantic, arbitrary rubato (note values
assume rather a back seat) and dynamic variation is
practically non-existent—compare Argerich's observation of the molto dim with Gitlis' unbending forte
two bars before the Poco Lento and thus gauge the
personality of the whole disc. A horribly flat Fsharp
entry ( marked pp!) should have been remade.
The recordings, close and raw, and catching an
occasional, synthetic resonance, are underpinned
by a low hum on G natural ( in A major!). Perlman/
Ashkenazy's Franck ( Decca) is incomparably more
refined, while Silverstein and Tilson Thomas'
Debussy ( DG) avoids the hothouse projection of the
CBS disc. [C: 4]
Andrew Keener

ELGAR: ' Cockaigne', Op. 40—overture U The
Crown of India', Op. 66—suite U ' Pomp and
Circumstance', Op. 39—military marches (complete)
SNO IGibson
RCA RL 25158 (£.3.99)
This is the sort of record that makes me reflect on
the wastefulness of our supposedly healthy ' competitive' system. Sir Alexander Gibson is a good
Elgarian, but all three items are heard to better effect
elsewhere. Within the last year or so, there have
been two other new sets of Pomp and Circumstance
marches; one for those who fall for brashness
(LPO/Solti—SXL 8848) and another that comes near
to perfection ( LPO/Boult—ASD 3388). Is there
room for athird? Only in the most basic commercial
terms—the point being that while Gibson avoids
Solti's extravagance, he is rather less persuasive
than Boult, and the recording is markedly inferior to
EMI's. Although free from obvious contrivance, the
sound is marred by the thinness of the violins and
by a certain want of clarity. The suite from The
Crown of India comes across more successfully; but
for two or three bad instances of pre-echo, this
would merit an A for its clarity and warmth. Here,
too, is Gibson's Elgar at its best, and we are left in no
doubt that the suite contains some reflective music
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of the darker, more inward sort. This performance of
Cockaigne has plenty of Elgarian poetry, but not all
the changes in movement are convincing. [
6:1]
Hugh Ottaway

passages than in extended passages without
accompaniment.
Care should be exercised in
selecting a copy: two pressings submitted had
scuffing damage, as Supraphon seem to have
reverted to coarse paper inners. (Schumann) [
A: 1]
(Franck) [
A/A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

FRANCK: Piano Quintet in f
Cristina Ortiz (pno) IMedici Quartet
HMV ASD 3546 ® ( 3.99)
That which in youth draws a benevolent smile often
meets with sharp disapproval where age is concerned. So it was with poor Franck who, infatuated
with his young pupil, Augusta Holmés, produced the
richly sensual Piano Quintet which so appalled his
wife and shocked even Liszt—sad that this redblooded spirit should so conveniently forget his own
such passions.
In performing the Quintet the danger is that
the already sumptuous textures can emerge as
hopelessly bloated, and fatigue can soon set in; the
score is liberally sprinkled with extremes—the word
motto appears most frequently. The present disc
starts with the advantage of fine engineering; no
attempt is made to glamorise the sound—the piano
image is firm, if a little bass- light, and the quartet,
set in an attractive acoustic, is securely spaced
across the stereo stage. Only the viola struck me as
occasionally reticent.
Curzon and the Vienna Philharmonic Quartet ( Ace
of Diamonds) are the only competitors, rather
plummily recorded by comparison. The new performance is more overtly passionate, as you would
expect from younger players, but, impressively, it is a
passion often achieved by incisive clarity rather than
untamed urgency. The tempi on the new disc, while
frequently slower than on the Decca recording, are
distinguished by a deftness and lucidity (characteristic of this pianist) which makes for more rhythmic
sense in places such as the marte//ato triplets of the
first movement coda. Here Ortiz's accentuation
makes Curzon seem rhythmically irresolute. On
Decca, Rudolf Streng's quietly haunting viola at the
end of it, or the more flowing tempo for the second
movement perhaps reveal a greater maturity, but
time and again the superb tonal blend and clarity of
the Medici players produce a rapt stillness that has
all the concentration of a live recital; try the start of
the D flat major section or the descending dolcissimo
keyboard octaves towards the end—both in the slow
movement.
One oddity: the quartet's trenchant crushed-notes
in the piu presto section of the first movement coda
are practically inaudible, each time lending a pecked
quality to the following crotchet. A beautiful record,
(nonetheless)—can we now expect the Brahms
Quintet from these players? [
A/B: 1/11
Andrew Keener

Franck/ Schumann
from Neumann
FRANCK: Symphonic Variations/SCHUMANN:
Piano Concerto in a, op. 54
Ivan Moravec (pno) ICzech PO INeumann
Supraphon 410 2073 0 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Franck's Symphonic Variations, although currently
out of fashion here, are beautifully crafted, often
touchingly expressive. The Czech pianist (a former
pupil of Michelangell's) gives them an outstanding
reading, studied yet free—something of the manner
of Cherkassky comes across.
Recorded with
considerable openness and range, this really does
sound like a live performance, and Iwould certainly
consider my £2.99 well spent just to have this item.
Of course, the movement-timings of the Schumann
Concerto present difficulties to the cutting-engineer,
and a bad decision has been taken here: Supraphon
have arranged the turnover during the linking
passage between slow movement and finale!
Moravec's playing here is very masculine, not
unlike Serkin's Schumann, but without the feminism
of Richter's, or of Ranki's inspirational ' Hungaroton'
recorded performance. And like Serkin, Moravec
sings continually ( Linn owners will get the fullest
benefit). The finale is taken very fast here. In
general this is as fine as any alternative listed, with
modern sound. The technical quality is very fine,
with extended range and clarity; perhaps the solo
instrument becomes marginally more veiled in tutti
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HOLST: ' The Planets', Op. 32
Concertgebouw IAmbrosian Singers IMarriner
Philips 9500 425 (£4.50)
Ihave given up counting the number of versions
of The Planets and will simply say that this new
one, though by no means a triumph, has much to
commend it. The interpretation is sympathetic and
considered, but at times a little over-deliberate, and
once or twice, particularly in matters of pace and
movement, slightly misjudged: for example, in the
first part of ' Saturn', the numbing grip of those
alternating chords is not quite there. The playing,
too, is very good rather than outstanding. The
recording has a presence that is seldom, if ever,
quite natural. Iwas often distracted by the separateness of different musical strands, in a way that
betrayed the gadgetry. The beginning of ' Saturn'
again provides an example: the double-basses have
a separate identity, almost as if they were a part of
another performance. At the end of ' Neptune', the
voices are artificially faded and suddenly stop: not at
all the effect that Hoist intended. [ B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
KOZELUCH: Symphony in F
Symphony in g
Prague CO IMlavacek
Supraphon 110 2078 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Two Kozeluchs have made their way into the musical
history books. This is the younger, and nephew of
the other. Something of aprodigy, he was born 1747
and lived to take over Mozart's job as Court Chamber
composer in Vienna for which he was paid whereas
Mozart was not, and which he held until his death in
1818. The author of several worthy compositions, he
has achieved his greatest fame for being beastly to
Mozart and about La Clemenza di Tito at Prague in
1791. The two symphonies, the only examples of this
part of his work currently on record, were apparently
written in the early years of the 1780s, for Kozeluch
published them from his own press in 1787. Naturally
the G minor invites comparison with other G minor
symphonies of the time, notably Haydn's No. 83 and
Mozart's No. 40. Though it fails to match the sheer
dynamic creativity of the first or the tragic intensity
of the second, it has an agitation and pathos of a
personal kind. The F major is more conventional,
but repays listening to. The performances are
slightly untidy but have vigour and are brightly
recorded, though Inote a decline in quality towards
the ends of the sides. [
6: 2]
Kenneth Dommett
'EUGENE FODOR PLAYS FRITZ KREISLER'
Eugene Fodor (vIn) I Stephen Swedish (Imo)
RCA RL 12365 (£2.85)
Fodor plays one side of Viennese favourites, one
side of Kreisler's ' In the style of...' He despatches
the pieces with the slickness of brilliantine— his
accompanist has more idea of the charm of the
programme, but he has been pushed into the background by the engineer. Fodor, however, is very
close, and the level is very high indeed; the sound
remains clean, but distancing might have lent the
enchantment that clearly is not part of this young
virtuoso's equipment anyway. Zukerman's CBS disc
has gone, but ( best of all) Perlman's two HMV are
still listed. If you want to be gently seduced by
Kreisler, this RCA recital is not for you, but if you
like technical gloss presented in a ' Phase-4'-ish way
it may appeal. Assessed thus, [
A: 1].
Christopher Breunig
JONGEN: Chant de Mai, Op. 53 No. 1 VIERNE:
Organ Symphony No. 4in g, Op. 32
Alastair Sampson (org)
Cathedral ' Masterworks' CRMS 864 (£3.49) ( CRD)
DURUFLE: Suite Op. 5 / VIERNE: 5 Pieces de
Fantasie from Op. 51, 53 & 54
David M. Patrick (org)
Cathedral ' Masterworks' CRMS 867 (E.3.99) (
CRD)
Cathedral's issue of the six Vierne symphonies, a
set not otherwise available in the UK, continues with
No. 4, shortly to be followed by Nos. 1and 6. Alastair
Sampson again gives an eloquent, satisfying
account on the organ of Eton College Chapel. It is
interesting to compare this recording with that of the
third symphony, previously reviewed, which was
made under almost identical conditions, except that
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the present production was Dolbyed. The improvement is obvious, and future issues will include this
refinement. The quality is good in all respects, and
the disc can be recommended. [
A: 1]
Duruflé assisted Vierne at Notre Dame for atime,
and certain common musical idioms are apparent in
these works. They are given fine performances at
Buckfast Abbey, where the J. W. Walker organ
specifically provides for the modern French school,
some of the reeds having been voiced by Rochesson
(Paris). A C24A microphone was fed directly into a
Rayos 700, without Dolby—even so, the slight background appears to be mainly ambient noise. Balance
is excellent, rounded by the building, but retaining
good clarity, and the frequency response is smooth.
[A: 1]
Trevor Attewell

MAN IN RECORD SHOP

Mahler 3, says he.
Bernstein—
or Levine?
Try: Horenstein?
Ithink ...
Haitink?
(Do be quick)
Kubelik?
Solti with the LSO?
Feels uneasy—
says ' No'
Assistant turns away.
Pretends to browse ...
Get Mahler
Another day.
C. Breunig

Karajan: Splendid
Mahler 6
MAHLER: Symphony 6
BP° IKarajan
DG 2707 106 (
2 records) (£8.70)
The cutting-engineers have made a really impressive job, of preserving the wide dynamic range of
Karajan's performance, when side- lengths vary from
13 minutes to almost 30—the finale is, of course,
the most demanding movement of all. But this is a
superb recording, given that one accepts a stage
width that hardly extends beyond the outer edges of
the speakers. There is ample depth information, and
although the setting is rather close, the separation
and details are as impressive as the best of the ' new
generation' Berlin productions (e.g. the Rite of
Spring). This sixth is much better than Karajan's
fifth, as a piece of engineering, or the miscalculated
Song of the Earth.
Many listeners will be familiar with the interpretation, which has been broadcast from European
festivals, and has been heard in London. However,
there is more intensity in the recorded performance
than in the Festival Hall version. Karajan's tempo
for the opening movement is very fast ( repeat taken),
and the pulse amazingly consistent—even when the
swooning Alma Mahler theme is heard. The tempo
for the Andante Moderato is also very flowing, and I
must say that Ihope Abbado's remarkable reading
(this movement very extended) will also be recorded
by DG. RCA have an LSO/Levine taping yet to
appear. As it is, I think Karajan's superlatively
executed, highly objective, and acutely perceptive
sixth must now take first place—it's not a set for
small-scale reproducers, and the overwhelming
nature of this symphony is such that listening can
be a disturbing experience. The impact of the first
movement is staggering here, and the first four or
five minutes of the finale have one marvelling at the
concentration of thinking which Mahler achieved
in his scoring: never mind that contemporary nonsense about the motorhorns, the sixth is a profound
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'Solti and his Chicagoans are legendary. . — Harold C. Schonberg, New York Times

SOLTUCHICAGO S
Decca welcomes the arrival in Britain of THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

and their Music Director SIR GEORG SOLTI on their 1978 European Tour
New this month -

More magnificent recordings —

BRAHMS
SYMPHONY No. 4

BEETHOVEN
THE NINE SYMPHONIES

A persuasive and compelling
reading of this great symphony —
the first record of acomplete cycle
of the Brahms Symphonies plus the
German Requiem.
SXL 6890 cassette KSXC 6890
Recently released —
A towering performance
of Beethoven's

MISSA SOLEMNIS

Lucia Popp • Yvonne Minton
Mallory Walker • Gwynne Howell
with
THE CHICAGO SYMPHONY CHORUS
D87D 2 ( 2LPs)
K87K 22 ( cassettes)

and Overtures ' Egmont', ' Coriolan' & ' Leonora No. 3'
An essential integral set which includes all
the indicated repeats. A bonus to this
monumental presentation comes in the form of
afree additional record of Sir Georg in
conversation with William Mann on the symphonies
and these recordings.
11BB 188-96 ( 9 [ Ps)
On cassette in 2boxes: K3F 10; K3F 11

TCHAIKOVSKY
SYMPHONY No. 6
SXL 6814

cassette KSXC 6814

And with The Vienna Philharmonic—

BRUCKNER
SYMPHONY No. 7

and WAGNER: Siegfred Idyll
SET 323-4 ( 2LPs)
KCET2 7046 ( cassette)

Three more fine examples of the inimitable CSO/Solti sound —
MAHLER: Symphony No. 8
SET 534-5 ( 2LPs)
KCET2 7006 ( cassette)
RICHARD STRAUSS
Also sprach Zarathustra
Till Eulenspiegel
Don Juan
SXL 6749
KSXC 6749 ( cassette)

NEW FULL COLOUR SOLTI LEAFLET!
Send for afree copy of Decca's new colour leaflet
which gives details of the wealth of magnificent
recordings conducted by Sir Georg Solti.

RAVEL: Bolero
DEBUSSY: La Mer
Prélude à l'après-midi d'un faune
SXL 6813
KSXC 6813 ( cassette)

Send to. Room 603, Decca House, 9Albert Embankment,
London, SE1 7SW
Name
Address

HFN878

YMPHONT•DECCA

September is CSO/SOLTI IN CONCERT month!
ROYAL ALBERT HALL PROMS —
September 4 ( Beethoven Symphony No. 1; Bruckner Symphony No. 7)
September 5( Tippett Symphony No. 4 ( London première);
Tchaikovsky Symphony No. 6)
EDINBURGH FESTIVAL ( USHER HALL) —
September 7( Brahms Sympnony No. 3; Symphony No. 4)
September 8 ( Beethoven Symphony No. 1; Mahler Symphony No. 1)
ROYAL FESTIVAL HALL, LONDON —
September 22 ( Brahms Symphony No. 3; Mahler Symphony No.1)

chose the cbscs recommended by he
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Guide.
Felon of the Pengw•
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exercise in symphonic thinking, and Karajan— with
his superb orchestra—never lets you forget that!
[A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
MASSENET: Songs and Duets-18 items
Stella Wright (sop)7 Alexander Morgan ( ten) IJonathan
Alder (pno)
Rare Recorded Editions SRRE 175 (£2.90)
These recordings of Massenet songs and duets
have been made possible by the enthusiasm of
Stella Wright ( soprano) who founded the Massenet
Society at the end of 1972, and has done much
towards deepening the appreciation of the work of
a composer who has been unjustly neglected in the
past. Miss Wright formed the Pisa Opera Group in
1960, and since their first concert ( sponsored by the
Cats Protection League) in 1961, they have been
responsible for performing neglected Massenet
works, including the operas Sapho and Ariane. This
year will see the British première of the oratorio La
Terre Promise, and for the groups' 17th anniversary
they will present the composer's last opera, Cléopâtre.
Unfortunately the recorded quality of the disc
under review makes it impossible to give any form
of critical appraisal. The sound is so reverberant
that it is suggestive of the acoustics of a subway in
an underground station! It is almost impossible to
distinguish the words, and quite impossible to estimate the general standard of performance.
For those who wish for amore orthodox recording
of Massenet songs Iwould suggest the disc by
Huguette Tourangeau ( Decca SXL 6765) on which
the accompaniments are played by Richard Bonynge.
[D: ?]
John Freestone
MOZART: Violin Concerto in D, K211 D Violin
Concerto in D, K218
Isaac Stern ( On) IECO ISchneider
CBS 78881 (£4.29)
This coupling exactly matches that by Hermann
Krebbers with the Netherlands Chamber Orchestra
under Zinman. Stern's reputation is likely to make
his performances an automatic recommendation,
but the Dutch team have polish and arelaxed attitude
to both concertos that is very likeable, and they
should not be lightly dismissed. Stern's authority is,
however, not to be denied. His tone is less ' classical'
than Krebbers' but it is full and rich and confident.
The ECO, ever reliable, provide sound support
under the direction of Alexander Schneider, and are
well recorded. Stern's cadenzas are by Kuchler and
Joachim respectively; not altogether stylish but
time-honoured. My preference is marginally in
favour of the Philips performance, but there is not
much in it. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Sonata in F, K332 D Piano
Sonata in D, K284
Kenneth van Barthold (Heilman and Stein pianos)
Argo ZK 43 (£2.50)
In a very interesting sleeve note Kenneth van
Barthold explains how early pianos with their restricted range and limited action tend to impose
upon players a special style.
This he claims
has the effect of rectifying misconceptions about
the performance of music written for them, particularly in the matter of speed and in the use of the sustaining pedal. With these views securely tucked
away and with a long held taste for the fortepiano, I
began to listen to the F major sonata on a Heilman
piano of 1775, about contemporary with the music.
It is a work clearly designed for an instrument without great sustaining power—a harpsichord would
suit it quite well—and expected something of Ingrid
Haebler's or Badura-Skoda's magical use of these
instruments. Alas, Iam afraid Ifound the performances worthy but very pedestrian. This no less so
in the more brilliantly conceived earlier Sonata in D
which is played on a Stein piano of about 1805.
Whether this disappointment stems from Mr van
Barthold's theory about tempi, or from his manner of
playing in a largely non-legato style, or just the
rather creaky sounds of the instruments themselves,
lam unable to say. Whatever the cause, the effect is,
for me, unhappily one of earnest dullness, and I
return to Walter Klien or Christoph Eschenbach for
the excitements that these scholarly excursions into
the Colt collection deny me. [
A: 2/3]
Kenneth Dommett
STOP PAPD ,PREVIN: Every Good Boy Deserves Favour— A Play for Actors and Orchestra
106

Locke IMcKellen IRichardson ISheldon ISpriggs I
Stewart ILSO IPrevin
RCA RL 12855 (£3.99)
This short play is apungent protest against Russian
psychiatric prisons. The ' hero' shares a cell with a
madman who believes himself a conductor, hence
the orchestra on stage to actualise his hallucinations.
It also provides the means for emotional enhancement of the verbal text which is strong, witty and
outrageously punning ( well, would you dare to
'throw atrombone to adog'?). The result is brazenly
effective. The music is ' film type'—but the class is
very high both in moments of intensity (for example
when the madman wakes the hero) and when used
quietly (as in the work's close or as amelodrama with
a bitter alphabetic catalogue of interlaced imprisonments). The playing of the LSO is first class—they
revel in the quasi-Mahlerian passages—and in a
quote from Tchaikovsky's 1812! The sound is recorded very closely—it gives an almost excessive
clarity at the expense of space and sonic integration.
[El: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
PURCELL: ' 0 Solitude' ( song) E. Anthems:
'Blow up the trumpet in Sion', ' Hear my prayer',
'My song shall be alway', ' 0 give thanks', ' 0
Lord God of hosts'
Deller Consort lDeller Choir IDeller
Harmonia Mundi HM 247 (£.3.99) ( Rediffusion)
Although most of these works are otherwise available in the current catalogue, no rival recording contains more than two of them, so problems of comparison hardly arise. The issue is entitled rather
inappropriately after the one continuo song it contains—inappropriately since the five anthems all
celebrate aspects of Old Testament communal
spirit. Arguably the finest piece is the little fragment,
'Hear my prayer', asuperb, solemn eight- part chorus;
but it is good to have all these works on record,
especially the two largest ones, ' 0 give thanks', a
verse anthem with strong ritornelli, solo and ensemble sections, and choruses, and ' My song shall
be alway', for bass voice and strings, with two brief
choral interjections. The performances are lively,
crisply phrased and for the most part very well sung
and played, though some rather mannered declamation and rough ornamentation may prove vexing
with repeated hearings. The recording is well
balanced and spacious, with pleasingly silent surfaces. [
A: 2]
Peter Branscombe
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez Li Fantasia
para un Gentilhombre
Turibio Santos (gtr) IOrchestre National de l'Opéra de
Monte-Carlo IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 71128 (£4.75)
Another recording of the Rodrigo! Well, these
works are so deservedly popular that one need not
wonder at it. This version is no vain repetition,
either: it is very ' Spanish' in flavour, with strongly
marked rhythms and very careful pointing, more
remarkable, it seems to me, for the orchestral parts
than for the soloist. Santos, to be sure, is avery fine
performer, but people like Bream and Williams get a
great deal more out of the score, in terms of variety
and effect, than he does. The last movement of the
concerto is taken rather slowly, and has a heavy
sound which belies its jollity; but the hushed central
section is very beautiful. The Fantasia, deliberately
archaic in mood though not in scoring, is a smaller
work than the concerto, and once again lacks a
degree of vitality.
The recording is of considerable distinction: the
balance is very good between soloist and orchestra
—a very difficult achievement—and the clarity and
detail of the score is brought out admirably: this
record is well worth hearing for the technical quality
alone, while the performances are different enough,
and interesting enough, to be added to the collection
of any lover of the works; and there must be thousands of them. [ A: 2]
Peter Turner
ROSSINI: arr.
SEDLAK: ' II
Barbiere di
Siviglia'—highlights
'
Corradino'—overture 1=1
'Semiramide'—overtu re ' L' I
tal i
an ain Algeri'—
overture
Netherlands Wind Ensemble
Philips 9500 395 (£4.50)
This record of ' Rossini for Wind' should delight and
intrigue all who enjoy both Rossini and the succulent
sound of awind ensemble. The opera composers of
the great Italian bel canto era, like Mozart, were
highly delighted to hear their melodies transposed

into the popular idiom of the street organ and the
bandstand; it was what we would call today a good
public relations exercise, bringing the music of the
expensive opera houses to the masses. Rossini
would have had no qualms about hearing his music
in this form and these are arrangements that he
probably would have heard as they were all made
between 1819 and 1825, in Rossini's peak creative
years, by one Wenzel Sedlak (1776-1851), a professional clarinettist who made many such arrangements for the ' Harmonie' bands of the day. Beethoven himself made such arrangements, while
Sedlak raided the works of every contemporary
composer for his popular transcriptions. The
orchestration here would be a typical example-2
oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 bassoons, contra- bassoon, 2
horns, two trumpets. The Barber of Seville highlights
were arranged in 1822 after the Viennese performance of the opera in 1819 at the Theater an der Wien.
The light, translucent strains lend themselves well
to the wind ensemble. An interesting rarity here is
the overture to the 1821 opera Corradino which will
be new to many collectors. It was given its first performance in Rome under the title of Matilde Shabran
but reverted to the title of the original play in Vienna
in 1822. As usual Rossini raided some of his earlier
operas for themes. The Netherlands Ensemble play
all this music with wonderful precision and togetherness, but Ioccasionally find them a bit subdued,
keeping the basic jollity of the music in check, an
impression perhaps enhanced by the generally subdued and slightly woolly nature of the recording. It
is easy and effective to give a wind recording more
clarity and bite. Nevertheless amost enjoyable disc.
[B: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: ' Rosamunde'—incidental music
Ileana Cotrubas (sop) ILeipzig Radio Chorus IStaatskapelle, Dresden IWilli Boskovsky
HMV ASD3498 (£.3.99)
If you like the Schubert Rosamunde music (and it is
difficult to imagine many who don't) then it is well
worth having the complete incidental music with its
vocal and choral interludes, for it is in the wider and
less concentrated setting that the better-known
pieces stand out to best effect. They are equally
delightful in the more frequent suites, but the complete work makes atotally satisfying whole and more
sense of occasion. It is well known that Schubert's
music totally transcended the pedestrian play which
Helmina von Chezy is said to have put together in
five days and which has not survived the test of time.
The music made some immediate impact but oddly
enough it was the vocal numbers that were subsequently published while the rest of the score disappeared to be discovered and resurrected by Grove
in 1868. This recording follows the usual practise
of including the Alfonso and Estrella overture used
for the original production and tacking on the Die
Zauberharfe which became associated with the score
by mistake but has frequently been used as a Rosamunde overture. The recording is not a complete
success. Boskovsky seems to drive rather hard at
times and does not give his accustomed Viennese
feel to the music; perhaps he missed his Viennese
players. Cotrubas sings delightfully. The recording
is of an average sort of quality and also seems alittle
insensitive to the warmth and charm of the music.
There is more consistent magic in the Haitink recording. [
B: 2]
Peter Gammond

ASM: Excellent
Schubert Octet
SCHUBERT: Octet in F, D803
ASM Chamber Ensemble
Philips 9500 400 (£4.50)
This becomes the seventh recording of the Octet currently available and although many of its predecessors are of high quality, Ineed not hesitate in saying
this is one of the best. It does not completely push
out any of the existing versions, all of which have
had recommendations in their time, but anyone
buying a new recording would do well with this one.
The recording quality is excellent, giving a clear
picture of the eight instruments yet also presenting
them as a united body of sound. The string tone is
pleasant and Ionly withhold a star in this respect
because, in common with many Phonogram record-
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ngs at present, the bass tends to be too woolly so
that the double- bass is constantly heard as soft thud
or drone with no audible bite to its strings; otherwise
an effective recording with the clarinet prominent yet
moulding in well. The performance is avery fine one
with the players walking the tight- rope of chambermusic performance with the assurance and togetherness that comes from familiar association, added to
a clear appreciation of the Schubertian idiom. The
Octet tends to be a bit rambling but this kind of
involved playing makes it seem not a note too long;
while the contrasted speeds of the movements seem
just right to my ears, even the slightly slower than
usual andante variations movement. [
A: 1*]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C, D956
Bulgarian Quartet IRoland Pidoux ( v/c)
Harmonia Mundi ' Musique d'Abord'
(£1.99) ( Rediffusion)

HM980

The String Quintet, one of the finest and most demanding chamber works around, is a challenging
proposition and any newcomer runs into stiff competition. This comes along as about the tenth and
has the obvious merit of cheapness, being in a new
Harmonia Mundi series issued without decorative
sleeve or English sleeve- notes to maintain an economy price. The Schubert connoisseur will undoubtedly have sampled the classic Stern, Schneider,
Katims, Casals, Tortelier version ( CBS 61043) and
will have made his choice from other star versions
including the fine recent recording involving the
Melos Quartet and Rostropovich which we reviewed
in June ( DG 2530 980). But anyone wanting to sample
this superb work at less than two pounds outlay will
find this avery satisfactory version. The sound is of
good quality with anice warmth to the string tone and
I like the bold, straightforward approach. The
opening, which often sounds thin and querulous is
played and recorded with firm assurance and this
unfussy manner characterises the whole performance which lets Schubert's instrumental writing
make its own impact. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Very fine
Schubert Quartet
SCHUBERT: String Quartet No. 15 in G, D887
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 9500 409 (£4.50)
This final Quartet of Schubert's, written in 1826
between June 20th and 30th, is considered by many
to be his finest work in this form, but the fact that it
has been overshadowed by the more outgoing
pieces is reflected in the small number of recordings
at present available. It was given a private performance by Schubert and friends and he directed apublic
performance of its first movement only. It was not
performed complete until 1850 and the score was
published the following year. It is atense work with
an opening reminiscent of the String Quintet and
contains some fine and ambitious writing for strings
that Beethoven would have been proud to own. A
more relaxed andante, and ascherzo with echoes of
the Great C major symphony lead to an adventurous
finale. It gets a very fine, attentive and at times
inspired performance from the Quartetto Italiano
which does everything that can be done to convince
us of the work's validity and strength. The recording
is almost worthy of a star for its boldness and
clarity but it does not quite achieve the ultimate
naturalness that would confirm this; how few chamber- music recordings do! [
A:1.] Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas Vol. 2—D279, 537,
557, 625, 958, 959
Walter Klien ( pno)
Turnabout TV37109/11 (
3 records) (£5.97)
The first volume in this series was reviewed in
December 1977 and we found it apromise of aworthy
as well as economical way to start acomprehensive
collection of these elusive works that tend to pop in
and out of the catalogue in an unpredictable way—at
least the earlier and fragmentary pieces. The later
sonatas, from No. 14 onwards, are now accepted as
standard piano repertoire and regularly receive
recordings and performances from the mightiest of
pianists. Idon't know, at this stage, whether we are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

due for a Klien-sweep of all the bits and pieces; but
this volume continues with two of the later masterpieces, D958 and D959, two early works, and two
middle period, thus nicely spreading themselves
ove , the whole range of Schubert's piano music.
There is apleasant freshness and unfussiness about
Klien's playing that Ilike. Perhaps he never quite
matches the lyrical smoothness of Kempff or the airy
virtuosity of Brendel but, certainly in attempting an
overall view of the sonatas, it is to be expected that a
pianist would attempt to avoid extremes of interpretation and to give the works a unity of style. It is
therefore not under- rating these good workmanlike
performances to suggest that those interested
enough to examine such a body of work in detail
would do well to pursue this economical series while
it is available; then having found the principle
delights to enhance their collection with individual
performances from such as Brendel, Ashkenazy,
Lupu, Kempff, Curzon and so on. The recording is
clear with a fairly hard-toned piano used—average.
[A: 1]
Peter Gammond

A Bargain
Zarathustra
R. STRAUSS: Also sprach Zarathustra
Salomé— Dance of the seven veils
LPO Idel Mar
CFP40289 (£1.49)
Not surprisingly, our dedicated Straussian Norman
del Mar directs as committed an account of Also
sprach Zarathustra as any international ' star' conductor. ( Why has he not agreed to record this composer before?) His exceptionally spacious 2001
opening also confirms that the sound production is
in the highest class. Comparisons in the heavily
scored ' Midnight Bell' section show that this new
CFP is even more convincing than the Karajan,DG;
both are marginally surpassed in quality by the
Haitink/Philips. Purchasers may be disappointed,
though, to find del Mar uses merely a tubular bell,
where Karajan uses a large metal sheet, and the
effect makes a powerful and exciting sonic climax
on DG.
Even if the LPO cannot match the standards of
polish set by the Berliners, their playing has admirable sweep, and there is plenty of affectionate detail
besides. What is obvious is that the musicianly
balances are controlled by the conductor, are in no
way indebted to technical tricks at the engineering
console. In ' Salomé's Dance' del Mar clips a few
seconds off Bernstein's recent timing ( DG), but with
greater menace and gaudiness the LPO version
seems much more glittering and urgent.
The fine recording would have made this a good
full- priced coupling, at CFP's £1.49 level it is a real
bargain. [
A*: 1/1*]
Christopher Breunig

SZYMANOWSKI: Symphonie Concertante for
Piano with Orchestra, Op. 60
Two Preludes,
Op. 1
Two Etudes, Op. 4
Two Mazurkas,
Op. 50
Theme and Variations in 137, Op. 3
Felicia Blumenthal (pno) I Polish Radio Symphony
Orchestra of Katowice IKord
Unicorn RHS 347 (£3.99)
There are welcome signs of a build-up of interest in
Karol Szymanowski well in advance of 1983, in which
year the centenary of his birth will be celebrated.
Here is an uncommonly attractive and valuable issue
which offers not only a striking selection of solo
piano music from his early years, and two of the
mazurkas from his late years, but also the superb
Symphonie concertante ( also known as Symphony
No. 4), which he completed in 1932, five years before
his death, and of which he gave the first performance
(and several subsequent performances) before the
final breakdown of his health. It is a marvellously
evocative work—brilliant, precise, lyrical, rich in
colour; from the mysterious opening through to the
frenetic closing pages it rivets the attention, and
lovers of Szymanowski and more generally the openeared and open-minded, will alike be grateful to
Felicja Blumenthal, the conductor Kazimierz Kord
and his orchestra, and to those responsible for the
clear, finely balanced and excellently presented
recordings. [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: A London Symphony'
LPO / Handley
CFP 40286 (£1.49)
To the delight of admirers of English music, Vernon
Handley goes from strength to strength, not spectacularly but with an integrity that is thoroughly
convincing. After his fine Rubbra 2 ( SRCS 96)comes
this impressive VW London, some aspects of which
have seldom been bettered. Particularly memorable
is the climax of the finale and all that follows: here,
for once, the questioning close is not contradicted
by the final G major chord. Throughout the performance one is aware of aconsidered decisiveness,
which makes the one miscalculation—the over- hasty
treatment of the street-tune in the first movement
(second subject)—the more surprising. The recording is undistinguished; there is a certain shallowness and the violins are somewhat starved. The
pressings Ihave heard are liberally supplied with
bumps and other blemishes. This may not be typical
but needs watching. Otherwise my rating is [B: 1].
Hugh Ottaway
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
John Holloway ( On) ILa Grande Ecurie and la Chambre
du Roy IMalgoire
CBS 76717 (£4.29)
Jean-Claude Malgoire's series of baroque recordings
on original instruments continues with this new Four
Seasons which is, Ibelieve, the first solo record outing of English violinist John Holloway. Playing at low
pitch, he produces a beautiful bitter-sweet tone,
matched by the glorious ' chuffy' sound of the low
strings and continuo ( variously lute, archlute, harpsichord and organ). His decoration and ornamentation is extremely well thought out, accentuating
rather than obscuring melodic contours.
The
situation with baroque improvisation is fast approaching that in jazz with each new soloist, in a
way, producing an indispensable recording, the only
criterion to bear being the listener's own taste. It is
easier to comment on the ensemble, however.
Malgoire's reading is, within the authentic setting,
essentially conservative and doesn't have the
dramatic quality of Harnoncourt's recent Telefunken
complete Op. 8 offering (6-35366) or the driving
intensity of Trevor Pinnock's ( CRD 1025). There is a
delicate flavour about it, however, even in the
'storm', making recordings on modern instruments
sound almost brash in comparison.
The recording is excellent with instruments
pinpointed in space and ambience coherently
captured. Producer Georges Kadar uses a simple
mike technique ( see ' QM' April ' 78) and there are
occasional imbalances and obtrusive noises giving
rise to a qualified star rating. A version worth
considering if you want a well- recorded ' authentic'
Seasons but don't want to run to the expense of the
whole Telefunken set. [
A*/A: 1]
John Atkinson

VIVALDI: Dixit Dominus RV621
Stabat
Mater RV594
Marilyn Hill- Smith ( sop) I Anna Bernardin ( sop) I
Helen Watts (alt) IIan Partridge ( ten) I /an Caddy
(bass) IEnglish Bach Festival Orchestra and Choir I
Malgoire
CBS 76682 (£4.29)
Those who are acquainted with Handel's setting of
Psalm 110, Dixit Dominus (
Rome 1707), will be
literally stunned by Vivaldi's sharply contrasted
setting of the same text. Whereas the former employs
a5- part chorus and conventional baroque orchestral
accompaniment, the latter utilises two choirs and
two orchestras with trumpets and oboes in pairs.
Vivaldi obtains some magnificent tonal effects
from both choral and orchestral forces. The brass
instruments make a splendid display not only in the
opening ritornello but also in the seventh section,
'Judicabit in nationibus', where they have an unaccompanied fanfare.
By way of contrast the Stabat Mater finds Vivaldi
in his most expressive, intense and contemplative
mode. Here Vivaldi reduces his orchestral forces to
the barest minimum thus affording the vocal line the
utmost scope for emotive word painting.
The performances are truly dazzling. Particularly
excellent is the Dixit Dominus in which the English
Bach Festival Orchestra offers a vivid accompaniment played on the original instruments. The choir
cannot be faulted and is, perhaps, at its very best in
the musical episode set to the words ' Conquassabit
capita in terra multorum'.
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dissiaî
The recording is generally excellent and set in an
admirable acoustic. It is, however, somewhat unfortunate that the balance tends not to favour the
soloists, thereby creating the impression that their
interpretations are a little subdued. [ A:1)
Victor McAloon
VORISEK: Piano Sonata in 13 ,,Op. 20: Variations in 13
Op. 19 ,_, Le Desir, Op. 3: Le Plaisir,
Op. 4: Rondo in G, Op. 18.1: Rondo in C, Op. 18,2
Radoslav Kvapil (pno)
Supraphon 111 2718 (£2.99) ( Rediffusion)
Jan Vaciav Vorisek ( 1791-1825) is one of several
Czech composers—Vaclav Tomasek is another—
who flourished during the transitional period between the classical world of Haydn and Mozart and
the romantic one of Schubert, Mendelssohn.
Hummel is possibly the most celebrated of these
'interregnum' composers, but Vorisek, of whose
piano music we have agood cross-section here, and
who is best known for his Symphony in D, was certainly one of the most gifted. His style seems to
bridge that of Beethoven and of Schubert perfectly,
and his Sonata, which receives a beautiful performance from Kvapil, is an almost ideal expression of
his strong sense of form and of his anticipation of
the sombre virtuosity of Chopin. The remaining
pieces, notably the companion works Le Desir and
Le Plaisir which almost certainly antedate the Sonata
(pub. 1820), tend to emphasise Vorisek's movement
towards the high Romanticism of the thirty years
following his untimely death. Copies of the music
are hard to come by, but one is impressed by
Kvapil's evident command of the varying moods and
the technical demands of this considerable yet relatively unknown composer. The recording throughout is good, and makes a valued addition to the
admirable Musica Antigua Bohemica series. [ A : 1]
Kenneth Dommett
WEBER: Symphony no. 1 in C D Overture
'Euryanthe' H ' Invitation to the Dance' Gk Overture 'The Ruler of the Spirits'
Overture ' Abu
Hassan'
VPO IStein
Decca SXL 8878 (£3.99)
Although none of these works is exactly a stranger,
they add up to awell-filled and nicely varied orchestral programme as played by the VP0 under Horst
Stein here. The symphony is the better of Webers
two (they both date from 1806-7), or so it seems to me
—certainly the first presents no problem comparable
to the two very short movements with which the
second closes. Stein takes perhaps a slightly
leisurely view of the lyrical music, and afiercer, more
clamorous view of the dramatic passages—despite
the splendour of the VPO, there is much to be said
for the less self-conscious approach of the late Dean
Dixon with the Prague Chamber Orchestra on
Supraphon, or for Schónzeler with the LSO. But
since both rival versions couple the two symphonies
(Schénzeler also includes incidental music to
Turandot), direct comparisons with Stein are unfruitful. So are comments about other versions of the
shorter pieces. Right from the start of the Euryanthe
overture the stage is set with detailed, vivid playing.
The recording is warm, close, with unusually lifelike
timpani beats. If The Rulers of the Spirits is slightly
less mercurial than usual, there is solid worth to all
these contrasted works. Alas for the designer of the
fine front cover of the sleeve, a boob misleadingly
excites our expectation for a ' Rondo brilliant' of
which there is no other sign. [A: 2]
Peter Branscombe

Williamson
Orchestral
WILLIAMSON: Symphony 1 ' Elévamini'
Sinfonia Concertante* D Santiago de Espada—
overture
Violin Concerto**
The Display***
*Martin Jones (pno) I RLPO I Groves I ** Yehudi
Menuhin ( On) ILPO IBoult I *** Sydney SO IHopkins
HMV SLS 5085 (some ()) (2 records) (£7.95) ***
Mixed origins: Violin Concerto reappears from ASO
2759 ( Feb '72), where it was coupled with Lennox
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Berkeley's Violin Concerto; and The Display from a
'home-grown' 1973 EMI Australian disc. These two
constitute record 2, while record 1is all new RLPO/
Groves, SQ-encoded. ( Double-folder album, not
boxed.)
EMI seems to have got over the period when
'stereo/quad' meant muddier stereo (with the first
'compatible' recuts sounding worse than their
original Q4 quad versions), and judging this whole
set as ' stereo' one finds agood uniformity of sound:
well- positioned instrumental spread, Williamson's
percussive scoring nicely conveyed in depth and
solidity; a clarity and precision that come across
splendidly in 2-speaker stereo, set within a warm
ambience that benefits excellently from Hafler rearchannel treatment. If only EMI could get their pressings as pristine as, say, Philips the sheer cleanliness
and splendid range of the sounds given here would
be well- supported: as it is the faint crackle and notso-faint clicks here and there on these (finished)
pressings detract somewhat from the overall
effect. Ah, well.
Bass piano notes in Sinfonia Concertante boom a
little, perhaps due to mike-stand pickup: else the
first disc is all A* for general impressiveness. Violin
Concerto very similar but perhaps a shade dimmertoned [ A]; The Display likewise. ( Incidentally, the
last-mentioned was festooned with clicks and bangs.
A marvellous lead-in to Williamson for those
thinking of approaching the more ' accessible' contemporary music; a very impressive set: [A*/A: 1)
overall.
Geoff Jeanes
MALCOLM
WILLIAMSON:
Symphony
Organ
Vision of Christ- Phoenix
Allan Wicks (org)
Aurora AUR 5053 (£3.49) ( Rediffusion)

for

Allan Wicks is well known for his advocacy and
active support of contemporary music, and the main
work, a symphony in six movements, was commissioned by him. The filler was commissioned for
the opening recital of the Coventry Cathedral organ,
on which both works are played, and relates the
phoenix- like rise of the new cathedral from the
ashes of the old with the rise of Christ from the dead.
This is an impressive recording, in which the
climactic effects are truly thrilling, and the great
dynamic range has been skillfully handled. The
rather long reverberation time is mostly a help in
these works, and the jumps in focus of some sounds
between left and right, which can be distracting or
interesting, depending on one's frame of mind, are
probably attributable to the organ construction. In
its distribution, musical and architectural desirability
have not entirely coalesced, and the sound engineer
just has to live with the result. Contemporary organ
music is a rather neglected field, and this disc is
certainly welcome. [A : 1]
Trevor Attewell

Orchestral
'BOHEMIAN CARNIVAL': Music by Smetana
and Dvorak
Hallé ILoughran
CFP 40290 (£1.49)
An attractive recital of popular Smetana and Dvorak
given very virile and exciting performances by a
Hallé Orchestra clearly revitalised. There is not
much to be said about the individual performances,
the Overture and two orchestral interludes, Polka
and Comedians' Dance from The Bartered Bride open
side one, and a sturdy account of Vltava closes side
two. This follows the general trend of the performances as a whole to go for drive and colour occasionally to the detriment of the poetry. In between
are the five most popular Slavonic Dances by
Dvorak, numbers 6, 7, 8, 9and 16, though not in that
order. These provide a pleasing contrast of mood
and help to complete a pleasant and undoubtedly
popular selection of favoured music by the two
Czech masters. The recording is vibrant, well
spaced and very rich. Good value. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
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Superlative
Scandinavian
'SCANDINAVIAN SERENADE'
GRIEG: Holberg Suite, Op. 40 / NIELSEN:
Little Suite, Op. 1 / SIBELIUS: Canzonetta,
Op. 82a / WIREN : Serenade for Strings, Op. 11
Scottish Baroque Ensemble IFriedman
CRD 1042 (£3.99)
Every admirer of music for strings and every critic of
modern recording should make a point of hearing
this record, which, both musically and technically, is
in the superlative class. The playing of the Scottish
Baroque Ensemble, directed, it appears, from the
leader's desk by Leonard Friedman, is immensely
satisfying: everything comes from within, the
expressive shaping is subtle and distinguished but
without fussiness, the ensemble is beautifully
rounded and secure.... Like all true excellence,
these performances are wholly free from the selfconscious display of the ' professionally' brilliant. I
doubt whether Ihave heard afiner Holberg Suite, and
the other items are no less pleasing. Happily, the
recording is of a comparable quality: after having
boosted the bass alittle, Ihad no doubt about astar
in this category too. The tone has a natural freshness throughout the range, the balancing and separation are unobtrusively good, and the presence is of
the kind that takes the listener into the studio—in
this case, St. Mary's Church, Haddington, East
Lothian—which is, perhaps, only another way of
commanding the wholeness of the sound. This last
is invaluable but is becoming rarer all the time!
Associated with it is a pleasing absence of conspicuous engineering. Definitely no need to pull
back the coffee-table! [A*: 1*]
Hugh Ottaway

Solo/Chamber
'THE CLASSIC SPANISH GUITAR'
Works by Albeniz / Falla / Granados / Llobet /
Malata / Mudarra / Narvaez / Rodrigo / Sanz / Sainz
de la Maza / Scarlatti / Segovia / Sor / Tarrega /
Torroba Turina / Villa-Lobos
Alirio Diaz (gtr)
PYE Vanguard VPD 20002 (2 records) (£4.05)
Alirio Diaz studied under Segovia, who regarded his
work so highly that he invited him to teach in his
school. Such an accolade leads one to expect great
things; and one is not disappointed. Diaz is an
artist with a total mastery of his instrument—a
mastery as great, Ishould be disposed to say, as any
living. His playing is marked by a virtual absence of
any extraneous sounds from fingering or fret-board,
and by a truly wonderful vibrato. The only faint
criticism Ifeel is that there is a certain lack of
Spanish fire: even pieces which call for it tend
towards adegree of reflectiveness. The guitar does
indeed meditate admirably, but it can also flash and
exult, and this recital has a certain one-sidedness
about it.
The programme contains some examples of
concert-pieces with which we are familiar, and here it
is instructive to compare Diaz's handling with those
of other vituosi: he is never a showy performer, but
always sound and marvellously musical: one has
the sense that his interpretations will stand the test
of repeated hearing. Most of the works are from
less well-known fields, to which one is glad to be
introduced. Many are of course transcriptions—
some his own; and there is one charming piece by
his master, Segovia.
The recording is quite a good one, but somewhat
variable. On the first side of my copy there is agreat
deal of background rumble, and surface- noise is
nowhere absent.
The instrument occasionally
suffers from that peculiar wandering and expansion
which is quite common on recent guitar records;
and the range at both ends of the spectrum sounds
restricted unless the passage be fortissimo—which,
with Diaz, isn't often. Do not be deterred by this: it
is a disc well worthy of a place in any collection, and
not to hear Diaz would be folly. [B: 1*/1]
Peter Turner
'MUSIC FOR DRUMLANRIG'
ALBINONI: Adagio in g/BARSANTI: Overture
in D, op. 4, no. 2 / BYRD: Fantasia à / LULLY:
Suite from ' Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme' /
PACHELBEL: Canon in D
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in the world
at any price

is the
SAEC
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The Best Selection
for Miles and Miles...
Many customers are still surprised at our extensive range.
However, this need not make the choice too difficult with our
expert guidance on all Hi Fi aspects. For example, selection
from some sixty pairs of speakers in our three demonstration
rooms isn't as hard as it sounds. Come and listen—to the
equipment and to us.

e Comparator demonstrations in three studios e Open
Thursday until 8 p.m. o Direct cut Discs e Approved
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Now made available in Britain. The
revolutionary Double- Knife Edge
configuration is one of the 6patented
designs incorporated in this SEAC Tone
Arm. Contrary to popular belief, this
tone arm is suitable for M.C., M.M.,
low + high compliance cartridges.
Included in the price is ahigh quality,
gold-plated, low capacitance and
resistance phono cord suitable for CD4
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favourite Dealer or write to us.
WE-308SX £265.00
WE- 308/N £99.50
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DISCLEANER
THE FAST EFFICIENT WAY OF KEEPING
YOUR RECORDS IN TIP TOP CONDITION.

For the enthusiast faced with the problem of
finger prints and greasy marks DiscWasher HiFi Ltd
have produced the DISCLEANER.
Using aspecially designed nylon pile that evenly
distributes the cleaning and anti-static fluid the
DISCLEANER coaxes even the most stubborn grease
marks from the record grooves and finally cleans the
surface — leaving it free from dust and grease.
Available from good HiFi dealers and record
shops the DISCLEANER is a must for your record
collection.

A.,,S ,A1

Prices excl. VAT

Zeepa instruments Limited
15 Richmond Grove, Surbiton, Surrey, England
Tel: 01-399 0966 Telex: 929679

DISCWASHER HI-FI LTD
Unit 16F, Randles Rd, Knowsley Industrial

Estate, Knowsley, Merseyside L34 9EZ.

Scottish Baroque Ensemble IFriedman
CRD 1043 (£3.99)
Iassume that the title of this record points to a
similar connection with the Duke of Buccleuch's
country seat to that posited by the ensemble's
earlier recording on the same label, ' The SBE at
Hopetoun'. Certainly the programme is a similar
selection of ancient music in modern arrangement.
The Albinoni Adagio for strings and organ does less
credit to Remo Giazotto, its arranger, than do his
important musicological researches into Albinoni's
music. This first band, with its bass- heaviness and
cavernous acoustic, but also its rather wiry stringtone, happily proves untypical of the rest of the
record. The five Lully movements, edited and
arranged by Kenneth Elloft ( who is also to be
credited with the Byrd arrangement), are lively and
well characterized, the Pachelbel and Byrd are
strongly sustained, and the Barsanti (edited by
David Johnson) is welcome not least as an indication
of the kind of offering this talented mid- 18th- century
Italian provided for the Edinburgh Musical Society
during his years there
I hope the SBE will be
persuaded (or allowed) to put their eggs in one
stylistic basket when they next make a record, and
will be given a more neutral acoustic and more
recessed positioning. [ B/C: 2]
Peter Branscombe
GALUPPI: Flute Concerto in D / MARTINI:
Flute Concerto in G
PERGOLESI: Flute
Concerto in G / SAMMARTINI: Flute Concerto
in C
Jean-Pierre Rampai ( In) II Solisti Veneti IScimone
RCA ' Erato' STU 71062 (£4.75)
Last month it was a superb great collection of
reissues from Errato's first 25 years; now it is a
brand-new recital of Italian 18th- century flute
concertos played by the old master himself, with
superbly accomplished support from I Solisti
Veneti. The work Ifound most interesting was the
example of Padre Martini's practical skill—we know
about him as theorist, as furtherer of the art of
J. C. Bach and the young Mozart, but chances to
hear his music are rare. This is a pleasing piece, in
four movements ( not three, as described in the
notes), the last, a tempo di minuetto. The continuo
bassoon is a touch over- prominent, but it is an
endearing work, finely performed. The other works
are also welcome—the Sammartini, atranscription of
awork for violoncello piccolo ( Giuseppe Sammartini,
by the way, the older and ' London' brother of the
famous early symphonist Giovanni Battista), the
Galuppi a reminder of the instrumental side of a
famous opera composer, the ' Pergolesi' afine work
of uncertain authorship. The last-named has been
several times recorded; indeed, Rampal's own earlier
recording with Münchinger is still available. The
more relaxed and intimate version on the new
record seems to me marginally preferable. The
clear yet warm recording and affectionate and
brilliant performances are alike impressive. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
FIFTY CLASSICAL PIANO FAVOURITES
Peter Katin ( pno)
Pickwick SODA 322 (
2records) (£2.25)
This is a companion set to one previously issued
'Fifty Favourite Classical Excerpts' ( SODA 314) but
here almost all the works are short and complete,
which is a good thing, and there are relatively few
arrangements of music written for other instruments.
We imagine that Peter Katin found a good deal of
pleasure and relative relaxation in making this
recording. Needless to say, his performances are
highly professional, but without displaying that fact;
virtuosity is never allowed to obtrude.
The recording is reasonably good, but with rather
more ambient backgroud than is welcome if volume
is increased. The price is modest, and these records
represent good value, but we hope tight quality control will be exercised over the pressings which we
found neither flat, silent or free from defects. [B:1/21
B. J. Webb

Vocal/Choral
AN AMERICAN ANTHOLOGY'
Songs and Piano music by Cage, Carter, Copland,
Gershwin and Thomson
Meriel Dickinson ( m-sop),' Peter Dickinson ( pno)
Unicorn RHS 353 (£3.99)
Fil F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

On the face of it this ought to be an out and out
success. The programme is well chosen, full of new
and worthwhile things, and performed by two artists
for whom Ihave great admiration. Yet it doesn't
quite come off, chiefly I think, because Meriel
Dickinson has elected to sing in an American
accent that can only be described as ill-fitting.
Added to which the Gershwin songs, especially
IGot Rhythm, are not nearly relaxed enough. They
are, after all, show songs not art songs, and the
attempt to turn them into the latter threatens to make
them sound merely arty. Peter Dickinson's accompaniment too has the air of strict adherence to
the letter of the score and one is acutely aware of
Gershwin's own lissome performances with their
subtle variations of tempo. The rest of the recital
with three fine songs by Carter and three equally
attractive Cage songs, and two otherwise unavailable
Copland piano pieces is very welcome. So too, I
suppose, are Virgil Thomson's two settings of
Marianne Moore texts though Ipersonally find them
as trivial as practically all Thomson's other music.
[A: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

'GREGORIAN CHANT': Mass for the Dead L]
Mass for Easter Sunday
Deller Consort: Alfred Deller and Mark Deller (cntrtnrs) IPaul Elliott ( tnr) ILeigh Nixon (tnr) IMaurice
Bevan ( bar)
Harmonia Mundi HM 239 (£3.99) ( Rediffusion)
The standard Vatican text is used for these two
marvellous Masses. Even most of the rhythmical
signs are observed; but there is one curious quirk of
interpretation: the first ( tailed) note of the climacus
liquescens or ancus is lengthened. This is destructive
of the binary- ternary rhythm which is otherwise
observed, and produces ajerky effect. Many of the
Gregorian melismata cannot be compassed on one
breath, even by professional singers. This is usually
circumvented by experienced choirs by taking breath
at different times one from the other. The Deller
Consort opted not to do this, and therefore cannot
realise the sectional nature of the rhythmic patterns
—a great pity. Their rendering therefore lacks some
of the vitality which the excellent singing could have
given us; and ensemble on the inceptions is not
always as perfect as one might have hoped. Nevertheless, this record is very lovely, and well worth
adding to a collection. Aside from one rough
passage on my copy, the recording, made in All
Saints' Church, Boughton Aluph, is avery good one,
and adds notably to the enjoyment of this disc.
Query: why did the two counter-tenors introduce
their alto registers for a duet rendering of the In
Paradisum at the end of the Requiem? The effect is
very odd and very un-gregorian. [A/B: 2]
Peter Turner

'SONGS FOR A TUDOR KING'
Songs by Anon, Browne, Cornish,
Sheryngham
Hilliard Ensemble
Saga 5461 (£1.75)

Fayrfax,

There is delightful, skilled singing here of a
polyphonic repertory which has still been barely
skimmed by the recording companies. The Tudor
king who has been rather freely pressed into service
for the title ( and the cover- illustration) of this
record is Henry VII: the songs by Fayrfax, Cornish
and others come from the Fayrfax Manuscript of
about 1500 which has no explicit royal connexion.
Some are to pious words, some secular; probably
the best-known today is the comic ' Hoyda, jolly
Rutterkin', where the performers relax their previous
poised style and unbend into a modern rustic
pronunciation and forthright delivery.
The Hilliard Ensemble is a quartet of countertenor, two tenors and a baritone, joined most
agreeably on this recording by Judith Nelson, whose
soprano blends in perfectly, with a tone- quality
neither operatic on the one hand nor boyish on the
other. It is a great pity that no sheet of words is
provided (as it was with the same group's The
Romantic Englishman, Meridian E 77002), so that the
words are mainly indistinguishable— not through
being sloppily sung, but through the intricacy of the
counterpoint. Instead comes a very long, closeprinted scholarly essay by the baritone, Paul Hillier—
interesting, but a very poor substitute for the texts.
The recorded sound is intimate and well-balanced, a
fit match for the true-toned, lively and rhythmical
performance. [A: 1]
Arthur Jacobs
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Organ

Organ: Early
German School
'THE EARLY GERMAN ORGAN SCHOOL'
Music by Bohm, Brun ns, Buxtehude, Lubeck,
Pachelbel, Scheidt, Sweelinck, Tunder
Helmut Walcha (org)
DG ' Archiv' 2712 004 (
4 records) (£17.40)
All the composers are important predecessors of
Bach, belonging, with the exception of Pachelbel, to
the North German School. The recording uses the
famous Schnitger organ at Cannel, actually built for
the much larger Johanneskirche at Hamburg, and
painstakingly restored by Beckerath in 1976/7. It has
30 stops, short bottom octaves, and is tuned about a
semitone sharp. Equal temperament had to be
retained, since earlier restorers had shortened some
pipes.
Helmut Walcha, whose 70th birthday is celebrated
by this issue, makes the poignant comment that
'... ( these recordings) bring to a close the long
series of records which have made up my life's work'.
Since he has lost nothing of his authority in the
Baroque style to which he is dedicated, nor of his
technical mastery, we can only hope that he will feel
able to carry on a little longer. If this is indeed a
farewell, it is a very moving one, with an immense
musical appeal. His ideas on registration and
performance, discussed in the accompanying
booklet, are thoroughly worked out and deeply felt.
His playing communicates the complex beauties of
these polyphonic structures with dignity and insight,
needing no flashy speeds or exaggerated tonalities.
A rare talent, used to great effect.
Cappel is asmall ' dry' building, and paired microphones were placed well away from the organ to get
the best balance, and avoid bass hot- spots'. The
organ tones are delightful and are realistically
portrayed with immediacy and crispness, with fine
bass for wide- range systems. This is avaluable and
strongly recommended set. [
A*/A: 1*]
Trevor Attewell
'ORGANS OF SPAIN'
Music by numerous composers, played on five
organs.
Francis Chapelet (org)
Harmonia Mundi HM 765 (
5 records) (£14.95)
(Rediffusion)
'ORGANS OF CASTILE' Vols. 1 & 2
Music by Anon, Antonio de Cabezon, Casanoves,
Correa de Arauxo, Dandrieu, Frescobaldi, Lopez,
Antonio Mestres, Roberday
Francis Chapelet (org)
Harmonia Mundi HM 1208, 1209 (£3.99 each)
(Rediffusion)
Spanish organs are unique in many ways, not least
architecturally. Aurally, they are characterised by
the horizontal trumpets, brilliant, fiery, and, as often
restored, distinctly bucolic. Their loudness is
directional, usually concentrated in the choir, and
they are somewhat exaggerated by modern recording
techniques. Internal reeds are bright, but much
softer, while flue work is mild and gentle, without
exotic colour.
Francis Chapelet specialises in classical French
and Spanish music, afact that is clearly apparent in
these consistently fine performances on organs of
which some are not, to say the least, among the
easiest in the world to play.
The sound quality is generally well up to the
characteristically good standards of Harmonia
Mundi, though twould personally have preferred a
little more space between organs and microphones.
Some sides have a rumbly background, mostly
ambience, and perhaps originating partly in the
complex conveyancing or bellows. This is not very
significant, since a slight volume reduction from
normal is an advantage in any case, the production
level being a little high.
These records form a musical documentary of
considerable importance to specialists, and they are
appropriately backed up by useful documentation,
including most of the registrations used, though
you'll have to translate it all from French! [A/B: 1]
Trevor Attewell
III
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certos in EL' with William Lang / Northern Sinfonia / Seaman reappear on
Unicorn RHS337 (£3.99) ( now available
once more). The playing is accurate,
assured and the ensemble excellent,
and although Lang's slightly bland
approach may not suit all tastes ( he is
never ' brilliant' for the sake of it), it is
always well mannered and considered.
The recording is generally adequate
with clear perspectives and a good
A reissue roundup conducted overall balance, but the sound quality
itself is somehow not quite plausible,
by Richard Anthony, John
Atkinson, Christopher Breunig, being rather too ' contained' to convince of a natural acoustic and
John Crabbe, Peter Gammo nd, ambience. [ B: 1]
The Menuhin Family's excursions
Ivor Humphreys, Geoff Jeanes,
into Mozart: Two- and Three- Piano
Leon Thompson.
Concertos ( CFP 40291, £1.49) [ B: 2]
were widely heralded in 1966 but
turned out to be rather stolidly played.
The youngest scion of the family,
Jeremy, made his debut as third
I NICORN RHS 320-1 (2 recs., £7.98)
soloist in K242 with Hephzibah and
is Horenstein's Mahler Sixth with
Yalta and the LPO, whereas Hephzibah
the Stockholm Phil. With us since 1975,
was joined by Fou Ts'Ong in the more
this set has now become more easily
demanding and more successful twoavailable due to Unicorn's having taken
piano
work.
Menuhin
conducted.
over their own distribution from TransReasonable value at the new price.
atlantic. Always very highly regarded
Philips Vivaldi Edition Vol. 7 (6768
as a splendid ' concert hall' experience,
the performance is staggering, the 013, 4 recs., £10.00) dates from 1973
sound is rich and vivid in presence. A (Viola Concertos: Bruno Giuranna /
Dresden Staatskapelle / Negri); 1971
little ' masked' in detail ( it is a 1966 live
Stromenti':
performance), nevertheless abounding (Concertos ' con Molti
Soloists / Dresden Staatskapelle memin weight and power, set in a splendid
ambient acoustic. Unfortunately aside- bers / Negri); and 1976 ( Cello Concertos: Christina Walevska / Netherbreak in the long- paced finale, but this
does not unduly detract from the mag- lands CO / Redel). In fact, two records
nificent overall impact. Fascinating (Viola Concertos) are new to the UK.
Horenstein/Alan Blyth talk in last 20 Playing of great clarity and precision
mins, of side 4. Definitely to be bought from all concerned, rhythms nicely
maintained and flow admirably lively:
by Mahlerians. Philips (
le, immaculate)
backed up by recording quality averagpressings. [ B: 1.]
ing very good indeed, of depth and
Wolfgang Sawallisch's recordings of
spaciousness, again with ' clarity and
the Schubert Symphonies with the
great Dresden Staatskapelle Orchestra precision'. (Some close-miked perfirst made their appearance in 1967 and forming thumps on the Cello disc,
however). Surfaces Philips, hence (of
have since reappeared in various forms:
course?)
perfect.
Very nice set,
now, attractively boxed, with the Overaverage-rated [A: 1].
tures in C & D ( Philips 6747 491, £12.50).
Volume
9
of
the
Philips
Vivaldi EdiWe have not been totally committed to
this set in the past though the reappear- tion, 6768 015 (5 recs, £12.50) gathers
ance of the excellent 9th recently has together five recent IMusic albums of
assorted concertos for wind and
demanded afresh assessment. In fact,
strings; ten for flute (both singular and
if we take them in reverse order this is
plural) with Severino Gazzelloni ('74);
also roughly the order of their merit.
nine for oboe with Heinz Holliger('76/7);
The early works still seem a little lacking in the fresh, open treatment they four for bassoon with Klaus Thunman
('75).
In these days of authentic interdeserve, not helped by a rather thick
pretation and original instrument rerecording which, however, is now an
improvement on the original issue. A cordings, these are rather conservative
literal readings but brought to life,
lyrical 3rd and 5th seem full of vitality
and personality, leading to an excellent nevertheless, by IMusici's fine precision
Unfinished and the satisfying 9th. Any- coupled with, in particular, Holliger's
one looking for a satisfactory, reason- rhythmic subtlety and fine attention to
melodic line and Gazzelloni's lyricism.
ably priced set should get much satisfaction from Sawallisch's generally Perhaps the only criticism to make
lively and sensitive readings. The would be of a romantic, almost overly
lush rhythmic feel to ensemble work
sound gets a bit hard at louder
leading to alack of forward momentum
moments. [A/B: 1/2]
at times, and a conservative attitude to
ornaments.
Recording is generally
good, sometimes excellent, though
somewhat dry in the bassoon works.
BENNY GOODMAN is the soloist in
Rating: oboe concertos [A*/A: 1*];
Copland's Clarinet Concerto, one of
flute concertos [ A: 1]; bassoon conthree works on CBS 61837 (£2.79), a
certos [A/B: 1/2]. Great value but in
'Meet the composer' record. It was
Vivaldi's tercentenary year, recordings
written for Goodman and the jazzy feel,
are appearing which strip away 200
interwoven
monochromatic
tone
years of accumulated romanticism to
colours, and lyricism come through.
reveal Vivaldi's undiluted genius, and,
Copland conducts the Columbia strings
without the artistry of Gazzeloni and
for this and the LSO for Fanfare for the
Holliger, recordings such as these will
Common Man but is himself the soloist
be hard put to compete, enthusiastic(as he was at the 1927 première) for his
ally as they have been received in the
piano concerto with NYPO/Bernstein.
past.
Apart from Fanfare (
1971), recordings
come from the early '605 and are surprisingly good, spoilt only by rather
over-close miking on some instruments.
If the only Copland you've heard is
IN THE SERIES of reissues noted in
Rodeo, these concertos are well worth
our last two DejaVu columns, comes
a listen, illustrating the changes in his the Johann Strauss, revised Kornr SXDWS
affair with jazz over a period of almost gold, A Night in Venice ( HMV "
25 years. [ B: 1]
3043, £4.50, 2 records) which dates like
Recordings in 1975 of Haydn, the others from the 1950s with ayoung
Hummel and Neruda Trumpet con- Gedda already showing his brilliance

Symphonies

is very satisfactory, warm in tone,
and an assured Schwarzkopf at her
spacious in sound. It is to be hoped
peak. It is an idiomatic performance
with all the right flavours and is excel- that this reissue ( HMV SLS5107,
lently played by our British Philharmonie £7.50, 2 records) will make a decent
stay in the lists so that more people
under Otto Ackermann. The recording
has been boosted to present-day stereo will have an opportunity to re-appraise
requirements and tends to sound a afine score [ A: 1*/1].
On CBS 79312 Puccini's II Trittico
little gruff and boomy at times, but is
certainly good enough to let us enjoy (3 one-act operas) reappear from last
the excellent performance. [B/C: 1*/1] year, with cast including Cotrubas /
Colin Davis conducts various orches- Scotto / Horne / Gobbi / Domingo /
Wixell / Phil & LSO, conducted by
tras in a collection of popular classics
Maazel. We much liked Gianni Schicchi
on Philips 6833 244 ( 199). Beethoven
but thought Tabarro aweak competitor
Coriolan overture with the BBC SO,
Wagner Tristan und lsolde prelude/ and were only moderately keen on
LSO, Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique—
Suor Angelica (
see April, May & Dec 77
Now no longer available
'March to the Scaffold' / Concertge- issues).
bouw, Mozart Don Giovanni overture / separately, it is all or nothing with this
Royal Opera House Orchestra, Sibelius complete boxed set, more expensive
Swan of Tuonela and Mendelssohn
(because of the general price- rise)
A Midsummer Night's Dream overture than the total of all three if bought
both with the Boston SO. The record- separately when issued. The original
ings date from between 1970 and 1976 libretto and translations are supplied,
and are of excellent overall quality. but not the synopses and photos which
Stunning performances of the Beethoven, Berlioz and Mendelssohn, the
latter also an object lesson in orchestral recording technique with accurate
imaging, wide dynamic range and real
depth. [A/A*: 1]

,
•

The absence of the Mascogni opera
L'Amico Fritz (
which he wrote the year
after his wild success with Cavalleria
Rusticana in 1890) from the catalogue
is avery unjust reflection ofit sromantic
charms which make themselves felt
right from the first seductive notes of
its prelude.
It has no indefinitely
repeatable hit-song to its credit and is
therefore rarely heard even in excerpts,
but it has a light but well- integrated
score and contains much that is
graceful and sensitive. It is a boon for
the keen opera buff therefore to see the
return of the very good 1969 recording
with Freni, Pavarotti and Sardinero as
its stars, conducted by Gavazzeni.
Freni was in superb voice and Pavarotti
at his purest and best. The sound too

appeared with the separate versions.
We are given, in fact, rather less for
rather more money. In such circumstances, the wary buyer may feel like
picking his way individually among the
operas, comparing separate reviews.
Incidentally the well-reviewed Decca
sets made in the 1960s with Gardelli
conducting are cheaper separately
(SXL 6122, 6123, 6124) at £3.99 each
than as a combined set (SET 236-8).
Some boxes in this new CBS issue
may turn out, as ours did, to contain
Suor Angelica twice with li Tabarro
missing. The manufacturers inform
us that only a minority of sets have
this faulty packing and of course will
be replaced on demand. A combined
rating for the set, which must in the
circumstances be somewhat arbitrary,
would be [ B: 2].

Concertos

Vocal/Miscellaneous
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The musical family - anew generation
B&W DM2/II

This latest
addition to the B&W family comes into the
world as successor to the renowned DM2,
the classic medium-size speaker system.
But the DM2/1Iis acompletely new design,
making full use of all B&W's computer-aided
expertise, while conforming to aspecific

brief to produce aclassically simple piece of
furniture in the modern idiom.
Of course the DM2/1Iout-performs even
its distinguished predecessor - and we
believe it represents the best value in its field,
world-wide.

How dare we?
The DM2/II made its first appearance at this year's CES in Chicago,
when it was the subject of the much-discussed Live yRecorded Sound
presentation by B&W executive and clarinettist George Hooley.
So far as we know, apublic comparison like this is unique.
How dare we do itnot once, but over and
over again at apublic
exhibition? Because we
have complete
confidence in the
performance of
B&W Loudspeakers
and there can be no
more effective
way of saying:
judge for yourself.

Frequency response
50Hz to 18kHz ± 3dB at
centre of listening window.
Dispersion
Vertical: ± 1dB over

1ce

Horizontal: ± 2dB over dur
Accurate amplitude and phase
coherence to free-field response
within the listening window.
Power handling
Entirely suitable for amplifiers
delivering 25 to 100 watts r.m.s.
into 8ohms.
Cabinet height 710mm (28in)
Width 270mm ( 10 3/
8in)

We shall be repeating
this presentation at.the
Harrogate IFS- when the
DM2/II makes its UK debut
Hope to see you there!

Depth 330mm (13in)
Stand height 188mm (
73/
8in)
Plinth height 60mm ( 23/
8in)
Cabinet finish
Standard: selected veneers
of teak or walnut.
Special: satin white or
selected veneers of
rosewood or black ash

DM2/1I is atrue three drive unit system,

housed in an enclosure of 47 litres.
Purpose-designed accessories the stand ( as illustrated) or angled
plinth - permit the speakers to be
properly accommodated in almost
any permutation of living room or
studio arrangements.
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Spirituals, ragtime, 52nd Street
combo fare—Cooder doesn't miss
a trick on Jazz. And though
accredited head- bangers will probably write the album off as cobwebbed MOR, alot of thinking rock
enthusiasts will find a great deal
to enjoy in Cooder's musical
history book. [
A: 1]
In their Edam- flavoured way,
Dutch band Gruppo Sportivo also
owe a lot to the past. But on 10
Mistakes (
Epic EPC 82793), they
reveal that their debt is not to the
same era as that explored by Ry
Cooder, but rather to the late ' 50s
and early ' 60s. If Abba had only
come along in the days of Del
Shannon, Johnny and The Hurricanes and The Shadows, they
might just have sounded like this.
Farfisa organ, sloppy two- girl
vocals aligned to Hans Vandenburg's rock idol leads.
Pure
sleaze, £10- a- gig type atmosphere

Ian Barinson with afurther opportunity to prove what an eloquent
guitarist he is, and allows Colin
Blunstone to wrap one of the best
voices in British rock around a
Woolfson-Parsons
song.
But,
apart from some impressive orchestral arranging courtesy of
Andrew Powell, Pyramid is woefully disappointing and not in the
same league as Parson's Tales of
Mystery and Imagination, his
first and still his best panoramic
production. The songs lack substance, the Pyramid connection is
tenuous—the album might just as
well be about the Battersea Dogs
Home or pay night in Portsmouth
for all the sense some of the lyrics
make—and
generally someone
would appear to have lost his way
somewhere around the third oasis
on the left down the camel trail
[A : 2/3]. White Mansions, a
kind of Gone With The Wind for

DD. Ry Cooder's Jazz (
Warner Bros K56488), I mean.
For, prior to British release, this
totally no- rock item proved a bestseller at all the rock importoriums.
Which, Iguess, must say something
about the
strength
of
Cooder's pulling power Not that
anybody's likely to be surprised by
the Californian's shift of gear.
Previously he's headed through
blues territory, strutted his country
stuff and even picked up a lei or
two in Hawaii. So the fact that the
guitarist
has
suddenly
timewarped into the ' 20s and early ' 30s
to shake the dust off compositions
by such jazz golden agers as Jelly
Roll Morton and Bix Beiderbecke
would all seem very much a part
of the Cooder bid to rediscover
roots. Happily, Gooder's no dilettante, dicering and dithering in
unfamiliar fields. His sounds are
the right sounds—they'll offend no
jazz purist, yet intrigue those who
have never heard the legends of
Bix's pivot tooth or Morton's
c
diamond studded molar.
And
Cooder's fellow time-travellers The photo depicts A & M heavies dealing with critics who have given
'White
Mansions'
the
thumbsdown.
have been well chosen—young
supporting musicians like mandopacked
with
good those who prefer the comfort of
linist David Lindley and page- in- —but so
history grabbers such as Earl humour that even your cat will the armchair near the hi-fi rather
Hines and Red Callender, both of grin. / Shot My Manager, a dumb than a night with Gable and Leigh
whom played with Louis Arm- shot of pop that somehow segues at the local Bijou, is a much
strong way back when, and Willie into a rewrite of Marley's I Shot superior example of millionaire
Schwartz, whose clarinet graced The Sheriff with fragments of Papa rock.
The
songs— mainly
in
the Glenn Miller reed section back Oom Mow Mow would appear to be country- rock format—are penned
in those pre-war days when the a good point at which to make with considerable intelligence and
bandleader was just establishing initial contact. However, virtually so provide an insight to the hopes
his sound. So when Cooder re- every song has its share of one-off and fears of those involved in that
creates Beiderbecke's Debussy- Top Of The Pops unstoppability. horrendous brother against brother
like In A Mist or the more down- McCartney may well write about conflict of 1861-65, while the cast
But Gruppo —which includes Jessi Colter,
homey Davenport Blues, it's not silly love songs.
just a cover-job à la Woolworths' Sportivo know howto handlethem. Waylon Jennings and John Dillon
If inflation is with us then it and Steve Cash from the Ozark
budget rack but rather something
which reeks of love and affection. seems that nobody's bothered to Mountain Daredevils, supported by
inform
the record industry of the Bernie Leadon, Eric Clapton and
And though it's true that the
Cooder tonsils have never been fact. For every month brings its other worthies— perform in amanin the same shape as his guitar share of highly expensive, super- ner that would have endeared
playing, his vocal rendition of Bert colossal, star-studded, massively- them to Robert E. Lee. Even the
Williams' vaudeville monologue publicised, champagne- launched 28- page explanatory booklet which
Nobody—a hit for the comedian in concept albums. Which brings is included with the album has
1905— sounds as if Cooder was me to the subject of Alan Parson's been superbly conceived and for
Arista SPART 1054) once the outlay necessary to
totally ofay with the original, while Pyramid (
his effective warble on Ford and White Mansions ( A & M finance an album of White ManDabney's Shine benefits from the AMLX 64691), a Glyn Jones pro- sions dimensions would seem to
use of the usually unheard verse; duction. The Parsons release is, have been well spent. [
A*: 11
a nice touch that provides the as one might expect, immacuThough 1978 has been a catasong with a certain piquancy. lately produced. It also provides strophic year for Scottish footHI- Fl NEWS 8c RECORD REVIEW
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bailers, it's been a fine one for
singer- songwriters emanating
from north of Hadrian's Lego- set,
for both Jim Rafferty's Dont' Talk
Back (
Decca SKL 5291) and Chris
Rainbow's Looking Over My
Shoulder (
Polydor 2303 467) are
exemplary offerings of their genre.
Rafferty, brother of the Baker
Street hitmaker, proves that his
ability is no less than Gerry's with
an album that is full of quality
single material— Good Day Go By
being the tune most likely to
succeed—and Rainbow, who made
a highly praised debut album with
Malcolm Cecil and Robert Margouleff way back in ' 75, has also
fashioned a strong and very commercial song- set that is ideal for
summer
listening—the
accent
being
on
glider- flight,
multidubbed vocals. Both rate around
[A: 1] in the melody stakes.
SHORT TAKES AND
LATECOMERS
Elvis Presley—The '
56 Sessions— Vol. 1(
RCA PL 42101). In
glorious mono, RCA present the
16 sides that Presley cut in New
York and Nashville during the first
half of 1956. Which means that
this is probably the best single
album of Presley material now on
the market.
Hound Dog, Blue
Suede Shoes, Don't be Cruel and a
version of Arthur Crudup's My
Baby's Left Me figure among the
goodies. [ C: 1*]
Bunk Dogger— First Offence
(RCA PL 25138). An enjoyable
offering from a singer- songwriter
who obviously believes that rock
equates with fun. Reggae, disco,
doo-wop and bossa-nova also
receive the benefit of Dogger's
tongue-in-cheek but always affectionate approach and though there
are times when he misses the
target, often he scores aclean asawhistle bull.
Pete Wingfield,
Andy Roberts, Lesley Duncan,
Frank Ricotti, Ian Wilson, Russell
Stone, Gerry Conway and HFN's
own bass- playing Assistant Editor
John Atkinson, are among those
who helped Dogger aim in the
right direction. [
A: 2]
Mickey
Jupp—Legend ( Stiff
GET 2). A compilation comprising
material
from
the
Southend
rocker's Vertigo and Bell era, plus
his Nature's Radio single, recorded
for Arista only last year. But
though most of the tracks are
some eight or nine years old, they
still line up well alongside the
current crop of Stiffs. [B: 1]
Anthony Phillips— Wise After
The Event (
Arista SPART 1063).
Soft strums, songs and keyboard
waves typify this second solo set
from the ex- Genesis man who
sold a warehouse- full of albums
with his first, mail-order release.
This one has a mild Oldfield
touch to it—which augurs well for
its chances. [B: 1/2]
Kraftwerk—The Man Machine
(Capitol E- ST 11728). Dotty, robotic pop that's electronic music
at its most basic.
Tangerine
Dream for teenies, in fact. But
even hardened critics have been
known to go into raptures. [
A*: 2]
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TRIO-Carr/Ins £3.00
Amplifiers
KA3700 £70 00
KA3500 £99 00
KA5700 £ 120 00
KA6I 00
£ 155 00
KA7I00 £ 198 00
KA8I 00
£277 00
KA9I00 £ 365 00
Model 600 £559 00
Tuners
KT5500 £80 00
KT6500 £ 125 00
Tuner Amplifiers
KR2600
£99 00
KR2090
£99 00
KR2090 L
£110.00
KR3090
£135 00
KR4070
£184 00
KR4070L
£198.00
KR5030
£268.00
KR6030
£349.00
KR9600
£573.00
Record Decks
KDI033B £50 00
KD2055 £90-00
KD2070 £99.00
KD3070 £ 122.00
KD500 £ 179.00
KD550 £ 199-00
KD750 £365 00
Cassette Decks
KX520 £ 115 00
KX830 £ 171 00
KXI030 £239.00
AIWA-Carr/Ins £ 300
Cassette Decks
AD1250£ 138 00
AD6400 £ 194.00
AD6550 £228.00
AD6800 £ 332 00
AD6300 £ 129 00
Cassette Receiver
AF3090 £ 333 00
Music Centres
AF5050(±spks) £299 00
AF5090 ( ex spks) £333 00
Record Decks
AP2200 £ 104.00
AP2500 £ 167.00
Receivers
AX7400 £ 166.00
AX7600 £221.00
JVC-Carr/Ins £3.00
Tuner Amplifiers
JR5600 £399 00
JRS400 £317.00
JRS300 £229 00
JR5200L £ 189 00
JRS100 £99.00
JRS50
£89 00
Amplifiers
JAS7 I
£238.00
JAS3 I
£99.00
JASI 1
£67 00
JAS I
0
£53.00
Tuners
JTV II
£73 00
JTVIO
£53 00
Record Decks
JLF50
£ 123.00
JLA40
£81 00
JLA20
£SI:00

118 LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT, TN13 18A. TEL: (0732) 59555
162 POWIS STREET, WOOLWICH, LONDON SE18. TEL: 01-855 8016
Cassette Decks
KD35
£ 136 00
KD2I
£ 104 00
KD720
£77.00
Music Centres
MF55 (
ex spkrs) £309 00
MF47L (
ex spkrs) £249.00
MF45DL ex spkrs £193.00
MCI820 ex spkrs £147.00
PION EER-C/Ins.L3 00
Tuner Amplifier
SX950
£346 00
SX850
£302.00
£226.00
SX750
£189 00
5)(650
£129 00
SX550
SX450
£98 00
Amplifier
SA8500/II £219.00
SA706
£ 139.00
SA606
£ 110.00
SA506
P.O.A.
Tuner
TX606
£89.00
Record Decks
PL5I4
£62 00
PL5I6
£85.00
Cassette Decks
CTFI000 £ 379.00
CTF4040 £ 115.00
ROTEL-Carr/Ins £3.00
Amplifiers
RA3I3
£65•00
RA4I 3
£91.00
RA713
£ 111-00
Tuner Amplifiers
RX303
£97.00
RX403
£ 115 00
RX503
£ 138-00
Record Decks
RP2300 £58.00
RP3300 £65.00
RP5300 £83.00
ARMSTRONG C/Ins
Amplifier
621
£ 104.00
Tuner Amplifiers
625
£ 165.00
626
£189-00
Tuners
623
£116.00
624
£90-00
Speakers
602 ( pair)
£153.00
SONY-Carr/Ins £3.00
TAI I, STI IL
P.O.A.
ST2950F £73-00
ST3950F £ 105-00
HST89, STR IIL
P.O.A.
STRI800 £95.00
STR3800 £ 138.00
STR4800 £ 199.00
STR5800 £249.00
STR6800 £298.00
PSI 1, PS22, PSX4,
PSX6, PSX7
P.O.A.
TC118S0 £75-00

PRICES INCLUDE VAT
PLEASE SEND A LARGE
S.A.E. WITH ENQUIRIES.
Agents for:
SONY, TECHNICS. YAMAHA,
TRIO, PIONEER, AIWA, B& 0,
ARMSTRONG, WC, HITACHI,
NATIONAL PANASONIC,
ROTEL, AKA1, TOSHIBA,
QUAD, GARRARD,
TANDBERG, AR, B & W,
CELESTION, CELEF,
CHARTWELL, IMF, KEF, .112,
LEAK, MISSION, MONITOR,
AUDIO, MORDAUNT SHORT,
TANNOY. VIDEOTONE,
WHAREDALE, ETC. ETC.
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TCI35SD £77.00
TS 1365D £85•00
TCI38SD £ 139.00
TCI88SD
P.O.A.
TC204SD £ 116.00
TC229SD, TCI58SD,
TC1995D, HMK55,
HMK77, KVI340,
KV 1820. KV2000 P.O.A.
SPKRS ( pr)- C/Ins. £4
Celestion
Ditton II
£63.00
Dicton I5XR £91.00
Dicton 22
£ 125.00
Ditton 33
£162-00
Dicton 44
£ 192.00
Dicton 25
£222.00
Dicton 66
£332-00
JR
149
£117.00
Woofer
£143.00
Leak
3020
£91.00
3030
£ 121.00
3050
£ 171.00
3080
£262-00
3090
£559.00
Wharfedale
Denton 2XP £45.00
Linton 3XP £66.00
Glendale 3XP £91.00
Teesdale SP2 £ 125.00
Dovedale SP2 £ 170.00
E50, E70
P.O.A.
Videotone
Minimax
£46.00
D100
£35-00
H'PHONES-C/Ins. [I
Leak
3000
£25.00
Sennheiser
HD400
£ 11.50
HD4I4X £ 17.90
HD424X £25.90
Pioneer
5E700
£ 36.50
5E500
£21.90
5E300
£ 15.90
5E505
£30-50
5E305
£ 14.90
5E205
£9.90
Koss
ESPIO
£ 169.00
K6
£ 13.50
K6LC
£ 15.90
Pro4AA £32.90
Pro5LC £34.90
Tech VFR
£36.90
K125
£ 14.50
K135
£ 17.90
KI45
£23-90
Tech 2
£33.90
Trip A
£ 35-90
HV2
£ 14.90
HVIA
£25•50
HV1LC
£28-90

CASSETTESminimum quantity 15
Carr/Ins 60p per order
Sony
C90 HF
90p
C90 LN
72p
C90 FeCr
£1.71
C90 Cr
£ 1.46
TDK
DC90
76p
ADC90
£ 1.04
SAC90
£ 1-39
CARTRIDGES/ARMS
Carr/Ins 60p
Coral
777E
£41-00
777EX
£ 53-00
1100
£29.00
Satin
MII7G
£64.00
MII8E
£ 118.00
Ortofon
FFISE
£ 13.50
FI5E
£ 19.50
VMS20E £28.90
M20E
£43.90
M20FL
£50.00
Shure
M75/6
£6.90
M7SED
£ 13.90
M75E.1 £ 11.90
M95ED
£ 18-50
M95E1
£ 12.90
VIS/Ill £44.90
V15/IV £62-90
ADC
XLM Mk Ill £35•00
VLM/III £25.50
OLM36/111 £ 17.50
QLM34/III £ 10-90
QLM32/III £9.90
Stanton
500E
£ 15•50
500EE
£ 17•90
680EE
£26.50
681EEE £40.90
SME
3009 Mk III
£89.90
3009
£45.50
3009 52
£49.90
FD200
£ 15.90
GARRARD-inc Cart.
Carr/Ins £3.00
£59.90
CT25P
£65•90
GT35P
£79-90
SP25V
£38.90
THORENSCarr/Ins £3.00
£179.00
TD126/11C
TD I
26/11IBC
£143-00
£99.00
TDI 45C
TD160C
£88.00
TD160BC
£69-00
TD160BC
£69.00
£65-00
TDI66C

el :24•1M ID/ àà a-.
PIONEER
SA6300 £78
SA7300 £ 119
SA5500/11
£59
SA7500/11£ 128
CT F9 I
91 £209
B a 0
Master 3400 £229
Gram 3400 £ 110
Vox 22 ( pr) £72
Centre 1800[229
Master 901 £145
Master 1100 £139
ROTEL
RX152/11
£89
NAT. PAN
SGI020 £ 149
SG 1060
£159

SG1090
SG 3060
5132080
SG3090
TC2201

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TRIO
KA3500
KR2600
AKAI
AAI010
AM2200
SONY
STR7015
STR 1800
STR2800
TCI35SD
TC I
36SD

TC204SD £116
TC206SD £ 128
TC138SD £139
TC I185D £75

£98
£83

TECHNICS
SA5070
£99
SL22
£61
SL23
£72
RS615
£109
AIWA
AD6300 £ 129

£89
£95
£99
£77
£85

YAMAHA
CA4I 0
£85
CA6I 0
£136
CA810
£232
CAI010 £330
CR200E
£99

£99
£99
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At Sevenoaks Hi -Fi, we have a
superb display of top quality,
competitively priced equipment.
Demonstrations are available and
our experienced staff are always
happy to offer advice on any hi-fi
problems. We can also arrange
home demonstrations and
installations-just ask for details.

VIDEO
Consult Sevenoaks first for all
that's best in domestic video tape
recording. We have the up to the
minute answers you need on the
latest equipment in this fast
developing field.

STOCKS
Immediate delivery is the order
of the day on most items, as we
maintain large stocks of hi-fi.

GUARANTEES
Full parts and labour guarantee
on everything from Sevenoaks
Hi -Fi - from 1 to 5 years.

SERVICE DEPT.
Our Service Department maintains equipment bought from us
and repairs other units too. Ask
about our unique servicecontracts

CREDIT
Available through leading finance
houses-ask us for full details.

OPENING TIMES
Sevenoaks: Monday- Saturday
9 to 1, 2 to 5.30
(late night Thursday until 7.30)
Woolwich: Mon - Sat 10-5
Both shops closed all day Wed

MAIL ORDER

(Sevenoaks only)

Hi -Fi sent within 48 hrs ( subject to

7..rt-i
Ff.!

availability) to any address in the
British Isles from our Sevenoaks
Mail Order store (
not from

PIONEER
CTF 4040

£115

Woolwich). Contact us to verify
price before ordering. Send cheque
(or quote creditcard number) to
cover cost and carriage. Everything
fully insured against loss and
damage during transit.

Peter Gammond
ROM amost rewarding batch of
F
records this month, the one
that has most tickled my palate, is
an LP called ' Harlem Comes to
London' ( World Records cm: SH
265, £2.30). It stands out from an
excellent batch of early British
band recordings that follows just
by having that extra something
that black artistry in jazz has to
offer. Even where a white accompanying group is involved, the
black singer or soloist provides
that easy relaxed feeling and that
nice mixture of gentle humour and
pathos which impelled the ragtime
and jazz invasion. Syncopated
music had arrived in London in
1903 with Williams and Walker
introducing the cakewalk in In
Dahomey. This LP starts with The
Plantation Orchestra from the
Blackbirds revue of 1926, and ends
with Fats Waller in London in 1938.
In between come some delicious
items of which Iparticularly enjoyed Noble Sissle and ' Camp
Meeting Day', 1929; Ike ' Yowse'
Hatch singing ' Dinah', 1935 nicely
impelling a white group; the little
girl voice of Valaida Snow, also
no mean trumpeter, again with
British jazzmen, 1935 and 1936; The
Nicholas Brothers with young
Harry at 12 sounding seductively
female, 1936; not to mention the
famous Buck and Bubbles team,
Elisabeth Welch and Adelaide
Hall. A real treasure beside being
a fascinating documentary for
anyone interested in the history of
popular music. And what a collection of evocative names! [ H]
The same sort of feel comes
through with that piping Gennett/
Okeh early recording sort of quality
that adds an indefinable flavour to
early jazz recordings on ' Fess
Williams and His Royal Flush
Orchestra' ( Fountain t FJ-116).
The recordings date from 1925 to
1927 and have that early Oliver
quality about them, one step removed toward the commercial.
Fess Williams was one of the first
orchestral showmen, entertainer
as well as musician, but he fronts
an excellent band with George
Temple an underrated trumpeter
and Hank Duncan a good ' stride'
pianist, Jelly James on trombone
and Perry Smith on Reeds. All
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

nicely driven by the relaxed rhythm
we mentioned above and atreasure
of a record for the early jazz collector. [ H]
It was this sort of thing that
naturally infused the growing
awareness of the jazz idiom into
the British dance bands. The next
two records would not be allowed
in a purist jazz collection but they
will delight the ' big band' or
'dance band' buffs with their early
'swing'. The first, ' The Great
British Dance Bands play the
Music of Naceo Herb Brown'
(World Records (NI SH276, £2.30),
includes such as Debroy Somers,
the Savoy Orpheans, Jack Hylton,
Ambrose, Henry Hall, Harry Roy,
Nat Gonella, varying in their commitment to jazz but all loaded with
nostalgia for those who enjoy the
flavour of the 1920s and 30s—they
range from 1927 to 1940. As for
Naceo Herb Brown, if the name
means little to some, he was the
composer of such immortal hits
as ' Wedding of the painted doll',
'Pagan love song', ' Singin' in the
rain', ' All Ido is dream of you' and
'You are my lucky star', prominent
in Hollywood films of the period,
all of which are included in the
intriguing 16 tracks that make up
this fine record. [ H]
It was the recapturing of this
atmosphere that intrigued so
many viewers of BBC's ' Pennies
from Heaven' and sent the first LP
of the songs used into the bestseller lists. We haven't yet received that successful album ( but
hope to mention it next month) but
'More Pennies from Heaven'
(World Records u SH276, £2.30)
continues the saga with the songs
of the 1930s neatly slotted into the
story for us in the sleeve- note by
producer Kenith Trodd. The bands
of Payne, Ambrose, Stone, Hylton,
Gibbons, Winnick and others provide the material and more loaded
nostalgia with songs like ' Zing!
went the strings of my heart',
'Cheek to cheek', ' Indian love call'
and ' Anything goes'. It takes you
back and here's wishing World
Records another best seller with
this excellent compilation. [ H]
With the next two historical LPs
we go all British and ' The Great
British Dance Bands play the
Music of Vivian Ellis' ( World
Records m SH260, £2.30) proves
we had at least one British composer who could match the
Americans. Again the same sort
of orchestras but the music
subtly different with an English
cleanliness about it as exemplified
in such songs as ' Spread a little
happiness', ' The flies crawled up
the window' and ' I'm on a seesaw'. The recordings date from
1926 to 1937 and recall many
successful pre-war London musicals and revues. Imight add here
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that all these World Record re- esting and unusual album. [ A:1]
issues achieve amarvellous quality
In ' Weekend Sounds' ( BBC
in their transfer to LP and the way REC319, £2.35) the Treorchy Male
they are going there will be no Choir seemed infected by a sort
need for anyone to hang onto of the middle-of-the-road romanthose cumbersome 78s. Another ticism as does the John Fox Radio
for the collectors not to miss. [ H] Orchestra ( BBC
REC320)
in
Two specific Vivian Ellis tributes 'Gershwin's Greatest Hits' ( BBC
are found in the record that REC320, £2.35). Is this what a
couples his songs from ' Stream- weeked sound is— music souped
line/Jill Darling' ( World Records up a little for the non- committed?
‘
tSH263, £2.30), the first one of Both records are very professional
Cochran's best revues from 1934 and well-aimed at this particular
starring the clever Florence Des- market but Ididn't like the way the
mond and including several of her Treorchy Choir seemed to drool
specialities; the second a musical over everything including such
comedy from 1934 starring the traditional items as ' Kum-bay-yah'
delectable Frances Day of the and ' Muss idenn' which surely
scrumptuous voice, very English- want arhythmic impulse to undersounding leading men in Arthur line their natures effectively. The
Riscoe, ajuvenile John Mills plus John Fox sleeve seemed to
the enchanting Louise Brown. I promise some authentic period
would buy this record for Jill Gershwin, but turned out to be
Darling alone and much regret I very romanticised stuff. Both will
was too young to see the show. suit the vast weekend and late
[H]
night taste, but not mine [ A: 2].
Two great ladies of the theatre It is presumably this lush, semioccupy the next issues: firstly the symphonic sound that the fans of
immortal Edith Piaf in ' Edith Piaf Franck Pourcel crave for, underat Carnegie Hall' ( Double- Up lined with its fashionable pop
DU0129, £5.00-2 records) a pre- beat. If so they will have everyviously unissued live recording thing they wish for in a powerful
made in January 1957. The strange, album called ' Portrait of Pourcer
piping little sparrow of a woman (Studio 2 TWOSP107, £3-38)—a
holds the audience in the palm of special 2- records for the price of
her hand with all her usual artistry. one offer. [ A:1]
There is much sadness in it but
In the instrumental section I
much magic and the Piaf enthusi- greatly enjoyed the turn- of-theasts will not want to miss this century bandstand pranks that
one [ B: 1*]. ' The New Joyce one finds on ' Cousins' ( NoneGrenfell Collection' ( Double Up such H-71341, £2.49), exhibiting, in
DU0128, £5.00-2 records) is full authentic period- styled performof her beautifully concealed barbs; ances, the repertoire and skills of
kindly satires on foolish ladies and such well-known band names as
pretentious foreigners; ridicule Herbert Clarke, Arthur Pryor and
without malice—arare blend today Henry Fillmore. Gerard Schwarz,
and all wonderfully entertaining. trumpet, and Ronald Barron, trom[A: 1*]
bone, are the very fine featured
There seems to a be growing soloists. All admirers of brass
vogue for reviving the very English virtuosity and the early 1900s bandballads of the early 1900s and ' Sea stand flavour will enjoy this firstFever' ( HMD 10 AS D2545, £3.99) rate issue. Ienjoyed the ' smear'
explores the evocations and praises trombone selection particularly
of our past maritime glories in [A: 1*/1]. ' The Auld Alliance'
songs by such composers as (Waverley SZLP2154, £3.89) brings
Ireland, Warlock, Stanford, Arm- together La Batterie-Fanfare de la
strong- Gibbs and Trad; an excel- Garde Republicaine and the Pipes
lent collection with some unusual and Drums of the 2nd Battalion of
items. They are sung with tasteful the Scots Guards in a rousing
restraint and apleasant bass voice programme of Scottish and French
by Robert Lloyd, nicely accom- military music; a momento of the
panied by Nina Walker. A right 1977 Edinburgh Military Tattoo
mixture of conviction and taste. when the Garde Republicaine
[A:1]
made their first appearance in
'The Songs of Alex Glasgow' Scotland. Very much arecord for
(Rubber RUB030) are a nice blend the military band and history
of acute observation, gentle satire enthusiast [A: 1]. And in very
and aliking for humanity which the much the same vein the Band and
composer/author/singer puts over Trumpeters of the Royal Military
in a personal and convincing way. School of Music, Kneller Hall in
The actually melodies might well 'Ceremonial Occasion' ( Unicorn
be stronger and would have then RHS354, £3.99), which includes a
have matched the excellent orches- potted ' history of the march' on
trations that Keith Statham has most of side two and Bliss' Music
provided and the distinguished for the Investiture of HRH The
backing of the Northern Sinfonia Prince of Wales amongst other
Orchestra. Altogether an inter- interesting items. [A:1]
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'MOUND
RING FOR
OUR BEST
PRICES
ON Pal
lete
tete4G
%Me

*HOLBORN • EDGWARE RD.
•KINGS CROSS • LEWISHAM
•ILFORD

OVERSEAS VISITORS
AND DIRECT EXPORT SCHEMES
Nusound's PERSONAL EXPORT SCHEME (Available at all branches)
enables all Overseas Visitors to take immediate " Over the Counter" delivery .
at " Less VAT Prices"
Nusound's DIRECT EXPORT SCHEME (High Holborn branch only) enables'
us to quote by return our most competitive export prices, together with Air/Sea;
Freight/Carriage charges. Upon receipt of confirming order, we prepare all
necessary documentation etc., ensuring that the goods are not only supplied at
extremely competitive prices, but are also dispatched with the maximum speed
and efficiency. Telephone:01-242 8354. Telex: ANDROMEDA 8951 525.

tee \ Better- buy
P('5 Bang&Olufsen
from our specialist Beocentre
The full range of Bang b Olufsen h, fo units are on display.

ready

Make your own comparisons. For full details and prices of
Bang Er Olufsen equipment phone. write or call on. IWe are
only 200 yards from Liverpool St. Station/. Open Mon
9 am

FULL MANUFACTURERS GUARANTEES
AFTER SALES SERVICE
ADC, A.R. ACCUTRAC, AIWA, AKAI, AMSTRAD. ARMSTRONG,

B&O, DUAL,

for immediate dernonstrabon and are always

competitively priced. For gualoty. ecosystems are hard to bear
For value. the Nu- Sound Beocentre is impossible to beat.

228 Bishopsgate, London E.C.2.
Tel: 01-247-2609

FERROGRAPH.

CUSTOM HI-FI
CENTRE

GARRARD, GOODMANS. GOLORING, I.M.F., HARMAN KARDON, HITACHI. JVC, KEF., KEESONIC. LEAK, LECSON, LENCO. LUX.
MARANTZ, MICRO ACOUSTICS, MICRO-SEIKI, MAYWARE, MONITOR AUDIO, MORDAUNT SHORT, NAKAMACHI, NATIONAL.
NEAL. ORTOFON. PIONEER. QUAD, REFERENCE, REVOX. JIM ROGERS. ROGERS. ROTEL. SME., SANSUI, SANYO, SHARP, SONY,
SPENDOR, TANDBERG, TANNOY, TEAC. TECHNICS, THORENS, TOSHIBA, TRIO. YAMAHA, VIDEOTONE, WHARFEDALE.

SPECIAL OFFERS

Listed below are just afew of the many items of equipment we have on SPECIAL OFFER. Many more are available, too numerous
to list. Please contact nearest branch for further details.
Rotel RA913
Sony TA II ..
Sony TA5650
Trio KA3500
Trio KA3700
Trio KA5700
Yamaha CA410
Yamaha CA6I0

TUNER
AMPLIFIERS
(C & I£2.75)
Special Offers
Akai AA 1010
Akai AA1125
Akai AAI135
Aiwa AX7600
Aiwa AX7600
Harman Kardon 430
Harman Kardon 730
JVC.IRS100/11
JVC.IRS200/11
Lux RI030
Lux RI050
Pioneer SX450
Pioneer SX550
Pioneer SX650
Pioneer SX950
Rotel RX403
Rotel RX503
Sony STRI IL
Sony STR4800
Sony STR7015
Tandberg TR2055
Tandberg TR2025MB
Trio KR2600
Trio KR4070L
Trio KR4600 ..
Yamaha CR420 ..
Yamaha CR620 ..

£99 95
£109 95
£139 95
£209 95
£209 95
£182 95
£248 95
£105 95
£191 95
£213 50
£399.50
£97 95
£133 95
£186 95
£349 95
£112 95
£141 95
£116 95
£193 95
£99 95
£339 95
£229 95
£89 95
£185 95
£154 95
£157 95
£228 95

£158-95
07.95
£216.95
£89-95
£68.95
£112.95
£94.95
£138.95

TUNERS
(C & I£2•75)
Special Offers
Akai AT2200
£89.95
Harman Kardon HKT403
£120.95
JVCJTVIO
£54.95
JVCJTV II ..
£74.95
Lux T34 ..
£148.50
Lux T88 ..
£194.85
Pioneer TX606
£91.95
Pioneer TX7500
£124.95
£75.95
Rotel RT425
Rotel RT724
£69.95
£92.95
Rotel RT725
Sansui TU5900
£144.95
£77.95
Sony ST IIL
£64.95
Sony ST5055L
Trio KR5500
£79.95
£94.95
Yamaha CT4 I
0
Yamaha CT610
£118.95

TURNTABLES

AMPLIFIERS
IC & I £ 2 75)
Special Offers
Akai AM2200
£89.95
Akai AM2600 £ 189.95
Harman Kardon A401 £82.95
JVCJAS3I
£101.95
Pioneer SA5500,11 .. £ 59-95
Pioneer 5A6500/II
£94.95
Pioneer SA7300 .. £109.95
Rotel RA4I3
£92.95

(C & 1£2.75)
Special Offers
Aiwa 2200 + Cart...
Akai AP101 - Cart.
Goldring CK2 Kitinc. Arm ..
Goldring G103 ..
Hitachi HT350
JVCJLAI5
JVCJLA20
JVC JLA40

£99.95
£75•00
£19.95
£29.95
£76.95
£59-95
£54.95
£82.95

Lento L62 ..
Lenco L65 ..
Lenco L84 ..
Lenco L90
Lenco Plinth/Cover
for L65
Lux PDI31 - Arm ..
Micro-Seiki MBIO
Pioneer PL5 I
OA ..
Reference Electronic
-Arm ..
Rotel RP I300 ..
SansuiSR525 ..
Sansui FRIO8OP
Sony PSI I
Sony PS6750 ..
Sony PSX4
ThorensTD126/II/BC
Thorens TD I45/1I/C
Yamaha YP2I 1 ..

£34.95
£34.95
£44.95
E69.95
£7.95
£241•95
£59.95
£89.95
E155•95
£51.95
£104.95
£69.95
£82.95
£129.95
£110-95
£179.95
£124.95
£ 71.95

SPEAKERS
(
C & 1Bookshelf £3.50)
(C & 1Console £5•00)
Special Offers
AR ARI5
£ 146.50
AR AR17
£109.95
B & W DM4 .. £156.95
Celestion Ditton 15XRE91-50
Celestion Ditton 22
£124.95
Celestion Ditton 66
£332.95
Goodmans Achromat
100 ..
£79.95
Leak 2075
£299.95
Monitor Audio MA4 £189.95
Sansui ES200 .. £124.95
Spendor BC I
£125-95
Tannoy HPD385A (
ea)£121.95
Tannoy Devon .. £265•95
Tannoy Eaton .. £231.95
Videotone Saphir I
£49.95
Wharfedale
Glendale 3XP ( T)
£89.95
Denton 3XP ( T)..
£45•95
Dovedale SP2
£172.95
Yamaha NS6 15
£113.95

CASSETTE DECKS/
RECORDERS
IC & I£2.75)
Special Offers
.. £ 131 .95
Aiwa AD I250
Aiwa AD I600B
.. £ 194-95
Aiwa 6550 ..
£215•95
AkaiCS34D
.. £ 87.95
.. £97.95
Akai CS702D
Akai CS707D .. £134.95
Akai GXC710D .. £159.95
Akai GXC740D .. £239.95
Akai 4000DS Mk I .. £169 .95
Harman Kardon HK2000
£20&00
Hitachi D440 ..
£79.95
Hitachi D2360 ..
£84.95
JVC KD2 I
£109.95
VC CDS200B
£164.95
JVCKD720 ..
£83.95
Pioneer CTF4040
£114.95
Pioneer CTF6060
£129.95
Rotel RDIOF
£93.95
Rotel RD I
2F .. £134 .95
Sansui SC2002 .. £119.95
Sansui SC3000 .. £144.95
Sharp RT2000 ..
£64.95
Sony EL7
£439.95
Sony TC158SD .. £153.95
Sony TCI77SD £ 79.95
Sony TC199SD .. £153.95
Sony TC206SD .. £139-95
Sony TC209SD .. £179.95
Tandberg TCD3I0/11 £213•95
Teac A100 ..
£104.95
Teac A150
£109.95
Toshiba PC3060 ..
£99.95
Toshiba PC4020 ..
£89.95
Toshiba PC5060 .. £129.95
Trio KX520 .. £121.95
Trio KX620 .. £124-95
Trio KX720 .. £168.95
Trio KX920 .. £179.95
Yamaha TC51 IS .. £125.95
Yamaha TC800D
£175•95

Fri

6 pm. Sunday 10 am - 2 pm. Closed Saturday

For those who want the best Hi -Fi available we
would suggest that you visit our High Holborn
branch where in addition to stocking a fantastic
range of popular Hi- Fi, we stock such top end brands
as Cambridge, Fons, Dual, Lexson, Lux, Spendor etc.
.THE NUSOUND CUSTOM HI-FI CENTRE
is one of the few places in London where you will
find the staff friendly, helpful, very experienced,
extremely knowledgeable and above all willing and
able to spend considerable time with you in the
selection of a Hi -Fi system tailored to suit your
individual requirements and pocket.

Our Edgware Road, Ilford and
Lewisham branches carry avery
comprehensive range of all
leading makes of Music
Centres, all of which are on
display, ready for immediate
.01)..jeoge' demonstration and available at
extremely competitive prices.

VIDEO
Our Bishopsgate
(address above) High
Holborn Er Edgware
Road Video Centre carry a
comprehensive range of the latest
domestic video recorders, including
J.V.C., Philips, Grundig etc. Call in and find out more abnut
the latest technological miracle that can totally change
your social life and television habits. Every video sale
backed by 100% after sales servicing by expert video
engineers. Free in shop demonstrations at any time for
.- without obligation - Home Demonstrations ring 472 2185.

Customers Please Note:- All advertised prices
include VAT. Prices and statements may be subject
to change without prior notice, but are correct at
(26/5/78). ( S/0)WSpecial Offers. Limited number
only available at these SPECIAL OFFER prices.
Please contact branches for availability.

Order with confidence. Every order

Il
agipoNCH
O "in AT110 r"
ePe
INC.
INSTANT CREDIT
ON ALL GOODS
OVER £ 50

acknowledged by return and goods
despatched quickly and efficiently
in sealed manufacturers cartons.

252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow, London E17
TEL 01-520 1906

(Carriage and Insurance charges
apply only to UK. Mainland, all

Hours: Mon.- Sat. 9a.m.-6 p.m.; Wed. 9a.m.-I p.m.

(150 yards from Walthamstow Central Bus and Underground Station.

IMusoutin
HI-FI CENTRES

other area's of British Isles add 50°',, to C &

charges.)

MAIL ORDER DEPT. 242 PENTONVILLE ROAD,
LONDON N1.

HOLBORN
EDGWARE RD.
KINGS CROSS
LEWISHAM
ILFORD

Tel. 01-837 8200

82 High Holborn, WC1.
376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
242/244 Pentonville Road, N1.
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford.

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

01-242 7401
:01-724 0454
:01-837 8200
:01-852 2399
:01-478 2291

OPENING POURS:- HOLBORN. FOG WARE ROAD, Mon- Sat 9.6 Ilford. Lewisham, Kings Cross. Mon- Sat 9-6. Mors 9-1
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IN MY review last month IdisOHN McLAUGHLIN's playing
cussed some of the many single
with Shakti has evidently done
albums of Irish music currently
him some good. His new album
available. They represented variElectric Guitarist (
CBS 82702)
ous parts of the island, but now I
could have been a disastrous
am going to focus on the sixoverkill job— but no, the whole
volume set, Music from Sliabh
superstar trip is done with excelLuachra, which is concerned with
lent taste, and with mature playing.
atradition derived from one small
McLaughlin's own playing seems
area.
Sliabh Luachra, or ' the
to have mellowed, and he's found
Rushy Mountain', is the Blackshorter, more direct ways to make
water river region of the Kerry/
the same musical points as before.
Cork borderland, where Padraig
He's accompanied by a welter of
O'Keefe was the premier fiddler
heavies in different situations.
until his death in 1963. In 1952
For example there's a near reSeamus Ennis recorded him with
creation of Lifetime with Tony
his pupils, the late Denis Murphy
Williams and Jack Bruce, and an
and Julia Clifford. Kerry Fiddles
almost
Mahavishnu
Orchestra
(Topic 12T309) has some splendid
with
Billy Cobham and Jerry
Paul Oliver
if rather undecorated solo, duet
Goodman. Apart from the Shakti
and trio playing; mainly hornpipes
with her and her erstwhile partner, albums, Ithink this could be my
and reels rather than the polkas
and now trio member, Matt Hayes favourite Johnny Mac disc. [A* : 11
that are popular in the district.
The New York loft scene deon accordion. Less immaculate
Some, like Chase Me Charlie can
than the solo tracks, the trio items veloped out of a situation where
be too familiar, but The Humours
there
were more and more young
like Julia Clifford's Reel, with
of Galtymore Callaghan's or the
tapping woodblocks, are engag- musicians with something to say
plaintive air by Padraig, Old Man
ingly lively. Again, the couple of and fewer places to say it in. A
Rocking the Cradle, are very worthtracks recorded on location at home industry began, first with
while. Recording quality a bit disHollyford,
North of Tipperary musicians performing to the public
torted at times. [
H: 2]
Town, are the most captivating. in their front rooms, then on
The Star of Munster Trio on [B: 1/2]
records they made and distributed
Volume Two ( Topic 12TS310)
This sense of live presence is themselves. The music as awhole
features Julia Clifford's fiddle and most evident on Music for the is an extension of the work done
her husband and son, John and
Set, the fifth volume of music by Coltrane, Ayler and others. It's
Billy, playing piano accordion and from Sliabh Luachra which con- often free, and often a mixture of
flute respectively. Their vigorous centrates on the accordion playing freer music and structured form.
little band was famous in Crickleof Johnny O'Leary. This is more A lot of it is astounding, and
wood in the ' fifties until they genuinely the authentic music nearly all that I've heard has been
moved to Co. Limerick. Later they from the region, for the Cliffords full of life. There's lots of it
returned to London, still playing
and
their
associates
have around, if you look hard enough.
for Irish dances, but the group absorbed many outside influences One of the new stars is David
broke up some years ago. The during their long sojourns away Murray who's been spawning
first side is of recordings made in from the Blackwater. O'Leary has dozens of albums. Two splendid
1964; the second was made at a
ajaunty, individual way of playing, live performances are secured on
reunion session in 1976. Many with showers of short, crisp notes a couple of albums by David
duets between Julia and Billy ideally suited to fast dancing.
Murray And Low Class Coninclude The Clare Reel and the jig Most of the first side is devoted spiracy, Vol. 1and Vol. 2 [ B: 1].
Cherish the Ladies. My only regret to a complete polka set recorded Murray is clearly the successor to
is that the complete trio performs at Dan Connell's and though the Albert Ayler. He plays with much
on only a very few tracks, like dancers are less audible one of Albert's intensity, but without
Within a Mile of Dublin. [B/C: 2]
shares the infectious spirit of his all of his spirituality. The band
John and Julia Clifford share polkas and slides.
On Topic has another two stars of the loft
Volume Three, The Humours of 12TS357. [
A/B: 1]
scene, Don Pullen and stunning
Lisheen (
Topic 12TS311), the
The final album, Jackie Daly, bassist Fred Hopkins. Both altitle theme being an engaging, concentrates on a younger ( born bums ( on Circle RK/8877/4 and /8)
prancing jig. The album contains 1945) musician who plays both are choice, but if you're picking
many quadrille sets, including accordion and concertina ( Topic one of the two, go for the second
polkas and jigs, among them 12TS358). Some hints of the un- which has the lovely Flowers for
Julia's spirited ' slides' or single recorded elements in the local Albert. Chico, by reedsman Chico
jigs. Some excellent playing on tradition are to be gained from Freeman, who played with Elvin
this album made in London just Jackie Daly's quoted recollections, Jones on the drummer's last trip
two years ago, but the live per- and the photographs of Jimmy here, is an album owing a lot to
formance recorded at Dan Con- Connors
and
the
interesting the work of John Coltrane. On
nell's, Knocknagree indicates how Johnny Mickey Barry. Daly him- one side it's Freeman and the
much is lost when the dancers and self is a very able player; I'm in- underrated Cecil McBee on bass,
revellers are not present. The clined to favour his tracks on and on the other they're joined by
recording on location may be a anglo concertina,
like Keefe's piano, drums and percussion.
bit rough but the spirited dancing, Slide and the single reed accor- Freeman is at his most convincing
cries and chatter urge the per- dion
performance
of
Johnny on tenor—and at his least on
formers on to some exciting Mickey's Polka. His playing of flute. It's on India Navigation IN
playing. [
B/C: 2/1]
hornpipes and airs has more 1031 [B/C: 2]. Drummer Steve
Irish Traditional Flute Solos variety than most other perform- Reid's Rhythmatism on Mustevic
(Volume Four) gives Billy Clifford ances in the six- volume collection, Sound MS 1001 sounds like a loft
his
chance to
shine ( Topic but is somewhat more studied in version of punk/funk. It's rough
12TS312).
He is an extremely feeling. A good item to start on music, roughly recorded, but it
accomplished flautist, having won for the collector who has yet to has an immediate unpretentious
the All- Britain and the All- Ireland get caught by Irish music [ A:1/2]. quality to it which I found enflute competitions in 1970. As In general, Music from Sliabh gaging. It's high on energy [
C: 2].
might be expected his playing of Luachra, is asomewhat patched- But the best of this bunch is Wildsolo jigs and reels like The Fermoy up job; Ihave the feeling that there flowers 6, an album with two
Lasses or The Munster is impec- is much that didn't get into the groups— Sunny Murray on one
cable. He married Catherine Ryan, collection that we should have side, and Roscoe Mitchell on the
a lively if unsubtle drummer given heard. For the one- record- a- week other.
Sunny Murray's band—
to press rolls and athumping beat, purchaser I'd recommend Johnny with
David
Murray
again— is
and recorded much of this album O'Leary Volume 5.
beautifully together in the loosest
I-II -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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JAZZ

Ken Hyder
kind of way. The music is impassioned, yet controlled.
It's
impossible to put your finger on a
regular rhythm, yet it swings like
crazy, carrying you along with
wave- like pulses. For me, this is
where contemporary jazz is AT.
On side two, Roscoe Mitchell
plays alto over a heavy duty barrage from two drummers, Jerome
Cooper and Don Moye. The impact is immediate and hard hitting
—so much so that you wonder
how they can keep it up. Then, in
the middle of the 25 minute track,
the trio plunges into a quieter,
spacier passage for dramatic
contrast. This is a masterpiece,
this album— afine introduction to
the loft scene. It's on Douglas
NBLP 7049 [
A/13: 1]. If you have
any
difficulty
obtaining these
albums,
contact
Projection
Records, 9 Grove End, Rectory
Grove, Leigh on Sea, Essex ( tel.:
0702-72281). You can either ask
your dealer to obtain the albums
from them or you can get them
yourself, mail order. More and
more the really good new material
is cropping up on smaller independent labels. They can be hard
to get hold of out of town, but it's
always
worthwhile
contacting
small distributors like Projection
Records or Continental Record
Distributors, Lyon Way, Rockware
Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex,
(tel.: 01-578 4311), if your dealer
doesn't stock what you're after.
CRD handle the Black Saint
label whose The New Village
On The Left by Marcello Melis,
bass; Enrico Raya, trumpet; Roswell Rudd, trombone and Don
Moye, drums is a must for new
music fans. The intriguing thing
about it is the blend between contemporary jazz and the ethnic
group singing of the Gruppo
Rubanu from Sardinia. Melis has
woven the two forms together
amazingly well, considering it was
all spliced, the singing having
been recorded two years earlier.
The highlight of the fusion comes
in one number where you have a
call and response pattern set up
between the singers and Rudd,
who plays scintillating
downhome bluesy trombone. Melis himself is a remarkable bass player,
in his own playing and in holding
it all together. Get hold of it on
Black Saint BSR 0012. [ A: 1]
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Realism? Reality? Realistic? - This is it!
Soon when the term ' musicality' fades into audio history, the
original objective of achieving faithful reproducticn of the recorded sound will no doubt be labelled with one of the above
descriptions. Did we say soon? It's here now — The most
Realistic Hi -Fi System available — at Hi -Fi Conswtants.

GRADO
The Grado Signature II cartridge is a
limited supply, hand- made component
of such superb performance it corn! pletely negates all controversy surrounding cartridge types.
THIS IS THE BEST!
The Grado employs the highly efficient
flux bridger principle which the designer
claims reduces the electro mechanical
distortion products of moving magnet
types and avoids the magnetic distortion
of moving coils.
We haven't heard another cartridge
capable of retrieving anything like
the amount of information from a
microgroove that the Grado does.
It's tracking ability is such that it remains
securely in the groove with or without
bias correction! !
Of course arm matching is critical if the
absolute performance capabilities of this
cartridge are to be realised. The new
wooden Grace ( not unlike the wooden
Grado arms of yesteryear) is the most
effective partner for this cartridge.

circuitry born of radical thinking. It is
clearly a no- compromise product which
by virtue of its unchallenged sonic
superiority must make some of the established names in the audio world wonder
what books they've been reading!
Believe us the performance level we
are deal:ng with here transcends subjectivity--- we are
already strides
ahead of anything else currently
available.
Few speakers could hope to compliment
components at this level but a loudspeaker of unparalled ability in all critical
areas is the Acoustat-X.

ACOUSTAT

Disregard any comments relating to
Grado Signature cartridges unless you
are sure the wooden arm has been used
for audition.
The Grados astonishing quality of
sound reproduction coupled with a very
low level of background noise places this
cartridge firmly in a class of its own.
A signal of this definition would be degraded by most of the pre-amps we have
heard, but convincingly better in its
ability to produce detail, spatial information, ambience and depth imaging is
the Rappaport PRE- 1.

RAPPAPORT
This pre-amp sacrifices nothing in the
way of facilities or tone controls and is
available with integral or separate power
supply.
Brainchild of 19- years- old Andy Rappaport, the pre-amp realises contemporary
theory for pre-amp design and includes

Ai CONSULTANTS

This full range electrostatic is nothing
short of stunning in its ability to reproduce music. Customers who have heard
the system have commented that their
own outfits ( some very expensive ones
too) have sounded very unreal afterwards.
And this of course is the
whole point—the system sounds REAL!
We are not seeking musicality, or
smoothness, or the famed valve sound,
this system is intended to provide the
nearest thing to having say a complete
orchestra in your home!
Tue Acoustat presents a majestic sight
with its large frontal area responsible for
impeccable imaging and spatial awareness. They respond unerringly to the
signals from the Rappaport transferring
them to a potential 110 dB through their
integral power amplifiers. The Acoustat
was conceived as an active transducer
and the power amps feature valve output stages providing the enormous
acoustic output. The speakers cannot
be clipped, overdriven and will not arc.
We have heard nothing to compare
with the ability of this system to
recreate music and would even go so
far as to say that no other dealer in
the country could assemble an alternative system of commercially available components at a comparable
price capable of this standard of
performance.
Serious listeners will expect aconsiderable amount of time be made available
for demonstrations and consequently an
appointments only system will be
operated.
=2•11.

We provide acomfortable and unhurried
listening environment for our customers
who are invariably interested in superior
hi-fi components.
At present other items of interest on
demonstration include:
• Lux valve amps

• Dynavector arm
• Yamaha B2
• Nakamichi
• dB Systems

• Sansui BA2000
• Grado cartridges
• Moving coil cartridges
• T.V.A.1 power amp
• Gale speakers

( Peterborough)

13 Whitsed Street Peterborough Tel ( 0733)51007
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5Moving-coil Pickup Cartridges
Noel Keywood

SONY XL55 • TECHNICS EPC-300MC • ENTRÉ1 • CORAL 777EX • ORTOFON MC20
T HIS report follows the review in July of ten ' mainly moving- magnet'

I cartridges and is aimed to complement it. Ifeel that the differences
between the two types are essentially too nebulous to quantify with the
somewhat crude and limited measuring techniques that we are forced
to use and accept for pickup cartridges. Nevertheless, there are one or
two interesting differences in performance between the best of the five
cartridges here and the best of last month's moving- magnet designs,
so we couldn't help but run an interesting final play-off which did show
that even over an unfortunately brief listening period it was possible to
discriminate between them.
Most moving- coil cartridges require a special pre- amplifier ( or a
transformer) to boost their miniscule output to a suitable level for
typical modern amplifiers, and these are often made by the cartridge
manufacturer to complement his own particular product. These are an
intrinsic part of the cartridge as far as sound quality is concerned, and
so were taken into account in both the listening tests and measurements.
The benefits of a moving- coil cartridge are perhaps less obvious
than its disadvantages. Most of them cost £45 or more, not including
a pre- amplifier which generally costs about the same again. Another
penalty is that the stylus assembly cannot usually be pulled out and
replaced by its owner when either wear or damage dictate. However,
to balance is a sound quality arguably superior to that of most, if not
all other cartridges available. A good moving-coil design provides a
musical signal of exceptional clarity and sense of depth. Imagery has
better definition both laterally and in the front-to- back plane, providing
a stronger sense of reality than one generally gets from other types.
The results can be dramatic.
However, pickup arm suitability is athorny subject since moving- coil
cartridges are less compliant, on the whole, than moving- magnet units
and this is of some consequence in their selection, a subject considered later.

The acid test: Stanton/SME vs. EntrélHadcock
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Noel Keywood in his laboratory

Physically, modern moving- coil cartridges are much the same in
overall appearance and basic construction as any other sort, but their
generator assembly is in effect areversed version of that found on the
common moving- magnet type. Fixed magnets are housed within the
body and signal coils are attached to the end of the stylus oar. In
order to keep effective stylus tip mass down for flat response and good
high frequency tracking, these coils have to be of low weight and/or
close to the cantilever hinge. The number of coil turns chosen and
position of these coils relative to the hinge have to be balanced against
output level, since m- c cartridges are subject to the same ' generator
equation' as all other electromagnetic types where magnetic flux
density (
le strength of the fixed magnets and pole focusing), rate of
change of signal flux and coil turns are all directly related to output
level. Output level cannot be allowed to fall too far or it will approach
theoretical pre-amplifier noise floor limits. Strong field magnets and
light signal coils of very fine wire and asuitable number of turns, plus
light butrigid cantilever assemblies, combine to give modern designs a
performance equal to that of moving- magnet types, whereas they have
previously been marginally inferior, particularly in tracking performance. It is because the signal coils have very fine lead- out wires into
the cartridge body that the stylus assembly has to be replaced at the
factory when necessary. An interesting consequence of the necessity
to have small coils with a limited number of turns is a generator
characteristic of low impedance at around 3ohms and little inductance
or self-capacitance. This makes the unit load- insensitive, except with
regard to output level where the pre-amp input impedance should be
somewhat greater than that of the cartridge for maximum output.
Typically, it is set at 40 a Another consequence of low and substantially resistive output impedance is that of extended high frequency
response. In moving- magnet designs with acoil inductance of around
800 mH, generator impedance equals amplifier input impedance
(47 K2) at 9kHz, producing atheoretical — 3dB loss of output at this
frequency. The same problem doesn't occur with m- c cartridges,
although they suffer an increase in output at tip- mass resonance as
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usual of course. However, output, or response, does not drop off
so rapidly above this point, which usually lies around 18 kHz.
The five cartridges were assessed for sound quality and characteristics by a panel of three in atest virtually identical to that last month.
For continuity the same reference Ortofon SL20E cartridge was used,
set up in a damped Hadcock arm mounted on a Pioneer PLC590 turntable and, as before, this was used merely to provide a steady aural
reference point throughout the test, not as a standard of goodness.
The assessment sheets reflected this by bearing ratings above and
below the reference for the various qualities such as Image Quality,
Bass Performance, etc, on which the panel members were asked to
comment. Output from the reference cartridge and the one under
review were matched using noise signals and weighted meter readings.
Output levels were also kept constant by the same method. Long
passages of music were played from each cartridge in turn using a
variety of material, both classical and rock, and immediate A- B
switching between the units and the reference was also carried out.
Ishould point out that, as before, all tests were conducted blind—
nobody knew which cartridge was playing against the reference and in
this case each cartridge worked through its own pre- amplifier into a
Lux CL32 valve pre- amp and a TVA- 1X valve power amp, driving
KEF 105 speakers. For ease of setting up, an SME Series III arm was
chosen to carry the units under test ( light damping being applied
from a black paddle), mounted on asecond Pioneer PLC590 turntable.
Both turntables sat on a shelf specifically built to be completely free
from vibration and feedback.
All measurements were made as before and individual performance
can be compared directly with those of the moving- magnet types. Note,
though, that these cartridges display lower compliance than a majority
of moving- magnet designs, and in the low- mass SME arm this results
in a LF arm resonance above 10 Hz, shown in this instance without
damping for interest's sake. The effect of introducing damping is
shown in a separate trace ( below) for the Entré 1, where you can see
that output at resonance is substantially reduced. A few authorities
2.0112.
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Entré1cartridge: Frequency response in SME Ill arm with damping (black paddle)
would currently have it that this is an absolutely ideal situation yielding
the best results possible from acartridge ( Iam thinking here of avery
interesting and persuasive summary of facts recently made by Poul
Ladegaard of Bruel & Kjaer on the topic). Not everybody is convinced,
however, particularly those who have had the opportunity to use
moving- coil cartridges in low mass arms, that this is necessarily the
case. In fact there are trade-offs to be made and generally speaking,
taking a typical average low- mass and a typical average high- mass
arm, lack of structural rigidity on the former will be agreater drawback
to fidelity than a resonant frequency just afew Hertz above that of the
high mass design. The crosstalk traces for the five cartridges clearly
display structural resonance problems at around 100 Hz and 300 Hz+
in the SME Series III arm for instance, although Iam moderately happy
about its necessary choice for this review.
For those who intend to study the response curves closely, a few
words of warning. A CBS STR120 test disc was chosen for measurement since it provides accurate results from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. In fact, it
runs up to 50 kHz, but with mediocre accuracy above 20 kHz as is
common with the few other discs available that reach this frequency
(B & K and JVC). Sweep bands at the middle of the disc were used to
avoid crosstalk inaccuracies from tilt of the modulation axes from its
turned- up lip ( suffered by the B & K disc also). This results in some
droop above 20 kHz due to scanning loss caused by reduced mechanical wavelength, but there is substantial drop in level on the disc too.
Consequently, an additional sweep above 20 kHz was made on the right
channel of each cartridge at the outer test grooves and can be seen
above the main right/left channel response traces. Inherent crosstalk
on the disc is low but surface noise is not and this set alower crosstalk
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limit on the sweeps above 500 Hz, which varied according to high
frequency response of the cartridge concerned, those with an HF peak
producing more wideband noise. Moving- magnet designs such as the
881S and V15- IV have asharp response roll- off above 20 kHz, produce
less noise due to their smaller noise- bandwidth, and therefore appear
to possess superior separation, which is not necessarily the case.
Keep this in mind when making comparisons. Note also that an active
warp filter ( high-pass) was used to eliminate subsonic information
from the crosstalk curves and takes effect below 30 Hz ( where it is
—1 dB). There are no response or noise limitations from the purposebuilt measuring pre- amps to be taken into account.

(1) Sony XL55
Top Sony cartridge, the XL- 55 embodies a number of ' features' that
make it technically attractive. The stylus cantilever is a complex
arrangement of three concentric pipes, aluminium, carbon- fibre and
'special light metal' (?). It carries a nude elliptical stylus and is
sufficiently long to be viewed clearly from above when cueing the
cartridge down into a groove. The body of this cartridge is high and
needs long fixing screws as a result ( suitable screws are supplied). It
is also very heavy at 10.3 gm and some arms may not be able to balance
out the unit, 10 gm being acommon limit. This high body mass figure
will effectively ' swamp' low mass arms, so there isn't the advantage
to be gained from using them as there is with units of more normal
weight. Note frequency of arm resonance in the response graphs.
Compliance is low and disc clearance high, allowing the XL- 55 body to
clear warps easily. Sony quote atracking force range of 1.2-2.2 gm but
recommend use of 1.7 gm. It is probably best off in rigid, modern
medium- mass designs but should tolerate fairly substantial structures.
Internal impedance is high at 40 ohms, and this is wholly resistive in
nature according to Sony. Recommended load is of course ' more than
40 12' in order that output doesn't fall, and Sony's HA- 55 head- amp
displays a 100 12 figure for matching to this device.
Measured performance
Tracking at 1.7 gm in the SME Series III arm without damping and
measuring through the Sony HA- 55 head- amp, frequency response of
both channels of this cartridge remained broadly within ± 1¡ dB limits
between 20 Hz and 15kHz—a fair performance. HF tip- mass resonance lies out at 25 kHz, an unusually high frequency for any cartridge,
let alone a moving- coil type. This indication of effective low tip mass
was confirmed in the tracking tests. A high frequency resonant peak
of + 4dB maximum rise indicates fairly well engineered high frequency
damping and the crosstalk curves show that stylus assembly movement remained reasonably controlled in these regions, suggesting
competent treble delivery. LF resonance lies at 11 Hz with the arm
used, amodest peak of + 6dB being evident. Mid- bands eparaton was
somewhat better than that shown, for reasons mentioned un the
introduction.
Although Sony claim low distortion for the XL- 55, measurements
suggest the opposite. On lateral modulation, inherent cartridge
generated distortion starts at a high level and increases rapidly with
increasing modulation level on the disc. In fact, this cartridge was the
worst of all five in this area, making Sony's low distortion claim seem
rather spurious. On vertical modulation, performance again was
average, a vertical tracking angle of 26 ensuring that distortion from
this cause was modest, whilst internal distortions made a significant
contribution. In spite of high distortion levels, this cartridge tracked
exceedingly well. In fact it matched or slightly improved upon the best
performance achieved in last month's group test at 1kHz ( by the
Stanton 881S) reproducing a 1kHz recorded tone at 25 cm/sec RMS
with unusual ability. This is an attribute of low tip mass. At lower
frequencies, limited compliance resulted in a slight deterioration of
tracking ability, but this was not significant. Generally, the XL- 55
tracks exceptionally well by any standards and was the best of this
group.
Output was 155 12V at 5cm/sec RMS, somewhat lower than that of
the other cartridges, and there has probably been atradeoff of output
for HF tracking ability.
Listening panel results
Treble performance of the XL- 55 was placed slightly higher than that
of the reference and was liked, but ' harshness' noted by one listener
and ' steeliness' by another. A generally bright sheen was appreciated
though. On mid- band characteristics, the same criticisms were made
and some recession was felt to exist. In consequence a rating lower
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than the reference was given. Bass output was on balance rated as
controlled and less ' plummy' than the reference, being preferred.
There was some disagreement on imagery, both in placement and
apparent depth and it appears from comments made that guarded
approval existed, high frequency edginess and mid- range recession
causing some doubts to arise when trying to draw conclusions about
other aspects of performance. The panel easily identified high trackabi lity.
2okk.. j`Y 4'14
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is probably best fitted in arms of low-to- medium effective mass,
however, since a high mass arm may cause bottoming over severe
warps.
Measured performance
The EPC-300MC displays afrequency response that is flat on both
channels within ± 1+ dB limits from 30 Hz-12 kHz. Above 12 kHz there is
a rise in output toward tip- mass resonance at 20 kHz of + 4dB, a
reasonable figure. Above this level output remains well maintained
and the crosstalk curves show good cantilever control at these
frequencies. A suck- out at resonance on these curves suggest that
Technics are either deliberately using a vibration absorber on this
cartridge in order to control output at tip mass resonance, or that some
component on the stylus cantilever assembly, possibly the coil
holder, is acting as an anti- resonant sub- system at 20 kHz. In alightweight arm such as the SME Series Ill the low frequency arm resonance
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Sony XL-55: Frequency response and distortion
A Outer-groove HF response
8 Frequency response } measurements made through Sony HA-55 head-amp,
C Crosstalk40
Z in.
Price £85.00 including VAT.

Iused this unit for acouple of weeks prior to testing and finally but
reluctantly abandoned it as too harsh and edgy in spite of many
attempts at suppressing this weakness by use in different arms, etc.
The panel consistently remarked upon the same weakness, confirming
my own opinion and suggesting that distortion in this unit may be a
significant problem. Otherwise, it has a dramatic delivery Ifeel, with
solid bass and clean if somewhat bright treble. On balance, though,
the XL-55 does display some obvious weaknesses that mar the overall
picture of its abilities.

is pronounced, with a + 10 dB peak at 13 Hz evident on both channels.
In practice this would have to be reduced through use of damping.
Crosstalk figures in the mid- band for this unit were good at — 30 dB
minimum, although strong HF output caused noise to dominate in the
crosstalk traces shown here. Since Technics were unable to supply
their own pre- amplifier for the EPC-300MC in time, it was partnered
with Sony's HA-55 for these tests and the listening panel assessments.
Output impedance is quoted as 15 SI resistive and recommended load
as ' greater than 40 SI'.
tyx
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(2) Technics EPC -300MC
This is arelatively compact device housed in alarge plastic moulding.
Technics have used air- cored coils and a tapered cantilever tube of
titanium nitride with an elliptical stylus. Although the cantilever is
long, it emerges at ashallow angle in order to achieve correct vertical
tracking angle and adequate disc clearance. This makes the stylus
difficult to see when cueing, but it would take little to rectify this
difficulty since most of the forward body appears to exist for cosmetic
reasons alone. Fixing should be straightforward, since only short
screws are required and body dimensions are such that the unit will fit
most headshells without fouling.
Limited compliance allows the EPC-300MC body to clear warps
easily even though it rests nearer to the disc surface than some other
cartridges. A tracking force range of 1.7-2.3 gm is quoted but Technics
recommend use of 2gm. Weight of this unit is normal at 6.6 gm and as
aresult all pickup arms will balance out properly when it is installed. It
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Technics EPC-300 MC: Frequency response and distortion
A Outer-groove HF response}
measurements made through Sony HA-55 head-amp,
B Frequency response
Z in. 40 il
C Crosstalk
Price £45.00 including VAT.

Distortion from this cartridge was generally low, although not
unusually so. The curves for lateral modulation show asteady increase
in distortion with recorded level, whilst those for vertical modulation
reflect the low vertical tracking angle figure achieved by Technics in
this design, distortion here being lower than that generated by the
other four cartridges in this report. At 20 the vertical tracking angle
was absolutely correct but, as always, achieving this figure results in
limited disc clearance, even with a relatively long cantilever.
Tracking performance was very good, although not quite up to that
of Sony's XL-55. However, the EPC-300MC should still track most
records cleanly, albeit at a high VTF of 2gm. An output level of
166 ,uV at 5cm/sec RMS is low, although slightly better than the XL-55.
Listening panel results
Although there is arise in output above 12 kHz on both channels of
this cartridge, the subjective effect seemed disproportionately great
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and not properly reflected in the measured performance of the unit.
Initial pink and white noise test signals showed that avery strong high
frequency boost was apparent and '
HF performance' was rated
'worse' or ' much worse' than the reference by the panel members.
Adjectives such as ' sibilant' bright' and ' tizzy' were, used with aonenote effect commented on with hi- hat cymbals. The problem was felt
to stretch down into the mid- band, with ' hardness' on vocals and
'harshness' elsewhere, again an across-the-board rating lower than
the reference being accorded. Bass quality was felt to be a shade
better than the reference, though, with more definition. Assessment of
imagery was confused by the blatant tonal imbalance of this unit and
generally the panel felt that although it didn't seem too bad in this
respect, they were unwilling to be adamant under the circumstances
since treble boost can lead artificially to an apparent improvement of
imagery. Trackability was scored, correctly, higher than the reference
although only just so. Increased sibilance occasionally led to the
feeling of mis tracking.
Although not an expensive cartridge by moving- coil standards, the
sins of this unit are rather difficult to bear. I, like the panel, felt somewhat assaulted by the strident treble delivery that dominates one's
impression of the unit and makes it hard to detect its good qualities.
This is a pity, since measured performance suggests competent
design.

lies well within the maximum spread of 20 ± 5.
Tracking ability was high, being almost the equal of the best movingmagnet designs at low frequencies, where compliance is the limiting
factor. Mid- band ability was very good, again equalling that of most
moving- magnet cartridges whilst being slightly inferior to that of
Sony's XL- 55 cartridge. Ifound it surprising also that output from the
Entré 1 was substantial at 236 p,V at 5cm/sec RMS, since all the
indications were that output would be low.
Listening panel results
The Entré 1 received a favourable reception for its high frequency
performance, all panel members marking it as ' better' if not much
better than the reference. Greater treble clarity, a sweeter sound but
good sheen without edginess were comments made. Mid- performance
was similarly rated by all listeners above the reference, with comments
like ' more space put around the instruments', ' smoother quality' and
'greater clarity'. Bass performance was marked up also, the general
concensus being that a lighter quality with better definition was
apparent. The Entré 1 pulled even further ahead on imagery in the
panel's opinion, with greater depth and coherency, better clarity and
greater precision of placement. At this point on the assessment
sheets eulogies began to flow! Trackability also received a high
marking.
9.082
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(3) Entré1
This is acompact cartridge imported from the USA but made in Japan.
At 5.8 gm it is one of the lightest products of the group, and this fact,
together with modest body size, allow it to fit a majority of arms without difficulty. Medium length screws are needed for fixing and once
installed this cartridge looks and behaves much like a normal moving
magnet type, although compliance is, as usual for amoving coil, somewhat low. Although its body clears the disc surface by a reasonable
distance, the cantilever hinge block projects down to make actual
surface clearance somewhat smaller than is immediately apparent.
The Entré could run into trouble with warps as a result, unless used
in an arm of low-to- medium mass. Tracking force is quoted as 1.8 gm
+0.3 gm, the first figure being a suggested optimum and the second,
adjustment range above the optimum. The stylus is elliptical and is
bonded to a short, fine cantilever that is partially obscured by forward
body overhang which frustrates easy accurate cueing. Coil impedance
is quoted as 312 and to match this and amplify output from the device,
a Lentek pre- amplifier is generally supplied, Lentek being distributors
of the Entré 1 cartridge in this country. The two were used together
here for measurement and for listening tests.
Measured performance
The Entré 1displays an unusually flat frequency response characteristic on both channels, being flat substantially within ± 1+ dB limits from
30 Hz-30 kHz in the SME arm. There are few cartridges able to
approach this performance and probably none able to match or exceed
it. Moreover, the crosstalk characteristic at high frequencies remains
unusually smooth and free from sharp or pronounced resonant peaks,
indicating excellent control. Tip mass resonance occurs at 22 kHz
showing that alow effective mass has been achieved. LF resonance in
the SME arm is fairly pronounced, with alift of + 7dB at around 14 Hz,
but arm damping counters this to produce a response nearly flat to
12 Hz. Mid- band separation between channels was high at approximately 28 dB.
Although the frequency response is unusually good by the highest
standards, generated distortion levels are respectable, if not quite of
the low level of Ortoton's MC20. The distortion level does not increase
quite so rapidly on lateral modulation with increased recording
compared with the other designs ( bar the MC20) which is agood sign,
and vertical modulation performance was similar to that of the MC20
butfractionally worse than the Technics, with distortion being generally
well suppressed. A vertical tracking angle of 22 was measured which
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Entré-1: Frequency response and distortion
A Outer-groove HF response
Frequency response
measurements made through Lentek head-amp
C Crosstalk }
Price £98.44 including VAT.

The Entré 1excited alot of panel comment and general opinion was
that it seemed to lift aveil standing in front of reproduction compared
to the reference SL20E. There weren't any particular weaknesses
noted. 1must agree that on using the Entré 1alter these opinions had
been passed, Itoo found it an exceptional cartridge in every respect.
In the light of this, it seems churlish of me to say that Idid find, after a
while, acertain hard, cold or perhaps clinical air coming between me
and enjoyment of music. Nevertheless, there's no doubt that the
Entré 1is an exceptional cartridge.

(4) Coral 777EX
Like the Entré 1, this unit is of compact size and very low weight—
lowest of the group in fact at 5.4 gm. However, it shouldn't cause any
arm balancing problems and headshell problems shouldn't arise with
its small size. It needs medium length screws. The cantilever hinge
assembly protrudes beneath the body, but a long cantilever ensures
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good disc clearance, although the body tends partially to obscure the
stylus when cueing. An elliptical stylus is fitted to what looks like a
fairly conventional cantilever tube. Tracking force is quoted as 1323 gm, an optimum figure not being given. Videotone, who distribute
this cartridge, advise that it is suitable for all arms, even those with an
effective mass as high as 25 gm ( one or two Japanese designs reach
this figure). This is likely to be the case, since it is light, robust and
possesses good clearance with relatively low compliance. Internal
impedance is 6S/ and a recommended load of 10-200 SI advised.
Videotone can supply either a transformer or amplifier to increase
output from the 777EX, the H200 amplifier being used for this report.
attlIs

Listening panel results
Treble performance was rated as worse than that of the reference by
all members of the panel and drew comments such as 'thin', ' harsh'
and ' wiry'. Similarly, mid- band performance was marked down
but precise reasons were more difficult to pin down— references to
stridency, hardness and loss of clarity appearing. On bass performance this unit was put on par with the reference, but since the latter
unit is somewhat plummy and generally marked down in this area, this
is no particular feat. Quality was felt to be ' rounded' but acceptable.
Good image placement was recorded, but on depth more reticence
was shown by the panel. They were also loath to be very committal on
this subject since brightness was obviously falsely accentuating
images to a degree. Trackability was judged as equal to that of the
reference.
In general the panel were not favourably inclined to the 777EX,
feeling it displayed little of the qualities expected from a moving- coil
cartridge. Poor image depth, some coarseness and a lack of clarity
didn't endear it to anybody. Icame to much the same conclusion
about this review sample, although previously being quite happy at
using an earlier ' Mk l' 777EX model.

(5) Ortofon MC20
The MC20 is unique amongst this group in possessing aline- contact
stylus, said to reduce pressure against the disc groove wall for less
wear and improved high frequency tracing. The unit is fairly compact
and will fit all headshells with ease, requiring short fixing screws and
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Coral 777EX: Frequency response and distortion
A Outer-groove HF response
B Frequency response ). measurements made through Videotone H200
head-amp
C Crosstalk
Price £69.75 including VAT.

Measured performance
Frequency response of the 777EX was only marginally inferior to that
of the Entré 1, with ashade more variation in output up to 30 kHz, level
remaining almost within ± 1+ dB limits from 30 Hz up tothis high figure.
Separation was similarly good, with slow but smooth degradation
above 10 kHz. The LF resonance in the SME Ill arm lies at 14 Hz but
output increased by only alimited + 5dB at this frequency, even without arm damping. On balance, the 777EX returns an unusually smooth
and extended frequency response considering its relatively low price.
Unfortunately matters were not so good in terms of the amount of
distortion generated, both lateral and vertical figures being higher than
normal, with a steep rise in distortion on the latter with increasing
recorded level. A recent modification of the 777EX has taken vertical
tracking angle up to 28 which gives it good disc clearance but introduces high levels of distortion on vertical modulation too. An earlier
sample generated slightly less distortion than the later sample submitted for review, although overall distortion levels were still high for
this unit ( shown by the broken lines on the harmonic distortion curves).
LF trackng ability was high, but somewhat worse at 14 Hz than the
other four cartridges and rather average by general standards in this
respect. Output was high at 304 tV at 5cm/sec RMS.
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Ortofon MC20: Frequency response and distortion
A Outer-groove HF response
B Frequency response } measurements made through Ortofon MCA 76
C Crosstalk
head-amp
Price £69•50 including VAT.

little clearance around the body. At 7.3 gm, it is of average weight and
all arms should be able to balance properly. Ortofon recommend that
the MC20 be used in a modern low- mass arm for best results, and
limited disc clearance beneath aprotruding cantilever hinge assembly
could lead to warp clearance problems with high- mass types. The
stylus can be seen, albeit with some difficulty when cueing since a
flip- down stylus guard obstructs a clear view of it. The guard, how-
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ever, is better removed altogether once the cartridge is installed,
leading to a small but noticeable improvement in sound quality. A
tracking force range of 1.5-2 gm is quoted with 1.7 gm as optimum,
whilst internal impedance is 2.5 i. Ortofon make atransformer and a
pre- amplifier for their three m- ccartridges, the MCA- 76 pre- amp being
used for this report.
Measured performance
Frequency response of the MC20 was relatively flat to well above
30 kHz, although droop in the upper mid- band was about — 1dB
worse than that of the Coral and Entré. There is a remarkable lack of
any tip mass resonant peak, however, both in the response and crosstalk curves for both channels. Separation above 10 kHz was exceptionally good, a singular lack of peaks in the crosstalk trace showing
unusually good damping and control in the treble regions. Output at
LF arm resonance rose to + 10 dB at 15 Hz, a high figure and, taking
mass into account, the MC20 is obviously of fairly low compliance. It
should be used with arm damping if possible.
Like the Ortofon M20FL reviewed in July, the MC20 generates low
distortion ( note how slowly the distortion rises with recorded level on
lateral modulation). A vertical tracking angle of 21 is somewhat higher
than the low figure of 18 achieved on the M20FL and causes distortion
on vertical modulation to be somewhat higher as a result. However,
the MC20 returns a better all-round performance in this area than the
other four cartridges. LF tracking ability is on the poor side, however,
probably due to low compliance, and was worst of the group. Matters
improved at 1kHz, though, and the MC20 proved able to clear fairly
high recorded levels, probably due to low effective tip mass and
carefully applied damping. Output from this unit is average at 173
at 5cm/sec RMS.
Listening panel results
Treble performance was judged as slightly less dull than that of the
reference, with asmall amount of extra detail. It was generally liked in
this area. Similarly the mid- band was felt to possess more detail,
although some hardness was felt to exist. Improved clarity in this
region again gave it a marking above the reference. Bass quality was
felt to be superior to the reference also, possessing better control
whilst being slightly lighter in quality. Imagery and image depth were
very positively placed above that of the reference and the MC20
described as achieving better location of instruments with slightly
more ambience apparent.
There's no doubt that the MC20 caused the panel some headaches.
They all felt it was an extremely good cartridge but possibly not quite
as good as the Entré 1, for reasons hard to identify. One person
thought the Entré more effortless in reproduction, possibly due to
superior low frequency tracking ability. Another thought both sounded
somewhat hard but exceptionally good and wasn't certain which he
would prefer.
Iused an MC20 for some time, became progressively less happy and
eventually abandoned the thing as vaguely upsetting for reasons
unknown. Changing to the SL20E brought back asense of warmth and
body to music and generally made it enjoyable. However, the MC20
sent for this review sounds rather better than an earlier model Iused
and is indeed an excellent cartridge with fine detail and excellent
imaging.

Conclusions
Of the five cartridges tested, three, the Technics EPC-300MC, Sony
XL- 55 and Coral 777EX all received fairly positive criticism from the
panel and display some considerable weak areas of measured performance. Poor results from the Coral are something of asurprise as
this cartridge is quite liked generally and, as Ihave already mentioned,
an early sample seemed on initial listening quite creditable. There
is no doubt, however, that the 777EX examined suffers from high
distortion and possibly as adirect result sounds unimpressive to say
the least. On balance the panel showed a preference for the Entré 1
whilst feeling that the Ortofon MC20 was very similar and almost as
good, suffering perhaps slightly more from asense of hardness. Both
presented music with a high degree of clarity and excellent imaging,
although Ifeel both move towards being just abit cold and ruthless.
As acurtain call to the listening tests, the Entré 1was played against
the Stanton 881S moving- magnet cartridge. The panel knew one unit
was a Stanton, but didn't know which, whilst identity of the Entré had
not been revealed at this point. The question was—' can you identify
the moving- coil unit, and which is best?'. The Stanton was fitted to a
damped SME Series III and equalised for a flat response with 250 pF
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parallel capacitance. Pink and white noise signals sounded uncannily
alike and initially the panel were confused by the negligible differences
between the cartridges. Unfortunately time was limited but, nevertheless, it was obvious that, even after ashort period of about five minutes,
the Entré 1was correctly being identified. Ifeel confident that over a
longer period of more relaxed listening a good m- c cartridge should
always be identifiable, although there's no doubt that one or two
moving- magnet types such as the Stanton 881S, Ortofon M20FL and
Elac 555E do display some of the qualities more commonly associated
with m- ccartridges, provided they are used with a really good arm and
deck under favourable operating conditions.
There seems to be little in the measured results presented with this
and last month's report to single out any one area of performance
where one can say with certainty that moving- coil units score over the
more common and less expensive moving- magnet type. One or two
features are worth noting, though, and may account for perceived
differences. Because of the nature of its generator, a m- c cartridge
rarely suffers an extreme mid- range droop, and both the Entré and
Ortofon possess a singularly flat response to 30 kHz, not punctuated
by any tip- mass resonant peak. The best moving- magnet cartridges
only achieve this sort of result when correctly loaded, and rarely if ever
do they show the immunity to crosstalk degradation above 10 kHz
seen with the MC20. However, Ihave noticed for some time now that
many moving- magnet cartridges often display very different output
levels on laterally and vertically modulated signals of apparently equal
amplitude. This sort of effect is very hard to pin down with certainty
because test discs cannot be relied upon to be cut at precisely the
levels stated on them. However, the intermodulation tests on CBS
STR-112 have a4kHz tone of constant level cut laterally and vertically,
and whilst moving- coil units like the Sony XL- 55 provide identical
outputs as expected, many moving- magnet types return some very
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anomalous figures. Some good ones, notably Stanton's 881S and the
Ortofon M20FL, do display a linear generator output characteristic,
though, and achieve results similar to if not quite as good as those of
the m- c cartridges. The graph of relative output levels for three
moving- magnet and three moving- coil cartridges more fully illustrates
this point. A rapid sequence of test signals from B & K2011 test disc1kHz tone bursts in the left channel and right channel (45 ), laterally
(L-I- R), vertically ( L— R) and laterally again—were recorded by a fast
X-Y plotter. The first two bursts last for three seconds and the next
three for one second each. Recording the output from each channel of
a cartridge through a 1kHz band-pass filter gives separation and
relative output levels for vertical, lateral and 45 stylus movement. They
should be identical ( L+R and L— R signals on disc having been
boosted by + 3dB to achieve this). With the three m- cunits this is very
nearly so, errors being in the order of 0.5 dB. Of the three reputable
and costly moving- magnet types, however, variations are obviously
greater at around 1.5 dB for the ADC ZLM and Shure V15- IV, whilst
Stanton's 881S fares better at around 0.75 dB error. With other discs,
notably CBS STR-112, errors often work out at 2dB, which suggests
that the sound stage is likely to have either rather stronger central
images than is correct or a hole- in-the- middle' effect. Since these
level differences directly relate to image placement, one is left with a
sense of suspicion about this phenomenon and the possible effect it
has upon sound quality, 1-2 dB level errors being readily perceived of
course even though they might lead to fairly subtle effects..
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Four Head-amps
by Noel Keywood
each cartridge in this report is supplied with its pre- amp ( exS ince
cept for the Technics which was not available at the time) and this
component is an inseparable part of the whole when considering performance, its effect is worth assessing. For those readers wondering
why there has so far been blissful silence on the subject of transformers
it is because they do, in general, degrade sound quality rather more
than a good pre- amp, and although cheaper and more convenient are
not to be preferred. This situation may change, since Iunderstand that
one manufacturer has produced a ' reference' transformer! These
things are more susceptible to hum pickup too.
Most preamplifiers are of modest size, even if the Japanese are
intent on altering this situation, and consist, more- or- less, of a metal
box with input terminals, output terminals or a lead and an on/off
switch. One of the products even manages to dispense with the switch!
The design of pre- amplifier needed for a m- c cartridge is a fairly
straightforward affair, since it is required to provide limited gain of
around x25 with aflat frequency response and feeds the phono input
of the main amp. Matters of equalisation or power delivery don't enter
into the picture. However, noise and hum pick-up are very important.
Another problem arises with input impedance and how the pre- amp
behaves with different input loads (
ie different cartridges). Cartridge
coil impedance ( mainly resistive in fact) ranges from 2.5 e to 40 U in
the five samples reviewed here, afact worth remembering. To provide
a simply understood S/N ratio figure Ihave taken 200
as atypical
average output level for m- ccartridges, used it to establish areference
output level for each pre- amp, which takes gain into account of course,
and stated noise in dB below this level. Choice of output level was
arbitrary of course and so the technique is only valid for comparative
purposes when agroup of units are under test. However, you do get a
noise level figure that is meaningful and it should be better than
—60 dB. The more normal way of specifying apre- amp in this respect
is as ' equivalent input noise'. This is a notional parameter, being the
noise input to an otherwise noiseless amplifier and is determined by
measuring output noise and dividing it by amplifier gain, correcting
for bandwidth and measuring the true RMS noise value. Such afigure
is provided for each of these units as well, the measuring bandwidth
being 20 kHz as defined by the DIN Audio Band. Noise levels were
measured with the input short circuited and with a 10 U. load, which
caused noise to rise by 1-2 dB at most. There will not be a significant
audible change of noise between cartridges of different impedance,
although some like the Sony at 40 e bring the noise floor up by about
5dB compared with an Ortofon for instance, at 2.5 U.
Input impedance should as a rule be at least twice that of the
cartridge to be used in order to obtain full output, and in general it
is set at avalue between 75 and 20011 Iwas surprised to find thattwo of
the four designs here were sensitive to input load: the Videotone
suffered aslight increase in distortion with reducing input load, whilst
the MCA76 displayed limited bandwidth except when used with an
Ortofon cartridge or another of similarly low impedance. All units are
designed to feed into aload impedance of 47 kohms, but some change
in this figure, due say to significant parallel input capacitance on the
main amp, should rarely be a problem.
Flat frequency response between 20 Hz-20 kHz minimum (± 1dB)
should be expected and immeasurable levels of distortion too, modern
active devices being what they are. Overload levels are difficult to
stipulate accurately, but assuming maximum short-term velocities of
30 cm/sec RMS, the Coral 777EX which has a high output would
deliver 1.8 mV for example. Allowing a bit of headroom above this,
say + 6dB, brings us to an absolute figure of 4mV minimum.
Such low overload levels allow the use of a single 9V battery, and
since current consumption is low it is usually the small PP3 type. Two
of the units here were battery powered and drew a current of microamperes, giving a battery life of hundreds of hours even with a PP3.
Replacing the battery was a nuisance on both, although not having to
arrange a mains supply is convenient. One performance drawback,
however, that is usually encountered with battery powered twin channel
amps to a greater or lesser extent according to design, is that of
increasing crosstalk at low frequencies. This is caused by high supply
impedance at low frequencies and consequent modulation of the
supply line. It can be minimised by use of large reservoir capacitors,
but there is alimit. One other obscure point to watch is that of DC on
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the output terminals. The Lentek suffered this, and whilst most modern
amps have a blocking capacitor in the disc stage, one or two modern
designs are now direct- coupled from disc input right through to the
loudspeaker. Use of the Lentek here would probably result in immediate cone removal! This unit also causes switching thumps on the
main amplifier when changing from one disc input to that connected
to the Lentek.
Mid- band harmonic distortion and high frequency intermodulation
distortion ( CCIF) were measured, with a limit of approximately 80 dB
below output from the pre- amps set by noise. The CCIF test used
tones at 20 kHz and 19,620 Hz precisely, giving a difference at 380 Hz.

(1) Sony HA55
This device was very solidly made, as one has come to expect from
Sony, and very deep, requiring a15 in. shelf, when taking projection of
the rear mains lead plug into account. An on/off switch and power
indicator ( red LED) are fitted, and a three position rotary switch that
selects low or high impedance input characteristic ( marked as 3 U or
40 S2 referring to cartridge rather than pre- amp input), or ' pass' where
the input sockets are connected directly to the output sockets. Power
from the mains comes in through a stout three- core cable and rear
panel three- pin socket. Using the mains earth can under some
circumstances cause hum loop problems, but is correctly provided for
safety's sake. It is up to the owner to decide whether or not to use this
earth, according to conditions of course. Phono type input and output
sockets and an earth terminal are fitted on the rear panel.
The frequency response is flat within 1dB from 3Hz to 200 kHz,
graph limits being 5Hz and 50 kHz and crosstalk here is in fact wideband measuring noise and not afunction of the HA- 55 at all.
Neither frequency response nor distortion ( or lack of) showed any
change with input loads of 1U, 10 U or 33 U. on both input impedance
options, making the HA- 55 input load insensitive—a good point from
the matching point of view. The noise floor rose by 3dB with an
input load of 10 U but was free of residual hum at all times. Sony
claim an equivalent input noise figure of around — 150 dBv, whilst the
best figure Imeasured was — 145 dBv. This was still exceptionally
low, however.
The HA- 55 possesses the advantage of being mains powered,
completely silent and totally free of foibles of any sort— more than can
be said for the other units in this report. Used with a number of the
cartridges tested it returned very good results and was felt to be agood
design.

(2) Ortofon MCA76
Mains powered like the Sony HA- 55, Ortofon's MCA76 is however,
much more compact. Two push buttons on the front panel control
power and provide a CD-4/flat option. The power button connects the
input sockets direct through to the output in its ' off' position, equivalent
to Sony's ' pass' mode, whilst the second push button introduces a
slow roll- off in response above 35 kHz when depressed for CD- 4.
Power enters through a captive two- core mains lead and a red LED
indicates power on. The MCA76 is solidly built and housed in a
sprayed black steel case. The rear panel carries phono input and
output sockets but no earth terminal, although this should rarely if
ever be needed since the unit is earthed through the signal lead braids.
Frequency response is flat out to 106 kHz (- 1dB) and down to
11 Hz in ' flat' mode when fed from al esource impedance. Both high
frequency and low frequency response limits are curtailed however as
source load increases, response running from 40 Hz-60 kHz when this
pre- amp is fed from a 40 SI load. In other words, used with the Sony
XL- 55, the MCA76 would provide a narrower response than with alow
impedance Ortofon cartridge. The response graph shows this effect
at low frequencies for 1eand 10 U signal source impedances. Some
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although some hum pick-up was noted unless care was taken with
earthing and placement. In practice Ihave not found this a problem,
though, and the Lentek is on balance a well built and designed preamplifier. The noise floor level makes it better suited to use with high
output m- ccartridges such as the Entré-1rather than, for instance, the
XL- 55. However, it otherwise matches most units well and in use
returns a signal of remarkable clarity and lightness that is well liked.
It is probably one of the best battery powered pre- amps available.

Source In
OdB
Ortof on
SourcelOst
Coral

40dB

Lentek

-50dB

60dB

Sony
Ortofon
Toneburst Crosstalk

crosstalk was evident between 10 Hz and 1kHz also, although at very
low level. The output is hum free, screening being effective. The
noise floor rose by 3dB with a 10 ohm source impedance and it
would appear that the MCA- 76 is best paired with low impedance
devices.
Switching on produces just a slight thud but the unit is otherwise
free of foibles except for performance variations already mentioned.
General opinion of the MCA76 ( which Iendorse) is that it has a rather
dead, smothering effect, although being superior to atransformer. A
reasonably good pre- amp nevertheless, but its warm' quality should be
borne in mind.

(3) Lentek
The Lentek is a compact and well made battery driven pre- amplifier.
It is housed in a stout black metal case fitted with one small threeposition toggle switch on the front panel which serves to turn on
power from an internal PP3 battery or apply a battery test where a
small LED below the switch lights if there is still enough life in the
battery. Replacing the battery requires the removal of no less than five
Philips- head screws, but at 400 itA drain, the PP3 should have a
respectable life of around 700 hours at 2 hours/day discharge and for
an end- point voltage of 6.6 V. This suggests a maximum battery life of
one year, although this is probably on the high side. The rear panel
carries phono input sockets and ashort output lead terminated in goldplated phono plugs.
Frequency response of the Lentek falls at extremes of the audio
band, with — 1dB points at 21 Hz and 28 kHz. There was no change in
response with this unit when fed from low or high impedance sources
or with capacitive loading on the output. Crosstalk was not apparent
except, as is usually the case with battery powered pre- amps, at low
frequencies, although this effect hardly appears serious.

DC offset on Lentek head amp

The Lentek suffers from DC on the output terminals and a sizeable
pulse at switch- on, shown in the oscillogram, of 100 mV peak is
produced. An offset of 20 mV is apparent on one channel. The unit is
best switched on before the main amplifier. Screening was good,
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(4) Videotone H200
The H200 is a simple and inexpensive design powered, like the
Lentek, by one PP3 battery. Simplicity extendstoelimination even of an
on/off switch! A strong aluminium case is finished in crackle paint
and carries just phono input sockets, a short output lead terminated
in phono plugs and an earth socket. The internal battery is replaced
by removing four ordinary screws and lifting off the bottom plate.
Current consumption of this unit was aminiscule 100 /LA, but although
this provides something like 3,500 hours of use from a PP3 battery the
fact that it is running 24 hours a day brings useful life to an end- point
voltage of 6.6 V of about 5 months maximum. In practice it would
probably be safer to bet on something like a 4 month life. It was
interesting to note that the comprehensive specification for this unit
carries a note at the end—' No feedback is used'.
Response was flat within 1dB limits from 5 Hz to 43 kHz and was in
fact unaffected by source load (
le the cartridge used) or paralle
Model

Input Impedance

Sony
HA-55

Ortofon
MCA76

26 12 ( 312
position)
100 i.! ( 40 in
position)

see text

Overload Margin
(5 Hz-50 kHz)

28 mV

7 mV

Gain

x22.5
+27 dB

x56
+35 dB

Lentek

100 i2

10 mV
x27
+28.6 dB

Videotone H200

200 il

4 mV
x27
+28.6 dB

Noise ( see text)

—70 dB

—72 dB

—57 dB

—51 dB

Equivalent noise
input ( see text)

0.058 i‘V

0.05 JA,

0.3 “ V

0.6 “ V

Distortion ( THD)

Essentially
free

Below
residual
noise

Essentially
free

3% 2nd. Harmonic
at 3.7 mV input,
33 0 source load

Distortion (IMD)

Essentially
free

Below
residual
noise

Essentially
free

3% at 1.2 mV
input signals
0.8%, at 200 “ V
input signals

Price including
VAT

£130

£115.50

£56.69

£50.63

capacitance on the output load of 47 M. As with the Lentek, crosstalk starts to deteriorate at low frequencies but on the H200 was about
+10 dB higher in level. Isuspect that both this aspect and response
may deteriorate as the battery runs down, but not possessing a weak
PP3 at the time of writing this report and being unable to wait a few
months whilst the one installed runs down, stops me being certain
about this point. Hum susceptibility is greater than that of the Lentek
and much worse than that of the two mains powered units. With
careful connection and placement though, particularly the latter, it
should not be a problem. Noise level does not change with source
load, so the H200 produces the same amount of noise irrespective
of the cartridge it is used with. The distortion is high, and even though
there is no feedback it is still possible to design pre- amps that distort
somewhat less than this and the application of a sensible, but not
large amount of feedback should improve both the measured performance and probably the subjective performance too.
Although simple and inexpensive Ihave reservations about this unit.
In use it performed better than one would expect from measurement
alone, but with slightly marred treble quality, reasonable clarity but
doubtful bass.
Conclusion
Of these four pre- amplifiers, for those who want a mains- powered
unit Sony's HA-55 scores both in fidelity and in its ability to match
most m- c cartridges without problem. Of the two battery- powered
units, the Lentek is preferable and in fact returns a degree of clarity
slightly above that of the Sony ( although its switching thumps and DC
offset problem should be borne in mind). •
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Reviewed by Denys Killick
THE

term music centre' is now accepted
as implying a combination device incorporating the elements of a stereo amplifier,
stereo tuner, disc record playing deck and
cassette tape recorder. Offered as a single
unit without the need for external interconnection, the package has a ready popular
appeal.
Some time ago the term ' compact' was in
equally general use. It implied a combination
unit similar to the modern music centre but
lacking the tape facility. Now Eumig have
introduced what is really acompact, but from
which the disc player has been omitted and
the cassette deck included, calling it a Concert Centre'.

FIG. 1
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Previous excursions into this area, notably
by Akai and Philips and currently by Aiwa,
have not produced commercially encouraging sales figures. Perhaps this is why Eumig
have launched themselves with the Metropolitan Concert Centre into the very top end
of the combination market. Together with a
pair of reasonable quality loudspeakers ( not
included in the basic purchase price) the
total cost is likely to be one of four figures,
since the Concert Centre itself is priced at
around £900.
First visual impressions gave rise to slight
disappointment: one expects something other
than plastic casework at this kind of price
level. However, investigation beneath the
outer shell revealed quite a different story,
with a rugged die-cast aluminium frame and
a standard of construction of the highest
order.
The normal push- buttons, switches and
keys associated with pre- amplifier and tape
deck controls have been replaced by asophisticated logic system using touch- buttons
with associated LEDs, and there are no fewer
than 18 of them. LEDs also provide the radio
tuning scale, the twin record level meters
and various other functions. The cassette
deck is athree- head device offering true A/B
monitoring, the pre- amplifier combines complex mixing desk arrangements, and the tuner
has an array of six pre-set station controls
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which are superb in operation—the very best
of their kind Ihave come across.
The first step in the laboratory examination
was to measure the power output. Reference
to the specification reveals a rated output
referred to 2x50 Watts RMS into 4ohms, and
the output impedance is also quoted as 4
ohms. This was surprising, since the sophistication of the device indicates probability of
use with quality loudspeakers which, in this
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FIG. 2

5

EUMIG MCC

country, are almost universally rated at a
nominal 8 ohms. Idecided to compromise
by measuring across standard laboratory
4 ohm resistive loads, but later in subjective
tests used 8 ohm loudspeaker systems.
In common with all other interconnection
facilities, the loudspeaker output terminals
are of the DIN socket type; but, exceptionally
in this case, they are supplemented by a
panel of screw terminals. The latter seemed
dangerous, since its configuration encourages the possibility of a short-circuit. Part
of the reviewer's task is to discover just what
happens in such an event, and thanks to an
(unhappy?) accident it was not long before
such adiscovery was made. What happened?
The unit had to be replaced. A manufacturer
might be forgiven for not including adequate
protection relays if the output stages are
properly fused, but if short-circuited output
conditions blow transistors the eyebrows of
the reviewer and the ire of the purchaser will
be raised. It was this event, together with
other general comments about the equipment, that caused the manufacturers to take
immediate drastic action.
Their chief design engineer, Herr Schneider,
flew from Vienna to London, and together
with the MD of Eumig UK Ltd travelled to my
laboratory in South Wales, where protracted
discussions took place. The topics covered
extended beyond my comments about the
Metropolitan Concert Centre to embrace, in
broad terms, many aspects of quality sound
reproduction as seen from the British point
of view. It is understood that as a result of
these talks certain modifications are now
being made to the Concert Centre; but as
details are not available at the time of writing,
and since they were obviously not incor-
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A & R, AIWA, AKAI, B & W, CASTLE,
CHARTWELL, DUAL, EAGLE,
FERROGRAPH, HITACHI, IMF, JBL, JR,
JVC, KEF, LINN, LUX, MONITOR AUDIO,
NEAL, NIKKO, PIONEER, RAM, ROTEL,
RADFORD, STAG, SUGDEN, TANGENT,
TANNOY, TRIO, VIDEOTONE,
WHARFEDALE, YAHAMA.
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Agents
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pert guide to
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The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

117 Portland Street, Southport
Merseyside PR8 6C1Z.

Comprehensive stock of equipment
at competitive prices

`Jé

WEST SUSSEX

SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B& 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARANTZ,TANDBERG, LEAK,
etc.

HI-FI STUDIO

W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8QA. 021-373 2645

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER
Also demonstrating Quad, A.R., Toshiba, Hitachi,
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics.

HIGH

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS ASSOC.

For the best service and
Installation on some of
the finest music
reproducing equipment
available
Three years parts and labour
guaranteed. Late night demos Wed.
6-9

JEFFRIES HI-FI

4Albert Parade, Green St., Eastbourne ( 0323) 31336
UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
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FIG. 3

EUMIG MCC

respectively. Noise levels of the amplifier
were found to be good, with an A-weighted
measurement of — 80.0 dB at the tape/aux
socket with the input short-circuited, and
—64.25 dB at the phono socket under the
same conditions. The 50 Hz hum level at the
tape socket was measured as — 73 dB, with
no obtrusive harmonics visible.
Turning to the tuner, the aerial socket is
of the unbalanced 60/75 ohm coaxial DIN type,
which in fact is achassis mounted plug rather
than asocket. Fortunately the manufacturers
supplied a suitable connector with an appropriate length of cable intended to serve as
an indoor aerial, and in later subjective tests
this proved to be eminently satisfactory.
Using a transmission frequency of 88 MHz
with a signal of 1kHz at 100% deviation, the
—3 dB limiting points were found to be 2.251J.V
in mono and 31.8.V in stereo. The frequency
response was plotted at the same transmission frequency and the results are given in
g. 4. They show that the correct 50 ,Sec
de- emphasis has been used and that the
tuner has a reasonably sharp cut-off above
15 kHz.
Measurement of distortion at the tuner was
not simple because the optimum visual onstation indication did not precisely align with
lowest distortion performance, despite the
superb action of the LED indicators. It is
therefore pointless to quote precise figures
since they could be attained only through the
use of external test equipment. It can be
said, however, that at no time did the tuner
distortion reach 1% for 100% deviation, and
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porated within the sample submitted for
review, they cannot be referred to further
here. However, due credit should be given
to the Austrian manufacturer for reacting so
swiftly to British comment on his product.
So, equipped with a second sample, tests
proceeded. Power output was measured
with both channels driven into 4 ohm loads
using a 1 kHz signal at the tape input. Clipping was reached on the LH channel at
14.75 V (54.4 W) and on the RH at 15.5 V
(601 W). Since the specification refers to
50 W across this load ( 14.14 V) the MCC performs well in this respect.
Frequency response was plotted from tape
input to LS terminals and the results are
shown for the LH channel in fig. 1. The plot
for the RH channel was very similar. It will
be seen that the amplifier is commendably
flat and well within the 20 Hz-20 kHz±1¡ dB
quoted in the specification.
Power bandwidth measurements showed
that the — 3dB points were at 20 Hz and 50 kHz.
Since the specification simply says ' 1438,000 Hz with 1% distortion', without quoting
tolerances for this parameter, it is not possible
to say whether the performance is inside or
outside the claim. Total harmonic distortion
was measured by integrating the individual
harmonics ( second to fifth) in a 1 kHz signal
at an output to give, firstly, 50 W across 4
ohms, and secondly 1W. At full rated power
the measurements were 0.56% on the LH
channel and 0.47% on the RH. This contrasts
with the claimed ' less than 0.1% at rated output' and the manufacturer has commented
that the review sample was not typical in this
respect. When the voltage was reduced to
give an output of 1W the results were 0.06%
LH and 0.05% RH, figures which can be regarded as entirely satisfactory.
The pre-amplifier section has both a loudness control and a filter, the plots for which
are shown in figs. 2and 3. The action of the
loudness control is, to say the least, strange.
It comes into operation even at full rated output of 50 W, where the curve is depressed by
some 20 dB centred around 1.5 kHz, whilst
leaving the extreme LF end of the spectrum
more or less where it was but depressing the
HF end by 10 dB at 15 kHz. Further reductions
in volume maintained an approximation of
this pattern at all listening levels. It follows
that this is by no means a ' physiological' loudHI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ness device, but a hybrid between that and
a — 20 dB mute facility.
The filters give simple LF and HF attenuation with fairly steep slopes, in both cases
starting rather well into the musical range
(100 Hz and 6kHz). The response at the
phono ( PU) input was plotted and found to
approximate to the RIAA curve in a reasonable manner, but not with outstanding accuracy ( within about ± 1+ dB).
Stereo separation from channel to channel
was measured at 1kHz as 41.5 dB, and the
sensitivities of the tape/auxiliary and phono
inputs were found to be 150 mV and 3.65 mV

FIG. 4

EUMIG MCC

TUNER FREQUENCY RESPONSES ( 100.1. MOD. AT 88MHz)
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EUMIG MCC

RECORD/REPLAY RESPONSE WITH VARIOUS TAPES
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CARTRIDGES hSTYLI,
Cut out this discount coupon ad to buy at those
ultra- special" prices ( Errors and plc° changes excepted)

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity
34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557 1672

YORKSHIRE

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI
CENTRE
8 Byram Street, HUDDERSFIELD.
Telephone: 44668

THE BRIGHOUSE HI-FI
CENTRE

CARTRIDGES
Shure M30 .. £ 5.90
Shure M44-7
£6.40
Shure M44E £ 7.45
Shure M55E £ 720
Shure M75-65 £ 5.75
Shure M756/11 £ 10.45
Shure M7SED/11 £14.85
Shure M7SE1/11 £ 12 95
Shure M75G/11 £ 15•75
Shure M9SED
£17.95
Shure M95E1
£12.35
Shure M24H £26.35
Shure VI5/111 £43•50
Shure V15/IV £ 65•00
Shure M93E• £ 11•75
Stanton 500A £ 12.75
Stanton 500E £ 15•95
Stanton 500EE £ 17-75
Stanton 68CEE £ 25•75
Stanton 68IEEE £ 44-00
ADC ZLM £ 56.95
ADC XLM/111 £ 35•95
ADC VLM/III £ 24.45
ADC QLM36/111 £16.85
ADC QLM34/111 £10.45
ADC QLM32/111 £ 9-79
ADC QLM30/111
£8,45
Ortofon
VMS 20E11
£27.95
FI5E/11 • •
£ 8.95
FF15E/II .. £ 12.95

Telephone: Brighouse 79606

Aiwa, Armstrong, AR, B & W, Cambridge, Connoisseur, JVC, KEF, Koss,
LNB, Monitor Audio, N.E.A.L., Pioneer,
Quad, Revox, Richard Allan, Sennheiser,
Sansui,
Sony,
Stanton,
Strathearn,
Shure, A. R. Sugden, J. E. Sugden,
Tandberg,
Technics,
Toshiba,
Trio,
.KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

J. S.RAMSBOTTOM
& CO. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all leading makes

VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
CONEY LANE,
Tel: 60 5444
KEIGHLEY
Est. over 50.vears
I.arge Car l'ark

Tel: 01-366 5015
CARTRIDGES

P.O A,
P.O.A,
P.O.A,

MICRO ACOUSTICS
282e .. £ 41-50
R282e
2002e .. £63.00
R2002e

IS 1:12 8111111111 SI. Istt City &male) (444882)
832 4592 ,

FF15E11
PISE 11..
VMS20E/11*
M20E Super
SL20E
SL20Q

TN, TAPI 881111111.: 29 BOMB 11111EET u. • óctrorn. (
hem
SPECIALISTS BIRMINGHAM BULL RING SUBWAY ."07,4;,;'''',`," . 6431766,
LE1511 - OM - SE& 112 RECTORY 1802E (1782 712881)

F3aRAD1FC2IRD11
THE BEST
BRITISH
HI-FI
2 COMPARATORS- EXCHANGES
FOTOSONIC HOUSE
BRADFORD 22972

Give you a good deal

.•
•.
••
•.
••

£20-00
£27.00

ORTOFON
£13.90
NF 15E II
£10 00
£19•90
N ISE II
£13 15
£30.90
D20E11.. ..
£23 IS
£49.00
020E Super .
£25 90
£52.50
STM 72 Transf.
£22.25
£77-90
MCA76 Pre- amp £103.70

SATIN
117G .. £ 65.00
II7NG
M I8E
£ 120-00
I8NE

£32.00
£50-00

SHURE
M44-7 .. £6.85
N44-7 .. £ 5.75
M55E
£8.15
N55E
£ 7.35
M75-65 .. £ 7.35
N75-6 .. £ 6 15
M758 Il
£ 10.15
N75611
£ 6.85
M75E1I1 .. £ 12.65
N75E1 II .. £9.20
M75ED II .. £ 14.50
N75EDII .. £ 13.15
M95E1 .. £ 13 45
N95E1 .. £ 10 25
M9SED .. £ 19.40
N9SED .. £ 17.65
VIS
..
£45.00
VN35E .. £ 17.00
VIS IV
£ 65.00
VN4SHE .. £28.00
M642E• Pre- amp £ 39.00
N75-3 ( 78 stylus) £5•60
SFG2 Scales .. £ 4.75
VN78E ( 78 stylus) £ 16.75
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ADVERTISING IN
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SONUS
Blue Label .. £ 70-00
Blue

..

£ 37.50

STANTON
500A .. £ 14-75
D5107A
500EE
£20.75
D5100EE
681EEE £ 47.50
D6800EEE
BOIS
£79.00
D81 ..
ULTIMO
10X
£ 53.00
Through
20A .. £ 65-00
Through
20B
£ 85-00
Through
20C
£99.90
Through

£9.35
£14.90
£26.25
£47.50

importer
importer
importer
importer

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 12-rh
Postage: Cartridges 25p; Styli 15p; Except N 50p
NB.- All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E & 0.E.

Pickups & Cartridges
191 Chaseside, Enfield, Mdx.
Please send the following items by re urn post
(Recorded Delivery). UK only.

ROGER DENNY
F
I
ALL

DECCA
£6.75
Blue .. £ 1.75
£49.50
Manufacturer exchange
£42.50
Manufacturer exchange

FIDELITY RESEARCH
FRI 11
£ 55-00
FRT 3 Transf.. £62-50
FRI Ill .. £ 79.00
FRT 4 Transf.* £ 119.50

Telephone
L

£6 20
£13.50
£31.85
P.O.A.

EMPIRE
2000E111 .. £ 15-50
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£1415
London Gold .. £55•50
Manufacturer exchange
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MANCHESTER 3 VICTORIA STATION APPROACH

AKG
P.O.A.
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P.O.A.
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London Maroon
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RSV ..
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demonstrations,
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STYLI
ADC RXL £ 12.75
ADC RVL £ 11.75
ADC RSZ £24.25
ADC RSX £ 21.50
ADC RSV .. £ 15.50
ADC RSQ36 £ 14.40
ADC RSQ34 £ 9.75
ADC RSQ32 £13-45
ADC RSQ30 £7.50
ADC headshell £4.25
Shure N3D £ 3.90
Shure N44-3 £ 5.45
Shure N44-7 £ 5.45
Shure N44E £5.35
Shure NSSE £ 6.30
Shure N75-6
£5•10
Shure N75-3 £ 5.65
Shure N75Bill £6.45
Shure N7SED/I1 £ 11.95
Shure N75E1/11 £8.00
Shure N75G/II £ 9.60
Shure N95-3 £ 6.10
Shure N95ED £ 15•75
Shure N95E1 £ 8.75
Shure VN35E £ 15.95
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with good fortune it could well be below
0.5%. The measured pilot- tone suppression
was — 53 dB at 19 kHz ( referred to 1kHz, 100%
deviation) and — 46 dB at 38 kHz. Stereo
separation between channels was 42 dB under
the same transmission conditions, and Aweighted noise was in the order of — 70 dB.
The cassette deck in the Eumig MCC warrants a full-scale review to itself. This threehead device is one of the very few Compact
Cassette recorders to give a genuine record/
playback response that is sensibly flat to
20 kHz. But what can one say about a cassette recorder with three heads and true A/B
monitoring plus an internal generator and
adjustment for azimuth, which uses the
120 Aec time- constant for playback of duallayer ferrichrome tapes?
To attempt to put things in order. Ferric
oxide playback was averagely good, with the
10 kHz tone reproducing at — 2dB on the LH
channel and — 1.25 dB on the RH. Chromium
dioxide playback showed a reverse trend,
with 12.5 kHz measuring + 1.5 dB on the left
and + 2.75 dB on the right. When switched
to ferrichrome and reproducing a standard
70 1.1.Sec calibration tape ( to DIN 45513/7), the
playback results were absurd because of the
use of the 120 Aec time- constant for this
function.
Sixteen tape formulations were used in the
overall record/replay response performance
investigation. This showed that relatively lowbias tapes such as BASF LH Super were the
best ferric materials for use on the review
sample, with BASF chromium dioxide and
TDK Super Avilyn giving excellent curves in
the CrO, switched position. Only one ferrichrome tape was used—that by BASF—and
the results in terms of frequency response
were inferior to those from other types,
fig. 5. Noise measurements were exemplary
with the A- weighted level in excess of 62 dB
below reference level with the Dolby circuit
in operation for ferric materials, and the

usual few decibels advantage when using
chrome or ferrichrome.
Distortion on ferric oxide was excellent,
with most formulations reaching the 3% third
harmonic in a 333 Hz tone at approximately
3dB above reference level, with the best
(EMI Hi -Fi) delivering a level as high as
4.75 dB above reference. The chrome distortion performance was also good, with Maxell
UDXL II actually achieving a6dB above reference signal before reaching the 3% point.
My own tape recommendations would be
towards BASF LH Super for ferrous and
TDK Super Avilyn for the chrome switched
position in order to achieve the best compromise between frequency response, noise
and distortion. Iwould not recommend the
deck ( as measured in the review sample) for
use with ferrichrome materials.
Speed stability was excellent, with wow
and flutter substantially below 1% measured
to the DIN quasi- peak standard, and the longterm speed was found to be near absolute.
There is a great deal more that could be said
about this cassette deck, but we must press
on to user impressions and to general conclusions.
However familiar a prospective purchaser
might be with standard audio equipment, he
must not believe he can purchase, install and
use the Eumig MCC in a matter of hours. Its
control features are such that despite their
irrefutable logic, a long study of the instruction manual is a vital precursor to successful
operation. Even after several weeks' close
association with the device Iam still finding
new things. Would you believe atuning scale
knob that responds to finger pressure in order
to switch out AFC when not needed, and
displays the fact by means of an internal
illuminated bar? Would you believe a pre-set
FM station selection system which is so easy
and delightful to use that the owner can play
with it for hours? Would you believe a single
device which enables you to listen to agramo-

Readers' Problems
Examined by Crossover
Damping Factor
Dear Sir, I have come across conflicting
statements about the value and function of
'damping factor' in amplifiers. Some manufacturers state that a very large damping
factor is desirable, but Ionce read that quite
a modest figure is adequate. What do you
think?
R. J. W., Appleby
Our standard list of audio terms defines damping factor as follows: ' Ratio of LS impedance to
amplifier source impedance. Large ratio improves speaker damping'. With a moving- coil
loudspeaker, damping is necessarily limited by
the DC resistance of the voice-coil, which appears in series with the inductive and motional
components of the overall impedance. Thus
there is little point in the use of very large ratios.
Tests conducted by James Moir many years ago
showed that even with reflex speakers, which
were relatively resonant in the bass by modern

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

standards, there is no significant further improvement in damping once the source impedance falls below about one third of the speaker's
coil resistance. From this point of view the
'large ratio' in our definition would be something like 5 : 1, not the huge figures claimed by
some amplifier manufacturers. But this must
be a real ratio at low frequencies, where coil
motion in a drive unit properly reflects cone
motion, otherwise ahealthy damping figure on
paper may not reflect real damping in the bass
—because of aseries capacitor, for instance.
Having said all that, there is aseparate argument favouring damping factors greater than
5: 1, but it has little to do with damping as such.
Imagine an amplifier with a source impedance
of 10. feeding anominal 812 speaker (8:1 ratio).
At frequencies where the speaker really is 812,
about 1dB of power will be lost in the amplifier
rather than dissipated in the load; but if the
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phone record whilst recording from FM radio
at one and the same time? Or a device that
is intended never to be switched off but merely
put into its stand-by condition by the lightest
finger pressure on the appropriate touch tip
control? Incidentally, a cable- connected remote control box is included with the system
as standard.
For loudspeakers Ihave been using B&W
DM2s, for which there was adequate power.
The FM aerial was the supplied unbalanced
75 ohm length of wire, and results were better
than I had ever expected to obtain from a
combination device of this kind.
The delights of returning to A/B monitoring
on a cassette deck have to be experienced to
be appreciated. The efficiency of the tuner
(despite the fact that it is FM only), with the
utter simplicity of its controls in the pre-set
department, leaves one questioning the design philosophy behind current high fidelity
separates. The plastic sliders for volume
control, record gain and mixer panel inspire
despondency, whilst the sound quality at the
loudspeakers inspires enthusiasm.
Never before have I experienced such a
love- hatred reaction to apiece of audio equipment. Ihave been delighted with it at one
moment and exasperated the next. It is impossible to summarise such ambivalent conclusions. It can only be said that Eumig have
learnt a very great deal about hi-fi and audio,
but at the same time they have, like all of us,
a great deal more still to learn. The man who
shops for a Eumig Metropolitan Concert
Centre should devote a day to the task and
expect to have no more than a vague idea of
its potential at the end of that time. If you
want the three devices it comprises—amplifier, tuner and cassette deck— in a single
package then you probably can't do better.
At the same time you also probably can't
pay more. If you can learn to live with its
idiosyncracies you could come to love it, as
Ihave done when I'm not hating it e

speaker has a significant impedance rise at its
bass resonance or at high frequencies ( both of
which are likely), this loss will be much less at
those frequencies. In other words, the speaker's
impedance curve will tend to modify its frequency response to a degree dependent on the
initial loss of signal at its lowest impedance.
Speaker connecting wires with a total series
resistance of an ohm or more may also modify
the response for the sanie reason, which is
perhaps why some users of the new ' fancy'
cables claim to hear great improvements—
especially if they have 4i2 speakers!
To sum up, if we are dealing with m.c.
speakers exhibiting the usual wide variations
in impedance, and if a possible maximum response deviation of dB be regarded as acceptable, then the total series source impedance of
amplifier and cable combined should be less
than 6% of the lowest impedance reached by
the speaker. This corresponds to an effective
damping factor of approximately 17, which is
about three times the figure that would be
needed on damping considerations alone, or if
the speaker in question had a flat impedance
curve.
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Rogers
Compact
Monitors

Rogers
Export
Monitors

Rogers
LS 3/
5A
Monitors

Rogers
T75 Series 2Tuner

Roger
A75 Series 2Amplifier

Rogers

a sound investment

The Rogers A75 Series 2 Amplifier— we suggest you use the Rogers A75 Series 2 integrated amplifier — it sure sourds better than any other 45 W/Ch unit we
know of. ( Aud.ogram U.S.A. Dec. 1977).
The ove all performance compares very favourably v,ith amplifiers costing considerably more. ( Gramophone January 1978).
The Rogers T75 Series 2Tuner— the tuning mechanism is precise and devoid of backlash, slip or overshoot. The absolute sensitivity is on a par with some of
the most sensitive Japanese designs and the small signa! signal-to-noise ratios were commendable — excellent repeat spot suppression indicates good r.f. and
local ° senator design — birdies rejection was virtually infinile — atuner of good vhf performance ( Hi -Fi Choice—Tuners 1978).
The Rogers Export Monitor Loudspeaker—the pleasant openness, plus full clean treble would be appreciated on classical music especially — upper mid- range
and treble regiors seemed excellent ( Practical Hi Fi & Audio August 1977).
They were bought after serious listening and comparison — not only do they fulfil every expectation Ihad of a loudspeaker but after having had a chance to get
over my excitement, : hey now appear to be as near perfect as money up to around £500 or £600 can buy ( C. Traverse, Woodside, London).
The Rogers Compact Monitor Loudspeaker.--)pe are . nclined to suggest that the Rogers Compact Monitor may be the best of the lot, all things considered
(Audiogram U.S.A. Dec 1977).
The polar response curves are very good, showing excellent symmetry at all frequencies. Full scale orchestral music revealed excellent transient response and
percuss,or instruments and cymbals were particula-ly lifelike.— the dynamic range and brilliant sounds are well reproduced and bear comparison with higher priced
loudspeakers ( Gramophone January 1978).
The Rogers LS3/5A Monitor Loudspeaker—with approximately 40 worldwide unbelieveable reviews, what can we say! — This speaker is truly unique ( Stereo-Opus
USA). Its a delightful or scary little bugger, depending on whether you're an audio enthusiast or a speaker manufacturer ( Audio Critic Magazine USA) — one of
the world's greatest loudspeakers, regardless of cost ( Audiogram, USA). The mid- range and high frequencies are as natural and uncoloured as we have ever heard
from adynamic speaker — the Rogers LS3/5A's should be at the top of your audition list. ( The Complete Buyers Guide to Stereo/Hi-Fi Equipment U.S.A.) Above
60 Hz the Rogers Miri Monitors outperform the vast majority of systems costing upwards of $500 per channel ( Sterophile U.S.A.)

Available only through acarefully controlled
network of Rogers Franchised Dealers.

For descriptive literature and review reprints
send alarge stamped addressed envelope to:—

Rogers
Ir

British High Fidelity

4-14 BARMESTON ROAD, CATFORD,
LONDON SE6 3BN
Telephone: 01-697 8511i2
Cables: Swisselec London S.E.6.
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SUPER SUMMER SPECIALS

These are just afew of the special bargains at Hens Hi -Fi this
month. We always give the best possible value fo r money, so
do be sure to ring us for areally competitive price if th e it em you
require is not listed.

HH

* FREE delivery on selected items
ADC QLM32 Mk. 2
(unboxed) • • • •
ADC QLM36 Mk. 2 ..
ADC Super XLM ( case &
headshell)
Akai CS702D Mk 1
Akai CS707D
Akai GXC760D
Akai AT2200
Akai AA1010
Akai AA1020
Akai AA1150
Akai AC3800L
Akai ASE7
Akai AP001
Akai AP006
BSR BDS95 Module &
QLM32 Mk 2 ..
Castle Kendal ( shop
soiled) ..
Decca
Audio
System
600 ( shop soiled) • •
Ekco SRG607
Ekco ZU4L
Ekco ZU5F
Ekco ZU5J
Ekco ZU5K
Ekco ZU7

COMES TO HERTS
In line with our policy of offering the very
best equipment to our customers, Herts
Hi -Fi are pleased to announce that we
now have in stock the HH range of
professional sound reinforcement equipment.

••
••
.•
•.

Musical Instrument Systems
Mixer- Amplifier MA100 Mk 2-5 input
channels, 100 watts mono amplifier £190.00
Stereo 8 Sound Mixer-8 into 2 with
comprehensive facilities .. .. £309.96
Professional Power Amplifier S500D
-210 watts RMS into 8ohms per
channel, stereo
£.39917
Loudspeaker System Pro- 100-12"
1200 Series bass unit with bullet
radiator, 100 watts .. .. £128.90
6 channel Mixer Amplifier, 12+16 channel
Sound Mixers, Slave Amplifiers, Special
Digit Effects Modules, 150+200 watt Loudspeaker Systems, Concert PA Systems,
Stage Monitors, Instrument and Combo
Amplifiers, Digital Echo/Reverb Units available to order.
The Invader range of high power loudspeakers
available. The 1200 and 1500 Series of
Professionalnigh power loudspeakers to be
available shortly.

£6.00
£15.00
£28.00
£94.00
£139.00
£299.90
£79.00
£90.00
£125.00
£199.00
£279-00
£7•00
£59•90
£99•50
£39•90
£90.00
£6000
£65-00
£140.00
£127.00

£172.00
£213•00
£172.00
Fons CQ30 • • • • £69•90
Fons International Mk 1
£79.00
Garrard GA150
£189.00
Garrard 86SB Module
Mk. 1 ( ex. cart.) ..
£49.90
Garrard 86SB Module
Mk. 2á M75-6 • • £59.90
Goodmans MCD100
£279.00
Goodmans Module 80 .. £79.90
Goodmans Module 90
Compact .. . • £199.00
Goodmans Module 110
Compact ..
£229.00

CREDIT FACILITIES EVEN AT
THESE PRICES
Why not take advantage of extended
payment terms on Herts Hi -Fi Discount
prices over 8, 12, 24 or 30 months. Write
or phone for details.

Hadcock GH228 Unilift
& Decca London Export
& Thorens TD160BC &
SME plate .. £160.00
Harman Kardon HK430.. £180.00
Harman Kardon HK730.. £245.00
Harman Kardon HK2000 £205.00
Harman Kardon A401 .. £81-00
Harman Kardon A402 .. £196.00
Harman Kardon T403 .. £108.00
Hitachi HA610
£160.00
Hitachi SR302
£89•90
Hitachi SR3400 £69•90
Hitachi SR2650 £149.00
Hitachi SD2520 £75.00
Hitachi P33W le TV .. £75.00
JR149 Aluminium .. £99•50
JVC JTV6..
£99.00
JVC MF1845
£199.00
JVC JLA15
£59.00
JVC JLA20
£49.50
KEF Reference 104 .. £199.00
A few other KEF ex-demonstration speakers available.
KEF Chorale .. £87•00
KEF Chorale in walnut
(shop soiled) .. £79.00
Koss Phase 2 .. £33.50
Koss HV2
£14•50
Koss Phase 2+2 .. £69.90
Leak 2075 .. £285.00
Leak 3007 .. £99•00
Marantz 1030
£69.00
Marantz 2215BL £89.90
Marantz 2225 .. £165.00
Maiantz Superscope
R1240
£74•50
Marantz Superscope
R1262
£114.00
Marantz Superscope
R1220
.
£56 75
Marantz Superscope
R1270
£105.00

Micro Seiki DD20
£99.00
Micro Seiki DDX1000 £299•00
Monitor Audio MA3 Mk. 2 £350.00
Monitor Audio MA4 .. £175.00
Monitor Audio MA5 Mk 2 £120.00
Monitor Audio MA6 .. £130.00
Monitor Audio MA7 .. £79-95
Monitor Audio MA8 .. £110.00
National Panasonic
SG1090
£220.00
SG3060
£279•00
SG3090
£369•00
SG2070
£249-00
NE 5610 Micro wave
oven (shop soiled) .. £199.00
Rotel RP3000
£110.00
SME Series 3
..
£89•50
Tandberg TCD310 Mk 1 £165.00
Tandberg TCD310 Mk 2 £199.00
Tandberg TCD330 £407.00
Tandberg TR220 .. £137.00
Tandberg TR1055 £229.00
Tandberg TR2025L £225•00
Tandberg TR2025FM £210.00
Tandberg TR2040 £249•00
Tandberg TR2075 Mk. 1 £399•00
Tandberg TR2075 Mk. 2 £429•00
Tandberg 3541X £229.00
Toshiba 220 rack system £399•00
Toshiba 330 rack system £439•00
Toshiba SA320L system £229.00
Tannoy
Carriage
Free-Very
limited stock of brand new
items available at 1977 prices!
Arden Ash ..
mew
Berkley Teak .. £299.90
Cheviot Teak, Walnut,
Ash
..
£245.00
Devon Teak .. £229.00

Eaton Teak .. £199.50
Bolivar Hickory ..
£129.00
These are all SPECIAL OFFER PRICES. Some items are ex-demonstration models or slightly shop-soiled.
There are limited stocks of some items available and we would advise atelephone call before travelling.
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Special Discounts on complete systems-phone, write or call in for exciting details.* Famous-make
Direct Drive Turntable for only £77.50 including carriage! * Whole new range of Sony Hi Fi.
Telephone for prices. * New Pioneer models at specially low prices: Turntables £60.50
PL514 £148.50, Servo drive Model PL516 £83, direct drive Model PL518 £109, PL820 £148.50*
Stereo Amplifiers: SA606 £118.50 SA706 £150 Tuner TX606 £95.50 *New Lentek Entre moving
ii
II
in

II
I

coil cartridge £98 *New Sugden BD2 Module finished in black £37 *New Thorens TD110 (manual)
offer
Thorens:
MK2 £87.50
TD145
MK2C
£99.50*
released:
The new
high
£110, prices
TDI 15 on
(auto)
£127*TD160
New Thorens
TDI26
MK3BC
£188
TD126Just
MK3C
£229 *New
low special
performance Wharfedale range in stock now. Denton XP2 £55, Shelton XP2 £69, Linton XP2 £85,
Glendale
XP2 £
119. Prices
for teak,
extra, carriage FREE * Akai VS9300, VHS Home Video
System
£750.
Order
list now
open walnut
*
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YOU CAN ORDER BY MAIL

131 The Parade, High Street, Watford, WD1 1NA.
166 St. Albans Road, Watford, WD2 4AS.
Tel: Watford ( STD Code 0923, or London Area 92) 34644
EXPORT SALES - EXPORTATIONS - EXPORT VERKÀUFE - VIENTAS EXPORTADAS - EXPORTAZIONI
'se
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Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
IWed. Cheques with £ 50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transact:on.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted for normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash
P.P. T.B.A.-P & P to be advised
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 124%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

•

TAPE RECORDERS ( P/P [ 150)
Aka, 4000DB
£215.95
Akai 4000DS Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 159.00
Akai GX2I5D
.
.
£275 00
Tandberg 1521, 102IX, l04lX ,XD
P.O.A.
Revox A77 range from
£447.00

•CASSETTE

RECORDERS ( PP [2.50)
(0= Dolby B)
Aiwa AD1250
•
£ 125.00
Aiwa AD6300 . • • £ 13400
Aiwa AD6400
£ 191.00
Aiwa AD6550
£22400
Aiwa AD6800
£ 327.00
Akai C5702D Mk I ( Sp. off.) £95.00
Akai CS707D ( Sp. off.)
£ 14200
Akai GXC3I OD ( Sp. off.) • . £ 134 00
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) • • £210.00
Akai GXC39D (Sp. off.) • • £ 125 00
Akai GXC570D
£435 50
Akai GXC725D
£ 199 95
Akai GXC730D ( Sp. off.) . • £232.00
Akai GXC760D ( Sp. off.) • • £312.00
Akai GXC709D
£ 15995
G
d GC350 (Sp. off.) £ 11700
Goodmans SCD1I0£ 124•50
Harman Kardon HK2000
P.O.A.
Hitachi D220
£79 00
Hitachi D550
£ 108 00
Hitachi D555 Auto Reverse £ 135.00
Hitachi D850
£ 194 SO
Hitachi D2310 ( Sp. off.)
MS 00
Hitachi D2330 (Sp. off.)
£75•00
Hitachi D2360
..
£89.00
Hitachi D3500 (Sp. off.)
£ 180.00
JVC KD2I
£ 115 00
JVC KD720B
£85 00
Leak 3007 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.95
Marantz 5010
£ 139.90
Marantz 5020
.
.
[ 152 00
National Panasonic RS600US ( Sp. o .) B £60•00
National Technics RS612US £99 95
National Technics R5263 AUS
£99.00
Neal 102V, 103, AV Models and 30
P.O.A.
Philips N25 Il (Sp. off.) .. £99.90
Pioneer CTF4040 (Sp. off.) £ 110.00
Pioneer CT5 1
51
£ 103•00
Pioneer CTE1000, one only at £39900
Pioneer CTF13080 (Sp. off.) £ 18700
Pioneer CTF9191 ( Sp. off.) £ 199 95
Pye 9154 DNL (Sp. off.) . £51.50
Pye 9I48A DNL ( Sp. off.) .. . £94'50
Rotel RDIOF ( Sp. off.)
B £91•00
Sansui SCI ( 00•
£ 135 50
Sansui SC2000
B £ 145.00
Sharp RTI 155H
B £ 10500
Sony range-on application
Tandberg TCD330/TCD310 Mk 2 B
P.O.A.
Toshiba PC3I 10 ( Sp. off.) .. . £59.50
Toshiba PC3030
£76 00
Toshiba PC3060
£ 111 00
Toshiba PC4020 ( Sp. off.) .. £95 00
Toshiba PC4030 (Sp. off.) .. £ 103.00
Toshiba PC4360
£ 125.50
Toshiba PC5060
£ 135•00
Toshiba PC6030
£299-00

•

MICS., ACCESSORIES ( P/P £ 1.00)
ADC FLMI00
£40-50
ADC SS2 Sound shaper ( PiP £2.50) £ 135•00
Akai ADM20 ( Sp. off.) .. £6.50
Akai ADM40
.•
..
£9.50
Akai ADM80
£ 10•25
Akai ACM I00 Electret Cardioid £24.50
Akai ACM50 Electret Cardioid £975
Beyer M8 1
8LM
£62•00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser.. .. £ 10 00
G
d MRMI01
£76.00
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2 - . " £ 17•50
Sennheiser MD7221 M and MZA12 £990
Zerostat Pistol (add £ 1.00 PIP) .. £6•50

e

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
U N ITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HFI300 8- and 15-ohm .. £800
Celestion HF2000 . • [920
Coles 4001G .. • . £6 30
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter .. £34 00
Falcon R50 Type Crossover • . £990
KEFBIIOSP1003 .. • .
Ell 25
KEFB139SP1044 [26 00
KEFB200SPI014 £ 12 SC
KEEDNI2SP1004
£76C
KEEDNI3SP1106
CS 20
KEEDNI3 SP1017 _
CS 00
KEF DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover) £ 34 00
KEFT27SP1032
£875

l'ITG
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MSB I £7'50
Peerless DTIOHC
£ 10.00
Tannoy HPD295A
£89.00
Tannoy HPD315A
£ 10000
Tannoy HPD385A
£ 11950
Wharfedale Denton 2XP Kit pair .. £27.75
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit pair.. £56.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit pair .. £41.00

e

TUNERS ( P/P £2•50)
Akai AT2200 (Sp off.)
£85•00
Alpha FM007
£34.00
Armstrong 623
..
£ 122 00
Armstrong 624
..
£94.00
Cambridge Audio T55 Silver/Black £ 150.00
Eagle AA8 ( Sp. off.) .. £50 00
Harman Kardon T403
P.O.A.
Harrison ST210 Remote Contrai
P.O.A.
Hitachi FT300 ( Sp. off.) .. £69.95
JVCJTVIO,JTVI 1
P.O.A.
Marantz 2100
El 19•90
Marantz 2120
..
£ 179•90
National Panasonic ST2300 (Sp. off.) £59 00
Pioneer TX606
£95 50
Pioneer TX5500 Mk 2
..
£74'00
Pioneer TX6500 Mk 2
..
[ 10650
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 2
..
£ 168 50
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 2
..
£260 00
Quad FM3 ( for Personal Callers) .. £ 112.50
Rogers T75 ( Series 2)
Rotel RT324 (Sp. off.) • . £76.00
Rotel RT425..£ 7600
Rotel RT725..
..
£
£9400
16100
Rotel RT925..
..
.
Rotel RT226..
..
£59•90
Rotel RTI220 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 115.00
Sansui TU7900 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 159.00
Sansui TU2I 7
..
£ 10900
Sony range-on application
Toshiba ST220 ( Sp. off.) ..£ 68.00
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off.) ..
£111.00

e

STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [150)
Akai AM2200
£93•00
Akai AM2400
£ 141 00
Akai AM2600
•
£ 190 00
Armstrong 621 Teak .. £ 108 50
Cambridge Audio P80 Silver/Black £ 179.00
Harman Kardon A401 and A402 ..
P.O.A.
Harrison S200
JVC JASII
..
£74.00
JVC JAS3I
..
£ 110.00
Marantz 1030
..
£74.90
Marantz 1040 ..
Marantz 1070
..
£ 139 90
Marantz 1090
.
£ 154 90
National Panasonic Sii2301Sp. off.) £S9 00
Pioneer SA5300 ( Sp. off.) ..
ES9 00
Pioneer SA5500 Mk 2
..
£61.00
Pioneer SA7500 Mk 2
..
£ 142.00
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 2
..
£234 00
Pioneer SA606
£ 118 SO
Pioneer SA706 .. . £ 150.00
Quad 303/33 (for Personal & Hers) • £232 88
Quad 405/33 (for Personal Callers) £291.38
Rogers A75 (Series 2)
.
Rotel RA214
..
£59.90
Rotel RA3I2 (Sp. off.)
£64 50
Rotel RA4I 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £83.50
Rotel RA810 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 100.00
Rotel RA3I3
E67 00
Rotel RA413
..
£94.00
..
£ 114 00
Rote! RA7 13
Rotel RA9I3
..
£ 161 00
Rotel RAI 312
..
£288 00
Rotel RAI412
..
£375 00
Sansui AUII7
E84 50
Sansui AU217
..
£ 119.00
Sansui AU3I7
..
£ 164.00
Sansui AU517
..
[265.00
Sony range-on application
Toshiba SB220 ( Sp. off.) .. £79 00
Toshiba 5E3420 (Sp. off.) .. £ 129 SO
Toshiba SB620
E215-50
Toshiba SB820
£305-50

e

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS ( P/P [2-50)
Aiwa AX7400
£ 163.00
Aiwa AX7500
£190 00
Aiwa AX7600
£217.00
Akai AAI 010 ( Sp. off)
£95.00
Akai AA 1020 (Sp. off.)
£127 SO
Akai AAI125
£110 00
Akai AAI135
£139 00
Akai AAII50
£212 00
Armstrong 625
£171 SO
Armstrong 626 ..
£198 00
Goodman, Module 150
£227 00
Goodmans Module 1-30
£165 00
Goodmans Module 90 _
£137 SO
Harman Kardon HK430, HK730
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR302 (Sp. off.) ..
£97 SO
Hitachi SR303L
£118-50
Hitachi SR502 (Sp. off.) .
£119.00
JVC JRS100, 2001_ 300, 406, 600
P.O.A.
Leak 3200 ( Sp. off.) ..
£119 90
Leak 3400 ( Sp. off.) ..
£144 90
Marantz 2215BL
£105 00
Marantz 2226B ..
£169 90
Maranta 2216
£124 90
‘.... Marantz 223813
£219.90,

Philips AH762
£ 157.00
Philips RH743
£ 136.00
Pioneer SX450 (Sp. off.) .. £99 00
Pioneer 5)(550 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135•00
Pioneer SX650 (Sp. off.) .. £ 192.00
Pionner 5)(750 ( Sp. off.) .. £229-00
Pioneer 5)(850 (
P.P. T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £31000
Pioneer 5)(950 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) £350.00
Rotel RXI52 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £89.90
Rotel RX102 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £75'00
Rotel RX7707 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 162.50
Rotel RX203
£89.90
Rotel RX303
£99 SO
Rote1RX403 ( Sp. off.)
£ 11300
Rotel RX503 ( Sp. off.)
£ 142.00
Rotel RX603 ( Sp. off.)
£209.00
Rotel RX803•
•
£ 263•00
Rotel RXI603 (Sp. off.)• • £ 499.00
Sansui 331 ( Sp. off.)• • £ 95•00
Sansui 5050 ( Sp. off.)• • £ 15810
Sansui 6060 ( Sp. off.)• . £ 190.00
E270 00
Sansui 7070 ( Sp. off.) ..
Sansui 8080 (P.P.T.B.A.) ( Sp. off.) .. £311.00
Sansui 9090 (
P.P.T.B.A.) (
Sp. off.) .. £365 00
Sansui 33IL ( Longwave) £95 00
Sony range-on application
Tandberg TR220, TR2055, TR2040,
TR2075, TR2025FM, L & MB . .
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L ( Sp. off.) .. £8600
Toshiba SA320L (Sp. off.) .. £ 111 00
Toshiba SA420 (Sp. off.) .. £ 150.00
Toshiba SA520
£215•50
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off.) .. £259.00

eSTEREO

SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Aiwa AF3060 Cassette Receiver .. £220.00
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver .. £335 00
Aiwa AF5050 with Spkrs ( Sp. off.). . £270 00
Aiwa AF5080
E329 00
Aiwa AF5090
'
.
£360-00
Akai AC3500L Dolby
£232.00
Akai AC3800L ( with Dolby)(Sp. off ) £275 00
G
dGAI50 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 199 00
Garrard GA155 . . £263 00
G
dGA200 Dolby B
£325.00
Goodmans MCD100 ( Sp. off.) . £287.50
Goodmans MCD100 & RB35 ( Sp off.) £390 00
Hacker GAR600 & pair Linton 3XP £218 00
Hacker GAR600
£ 160 00
Hacker MC6OODS
£338.00
Hitachi SDT7620 (Sp. off.) .. £ 165 00
Hitachi SDT7640
£219 00
Hitachi SDT7765
£279 00
Hitachi SDT7675 with Dolby B
£319.00
Hitachi SDT768OR with Dolby B £363 00
Hitachi 5077785
£331 00
Hitachi SDT7710 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 187.00
JVC 1845 excluding speakers .. £221.00
JVC MF4SFL Dolby B
P.O.A.
JVC MF47 Dolby B..
P.O.A.
National Panasonic SG1060L .. £ 185.00
National Panasonic SGI090L
£
240-oo
National Panasonic SG208OLD .. £360.00
National Panasonic SG2080L £333.00
National Panasonic SG3060L £297 00
National Panasonic 5G3090 .. £378 00
National Panasonic SG2070 £270 00
Sharp SG220 and LS220
£ 186 SO
Sharp SG400 ( Dolby B) exci. Spkrs £242 00
Sharp SG450 . . .. £279 00
Sony HMK55, HMK77
P.O.A
Tandberg TR220GC+ Pr TL 1
500
(Dolby B)
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM2700
£ 175.00
Toshiba SM2900 (Sp. off.) .. £ 183.00
Toshiba SM3 100 ( Sp. off.) .. . £223 00
Toshiba SM3150 with Dolby ( Sp. Off.) £255 00
Toshiba SM3600 with Dolby ( Sp. off.) £299 00
Toshiba SM3700 with Dolby ( Sp. off.) £340 00

e

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Armstrong 602 (12 stand extra) £ 159.50
B & W DM2A, DM4, DM5, DM6, DM7 P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio TL200
[350-00
Castle Richmond Teak Mk 2 .. £74.00
Castle Kendal
..
£ 102 50
Celestion Ditton 11
£63•50
Celestion Ditton I
5XR
£93 00
Celestion Ditton 22
..
£ 125 00
Celestion Ditton 25
£224 00
Celestion Ditton 33
..
£ 164 00
Celestion Ditton 44
£ 194 00
Celestion Ditton 66
£320 00
Celestion Hadleigh 2 (Sp. off.) .. £40.00
Celestion UL6
P.O.A.
Celestion UL8
£ 158.00
Chartwell PM 100, PM200, PM400,
PM450, LS3/5A
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat 100
£93.75
Goodmans Achromat 250
£ 137.50
Goodmans Achromat 400 .. £ 181.00
Goodmans RBI8
£60.00
Goodmans RB20
£76.50
Goodmans RB35 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.90
Goodmans RB65 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
Goodman, Mini 2
..
£57.00
JRI49 (various finishes to order) ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantata.. .. £390.00
KEF Calinda..
£218 00

KEF
KEE
KEF
KEE
KEF
KEF

F

Chorale..
£ 101 00
Corelli
.. £ 140 00
Reference 104 (Sp. off.) .. £225-00
Reference 104AB
£261.00
105 .. • •
Celeste Ill .. ....£645.00
£89-00
Leak 2075 ( Sp. off.) ..70
£
Leak 3020
..
..
. 00
Leak 3030
..
.. .£92.90
Leak 3050
..
. ..£
125.90
£ 179 90

Leak 3080
..
..
£267.90
Marantz 4G
..
£65.90
Marantz 5G ( Sp. off.) .. £98.90
Monitor Audio MA3 Mk 2 .. £350.00
Monitor Audio MA4
..
£ 17100
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2 .. £ 136.00
Monitor Audio MA6£ 130 00
Monitor Audio MA7
..
Monitor Audio MA8
.. . £79
95
£ 110.00

Mordaunt Short Carnival Festival.
.
Pageant Series 2Teak/Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Philips RH541 Motional Feedback £ 199.00
Philips RH544 Motional Feedback £320.00
Quad Electrostatic ..
E450.00
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor .. . .
P.O.A.
Sony range on application
Spendor BC1 Mk 2, Bd, BC3 and
Mini Monitor SAI, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannoy, Arden, Berkeley, Cheviot,
Devon, Eaton, various finishes ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax 2 (add P/P £150) £46•00
Videotone D100 (add P/P £3.50) .. £32.00
Wharfedale ESO
£255•00
Wharfedale E70
£314.00
Wharfedale Airedale SP (Sp. off.) .. £ 160-00
Wharfedale Chevin XP
£31.00
Wharfedale Denton 2XP (Sp. off.) £43.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP .. £ 140.00
Wharfedale Glendale 3XP (Sp. off.) £85.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( Sp. off.) .. £63 00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
£ 129.00
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2
£ 175.00
Wharfedale Denton SPI. P/P Free* £55.90
Wharfedale Shelton SP2, P/P Free• £69 00
Wharfedale Linton SP2.P/P Free. £85 00
Wharfedale Glendale SP2, P/P Free* £ 113.00
•UK Mainland only

•

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P CI i25)
Aka, ASE7
Akai ASEI I .
Akai ASE22+Volume control £
£1
12
40
5
0
0
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.)£ 35•00
Aiwa HR30
16-50
£
Beyer DT202/KI00-7 £32 00
Beyer DT204
£60 00
Beyer DT220
£22-00
Beyer DT440
£22-00
Beyer DT44I
27.50
£
Goodman, OHPIO
£20.50
Koss ESPIO (Sp. off.)£ 155.00
Koss Easylistener (Sp. off.).. £ 19.00
Koss HVIA ( Sp. off.)
£22.00
Koss HVILC (Sp. off.) .. £24.50
Koss HV2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 15•00
Koss K6
12.50
£
75
Koss K6LC
£ 14• 5
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone40
Koss K7
Koss KI25 (Sp. off.)
L£14
98
70
5
Koss KI35
18.90
[
Koss KI45
137
23: 5
50
0
Koss Phase 2
Koss Phue 2+2 Quadraphone £78.50
Koss PRO4AA ( Sp. Off.) .. £26.00
Koss Pro 4Triple A.. ..
t.36.50
Koss PRO5LC
£34.25
Koss Technician 2
..
£ 35.00
Koss Technician VFR£ 36.00
£26.90
Leak 3000 .. • •
Marantz HD5
50
£ 17
Micro Seiki MXI Electret (Sp. off.) £54.00
Pioneer Monitor 10
£34.25
Pioneer SE205
£ 11.25
Pioneer SE300
£ 18.50
Pioneer SE305
17.50
£
Pioneer SE500£ 36.25
Pioneer 5E505
..
£ 31•50
Pioneer 5E700
£37.50
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic .. £23-50
Rotel RH740
£ 14.50
Rotel RH930 Electret
..
£33.50
Sansui SS I
0 ( Sp. off.)
£ 16-75
Sennheiser HD224X
£32.50
Sennheiser HD400
£ 10.50
Sennheiser HD4I4X
£ 17.00
Sennheiser HD424X
£23.50
Sony range-on application
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic .. £88.75
Stax 5R44 Eleci.ret £68-50
Stax SRX3 SRDESB
£140-00

e

TURNTABLES ( P/P £3.00) AND
ARMS ( P/P £ 1:25)
ADC LMF I
£60.00
ADC LMF2
£66.00
ADC LMG- 1Headshell ....
£500
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk 2 (Sp off.) £21.50
BSR BDS80 chassis ..
£25•00

166 Stlibans Road,Watford,WD24AS.Tel:Watford 34644
(

Sound technical
advice by
qualified staff

BARCLAYCARD

ACCESS CARD

Yo d may telephone
your order quoting
Access or
Barclaycard No.

SAVE EVER MORE

By Putchosing oComplete System
BSR BDS95 chassis .. £ 27 50
BSR MP60 chassis .. £ 18.50
G
dSP25 Mk 5Chassis £ 23 00
G
d 125SB chassis .. £ 26 SO
Hadcock GH228 and Unilift £ 02.50
Lustre arm GST 1
£ 29 00
Reference Fluid Arm
..
£ 32 00
SME 3009 5/2 Dec. Head .. £ 48 75
SME 3009 Fixed Head
..
£ 44 50
SME Series 3
£ 95 00
SME Damper FD200 ( PIP £ 1.00) £ 16-70
SME CAI Series 3Arm/Shell £ 15 00
SME Decca International arm .. £ 54-00
SME Decca International arm and
export cartridge s
.
£85.00
St.gden BD IChassis Kit £ 15•50
Sugden BD! Chassis . £ 18.00
SJgden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis ( Sp Oft.) £ 31.00
Sugden BD2A and SAU2 Chassis .. £ 39.90
Sugden SAU2
£ 14.75
S.igden SAU4

eTURNTABLE

PACKAGES
(P,'. on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 ( Sp. off.) . £225.00
A:wa AP2200 and Cartridge .. £ 103.00
Aiwa AP2500
.
£ 165.00
Akai APOO Iex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) .
£65 00
Akai AP003 and AT II ( Sp. off.) .£
00
Akai AP006 ( Sp. off.) . £ 105.00
BSR BDS80 Mod. ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) £ 29.90
BSR BDS95 Module ex. Cart. £ 35.00
BSR MP60 Module ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) £ 23.00
Dual 1225 and M75E ( Sp. off.) .. £ 65•00
Eons International Mk 1-I
-SME 3009
Det.
Garrard 86SB ( Sp. off.) . .. £ 50.00
Garrard SP25/5 M756S . .. £ 39-90
Garrard DD75 M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £84 00
G
d GT20 and M75EDT2 £ S9 00
G
d GT25 and M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £ 67 00
G
d GT35 and M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £ 79 90
Harman Kardon S17 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 255 00
Hitachi PS8 Cart. VES620 ( Sp. off.) £ 55 00
Hitachi PSIO and Cart. ( Sp. off.) .. £ 55 00
Hitachi P517 and Cart. VES260 ( Sp off. £ 69 90
Hitachi P538 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 79 90
Hitachi 9548 Direct Drive .. £ 116 SO
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive .. £ 135 00
Hitachi HT350 Direct Drive .. £ 84 50
JVC.ILA15—ILF45
P.O.A.
Leak 3001 ( Sp. off.)
£82.50
Marantz 6100W
..
£ 70.00
Maranta 6150 Direct Drive .. £95.00
Micro Seiki MBIO and FF15 Mk 2 .. £ 68.00
Micro Seiki MB I
0 ( Sp. off.).. .. £54.00
Micro Seiki DD20 ( Sp. off. )
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio ET500 excl. arm .
P.O.A.
Philips GA222 ..
P.O.A.
Philips GA3I 2 ( Sp. off.) . £ 76.50
Pioneer PL514
£ 60 50
Pioneer PL5 16
£ 83 00
Pioneer PL5 18
..
£ 109 00
Pioneer PL520
£ 148 SO
Pioneer PL530 ( Sp. off.)
£ 155 00
Pioneer PL550 ( Sp. off.)
£ 185 00
Pioneer PL570 Quartz
£ 255 00
Pioneer PL510A ( Sp. off.) .. £ 87 00
Pioneer PL I151t
.
£ 59 50
Pioneer PLI 170 ( Sp. off.) ..
Pioneer PL55X Oct Drive ( Sp. oft.) £ 120 00
Reference Electronic with Arm .. £ 175 00
Reference Electronic excl. Arm .. £ 142 00
Reference Hydraulic excl. Arm .. £ 126 00
Reference Hydraulic with Fluid Arm £ 156 00
Rote IRP'900 ( Sp. off.) . £ 49 90
Rote RP1300
.
£ 49 00
Rote RPI 500 with Arm ( Sp. off.) .. £ 59 SO
Rote RP2300
£ 59 50
Rote RP2500 ( Sp. off.) . £ 78 00
Rote RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.) .. £ 110 00
Rote
.
Rote RP5300 Direct Drive .. £ 85-50
Sansui SR222P ( Sp. off.) . £ 47.50
Sansui SR232
.
£ 87 50
Sansui 512929 Quartz ( Sp. off.) . . £250 00
Sansui 512525 Direct Drive ( Sp. o‘f.) £ 99 00
Sansui FRI I
083P ..
E60 SO
Sansui SR333E Direct Drive .. £ 133-00
Sony range—on application

e

Sugden BD101 & Arm ..
P.O.A.
PORTABLE RADIOS
Sugden B01010 excl. arm
P.O.A. ( PP £ 2.50)
Sugden 002 & arm, black £37.00 Hacker RP70 Ranger .. £ 23 00
Sugden BD2 P & C & SAU2
Hacker RP78 Aviemore .. £ 41.00
(Sp. off.).. .« ..
E42 30 Hacker RP77MB Sovereign 4 £75 00
Sugden BD103 and Arm .. £ 81 SO Hacker RPC Icassette/radio £ 105 00
Sugden BD103 excl. Arm £ 73 SO Hacker SP80 Stereo .. £ 114 00
Sugden BD2A P & C & SAU2
Roberts R505 .. .. £ 39.00
(Sp. off.) .. .. £ 51 00 Roberts R606MB .. .. £ 49.00
Thorens TD110 ( Manual).. £ 110 00 Roberts RM20 .. .. £ 26 50
Thorens TD I15 ( Automatic) £ 127 00 Roberts RM30
£ 42 00
Thorens TD126 Mk 3/BC £ 188 00 Roberts RM50
£ 61 00
Thorens TO126 Mk 3/C .. £229 00 Roberts Rambler £ 22 50
Thorens TD125/2AB .. £ 146 00
Thorens TD126C Mk 2 .. £ 184 00
Thorens TD145C Mk 2 ( Sp.
VIDEO TAPE FOR PHILIPS
off.) .. .. .. £99 50
VCR. JVC & AKAI VHS
Thorens TDI60C Mk 2 .. £ 87 50
MACHINES
P 65p)
Thorens TDI26BC Mk 2 .. £ 146 SO
Thorens TD160BC Mk 2 .. £ 75 00 Akai T60 ( Ihour)
£ 7 90
Thorens TD160BC/SME 3009
A kai TI20 ( 2hours) £ 11 10
(Sp. off.) .. .. £ 11500 Akai T180 ( 3hours) £ 13 50
Thorens TD f66C .. .. £ 71 00 Philips LVC60
£ 11 00
Toshiba SR220, SR225, SR335,
Philips LVC90
£ 13 00
SR370, SRA230, SR330,
Philips LVC
£ 14 75
SR430 .. .. ..
P.CLA. p hilipsLVC150 £ l6 75

•

e CARTRIDGES

( P/P £ 1.00)
ADC XLM
k3 .. .. £ 36 00
ADC XLM Super, Case and
Headshell
£33.00
£24 50
ADC VLM Mk 3 ..
£62 00
ADC ZLM
ADC QLM30 Mk 3
£8 50
ADC QLM32 Mk 3
£8 SO
£10 50
ADC QLM3'. Mk 3
ADC QLM36 Mk 3
£17 00
£17 00
AKG P6E .
£25 50
AKG P7E
£45 50
AKG POE .
AKG P8ES
£ 56 00
Decca Deram Con. L. Blue £ 6 00
Decca London Mk 5Export £ 36 00
Decca London Export Gold £ 38 00
Decca London Maroon .. £ 41 00
Decca London Blue .. £ 32 50
Empire 999F.EX
£ 5 SO
Empire 2000E .. £8 50
Empire 2000E/2 .. £ 13 90
Empire 2000E/3 .. £ 14 75
Empire 200CT
£28 SO
Empire 2000Z .. £4E 50
Goldring G800 ..
1E4 75
Goldring G800E
E0 00
Goldring G900SE
£ 24 50
Goldring D110 Stylus £ 300
Goldring DI 10E Stylus
ES 75
Lentek M.C. Cart. Pre- amp £ 56.00
Ortofon F1.5 Mk 2 .. £ 16 00
Ortofon FI5E Mk 2
£ 2. 00
Ortofon FF 15E Mk 2 .. £ 14 25
Ortofon M20E Super .. £49 50
Ortofon M20FL Super .. £ 56 50
Ortofon VMS20E/2 CAP2 10 £ 31 50
Ortofon MC20 and STM72
E78 00
Ortofon SL20E
£53 00
Ortofon MC20
£ 61 50
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.) .. £ 7 60
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) ..
SS
Shure M75-65 ( Sp. off.) ..
Cl 60
Shure M7513 Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 10 70
Shure M7SED Type 2 ( Sp off.) EIS 75
Shure M75E1 Type 2 ( Sp off.) £ 13 30
Shure M95ED ( Sp. off.) .. £ 11 95
Shure M95E.1 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 13 80
Shure VIS Type 3 ( Sp. off.) £45 00
Shure VI5 Type 1 .. £ 65 00
Sonus Blue .. • £ 66 00
Stanton 500A• • £ 13 40
Stanton 500EE.. £ 19 90
Stanton 680EE
£ 29 90
Stanton 68IEEE.. £ 45 00
Stanton 8131S
£ 78 00
Ultimo 20A
£ 61 00
UAD Pre-arnp
£36 50

ROTEL RX403
SYSTEM
Rotel RX403 Receiver
Rotel RP3300 Turntable
Ortofon FF I3E Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

HITACHI SR302
SYSTEM
Hitachi SR302 Receiver
Hitachi PSI7 Turntable
Hitachi VES260 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Denton 2XP
Speakers

Akai AA1010 Receiver
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Denton XP
Speakers

Special Offer £215

Special Offer £215

PIONEER SX450
SYSTEM

ROTEL RA4I 2
SYSTEM

Pioneer 5)(450 Receiver
Pioneer PLI I
2D Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

Rotel RA412 Amplifier
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Ortofon FFI5E Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Glendale 3XP
Speakers

Special Offer £ 238

Special Offer £240

HITACHI SR502
SYSTEM

PIONEER SX550
SYSTEM 1

Hitachi SR502 Receiver
Hitachi PS38 Turntable
Hitachi VES260 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Lintor 3XP
Speakers

Pioneer SX550 Receiver
Pioneer PLI I2D Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

Special Offer £249 Special Offer £250
AKAI AA 1020
SYSTEM
Akai AA1020 Receiver
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Linton 3XP
Speakers

Special Offer £265
SANSUI 5050
SYSTEM
Sansui 5050 Receiver
Sansui SR222P Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

AKAI AAI010
SYSTEM

TOSHIBA SA220
SYSTEM 2
Toshiba SA220L Receiver
Toshiba SRA230 Turntable-I- Cart.
Toshiba SS2200 Speakers
Toshiba PC3I 00 Cassette Deck
Toshiba HR7 I
0 Stereo H'phones
Toshiba SMA2 Stand, 2 M'phones,
3 C60 Cassettes, 1 Record

Special Offer £275.50
LEAK 3400
SYSTEM

Special Offer £265
LEAK 3200
SYSTEM
Leak 3200 Receiver
Leak 3001 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Leak 3020 Speakers

Special Offer £ 295
ARMSTRONG
626 SYSTEM

Leak 3400 Receiver
Leak 3001 Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Leak 3030 Speakers

Armstrong 626 Receiver
Garrard DD75 Module Turntable
Shure M7SED Cartridge
Pair Armstrong 0602 Speakers

Special Offer £355

Special Offer £ 355

Special Offer £408

HARMAN
KARDON 430
SYSTEM

DIRECT CUT
DISCS

END OF LINE SALE

Harman Kai-don 430 Receiver
Micro Seiki MBIO Turntable
Ortofon VMS20E Cartridge
Pair Tannoy Devon Speakers

Special Offer £468

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT I2 2
1',

(Special Offers)

Sheffield LAB', 2, £8.95
Sheffield LAB3, 4, 5, 6, £ 9-95
Umbrella DD I , 2, £9.00
Umbrella DD3, 5, 6. 7, 9, £ 10.00
Umbrella DD4, £ 13.00
Others by Tellarc, Direct Disk.
Eastwind, Philips, Gale,
Merlin.

EFFICIENT

Akai CS30D, £65.00
Akai CS33D, £70-00
Akai GXC38, £ 110.00
Akai GXC38D, £99.00
Akai GX46D. £ 115.00
B & W DM2A, £212-00
Harman Kardon S17, £ 255 00
Hitachi HA610, £160.00
Pioneer CTF9191, 199-95
Pioneer SX737, 189 00

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

M MOM

rn

ROTEL

RA 214

Stereo Amplifier 20 watts RMS per channel
Rec.Price

£83.95

£5

090

ROTEL .3

AM/FM Stereo Receiver, 20 watts RMS per channel

1

ek
l

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI AM 2400 2x40
ALBA UA900 2x33
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 1112 x10
AMSTRAD IC 2000 Mk.III2 x25
AMSTRAD EX 220 2x20
AMSTRAD EX 330 2x35
ARMSTRONG 621 2x40
MARANTZ 1030 2x15
MARANTZ 1040 2x20
MARANTZ 1060 2x30
MARANTZ 1070 2x35
MARANTZ 1090 20 .45
PIONEER SA 5500 Mk. II 2x15
PIONEER SA 606 2x40
PIONEER SA 706 2x60
PIONEER SA 8500 Mk. II 2x60
PIONEER SA 9900 2x110
PIONEER SA 9500 Mk. II 2x80
ROTEL RA 214 2x20
ROTEL RA 913 2x60
SANYO OCA200 2x15
SANYO DCA1001 2x50
TRIO KA 3700 2x25
TRIO KA 5700 2x40

REC.
OUR
PRICE PRICE
200.35 137.90
49.90
42.86
24.90
60.37
37.90
70.13
49.90
87.66
59.90
136.00 104.90
106.50
64.90
127.00
74.90
149.00
94.90
188.00 109.90
205.00 154.90
76.60
59.90
148.10 119.90
187.38 149.90
300.97 239.90
539.80 289.94
417.96 339.90
83.95
59.90
236.34 139.94
59.50
99.90
69.90
119.90

Stereo Receiver
15 watts RMS
per channel

297.86
459.86
356 90

239.90
379.90
249.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

Rec. Price

£126.90 £99.90

FM
ATHEAR
ti
Electronic Servo
Direct- Drive Turntable
with Ortofon FF15E
cartridge

AIWA AX7400 2x25
AKAI AA1125 2x25
AKAI AA1135 2x35
AMSTRAD EX 222 2020
AMSTRAD EX 333 2030
ARMSTRONG 625 FM 2040
ARMSTRONG 626 AM/FM 2040
FERGUSON 3477 FM stereo pre-set tuning
2017
GOODMANS Module 150 2070
MARANTZ 2215B 2x15
MARANTZ 22268 2026
MARANTZ 22388 2x38
MARANTZ 22528 2x52
PIONEER SX 450 2x15

OUR
PRICE

PIONEER SX 1250 2x160
ROTEL RX 203 2x20
ROTEL AX 303 2x20
HOTEL AX 403 2025
ROTEL AX 503 2x35
SANYO JCX 2100K 2x15
SANYO JCX 2300K 2x30
TRIO KR 2090 2016...
TRIO KR 3090 2x26
TRIO KR 4070 2x40

692.45
125.92
153.72
167.72
209.69

359.90
94.90
109.90
119.50
139.90
98.90
139.90
108.50
139.90
188.90

TUNERS
AKAI AT 2200
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. II
AMSTRAD EX202
AMSTRAD EX303
ARMSTRONG 624 FM
ARMSTRONG 623 AM/FM
MARANTZ 2100
MARANTZ 2120
PIONEER TX 5500 Mk II
PIONEER TX 606
PIONEER TX 8500 Mk. II
PIONEER TX 9500 Mk. II
ROTEL AT 226
ROTEL RT 425
ROTEL AT 725
ROTEL RT 925
SANYO FMT 200K
SANYO FMT 1001
TRIO KT 5500

207.90
157.40
199.95
101.29
138.80
215.00
248.00

169.90
109.90
139.90
69.90
99.90
164.90
189.90

49.90
159.90
170.00
89.90
228.50 169.90
290.00 219.90
395.00 296.90
126.90
99.90

AIWA AP2200 Ducal rime auto retrau
cartridge
131 21
AKAI AP100
86 05
CONNOISSEUR B01 kit
CONNOISSEUR 802
GARRARD SP25 belt drive with Shure
M75 /6/SM
62.94
GARRARD GT20 belt-drive Shure M75ED
97.82
GARRARD GT25 belt-drive auto stop
M75ED
109.07
GARRARD GT35 Servo belt- drive auto
stop M75ED
130.44
GARRARD 00130 direct drive Shure
M75ED
134.94
MARANTZ 6100
106.50
MARANTZ 6150 direct drive
132.00
PHILIPS GA437 belt drive with GP400
PHILIPS GA312 belt drive with GP401
PIONEER PL514 belt drive auto arm return 83.08
PIONEER PL516 F.G. Servo belt drive auto
arm return
112.50
PIONEER PL518 DC Servo direct drive
auto return
140.19

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111

£49.90

•
GUARANTEE
- months
12
guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.

68.90
79.90
89.90
49.90
79.90
41.90
69.90
59.90
82.90
109.90
III,»

All offers
subject to
availability.

• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.
• BRAND NAMES - products sold by McOnomy bear the
name land carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.

"-eeee,

• DISPLAY - all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.
• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
5.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.rn
Personal callers welcome ai all branches.

140

39.90
59.90

• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT!

• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for asmall charge.

8178

109.90
59.90
16.90
36.90

Super Service - The McOnomy Way...

GOODIVIANS
Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck
with Auto
stop.

132.26
94.50
60.36
38.90
68.18
47.50
79.87
56.90
118.00
89.90
152.00 115.90
160.00 114.90
225.00 179.90
92.24
74.90
119.24
97.90
232.13 177.90
339.45 272.50
83.95
59.90
118.74
74.90
146.72
97.90
238.23 159.90
69.90
74.90
79.90

TURNTABLES

CASSEIVERS
TuneriAmplifier / Cassettes
AIWA AF3060 2024 Dolby cassette
AIWA AF3090 2040 Dolby cassette
AKAI AC3500L 2x25 Dolby Cassette

REC.
PRICE

Tuner/Amplifiers - continued

MUSIC RECOVERY MODULE
GARRARD Music recovery module
MRM101
123.69
89.90
This unit is able to ' see a scratch or noise pulse in an audio
signal waveform then electronically delete it, giving clean
record replay

AM/FM

*
t me getlfewe
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REC.
OUR
Turntables
continued
PRICE PRICE
HOTEL RP3300 belt drive DC Servo motor. 111.75
68.90
HOTEL RP5300 direct drive
132.73
84.90
SANSUI SR525 direct drive
188.40
89.94
SANYO TP 1020 direct drive, auto arm
return
79.90
STRATHEARN STM4 direct drive with
fitted Ortof on FF15E
49.90
STRATHEARN SMA2 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon VMS 20E
109.94
THORENS 10110
151.58 124.90
TRIO KO 10336 belt drive
49.90
TRIO KO 2055 belt drive
89.90
TRIO KO 2070 direct drive
99.90

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 2500
AMSTRAD EX 300
ARMSTRONG 602 monitor
CELESTION Hadleigh
CELESTION Ditton 11
CELESTION Ditton 15 XR
CELESTION 816
CELESTION Ditton 22
CELESTION UL8
CELESTION Ehnen 33
CELESTION UL10
GOODMANS Mini 2
GOODMANS R618
GOODMANS R620
GOODMANS Achromat 100 Monitor
GOODMANS 8835
GOODMANS Achromat 250 Monitor
GOODMANS R865
GOODMANS Achromat 400 Monitor
JR 149
MARANTZ 46
MARANTZ 5G
PIONEER CS313A
SOLAVOX 1815
SOLAVOX PR25 2way
SOLAVOX PR30 3way
SOLAVOX PR40 3way
TRIO 1.5202A
WHARFEDALE Chevin XP
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
WHARFEDALE Linton XP2
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2
WHARFEDALE Dovedale SP2
WHARFEDALE E50
WHARFEDALE E70

26.30
57.48
87.67
199.88
67.82
88.75
146.70
163.90
203.50
200.98
233.27
285.72

151.88
89.00
132.00
67.50
36.90
61.79
96.99
131.34
49.16
73.73
93.96
114.17
151.67
188.15
255.26
295.72
364.82

19.90
40.90
62.90
159.90
38.50
67.90
96.50
124.90
132.50
159.90
174.90
199.90
54.90
55.90
69.90
79.90
94.90
119.90
124.90
149.94
124.90
64.90
99.90
54.90
22.90
41.90
64.90
84.90
44.94
32.90
49.90
63.90
78.90
102.90
134.9C
179.90
269.90
331.90

CASSETTE RECORDERS
AIWA A01250 Dolby
AIWA AD6300 Dolby
AKAI CS34D Dolby
AKAI CS702D Dolby
AKAI GXC390 Dolby
AKAI GXC709D Dolby
AKAI GXC7250 Dolby 3head
AKAI GXC730D Dolby auto reverse
AMSTRAD 7050 Dolby
AMSTRAD 7060 Dolby
CROWN CID 1170 Dolby
FERGUSON 3280 Dolby
GARRARD GC300 Dolby
GOODMANS SCE1110 Dolby
MARANTZ 1820 Dolby
MARANTZ 5010 Dolby
MARANTZ 5025 Dolby
PHILIPS N2415 recorder inc. two loudspeakers butt/mains
PHILIPS N2511 Dolby DNL
PIONEER CTF 4040 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 8080 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 1000 Dolby 3head
HOTEL RD1OF Dolby
SANYO 4028 Dolby
SANYO R05055 Dolby
SANYO R05150 Dolby
SANYO F105300 Dolby
SUPERSCOPE by Marantz CD310 Dolby .
TRIO KX 520 Dolby
TRIO KX 830 Dolby
TRIO KX 1030 Dolby 3heads

REC.
PRICE
173.51
187.89
128.50
228.69
286.00
342.70
111.04
126.62
89.95
157.44
192.00
276.00

OUR
PRICE
139.90
149.90
79.90
94.90
94.90
162.90
199.90
239.90
64.50
84.50
59.90
49.90
77.94
94.90
89.90
139.90
199.90

79.90
89.90
152.00 124.90
260.72 172.54
524.04 419.90
138.97
97.50
78.90
99.90
109.90
119.90
136.00
79.90
119.90
175.00
247.00

Stereo
Amplifier
2 x 35 watts
per channel
RMS
Rec Price £ 87.66

TRIO

KA3700

Stereo Amplifier 2 x 25 watts per channel RMS

TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI 4000 DS Mk. II
AKAI 4000 DB Dolby
PHILIPS N4504 4-track DNL .
PHILIPS N4506 4-track DNL
PIONEER 81707 auto reverse

242.51
308 10

164.90
214.90

520 43

169.90
259.90
409.90

FOR DETAILS OF McONOMY'S
SUPER PRICES ON CUT PRICE

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck
with Auto

Rec. Price

£152.00

CASSETTES, CARTRIDGES,
HEADPHONES, PICK UP ARMS
AND MICROPHONES,

MARANTZ

SEE OVER PAGE . . .

AM/FM
Stereo
Receiver,
15 watts RMS
per channel
output

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES
Open 9.00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays.

2215B

Rec Price

£170.00 £89,

Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm.
CARDIFF

52 North Road, Cardiff

Tel : 0222 394016

CLEVEDON
EDINBURGH

4-9 Kimberley Road, ( off Strode Road) Clevedon .
Annandale St. Lane, Edinburgh

Tel : 0272 876041

GLASGOW

Anderston Cross Centre, Argyle Street, Glasgow

Tel: 041-204 2355

HULL

. Status City, Clough Road. Hull

Tel : 031-557 1004
Tel : 0482 442134

LEICESTER .

Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street, Leicester

Tel : 0533 536741

NEWHAVEN

Avis Way. Newhaven

Te

07912 5081

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our driver on delivery.

For details of Mail Order see overleaf

Belt- drive Turntable with
auto returnS •shaped arm

Rec. Price £ 106.50

£49.90
8178
141

Mr ONOMY

M

C

OnaMirt

#
I
t040 ,

/
4110b

% ge;
OW 'to

CUT PRICE CASSETTES
HEADPHONES

Akai ASE7
.
..
Amstrad HPS 6A
.
Goodmans OHP10
Koss K6
.
.
•
Koss K6/LC .
Koss Pro-4AA
.
Pioneer SE205
Pioneer SE305
Rotel RH 640

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

15.00
16.56

8.25
12.90
17.50
11.90
14.50
22.90
10.90
16.90
11.90

17.66
20.92
43.87
12.50
21.96
18 00

CARTRIDGES
19.13
10.62
19.63
8.44

ADC OLM 34 Mk. 3 .
Audio Technica AT11EP
Audio Technica AT13EA
Goldring 0800
Ortoton FF10E Mk. 2
Ortoton FF15E Mk. 2
Shure M55E
Shure M75E3
Shure M75ED
Shure M95ED
Shure V15- Mk. 3
Stanton 500A
Stanton 500EE

17.00
13.37
20.96
23.99
32.20
66.52
18.68
26.16

10.90
6-90
12.90
4.25
9.90
13.50
7.75
11.90
13.90
18.90
45.90
11.90
16-90

OUR PRICE

BASF LH
C60
C90
C120

053
075
106

MAXELL
SIN C60
SLN C90
SLN C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90

067
087
114
108
125
165
132
165
132
165

MEMOREX CHROME
C60
C90

110
150

MEMOREX MRX02
C60
C90
C120

075
105
140

SCOTCH HIGH ENERGYPRICE OUR
C60
075
C90
099
C90 5pack with free head cleaner ..... 4.95
SCOTCH MASTER TAPE
MASTER Inormal bias
C60
C90
MASTER II Cr0 2 bias
C60
C90
MASTER III FeCr bias
C60
C90

125
140
149
175
155
189

TDK
DC60
DC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
SAC60
SAC90

058
075
105
085
110
160
105
150

Now you can afford to buy the best quality tapes for your cassette deck.
The very best ... for aprice you'd normally pay for tapes that are not in the same Hi -Fi class.
You've checked our prices so if there isn't aMcOnomy branch near you, we'll mail your order
to you FREE, irrespective of quantity.
With top brand names at these prices, can you afford not to buy the best?
Send your order or ' phone Leicester Mail Order Department 0533 536741 and quote your Access or
Barclay Card number.

Mconornx
PICK-UP ARMS
ADC LMF1 Arm
Connoisseur SAU2
SME S2 Head Shell
SME CA1 Carry Arm .
SME FD200 Damper
SME 3009 Ser.II fixed headshell
SME 3009 Ser Ill

111.38
20.84
5.40
18.56
22.28
67.16
128.08

63.90
14.75
3.75
12-90
15.90
44.90
89.90

BY MAIL
List your requirements, and enclose
cheque or postal order ( including the appropriate delivery charges) made payable to
'McONOMY'. ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
holders can purchase by including their
card number and marking the order
'ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD'.
Postage and Packing ( per item). Cartridges 30p; Headphones 75p; Pick-up Arms
75p; Headshells 30p; Microphones 75p.
CREDIT BY ' PHONE
Simply ' phone Leicester 0533 536741, ask
for Credit Mail Order stating your Access or
Barclaycard number with your order - and
we handle the rest!

MICROPHONES
Akai ADM20
Akai ACM50 . . . .
Amstrad DM 701 Pack ( pair) .
Eagle OD50 HL

8/78
142

9.55
14-20
18.99
14.79

5.50
7.25
13.25
10.90

SECURICOR DELIVERY
Any stock item will be delivered by
Securicor ( add £ I.00 for this service) within
72 hours from receipt of order. All goods are
fully insured against loss or damage whilst
in transit.

CREDIT TOO!
On McOnomy Discount Prices ( available
on mainland England, Scotland and Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding
£60 can now be purchased on Credit at
McOnomy discount prices over 8, 12, 24
and 30 months. Send your requirements to
our Mail Order Department at Leicester,
marked ' Credit Mail Order' - and an
application form together with details of
our repayment terms will be sent to you
by return of post without obligation.

Buy

it with Access

MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THIS ADDRESS:-

McONOMY MAIL ORDER
Rutland Centre, Yeoman Street,
Leicester L11

FOR BEST PRICES & SERVICES

EALING T.V. & HI-FI

Goodwins

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:
567

579
8703

3718

or

or

579

Telephone:

4258

888

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AM2200, AM2400
Akai AM2600, AM2800
Armstrong 621
Hitachi HA250, HA300
Hitachi HA330, HA6I0
JVC JASIO, JAS II
JVC JAS3I, JAS7I
Lecson AC I, API X
Lecson AP3, FMI
National SU2300, 51.12400
Pioneer SA606, SA706
Pioneer SA5300, SA6300
Pioneer SA7300, SA7500
Quad 33, 303, 405
Radford ZD50, ZD250
Revoit A78, A722
Revoit A740, B750
Sansui AU4900, AU5900
Sugden A48
Sony TAE7, TAE88
Sony TAI I, TA73, TA 1630
Technics SU7I00, SU7300
Technics SU7700, SU8080
Yamaha CA410, CA6I0
Yamaha CA810, CAI010

SONY®
Bang &Olufsen
CI Technics

TURNTABLES
Ariston RD IIE
Beogram 1102, 1902
Beogram 4002, 6000
Connoisseur BDI, 2 & 3
Fons CQ30
Hitachi PS8, PSI7
JVC JLA20, JLAIS
Linn-Sondek LPI2
Michell Reference
Hydraulic
Electronic
Pioneer PLI I2D, PLI I5D
Pioneer PL5I0A, PL530
Revoit Direct Drive
Sansui SR525P
Sony PSI I, PS22
Sony PSX4, PSX6, PSX7
Technics SL220, 51_230
Technics SLIM), SLI800,
SL 700
Technics SLI50, SL I500/11
Technics SLI400/11,
SL I300/11
Transcriptions Skeleton,
Round- table
Yamaha YP-2 II, YP-5I I

AIWA
Yamaha

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD 250, AD6300
Aiwa AD6550, AD6800
Akai CS34D, CS702D
Akai GXC709D
Beocord 1100, 5000
Hitachi D23I5, D2310
JVC CD 1740, KD2I
JVC KD-35, KD2
National RS612
Nakamichi DT550, DT600
Pioneer CTF4040
Sansui SC3000, SC3003
Sony TCI88, TCI99
Sony TCI35, TCI36

JVC
TO: EALING T.V. & Hi -Fi (
Dept HFN)

0077

Sony TCI58, TCI77
Sony TCI86, TC206, TC229
Tandberg TCD3I0,
TCD330
Technics RS6I5, R5630
Technics RS678, 686
Yamaha TC5115,
TC800G L
TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS/11, GX2I5D
Grundig TK547, TK747
Revoit A77, B77
Sony TC765
Sony TC377, TC510-2
Tandberg 1521, 104IXD
Technics RS 1500
TUNERS
Akai AT2200, AT2400
Armstrong 623, 624
Hitachi FT340, FT300
JVC JTVIO, JTVI I
Lecson FMI
National ST2300, ST2400
Quad FM3
Revoit A76, A720,13760
Sansui TU5900, TU7900
Sony STI I. ST73
Sony ST2950, ST3950
Technics ST7300, ST3500
Technics ST8080, ST9600
Yamaha CT4I0, CT6I0
Yamaha CT810, CT1010
RECEIVERS
Akai AAI010, AAI020
Aiwa AF3060, 3090
Aiwa AX7400, AX75h0
Armstrong 625, 626
Beomaster 901, 1100. 1900
Beomaster 2200, 2400
Beomaster 4400
Hitachi SR303L, 302
JVC JRS50, JRS100
JVC JRS 200/11. 300/11 etc.
National RE7860, SG250
Sansui 551, 661
Sony STR IIL, STR2800
Sony STR3800, STR4800
Tandberg TR2025, TR2040
Tandberg TR2055, TR2075
Technics SA5070, SAS 160
Technics SA5270, SA5370
Yamaha CR200E, CR620
Yamaha CR820, CR420 etc.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Acoustic Research AR 18.
ARI7, ARI5, ARI4
Beovox S30, 535. S45/2, S60
Beovox S75, M70, M75, M 10
Beovox 575, M70, M75,
M100
Bose 301, 901/III
Celestion Dicton 15XR, II,
22

Celestion Dicton 33, 44,25,
66
Celestion UL6, UL8, ULIO
Chartwell PM 100. PM200
IMF Compact II, SuperCompact
IMF ALS40, TL550,
T1380/11
JRI49, Super Woofer
Jordan- Watts Jumbo,
Janet
Jordan- Watts Jupiter TLS
JBL LI9, L40, LI 10
KEF Chorale, Corelli, etc.
KEF 103, 104, 105
Lecson LBI. SPI, HL I
Monitor Audio MA8, MA7
Monitor Audio MAS, MAI
Mordaunt-Short Pageants
Mordaunt-Short Festivals,
Carnivals
Quad Electrostatics
Revoit AX2/2, AX3/3
Rogers LS3/5A, Export
Monitors
Sony G3, GS, G7
Spendor BCI, BC2, BC3
Technics SB4500, SB7000
Wharfedale Linton,
Glendale
Wharfedale Teesdale,
Dovedale
Wharfedale E50, E70
Yamaha NSIOOOM
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5050, AF5090
Akai AC3800L
Beocentre 2800, 3300
Beocentre 4600
Hitachi SDT 7820, 7765
Hitachi SDT 7680, 7785
Hitachi SDT7785, 7680
JVC MF47L, MF5S
National SG 1030, SGI090
National SG2070, SG3060
National SG2080L,
SG3090L
Sony EXIK, EX2K
Sony HMK55, HMK77
Tandberg TR220GC
SPEAKER CHASSIS
KEF T27, 8110
KEF B200, BI39
Lowther PM6, PM7
Tannoy 10', 12 , 15'
PICK-UP ARMS
Formula 4 Arm
Hadcock GH228
SME 3009/11, 3009/52
SME 3009/11I
OTHERS
Decca Record Brush
Decca Record Cleaner
Earc
Watts Parastat
Zerostat
BIB accessories etc.

TO: GOODWINS (Dept HFN)

THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON WS.

7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.

Please supply prices on the following:

Please supply prices on the following:
1

NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

I ADDRESS

1

(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

BALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday, 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing- Piccadilly line.

GOODWI NS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green- Piccadilly line.
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CREDIT FACILITIES BIM

AFTER SALES SERVICE

%

HIGH FIDELITIV'W ;o`s DISCOUNTS
0

ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD '

eHEADPHONES
Koss PRO4AA.. £36.00
Koss K6LC £ 16.00
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer SE305 .. £14.50

e

JVC KD2I £ 10900
Nakamichi 600.. P.O.R.

e

TURNTABLES

AR 77XB
£ 5.00
Aiwa AP2200
weal
BSR
P.O.R.
Connoisseur
BD101 .. £52 00
BDI Kit ..
SO
BD2 Chassis .. £36 SO
BDIO I /SAU4
£ 700
BD2 P/C .. £48 50
1302/A
£54 95
Dual 502 ..
LaS 00
Dual 601/501
P.O.R.
Fons CQ30 Mk 1 £95-00
Goldring
G
d
GT20 ( M75ED) cao.00
GT25 ( M7SED) £67.00
GT35 ( M75ED) £ 3.00
SP1.5 M75/6 .. £ 2.00
0D75....£8900
JVC JLA40 .. £ 3.00
JVC JLA20
ESS 00
Marantz 6150 .. £97 SO
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Phdips GA3I2 £ 00
Pioneer PLI120 £ S8 00
Pioneer PL5 14 £67 00

eCLEARANCE

Pioneer 5E505 .. £30.00
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SR5 .. £85.00
Sennheiser HD4I4 £ 515
( P & P £ 1.95)0

Pioneer CTF6060 £ 139.00
Pioneer CTF7070 £148.00
Pioneer CTF9191 £235.00
Pioneer CTF4040 £ 19.0
Pioneer CTF13060 £186.00
Revox
P.O.R.
Sansui SC2110 .. £205.00
Sansui SCI 110 .. £137.00
Sony TC144CS £ 149.00
Sony TCI77 £369.00
Sony ELS .. £274410
Sony TC206 £ 15200
Tandberg 10X
P.O.R.
Tandberg 310/2
P.O.R.
Teat
P.O.R.
Technics
Toshiba PC 3030 £69.00
Trio KX520
P.O.R.
Yamaha TC800GL P.O.R.
Yamaha TC5 II .. £ 122.00
Yamaha TC800D P.O.R.

(
P & P E1.95)

0

Pioneer PL 1170
£99 00
Rote! RPI300 £ S3 00
Rotel RP2300 £63 00
Rotel RP5300 £86 00
Sansui SR222 £ 900
Sansui SR232
£67 00
Sansui SR333 £ 29 00
Strathearn STM4 £60 00
Sony PSI450/2 £64 00
Sony PS4300 .. £ 135 00
Sony PSI I .. £85.00
Sansui
P.O.R.
Technics
P.O.R.
Thorens TD115 £ 122.00
Thorens TD 110 £ 10900
Thorens TDI60C £87.00
Thorens TO 165C £7700
ThorensTD145
£97410
Thorens TD160BC £77.00
Transcriptors
W/0 Arm .. £ 130.00
Ref./Arm .. £ 159.00
Trio K01033
P.O.R.
Trio KD2055
P.O.R.
Trio KD2070
P.O.R.
Yamaha TP511 .. £ 120-tm

BARGAINS Limited Quantities

Aiwa AD6500 ( new) £ 89
Beomaster 901 ( new)
£142 00
Beocentre 1600 ( new)
£221 00
Cambridge Audio
P110 ( W I) .. £129 00
Foos CQ30 Mk I(
new)
£134
Kef Calinda (s/s) £190 00
Nakamichi 410/420 ( new)
£84 00

Toshiba SRF430 ( new)
£05

(P & P 90p)

TAPE RECORDERS

Aiwa AD6300 £ 149 00
Aiwa AD1250
El 39 00
Aiwa AD6550
£235 00
Aiwa AD6400 .. £ 199 00
Akai 725D .. £195 00
Akai 1720/2 .. £241 00
Akai 709D .. £ 59 00
Akai C5340 ..
£89 00
Akai 4000DS £ 154 00
Akai 4000DB .. £ 199 00
Akai CS702D £98.00
B & 0
P.O.R.
Dual C901/919
P.O.R.
G
d GC 350 £99-00
Harman Kardon P.O.R.
JVC K035 .. £ 16000
JVC KD2
£16900
WC 1635/2 .. £ 199.00

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

•

Philips GA3I2 ( new)
£70.00
Pioneer SA5300 ( new)£60
Streathearn STM 4 ( new)
£60.00
land be rg TR I
000
(s/s
£ 147.00
Tandberg TCD3I0
(sis)
£ 185-00
Toshiba SM2900 ( new)
£170.00
Toshiba SA420 ( new £ 135

e

PICK-UP ARMS

Acon Lustre .. £36.00
A/Technica 1005 £ 37 00
Connoisseur
SAU2
£ 695
SAU4
£41 00
Ortofon £ 63 00

e

Trio KX620 (new) £ 134
Yamana AC410 ( new) £89
(P & P

70p)

SME 3009/S2 ..
SME 3009/ND ..
Transcriptors 9'
SME Series III
SME FD200

£47410
£43.50
£3200
£9900
£20410

TUNERS TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ 1.95)

Akai AA I125 .. £ 109.00
Akai AA I135 .. £ 139-00
Akai AAII50 £214-oo
Armstrong 625.. £ 16o•oo
Armstrong 626.. £ 185.00
Armstrong 623.. £ 11500
Goodmans
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC JTV 11 .. £77.00
JVC JRS200L/2.. £ 199.00
JVC JRS 100/2 .. mum»
JVC JRS 50 .. £92.00
Marantz 2215 .. fIwoo
Marantz 2226 .. £ 167.00
Marantz 2238 .. £216.00
Pioneer 5)(450.. meal
Pioneer SX550.. £ 1k5.00
Pioneer 5)(650.. £ 192.00
Pioneer TX5500 £75.00
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.

le

Rogers stockists
Rotel RX303 .. £99 00
Rotel RX503 .. £ 149 00
Rotel RX603 .. £ 195 00
Rotel RX403 .. £ 118 00
Rotel RT425
£77 00
Sansui G3000 .. £ 167 00
SansuiTU217 . £ 05 00
Sony STRI IL .. £ 18 00
Sony STRIE100 .. £ 500
Sony STR2800L £ 129 00
Sony 551 .. £ 19 00
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg 2055 .. P.O.R.
Technics. Toshiba P.O.R.
Trio 2600 .. £ 104.00
Trio KR4070 £ 179.00
Trio KT5300 £8500
Yamaha CR200.. LI 1000
Yamaha CR420.. £ 165.00
Yamaha CR620.. £231.00

CARTRIDGES (P & P 70p) STYLI

AKG P8ES
AKG P7E
Audio Technica ÂTI4S A
..
Audio Technica AT 15SA
Audio Technica AT66
Audio Technica AT2 I ..
ADC XLM Mk.3
ADC VLM Mk.3
ADC 036 Mk.3
Decca .. .
Empire 2000E/Ili
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring G900SE/2
JVC XI .
Ortofon M.
20E Super
Ortofon FF ISE/2
Ortofon VMS20E/2
Ortofon FF I5XE
Pickering V15/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M55E
Shure M75/6/2 ..
Shure M75G
Shure M75ED
Shure M95ED
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure VI5 Mk 3
Shure V15/1V
Stanton 68 I/EEE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A ..
Ultimo 20B .
Ultimo 10A/I0X.

£9.00 £35.00
£26-cio £14.00
.. £25.00
.. £36.00 .. £500 £4-00
.. £9.45 £5.63
.. £38.00
£2700 ). P.O.R.
.. £ 18.00
P.O.R. . . .
.. £ 17.00 P.O.R.
£6-75 £3.95
.. £4.73 £2.95
cleso £7.87
.. £39.99 £ 11.71
.. £54.00 P.O.R.
.. £44.00 £23.00
.. new .. £2900 .. mew .. £ 19.00 £ 16.00
£1200
Len
u•oo £5.86
.. £9.50 £8.60
£14.95 £7.85
.. £ 15 85 £9.75
.. £ 15.25 £ 13.95
.. £ 19.95 miss
£13-75 £ 10.10
.. bum £20.95
.. £60.00 P.O.R.
.. £47.00 .. £22.00 .. £30.00 .. £59-00 P.O.R.
.. £79.00 P.O.R.
£49.00 P.O.R.

This months featured manufacturer

ADC LMF1CARBON FIBRE TONEARM
Order on request

M.O'BRIEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

4>e

eUNIT

AUDIO

(P & P

£2.75)
£33300
£25200
£24240
£33000
£305.00
P.O.R.
£197410
£320410
£249-00
£209.00
P.O.R.
£29400
P.O.R.
£40900
P.O.R.
£296-oo
P.O.R.

Akai AC3800L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3060
Aiwa AF5090
Aiwa AF5050
B & 0
G
d GA150
G
d GA200
G
d GAI55
JVC 45 Dolby ..
Toshiba Systems
Rotel RM5010
Sanyo ..
Sony I-IMK77
Goodmans
National SG3060 Dolby
Tandberg TR220GC/1520

• SPEAKERS& KITS
Armstrong 602.. £ 167-00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research P.O R.
B & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Celestion
UL6
£ 129 00
UL8
059 00
Ditton 33 .. £ 177 00
Ditton 44 .. £ 12 00
Ditton 15X10.. £ 900
Dittos 25 .. £ 250 00
Dicton 11 .. £63 00
Ditton 22 .. £ 138 00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
P.O.R.
Module .. meal
KEF Chorale .. £97 00
KEF Corelli .. £134 00
KEF Calinda
E205 00
KEF 104AB .. £249 00
Leak 3020 .. £ 90 00

•

AMPLIFIERS

Akai A2600 .. £ 155-00
Armstrong 621 £ 105.00
Cambridge P80.. P.O.R.
JVC JAS II .. £7340
JVC JAS3 I .. £105 00
Lux
P.O.R.
Marantz 1030 .. £74.00
Marantz 1060 .. £ 107.00
Pioneer SA5500/2 £65.00
Pioneer SA6500/2 £99.00
Quad 33/303 .. P.O.R.
Radford HD250
P.O R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.
Rogers A75/2
P.O.R.

(P & P £ 1.95

ea.)

Monitor Audio stockists
Rogers BBC
Monitor .. P.O.R
Peerless.. .. P.O.R
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 . £52 00
Twin ..
£ 4 00
Triple .. [64 00
S/Triple .. £ 5 00
Tannoy stockists
10" HPD
£ 9 00
12" HPD .. £ 102 00
15" HPD
El 20 00
Wharfedale
Denton 2 ( pair) £ 800
Linton 3XP ( pr) £69 00
Glendale 3XP £95 00
Teesdale .. £ 129 SO
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 2XP ( pr) £ 300
Glendale 3XP £ 58 00
Denton 2XP . £ 27 00

(P & P £ 1.95

each)

Rotel RA313 .. £68.00
Rote I
RA413 .. £87410
Rotel RA713 .. £ 115.00
Sanyo ..
P.O.R.
Sony TA I
630 .. £71410
Sugden * 48/2
P.O.R.
Sansui 117 .. £84.00
Sansui 217 .. £ 117.00
Sansui 317 .. £ 16000
Technics
P.O.R.
Trio KA3700
Trio KAM° .. £99 00
Yamaha CA4I O.. £8900
Yamaha CA6I O.. £ 13900

PLEASE INCLUDE POST AND PACKING ( and
large S.A.E. for brochures and enquiries).
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT at 12+% and are subject to alteration due to Manufacturer's increases.
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
CREDIT FACILITIES (SAME DAY POSSIBLE)
QUAD EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE TO CALLERS ONLY
LATE NIGHT OPENING THURSDAY 8.30prr
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

AD

ADC Q36 208
ADCXLM 12 £39
ADCVLM12 f27

a

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.19
93 Bus route. Open 9.30a m. - 6.00p.m. Tuesday/Saturday.
Pr ices correct at time of going to press and subject to variation

01 946
1598

The Gould TCVN range of constant voltage
transformers-alow cost solution to the many
A.C. line problems of variation,spikes,distortion etc.
I
nput

Stabilised and filtered sinewave

waveforms to TCVN

output waveform from TCVN
Distorted Input

.'

Cyclic or Random Spikes

Modulation

Drop- out 1 - 3 m/secs

'fluff

Va
q s riation
o f30
Ample
(inpu titsuwd
swings

or any combination of ab -ve
TIB 13 78

Power ratings 75VA to 6KVA
normally available from stock

* BRITISH MADE

Gould Electronic Components Division,
Raynham Road, Bishops Stortford,
Hertfordshire, CM23 5PF.
Telephone: 027955155. Telex: 81510.

oouLD

* 2 YEAR GUARANTEE

LONDON * LEEDS * MANCHESTER * BRISTOL * BIRMINGHAM

THE TAPE SPECIALISTS
I I

CUT OUT

ar

r.ese

ultrrr Sc

LI

FL30 £0.50
FL60 £0.69
FL90 £0.99
FL1 20 £1.33

41:Miro
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CASSETTE TAPES

FX-IC-90

MEN]

Recommended for use by the following casset ,
:e deck manufacturers: AIWA
BELTEX* HANIMEX*
C45

C60

C90

„WC* MARANTZ

C120

I C4!

FX 8-Track
90min £ 1.44

FX46
FX60
FX80
FX90

£0.83
£ 1.05
£ 1.31
£ 1.46

HIGHBURY STATION

30 COLEMAN Si.

HIGHBURY CORNER

LONDON EC2

LONDON N5

(01 606 4102)

101-607 0644)

LEICESTER SQUARE
STATION Ticket Nall
(Crantioorn s. bill
(01-439 9210)

NEW!
C46 FX1
C60 FX1
C90 FX1

C60

C90

CI20

BIRMINGHAM
BULL RING SUBWAY
(Moor St. Station exit
-off Open Market )
(621 643 17661

£ 1.03
£ 1.15
£ 1.60

AKAI * AMSTRADIFAUDIOTRONIC*

Ask for FREE
VOUCHER
to use against any hi-fl accessories listed in our catalogue
when you buy any 15 Audio. e elmfriaaure
Pyral or Fuji cassettes AT THESE PRICES.
REEL-TO-REEL
5" 1200 DP .. £3.33
AGFA PE Series
r 2400' DP .. £5-60
5' '00' LP .. £1-83 104"4200' Cine .. £9-50
1200'LP .. atm 104" 4200' NAB .. £ 11-40
7"
t
800' LP .. c2-95 BASF LH
5"
1200' DP .. £117
7" 1800' LP .. £3-93
1800' DP .. £2.95
r 2400' DP .. £4.98
7"
2400' DP .. £3.59 BASF LH SUPER
5"
1800' TP .. £3.36
7'. 1800' LP .. £4.45
51"
2400' TP .. £4.50
7- 2400' DP .. £5.99
7"
3600' TP ..
£4.65 ' BLACK BOX' Studio
104
4200' tine .. £7.89
Quality
104
4200' NAB £8.70
5"
900' LP .. £ 1-20
AGFA PEM ( Matt)
58" 1200' LP .. £ 1-50
5"
900' LP .. £2.44
7" 1800' LP .. £ 1.99
r 1800' LP .. £3-59 IRISH ' Ferro Sheen'
101'3600' Cine
£8.25
(made by Ampex)
I0j" 3600' NAB £9-51
7" 1800' .. £2.55

,

sr

sr

All mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, Dept. HF la HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N5.

MASONS AVENUE

GUARANTEE

* NAD* PIONEER* ROTEL * SANSUI * TEAC * TOSHIBA

63p
Agfa Ferro Color
74p
9Sp
£1-13 Memorex ( in bags) 55p
99p
Agfa SFD ( SM)
£1-00 £1.42
75p
99p
LI - 32 Memorex CrO.
Ag fa CrO. ( SM)
£1-16
£1.03 £1-27 LI - 76 Nemorex 8-Tr. Pyral Hi Fi
58p
£1.04
Agfa Carat
89p
83p
£1 - 30 £1.52
83p
£1-05
Audio Gold LN
35p
48p
63p Pyral Optima 97p
£1-20
Audio Super
£1.15 £1.55 £2.05 Py ral Maxima £1.40 £1-85
Audio XHE
£1 - 35 £1-55 £2.05 £2.70 Pyral Sup Ferrite cotch H/Energy 77p
82p
£1-06
BASF LH
49p
65p
99p
81p
99p
£1-26 £1-71
BASF CrO.
£1-15 £1.46 £1.80 cotch CrO.
catch Master I £1-20
£1-36
£1-14 £1-60
BASF Super
87p
cotch Master II £1.42 £1-69
Europa Ext Freq
42p
S9p
catch Master Ill £1-50 £1412
Fuji FL Super
99p
69p
£1-33 s8Ip
ony LN
54p
£1-14
Fuji FXN2
£1-03 £1. IS £1-60
ony HF
8Ip
98p
£1-22
Maxell SLN
84p
64p
ony CR
£1-08 S
£
1-54
£1-17
Maxell UD
9Sp
£1.05 £1.19 £1-62 S
ony FeCr
£
£1.26
1.78
Maxell UD/XL/I
£1.29 £1.60
DK Dynamic
48p
56p
77p
£1-02
Maxell UD/XL/2
DK AD
7Sp
£1-29 £1-60
85p
£1-10 £1-59
Memorex MRX2 70p
72p
£1.01 £ 1-38
£
£1-1
I 1-48
All offers subjec to stocks at ime of going o press ( 5/6/78) being unsold. Prices • nclude
VAT at 8%. Send SAE or full price li tand FREE comprehensi e tape recording guide. Cash
with order. POST & PACKING: Fuji, Py al, Aueo Magnetics-FREE. Other items, 45p per order
/0 or more post free).

YEAR

preces (Errors pricechenges excepted,

* TRIO

MAXELL UDXL
7- 1800' LP .. £4.42
10+" 3600' LP .. £ 10-32
MEMOREX
7- 1800' LP .. £2.55
7- 2400' DP . £3-45
M/REX QUANTUM
7" 1800' LP .. £4.24
7- 2400' DP .. £5.72
SONY SLH
7 1800' LP .. £4.25
7' 2400' DP .. L6-41
04" 3600' LP NAB 10-43
TDK AUDUA
7- I800"L' .. £3-22
04" 3600' NAB .. L8-54
T' 1800' matt .. £3-78
04" 3600' matt . £ 10-36
SCOTCH HI-FI
7- 1800' LP .. £3.93
04" 2400' DP .. £
4.94
SCOTCH 207 Prof.
(for Revox A77 Ser.)
Or 3600' NAB .. £ 10-85

Callers welcome)

LEEDS 1

62 WELLINGTON ST.

MANCHESTER 3
1VICTORIA STATION

BRISTOL
29 DENMARK ST.

(o« aty Square)
BI)532-444 692)

APPROACH
1061-832 4592;

(Behind Hippodrome)
(0272- 290900(

LEIGH-ON- SEA
113 RECTORY GROVE
(0702 712861(

Cutout»

Britains
leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre
Major stockists of Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodmans, Hitachi, JVC, Leak, Nakamichi,
National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac, Tandberg,ToshibaTrio,Wharfedale, & Yamaha

• i"

11•MI

Sanyo DCA

:Amstrad EX330
LHi ghquality executive stereo
amplifier giving powerful 40
Ila watt output section and

1

low

1, distortion figures Tremendous

200
Sophisticated stereo amplifier
with 15 watts RMS, harmonic
distortion at only 0.8%, high
& low filters, linking facilities
for record deck, tuner and two
tape recorders.

Value

AMPLIFIERS
Ake AM 2400
Amstrad EX 220
National St12400
Hitachi HA7500
Hitachi HA330/250
JVCJAS 11/31/71
Maranu 1040

I/

TRES

fr.,

Our Price

339.95

124 95
41 95
POA
POA
POA
8495

ale
Aiwa 5050
corn, i
Beautiful 4band Hi Fi
1
.Iwth /44._ 46
SPeoer
music centre with SW/
ROTEL 5010 -!" JVC MF-45DL
MW/LW/FM stereo radio, Beautiluity matched model comprising
New Dolby front
Dolby cassette deck with areceive, giving 25w per channel
loading music centre
and 05 • ma. total harmonic 4,11011100
full auto stop, belt-drive
hontable. belt driven, with speed connot with auto-return turntable,
turntable. Output of 17w 05^ W P.F. strobe scope Cuter.
ind. drive cassette deck, AM/14
derk. 4hack 2channel, Dolby. W & F LW/FM stereo tuner. Output
1- 17w,

Pioneer SA606
113.95
Rotel RA 313/413/713/213
Sanyo OCA 1001
103.95
Sony TA73
55 95
Sony TA 11
en 95
Toshiba S8 4101 SB 620 POA
Technics SU 1300/7100/7100
Trio KA3700
72.95
Trio KA 5700
119.95
YamahaCA410/610
POA

qi008

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Aka11115
99.95
Auca AX 7400/7600 PUA
Amstrad 5050
65.95
Amstrad 222
67.95
JVC JRS 100 600
POA

Altai
Goodmans MODULE
AA1125
1130 Top performance
Apowerful
AM/FM
stereo
receiver
/
receiver giving 25W
65W per channel into 4 output, tape monitoring
'ohms, five pre-sets on FM for two tape machine,
'five two- octave slider tOfl0 loudness boost & combined
'controls, full range
IFM/AM tuning meters.
of inouts.

chrome trees

of 15

4-

15 WRMS into 8 ems

We are BOLBY Music Centr: Specialists - call and we oil, ranee
National 3090/3060

Akai AC 38001_

5090
Ferguson 3971
Ferguson 3920

POA

Aiwa

Hitachi SI1303
POA
Marantz 2226
155.95
Natant, 2215
112.95
Pioneer SX450
96 95
Rotel RX303/403/50 3 P0 A
Sanyo 2100
98.95
Sony STRI1
POA
Technics SA5270/5370
Toshiba SA 320 SA 520 POA
Too 4070
in 95
Yamaha CR200E/620
POA
Yamaha CR820/420
POA

National 3060

299.95
Goodmans MCD 100 359.95
POA
Hitachi ST 7675

Ferguson 392 2

Hitachi 7785
True Hi Fi Music Centre

National 2080

chrome/normal tape facility.

Sharp

289.951

Sharp 450
Sharp SG500

3 9.95i

POA

Sony HMK 55/8

299 .
95

POA

Sony HMK 77/77E1

POA
POA

Toshiba

POA

National 1090

Dolby cassette deck with ferric/

199.95
329.951

Sanyo 400
4580

POA

Hitachi ST 7680R
with SW/MW/LW/FM stereo
Hitachi 7765
receiver with 6 pre-tuned controls
JVC MF47
and AFC. Turntable with
JVC MC55
auto return and stroboscope.

269.95

Sanyo 2811 .
Sanyo 2711S

199.95

POA
POAI
PO/

Rotel RM 5010

167.95

539.95

3150/3650

Toshiba SM 3600

1

NM;
KM"!
PO le

Le-

1110.

PIONEER TX 5500 11
High quality stereo tuner

p

giving S/N ratio of 68 dB for
sk, stereo and 50 dB for AM,
IIIP"

Fitted with ceramic filters
with very best phase linearity
and coupled with IC's for all
round improvement in IF
semen

II6JVC JL - A40
"- Magnificent auto- return direct
drive turntable giving aW & F
of only 0.05%. S/N ratio 70
1111 dB and fitted with statically
balanced tonear
Complete with Ortolon FF15E

SONY 2950
Superbly designed stereo tuner
featuring LW MW SW VHF,
phase lucked loop decoder.
iiiiiphase filters, tuning and stood'
meters. eastly readalile Iowa, dial
crate Atitating value fur such 4
per lug ', lance Inner

STEREO TUNERS
Amstrad EX 303
Amstrad EX 202
Hitachi FT340
JVC JTV 10/JTV 11
Mirante 104
Trio 5500 •
Pioneer 1%6500/9500
Rote' 181425
Sanyo PUP 1001
Sony ST 73
Sony ST11

5395
45.95
POA
POA
89.95
79.95
POA
PCIA.
7895
55.95
80.95

Toshiba sr 420
Trio KT 5300
Technics ST 8080/5500
Yamaha CT 610/810

POA
98 95
POA
POA

›

Ill>

KEF Comet, ranee
AR 18/7/15
Amstrad EX 330
Aka. SW 157
JR 149
Celestino 916/8/10

POA
POA
59.95
149.95
POA
POA

Our

Technics RS 615
, High quality stereo
front loading Dolby
Cassette Deck with
CH/Fe-Cr/normal tape
facility, twin db meters

price

£11495
Pioneer CT F4040
New stereo dolby cassette
deck with electronic muting.
normal \iCr 0b.\ FeCh tape facility

pause.

ull auto stop,W•F of 0le max

Complete with ,
Pioneer 10notonJIISE
PL-514
New Model.

2speed

belt- drive turn

W&F of only
0.055%. static- balance

table with

Sshaped

tonearm.

TURNTABLES
Aiwa AP 2200
POA
G
dSP25 VI
38.95
G
dGT35
79.95
JVC JLA 15 (with cart) 49.95
Hitachi HT 350/5500
POA
threw 6100
48 95
Mamie 6150
POA
Pioneer 516
79 95
Rotel RF5300 RP3300
POA
Sony 1020
6995
Sony PS11
04.95
Technics SL 222
Technics SL 1900
Technics S1600 1800 1700
Toshiba 330
POA
Trio KO 1033
50 95

Cartridge worth f12.95

1111

•••

Celestion Moon 22
122 95
Celest-on Dillon I
5X Fl POA
Castle Richmond II
71.95
Sony 2050
112 95
Goodmans RO 20
6/ 95
Monitor Audio MA
82 95
Mordent Short ranee P0 A

KLti 317
POA
Technics SX1/2/3
POA
Wharf ES50/EPO
POA
Wharl ° tweet SP2 17495
Marmite 45
POA
TannolK111 Complete range
Videotone Minima,
48 95

Our price

Aiwa AD
6300

£126.95

Beautiful front loading

Dolby cassette deck. Full
auto-stop, oil- damped
cassette eject, cue &
review, and aW&F of
only 0.09%.
New Wharfedale XP2 range

Special introductory offers
Linton XP2
71.95
Glendale XP2
96.95
*Shelton XP2 AVI•
'
59.95
Cheyin XP2

*

35.95

317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
HI-FI CENTRE
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD,. LONDON El
Right next CASSETTE
door to Whitechapel
CENTRE
Underground Station
Tel: 01-247 3453
24Hour Answering Service
Open 9am--6pm Mon- Sat

Akai GXC 7090
Hitachi 0550 9555
Hitachi 0220
JVC KO 35 KO 21 720
Marantz 5010

159.95
POA
POA
POA
129.95

Nakamichi 600
Pioneer CTF 1000

392.95

Philips 2511
Rotel FID1OF
Sanyo 4028
Sanyo 5600

92 95
79.95
184.95

POA

Superb value Dolby "NI

cassette deck with
fell
twin VU meters,
recording level controls,
Cr02/normal tape
qi
facility, tape counter...4
Outstanding value.
Sony TC204
115.95
Sony TC 229
227 .
95
T1
C
7
1
7
35
359.95
SsSooo nnyy
76.95
Sharp 1155H
Sharp 2000
Technics
646

Toshiba PC3060

ow

Is

The prices in these acre
were
Please
finalised
check on
prices
leSen
and
availability at time at purchase
IMICULIfJJO

A

1
.4111111

1111

P
,?1'.s9
9: 4
orde

169.95 \Ill

er15,

1.10 ,

°noose cheque. pieldi
miles or give your ACCESS 01 BARCLAYCARD
number. III sending cash please use aregistered
envelnpel. Please see P & Pcharges below.
Mail order to,
279,283 wHITECHAPEt. RD.. LONDON El.
It paying by ACCESS oi BARCLAYCARD you
'nay phone in your order lot ptompt delivery.
S_E_.C_1j.11illia.P-EM-EM Guaranteed prompt
delivery. Add ( 4to ender.
PDS1 FL PACKING Add the liditivaing lot PP. P
A,iips. Tune. A,uups. Swim, funeis.
Cassette Ravels, Oailiy Decks, In Car add ( I.
:row Ci•nrie,
1qtyl speakers add £ 3.50. Callen19es
5011. •
ga0d5 .011,1 end

for price and
availability

POA

REEL TO REEL
Akai 4000
Pioneer
RT 707
Akai 2150

H

Ring HOT LINE
01-247 1154

6P1(3.-9-A5

POA
POA

Yamaha TC511

441•mm"-'1-2-n Y TC377

l lompare our prices
and stock.

96.95

Technics RS630/C15
Tandberg 330

76.95

IFS

146

83.95
99.95
POA
POA
239.95

Amstrad 7060
Amstrad 7070
Aiwa 1250/6880/6400
Aiwa 6300/6550
Akai 7300

fenci5„,

Hitachi D-2335

* OVER 1000 MODELS IN STOCK

Ion
4810. 04

* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS
* SEND FOR •

R FRE

PRICE LIST

RADIO/CASSETTES

1
so

64. 95

Attractive battery'

FE/Cr02twin
tapesrecording
,auto member;
teeters, level
auto.slod

Pause. tape counter Records in

stereo/mono Stereo ple back though
headdh'' n' la::22
I
eeee o Mtn
Maa,.
'
.._

worthE7.

•
1

'

-

Superb performance
radio/cassette recorder

mains cassette
recorder Features auto luviti hfor

control,
b

plus FREE souk

Sharp GF 3700E

with APSS. LW/MW/FM.
Built-in mike, sleep
counter and timer.
battery condition indicator.

plus FREE speakers
woe h £ 7.95

ALrtc2r rot

Amstrad 9030
Brand new in dash 3wave

Philips AC460

SONY 4701
Portable cassette radio,
operates on battery/mains/car
battery, VHF/MW/LW/SW radi
built in dectret cond. mike,
full auto shut-off.

16.-gerel

£49.95

Pye
2273

£83.95

Our Pr .ce

TT 720

£59.95

IN-CAR

ICI

in

Superb LW/819Year radio wily

band cassette stereo prayer

stereo casselle piece; This morel

with MIL/FM stereo radio, 5W

halides turnolec3 burton whrelt
allows lulling in dermanerlly to

per channel output, auto stop.

cLentpa

sic Merlons 3a≤s, defile and

,olaroty unit wall

1 .11

[41 % lute. c6ltrolc. last lorward remIna
0 • channel 6rudienl low once

Complete with
convertible speakers.

-C.

T: ,--Our Price .
SHARP GF 8080

Ill

New beeeee y/main stereo
radio cassette recorder.
Features fast forward.
eb rewind , built-in mikes, digital
tape counter and. LW/MW/
FM stereo Auto Programme
Search System

Battery Mains
Aiwa 772
Philips 2415
1 I
Ferguson 3289
Hitachi 295
Hitachi 247
TT SL 58
National 309
Philips N2002
Philips 2208

>
>

Sanyo TCR 3000
Sony TC 63
Ultra 6T01

TPR-920
Super b MW/LW/FM stereo
radio cassette recorder, with
full auto stop, cue & review
and record level controls on
cassette. Max output 7.2W.
Battery/Mains/car operation

Sharp
5300.Stereo Car;sh.)/ r,
Cassette Player.

"

Lake cour layoor te oneme -wah
you path our Imeit 1raw band stereo

/
1311 .cum.. Mager 7ma:Isom:hen,'
rewind and / orwrd moo. wto elect

13.05
1585
1285
11 95
16 95

POC XLMIll
36.95
ADC VLMIll
24.50
ADC 2LM
56.95
ADC QLM3611I
16.95
Shure 75ED
12.95
11.95
Shure 75EJ
17.95
Shure 95E0
12.95
Shure 95EJ
7.9
Shure M55E
43.95
IShure V1S
Ortofon M2OF L
POA
Ortofon M20E . POA
Ortofon VMS20E POP

,eve,e

camel ecat steteo enth

dcuereo AM / aria° 5w per channel output
numral reveose cassette mechrown
••6Le toopressIon cr mod.

POA

Pioneer SE
Pioneer SE
Pioneer SE
Pioneer SE
Sennheiser
Sennheiser
Sennheiser

Sony 560S 124.95

505
305
205
300 HO 400
HO 414X
HO 424X

31.95
16.95
11.95
1695
10 50
1595
2245

4003 15495

Senn citer H224
Sony OR 9A
Sony DR 35
Sony 0R45
Yanaha HP1

31.95
13.95
18.95
22.95
POA

Venal» HP2
Yamaha HP3

POA
POA

.

Ortofon Fl5E
Ortofon FF15E
Audio Technic
AT 10
AT 11
AT 12
AT 13
AT 14
AT 15
AT 20

PA
.POA
5.95
7.45
18.75
13.95
26.95
38.95
43.95

Philips N1700 T.V. Recorde
our
cr0
i6
Records any progrdmme,
in colour or black & white ,
continuously for 2hours. Also can view
one channel while recordin another.

Stanton
Stanton
Stanton
Stanton

14.75
20.75
32.95
47.95,

Full 3hour record colour compact,
lightweight video. Records programmes
while viewing,or while viewing dill.
fun or when absent by using timer.

500A
500EE
680EE
681EE

80

I

Cornplere vedh all leads and
cartrid
Securior delire £8.

....

il

Demo Tape_
jVC HR

I

om ete with 2ta es

Our prr6e

110

So, COO

1.35

TOK CIO

1. 10

13AST

f. 20

90

Ph.l.p, C90
POST TREE

Tremendou.. new in car nie, co casseite
radio lien ,:
ony Femme% includ≤ MW-VdF
memo radio in does biting 5W per cumnriel
aum stop. lad lorverd and balance
and tone ccnools.

C. 10

P.6p, LVC60
LV1120
IVC VH530

5.95
995

.VC VHSI20
Add 506 POal

11.95
Philips LVCIO
18 95 LVC158

26

NC VI1550
NC vestes

P0.0.
P.0 A

f99.5
P.O.A.
f53.95
P.O.A.
f99.95
(67.95
f59.95

Parry Moss 331
Derry Moss 4'2
lirtachi WM855
Pioneer 0%3300
Philips 361
Railmmobile 1160
Rarhomob le 1170

122715
641.95
P0 A
P.O.A.
f27.95
926 15

"harp 947

f7t.)

:'ulnr,i

1.12 35

1 5,1

132 '15

JVC KO 21 stereo
JVC JAS 11 stereo
amplrfrer,

JVC JTV 11
stereo tuner
Goodmans RB 20
speakers,
JVC LK 31 stand

Our Price

£389.95
h.Securocor delivery £ 70

Hitachi 0-550
Dolby Cassette Deck

Sanyo ftaT2006
Sour, heC2 Sark en
,ocl

Car Radio

128

Hitachi HT350 Turntable

Seneca DCA 200 Amplam

le

Hitachi CSW227
Javelin 2920
National 440
Philips AC260
Pioneer 4400
Radrornobke 310
Rarhomobrle 309
Sony IC 24 FL

cassette deck,

and all leads

Sanyo sones Casaene Deck
C

Stereo & Radio
/noshed 9010
Harry Moss 333

Y

Sanyo 626 Tuentelale

h

Sci

me.

Hitachi FT-340 Stereo Tuner

S'

lest

Hitachi HA.330
Stereo Amplifier

Sece ,Aet stet, t10

£749.95

3300 EG

Garrard SP25
Turntable
•Amersd EX330
Amplifier
'Amstrad EX303
Stereo Tuner
Amstrad 7060
Cassette Deck
*Amstrad
EX 330 Speaks

0. Pr
£333.95
ce

1

ave on cassette ta • es and video ta • es
ol

Sony IC 24 F

Aiwa 2040

e

ai AS 611
Akai AS 622
Amstrad HP 56A
Koss K6
Koss K6 LC

JVC RC
717 L,LB
Terrific stereo radio cassette
recorder with 2.5 w per
channel output, flexible mikes,
sleep timer, built.in cue
review facilities.

Battery Mains/Radios
Sharp 6500
82.95 Stereo Playback
Stereo& tereoRadio
Aiwa TPR300/216P0A Sharp 1704
42.95 Aiwa 1050
P.O.A.
P.C.A. 111 Arnst ad 9050 £ 68.95 *National 841
POA
Amstrad
9010
136
95
P.
Ams•ail
907U
f73.95 *Philips AC 860 1152.95
95
Sharp GF 6000 79.95
59.95 Ferguson 3283 42 .
13cItek MS 300
136.95
Amstrad 9000
f49.95 *Pioneer KP 5000 P.O.A.
Ferguson 3T03 36.95 Sony CF 160
56.95 Hitacni
CS270
P.0 A.
Auderine 345
14995 *Proneer KP 5300 P0 A
..
20.95
Beek MR509
184.95 *Proneer KP 8000 P.O.A
42.95 Telefunkeni102 105.95 Harry Mou 33C f4335
40.95 GEC 900
Fula", 777
f47195 *Pioneer KP 8300 P.O A
Pioneer KP 43000 P 0 A
Toshiba
RI
6410
POA
Jake' nF151000 ( 29.95 -K-Hrracni CSK 419'Po
u
Hitachi
5320/521CP0A
P.O.A.
Pioneer KP 4000 P.O.A.
Javelin 41G3
f4595
klehlirachi CSK 1240 P.O.A
Roadster 3100
6119.95
POA Stereo Recorders/
National 1131
P.O.A.
X-Hirathi CS 329 A/RP CA
27.95 Hitachi 5211
I
-86 95
National CX50110 P.O.A.
7Ftlitacli 238
PCI.A *Sharp5 150
Battery
Mains
36. 95
POA ITT RC 200
Sony IC 14 FA f62.95
Philp's AC060
f41 95
Javel nRS 2750
f99.95
59.95 PionIer KP212 P.O.A. *Javelin 2970
f109.95
Sony TC 28
f86.95
29.95 National 554/546 POA ITT 720
Sony IC 34
f104.95
Pye '1272
f31.95
Natrona' CO 1300 P.O.A
POA
POA JVC KD2
tuyo 808
f44.95
23.95 National 553
Roadssar RS 1550 f96 95
Narecsal CO 840 P.O.A.
Taiyo 127
140 95
JVC 1635
POA Sanyo 4020
134 95
Phibps
060
36.95
42.95
Sony TC 11
f57 95
*Fitted vsyth interference suppressron mart!
118.95
36 .
95 Sony TC 525
30.95 Sanyo 2560
156.95 ITHE ABOVE WITH FREE SPEAKERS WORTH £ 7.95
Sanyo
2464
59 .
95 Sony TC 158
22.95
POP
Sanyo 2550
81.95 Technics 646
Aka' Ae180
139.95 JVC 727/828 POA Sony CF 570 159.97
Aiwa 940
POA JVC 717 109.95 Toshiba 8600 POA
A toweled executor,
Fr System lot under (" 3001
Hitachi 8080 POA Sanyo4515109.95 Sony CF 580 219.95
JL A 15 turntable
Ferguson 31'04 81.95 Sharp 9090 159.95 superscupe
(with cartridge),
National 462

1100. Akal AS 620

£5995

Aiwa

Our Price

£489.95

Audio Technica
ATIO Cartridge
6111
Goodmans
9035
speakers \
Complete with HC500
VW Hi Fi Console, & all leads.
Secur i
co r delivey £ 10

15 95

21 95
s95
11.95

6.1.66.1
fflà.B.d1MMMIAMMIIIM

Cakeelleaje

CASSEIff mull
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Communications of the first kind.
readers) or announcing plans.
opportunities ... stock exchange
Every copy of Electronics Weekly is a
For aspecimen copy, and information on
developments ... future trends ...
close encounter with two worlds — the
Electronics Weekly reports in depth on all . news and features coverage, contact
telecommunications and the electronics
Roger Woolnough or Brian Moloney on
these areas, giving you aregular insight
industry.
01-261 8000. Or write to them at the
into where both industries are heading —
Aquality subscription newspaper, address below.
and what your competitors are doing.
Electronics Weekly is specifically
52% of its readers are in financial or
designed to provide you with afull
briefing on every factor important to senior general management — which makes
communicates the facts
Electronics Weekly not only essential
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Rec
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AM 2400 2 , 40. 200.35 139.90
ALBA
49.90
UA 900 2x33
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk. 3 2x 10 42.86 24.90
IC 2000 Mk. 3
60.37 37.90
2x25
70.13 49.90
EX 220 2x20
87.66 61.90
EX 330 2x35
ARMSTRONG
621 2x40
136.00 106.90
•MARANTZ
106.50 64.90
1030 2x 15
1040 2x20 .
127.00 74.90
1060 2x30
149.00 94.90
1070 2 x35 .
188.00 109.90
1090 2x45
205.00 154.90
PIONEER
SA 5500 Mk. II
2x 15
76.60
SA 606 2 >, 40
148.10
SA 706 2 x60
187.38
SA 8500 Mk. II
2x 60
300.97
SA 9900 2x 110 539.80
SA 9500 Mk. II
2x 80
417.96
ROTEL
RA 214 2x20
RA 913 2x60

59.90
119.90
149.90

339.90

SANYO
DCA200 2x 15 .
DCA1001 2x50

-

59.90
99.90

TRIO
KA 3700 2 x25 .
KA 5700 2x40 .

-

72.50
119.90
89.90

This unit is able to 'see' ascratch
or noise pulse in an audio signal
wave form then electronically
delete it, giving clean record replay.

AKAI
AT 2200
AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2
EX202
EX303
ARMSTRONG
624 FM
623 AM/FM
MARANTZ
2100
2120

132.26

94.90

60.36
68.18
79.87

38.90
47.50
56.90

118.00 89.90
152.00 115.90
160.00 114.90
225.00 179.90

PIONEER
TX 5500 Mk. II . 92.24 73.90
TX 606
119.24 97.90
TX 8500 Mk. II
232.13 177.90
TX 9500 Mk. II
339.45 274.90
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All the prices in this advertisement were prepared
approximately 6weeks ago to meet the necessary publication
date. This means that owing to our policy of giving the best
possible value for money, some of our prices may be even
lower! So please phone your nearest Comet warehouse or
shop to check the latest price.
You may find that Comet are giving you an even better bargain
than before!
Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
Tuners - continued
ROTEL
RT 226
RT 425
RT 725
RT 925
SANYO
FMT 200K
FMT 1001
TRIO
KT 5500
KT 7500

83.95 59.90
118.74 74.90
146.72 97.90
238.23 159.90
-

69.90
74.90

-

79.90
209.00

239.90
289.94

83.95 59.90
236.34 139.94

GARRARD
MRM 101 Hi-Fi 123.69
Music recovery module

Check our prices by phone.
They may be even cheaper!

TUNER/AMPLIFIER/CASSETTES
AIWA
AF3060
2x24
Dolby cassette. 297.86 239.90
AF3090
2 x40
Dolby cassette. 459.86 379.90
AICAI
AC3500L 2x25
Dolby cassette. 356.90 249.90
TUNEWAMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AX7400 2x25 207.90
AX7600 2x40 277.12
AKAI
AAI125 2x25 157.40
AA1135 2x35 199.95
AMSTRAD
EX222 2x20
101.29
EX333 2x30 138.80
ARMSTRONG
625 FM 2 x40 215.00
626
AM/FM
2x40
248.00
FERGUSON
3477 FM stereo
pre-set tuning
2x 17
GOODMANS
Module 150
2x70
MARANTZ
2215B 2x 15
170.00
2226B 2x26
228.50
2238B 2x38
290.00
2252B 2 x52
395.00
PIONEER
SX 450 2x 15
126.90
SX 1250 2x 160 692.45

169.90
229.90
109.90
139.90
69.90
99.90
164.90
189.90

49.90

159.90
89.90
169.90
219.90
296.90
99.90
359.90

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
Tuner' Amplifiers - continued
ROTEL
RX 203 2x20
125.92 94.90
RX 303 2x20
153.72 109.90
RX 403 2x25
167.72 119.90
RX 503 2x35
209.69 139.90
SANYO
JCX 2100K
2x15
98.90
JCX 2300K
2x 30
139.90
TRIO
KR 2090 2x 16 .
107.90
KR 3090 2x26 .
139.90
KR 4070 2x40 .
188.90
TURNTABLES
AIWA
AP2200 Direct
drive auto
return inc.
cartridge
131.21 109.90
AP2500
Direct
drive auto stop
and lift
209.94 169.90
AKAI
AP100
86.05 59.90
CONNOISSEUR
BDI kit
16.90
BD2
38.90
GARRARD
SP25 belt drive
with Shure
M75/6/SM
62.94 39 .90
GT20 belt-drive
Shure M75ED
97.82 62.90
GT25 belt-drive
auto stop
M75ED
109.07 69 .90
GT35 servo beltdrive auto stop
M75ED
130.44 84.90
DD130
Direct
drive Shure
M75ED
134.94 89 .
90
MARANT Z
6100
106.50 49.90
6150 Direct drive 132.00 79.90
PHILIPS
GA437 belt drive
with GP400
41.90
GA312 belt drive
with GP401
69.90
PIONEER
PL514 belt drive
auto arm return 83.08 59.90

Rec.
Retail Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT
Turntables - continued
PIONEER
PL5I6 F.G. Servo
belt drive auto
arm return
112.50 82.90
PL5I8 D.C. Servo
direct drive auto return
140.19 109.90
ROTEL
RP 3300 belt drive
DC servo motor 111.75
RP5300 direct
drive
132.73

84.90

SANSUI
SR525 direct
drive

89.94

68.90

188.40

SANYO
TP 1020 direct
drive, auto arm
return

79.90

STRATHEARN
STM4 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon
FF15E
SMA2 direct drive with
fitted Ortofon
VMS 20E
-

49.90
109.94

THORENS
TD166 Mk. 2
100.13 79.90
TD160 Mk. 2 BC
less arm
105.75 84.90
TD110
151.58 124.90
TRIO
KD 1033B belt
drive
KD
2055
belt
drive
KD 2070 direct
drive

49.90
89.90
99.90

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 10Q0 26.30
ACOUSTRA 2500 57.48
EX 300
87.67
ARMSTRONG
602 monitor
CELESTION
Hadleigh •
Ditton 11
Ditton 15 XR
UL6
Ditton 22
UL8
Ditton 33
ULIO
GOODMANS
Mini 2
RB18
RB20
Achromat 100
Monitor
RB35
Achromat 250
Monitor
RB65

19.90
40.90
62.90

199.88 159.90
67.82
88.75
146.70
163.90
203.50
200.98
233.27
285.72

38.50
67.90
97.50
124.90
134.90
159.90
179.90
199.90
54.90
55.90
69.90
79.90
94.90
119.90
124.90

(

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
c

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Speakers - continued
GOODMANS
Achromat 400
Monitor
JR
149
151.88
MARANTZ
4G
89.00
5G
132.00
PIONEER
CS313A
67.50
SOLAVO X
36.90
TK15
PR25 2way
61.79
PR30 3way
96.99
PR40 3way
131.34
TRIO
LS202A
WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
49.16
Denton XP2
73.73
Shelton XP2
93.96
Linton XP2
114.17
Glendale XP2
151.67
Teesdale SP2
188.15
Dovedale SP2
255.26
E50
295.72
E70
364.82
SPEAKER KITS
WHARFEDALE
Denton kit (pair).
39.15
Linton 3kit (pair) € 0.71
Glendale 3XP kit
82.44
(pair)

149.94
124.90
64.90
99.90
54.90
22.90
41.90
64.90
84.90
44.94
32.90
49.90
63.90
78.90
102.90
134.90
179.90
269.90
331.90

27.90
42.90
58.90

All cartridges marked • are suitable for
CD4 and normal stereo records.

ADC
QLM34 Mk. 3
19.13
QLM36 Mk. 3
31.28
VLM Mk. 3 45.39
XLM Mk. 3
66.32
ZLM Mk. 3
103.50
AUDIO
TECHNICA
AT1 1EP
TECHNICA
AT13EA
*TECHNICA
AT14Sa
*TECHNICA
AT15Sa
*TECHNICA
AT2OSLa
GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900E
ORTOFON
FF10E Mk. II
FF15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II
SHUFtE
M55E
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
V15-Mk. 3
V15-Mk. 4

10.62

11.50
19.90
29.90
39.90
69.90

7.90

19.63

13.90

39.08

25.50

57.27

36.90

64.02

41.90

8.44
14.06
19.69
27.00

4.90
7.90
10.90
19.90

17.00
36.50

9.90
13.90
29.90

13.37
20.96
23.99
32.20
66.52
92.34

7.90
12.90
14.50
19.90
46.90
69.90

18.68
26.16
38.64
59.96

13.90
19.90
29.90
49.90

HEADPHONES
AKAI
ASE7
AMSTRAD
HPS 6A
GOODMANS
OHP10
KOSS
K6
K6 ' LC ( with
volume control)
PRO-4AA
MARANTZ
SD5
PIONEER
5E205
SE305
ROTEL
RH640
TRIO
KH33

15.00

8.90

16.56

12.90

-

18.90

17.66

11.90

20.92
43.87

15.90
23.90

24.25 • 19.90
12.50
21.96

11.50
17.90

18.00

11.90

-

17.50

PICK- UPARMS
AND HEADS
ADC
LMF1 Carbon
fibre arm
111.38 64.90
CONNOISSEUR
SAU2
20.84
16.90
SME
S2 head shell
5.40
4.25
16.50
CAI Carry arm
18.56
FD200 Damper
22.28
16.90
3009 Ser II fixed
head shell
67.16 47.90
3009 Ser III
128.08 104.90
HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
AD1250 Dolby • 173.51
AD6300 Dolby • 187.89
AD6400 Dolby . 243.44
AD6550 Dolby • 285.33
AD6800 Dolby • 415.81
AKAI
CS34D Dolby
128.50
CS702D Dolby
GXC39D Dolby GXC709D Dolby 228.69
GXC725D Dolby
3head
286.00
GXC730D Dolby
auto reverse 342.70
AMSTRAD
7050 Dolby
111.04
7060 Dolby
126.62
CROWN
CTD 1170 Dolby -

Re,
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

HiFi Cassette Tape Rec. - cont.

Cartridges - continued
STANTON
500A
500 EE
680 EE
681 EEE

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

139.90
149.90
199.90
239.90
349.90
79.90
94.90
94.90
164.90
199.90
242.90
64.50
89.90
59.90

FERGUSON
3280 Dolby
89.95
GARRARD
GC300 Dolby.
157.44
GOODMANS
SCD110 Dolby..
MARANTZ
1820 Dolby
5010 Dolby
192.00
276.00
5025 Dolby
PHILIPS
N2415
recorder
inc. two loudspeakers
batt'
mains
N2511 Dolby
DNL
PIONEER
CTF 4040 Dolby 152.00
CTF 8080 Dolby 260.72
CTF 700 Dolby
(3 meters) .... 251.71
CTF 1000 Dolby
3head
524.04
ROTEL
RD1OF Dolby... 138.97
SANYO
4028 Dolby
RD5055 Dolby
RD5150 Dolby
RD5300 Dolby
SUPER SCOPE
by Marantz
CD310 Dolby
136.00
TRIO
KX 520 Dolby
KX 830 Dolby
KX 1030 Dolby
3heads

77.94
94.90
89.90
139.90
199.90

89.90
124.90
172.54
209.90
419.90
97.50
79.90
99.90
109.90
119.90
79.90
119.90
175.00
247.00

RECORDERS

169.90
219.90

169.90
259.90
414.90

HI-FI FURNITURE
AKAI
RV100 Rack
AMSTRAD
SR 301

AKAI
ADM20
ACM50

47.30

27.90

29.03

21.90

Schreiber self-assembly Hi -Fi
housing units.
Wood Finish
14/619
38.95 26.90
14/620
42.75 28.90
14/618
64.50 42.90
14/617
64.50 42.90
14/622
74.75 47.90

9.55
14.20

AMSTRAD
DM701
stereo
mic. pack ( pair)
EAGLE
UD5OHL
dual
impedance Hi/
Low

79.90

HI-FI TAPE

AKAI
4000 DS Mk. II . 242.51
4000 DB Dolby 308.10
PHILIPS
N4504
4-track
DNL
N4506
4-track
DNL
PIONEER
RT707 auto
reverse
520.43

MICROPHONES

49.90

6.90
7.90

18.99

13.90

14.79

11.90

BLANK TAPES
SCOTCH HIGH ENERGY
C60
0.85
C90
1.10
C90 five pack
with free head
5.50
cleaner
SCOTCH Low noise
8-track cartridge
90 mins.
1.55
SCOTCH HI-FI Dynarange
Spooled Tape
LP 1200
3.50
4.50
7" LP 1800
TDK DYNAMIC
CASSETTES
D60
0.65
0.89
D90
D120
1.15
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
0.95
AD C90
1.25
AD C120
L75

sr

TDK SUPER AVILYN
SA C60
1.25
SA C90
1.65
TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
3.60
L3600 on metal
NAB reel
9.50
MAXELL
SLN C60
SLN C90
SLN C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120 ..
UDXL1 C60 •
UDXL1 C90 .
UDXL2 C60 •
UDXL2 C90 •
UD 35 90
(7" 1800')
UD 50 120
(101" 2500').
UD 35 180
(10}" 3600'). MEMOREX MR X02
C60
C90
C120
MEMOREX Chrome
C60
C90
-

0.75
0.95
1.20
1.20
1.35
1.80
1.40
1.80
1.40
1.80
3.92
8.50
8.80
0.80
1.15
1.50
1.20
1.65

All offers subject to availability.
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(Budget Hi-Fi Systems)

PIONEER SX450 tuner amplifier 2 x 15
watts RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto
stop belt drive turntable base/cover and
Audio Technica AT13EA magnetic
cartridge with two Solavox PR30
loudspeakers.
326.60 238.60

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £200
FERGUSON 3477 tuner amplif ier 2 x 17
watts
RMS
pre-set
tuning,
plus
Garrard SP25 belt drive turntable fitted
base/cover and Shure M75/6 magnetic
cartridge with two Solavox TK15
loudspeakers.
112.70
AMSTRAD IC2000 amplifier 2 x 25
watts RMS with Garrard SP25 belt drive
turntable fitted with base/cover and
Shure M75/6 magnetic cartridge plus
two Amstrad 2500 loudspeakers.
180.79 118.70
ROTEL RA214 amplifier 2 x 20 watts
RMS plus Garrard SP25 belt drive
turntable fitted Shure M75/6 magnetic
cartridge with two Wharfedale Denton
XP2 loudspeakers.
220.62 149.70
AMSTRAD
EX222
tuner
amplifier
2 x 20 watts RMS plus Garrard SP25
belt drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge with two Wharfedale
Denton XP2 loudspeakers.
237.96 158.70
AMSTRAD EX330 amplifier 2 x 35
watts RMS with a Garrard SP25 belt
drive turntable base/cover and Shure
M75/6 magnetic cartridge plus two
Amstrad EX300 loudspeakers.
238.27 164.70
PIONEER SA5500 Mk. 2 amplifier
2 x 15 watts RMS plus Pioneer PL514
auto stop belt drive turntable base/
cover and Audio Technica AT13EA
magnetic cartridge plus two Solavox
PR25 loudspeakers.
241.10 175.60
ROTEL RX203 tuner amplifier 2 x 20
watts RMS with a Garrard SP25 belt
drive turntable fitted Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge base/cover plus two
Wharfedale Denton XP2 loudspeakers.
262.59 184.70
ALBA UA900 amplifier 2 x 33 watts
RMS plus Strathearn STM4 direct drive
turntable fitted Ortofon FF15E magnetic
cartridge with two Solavox PR40 loudspeakers.
184.70
MARANTZ 1030 amplifier 2 x 15 watts
RMS with Marantz 6100 belt drive
turntable base/cover and AudioTechnica
AT11 EP magnetic cartridge plus two
Marantz 4G loudspeakers.
321.62 187.60
MARANTZ 22158 tuner amplifier 2 x 15
watts RMS plus Marantz 6100 belt drive
turntable base/cover and Audio Technica
AT11 EP magnetic cartridge with two
Solavox PR25 loudspeakers.
348.91 189.60
TRIO KR2090 tuner amplifier 2 x 16
watts RMS with a Garrard SP25 belt
drive turntable fittéd Shure M75/6
magnetic cartridge base/cover plus two
Solavox PR25 loudspeakers.
189.70

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £250
AKAI AA1125 tuner amplifier 2 x 25
watts RMS plus Akai AP100 turntable
and Ortofon FF10E magnetic cartridge
with two Wharfedale Linton XP2 loudspeakers.
268.60

IF THIS SOUNDS
LIKE THE SOUNDEST
HI-FI BARGAIN
AROUND - IT IS....

Amstrad, Garrard, Shure...
our system of the month
This month we've put together a Hi -Fi package that not only sounds
superb, but comes to you at a Comet discount price that sounds even
better. We've combined names like Amstrad, Garrard and Shure to
bring you aHi -Fi system you just can't afford to ignore.
AMSTRAD 8000 MK. III AMPLIFIER
First we took Amstrad's 8000 Mk. III stereo amplifier, a handsome
teak finished unit delivering a low-distortion 10 watts RMS per
channel. It's built to give long-term reliability and ease of operation,
and Amstrad have packed it with a host of advanced Hi-Fi features.
These include slider bass and treble controls, individual volume
controls, a unique loudness switch for widespread listening, rumble
and scratch filter switches, and frontal jack socket for stereo headphones. Add for good measure ceramic, magnetic, tape and radio
inputs - and outputs for tape, plus 4 rear- set outputs for normal
stereo or quadrasound listening - and you have a very versatile
performer indeed.
GAR RARO SP25 BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE AND
SHURE M75/6/SM MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
For acombination of high quality and value for money we added the
SP25 - aturntable belt-driven by a4-pole synchronous motor to give
precise speed and reduced rumble with negligible wow and flutter and
high signal-to-noise' ratio. The counterbalanced S-shaped tonearm
has a low mass for improved tracking, and there's a viscous-damped
Cue control and removable cartridge carrier too. A stylish unit, ahigh
quality unit . . . with aperformance that reaches new heights with the
addition of a Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge. With a combination like this playing your favourite records, you'll certainly sit up
and listen.
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000 LOUDSPEAKERS

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £250
TRIO KA3700 amplifier 2 x 25 watts
RMS with Trio KD1033B belt drive
turntable base/cover and Audio Technica
AT13EA magnetic cartridge with two
Goodmans RB20 loudspeakers.
206.20
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Adding the final touch to our high quality, low budget system are a
pair of Amstrad Acoustra 1000 speakers - handsomely finished in
teak effect to give eye appeal as well as ear appeal. They provide the
perfect match in both performance and looks to the other components of the system.
See this Hi-Fi package at Comet . . . It's one of the soundest buys
around!

Rec. Ret. Price £ 132.10

COMET PRICE £ 34.70

PIONEER SA606 amplifier 2 • 40 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto stop belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with
two
Celestion
Ditton
15XR
loudspeakers.
397.51 291.20
ARMSTRONG 621 amplifier 2 < 40
watts RMS with Strathearn STM4 direct
drive turntable base/cover and Ortofon
FF15E magnetic cartridge plus two
Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
291.70
SANYO JCX 2300K tuner amplifier
2 x 30 watts RMS plus Sanyo TP1020
direct drive turntable base/cover and
Ortofon FF15E magnetic cartridge with
two Goodmans RB20 loudspeakers.
303.60
MARANTZ 2226B tuner amplifier 2 x 26
watts RMS with Marantz 6100 belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT11EP magnetic cartridge
plus
two
Celestion
Ditton
15XR
loudspeakers.
492.32 325.20
ROTEL RX503 tuner amplifier 2
35
watts RMS plus a Rotel RP5300
direct drive turntable base/cover and .
Audio Technica AT13EA magnetic
cartridge with two Celestion Ditton
15XR loudspeakers.
508.75 336.20
PIONEER SA706 amplifier 2
60 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL514 auto stop belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
with two Célestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
493.59 366.60
TRIO KR4070 tuner amplifier 2 x 40
watts RMS with Trio KD103313 belt
drive turntable base/cover and Audio
Technica AT13EA magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Teesdale loudspeakers.
387.60
MARANTZ 2238B tuner amplifier 2 38
watts RMS plus Marantz 6150 direct
drive turntable base/cover and Ortofon
VMS20E Mk. 11 magnetic cartridge with
two Celestion Ditton 22 loudspeakers.
662.00 464.80
AIWA AF3060 tuner amplifier 2 / 24
watts RMS with built in
Dolby
cassette deck plus Aiwa AP2200 direct
drive auto return turntable including
base/cover and magnetic cartridge with
two Celestion Ditton 15XR loudspeakers.
632.57 484.70

ele411
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ALBA UAW...
One of the best British Amps around.
. . and it's unbeatable value from Comet!

Just now and again comes abudget- priced piece of Hi Fi equipment with aperformance way out of its
class — aunit that earns the approval of public and critic alike. The Alba UA900 is aclassic example . . . a
British- built stereo amplifier that represents outstanding high fidelity value for money.
With aformidable output of 33 watts per channel RMS into 8ohms, the low distortion figures of the UA900
made abig impression on Gordon J. King, who described it in 'HiFi Sound' as one of the best British amplifiers
he had had the pleasure of evaluating.
A good review for agood-looking unit, with features including slider controls for treble, bass, input level L
and R, stereo spread ( separation) and oudness. Not forgetting piano key selector switches for pick-up, tuner,
tape play, quadra, high and low filter and ahost of input and output sockets to ensure maximum versatility. Allthis advanced Hi Fi engineering in astylish black case with aluminium trim and teak veneer ends.
And then, of course, there's the fantastic Cornet discount price which makes the Alba UA900 an
unbeatable value-for- money bargain!
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUTS
AC Mains Power voltage: 110, 127, 220 and 240.
Pick-up Magnetic: 2.7 mV Input resistance 47K ohm.
Tuner, Tape Replay: 15DmV Input resistance 1M ohm
NOISE LEVEL
Pick-up Weighted: — 77 dB. Unweighted: -- 69 dB.
All other inputs Weighted: —82 dB.
Unweighted: — 79 dB.
NOTE: Noise and Hum figures relative to 40 watts.
Overload capability. Pick-up: 34 dB ( 150mV).
Frequency response at all powers up to rated

maximum: 20 Hz — 20 kHz ± 1dB.
Filter attenuation Each: 12 dB/Octave.
High cut off frequency: 6kHz.
Low cut off frequency: 60 Hz.
Tone Control range Bass: ± 20 dB at 50 Hz.
Treble: ± 20 dB at 14 kHz.
Power output: 33W + 33W continuous into 8ohms.
Damping Factor: Greater than 200 at 50 Hz.
Switched Loudspeaker outputs. OFF: A, A and B in
series, B.

COMET PRICE £ 49.90 inc. VAT
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Armstrong
4625

& 626 RECEIVERS With the 625 and 626
receivers, Armstrong have combined all the
controls and facilities of the separate Series 600
. .
amplifiers and tuners into one elegantly styled
4•••••••i
'cabinet. The performance is identical too, the
625 being FM only and the 626 ( a Recommended
Buy in ' Hi Fi Choice' -. Receivers) giving superb
reception on both FM and AM wavebands.
625 RECEIVER
Rec. Ret. Price £215.00 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 164.90 inc. VAT' Armstrong engineering and Comet discount
626 RECEIVER ( Illustrated) Rec. Ret. Price £248.00 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £ 89.90 inc. VAT • prices ... it's an unbeatable combination!

etf • 11 • •

•

«

:

621 AMPLIFIER A near distortion- free output of 40 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms;
matched rotary controls for volume, bass, treble and balance: electronic gate switching for
noiseless input selection and smooth- acting press keys for the remainder of the controls this is the 621 stereo amp. There's loudness control, 2 treble filters, mono/stereo switch,
tape monitor, rumble filter. 2 choices of pickup sensitivity and adjustable tape recording
outputs to ensure easy matching. This is Hi Fi engineering at its best - at & fantastically low
Comet price.

4 621 AMPLIFIER
Rec. Ret. Price
£136.00 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE
£106.90
inc. VAT

623 & 624 TUNERS Matching the 621 both in performance and styling, the 623 ( AM/FM) and
the 624 ( FM only) reach new heights of clarity and reception. The impressive specification
includes: bandpass filtering, dual gate FETs, varicap diode tuning, ceramic IF filters,
integrated circuits, PLL stereo decoder, AFC, local- distant switch for cutting out inter- station
noise and choice of 6 pre-set stations. The brief which led to the Series 600 range was simply,
'Make it better than the best Armstrong have done lust that.

4623 TUNER
Rec. Ret. Price
£152.00 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE
£115.90
inc. VAT
624 TUNER Rec Ret Price £ 118.00 inc VAT COMET PRICE £ 39.90

602 LOUDSPEAKERS The 602 marks Armstrong's
entry into the loudspeaker field and its performance more than justifies the manufacturer's high
reputation. It looks good - and with a power
handling capacity of up to 100 watts it sounds
even better. When leading Hi Fi authority. Angus
McKenzie, heard a pair of 602's he said. " These
speakers are very musical. Ican relax and just
listen to the music - not many Ican do that
with . . they're remarkably good on pop as
well ... This will certainly be a recommended
speaker - congratulations to . Armstrong for
their entry into the market with a model that does
them credit". Need we say more?

SPECIFICATION
Frequency Response: 55Hz - 20kHz ± 2dB
Sensitivity: 21 watts for 96dB SPL at 1
metre
Maximum Power: 100 watts: programme
•
without clipping
Amplifier Requirements: 25W 7 100W
8 ohms
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms
System Resonance: 48Hz
Dividing Frequencies: 2.3kHz and 7.5kHz
Dimensions: ( mm) 600 high x 270 wide x
284 deep
Internal Volume: 28 litres

602 LOUDSPEAKERS Rec Ret Price £199.88 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £159.90 inc.VAT
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SPECIFICATION
Stereo Amplifier Section:
Power Output: 40 watts both channels driven
Frequency Response: 20Hz - 25kHz ± 1dB
Harmonic Distortion: All power levels up to
full rated output 1kHz less than 0.08%
Hum and Noise: Unweighted, all inputs better
than -65dB
Crosstalk at 1kHz: -45dB
Damping Factor into 8 ohms: Better than 50
FM Tuner Section:
Coverage: 87.5 - 108mHz
Sensitivity: 30dB S/N 75 ohms 75kHz
deviation: 1uV
Frequency Response: -3dB: 30Hz - 14kHz
Signal/Noise Ratio: 100 micro V 75kHz 1kHz
65dB
Selectivity Alternate Channel IHF 56dB
Stereo Separation: 1kHz typically 40dB
AM Tuner Section:
Coverage Continuous: LW & MW
145 - 1625kHz
Sensitivity: Ferrite Aerial IHF 250uV/metre
External Aerial IHF 25uV
Selectivity: 60dB
Spurious Rejection: 70dB
Image Rejection: 70dB
I.F. Rejection: 70dB
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audio-technica,
STYLUS HOLDER AND STOPPER

The Cartridge
of the future —
here today!
S

TENSION ADJUSTING SCREW OF
MOVING UNIT
SUSPENSION STRING
DOUBLE- LAYERED DAMPER
DUAL MAGNET TRANSDUCER
SUPER-PERMALLOY POLE PIECE
TAPERED CANTILEVER
STYLUS FLIP GUARD
SPECIALLY GROUND DIAMOND TIP

Dual Magnet System

The Shibata Stylus

The most important technical advance in Audio-Technica

discrete 4 channel
playback also gives excellent results with conventional stereo
records. It further increases the vertical groove contact, thus
extending high frequency tracing ability at optimum stylus
pressure. On the'14S and 15S the Shibata tip is mounted
directly to the stylus tube without the conventional metal
gasket. The " nude" mounting further lowers tip mass for even
better tracking and extended high frequency response.
This stylus newly developed for CD4

cartridges is the unique dual magnet construction. Each
channel has its own independent magnet, coils and pole
pieces, oriented for optimum performance from its side of
the stereo groove. Consequently, each groove wall effectively
moves only its own magnet, the magnet for the other groove
wall remaining relatively stationary, resulting in finer stereo
separation.

AT-11E

This dual magnet cartridge has a low mass, high rigidity cylindrical
cross-section stylus tube, and comes complete with an elliptical
stylus This faithfully traces the actual groove modulations of the
record and gives fine reproduction.
(Replacement stylus: ATS.11E)

Rec. Ret. Price £ 10.62 inc. VAT.

AT-13Ea

The minimum mass concept is taken a stage further by the use of a
smaller diameter stylus tube A nude mounted elliptical stylus
lowers the tip mass with a consequent improvement in tracking and
frequency response
(Replacement stylus, ATN-13)

Rec. Ret. Price £ 19.63 inc. VAT.

AT- 14S

Dual magnet cartridge which fills all the requirements for wide range
reproduction of discrete 4- channel records. Precision moving
system with tapered cantilever. " nude" mounted Shibata stylus
ensures better tracking and excellent high frequency response of
over 45kHz.
(Replacement Stylus ATS-14)

Rec. Ret. Price £ 39.08 inc. VAT.

AT-15S

The embodiment of Audio-Technica's technical expertise and
enthusiasm, this deluxe cartridge features die revolutionary dual
magnet transducer system with tapered cantilever, nude" mounted
Shibata stylus and die cast body. Ensures excellent results for all
stereo uses and CD4.
(Replacement stylus, AIS -15)

Rec. Ret. Price £ 57.27 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £7.90
inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 13.90
inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE f25.50
inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE f36.90
inc. VAT.

Specifications

AT- 11E

AT-13Esi

AT- 14S

AT- 15S

Tracking Force ( grams)

2 to 3

1 to 2

1 to 2

1 to 2

Frequency Response ( Hz)

15-25.000

1C-30,000

5.-45,000

5-45.000

Shibata Nude

Shibata Nude

Stylus Tip ( mils)

4 • 7 elliptical

2 • 7 Nude elliptical

Stylus Tube

cylindrical

small dia, cylindrical

tapered

tapered

Output at 5 cm/sec ( mV)

4.8

35

2.7

27
33

Channel Separation ( at 1kHz)

20

25

32

2.0

20

1.5

15

Vertical Tracking Angle

20

20

20'

20'

Stylus Guard

Shp- On

Flip- Guard

Flop- Guard

Flip- Guard

Stylus Assembly Colour

Green

Orange

Burgundy

Black

Channel

Balance (dB)
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Celestion
You'll like what you see . . . the sort of quality
engineering that comes from half a century of
specialisation in the science of electroacoustics.
Soft- domed tweeter, long throw bass unit,
sensitive mid-range speaker in the larger
enclosures — linked by a crossover network
that ensures smooth and pleasant frequency
response throughout the entire audio spectrum.
The cabinet is superbly finished in teak or
walnut, tremendously strong to eliminate
vibration, and packed with cellular foam
acoustic damping to absorb unwanted energy.
And, of course, you can be sure that each
component and each assembly stage has been
tested and quality controlled to the stringent
Celestion standards. This is the inside story . . .
now hear aDitton. At aComet price that makes
very pleasant listening indeed.

Take a
look
into a
Celestion
Loudspeaker.
DITTON 22

DITTON 11

Here's a compactly-proportioned loudspeaker that will fit discreetly into your
listening room — yet handle amaximum
rated power of 80 watts programme
without clipping. Celestion have designed for high performance, low
distortion, which makes the Ditton 22
avery sound buy indeed.
Specifications

Small in size, big in performance — this.
is the Ditton 11. Celestion have
produced a bookshelf speaker that is
capable of true Hi -Fi reproduction, a
unit with an excellent dynamic characteristic and the ability to handle high
power levels when required to do so.
Specifications
Finish: Teak. Nett Weight: 13 lb - 5.9 kg.
Frequency Response: 90 Hz - 25 kHz ± 3dB.
Power Handling: 25 W Peak Music Power.
Sensitivity : 90 dB at 1metre for 6V input.
Impedance: 4-8 ohm amplifier matching.
Units & Diam: ( 1) 1" HF ( 1) 6" LF. Crossover:
Dividing frequency 2.5 kHz. Dimensions:
14"
r - 10". ( 355mm 204mm x 254mm).

Finish: Teak. Nett Weight : 30 lbs. 13.5 kg.
Frequency Response:
Overall: 30 Hz - 28 kHz
Specific : 90 Hz - 22 kHz ± 2dB
- 2dB
50 Hz - 25 kHz — 10 dB
Power Rating: ( 1) Maximum Rated Power 80 watts programme ( without clipping).
Sensitivity: 5.5 watts pink noise input produces
90 dB SPL at one metre in anechoic conditions.
Impedance: To match 4 - 8ohm amplifiers.
Amplifier requirements: 10 - 80 watts RMS.
Internal Volume: 31 litres. Dimensions:
20"
13"
10.6" ( 51cm x 33cm x 27 cm).

Rec. Ret. Price £88.75 inc. VAT.
COMET Price £67.90 inc. VAT.

Rec. Ret. Price £203-50 inc. VAT.
COMET Price £ 134.90 inc. VAT.
DITTON 33
Designed and developed in response ti)
numerous requests from the public and
trade both at home and abroad, the
Ditton 33 is large enough to optimise
the performance of high quality/
medium power amplifiers or receivers —
yet not too large to dominate your home.
Specifications
Finish: Teak. Nett Weight: 34 lb - 15.3 kg.
Frequency Response: 40 Hz - 25 kHz.
Power Handling: 40W Peak Music Power.
Sensitivity : 96 dB at 1metre for 10V input.
Impedance: 4 - 8ohm amplifier matching.
Units& Diam: ( 1) 1" HF ( 1) 5" MF ( 1) 10" LF.
Crossover: Dividing frequencies: 500 Hz and
2.5 kHz. Dimensions: 24" x 14" x 101"
(610mm x 355mm .› 267mm).

Rec. Ret. Price £233.27 inc. VAT.
COMET Price £ 179.90 inc. VAT.

The choice of people who know.
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DITTON 15 XR
With the Ditton 15, Celestion pioneered abookshelf speaker that has
been abest-seller for the past 10 years. And now, with the development
of the 15 XR, a unit that has an even smoother and considerably
extended frequency response, Celestion have brought you a sound
quality that would normally be expected from much larger, more
expensive systems.
Specifications
Dimensions: 22" x 91" x 91" ( 56cm x 25cm x 24cm). Internal Volume: 23 litres.
Nett Weight: 18 lbs. 8.2 kg. Impedance: 8ohms Amplifier requirements: 10 - 60
watts RMS. Frequency response: Overall: 30 Hz - 28 kHz.
Specific: 60 Hz - 20 kHz ± 4dB
+ 4 dB
45 Hz - 26 kHz — 10 dB
System Resonance: 35 Hz. Crossover Frequencies: 2.4 kHz. Power Ratings: ( 1)
Maximum rated power - 60 watts programme (without clipping). Sensitivity: 5.1
watts pink noise input produces 90 dB SPL at one metre in anechoic conditions.
Finishes: Teak.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 146.7 inc. VAT.
COMET Price £97.50 inc. VAT.
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Sweet Music
from Marantz...
We've put together avery neat package - aMarantzbased Hi -Fi system selected from separates that fit
together beautifully, both in looks and performance.
You'll be astounded by the performance, and even
more astounded by the price! When Comet and Marantz
get together the result is very sweet music indeed.

6100 Belt Drive Turntable. Convenience,
performance and economy' is how Marantz describe
this turntable. Manual viscous damped cueing with
auto- arm return gives you the convenience, the ' S'
shaped tone arm and the AC synchronous motor
provide the performance and Comet provide the
economy price!
Rec. Ret. Price £ 106.50 inc. VAT

Ii.
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Rec. Ret. Price £19.63 inc. VAT
......

COMET PRICE f49.90 inc. VAT

Audio Technica AT 13E Cartridge dual magnet
with nude' mounted eliptical stylus lowers tip mass and
thus improves tracking and frequency response
(10Hz to 30k Hz) and gives finer stereo separation.

„

COMET PRICE £13.90 inc. VAT

2215B FM/ MW Receiver 15 watts RMS per channel
into 8ohms, from 20-20,000Hz at no more than
0.8% T.H.D., Centre Tune FM meter for precise tuning,
interstation muting, high filter. Gyro touch tuning
facilities for 2 pairs of speakers, this most popular of the
Marantz Receivers forms the heart of the System.
Rec. Ret Price 11700 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE 039.90 inc. VAT

Superscope C0310 Cassette Deck. To capture your
favourite music we've included the CD310 Dolby noise
reduction cassette deck — afront loader with bias and
equaliser switches for standard. Cr02 and FeCr tapes,
locking pause control. twin V.U. meters, super- hard
permalloy head, peak limiter. 3- digit tape counter and
jacks forstereo mics and headphones.
Rec Ret Pnce 1136.00 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 9.90 inc. VAT

PR25 Loudspeakers, finally we've
chosen apair 04 Solavox PR25
bookshelf speakers to complete your
system. The compact cabinet houses a
200mm bass unit, and a50mm treble
unit which supplies the uppee mid range and treble frequencies. Power
handling is 25 watts DIN and the high
level of sensitivity enables even the
smaller, more modest amplifiers to
achieve realistic sound levels in the
average living room.
Rec. Ret. Price £61.79 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £41.90 inc. VAT

Complete System
Rec. Ret. Price £493.92 inc. VAT

Complete system £ 275.50

nc VAT
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Miffle PIONEER®

Pioneer SX1250
one ofour big boys.

SX-1250 AM/FM RECEIVER
Turn up the power on the mighty SX-1250, and this Pioneer receiver delivers a
mammoth 160 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms. This HiFi muscle certainty makes
it one of our big boys, yet the incomparable FM performance and sensitivity prove that
this is a very gentle giant indeed. Pioneer have combined distinguished good looks with
robust design . . . incorporated the latest electronics circuitry to assure a constant, stable
and high quality sound reproduction. The FM front end with 3 dual gate MOS FET
and 5-gang variable capacitor gives high performance as well as high sensitivity and
selectivity Multiplex stereo. There's a low distortion equaliser, tape duplication switch,
protection circuit, Phase Lock Loop circuit, FM muting, audible multipath switch, plus
a host of user-orientated features to make this a very versatile performer indeed. Buy
this masterpiece of stereo efficiency at Comet — at a very competitive price.
SPECIFICATIONS
POWER AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output is 160 watts per channel, min..
RMS at 8 ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion: No more than 0.1%.
Frequency Response: 5 Hertz to 100,000 Hertz i0dB, —1dB.
Input Sensitivity/Impedance: 1V/50 Kohms
(POWERAMP. IN).
Damping Factor: 30 ( 20 Hertz to 20,000 Hertz, 8 ohms).
Hum amd Noise: 100dB ( IHF, short-circuited A network).
PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
Input Sensitivity/Impedance—PHONO t 2.5mV/50 Kohms
PHONO 2: 2.5mV/50 Kohms. MIC: 6.5mV/50 Kohms.
AUX: 150mV/50 Kohms. TAPE PLAY 1: 150mV/50 Kohms.
TAPE PLAY 2: 150mV/50 Kohms. TAPE PLAY 2:
IN
connector): 150mV/50 Kohms.
Output Level/Impedance: TAPE REC 1: 150mV. TAPE ABC 2
150mV. TAPE,REC 2 ( DIN connector) 30mVt80 Kohms.
PRE OUT: 1V/1 Kohm.
Total Harmonic Distohion: No more than 0.02% ( 20Hz to

20,000Hz, 1V output).
Tone Control BASS: ± 10dB ( 100Hz) main control ± 5dB
(50Hz) sub control TREBLE: ± 10dB ( 10KHz) main control
t5dal ( 20KHz) sub control Filter: LOW: 30Hz ( 12dBioct.)
HIGH: 8KHz ( 12dB/oct.).
FM TUNER SECTION
Usable Sensitivity: Mono: 8.7dBf ( 3.0uV/300 ohms),
Stereo 14.5dBf ( 5.8uV/300 ohms) Usable Sensitivity ( IHF '58):
1.5 uV.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( at 65dBf): Stereo 74dB ( Max. 75dB).
Frequency Response: 30Hz to 15,000Hz -F0.3dB, — 1.0dB.
Capture Ratio: 1.0dB.
Stereo Separation: 50dB ( 1KHz), 35dB ( 30Hz to 15 KHz).
AM TUNER SECTION
-Sensitivity: 300uV/m ( IHF, ferrite antenna), 15 ,
JV ( IHF, ext.
antenna).
Selectivity: 40dB.
Signal-to- Noise Ratio: 55dB.
Dimens ons: 556(W) X 186.5 ( H) X 464.5(D) num.

Rec. Ret. Price £692.45 inc.VAT

COMET PRICE £359.90 inc.VAT
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PIONEER®

SX-450 Stereo Receiver
With an output of 15 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms, the budget- priced SX-450 brings high
quality, low- distortion sound into the average- sized listening room The FM/AM section includes a
PLL multiplex IC for wide and stable stereo separation. and there's a low- noise FET coupled with a
frequency- linear 3- gang variable capacitor to increase FM sensitivity Other features include a5- stage
limiter to eliminate AM noise, phono equaliser, and CR type tone control section.
SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section— Continuous Power Output
is 15 watts per channel. min RMS at 8 ohms.
Total Harmonic Distortion ( 20 to 20.000
Hertz. from AUX) No more than 05%
(continuous rated power output) No more
than 01% ( 1 watt per channel power output,
8 ohms)
Input ( Sensitivity.Impedance)
PHONO 2 5mV/50 Kohms
MIC 7 5mV/50
Kohms
AUX 150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE
PLAY 150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY
(DIN connector) 150mV/50 ( ohms
Frequency Response PHONO (RIAA
Equalization) 30 to 15.000Hz, . 0 5dB. - 1dB
AUX. TAPE PLAY 20 to 60.000Hz, v1dB
Hum Et Noise ( IHF. short-circuited A

network, rated power) PHONO - 70dB
TUNER. AUX. TAPE PLAY 90dB
FM Tuner Section — Usable
Sensitivity. Mono. 11 2d8f ( 2OuV)
Stereo. 20 OdBf ( 5 5uV)
Frequency
Response 30 to 15.000Hz + 0.2dB, - 2.0dB
Capture Ratio 1.0dB
Alternate Channel
Selectivity: 60dB
Image Response Rayo:
65dB
IF Response Ratio. 85d8
Stereo
Separation: 40dB ( 1kHz). 30dB ( 30 to
15,000Hz)
AM Tuner Section— Sensitivity, 300uV/m
(IHF, ferrite antenna), 15uV ( IHF. ext.
antenna)
Selectivity . 35d8
Signal- toNoise Ratio . 50d8
Dimensions. 448(W) x
141(H ) 307(D)mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 126.90 inc. VAT.
COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT.

SX-550 Stereo Receiver
Outstanding circuit design contributes to the superb tonal quality of the SX• 550, which delivers 20
watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms. LSI printed circuits cut the loss of vital high frequency signals to
practically zero The impressive specification also includes phono equaliser. CR type tone control
circuitry. versatile 2- deck tape monitor/dubbing facility. FET and IC equipped FM/AM section ( with
PLL IC stereo demodulator), and ahost of other advanced features.
SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section— Continuous Power Output
is 20 watts per channel, min RMS at 8 ohms
Total Harmonic Distortion 120 to 20.000
Hertz, from AUX) No more than 03%
(continuous rated power output) No more
than 0 07% ( 10 watts per channel power
output. 8 ohms) No more than 0 07% ( 1
watt per channel power output. 8 ohms)
Input ( Sensitivdyilmpedance) PHONO MIC. 75mV/50 Kohms
2 5mV/50 Kohms
AUX 150mV, 50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 1:
150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 2:
150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 2 ( DIN
connector) 150mV 50 Kohms
Frequency

Response PHONO ( RIAA Equalization) 30
to 15,000Hz. i0 3dB
AUX, TAPE PLAY:
10 to 60,000Hz. + 0.5dB, - 1OdB
FM Tuner Section - Usable Sensitivity Mono:
11 2d8f ( 2 OuV) Stereo. 20 OdBf ( 5 5uV)
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( at 65dBf( Mono .
70d8. Stereo: 65dB Frequency Response. 30
to 15.000Hz + 0 2dB. - 2Od8 Capture Ratio:
1OdB
Stereo Separation 40d8 ( 1kHz).
30d8 ( 30 to 15.000Hz)
AM Tuner Section— Sensitivity 300uV, m
(IHF, ferrite antenna). 150V ( INF, est.
antenna)
Selectivity 35dB
Signal- toNoise Ratio 50c18
Dimensions 448(W,
141 ( H ) . 307( D ) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 174.27 inc. VAT.
COMET PRICE £134.94 inc. VAT.

SX-650 Stereo Receiver
Delivering a substantial 35 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms. the SX-650 has power and to spare
for the Hi Fi enthusiast. For a competitive price you get click- stop tone controls with centre- defeat
positions, high filter, tape•to-tape dubbing and much more. But the real value of this superb receiver
lies in a specification that cuts out unnecessary frills, and concentrates on reliability and sheer quality
of performance This is the SX-650 — a very sound example of Pioneer sound engineering,
SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section— Continuous Power Output
50.000Hz, vOdB, - 1dB
Hum Et Noise ( IHF,
is 35 watts per channel. min RMS at 8 ohms
short-circuited A network, rated power)
Total Harmonic Distortion -( 20 to 20.000
PHONO: 70d8
AUX, TAPE PLAY. 90dB
Hertz. from AUX) No more than 03%
FM Tuner Section— Usable Sensitivity:
(continuous power output) No more than
Mono. 10 7dBf ( 1.9uV). Stereo 18.2dBf
0 05% 118 watts per channel power output.
(
4.9uV)
Signal- to• Noise Ratio ( at 65dBf):
8 ohms) No more than 0.05% ( 1 watt per
Mono 70dB, Stereo- 65dB
Frequency
channel power output. 8 ohms)
Input
Response . 30 to 15.000Hz + 0 2dB, - 2.0d8
(Sensitivity/Impedance) PHONO: 2.5mV/50
Capture Ratio: 1.0dB
Alternate Channel
Kohms
MIC: 7mV/50 Kohms
AUX:
Selectivity: 60d13
Stereo Separation, 40d8
150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 1: 150mV/ ( 1kHz), 30dB ( 30 to 15.000Hz)
50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 2: 150mV/50
AM Tuner Section — Sensitivity: 300uVim
Kohms
TAPE PLAY 2 ( DIN connector): ( INF. ferrite antenna). 15uV ( IHF, ext.
150mV/50 Kohms
Frequency Response
antenna)
Selectivity: 35dB
Signal- to PHONO ( RIAA Equalization): 30 to
Noise Ratio: 50dB
Dimensions: 480(W) •
15,000Hz, x0 3dB
AUX. TAPE PLAY: 10 to
149(H) . 371 ( D)mm

Rec. Ret. Price £242.89 inc. VAT.
COMET PRICE £ 189.94 inc. VAT.

SX-750 Stereo Receiver
Apart from delivering abig 50 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms. the SX-750 delivers an astonishing
amount of state•of•the-art perfection for a practical price. Its pre- amplifier, power amplifier and tuner
sections give first•rate performance specifications that are equal in many respects to separate components The dual gate MOS FET-equipped FM front end gives high sensitivity and selectivity, and the
IF section incorporates ICs for high signal-to-noise ratio and low distortion. A big value unit from
Pioneer with a very big performance.
SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section— Continuous Power Output
is 50 watts per channel. min. RMS at 8 ohms
Total Harmonic Distortion: ( 20 to 20,000
Hertz. from AUX) No more than 0.1%
(continuous rated power output) No more
than 0 05% (25 watts per channel power
output. 8 ohms) No more than 0.05% ( 1
watt per channel power output. 8 ohms)
Input ( Sensitivity/Impedance) PHONO:
2 5mV/50 Kohms
MIC: 5mV/50 Kohms
AUX: 150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 1,
150mV/50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 2 150mV/
50 Kohms
TAPE PLAY 2 ( DIN connector):
150mV/50 Kohms
Frequency Response
PHONO ( RIAA Equalization): 30 to
15,000Hz. JO 2dB
AUX, TAPE PLAY: 10 to
50.000Hz, + 10dB - 1dB
Hum Et Noise

(UHF. short-circuited A network, rated power)
PHONO: 70d8
AUX. TAPE PLAY: 90d8
FM Tuner Section— Usable Sensitivity:
Mono: 10.7dBf ( 1.9uV)
Stereo: 19.0d81
(4.9uV)
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( at 65dBf):
Mono: 72dB, Stereo: 67dB
Frequency.
Response: 30 to 15.000Hz + 0.2d8. - 2.0dB
Capture Ratio: 1.0d8
Alternate Channel
Selectivity: 80dB
Image Response Ratio:
80dB
IF Response Ratio: 100d8
Stereo
Separation: 40d8 ( 1kHz). 30dB ( 30 to 15
kHz)
AM Tuner Section— Sensitivity: 300uV/m
(IHF, ferrite antenna), 15uV ( IHF, ext.
antenna)
Selectivity: 35d8
Signal- to.
Noise Ratio. 50d8
Dimensions: 480(W)
149(H) > 371(0)mm

Rec. Ret. Price £319.26 inc. VAT.
COMET PRICE £249.94 inc. VAT.
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SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
(DIN): 60-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-40 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.6 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass, 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequency:
2.000 Hz
Effective Internal
Volume: 18 litres

Frequency Range
(DIN): 50-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-50 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.5 Watts
Drive Units: 200mm
Bass, 85mm Mid- range,
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 20 litres.
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit.

RB 18

Rii 35

inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £69.90

inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-60 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
5.4 Watts
Drive Units: 260mm
Bass. 85mm Mid- range.
26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies: •
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 35 litres
includes 0.4 litres for
mid- range unit

Frequency Range
(DIN): 40-20,000 Hz
Recommended
Amplifier Impedance:
4 or 8 ohms
Recommended
Amplifier Music Power:
10-75 Watts
Sensitivity ( DIN):
4.5 Watts
Drive Units: 300mm
Bass, 130mm Midrange. 26mm dome HF
Crossover Frequencies:
1and 6 kHz
Effective Internal
Volume: 85 litres.
includes 3.5 litres for
mid- range unit
Dimensions: 700 x 380
x 310mm ( 27 1/
2 x 15
x 12% ins.)

The RB35 still only measures
approx. 24 ins. x 12 ins., but can
handle up to 60 watts undistorted
music power! Sharing the same
mid- range and HF units as the
RB20, the RB35 incorporates 260mm
bass unit for extended low frequency response and greater power
handling.

COMET PRICE £ 94.90 inc. VAT
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RI; 20
A 3 speaker design utilising
200mm longthrow bass unit, 26mm
dome HF unit, plus an 85mm midrange unit in
its own sealed
enclosure,
linked
by
a seven
element crossover network, giving
the RB20 big power handling capability — up to 50 watts music
power.

A 2- way speaker system with
200mm longthrow bass unit with
foam surround and 26mm dome HF
unit linked by a five element crossover network to give this compact
speaker clean, undistorted sound.

COMET PRICE £ 55.90

Goodmans

RI3 65
Big brother of the range, the
RB65 is a three-way system with
dome HF radiator, 5inch cone midrange unit in its own enclosure, and
12 inch bass driver — and can
handle up to 75 watts undistorted
music power.

COMET PRICE £ 124.90 inc. VAT
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Affirjr PIONEER®

Pk 514

Pt 516

Belt-driven by asynchronous motor, the budget-priced PL-514
incorporates an end-of-play/arm- lift/return mechanism — a
convenience usually found on much more expensive automatics.
Power- off on return is automatic too . . . and the quick start facility is
synchronised with motor switching so that moving the S-shaped
tonearm towards the record on the platter automatically starts rotation.
•With anti-skating, oil-damped cueing and free- hinged acrylic cover, this
new Pioneer turntable is an automatic choice at this value- for- money
Comet price.

Auto-return/quick-start convenience, reliable mechanism and superb
styling, these are some of the outstanding features of the competitively,
priced PL-516. This belt-driven turntable is low on wow and flutter and
high in signal-to-noise ratio — thanks to a high-torque FG ( Frequency
Generator) servomotor which assures quiet, always- constant-speed
platter rotation. With S-shaped tonearm, anti-skating, oil-damped
cueing and an easy-view strobe for high precision speed control, the
PL-516 is an outstanding example of Pioneer's Hi Fi technology.

SPECIFICATIONS
MOTOR AND TURNTABLE
Drive System: Belt-drive System
Motor: 4- pole synchronous motor
Speeds: 33 ,, ,and 45 rpm
Wow and Flutter: No more than
0.055% ( WRMS)
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: More than
65dB ( DIN B)

SPECIFICATIONS
MOTOR AND TURNTABLE
Drive System: Belt-drive System
Motor: FG Servo DC motor
Speeds: 33V, and 45 rpm
Speed Control Range: Within ± 2%
Wow and Flutter: No more than
0.045% (WRMS)
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: More than
68dB ( DIN B)

TONE ARM
Type: Static- balanced S-shaped
pipe arm
Dimensions: 17 ,8(W) X 51
2 (H) X .
/
14 3, .(D) inches
440(W) X 140(H) X 365(D) mm
Weight: 16 lb 8oz/7.5 kg

REC. RET PRICE £83-08 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

TONE ARM
Type: Static- balanced S-shaped
pipe arm
Dimensions: 17 3/.(W) X 51
2 (H) X
/
14'.(D) inches
440(W) X 140(H) X 365(D) mm
Weight: 16 lb 8 oz/7.5 kg

REC. RET. PRICE £ 112.50 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £82.90 inc. VAT

PL 518
With the direct- driven PL-518 Pioneer
have come even closer to musical
perfection by reducing the amount of
platter speed deviation to almost
unmeasurable fractions. The price is perfect
too, much less than many turntables
incorporating this kind of accuracy. The
direct-drive system has abuilt-in DC
•servo, and the platter ( rubber mat
included) reaches its regulated
speed in less than half a rotation.
there's auto-return/quick-start,
strobe speed control, S-shaped
tonearm, anti-skating and
oil-damped cueing. Here's
an automatic you'll be proud
to possess. .. at a price
you can afford to pay.
REC. RET. PRICE £ 140-19 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATIONS
MOTOR AND TURNTABLE
Drive System: Direct-drive System
Motor: DC servo motor
Speeds: 33 1
/
3 and 45 rpm
Speed Control Range: Within ± 2%
Wow and Flutter: No more than
0.03% (WRMS)
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: More than
73dB ( DIN B)
TONE ARM
Type: Static- balanced S-shaped
pipe arm
Dimensions: 17 3/
8(W) X 5%(H) X
14 3/
8(D) inches
440(W) X 145(H) X 365(D) mm
Weight: 20 lb 15 oz/9.5 kg

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT
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strathearn

Strathearn.
raising the standards
of British high fidelity.

STM 4

complete with
`castellated' platter mat

At Iasi, adirect-drive turntable you can
afford — aprecision-engineered product that comes
to you at an incredibly low price! With the STM4,
Strathearn have achieved standards of accuracy matching
turntables that would normally cost much, much more.
Superbly styled, this all-British unit incorporates all the basics
of good HiFi . . . an electronic servo-controlled direct-drive
motor, short straight low-mass pivoted tonearm, built-in
anti-skating and viscous-damped cueing. As aworthy
complement for this super turntable an Ortofon FF15E magnetic
cartridge is fitted ("Best Buy" in HiFi Choice Turntables and
Cartridges). See the handsome, elegant STM4 at Comet today.
It offers very sound proof that Strathearn have succeeded in
raising the standards of British high fidelity without raising
the price.

SPECIFICATION
Motor. Type: Electronic servo- controlled direct drive. Wow and Flutter:
0.08% weighted RMS. Rumble: Better than —55dB. Speeds: 33 1
/
3and 45 rpm.
Pickup arm. Type: Low mass pivoted arm. Stylus pressure: 1 — 3.5 gm.
Acceptable cartridge weight range: 3.5 gm — 10 gm. Bias: Adjustable for
spherical and elliptical styli.
Cartridge: Supplied with Ortofon FF15E magnetic.

COMET PRICE £49-90 inc.VAT
162
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RA- 214 Stereo Amplifier
With the compact RA- 214, Rotel have
kept it simple . . . concentrating on the
essential user basics of high quality
performance and ease of operation. The
result is a value- for- money amp with an
output of 20 Watts per channel RMS that
will fill the average- sized listening room
with
superb,
low- distortion
sound.
Features
include
Darlington directcoupled OCL complementary circuitry. NF
equaliser amplifier, bass and treble
controls using NF type circuitry, two
speaker switches, loudness switch, tape
monitor switch and a full complement of
inputs and outputs at the rear. The
RA- 214 is all amp . . . with not an
unnecessary gadget anywhere!

0111711BL.
111.11.•.••••••.•••
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SPECIFICATIONS
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output: 20 watts per channel. min RMS
at 8 ohms
Total Harmonic Distortion ( 20 to 20.000 Hz. from AUX) No
more than 0 5% ( continuous railed power output).

Input ( Sensitivity/Impedance) Phono ( MAGI 2 5,71V 45
kohms. Phono (
CERAMIC) 150mV/240 kohms. ALX
150mV/35 kohms. TAPE 150mV/ 35 kohms. DIN 150,11V/
35 kohms

Rec

COMET PRICE £ 59.90 inc. VAT

Ret

Price £ 83.95

inc

VAT

RX-203 Stereo Receiver

POWER AMPLIFIER SECTION
Continuous Power Output 20 watts per channel. min RMS
both channels driven at 8 ohms
Total Harmonic Distortion: No more than 0.5%.
PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
Input Sensitivity Impedance Phono ( MAG) 2 5mV 45
kohms; Phono ( CERAMIC) 120mV/240 kohms. AUX
150mV/35 kohms. Tape In 150mV/ 35 kohms; Tape In ( DIN
connector) 150mV/35 kohms.
Frequency Response Phono 30 Hz to 15.000 Hz
1dB
(RIAA Equalization). Aria, Tape In 5 Hz to 70,000 He • 0 dB,
3 dB.

FM TUNER SECTION
Usable Sen sit laity Stereo 20 dB ( 55 uV/300 ohms) Usable
Sensitivity ( IHF 58): 2 0 uV
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( at 65 dBf) Stereo 65 dB.
Frequency Response 30 Hz to 15.000 Hz + 0.2 dB, — 1.0dB.
Capture Ratio: 20 dB
Alternate Channel Selectivity. 50 dB.
Stereo Separation 40 dB ( 1 ) Hz). 30 dB ( 30 Hz to 15 kHz).
AM TUNER SECTION
Sensitivity 250 uV. m ( IHF, . errite antenna). 12.5 uV ( IHF,
ext. antenna).
Selectivity 25 dB
Signal- to- Noise Raub: 50 dB
Dunenslons ( Overd11) 400M) 125IH • 252(D) mm

Rec.

COMET PRICE f94.90 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION

Ret.

Price £ 125.92 inc. VAT

Here's an AM/FM stereo receiver with
the superb performance and distinctive
styling that have long been the hallmark
of Rotel. Delivering a low- distortion 20
watts per channel RMS, the amp section
incorporates Darlington and NF equalisation, and provides connection for both
magnetic and ceramic cartridges. The
FET-equipped FM front end ensures high
signal-to-noise ration and crystal-clear '
sound and the Phase Lock Loop MPX
section gives excellent stereo separation.
Other features include tape- monitoring,
mode and loudness switches, signal
strength meter and easy- to- see linear
diai
scale for
precise
tunirs. An
outstanding unit . . and outstanding
value for money!

RT-226 Stereo Tuner
User- orientated throughout, with no
superfluous
design
or
decoration
features, the RT-226 AM/FM stereo
tuner is a natural partner for the RA- 214
amp. Rotel's simple, functional, nononsense approach gives you superb
AM/FM sound, wide FM separation and
extra high sensitivity. There's a FETequipped FM front end, Phase Lock Loop
MPX section, wide- view linear dial scale
and a big look tuning meter plus 3position function control and stereo
indicator. You get what you pay for with
the Rotel RT-226 . . . a thoroughbred
stereo tuner without frills and . with a
performance that makes it one of the
soundest Hi Fi buys around.

•
SPECIF CATION
FM TUNER SECTION
Frequency Range 88 MHz- 108 MHz
Usable Sensitivity: Stereo 20 dB) 155 uV).
50 dB Quieting Sensitivity: Stereo 39 dB) ( 48 uV).
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( at 65 dBf): Stereo 65 dB
Distortion ( at 65 clan 100 Hl. Stereo 0 3%; 1 kHz. Mono
0 15%. Stereo 0 20%; 6 kHr. Mono 0 25%. Stereo 0 35%
Frequency Response 30 to 15.000 Hl. t" 0.2 dB. — 2.0 dB.
Capture Ration ( at 12 dB)) 2 dB.
Stereo Separation. 40 dB
kHz). 30 dB ( 30 to 15.000 Hz)

Rec.

Ret.

Price £ 83.95

inc. VAT

AM TUNER SECTION
Frequency Range: 535 kHz- 1.605 kHz
Sensitivity 250 uV/m (
IHF, ferrite antenna): 12 uV(IHF, ext.
antenna).
Selectivity 23 dB.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50 dB.
Image Response Ratio: 45 dB
Dimensions ( overall): 400(W): 12511-1 •252(0) mm

•COMET PRICE f59.90 inc. VAT

Good looks, high performance and a realistic price
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KA -3700 AMPLIFIER
The KA 3700 is certainly very sensibly priced — and it's certainly very sensibly
engineered to deliver excellent tonal quality with crisp, clear efficiency at every
audible frequency. With alow- distortion output of 25 watts per channel RMS, its
advanced specification includes direct- coupled low noise phono equaliser to
ensure faithful reproduction, click- stop tone controls and low- boost loudness
control to compensate for listening tastes and environments. See it at Comet ...
its outstanding value for money.
SPECIFICATIONS KA 3700
Performance. Power Output : 25 watts
per channel minimum, RMS at 8 ohms
from 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz with no more
than 0.08% total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.08% at
rated power into 8ohms. Power Bandwidth : 10 Hz to 50 kHz. Input Sensitivity/Impedance: Phono, 2.5 mV/50 k
ohms. Tuner, 150 mV/50 kohms. AUX,
150 mV/50 kohms. Tape 150 mV/50 k

ohms. Signal to Noise Ratio ( I
HF.A) :
Phono, 72 dB for 2.5 mV input. 78 dB
for 5.0 mV input. 84 dB for 10 mV input. Tuner, 100 dB for 150 mV input.
AUX, 100 dB for 150 mV input. Tape,
100 dB for 150 mV input. Frequency
Response: Phono, RIAA standard
curve + 0.4 dB, —0.4 dB. AUX Et Tape,
20 Hz to 20 kHz + 1 dB, — 1 dB.
Dimensions: W 380mm, H 140mm,
D 291 mm.

COMET PRICE £72.50 inc. VAT

KT- 5500 TUNER
Here is an AM/FM tuner which fully reflects Trio's uncompromising attitt.de to
tonal quality and stereo performance. The KT- 5500 receives the weakest of FM
stations very clearly without interference or noise, and an advanced PLI IC
maintains awide stereo separation. Junction FETs give ahigh stability, and 60dB
of selectivity enables you to choose from stations that are crowded together,
without overlap distortion. These and many other advanced features make this
one of the best tuners in its price range.
SPECIFICATIONS KT- 5500
FM TUNER SECTION. Usable Sensitivity : 10.8 dBf ( 1.9 uV). 50 dB Quieting Sensitivity: ( Mono) 17.2 dBf ( 4.0
uV). ( Stereo) 38.3 dBf ( 45 uV). Signal
to Noise Ratio at 65 dBf: ( Mono) 72
dB. ( Stereo) 68 dB. Total Harmonic
Distortion at 65 dBf: ( Mono) 0.15% at
1,000 Hz. ( Stereo) 0.2% at 1.000 Hz.
Frequency Response: 30 to 15.000 Hz

+0.2 dB, —2 dB. Stereo Separation:
45 dB at 1,000 Hz. 35 dB at 50 to
15,000 Hz. FM Frequency Range : 88
MHz to 108 MHz.
AM TUNER SECTION. Usable Sensitivity : 20 uV. Signal to Noise Rato : 50
dB at 1mV input. Total Harmonic Distortion : 0.5%. Dimensions : w 380mm.
H 140mm, D 290mm.

COMET PRICE £ 79.90 inc. VAT.

KA -5700 AMPLIFIER
Ample power and low distortion — this is the Hi- Fi combination that gives the
KA 5700 stereo integrated amplifier its exceptional performance and tonal quality.
Output is 40 watts per channel RMS. and the power stages are engineered to
maintain stability at all levels and achieve clear, smooth sound quality over awide
dynamic range. Power meters which show the exact transient power output,
special protection circuitry, and a host of input and output facilities . . . not
forgetting the Comet discount price . . . make this Trio amplifier a very sound
buy indeed.
SPECIFICATIONS KA -5700
Performance. Power Output : 40 watts.
per channel minimum, RMS at 8 ohms
from 20 Hz to 20.000 Hz with no more
than 0.04% total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion: 0.04% at
rated power into 8 ohms ( 20 Hz- 20
kHz).
Intermodulation
Distortion:
0.02% at rated power into 8 ohms ( 60
Hz : 7 kHz = 4:1). Power Bandwidth:
10 Hz to 40 kHz. Input Sensitivity/
lmpedance: Phono, 2.5mV/50kohms.
Tuner, 150 mV/50 k ohms. AUX, 150

mV/50 kohms. Tape A Er B, 150 mV/
50 k ohms. Signal to Noise Ratio
(IHF.A): Phono, 76 dB for 2.5 mV
input. 82 dB for 5.0 mV input. 88 dB
for 10 mV input. Tuner, 100 dB for 150
mV input. AUX, 100 dB for 150 mV
input. Tape, 100 dB for 150 mV input.
Frequency Response: Phono, RIAA
standard curve + 0.4 dB, —0.4 dB.
AUX Er Tape, 20 Hz to 20 kHz + 1dB,
—1 dB. Dimensions: W 380mm, H
140mm, D 297mm

COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT.
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KD-1033B TURNTABLE
Belt- driven from asynchronous motor, supplied complete with magnet:c cartridge
fitted with diamond stylus, the Trio KD-103313 offers exceptional performance at a
down-to-earth price. The resonance- free tonearm is statically counter balanced,
with viscous- damped cueing, and the special Trio suspension system in the stylish
plinth guards against acoustic feedback and transmitted vibrations. It all adds up
to one of the best value for money turntable buys on the market today.
SPECIFICATIONS KD-1033B
Motor: 4- pole synchronous. Platter:
300mm Die-cast zinc. Speeds: 33 and
45 rpm. Wow and flutter ( WR MS) :
0.06%. Rumble ( Dl N weighted) : — 64

dB Tonearm length: 215mm. Overhang: 9.5mm. Power requirements:
240V AC. Power consumption: 7
watts. Dimensions: W 456mm. H 145.
mm. D 347mm. Weight: 6kg.

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc. VAT.
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All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
SCOTLAND
WARIEHOUSIS
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW

West Monder.. Wynd. Dundee
1Newhaven Road. EdInburglt ERS SOX
West Lodge ROBA. Ellytnewood Trading Eelete. Rentre..
Kolmud Road. Birkenshew Incluebtal Eetate. TannochsIde. uddingeton

Tel. 0382 28101
Tel 031.551 44.
TRI 041 886 5731
Uddingeton 815134

DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
DUMFRIES
DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
KILMARNOCK
KIRKCALDY
PERTH

Constitution Street Aberdeen
66 Gleogow Street. DurnIdee
12/14 Chal,,,.,. Street. Dunfermline
118 Delly Road. Pdool Huy martel. Edinburgh
Howpate.Falkirk
22 eyra. Road, Cileogoer
30 Grange Str.t. Kilmarnock
27/29 FlIgh Street Kdkcaldy
35.39 George Street. Perth

Tel: 0224 29134
Tel .0387 63958
Tel .ONU 35138/7
Tel 031-346 0191/2
Tel 0324 34247
TM 041-334 4661
Tel .0563 20126
Tel ose2 6640516
V.1 0131 36316

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
10.22 Hamilton Street. Birkenhead
GRIMSBY
389 Victoria Street, Grimsby. 0931 1ER
HULL
Reservoir Road. Clough Riss& Hull. HUS TOO
JARROW
56-64 Elldeon Street. Jarrow. 5E32 OUT
LEEDS
78 Annley Road. Leeds L512 2EF
LIVERPOOL
5etIon Works, Field Lane. Litherland. Liverpool
¡MANCHESTER
mmtborough MIII. Pop. , Street FMleworth
NEWCASTLE
Sarine Row ( off Northumberland Street/
Corner of W•11
M . Lane and Oueensway
ROCHDALE
SHEFFIELD
T. Mot 1Loxley Road. Malin Bndge
STOCKPORT
Lower Hillgete. Stoeiport
Portrack Lane. Stocklon. Cleveland
STOCKTON
wharf Min. Prince. Street. Wtgan WN3 4E2
WIGAN
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LUNE
BARNSLEY
BARROW-IN-FURNESS
BIRKENHEAD
BLACKBURN
BOLTON
BRADFORD
BRIDLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CREWE
OARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
DRIFFIEL D
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEV
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESF.EL D
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
YORK
MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
LEICESTER
NORWICH

Tel. 051-647 1989
Tel: 0472 59623
Tel 0482 46441
Tel 0632 892211
Tel 0532 40.1
Tel 051.928 8888
Tel 061.6826016
Tel 0.2 29896
Tel 0706 50606
Tel. 0742 341721
Tel' 061477 2000
Tel 0612 612311
Tel 0942 34741

Clar•nce Arcade, Sternlord Street. Ashton under LOO. •
Peel Strett Barnsley
Raminson Street. Berrow.in-Furnees
220 Nerf Chester Ro., Lower Tranmere. Nr Rock Ferry. Birkenhead
49.51 ° arr.. Street. Blackburn
63-79 Blackburn Road. Bolton
105-107 Menningharn Lena, Bradtord
65 The Promenade. Bridlington
38-40 Manchester Rots& Burnley
40.42 Cecil Street Carlisle
43.45 St Jerne. Street. OR Black Diernond Street
249/251 Edleston Road, Crewe
57 Russell Street, Dadingtort
71 °aisy Hip Dewsbury
17 mer., Place, Doncaster
30/300 Market Place. Dritheld
62/64 P..° Road. Goole
70 Morton Street. Halifax
16 Paniament Street. eiturogme
101 New Road Sicle. Horsforth, Leeds, LS18 400
12 Zetland Street. Fludderabeld
96-104 George Street. Hull
65 Low Street. Keighley
9 George Street. Lancaster
96 Bradahroltate. Lee,
52 Bold Street. Lyerpool. LI 4EA
110 Chester... blacolesbeld
Deansgete House. 274 Deansgate. Manchester
wik Save Centre Pest Tesco Hyper- Markel. Farrhills Road.
Manchester
320.326 Palatine Road. Nor..., Manchester
Gillygate, Pontefract
37 ChurCh Street Preeton
Canklow Road. Rotherbwo
6 9YOrk Place. Scarborough
156 111011 Street Scunthorpe, ON15 6EN
167 Lord Street. Southport
00,6 SOOR C.tre. BOundary ROad, St Helens
4.7 Si Thorn. Street. Sunderland. SRI 1HR

Tel 061-308 4225
Tel 0226 83358
TM 0229 31520/31595
Tel 051.647 4427
Tel 0254 57813
Tel 0204 387153/5
Tel 0274 35353
TM 0262 72050
Tel 0282 35214
Tel 0228 38441/2
Tel 0244 313724
Tel 0270 4328
Tel 0325 57361
Tel 0924 461203
Tel 0302 69520
Tel' 0377 43277
Tel: 0405 3449
Tm 0422 59434
Tel 0423 67312
Tel 0532
Tel' 0484 40261
Tel 0482 20681
Tel 0535 67021
Tel 0524 62904
Tel 0942 670711
Tel. 051.708 7170
Tel. 0625 610030
Tel 061.6141861

seeen

14.16 MerTgete ,
55 Prote:1.11y. York. TOI 1PL

Tel
Tel
Tel.
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

061-775 6666
061-998 1183
0977 704249
0772 21909
0709 61901
0723 75037
0724 69615/6
0704 31813
0744 35118
0763 59993
0924 71499
0904 21654/5

Heeley Road. Seelly Oak. Birmingham. 1329 6E0
TwOli Shoppmg Centre, 1570-1572 Coventry Road. TarCdory
Syston Street. Leicester
Roundtree Way, Norwich, NR7 850

Tm
Tel
Tel
im

021-4/2 618 .
021-106 0684
0533 52236
0603411Np

TC10,91:1 all day Monday

121 Town Street Sandiacre. NOttngharn
Walsall Roof,. Willenhall

Tal' 0602 396116
Tel 0902 60411

WEST BROMWICH
WOLVERHAMPTON
WORCESTER

eargate ShODIand Centre. Burton-on.Trent
119 Wellington Road, Dudley
137/138 King Street Great Vermouth
52 Town Ro.. Henley. Stoke-on-Trent. Sil 2.IP
93-97 Montagu Street, Keller.°
39 Bath Street. LearnongtOn Spa
•
12.14 G.M.... Lincoln
57 Westgate. menslield
London Road/Brook Lena. Newcastle under Lyme
36 Gold Street Northampton
96/100 Ofieen's Road. Nuneaton
OBarker Street. 5111•010trry
8-10 Tan Bank, Wellington Telford
121 High Street West Bromwich
Exchange Street Outeen's Square
Wylds Lane Worcester

Tel 02133 45751/2
Tel 0364 214511
Tel...58628/9
Tel:
264195
Tel: 0538 875191/2
T.I. 0926 39417
Tel 0522 37437/8
Tel. 062335112
Tel. 0782526435
Tel 0604 22151/2
Tel 06112 317023
Tel 0743 67629
Tel 0952 41261/2
Tel: 021.553 1157/8
Te, 0902 21113/4
Tel 0905 356505

LONDON
WARSHOUSES
DAGENHAM
HACKBRIDGE ( Nt Croydon
HAYES 1M iddleaexl
NEASDEN
POTTERS BAR .

Reonharn Hoed South. Dagenham. RM IO 8ST
190 London Rond. HacliMidge. Wellington. Surrey
Solverdele Road. Purnp Lane. Hayes
The Old Book Centre Ettuldwg. North Circuler Ro.. Neasden
Station Close, Dartres Lane, Potters Bar

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
tel

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
BROMLEV
CATFORD
KINGSTON.UPON.THANIES
PUTNEY
TOTTENHAM

284290 Broadway, Bettleyheath
268.2/2 High Street. Bromley
80/82 Rushey Green. Canard
35-37 London Rond, Kingston.upon.Thames
278 Upper Richmond Road. Putney
422 1-110 Road Tollennam

Tel -01-9411881
Tel 01.464 0430
Tel 01-690861112
Tel 01.5498799
Tel 01.785 9691/2
Tel 01.8016777

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

15 Station Street, Brighlon
Chickenhall Lens. ..0.16h. Southampton
Ferry Hintsey ROad. Osney Mead. Onan,
Monarch House 75.81 Caverstuern Road. Reading
MaMstone Road. Rochester
East Street Centre, East Street. Southampton

Tel.
Tel.
Tel
Tel:
Tel'
.
Tel

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON

kfigh Road Venge, Pite« BaS.1001
18/20 St Peter's Street Bedford
210 Old ChostchurCh Road, Bournemouth
72/74 Nevrrnarhet Road. Cambridge
28-30 Tontine Street. Folkestone
94 Woodbrodge Road. Guildford
St Mmgare 1 • Green. Ipswich
52.52A Wellington Street LutOn
84/90 Palmerston Road, Soudure. Portsmouth
33 Catherine Street, Sallebury
817.821 London Road 1Nestclid.on•Sea
14 Oueensway Stevenage
73.75 Crick.. Road. Swindon

.Tel 0268 556299/55634 9
Tel 0214 18625/6
Tel 0202 2933305
Tel' 0223 312218
Tel 0303 5•168/7
Tel' 0483 38003/4
Tel' 0473 215596/7/8/9
Tel 0562 114965/119688
Tel. 0705 24166/7/8
Tel 0722 24562/3
Tel. 0702 715151
Tel: 0138 68645/6
Tel: 0793 41666/7

NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
WILLENHALL
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON.ON.TRENT
DUDLEY
GREAT YARMOUTH
MARLEY
KETTERING
LEAMINGTON SPA
LINCOLN
MANSFIELD
NEWCASTLE UNDER LOUE
NORTHAMPTON
NUNEATON
SHREWSBURY

one

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
Berton Hill Trading Emme, Bristol
NEWPORT
Maesglas Industriel S'Iule. Nerva.. NPT 2XE
PLYMOUTH
119 Mayflower Street, Plymouth

0273 692421/6
0703614722
0865 48232
0734599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

Tel: 0272 55915.
Tel: 063350431
Tel: 0752 29501

smart

DISCOUNT
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TAUNTON
TOROUAV
WREXHAM

01-595 5111
01-669 4321
01.573 le.
01.4598677
0707 43491

Tel: 022564302/3
Tel: 0272 293396/6
.
Tel: 0222506138/9
Tel' 0242 257se
Tel: 0392 76135
Tel:9452 411233
Tel: 0432 50258
Tel: 0792 41081
Tel: 0423 Sel Ion
Tel: 0603 211591/2
Tel 0978 57115

Unit 2. Heu Gardens Rate
IS. Si Thorn. Street Eiristot
558 Cowbredge Road East Cardiff
16-22 St Jerne. Street Cheltenham
Summerlend Street, Exeter
Mortmvey Houes. Stallon Pond. Gloucester
65 St Owen Street Hereford
218 Hel Street, Swan..
45 St James Street. Taunton
ISO HIgher Union Street Torqu.
20.26 Brook Street.Wreshem

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Pace., am as those operatIng in the U.K. le. V.A.T.
but krith • malt Island trenspOrtation charge Included
GUERNSEY
Chanotala .1111.. St Peu Pod. Guernsey
JERSEY
9Commente, Bond... St Heller. 30.0.0

Tel 0461 27141
Tel 0534 72501

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to "COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD"
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
LEEDS 78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 30p; Headphones LI; Pick-up
Arms £ 1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity;
Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.
Securicor Dellvery All in stock items will be delivered by Securicor within
72 hours from receipt of order ( Add £4.001for Securicor delivery). All
goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Comet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to us!
CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £60 can now be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked"Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post
an application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely
without obligation.

Order by Mail or Telephone
Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD.

Buy it with Access

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to
press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds 1_512 2EF.
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance
een.MeM
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 13p per word ( private), minimum £2.60. Box Nos.
45p extra. Trade rates 16p per word, minimum £ 3.00. Copy and remittance for advertisements in SEPTEMBER
issue must reach these offices by 3rd August addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News
& Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
Box No. indicates its locality.
SOX Discrimination Act 11175. No job

advertisement which indicates or can

reasonably be understood as indicating an intention

discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by Inviting applications only from males or only from females) may he accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above date, consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.
The penalty for an offence is a fine up to a maximum of £400 on summary conviction.

Rogers Ravensbourne amp. £55. Shure M55-4 cartridge,
2 styli £ 16. Pickering VIS/AMI cartridga, 2 styli. £ 10.
SME S2 headshell. £2.50. Tel.: 01-590 1591.
H.
Stanton 681. EEE and Shure type III, both cartridges
are new and never used, in makers boxes, guarantee,
recent events forces sale. £ 36 each o.n.o. Tel.: 01-904
4473.
H.
Radford STA-SCA Mk. II, 25 watts valve pre and power
amplifier. Recent professional overhaul, fully up to spec.
£220. Tel.: Bedford (0234) 711874.
H.
Shure V-15 Ill cartridge, perfect condition. £30. Tel.:
Smethwick, West Midlands (021) 558 7231.
H.
Pair twin G.E.C. metal cone loudspeakers in octagonal
periphonic cabinets, good condition. Offers please. Tel.:
Macclesfield 49114 (after 5p.m.).
H.
Sony World Zone FM/SW/MW/LW. 32 band radio
receiver CRF-320, purchased new, May '77. £570. Tel.:
Larbert (Scotland) 2366 (evenings after 7p.m.).
H.

FOR SALE-- private
B & W DM6 Monitor loud speakers. Teak finish, original
model with wood baffle and bass adjustment switch
(reviewed HFN May 76). £250 only. Richard Anthony,
24 Andrews Close, Epsom. Or ring c/o 01 686 4738,
evening or weekend
H
Why buy used equipment? Our new prices are often as
low. All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported world-wide at unbelievable savings. The Sound
Affair, 364 Mission Court, St Louis, MO 63130, U.S.A.

X.

Gales, Gales, Gales, both the 401a (Chrome) and 401e
(Walnut) speakers usually in stock. For expert and
experienced advice, demonstrations and consultations on
these remarkable, but enigmatic units, we would suggest
a discussion with 'Subjective Audio' before purchase.
Tel.: 01-886 7289.
H.
Lemon Ad Icontrol amp, API-X power amp, 70 watts
per channel (at least). Almost new, in maker's boxes,
perfect condition. £350 o.n.o. Tel.: Ardingly (West
Sussex) 892622.
H.
Quad
decoder,
V15/III,
collects.

22 control, Mk. II power amps, FM tuner,
electrostatics. SME 3009 II (detachable h/shell)
Garrard 301, boxed, (except 301). £400, buyer
Box No. 2593, c/o HiFi News,
1.

Tandberg TL.5010 speakers for sale, as new, rosewood
cabinets. Offers. Tel.: Mrs. Harris on Wakefield (0924)
71871 (office hours).
H.
Superb B & W DM70 loudspeakers, ex-demonstration,
possibly best mid sixties speaker electrostatic top end.
£280. Wanted Sugden tuner, one old (broken) quad
electrostatic. Tel.: Leeds 621188.
H.
Revox A77 Mk. IV tape deck, 31 and 7f ip.s., I14 track,
wooden surround, little used and in excellent condition.
£275. Tel.: Bournemouth 529142.
H.
Onkyo 732, 56 watts rms. £79. Ultimo 20B. £45.
Decca International Mk. II. £49. Infinity Black Widow.
£59. Both arms unused. Tel.: 01-958 9421.
H.
Bemnaster 901 amplifier. Teak, newly checked and
overhauled, full working order. £85. Tel.: Naphill 2504
Bucks.
H.
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Quad FM 3 tuner in box with manual. £70. Shure
V- IS III with unused spare stylus, all boxed and little
used. Hayward, 166 Stanway Road, Shirley, Solihull
B3 3JH.
H.
Garrard 401, SME 3009 Series II, ADC XLM 2
(requires new stylus), teak plinth/cover. £45. Tel.:
Luton 53351 (evenings).
H.
Koss ESP9 Ultimate Electrostatic headphones with
individual calibration graphs, the only truly studio
quality headphones now £ 178, sacrifice £75, perfect.
Tel.: 01-373 9057.
H.
Teac 7010GSL, reel-to-reel (similar to latest TEAC
7030), 7f i.p.s./4-track stereo, auto reverse, immaculate,
still boxed. £ 340 o.n.o. Tel.: Bosley 3973 (Hants).
H.

to

Yamaha TC800GL cassette deck. £ 160. Technics
SL1500 direct drive turntable plus Goldring G800 Super E
cartridge. £ 100. Yamaha CA600 amplifier. £ 119. Leak
3050 linear phase speakers. £ 140. All as new, reluctant
sale due to owner going abroad. Wilde. Tel.: Sheffield
734194 (day), 661228 (evenings).
H.
Thorens TD125 Mk II turntable complete with Stax tone
arm and Shure V15 III £95, Tel.: Platts 0934 814294,
Bleadon, Avon.
H.
Ortofon MISES— L20, Ortofon MC20 with Pre-amp
£75, ADC ZLM £20, AKG8ES £25, all new condition
H.
hardly used, Tel.: Ruislip 30410 after 5pm.
Lowther T.P.I. (one only). Light Oak standing unit Driver
recently serviced by Lowther. Immaculate condition.
£300 ono, Tel.: 01-937 1858 until 6pm.
H.
Tangent RS4 loudspeakers for sale, only 4 months old
£150 no offers, Mr. Haynes, 19 Turnaware Road,
Falmouth, Cornwall.
H.
Era Mk 6X turntable, SME 3009/11 arm ADC headshell. Stanton 681EEE cartridge £90, Tel.: 01-722 7475
(day) 01-340 1321 (evenings).
H.
Satin M- 18E high-output moving coil cartridge with
SR-60 damping adaptor. Used one hour £65. British
reference available, Richard Schoener, 1649 Colby
Avenue 201, Los Angeles, California 90025, USA.
H.
Bowers Wilkins DM3 pair £ 100, Leak Delta 75 Receiver
£90, Stereo 20 Amplifier/Variscope £50, mini sandwich
speakers pair £50, Rodgers Ravensboume amplifier £40,
Dual 1214 turntable £ 35, Leak 70 Amplifier £45, Burton,
60, St. Michaels Road, Aldershot,
H.
Technics SA 6800 quadrophonic amp 4x40 watts
including CD4 decoder £225. Revox A77 deck 1104
Dolby £250, Garrard Z100 auto turntable £25, Tel:
Bristol 40902.
H.

Pair of hornloaded speakers by Telfer of Kelso, measurements 56 in. x23 in. x 18 in., offers near £250, or will
consider offers for units fitted PM2 Mk. II and Audiom
81-15 in., also available pairs of Audiom 61-12 in. and
Jordan-Watts modules. Pilsbury, Melrosa, Trewarmett,
Tintagel. Tel.: Tintagel 360.
H.

Quad 33 control unit £60, 405 amp, one year old £ 125,
Shure M95 ED £ 10, Buyer collects. Tel.: Littleborough
(Lanes) (0706) 70333.
H.

Akai GX good Dolby tape deck with 18 10f in. tapes.
£275. Pair KEF 104 ab loudspeakers. £ 150. Marantz
2230 receiver, 40x 40W rms. £ 100. Dual CS 701 with
Shure V-15 Ill cartridge. £90. Jecklin float headphones
with transformer. £50. Ortofon MIS E cartridge. £25.
All as new. J. Holmes, 18 Wallace Avenue, Stevenston,
Ayrshire, KA20 4BN. Tel.: Stevenston 67041.
H.

For sale Quad 22 x 11 equipment, pre-amp tuner, power
amplifiers, unpacked and unused since service by manufacturers £ 150. No offers, Mordaunt Short Pageant 11's
£130, Pioneer PL12D with fitted Shure M91ED £30, due
to car accident such sophistication now unecessary, Yeovil
27742 (Somerset).
H.

Akai GXC 36 cassette recorder, good condition. £ 50
o.n.o. Tel.: Chesterfield 822240.
H.
Revox A77 four track (Dolby version) recently serviced,
with NAB-hubs, remote control and 15 nearly new tapes
(3600'). £450 o.n.o.
Tel.: Shoreham-by-Sea 2654
(Sussex).
H.
Technics SU 8080 amplifier. £ 195. Trio KD 500 turntable, fitted SME Series II arm, detachable headshell.
£185. Used for four weeks only, still under guarantee.
Tel.: East Kilbride (Glasgow) 24396.
H.
Grace 707 arm plus Linn Board. £60. Wanted Lentek
head amplifier and Quad electrostatic loudspeakers. Tel.:
Clevedon (0272) 874024.
H.
Linn Sondek, Grace arm, fri II cartridge frt III transformer, Naim NAP 160, plus NAC 12N Quad speakers,
electrostatic bronze Decca International arm, London
cartridge. £960. Tel.: South Shields 556607.
H.

Quad ELU's bronze matched pair, little used, immaculate condition £215, Hughes, 16 Oxford Road, Wallasey.
Merseyside, Tel.: 051 639 4315.
H.

Rega turntable II.
0444 54387.

Offers.

Tel.: Haywards Heath
H.

Pioneer CT5I51 stereo cassette deck, auto on all modes,
memory, refurbished this month. £ 55 only, no offers.
Hays, 122 Wharley Hook, Harlow, Essex.
H.

The Dalesford Speaker Book by R.F.C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen Home Constructor.
Latest technology DI Y speaker designs. Contains full
plans for infinite baffle and reflex designsfor 10 — 100
watts, also unusual centre- bass system for those who
want HI-FI to be " Heard and not seen".
Price £ 1.95 (( 2.20 post paid. $ 5 overseas)

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 SWAN STREET, WILMSLOW CHESHIRE

NOW - .1Ptrotapes CUTS THT

FOR SALE-trade

CASSETTES
REEL TO REEL

All American, German and many Japanese brands
exported worldwide. Very competitive prices. Specific
enquiries, write please. The South Affair, 364 Mission
Court, St Louis, MO 63130, USA.
X.

nfesit-peck-15,
mi. etuer
You FEEL blviceevar

t.

ALL ITEMS ORIGINAL • 1
4(
/
IN MAKERS BOXES
Cartridge ( with
Styli
Stylus) P/P -I- 30p
PIP +20p
ORTOFON

ORTOFON
MI5E Super .. £44.50
SL20E .. £46.50
MC20 .. £33.50
SL200 £69.42
STM72 Transformer
£2040
M20FL £5127
M20E Super .. £46.27
VMS20E/11 .. £31.90
F15/11 [ 1060
FF 15E/11 .. £ 14.90
MCA76 £94.34

STANTON
68IEEE
680E E
500E ..
881S ..
500EE

£4+32
£28.45
£16.53
£79-22
£1916

EM PI ft...‘
2000 ..
2000E
2000E/1
2000E/11
2000E/Ill
2000Z

[7-77
[8-50
£12-16
[13-90
£14.75
[48-50

DBE Super ..
D2OFL
020E Super ..
D20E/11 ..
NI5E/11
NF 15E/11 ..

£24.12
£3066
[2.4.12
£21.68
£12.25
£9-39

ARMS/
HEADSHELLS
(Arms + 80p P/P)
(Headshells + 40p P/P)
SME 3009 Fixed £
4600
SME 3009 Det. £
30.40
SME Series III
£o.24
SME FD200 £ 17-15
Formula Four Arm
£57.72
Transcriptors Arm
£36.75
LMF/I fixed head £74.25
LMF/II detach. £81.74
LMH2 H/shell £7.16
SME S2 H/shell £4 75
SHE H/shell .. £ 14 27

PHILIPS

£6.79

GP400/II
GP40 I / II
GP4I2VE
G P422/II

£13-89
£20-10
£30.37

SPECIAL PRICES STILL AT
CASSETTES
C45/46 C60
C90
C120
Audio Mag. ( Budget) _
021
0-27
0-41
BASF LH
_
0.54
074 1-04
BASF Super SM
oto 1.16 1.57
BASF Ferro S/LH I
_
099
1.26
1-66
BASF Cr02
_
1.16
1A7
1-90
BASF FeCr
1.38
1-81)
Contek Audiogold Int 0.39
0.49
0.62
EMI Standard 0.56
0.74
0.99
EMI Super
073
0-96
EMI Hi Fidelity 1-01
1-40
1-89
FUJI FL
0.69
099
1.33
FUJI FX ( limited off.) 0.84 108
NEW FUJI FX- I
1-03
1-15
1-60
HCL Super
0.54
074
0.88
MAXELL SLN
0.66
086
1.13
MAXELL UD
0-96
1-07
122
1.63
MAXELL UD/XL/I 1-32
1 8£
MAXELL UD/XL/II 1.32
18
£
1.38
MEMOREX MrX2
0.73
0.77
I-01
MEMOREX Cr02
099
1.02
I42
MEMOREX 8-Tr.-90 min.-2for £ . 90
PHILIPS Standard 0.57
0 79
1-05
TDK Dynamic
0.52 061 *0.67 1-09
(Limited offer)*
7" LP 7" DP
LP
REEL-TO-REEL
1800' 2400' 3600'
AG FA PE
103
177
7.89
BASF LH
4-90
3-90
4-40
BASF LH Super
5.90
3.75
MAXELL UD
$25 NAB
MAXELL UD/XL ( Matt) 4-42
10.32 NAB
MEMOREX Quantum
+24
072
TDK Audua
3-22
IF64 NAB
TDK Audua (Matt)
3.85
10-37 NAB
POST FREE all orders over £ 10.
otherwise 45p per order. Prompt
despatch. Subject to availability.
Regret U.K. only. Prices include
VAT at 8% and correct at press
date. Call or order by mail to
Metrotapes Ltd. ( Dept. N8).

A.D. period hi-fi cabinets are individually made to your
requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you have in
mind, with your phone number. We will quote a price
if we are able to help, or visit our workshop. Village
Workshop, 14e, Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL.
Tel.: 01-267 8504.
X.
REF speakers. T27, £8.50; TI5, £ 10.75; B110, £ 1095;
B200, £ 11.95; BI39, £24-95; ND8, £2.75; DN12, £7.25;
DN13, £4.95. UK VAT extra 124%. P & P extra.
World wide export. Postage quoted on application. Also
Linsley Hood designed amplifier and test equipment kits.
Teleradio Hi-Fi, 325 Fore Street, Edmonton, London N9.
Tel.: 01-807 3719. S.a.e. for lists.
X.
Uher equipment, best prices around, immediate delivery.
Example cash prices inc. VAT: Model 4200IC )-track
stereo reel-to-reel. £298. Model CR210 portable cassette.
£321. Model CR240 Dolby portable cassette. £ 343.
Tel.: Ray, 01-935 8161. AV Distributors ( London)
Ltd.
H.

Pair Dahlquist DQ-10 £550, pair B & W DM7 walnut

£355, Pair Audio Master Image II boxed £ 110, Pair
Keesonic KRF stands £200, Revox B790 turntable,
Ortofon VMS20E cartridge sill 4 months only £275. Ex
stock Quad, Sugden P51, C51 etc, Barclaycard, Access,
HP Terms. Audio Corner, 117 Portland Street, Southport,
Tel.: 0704 37332.
H.

104.-

New stock clearance. Revox A77, A77 Dolby, A76,
A700, latest Lenco models, special discounts on Phase
Linear, many IBL Loudspeakers incl. L.I6 at £65, some
Otani e.g. OXHD 4channel recorders at £ 1250, Mordaunt
Short Pageant £ 110, Festival £76, Carnival £57 per pair
each, all prices exclude VAT. Many other brands at
special prices. S.A.E. for your requirements. Midland
Sound, Ltd. Mail Order Dept. 157, 107 Oyster Lane,
Byfleet, Surrey, Byfleet 40966.
H.

apes

Ex demonstration Michell electronic REF turntable,
Lecson ACI / API, on demonstration Boothroyd Stuart,
Meridian and Harbeth HL monitor, prices on application,
demonstration by appointment, Aston Audio, Northwich
(Cheshire) 79902.
H.

244 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2
[01-724 1673)

thus Floor

P1-41LlPi
G P400/11
GP40 I / II ..
GP412VE/II

611-08
£15.03
635-12S

A XG
P8ES
P7E
P8E
P6E
P6R

••
.•
.•
••

£59.00
£28.54
[51-18
£9-19
[15.26

SHURE
M44/7..
M44E
M55E
M75/6..
M758 ..
M75E.1
M75ED
M95E.1
M95ED
M24H
VI5/111
VI 5/1V

£o-44

£6-81
£7.51
[6.111
£9.37
[11.76
[13-46
£12-44
£18-06
£26.41
£4190
£66.67

GOLDRING
G800..
G850 ..
G800H
G820 ..
G820E
G820SE
G900SE

.. £4-95
.. [4-50
.. £415
.. £7.20
.. £ 10.23
.. [ 18.56
.. £37.00

A KG

P8ES
X6R
X6E
X7E
X8E

••
.•
•

..
..
..
..
..

£38.91
£7-06
£ 10.09
£ 15.65
£31.30

LIMIER

SHURE
N44E
N55E
N75/6..
N75B
N75E.1
N75ED
N95EJ
N9SED
N24H
VN35E
VNISE
VN78E

£5.58
£6.84
£5.76
£6.43
£064
£12.37
£9-63
[16.60

£16-87

£16.06
£15-77
£15.79 <

MICRO
ACOUSTICS
RIE
..
£21 50
R2002E .. £27.00

GOLDRING
G800
£3-38
G850 • £3-38
G800H .. £3-38
G820
[3.38
G820E .. £6AI
G820SE £ 1I • 50
G900SE .. £ 15.27

We are pleased to announce that due to changes in
the Marketing Policy of Uher Werke München, we
are able to reduce the prices of the whole range of
this specialist equipment.
Cassette recorders

Open reel recorders
4000IC Mono portable
4200IC Stereo portable
4400IC Stereo portable
SG521 Stereo }/à. track
SG560 Stereo vi. track
SG63 I Stereo in track
5000
Universal

£ 193.00
£238.00
£238.00
£ 192.00
£ 317.00
£419.00
£226.00

CR2I0
CR240
CG3I0
CG330
CG340
CG350
CG36l

Portable
Portable
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby /DNL

£2 6.00
£2 3.00
£110.00
£150.00
£153.00
£239.00
£260.00

Prices quoted are Nett, and do not include VAT or Carriage.
Full Guarantee and After Sales Service on all Uher items.
Contact the Official Uher agents:

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD.
255a St. Albans Road, Watford
Tel: Watford 32006

BARCLAYCARD

1:1=11
Al Cartridges & Styli Discounts Ltd
Dept HFN'4
119 Oxford Street. London WIR IPA ( Room 10)
Telephone 01-580 9111/2
(24 Hr. Telephone answer)

OR
The Studio, Perry Lane,
Sherington, Newport Pagnell
Tel: N. Pagnell 610625

"THE UHER SPECIALISTS"
Since 1968
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CARTRIDGE
DISCOUNT
"Our name is your guarantee to best products at best
prices"
Telephone: Knockholt ( STD 095 95)

3333
North Downs House, Grays Road, VVesterham, Kent.

POST FREE

CARTRIDGES
Decca
Deram
£6.50
London Mk 5
£
38-50
London Export £42.00
Gold ring
G800
£465
G8001-I
£465
G800SE
£13.50
G850
£4.25
G820
£5•99
G820E
£9 00
G820SE
£13 00
G900SE £29.95
Fidelity Research
FRI 11
£54.90
FRI II:
£78.90
Satin
MI8E
£ 120.00
II G
£65.00
Shure
M3D
£ 5.72
M44-7
£7-04
M44- C
£7.04
M44- G
£7.04
M44- E
£7.52
M55- E
£8.35
M75-65 £7.52
M75-8 £ 11-13
M75- G
£ 12.57
M75E1 £ 13.02
M75ED £ 14.91
M91GD £ 13.60
M91ED £ 14.91
M93E
£ 11.41
M95G
£ 13.55
M95E1 £ 13.84
M95ED £ 20.06
SC- 35C
£ 13.11
VIS/Ill £47.10
M24H+ £ 30.60
VIS IV
£64.05
Stanton
500A
£ 14.99
500AL* £ 14.99
500E
£ 17.95
500EE £20.50
680EE £ 31.50
68IEEE £47.99
Tenorel
T200ID £2-90
T200IED £7.50
T200IDP• £2.90
T20015D+ £ 15.00
Ultimo
DV38/20A* £59.00
DV38/20B• £77.50
DV38/10A £51.00
DV38/10X £49.95
DV38/20C
P.O.A.
DV6A Transf P.O.A.
DV4-C Imp
adapter £7.50

Blue
Manufacturers
Exchange
Manufacturers
Exchange
DI10
DI 10H
DI 105E
0120
DI30
D130E
DI3OSE
DI4OSE

•

FOR SALE-trade
Linsley- Hood 75 watt amplifiers constructed and
repaired, power amp modules from £ 12.50 built and
tested, power amp module kit £ 10.50. New guaranteed
spares by return. BDY56, £ 1•85; BD529, 55p; BD530,
55p, inclusive prices. S.a.e. for list. I. G. Bowman
(Dept. HFN), 59 Fowey Avenue, Torquay, S. Devon. H.
Sugden, Ortofon, Quad, Monitor Audio. A.R., etc.
demonstrations/service. Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6 (0254).
X.

£ 1.75

Armstrong receiver sale. Give away prices. Holdings,
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn. Tel.: 59595/6.
H.

£2.95
£2.95
£9.90
£2.95
£3-30
£6.95
£ 10.95
£ 14.00

CASSETTE LABELS!!

FRT III Trans( £62.00
FRT IV Transf £ 118-00
I8NE
II7NG

£50.00
£ 32.00

N3D
N44-7
N44-C
N44-G
N44- E
N55- E
N75-6
N75- B
N75- G
N75E1
N75ED
N9IGD
N9I ED
N93E
N95G
N95E1
N95ED
SS35C
VN35E
N24H

£4.37
£5.88
£5.88
£5-88
£6.55
£7.52
£6.31
£7.04
£8-69
£9.47
£ 13-53
£ 11.64
£ 13.53
£971
£9-46
£ 10.54
£ 18.11
£6.74
£ 17 47
£ 18 48

PEELABLE- SELF ADHESIVE

INDEX/TITLE

LABELS

RIF

I
CL'

100 for

Through Importer.
Through Importer.
Through Importer.
Same as 20A but elliptical
New " State of the Art" model.
Wired throughout with 99%
silver.

Items marked * high output suitable for disco use, etc.
Items marked -I- suitable for CD4 use.
Arms
Fidelity Research FR 54
SME Series III
Ultimo DV 505

£69.00
£95.00
£196.00

OVERSEAS ENQUIRIES WELCOME
All items are of original manufacture, are POST FREE
and include VAT ii 24%. This is just asample of the
items we have to offer. We are stylus specialists and
can offer awide range to suit most makes. Please send
for list post free.

also plain white £ 1.75 plain yellow f2.25
Larger quantities. own printing.
Send S.A.E. to C.LP. Ltd. 600 Kingston Rd.. London SW20
for FREE leaflet.
Send Cheques POs to:CASSETTE LABEL PRINTERS LTD.
13CM-9503
London WC1V 6XX

MASONS AYE. SO COLEMAN ST, LONDON EC2 , 606 4102 ,

111311111111
(
la

MS 11112 WELLINSITON ST. sit City Square ,. 444 692
MANCIli SUR 3 VICTORIA STATION APPROACII.

RRISTIK121 02NIUAR STREET
SPIECINALISYS BIRMINGHAM BULL RING SUBWAY

1032 4592,

a.. . od,or,'.. 1290100,
...
11th:CLI"

LEWIN • ON - SEA , 11.1 RECTORY ORONO

- 6431766i

10702 7120111

ACOUSTICS LTD

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS

LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES
GRILLE fASRICS GALORE!'
TOP QUALITY WADDING.?
PORE WOOL HMS
ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK FOAM PADDING
Fabric Samples

COME...
SEE...
HEAR

US at

HARROGATE AUDIO FAIR
DEMONSTRATION STUDIO
BALLROOM
OLD SWAN HOTEL
Public: August 19th and 20th
Trade: August 21st and 22nd

12p ( Stamps)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS

BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206

SERVICES

POST FREE by return the following
items ( recorded delivery).
Quantity

ALL MAIL TO1ESTUARY ALIEN°. DEPT. Vs 1NIGNSURY STATION,
HICHRURY CORNER. LONDON NS 1607 0644 iCALLERS WELCOME

FALCON

r Please send

Item No,

0.75 0.99
1.32
Agfa SFD ( SM)
Agfa CrO, ( SM)
1-03
1.27
1.76
Audio Gold LN
0.35 0.48
0.63
BASF LH
0.53 0.72
0.99
BASF CrO,
1.15
1.46
1-80
Fuji FL Super
0.69 0.99
1.33
Fuji FX I
1.15
1.60 1-03
Maxell SLN
0-64 0.84
1-08
0-95
1.05
1.19
1.62
Maxell UD
Maxell UD/XL 2
1.29
1.60 0.63 0.95
Memorex ( in bags)
0.99
1.00
1-42 Memorex CrO,
0.54 0-81
1•14
Sony LN
0.81
0.98
1.22
Sony HF
TDK Dynamic
0.48 0.56 0.77
1.02
TDK AD
0.75 0.85
1.10
1.59
TDK SA
1.11
1.48 REEL TO REEL
AGFA PE Series
BASF LH Super
7" 1800' LP £2.95
7" 1800' LP
£445
7" 2400' DP £3.59
7" 2400' DP
E.5.99
I
01" 4200' cine E7-89
'
Black Box' studio
quality
AGFA PEM ( matt)
7" 1800' LP
[1.99
7" 1800' LP £3.59
MAXELL UDXL
101" 3600' cine £8.25
7" 1800' LP
£442
7" 2400' DP
£5.60
ICII" 3600 LP £I(I-32
BASF LH
MEMOREX
7" 1800' LP £3.93
7" 1800' LP
£2.55
7" 2400' DP £498
7" 2400' DP £3.45

£2.00 ('iïe)

D5107A £9.25
D5I07AL £9.25
D5100E £ 11.55
D5100EE £ 14.85
D680
£20.95
D6800EEE £26-00
N200ID £2 10
N200IED £5.95
N200IDP £2.10
N200ISD £ 11.50

ULTRA
ISPECIAL DISCOUNT
pias S
year replacement GUARANTEE
C45
C60
C90
CI20

CD

EASY TO WRITE ON - PEEL OFF

ffl

ATTACH THLSALWERTISERWIT
TO YOUR ORDER OR FETCH
IT WITH YOU TO
CLAIM THESE-

Audio repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years experience, extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration, etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal
service. Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
X.

Price

COMPRESSOR- EXPANDER
enclose cheque/P.O. for [
to Cartridge Discount.
Name
Address

made payable

NOISE REDUCTION
& DYNAMIC RANGE ENHANCEMENT.
A LIMITED PRODUCTION OF DEVICES
FOR 2 OR 3 HEAD TAPE MACHINES AT
£69 INC. SAE PLEASE FOR DETAILS.

GHOST STUDIOS
526 LITTLEMOOR RD

168

WEYMOUTH

DORSET.

SERVICING
Pick-up arms. Freelance service engineer required.
Box No. 2592, c/o HiFi News.
H.

STUDIO FACILITIES

BADGER SOUND
SERVICES LIMITED

Cerwin—Vega—McIntosh

SALES and SERVICE

Fanfare Records. Tape-Disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
I Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 048261684.
X.

UPL, Compton House,
35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey.
Tel. 01-942 9567

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE.
Stereo and
mono masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our
Scully Lathe. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road,
Binsfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.
X.
Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-Disc,
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.
X.
J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos,
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editing—
stereo/mono.
S.a.e., 14 Willows Avenue, Morden,
Surrey. Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.

JORDAN
WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS FOR THE
AMATEUR SPEAKER BUILDER

with

BADGER SOUND SERVICES LTD.,
46 Wood Street, Lytham St. Annes,
Lancs. FY8 IHG
Phone ( STD 0253) 729247
(Closed Mondays)

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED,
Stoneyway', Bovingdon Green,
Marlow, Bucks SL7 2J H

Hear the
TABOR,
TIMBRELL
and other SON-AUDAX Systems at
HARROGATE AUDIO FAIR
BALLROOM
OLD SWAN HOTEL

designs,

COME AND SEE US AT THE
HARROWGATE AUDIO FAIR
(OLD SLOAN HOTEL)

PLEASE WRITE for full information and specifications

U.K. Distributors:
FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.

RECORDS FOR SALE

Public: August 19th and 20th
Trade: August 21st and 22nd

PRO 9TL construction book and full drawings,
60p post free (overseas, VI.25 air mail).
Callers welcome 9-5 Tues. to Sat. 24-hour, 7-day
phone-answering
service,
including
ACCESS
orders.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN:
E] Loudspeakers to provide the highest standards
of sound quality available.
[3 Unique ' linear array' systems for full concert
perspective.
El Building Loudspeakers of this class from easily
assembled Kits.
OR Loudspeakers designed to match your own
requirements and environment.

SON-AUDAX

EXPORTS WELCOME
catalogue

VP

For the best prices and largest stocks in
the country see our advertisement on
p. 92.

We deal only in components for High Fidelity
speakers and do not handle Group, Disco, P.A.,
Radio/T.V. or general purpose drive units, nor
do we offer non-specific crossover networks.
Specialists in the supply of components to the
do-it-yourself speaker builder, our experience, our
technical expertise and the excellence of our
standards have been recognised by the Audio
Press in this country and abroad.
Our prices for Sonaudax, Celestion, Coles, Falcon,
Isophon, Kef, Lowther, Peerless, and Tannoy, as
well as crossovers, components and materials for
magazine projects and manufacturers' designs are
highly competitive, but we see no point in publishing a list of prices which are constantly changing, and which are not much use without technical
data.
Although primarily concerned for the home constructor, we supply components to some of the
most respected manufacturers of commercial
speaker systems.
Stockists of Sugden, Quad, Cambridge, Nytech,
Harmon Kordon and the good cartridges and arms.

Speaker constructor's
30p or adollar bill.

SOmn-t LOUDSPEAKER
MODULES AND SYSTEMS
The JORDAN 50 mm module has solved
the basic problems of loudspeaker system design.

Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, ' Eastwood', Cove,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
X.
Ellie Jay Records announce new price reductions for
the manufacture of records and sleeves. Fast reliable
service for quantities from 100 to 100,000. Tel.: 01-908
2735.
X.

Bells, Cotswold dialect, mechanical music, Barbershop,
and other historical and specialized records. Details:
Saydisc Records, Inglestone Common, Badminton,
Gloucestershire.
Global Radio recorded programmes come in the form of
a Sound Magazine for all disabled and those over 50.
Write to Club Secretary, Mr. W. Reeves. 255 Bicknor
Road, Parkwood, Maidstone, Kent for details.

WANTED

Tape-Disc Masters. Demos ( Scully/Westrix), pressings.
Cassettes. Mobile Recording Studio. Free brochure.
Tam Studio, 13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel.:
01-346 0033.
X.

Pair Mordaunt Arundel speakers, good price paid for
pair in good condition. Tel.: Burnham 06286-611)49. H.

"THE MOBILE RECORDING SERVICE" offered to
you by us is simply unique! Please telephone Purist
Sound Techniques for details on 01-948 1331 (24 hours).
L.

Screen magnifiers for television any condition/size,
urgently required, any quantities. Chris Verney, 14 Grieg
Drive, Goodleigh Rise, Barnstaple. Tel.: ( 0271) 75962.
H.

Combination of Music and Technology
250 manufacturers will present their international
range of products at hifi in Düsseldorf from
18th-24th August 1978. Professional techniques
for eager hifi enthusiasts and critical music lovers.
You will be able to hear and try out everything on
the international market: equipment which conforms to the minimum German quality standard of
DIN 45. 500 enclosures, headphones ancillaries,
etc. of classical and modern design. In addition
you will be able to look behind the scenes of
broadcasting studios and enjoy amusical supporting programme by leading artists from all parts of
the musical world. Come, look and listen!

Please send me further information on hit; ' 78.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR AGENCIES
LIMITED
2Old Bond Street, London W1.
Name
Name of Company
Address
4th INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
AND FESTIVAL, DÜSSELDORF,
18- 24th AUGUST 1978,
DAILY 10.00-19.00 HOURS.

It makes Sound sense to have
HI-FI NEWS and
RECORD REVIEW
500 LPs

HiFi Equipment

Two variations of our ' SUPERFLEX' in melamine. In addition we have a
wide range of versatile units in both white or teak melamine finish, and
craftsman- built wood hi-fi and record/cassette cabinets and bookcases.
The sign of the small family firm where personal service to
customers still counts
Send two 7p stamps for brochure to:
Dept. HFN/7/78 ECC, 4 Brunswick Drive, Harrogate, Yorkshire.

posted to you every month
Please post me acopy of Hi -Fi News & Record Review monthly
for 12 months beginning with the

issue.

Ienclose postal subscription of £8.30 ( U.K.) or £9.30
(overseas)
*Please delete as appropriate

Name
Address

Give for those who Gave
Send to: Link House Holdings Limited,

WINGS APPEAL

Link House, 25 West Street, Poole,
Dorset, BH1S 1LL
Registered in England. Registered Office:10-12 South
Crescent, Store Street, London C1E 7BG.

During September
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Hear it like it is with

KLH Speakers
‘\

Recording engineers all over the world use KLH speakers
\ from the USA to make sure they get every detail onto your
discs and tapes. Should you expect perfect results through
anything less? Treat your ears— hear every bass note, every
word of the lyrics, every subtle cymbal stroke.
Use KLH, and hear it right...

HOW MUCH?...
Unless you run arecording studio, you may not be able to
afford professional monitor speakers in your listening
room. Relax — you can get apair of KLH 331's for just
rPlease send me complete literature and specif ications on KLH
speakers and my nearest dealer
To. Webland International Limited,
I PO Box 70. London. SW6.
Tel: 01 385 9478
Telex 25570
I

Name

IAddress.

over £ 100
and still be assured of complete,
truthful sound

WHERE?...
Your local dealer will stock awide range of these famous
American speakers, and will be happy to demonstrate
them as well as recommending the best KLH speaker
for your system.

WEBLAND INTERNATIONAL LIMITED,
PO BOX 70, LONDON SW6.
Tel: 01-385 9478 Telex: 25570

ust because the name isYamaha
doesn't mean you cadi afford it.
loudness control — infinitely superior to
As soon as some people see the name
inflexible on— off switches; plus independent
Yamaha on areceiver they imagine its too
input and recording output selectors and
expensive.
How sad!
truly versatile tone and filter controls — in
It means that lots of people are settling
fact, all sorts of things to make
you think its avery, very
for less exciting receivers when they don't
expensive receiver.
need to — when, for example, they could
Yet it costs no more
have bought the astonishing CR420.
efr„
than
£ 199.80 inc VAT.
This features adistortion of
e 044
only 0.05% — far, far lower than
many top-line receivers: has ce
continuously adjustable

c,ev:

O YAMAHA

YarnahaYes.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS, SEND FOR OUR FREE 32 PAGE COLOUR BOOK To:
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD, 10 BYRON ROAD, WEALDSTONE, HARROW, MIDDX. HA3 7TL. 01-863 8622.

